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ABSTRACT

This report was. written to providc a aummary of the cui rent status of the knowi-
edge of radome design. It is intended to provide scientists and engineers working
on radomes with a concise reference containing most of the information they will
need. Topics covered include electrical theory, design, and measurements; organic
and inorganic materials fabrication; rain erosion; and the effects of temperature,
stress and aerodynamic factors. A comprehensive bibliography is included.

The publication of this report does not constitute approval by the Air Force of the
findings or conclusions contained herein. It is published only for the exchange and
stimulation of ideas.

JOQEPH A. DOMBROWSKI
Lt Colonel, USAF
Chief, Electronic Warfare

Division
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PREFACE

Before continuing, to the text, the r ..ader should know why this handbook has been
published, and the reasoning behind the scope and technical level of the material
contained herein.

The interest in the field of rAdomes has undergone a broad expansion in the last
several years. Along with this expansion of interest, a large number of groups
studying the radome problem have arisen in industrial ant research organizations
in many parts of the country. It was soon realized by members of these groups and
by Government organizations, that the individual radome engineer was relatively
isolated. This was due to insufficient regular meetings with his colleagues, and the
lack of full dissemination of written reports pertaining to his field. The interest in
the ON1R Radome Symposium in Washington, D. C., in June 1953, clearly displayed
that the coordination of Radome Research and Development being conducted through-
out the country was badly needed and desired.

In early 1955, a decision was made by the Air Force and the Navy to remedy this
situation. First, a system of regular, yearly Symposia was set up. These Symposia
enable the full and free dissemination of technical information on radumes, by the
presentation of papers, personal contacts, and the publication of proceedings.
Second, to fulfill the need for a contemporary reference on radomes, the existing
"Radome Engineering Handbook," AMC Manual 80-4 was reviewed, and the program
to publish a modecs one started by the award of a contract to the McGraw-Hill
Book Company.

This Handbook has been written expecting that tire majority of the scientists and
engineers working on radumes are academically trained physicists, mathemati-
cians, and electrical engineers. This decision was not meant to de-emphasize the
fine contributions made by workers In the fields of materials, structures, and aero-
dynamics, but meant to insure that the handbook will be of maximum benefit to the
majorityof worke,-s on radomes. Thereforc, throughout the handbook, it is assumed
that the reader has a degree in ilectrical engineering, physics or mathematics, with
some knowledge of plane wave theory. As a result, the sections on materials, rain
erosion, structures, and environment, ate written to be informative and educational
with the understanding that each subject would require a complete text in itself.

This Handbook should give the new engineer a well grounded background In the
field of radomes, and give the experienced engineer a complete reference to rely
upon.

The only purpose of this report, and its reason for existence, is service to the
Government and to the radoine industry. Only by f'eceiving comment, both favorable
and unfavorable, from the reader will we be able to find out how well this has been
done. Criticism is earnestly solicited and should be addressed to the issuing
agency.

W. H. CROSWELL

v
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Chapter 1 1

ORIGIN AND
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF RADOMES

I-I. introduction airborne microwave radar system, was test
In any treatise on a technical subject of this flown by the ArmyAir Forces in a B-lB aircraft

in the late fall of 1940.1 This aircraft vasI
type, especially where it is intended for new f

men in the field as well as for the experienced, the ut S tt Seel sce experi-
it is appropriate tooutline someof thehistorical the United States. Several successful explri-

developments that brought the field to itb pres- "mental radar runs were made against the large

tnt state. In this chapter, an effort is mnade not ha'ngar buildingj at Moffett Field and against

only to trace the significant stages of radome tankers in San Francisco Bay,as radar targets.
development, but to tie them in along the way By today's standards, the radar range obtained
with the corresponding developments in radar, on these targets was very small, but these first
withithercuary duringWorld War d o e By this runs clearly indicated the potentialities of
particularly during microwave radar. No radome was used on
means, the logical time scale of events will ie these flights, since the equipment wab merely
seen, starting at the point where microwave suspended in the bomb bay of the )3-18 and up-
radar, with its need for radornek,, first came erated on an experimental basis through its
under serious consideration, open bomb bay doors. These early radar flight
1-2. Relations to VHF Radar tests are significant to radome development

S.. historically because they not only served as the
Airborne radars of the premicrowave period beginning of airborne microwave radar use, but

were of the V$F type and operated with exter- also pointed out the need for radomes to stream-
nally-mounted Yagi, or other dipole-array line and protect the rad:&r antenna.
radiators requiring no radomes. These an-
tennas served well in the early installations on The introduction of the microwa.ve magnetr(jn
the relatively slow-speed aircraft of that day. into the United States by the Tizard mission2

It was early realizad, however, that the available from the United Kingdom in August of 1940
antenna gains and resolution capabilities of touched off the tremendous development in this
practical airborne dipole-arsay aitennas were country of microwave radar, destined to mnean
so limited at the frequencies used (VH '), thLL much in the defeat of the Axis powers in World
an early shift to the use of microwave frequen- War 1. The magnetron provided the initial
cies was indicated. Because of the unavailability solution to the generation of pulsed microwave
of signal generators capable of producing energy in sufficient power levels to be practi-
microwave-pulsed signals of the required power, cable for military radar purposes.
this shift to the microwaves was delayed.
1-3, Origin of Radome Problem To exploit its potentialities, immediate ar.-

rangements were made by the National Defense
A low-powerd, Sperry-built klystron equip- iksearch Council (NDRC) of the Office of Scien-

mnet, believed to be the first experimental tific Research and Development to undertake the
further radar research and development work
iuecessary to bring microwave radar into being.
2, 3 The Radiation Laboratory was organized at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology under
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NDRC sponsorship, where active research began was a hemispherical, thin-wall nose radome of
on 10 November 1940. This Laboratory, working plexiglas-like material, built in the experimental
In cooperation with laboratories in the United shops at Wright Field. It was given a frosting
Kingdom, industrial and university laboratories treatment to make it opaque for sucurity
of the United States, as wall as Militatry Rar,4vi ,,,, ,
laboratories throughout the land, was destined
to make an incalculable contribution to the war The above operation was carried out cooper-
effort of the allied powers. atively by project engincers of the Signl" Coips

Aircraft Radio Laboratory at Wright Field and
Exploitation of the new microwave magnetron of the Bell Telephone Laboratory at Whippany,

tube, with its many pothnUalities in the radar N. J.
field, then began without delay. Major efforts to
develop the new microwave radar took place at The first experimental airborne micro.wave AI
the Radiation Laboratory and in industrial and (Aircraft Intercept) radar equipment, developed
government laboratories, resulting in a number andassembled by the Radiation Laboratory, was
of different experimental radar equipments put into operation on the roof top of the labora-
being broughtout for experimental flight testing tory in Cambridge on 4 January 1941.2 The
and ultimate usage almost simultaneously, first successful flight test of this equipment
These will be touched on briefly in the para- was conducted in a B-18 airplane and is believed
graphs to follow, to have been flown out of Bedford Airport on 10

March 1941. This flight resulted in what is
1-4. Early Experimental Uses of Radomes believed to be the first detection of airplanes

with an airborne microwave radar. flanges up
What is believed tc be the firut use of radomes to approximately five miles were obtained on

in actual flight was a test demonstration for the this first Al flight. Still better results quickly
AAF of an experimental version of Western followed. Although no definite statement has
Electric SCR-519 airborne radar 4 It was op- been found on the type of radome used in this
erated from a B-18A airplane, in the early specific flight, there is a general indication that
spring of 1941. See Figure 1-1. These flights the earliest airborne radar flights by Radlation
were operated out of Mitchell Field, N.Y., flying Laboratory (MIT) used hemispherical plywood
against Ambrose Lightship, off Long Island, as radomes. Since these radomes were all ojer-
a radar test target. A number of successful ating at microwave frequencies in the . - •and
flights were achieved, in which the radar's (3 kllomegacycles) andwere only approximrtely
ability to locate bombing targets and to guide one-quarter Inch in thickness, it is clean that
bombing runs was compared direclly with the they were operating as thin-wall radome•, and
performance of thefamous Norden optical bomb- hence did not yet require careful elec rical
sight. The results obtained on these flights in- design.
dicated that the radar could be developed Into
a powerful tool for military bombing operations. Two experimental Navy airborne radon• in-
These first runs out of Mitchell Field further stallations at this time are also notable. \The
demonstrated the practicality of using radomes first is an experimental installation of an 'ASD"
for streamlining and protecting the radar an- Radar with 18-Inch parabolic dish antenna in-
tenna. The radome used on these early flights stalled on a PB-I carriek-based bomber late

Fi.m. I-I. Delies D-18A, of di Type Used i. Eudkut AlIrbme Nicamve Redkr FIght (O#fIEiJ. Air Fec* pPef.
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in 1941.2 The other is an "ASC" radar instal- 1-6. Trend Away from Plywood Radomes
lation in the Navy PBM airplane in January
,42.rai n of th radomes ac tese two Plywood radomes were used extensively at

installations are lacking. this time for fixed radar installations on labo-

Other early flight tests, using a plexiglas-type ratory roof tops. Such radomes ranged in dia-
radome similar to that used in the Long Island meter up to 10 feet or more. Most of these
flights,were conducted out of McDfll Field, Fla., were built by the United States Plywood Corpo-
in January, February,and Marchof 1942. These ration. In-service electrical performance de-flights again used an experimental version of ficiencles with the plywood material were scoiathe SCR-519 radar, but with a new bombing encountered, however, particularly where ex-cther Some519 100a bombs with1new doppe g perimental laboratory propagation measure-comptes r. Some 100rombSprings." ments werebeing made through radomes. Thesetest targets off Tarpon Sstudies quickly demonstrated plywood's unde-

1-5. First Crash Program in Microwave Radar sizable moisture absorption tendencies. Mois-
ture-content variations with changes in weather

The first crash development program for were found to produce severe variations in
microwave radar equipment to be used in actual electrical energy transmission through the
military operations by the AAF was the con- radome walls. Efforts at rectifyingthese mols-
struction, by Radiation Laboratory, of 16 S-Band ture difficulties took scveral forms. One ap-
(3 kilomegacycles) Al radar equipments, which proach, giving limited benefits, was to apply a
were installed in the earliest experimental thin overlay of resin-impregnated glass fabric
models of the Army Air Force P-61 "Black to the outer surfaces of these plywood radomes
Widow" night fighter in mid-1941. Two addi- to serve as a moisture barrier. (This was done
tional installations of this Al radar were also In 1942, and is believed to be the first use of
made about the same time in A-20 attack glass fabric in radome construction.) A second
bombers,one of which was detailed in September approach was to build radomes of a new poly-
1941 to Bell Telephone Laboratory, where its styrene foam, using a solvent spray process.
radar equipment served as the predecessor of This latter approach produced radomel of good
the future SCR-520 and SCR-720 Al radars.2  electrical performance but rather poor resis-
The SCR-720 was destined to become standard tance to heavy physical stresses. The Blue
for production installations jn the P-61 in 1943. Hills Observatory (near Boston) successfully
See Figure 1-2. used polystyrene foam radomes of this vintage

for a number of years. A third approach to
Thin-walled plywood radomes were applied to avoiding the moisture difficulties of plywood

NNvy PT boats during this aame period. For was to mold the radcome of phenolic-reuiut im-
the most part, they were built by the United pregnated cotton fabric (canvas). Elliptical
State Plywood Corporation. These radomes radomes of this type were used in the wing
served as the prototypes for a whole series of naceiles of some of the early Navy installations
similar aircraft radomes that were to follow of AlA X-Band (10 kflomegacycles) Aircraft
soon after. Interception radars.6

Figeue 1-2. wI •l• P-61 "Block Widow" NigiiP Fibhow with Woos Redmin (00cial Air Frce oke.I
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1-7. Other Early Radome Applications Center's representation was .covered succes-sively thereafter by Lt.Comdr\S r. Harris, It.
Another series of B-lB aircraft experimental Comdr. A. J. Stanziano, Mr. E. J.S¢eblieben, and
-hia •,Da_ flnwn n,,t nl Lng.i my Fieid. Va.. in Mr. Joseoh Ambro~i. Later. wheriNthe need

March 1942, using Radiation Laboratory's DMS-1 arose for large ground radar installatfbos with
and DMS-10 radar systems (3 kilomegacy-les). radome protection, a radome group was fm edThese ex.periment•! radars ultimately served at the USAF Rome Air Development Cenhj• ,
as the prototypes ior the Navy's successful ang which was represented continously from th?,,
widely used ASG air-to-surface type radars. beginning of its activity to the present day by
Details of the specific radomes used are lacking, Mr. C. S. Beal.
but since these were flights of Radiation Labo-
ratory equipment, they were probably of plywood. 1-9. Origin of the Term "Radome"

The equipping of Navy blimps, early In 1942,
for antisubmarine warfare initiated what is It is of interest that the term "radome" has
probably the first use of microwave radar on come to be used to denote all types of radar

lighter-than-air ships. They wereof cylindrical antenna dome covers. The term has its origin
plywood construction, by Vidal, and were of the in a War Production Board meeting early in

simple, thin-wall type operating in the S-Band 1942. It is a contraction of the words radar
(3 kllomegacycles). No important electrical dome, and was suggested first by Major A. R.
design problems were recorded, probably due John of the Signal Corps' Aircraft Radiation
to thefact thatthe radomewalls wero only about Laboratory (Wright Field). 6

4 percent of the wave length in thickness. The 1-10. "Dumbo"Pathfinder Crash Program
only recognized design problems of this series
of radomen appear to have been physical rather The first experimental flight tests of the new
than electrical in nature.6  X-Band(10 kilomegacycles) radars over North-

The first operational Navy installation in air- ern Irelar.d, beginning in March 1942, led to the

planes was that of the ASG S-Rand radar in the first crash installation program of these radars

PB4Y-I airplane about mid-1942 or early 1943. in the noses of the "D1umbos" (B-24 "Llber-
Theatos") by the Army Air Forces in late 1942,
Therede or usto the still active CW30/AP These were the "pathfinders" for the Eighthpredecessor Air Force, whose exploits over Europe during
radom e 6 World War 13 are well-known. (The term "path-
1-8. Centers of Military Radome Development finder" here refers to the use of a single radar-

equipped bomber to lead a whole formation of
During and After World War f non-radar-equipped bombers for "Bombing

During the early period of radome develop- Through the Overcast.")

ment, extending from 1942 to 1944, military in- The radomes initially used on these "Punbo'
terests in c adpmee were centered in three pathfinders were of two principal types, Same

were of the earlier urea-bonded plywood con-

1. Radiation Laboratory, (Massachusetts struction, whereas most of the remainder were
Technology) Division 14, Group of glass cloth laminated construction. AllInstitute of by Divisio n radomes in these airplanes were of hemispheri-54, represented by Mr. E. B. McMflllan ca yewt ixdmutns

cal type with fixed mountings.

2. Signal Corps Aircraft Radio Laboratory
(Wright Field), represented by Major 1 -11. Origin of the Radome Electrical Design
A. R. John Problem

3. Naval Air Materiel Center (Bureau of The pathfinder program was scarcely under
Aeronautics), represented by Commander way before it came near foundering from severe
V. H. Soucek radome wall reflection reaction. Severe mag-

netron frequency pulling nearly put the equip-
Radiation Laboratory representation by Mr. ment out of operation. Even careful adjusting

McMillan continued until the close of that Labo- of the scanner axis to near coincidence with the
ratory in the Spring of 1946. Captains R. E. radome axis did not entirely correct this dif-
Long (1944) and Fred H. Behrens successively ficulty. It was evident that the importance of
continued the representation of the Army Air minimizing reflections through keeping the
Forces in the old Systems Engineering Y-abo- radomewalls thin,with respect to a wavelength,
ratory at Wright Field. The Naval Air Materiel had not yet been fully appreciated. The neces-
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sity for a rational basis and procedure for Forces sponsored the development co forming
electrical design was clearly demonstrated. 6  and application techniques for ose of a new

tough, rigid, low density, low refractive index,

called "SS expanded hardboard."6, 8  This
The first correction of the reflection-pulling material was developed by the United States

difficulty partially side-stapped the electrical Rubber Company, and was fabricated by drawing
design issue with the use of low dielectric con- the hardboard over a male mandrel. A number
stant materials, With only 3 weeks left before of different SS hardboard radoines were designed
scheduled pathfinder use in major operations, a with half-wave walls by the Army Air Forces
quick switch was made to a new, relatively un- for operation in X-Band (10 kmc) bomber radar
tried, polystyrene fiber materIal developed by installations. In addition, some thin-wallS-Band
the Dow Chemical Corporation. A shrink- radomes were designed for use in cargo air-
molding process was worked out cooperatively planes. These SS-expanded hardboard radomes
among representatives of the Radiation Labo- served usefully for some time. Cold weather
ratory, Dow Chemical Corporation, and the operation, however, so embrittled the material
Virginia Lincoln Company, fabricators of the that ejected shell cases, falling rearward from
new radomes. This hurried switch to the new the bomber's forward gun turrets, inflicted
"polyfiber" construction was accomplished on severe impact failures and brought about the
schedule and, surprisingly, with a great deal of ultimate discontinuance of this material in ra-
success. This polyfiber construction was rela- dome manufacture. It also was found to be at-
tively weak structurally, but it had a toughness tacked by solvents used around aircraft. 8 This,
property that served it in good stead In the op- too, contributed to its replacement.
erations over Europe, where It was able to re-

sist tearing and shattering from antiaircraft 1-15. "Bombing Through the Overcast"
flak penetration under conditions where other Operations
constructions failed. 6

In the meantime, another shrink-molded poly- In mid-1943, the seco:,i major AAF radome
styrene material called "plax" was being de- crash program at Wright Field went into effect.
veloped for the AIA radar by the Naval Aircraft This program called for the equipping of a con-
Factory. Radomes of this material were to have siderable number of B-17 bombers with retrac-
been made up of laminations of stretched "plax" table radomes of the hemispherical type. These
sheets. A unique material development resulted, Installations were made for the new AN/APQ-13
but its rather high dielectric constant retarded and AN/APS-15 X-Band radars intended for the
its extensive use at this early stige in radome AAF's "Bombing Through the Overcast" cam-
development.6 paign.7 The radomes used were largely of glass-

fabric laminated construction, as fabricated by
1-13. Beginnings of Radome Research the Virginia Lincoln Corporation using resins

manufactured by Columbia (Pittsburgh Plate
The difficulties of the pathfinder radome in- Glass Company) and the Bakelite Corporation.

stallations, In late 1942, provided a major im- Other versions of these radomnes were fabricated
petus to the full recognition of the electrical by Crosley Marine Company, Swedlow Plastics
problems of radome design and to the need for Company, and the United States Rubber Company.
development of a rational and generalized theory These other versions included 'some of poly-.
of design for the future. The Radiation Labo- styrene fiber construction.
ratory organized a substantial Radome Develop-
ment Group (Group 54 in Division 14)for a major 1-16. Earliest Effo.ts at Streamlining Radones
component development. The half-wave wall 1

design, as a means of curtailing radome re- The wing-pod radome on the Navy's F6F-3N
flections, was an early contribution. The many fighter airplane, Figure 1-3, represents one of
advances in radome technology that resulted the early attempts (1943) tostreamline radomes.
from this group's efforts over the next few This wing-pod radome was made slightly ellip-
years still stand as a monument to the soundness tical in a design by Grumman Aircraft Engi-
of its pioneering work. 6 This group's principal neering Corporation. It housed an AIA radar
works were initially published in a series of 26 antenna.
Radiation Laboratc.'y Bulletins. Series 483,
dating from December 1943 to March 1946. 1-17. Double-Wall Radomes

1-14. AAF Interests in Expanded Hardboard The so-called double-wall construction, con-

Looking forward in early 1943 to a greatly in- sisting of wwo concentric thin-wall radonc
creased use of airborne radar, the Army Air skins air-spaced from one another by approxi-
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Figure 1-4 SaminhwaomhneA Raoms,.. Do. On avy's '.rvummn F4F-3N (By perminssion of Grumman Aircraft Engwinerig Corp.)

niately one-quarter wavelength, was tried for a ion sought in the double-wall conistruction that
time, at the suggestion of the Radiation Labo- proceeded It, but also provided a strong, light-
ratory. The use of two air-space.A' thin walls weight structure ideal for aircraft application.
provided a means of neutralizing the excessive The high strength/weight ratio of this construc-
reflections commonto single thin-wail radomes tion was the prime incentive behind the general
withouat the weight compromise of using the half- adoption of sandwich construction for radomes
wave wall. A number of cylindrical radomes of by early 1944. The first aircraft radome sand-
this type were built for use in Navy blimps.8  wiches used polystyrene fiber material as cores
Sim ilarly, a trial model of this construction was with laminated glass-fabric skins. By early
built by the AAF for use In the B-24 bomber. 8 1944, hemispherical "A" sandwich radomes had
A semistreamlined version of this construction been installed by Radiation L.aboratory on Navy
was used In 1942 on the PBM patrol seaplane, Pr boats. These were adhesive-bonded, cel-
with the ASG radar. These air-spaced sandwich lular acrylonitrile (Hyear), expanded hard rubber
radomes were not widely used, however, because cored sandwiches. It was soon found that this
of mechanical difficulties. Nevertheless, they Hycar rubber core material tended to inhibit
served a most useful purpose In that they sparked the curing of the laminating resins used in the
the development of the three- layer "A" sandwich,
which was to replace it. The double-wall con-
struction found another use (1944) on the AN/
"APQ-7 "Eagle" radar vane-type antenna (see
Figure 1-4), where the open spaces between the
rib-spaced double wails were used as hot-air,
ducts for thermal anti-icing purposes.

1-18. Development of the Three-Layer "A"
Sandwich__

Radiation Laboratory, in 1943 and 1944, de-
veloped the electrical Jesign for the "A" sand-
wich, three-layered radome, as it is generally
known today. 6 The "A" sandwich construction
utiLized strong but dense skins of glass-fabric
laminates, spaced and bonded to a low density
cellular material used as core. This construc- Figre 1-4. "Eagle" Yeas Antenna and Radom hfetaio
tion not only provided the reflection neutraliza- fr hee ANIAP,-7 bRtad (Official Air Force Photo)

raor. heus o to irspce tinwals wigt trctreidalfo "irrat ppict8n



Figure 1-5. Aikcraft.Ewly-Iomin&g Radom* Installation an t.e Nawvy's Grurmman AFJ2W
(By~ permisuion of Grummaun Aircraft Eng ineering Cor'p.)

glass fabric skins. This undesirable property 1=20. The Semistreamlined Blister Radonic
contributed to a difficult and time-consuming ta 194srngpeurwa ilrdt

fabrcaton poces. Wth he dvelpmen in reduce theaerodynamic dragpenalty of radomus
1944 by Riadiation Laboratory of a Catalyst through streamlining. With electrical design
coating treatment for the cellular Hycar core aid from the Radiation Laboratory, both AAF
material, a single-cycle, wet-lay-up process adNv ruh u e ein o .,i
ior sandwich construction was evolved. This sramdinavy brougte outonewdigs for fied monti-g
Improvement conaiderably accelerated the use streamltined bisrterepladoins for fixd hmoning
of Hyear sandwich radomes throughout the re- onhexistlingd aidrcretrepacingbte aold Thems-
mainder of World War 11.6 This success wa phorserica highyedcssu and rerstableiadm s. hese
tempered somewhat by an undesirable tendency teffotswren highd ly uccssfuland oe lotabisned
of expanded Hycar to collapse occasionally under The tren sritoward lu-fired bitrradome loftng
molding pressures, with resultant high rejection the ANAFQ1 ensradar ond bither -9arpadne.f
rates in production. 8  (It is interesting to note theustratedin radare on6 the a 3 godeamrplae.
thAt British research simultaneously produced Ilsrtdi iue16i odeape
another sandwich radome construction using 1-21. Polystyrene Fiber K.-Band Radomes
sheet m ethyl methac rylate skins with a foam
core of the same substance.)O What Is believed to be the earliest K-Band

1-19. -Adoption of Sandwich lRadomes (24 kilomegacycies) half-wave wall radomes of

The general acceptance of sandwich construc-
tion for military aircraft radonies w~as chiefly
pioneered in 1943-1944 by a development com-
petition, sponsored by the Bureau of Aeronautics,
for a large radome for the TBM torpedo bomber,
which was being equipped with the AN/APS-20
alrc raf t- early- warning radar. This competition
pitted the Naval Aircraft Factory's rib-rein-
forced, single-wall radome design against an
"A" sandwich design developed at Radiation
Laboratory. The weight-saving, flight- stability,
and rigidity udvantages found in the sandwich
version of this radome firmly established the
"A" sandwich construction as standard for a
considerable period of time.6 A modlel of this
radome on the Navy AF-2W, in 1950, is Illus- Figure 1-4. TypicalSomi~osaller d ~8Issr go" toAsw
trated In Figure 1-5. Ak FmcoB-29 (Official Ai Famecapofe)
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polystyrene fiber construction were developed ner-radome configuration.6,8 Radiation Labo-
al Radiation Laboratory in 1944.6 Shortly there- ratory, collaborating with the Boeing Airplane
after ae fw .Itr1il-r v.. r •-i-i• Cuazep'iy, deveiopea a uroaci Out eflaliow snow-
built by the AAF for use on its B-17 and B-29 shovel-like scanner and an associated broad
aircraft for experimental K-Band radar insalt- flat turtle-shell-like sandwich radome to replace
lations. 8  At K-Band frequencies, thlcknest Lhe original round AN/APQ-13 radar scanner
tolerances were found quite critical. This led and sermistreamlined radome. The flat radome
to the development by Radiation Laboratory of operated at unusually high angles of incidence
what isbelieved to be thefirst K-Band interfer- for those days. Its development required much
ometer for use in sensing electrical thickness effort and care in both design and fabrication
variations. (see Chapter 3, "Search Radome Design"), but

served usefully to expedite aircraft and radar
1-22. The Honeycomb Sandwich development thinking toward the fully faired-Ih

radome designs yet to come. This early action,
With the development at Wright Field in 1944 aimed at the coordinated design of scanner and

of a resin-impregnated, glass-fabric based, radome as a unit, represents one oi the first
honeycomb sandwich construction for airframe recognitions of the intimate relationships that
components, the use of honeycomb-cored "A" should exist between antenna and radome
sandwich radomes was successfully tried s developments,
(See Figures 8-land 8-8 of Chapter 8, "Organic
Materials and Radome Construction.") Despite 1-25. Unification of Airframe and Radar-
some rather considerable advantages over its Radome Design
Hycar rival, this construction did not achieve
general popularity for radome use until after The development of the jet bombers initiated
the end of World War H. the first major AAF efforts to integrate radar

and radome installations into the initial design
1-23. Knitted-Sock Laminated Radomes planning of Military aircraft, rather than to

In early 1945 the first use of laminated radomes continue facing the compromising problem of

of glass yarn, knitted into contour-formed socks, adding radar to finished airplanes after primary

was introduced to provide a rapidly producible, design has been made firm. A delegation of

pressurized, thin-wall radome for the AN/APS-4 radar system engineers, antenna engineers, and

X- Band Radar. 6, 8 These radumnes, developed radome engineers from Bell Telephone Labo-

jointly by Bell Telephone Laboratories, Radia- ratory, Radiation Laboratory,' and Wright ,Field

tion Laboratory, and Andover Kent, were in- was organized in the spring of 1945 to present

stalled on a small cigar-shaped radar unit the case to the aircraft prime countractors. B

carried outboard on the bomb racks of fighter Integration of radar and airplane planning was

aircraft. Although the knitted-sock construction accomplished In the cases of the North American

avoided the need for hand lay-up of lapped-gore XB-45, the Convair X1-46, the Boeing XB-4'7

laminations, it produced a construction that was and the Glenn L. Martin X1-48. With 'his ac-

much weaker structurally than the woven-glass complished at the preliminary mock-up stages,
fabric laminate rad;i-es. Undoubtedly, the a major step forward was gained toward inaxi-

"stretching of knitted socks of this type over mum joint effectiveness of radar and airplane.
molding mandrels brought about some uneven Much cleaner airplane lines, (see, Figure 1-7)
distribution of the glass material in the radome and correspondinglybetter airplane performance
walls, but these difficulties were not found resulted. Furthermore, these actions initiatedwlls, ta the current Air Force policy of turnirg over to
aerious for the radars of this early vintage.
(This use of contour-knitted socks is an inter- its prime contractors the responsibility for
esting predecessor to the contour-woven, glass- radome hardware development and design. This
fabric laminate radome construction currently policy replaced the earlier policy of developing
being considered for guided missile applica- radomes in the military service laboratories
tions.) and having then, produced ' dependently as

Govern me at- Furniahed Aircraft Equipment
1-24. Earliest Efforts at Unified Antenna- (GFAE). This policy change was necessitated
Radome De sj.. by recognition of the excessive coordination

- - dffficultlcvs that would accompany this Integra-

The first important departure from ihe gener- tion, if the former GFAE policy were to be con-
aly round paraboloid reflector-and-feed type tinued.
antenna with associated round blister radome
came early in 1945. Considerations of still 1-26. Nacelle Lining.Abso..bers
furtheraerodynamic drag reduction on the B-29 Microwave absorberscreens came intogeneral
bomber sparkedthe development of a new scan- aircraft use for radar scanner-nacelle lining

to
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Figu.e 1-7. North Americon 8-45 With Chin kado. xermpIifying.the Trend to Flush.Fairing of the Radore
into the Airplane Loft.Lines (Official Air Force photo)

more or less coincidentally with the integration their theories of the "B" sandwich (reversed-
of antennas and radomes into airplane designs. order, three-layer) radomes. 6 The "B" sand-
Absorber liners in aircraft were first used in wich, having its high dielectric constant mate-
certain areas of the radome to mask off regions rials sandwiched between outer matching layers
contributing to undesired ground-clutter pick-up of lower dielectric constant materials, offers
and to avoid undesired fuselage reflection inter- some distinct electrical design advantages(see
ference, 6 Use of such absorbers was soon ex- Chapters 2, 5, 8, 9, and 13).
tended to the complete lining of the metal areas
of the antenna nacelle to eliminate interference 1-29. Onset of the Rain Erosion Problem
from the bulkhead and other structural mem-
bers. 8 The old Harp materials, designated In mid-1945 the 13-29 bombers operating out
MX 410/AP (X-Band, Iu kmc) and MX 355/AP of the Marianna Islands against Japan uncovered
(S-Band, 3 kmc), were used most frequently for anewand major radome pr(,blem.11 Frequently,
these purposes. upon return from missions, the leading edge

radome of the AN/APQ-7 (Eagle) vane-scanner
1-27. Recognition of the Role of Phase Delay (see Figure 1-4) had completely disintegrated.
in Radomes In many cases, only the mounting rims and a

few remnants of the core- spacing ribs remained.
The role of insertion phase delay in radome The cause of this damage was not immediately

design was early recognized by Radiation Labo- apparent, since many of the damaged radomes
ratory in its design of the BUPX radar beacon had not been exposed to any known collision,
antenna housing in 1944. The antenna was em- flak, hail, or other damaging exposure. For a
bedded in a streamlined block of hard rubber time it was thought to have been caused by loose
foam. Internal phase-equalization was accom- grit, kicked up off the runways during takeoffs
plishedbyboring holes inthefoam in judiciously and landings. Investigation showed that frequent
chosen sizes and locations. The foam structure, encounters with rain enroute wbre common to
after boring, was then covered with a thin, these operations. It remained for the Radiation
glass-fabric laminate skin to gaIn service dur- Laboratory and the National Advisory Committee
ability. This design was extensively used for It for Aeronautics, (NACA), working simultane-
number oi years.6 Radiation Laboratory, in ously, to establish conclusive evidence that the
publishing its research in 194. on polarization damage was due to rain erosion. Radiation
effects at grazing incidenLe, not only satisfac- Laboratory used an experimental whirling arm
torily explained many of the then recognized and watef spray set-up to test small square
difficulties in radome design, but also anticipated sample panels of radome materials in a manner
many of the polarization problems destined to which was a prototype of the later whi rling arm
beset the supersonic streamlined radomes'of test facilities at Cornell Aeonautical Laboratory
today. and elsewhere. The NACA laboratories at

Cleveland demonstrated the cause of rain ero-
1-28. The "B" Sandwich sion by simulating flights through artificial rain

in a wind tunnel. Thus began the still active
McMillan, Redheffer, and Lcaderman continued search for rain erosion resistant radome mate-

polarization research during and after the Radi- rials. (See Chapter 7, "Subsonic and Supersonic
ation Laboratory closed, and published, in 1948, Rain Erosion.")
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1-30. Termination of Radiation laboratory laminate exhibited at least eight tUmk.s the rain
Activities erosion resistance of aconventional voidy lami-

nate. By May of 1947 methods had been evolved
The Radiation Laboratory, after a major con- to produce void-free laminates, in a reasonably

tribution to the radar and rmao pe Iseais, stopped repeatable manner, so that oy t'ebIuary o0 ii6,
its operations in early 1946.' Its closing did a tentative specification was released to industry
not come, however, before an important portion to expedite its adoption.
of its achievements had been documented into
permanent book form. The 28-volume shelf of Investigation of rain erosion was begun shortly
radar books, generally referred to as the Radi- thereafter at the Cornell Aeronautical Lano-
ation Laboratory Series," was prepared and ratory, 8 where another whirling arm machine
released for publication through the McGraw- was put into operation at about the beginning of
Hill Book Company. Volume 26, "Radar Scan- 1948. This machine operated initially at a per-
ners and Radomes, edited by Cady, Korelitz, ipheral speed of 250 miles per hour, which was
and Turner, covers much of the Radiation Labo- later increased to 500 milesper hour. The pur-
ratory's radome development work. Other work pose of this second erosion study program was
related to radomes is contained in Volume 11, to investigate methods of testing for rain ero-
Techniques of Microwave Measurements, edited sion and to look into the mechanism of erusion
by Montgomery. Following the close of the itself. This facility later became the center
Radiation Laboratory, the radome development for most USAF subsonic speed rain erosion
work formerly active there was assumed by the investigations.
military radome development groups of the Army
Air Forces and Navy atWright Field and Johns- A series of flight tests was conducted atWright
vile, Pa., respectively. Field in the Spring of 1949 using an F-80 air-

plane as the test vehicle to correlate laboratory
1-31. Beginnings of Long Range_ Post-War rain erosion test data with actual flight service
Hadome Research experience. Numerous flights were made, at

speeds approximating 400 miles per hour,
In thefall of 1946 the Army Air Forces radome through rain. The plastic laminated nose cap

activity at Wright Field initiated a long range for the radio compass and the plastic laminated
radom researchand development contract pro- vertical fin-tip housing for the VHF command
gram.1 It was aimed at providing better mate- radio-link antenna were used as test samples.
rials and processes with which to build the Dramatic demonstrations of the structural
radomes of the future. The contract was with damage inflictable by rain erosion were ob-
the Goodyear Aircraft Corporation at Akron, tained, 8 and from these' demonstrations a good
Ohio. The scope of this early contract covered test correlation resulted, both for bare laminates
such subjects as rain erosion investigation, im- and for the neoprene-coated laminates discussed
proved laminating'techniques, improvement of next. 9

the electrical pinperties of laminating resins,
and development of better core materials and 1-32. Adoption of the Neoprene Protective
fabrication processes. Coating

The Goodyear Aircraft Corporation's rain In October uf 1948 the Goodyear testing pro-
erosion studies were largely empirical in na- gram demonstrated that a neoprene brushing
ture. 8  A whirling-arm rain erosion test ma- cement coating, developed by the Gates Engi-
chine was built, and rain erosion testing opera- neering Company of New Castle, Delaware,
tionsbegun, in January of 1947. The peripheral greatly improved the erosion resistance of
speeds at which the test samples were carried radome laminates. 8  It was found that void-
through water sprays were initially 120 miles free laminates coated with approximately 10
per hour, but were increased to 250 miles per mils of this material yielded life expectancies
hour in March of 1947 to reduce the amount of nearly 100 times those of bare laminates. Un-
test time. These test operations quickly showed fortunately, however, itwas found that the inAtial
that all reinforced plastic radome materials version of this material exhibited a severe elec-
thencurrent were inadequate for operation under trical energy absorption characteristic. Even
rainy weather flight conditions. These adverse a 10-mil thick coating reduced X-Band Radar
findings initiated a comprehensive effort to de- transmission through a radar panel by as much
velope rain erosion resistance in lanminated as 40 percent.
materials, which at that time wrere all porous
and opaque. From this effort there soon de- Through the cooperation of the Gates Engi-
veloped the concept of the voie-free laminate. neering Company, a new loading substance vwas
In March of 1947 it was found that a void-free substitutedfor the original carbon loading. This
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change in loading did not alter thL erosion re- technical 8evsiotis at a numne- of professional

swstance, but it decidedly improved theelectrIcal conventions, at which formal technical paperm
properties. This early neoprene protective were presented. The subpanel further served a
coating was of the heat-curing type, preceding most useful function by bringing together the

;..';.-Curing *. ... LJh 1 -t.*..- te * nrl inin -& -nal inuvotiaatnr" and ni fnatorimn

standard coating. Another similar ,naterial their active cooperation.
designated 23-56 neoprene coating, was later
placc- on the market by The Goodyear Tire and 1-35. Raiorme Engtrie,'l, mamml
Rubber Company.

In recognition of the general need for a refer-
1-33. Research on Laminating Resins ence manual on radome design, the Army Air

Forces and the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics
Goodyear, under its contract, also attempted cooperated in preparing and publishing an early

for a time to modify existing laminating resins Radome Engineering Manual issued in October
with the object of lowering their dielectric con- of 1948. It was designated both as Navaer
stants and loss factors. 8 , While some success 16-45-502 ard as AMC Manual 80-4. This
was achieved, it was found that the gains achiev- manual, 5 however, covered only the problems
able through further work on the resins alone of search-radome design. By this time, the
did not appear to be promising enough to warrant complex problems of designing radar gunfire
further effort. It became clear that if any sub- control radomes and radomes for missile guid-
stantial improvements in this direction were to ance, as well as further problems associated
be made, the greatest effort should be applied with the design of radomes for use on wide fre-
to lowering the dielectric constants and loss quencybands,werebeingrecognized. Atthetlme
factors of the reinforcing fibers used in the of the printing of this first Radome Engineering
laminating fabric. This led to a later effort to Manual, the proved design techniques for these
develop low-diek Aric-constant glass fibers, latter applications were still to fragmentary to
designed specifically for radomes. Such a fiber be reduced to handbook form.
was developed and produced in experimental
quantities by Glass Fibers, Incorporated, but 1-36. "A" Sandwich Foamed-in-Place Radomes
and unexpected finishing difficulty deterred its
general adoption. The desirability of foaming the core of sand-

wich radomes in place between premolded skins,
1-34. RDB Subpanei on Radomes in lieu of laying-up hand-tailored gores of pre-

foamed core material, was recogeizcd as early

Shortly after the post-war research and de- as 1945. Using plastic resin cores foamed-in-

velopment program began to settle down, fol- place, the Navy produced for the FTF airplane

lowing the dislocations caused by the end of the what were probably the first asable foamed-
war, the Research and Development Board in in-place sandwich radomes. 1 0 Processing dif-

Washington organized, under its Committee on ficulties with brittleness and non-uniformities

Electronics, a Panel on Radiaing Systems, deterred the general adoption of the process at

charged with general responsibility for antenna that time. Army Air Force efforts during this

and radome development. 8  The chairman, period, to expand Hycar rubber cores in place

recognizing the important role of radomes in were not promising.
antenna development, established the Subpanel
onRadomes in the fall of 1946. In a reorganiza- The early AAF radome developmentcontract

tion in 1951, the Panel on Antennas and Propaga- with Goodyear also was charged with furthering
tion wasformed, replaclngthe Panel onRadiating development of the "A" sandwich by foaming-

Systems. The Subpanel on Radomes was again in-place. 8  After a series of only partially
reconstituted and formally chartered under the successful efforts at developing usable foam-
new panel. The radome subpanel was charged in- place materials andprocesses alongthe lines

with review of the several military services' of the earlier work, the alkyd isocyanate foams,
requirements and their respective supporting based upon German experiments with toluene
research and development programs to define diisocyanate foaming agents, were successfully
any gaps needing filLing and to avoid all un- developed. The first successful experimental
necessary and undesirable duplication of effort alkyd isocyanate foamed radome produced with
among the services. This subpanel was active this process was a 14-inch hemispherical "A"
until February 1954. Besides performing its sandwich radome built by Goodyear for an
assigned functions continuously through this Emerson radar fire control system intended
period, it did much to foster the appreciation of for tail installation in the AAF's medium Jet
radome development problems and to advance bombers'. This radome was built InJuly of 1948.
radome research through the sponsoring of Larger experimental radomes of the C-54 nose
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("f fit iun wre iw s sV(rifkizii fournnd in D)e- pro~ tntent repo~rtsi in 0Otnht~r 1950 and Matrchrenmh4 r 19418. (Se(- Fig~u re 1-8.) A development 1952, Tentative -ýPecificatiolis for the fiotm -in-; tptw I u.'eri ng the proces., w'its issuedi in IV-pLacu process and mater~il were released in1cemnbei 1949, supplemented hy successive lin- seintemher 14~49 A f-i-n' -- I-,.
Conference was held at the Goodyear plant on 10
Novemnber 1950 tnr the purpose of Introducing
the prneeoss Intr. t1- nadorne industry gcnerally.
The first AF~ produ'ctioni use of the process was
on the F-89 nose radome (see Figure 1-9) be-
ginning in 1949. A subsequent development of
a similar foam process and material, but for
higher temperature (4001 F) applications, was
carried out under another Air Force contract
effort by tike Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
at Buffalo, N, Y., and released through a report~: ~ dated March 1954. A great deal of follow-upcharacterization and improvement effort on
these foamrs was executed by the Naval Air De-
velopmnent Center, The Lockheed Aircraft
Company developed a simiflar foam and as-
sociated process which has since enjoyed
wideiipread adoption and use.

1-37. Radome DesignCriteriaDevelopment

Figure 1-8. kmample of Early Fcamed-irs Pint. Radom@ for the During the period from 1949 to 1954, a con-None InhttIalltion of an ANIAPS-10 Radar on the C-54 siderable amiount of ge~neral radonie theoretical(By pormlssi,,n of Goody~oar Aircraft) r~esearch andl engineering design criteria de-

.91422

Figure 1-9. No~fhrop F-89 With Note Fire Contfrol Reo4.a, of the, Foam" Its-PaPIce Type
(Official Alt Force photo)
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ItI

F", Control Rod., r~fiHcila Al, Fo~co pA4ot

veiv men wasbeig c rrie ou byboththe Air quiring close tolerances on allowa~ble bending
Force and ae Navy laboratories *8,10 The AF eroTse etdswrdvsdfoapi
activity wL,.i primarily through contract while cation toconleal..scan gunfire control radAr syrd-
the Navy carried out a large bulk of Its effort tems. Based upon geometrical optics, these
at the Naval Air Development Center, with a methods gave a first-order approxcimatbon of the
smaller percentage executed through outside expectedradome error. In support of the NADC
uontracts. The Navy's work resulted Ina series approach to boresighting error prediction,
Of valuable design criteria reference reports NADC developed, in 1950, whAt io believed to be

covering such engineering data as Tables of the first manually operated radome boresight
Fresnel Coefficients for the radonie design error test equipment.10 This equipment was

equations and the computation and plotting of a later arranged to provide a continuous automatic
large series of design curves for radome walls, recordinig of error versus radome scan-angle.
considering losses.' The Air Force contractactivities In this period produced similar data Other efforts in this same direction were
for the doubleý-sandwich radone through reports carried out for the Air Force by the McMilan

issued both by the Goodyear Aircraft Company Laboratories, 8Which also contributed techniques
In July 1951 and by the Douglas Aircraft Corpo.. for the prediction and coinpensajion of radome

ration In 1953, Other work was carried out on err aho hs ehd ilsol~p

the double-.sandwich radome by North American errorimath oftesegn mnethodes yipleeld ntlya

Aviation, as evidenced by their development of eperoimenate adeusignsends tprequires supplemenc-
a fluted-.care, doubie-sandwich radome for the eorperroen-loadjctment 

tao podcestlfa-
F-86D airplane. (See Figure 1-10.) The outer toyerrcretdrdoe.core of the double sandwich was made of custom About 1952, the Ohio State University Research
molded flutes, to provide for thermal anti-icing Foundation began work on an Air Force Bpon-.
o f th e ra d o m e fo r a l l..w e a th e r o p e ra tio n s w ith o r d c n a t f r r e a ch i o t e m c o w v

gunfire control ra&dars. This radome dates opis o fe cnract or ese arc nto th irwv

from early 1950, 
come from this work. Perhase resuts i horant1-as.ap 

Mar~y important 
anRadome ErroPrdcinW k among them is the development of techniquesadequipment for studying the near field energydistibuionof radar aitennas using tiny parasi-.

Duringe the period between 1950 and 1954, the tically excited scatterers modulated from a high

Naval Air Development Center devised its initial Impedance source through exceedingly high re-

method of radar error prediction for use In the sistance leads which do not appreciably disturb

design of radar gunfire control radomes re- the field being measured. Another important
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uutcume of this work is thi development of 1 -41. Gunfire Control and MissUe Guidance
techniques for far-field pattern prediction, as Radome Design
iverturbed by radome structures in the near
field, using a two-step pr,)cess. This two-step Following the commencement of boresightlng
prediclion proceas to the basis upon which most atudpst in tQ•4a n , 1__ a 0 , ,t-i- o u -
dif th n areunden. ,. , corrected radome designs were prepared with

some success. One of the first was theMcDonnell
Aircraft Company's design in late 1951 ui the
ogival radome for the Navys F3H (see Figure

1-39. UPGou on l .sonic 1-11), used subsequently for the USAF F-101A
R-adomes aircraft. This was based upon a geometrical

optics design approach, somewhat similar lo the
By early 1951 considerable concern had built NADC method, Other successful designs were

up in weapons systems development management prepared by McMillan Laboratory and Goodyear
circles over supersonic missile radome pro- Aircraft Corporation for the Navy Sparrow II
blems. Much concern was evident, both in re- missile.6

gard to the inadequacies of electrical design
procedures with which to correct radome im- 1-42. The USAF Bomare Radowe 1

posed directional error, and with respect to the

recognized inadequacies of radome materials Between 1951 and 1955, the Boeing Airplane
from the thermal stability point of view. A Company developed what is probably the most
special working group on small supersonic precise supersonic streamlined guidance radome
radomes was organized in early 1951. to investi- produced thus far. It is a half-wave thick, solid
gate this situation and to recommend remedial pamduae r .do t in a gal shape with a
i ].aminate radome in and ogivai shape with a•

action to the RDB Panel on Guidance and Con- fineness ratio approximately 3.5:1, and is de-
trol. 8 Specific recommendations were called signed for use with a radar antenna aperaturc
for, pertaining to the AF Falcon Project and to 19 wavelengths in diameter. This is a uniform-
the Navy's Sparrow I and Sparrow I1 Projects. thickness radome wall designed for optimum
This working group met briefly, prepared a performance at the highest angles of incidence
report summarizing the situation, with appro- encountered. Despite the fact that no correcting
priate recommendations, and then disbanded. It tapers were introduced into its wall desigi,, it
is interesting to note that in spite of the im- was found, when fabricated with the required
provements made since that time, most of the degree of uniformity in materials and dimen-
serious radome problems recognized at that sions,to produce an exceptionally smooth error
time, and set down In the report, are still para- characteristic. Its ability to produce such a
mount in the minds of radome designers. low error characteristic without taper correction

is attributed to the large aperture through which

1-40. The Princeton Study

In 1951, the Office of Naval Research, recog-
nizing the need for a substantial effort on a broad
front in the area of radome deve!opment for the
supersonic guided missile, initiated, through the
Princeton University research staff, a study to
prepare a complete analysis of the supersonic . .•
guided missile radome problem and to make
specific recommendations for supporting the •
research necessary to break the problem down -
to practical elements towhich effective develop- V
ment work could be applied. The Princeton staff
prepared an excellentand comprehensive report,
which was presented to the Military Services in
March 1952.8,10 It contained a number of spe-
cific recommendations applicable to the several . ...
related interests of aircraft dcesign, radar sys-
tem design, aerodynamic shaplng, and radome
design. The greater portions of at leaut the Flsur. i-1l. McDonnell F3I Navy Fittger W~fA Nose Type Fire
radome recommendations later became the Con,trol Radome Shaped for Transonic Speeds
subjects of development contracts. (By permisslon of McDonnell Aircraf)
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'ihc rAcdar operates, ano to t(l. thtruughness o( 1-44 Superv)nic Rain hfEi , iOn I1IVeStigatloI0Its I igh-Incidence solid-wail design. TheBornarc radumv factd, and is still facing, the By the spring of 1953 the rain erosion problemnecessity for attaining a precision in material again had become persistent, With the cominguni.urmitv and dmpnai # u1 cuiwrunic iiignt, the rate of erosion for eve,which assumes almost Ian~ahtlc proportions when neoprene-protected radomes had become criti-viewed against current laminating stAndards. cal. An urgent search ter better means of pro-It was not until a novel po3t-fabrication adjust- ttciioai and/or better basic radome materialsment of the radome by means of a localized had become mandatory. Under the sponsorshipinsertion phase delay measurement and cor- of Wright Air Development Center, the Convairrection patching technique, that it became prac- Division of the General Dynamics Corporationtical to produce these radomes with the desired al San Diego built and placed in operation a 20-precision (see Chapter 4, "Guidance and Fire millimeter ballistics test equipment and firingControl System Rladome Design"), T- support range for testing radome materials at speeds upthe development of this radome, a number of to approximately Mach 2. This test facility andspecial test and fabrication equipments were the program associated with it soon demonstrateddeveloped (see Chapter 11, "Radome Wall that the usefulness of the neoprene coating wasMeasurements and Evaluations"). Precision, greatly impaired at these high speeds and thatautomatic recording, boresight error testing the usual plastic Laminated radome materialsequipmentll was developed and placed in opera- were of only marginal usefulness. It was found,tion in 1952. This Was followed in 1953 by the however, that adequate streamlining of theplacement in operation of fabrication and ma- radome's shape, to Incline the exposed surfacechining facilities for manufacturing precision, at a shallow grazing angle to the droplet trajec.-but as yet unadjusted, blank radomes. In 1955 torles, markedly increased performance. (Seecame a precision microwave interferometer sys- Chapter 7 on Rain erosion problemp for furthertemll for measuring and recording, to high de- details.)grees of precision, variations in the radome wallinsertion phase delay. This interfernmeter sub- 1-45. The ONR•Hadome Symposiunmsequently was supplemented by an automaticcorrecting machine, 1 1 which adds rectangular It was apparent by early 1953 that a need ex-patches of dielectric tape material to the inner isted for a general exchange on radome tech-wall surface of the radome wherever the inter- nology to stimulate development progress. Inferometer indicated the electrical thickness to June of 1953, the Office of Naval Researchbe less then the desired value. It was found sponsored a symposium on guided missilethat, when adjusted to a given degree by this radomes at Washington. 10 This symposium gavemethod, the boresighting error measured on the a great deal of impetus to radome developmentradome was assured to be within directional efforts throughout both government and industry.error tolerances. Through the use of automatic The benefits derived from this meeting, par-equipment, this procedure, complex as it is, still ticularly front the written proceedings 'ssulngprovedpractical,and verywell maybe heralding from it, proved conclusively the need for anda new trend in radome process control, the value of juch meetings. These conclusions
led to the initiation of the USAF sponsored Ohio1-43. Investijption of Near Fields in Boresight State University Radome Sympo.:ium, discussedRladome le-in .... - later in paragraph 1-54.

1-46. Radome Error PredictionIn accordance with one of the recommendationsof the Princeton Study Group in 1952, specific In 1954 and 1955 two USAF sponsored researchstudies of the role of insertion phase delay in and development contracts on boresightingguidance and fire control radome designs were error prediction w.re initiatedfor themonopulseundertaken by both the Navy and the Air Force and conical scan cases 8 at the Glenn L. MartinRladome Groups. Initially, most of the studies Company and Dalmo-Victor Corporation, re-of phasing effects were conducted with manually spectively. These ,wo programs are based uponoperated equipment, but in 1954 both the Ohio the theory that it sould be possible to calculateStitt University Research Foundation and the the error characteristics of a radome throughGoodyear Aircraft Cororation Developed auto- use of modern high-speed electronic computers,matic test equipment ? for measuring and re- if suitable near-field antenna aperture data cancording the phase-front patterns of radar an- be measured and appropriate mathematicaltennas, as perturbed by the radome. This equations derived. Both programs are in theequipment was of considerable aid in error computation stage at this writing and henceinvestigation research, cannot be assessed.
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1-47. Error Correction by Empiric:il Means is necessary to carry buch constructions Into
general production use, the future prospects

Work on the USAF Falcon radome 8 by the are verý encouraging. A subrequent USAF
lughea Aircraft Corporation in 1955 demon- program on sandwich rnnatrtietlnn wý. I.".-

taratea tnat it ain Initially uniform and sym- atedat the Ceramics Department of Engineering
metrical radome blank is first produced, Its at the Ohio State University Experiment Station I
measurederror ý.haracteristic canbe corrected in June 1954. Although this program has suc-
tu tolerable performance limits by a systematic ceeded in producing small radome-like shapes
insertion of dielectric obstacles at carefully of ceramic "A" -sandwich construction, its
chosen stations on the inside surface of the productis far from practicalat this time (1956).
radome. (See the material in Chapter 4 on Error
guidance radomes for details.) This method 1-49. Loaded Core Sandwiches
provides an important means for designing and
correcting radomes experimentally, regardless In recogniuion of the electrical advantages of
of the outcome of efforts at theoretical pre- the solid-wall, single-layer radome design, but
diction of error. These obstacles also have seeking a lighter weight construction, the Boeing
beenfound usefulfor increasingthebroadhanding Airplane Company in 19528 investigted the
characteristics of the radome. 1 (Early experi- possibilities of loading the lightweight foann core
mental work on the use of obstacle correction material of an "A" sandwich to match the di-
devices is also understood to have been done by electric properties of the structural skin of the
bothGoodyearAircraftCorporationandlRaytheon sandwich. This ideally would produce a radome
Manufacturing Company, but not reduced to a having the strength/weiglt ratio properties of
published systematic correction procedure for "A" -sandwich construction, but having the elec-
general use.) trical properties of the simpler soltd-wall con-

struction. Boeing reported on their findings in
1-48. Development of Ceramics for Radomes January 1953, and is understood to have filed a

patent thereon, The McMlllan Laboratories
Realizing that guided missiles would need also devised a similar concept of loaded sand-

radomes capable of operating at temperatures wich construction about 1953, and they, too, are
beyond the capabilities ofplastic materials then understood to have applied for a patent. The
available, the Air Force'?and Navy,1 O in 1948, difficulties with these early attempts at loading
initiatedworktowardthe developmentof ceramic were that uniformity of dielectric constant
materials and constructiGns. The Navy's work throughout the body was below desirable limits
with Virginia Polytechnic Institute, was pre- and dielectric losses were rather high. Practical
dominately on low density ceramic foams in- constructions did not become readily available
tended tobe used ultimately as sandwich radome for experimental use. The Air Force later
core material. The Air Force's work with the sponsored some contract efforts to improve the
Stupakoff Ceramic Company concentrated both uniformity and loss characteristics, through
on low density core material and high-strength work at the Emerson & Cumming Company and
materials to be used ultimately as sandwich the Goodyear Aircraft Corporation. It Is under-
skins. Neither effort succeeded in producing stood that related work is under way at Lockheed
immediately usable cerarndc sandwich construc- Aircraft Corporation. Final results are not yet
tions. The Navy continued its efforts with VPI available for assessment of their ultimate
through the next several years. This resulted practical value.
in adding a great deal more to the store of
general knowledge of low density ceramic mate- 1-50. Radome Anti-Icing and De-Icing
rials, but still no fully practical and usable con-
struction resulted. Upon receipt of the recom- Icing of radomes has long been a recognized
mendations contained in the Princeton stud7 , problem, since accumulation of ice on the sur-
the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department,- 0  face definitely upsets the otherwise carefully
initiated another development contract with worked out electrical designs and results in
Rutgers University for the development of severe pattern distortions, reflections, and
solid-wall ceramic radomes and appropriate losses. The undesirable tffects of icing first
machining processes from which precision came to attention in the case of shipborne ra-
ceramic radomes could be produced. Thislatter domes. Some early work on radome de-icing
program covered processes and materials for methods was carried out at Radiation Laboratory
applyinp steatite ceramics to radomes. Slip-cast in late 1943 and reported in early 1944.6 The
radomes are produced, which, in processing degree to which icing is truly an important
into precision finished radomes,are first dried, problem to airborne radomeb is still somewhat
then bisque fired, and machined to finished con- obscure, not because of any doubts of its effects,
tour and dimension. While further development but rather because of doubt that the full-time
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I
compromises ehich attend provisions for its as core mat!.iai and overlaid with a wet lay-up
rrmoval are warrat ted by the relatively few of the skin !aminate. Upon curing of the lami-
occasions of its encounter. nating resin, the wax In melted out of the core,

leaving continuous ducts for passing heated air
A number of different de-icing systexps have through the core. (See Chauter 8. "Oruani-

been introduced into the radome field.0 (See Materials and Radome Constructions.")
Chapter 6, on structural design.) The mechanical
removal of Ice witha rubber do-icing boat using 1-51. Large AEW Search Radomen
pulsating air pressure to break up ice forma-
tions has been used with some success for What is undoubtedly one of the largest airborne
lower frequency radars. A number of freezing- radomes thus far produced was built by the
point depressant fluid type de-icing systems Lockheed Aircraft Corporation in 1953 for the
lave been tried from time to time with moderate Navy WV-2 aircraftl0 and for the similar USAF
success. These systems generally utilize RC-121 aircraft. 8 This Large radome is for
ethyleneglycol as the freezing-point depressant AEW (Aircraft-Early-Warning) radar, and is
and removal agent. The ethyleneglycol is ap- intended for Continental Air Defense, to extend
plied by spraying the radome surface during the coverage of the ground radar fence being
flight as necessary. The Northrop Aircraft installed around the perimeter of the North
Corporation, working on the F-89 radome, is Americancontinent. Twolarge 3-kilomegacycle
believed to have been the first to develop this blister radomes are installed on this Lockheed
type of system, though Lockheed's work on the "Super Constellation," shown in Figure 1-12.
F-94 came about the same time. A third anti- The largest radome, on the belly of the aircraft,
icing and/or de-icing system has been used with measures approximately 25 feet in length by 18
similar degrees of success. In this method the feet in width. The large radorne hunip on the
sandwich radome wall is built with air ducts top of the aircraft is that covering the height
incorporated into the sandwich core material, finder r-adar antenna. Other 10-kilomegacycle
throughwhichhigh-temperatureair is circulated navigational radar equipment is installed in a
to prevent or remove ice formations. Northi smaller nose radome.
A m ertcan A vlation, Inc., is believed to have been
responsible for the initial successful pioneering 1-52. Artificial Dielectric Research
of this method of radome ice control on Its
F-86D airplane. Figure 1-10 illustrates the As a follow-up of another recommendation
construction of this early North American contained in the Princeton report of 1952, two
anti-icing radome. The Douglas Aircraft Com- research programs on aVrtficial dielectrics
pany soon thereafter worked out a similar sys- were Initiated by the Navy,I"and a third by the
tern, in which a fluted core construction, pre- USAF, 8 to seek an effective radome wall di-
pared by the lost wax process, considerably electric constant of unity. The Bjorksten Re-
simplified the fabrication of the thermatly de- search Laboratory was the Navy contractor for
iced radome. In this system, the core of the investigating the embedding of metallic grids in
sandwich radome is made up of extruded wax the radome wall as a means of increasing the
strips wrapped with resin-impregnated glass- phase velocity through the wall. This was an
fabric tape, which is laid up in parallel array attempt to neutralize the normal phase retarda-

J V, Y/ . ,!

1iur -12. Akeraft.5eIy~feennig Rodowua .~on tnAir Forc* RC-121
(By potmi..don of Lockhood AircrafIt)
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tion introduced by the dielectric constant of the period when ferriteit have been devodoped fur-
ma~terial. The 13jorksten studies (1963-1954) ther. These approaches, had they proved prac -
demonstrated definite Improvements for one tical, would have subordinated the r.&dome
of the two principal relative polarizations, but refraction effect by equating the propagation
only limited gains for the orthogonal relative constant of radomne wall to that of surrounding
polarization. Ne-.ertheless, the gains made space, and would have permitted the designer to
were deemed su~fficient to warrani. furthlar af. thrnde Z :; c ..uitui rutle.iicuns inlepen-
fort. A current follow-up contract Initiated by dently. __ _ __

the USAF in early 1956 with the Stanford Re-
search Institute shows promise In avonraei~hng 1-53. Recent TrcndaIn F..lr-edRAtome Desyii
the solution to the remaining ditficulties with
the orthogonal polarization characteristic. The The trend, begun in 1945, to integrate the
second related research project was a Navy radome into the airframe design has continued
sponsored Westinghouse study (1953-1954), in ever since, Nearly all radomes in present day
which efforts were made to neutral Lze the normnal aircraft are faired-in flush with the aircraft
dielectric, constant of the radome mater~il by akin, as illustrated in Figure 1-13. Further, a
embedding oriented mestallic dipoles in the form strong trend toward adding instrunientatip
of tiny wire helices, This effort did not prove bborns inrdother acoessoriesto the radono tip,YY
practical for general use, since tolerances on as Illustrated In f 4gure 1-14, has complicated
placement and orientation of the helix dipoles in the radome problem In recent years.
three-dimensional array proved too difficult.
The third effort, made bythe USAF, was carried 1-54. Ohio State University Radoma Symposia
out through a contract (1953-1955) with the
Laboratory for Insulation Research at Mass- After a 2 -year gap following the ONR Hadame
achusetts Institute of Technology. This wa~j a Symposium in 1953, the USAF Wright Air De-
search forferrite-type materials whoseproduct velopment Center undertook sponsorship of
of dielectric p~ermittivity and magnetic permne- another radont symposium In June of 1955 with
ability could be made equal to that of free space, the Ohio State University Research Foundation
and thereby make the propagation constant equal as host.8  The enthusiastic response to this
to that of spare. This effort did not succeed in aymposium again clearly indicated the growing
finding practical materials, since all those ex-. Interest in the radome field, and the need for a
hibiting desired values of the real part of the continued Interchange of technical information
permittivity and permeability constant still on radome development, As a result, a decision
exhibited too much absorption loss, and hence was reached to continue the program ona yearly
did not adequately produce the desiredt ffect, basis, as long as the need remains. A second
This approach may warrant effort at a later radome symposium was held at Ohio State

Figure 1-11. Boeing 8452 Heavy Boref., With Name and Chin, Rodom.; Flush-Faired Into the Fuselage
(Official Air Force photo)
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Figure 1-14. Convair F.1O2A Fighter, With Nose Fire Control Radome and Inutrumentation Boom
(Official Air Force photo)

University in June 1956. The reader is referred the remainder of the historical development of
to the proceedings of these symposia to fill in the contemporary radome field
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INDEX OF SYMBOLS

.•tniio. The foluwla noiauion is employed in Et Total field
this chapter. Vector quantities are underlined,
as E. Complex quantities are dotted, as t. Phase eJw Time variation factnr
angles of complex quautities are primed, as T'.
An asterisk indicates the conjugate quantity, as F Fineness ratio
Ej*. The conjugate of Aejb, for example, is
Ae-jb If A and b represent real numbers. A
symbol neither dotted nor underlined indicates I As subscript, indicates "incident"
the absolute magnitude of the quantity. The sub-
script indicates perpendicular polarization. js Current flowing in free space
The subscript 11 indicates parallel polarization. First-order Bessel function

A Aperture area, without radome i .6,etic field intensity

A Aperture area, with radome J Density (watts/area), without radome

a Distance from gimbal point to radome • Density (watts/area), with radome
vertex

P1 Distance from coordinate origin,
a Semi-major axis of ellipse along axis nf propagation of

incident wave
b Semi-minor axis of ellipse

R •Radius of curvature of oglve
C Distance from base of radome to

gimbal point 1h, Ratio of reflected and incident electric
field intensities at dielectric surface

c Caliber of ogive SRj2  
Power reflection coefficient

d Thickness

de Electrical thickness (measured in
wavelengths) RB Radius at base of radome

ds Skin thickness r Axial ratio of polarization ellipse of
incident wave

d As subscript, indicates "depolarized"

r/ Reflection coefficientE Electric field intensity rL Rfeto ofiin

Incident field r Reflection coefficient

T Factor reducing amplitude of plane
Es Scattered field wave passing through plane sheet
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INDEX OF SYMBOLS (cont)

" "'j.- Power transmission coefficient ex Dielectric constant of medium in
x-polarized field

T11  Factor reducing amplitude of plane
wave passing through plane sheet Cy Dielectric constant of medium in

Tj 2  Power transmission coefficient y-polarized field

e Tz Dielectric constant of medium int Time z-polarized field

t1 Interface transmission coefficient 0 Angle of incidence

tan a Slope of conical section of conical OB Brpwster angle
radome fairing

60 Angle of incidence at which perfectPropagation constant of dielectric transmission will be obtained throughmaterial a lossless sheet

40 Free-space propagation constant Or Angle of refraction

V Propagation constant N Radius of curvature of rays

A, Insertion phase delay X Wavelength in dielectric material

6d Amount by which sheet is uniformly X 0  Wavelength in free space
too thick

M Permeability
ter Permissible tolerance (in dielectric

constant) Po Permeability of free space

Se Electric loss tangent Mr Relative permeability

Sm Magnetic loss tangent Polarizing angle between plane
of incidence and major axis ofSDielectric constant polarization ellipse

a Conductivity of medium
cc Core relative dielectric constant

0 Far-field angle measured from
0 Dielectric constant of free space antenna axis

r Relative dielectric constant 0 Look angle

Relative skin dielectric constant Angular frequency
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD AND OPTIC THEORY

SECTION A. THEORETICAL DESIGN OF THE HOMOGENEOUS FLAT SHEET

Many questions that arise in the design of magnitudes (E and H) but also directions. In
radomes can be answered by reference to the Figure 2-1 the incident electric field intensity,
theory of reflection and transmission of plane Ei, is shown oriented in the x-direction. The
electromagnetic waves by infinite sheets of di- orientation of the electric field intensity vector
electric traterial. Indeed, plane-wave plane- is described by the "polarization" of the field.
sheet data are often employed in radome anal- It will be assumed that the direction of EI does
yule to avoid the complexity of methods which not vary with time; in other words, the incident
apply more rigorously to curved radome shapes. wave Is "linearly polarized." At any instant of
To introduce radome terminology and some of time, the directions of the field intensity vectors
the fundamental concepts, the equations for of a plane wave have the following properties.
reflection at a dielectric interface will be
derived. These equations will be followed by a. E, .[ and the line of propagation are mutu-
a brief analysis of transmission through plane ally perpendicular. Therefore, a plane wave is
homogeneous sheets and sandwiches, as well as called a TEM wave (transverse electric mag-
ol the effects of manufacturing tolerances in netic).
thickitess and dielectric constant.
2-1. b. fl lies 90 0clockwisefrom S from the view-

.Interface Reflection Coefficients point of an observer looking along the axis of
Consider a plane wave impinging on the sur- propagation at the departing wave.

face of an infinite dielectric medium, as Indi-
cated in Figure 2-1. Let the axis of propaga- The field intensity vectors in Figure 2-1 are
tion of the incident wave lie in the yz-plane and oriented in adherence to these rules.
intersect the surface at an angle 0, measured
from the surface normal. This angle is called The "plane of incidence" of the wave otriking
the angle of incidence. All the space to the the dielectric interface is defined by the axis of
right of the xy-plane is filled with a dielectric propagation and the normal to the surface.
material whose electrical properties are spec- Thus, in Figure 2-1, the plane of incidence is
ified by its dielectric constant c, permeability the yz-plane. Since i is perpendicular to the
u, and electric and magnetic loss tangents plane of incidence, the incident wave illustrated
tan 8 and tan sm. For the present it is as- in Figure 2-1 is said to have "perpendicular
sumed that the material is lossleus (tan 5. = polarization."
0 and tan Sm . 0). The region to the left of the
xy-plane is free space that is lossless and has It is assumed that the incident wave is of a
parameters to and, 0 . single frequency f, and that, therefore, the elec-

tric and magnetic field intensities vary ainu-
The electric and magnetic field intensities E soidally at each point in space. A plane wave

and H are vector quantities, having not only traveling through a lossless medium has uni-
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so that Equation (2-2) becomes

Hi 6,-J3 0 (z cos 0 + y sin 6) (2-4)SEl~e-

• •Hi 1  E (2-5)

The corresponding expressions for the reflec-ted wave shown In Figure 2-1 are

"E" ~ J/J0 Pr " .e-jf0(- z cos O+y sin 0)
Er =rie re

ry (2.6)
and

Figu. 2-I'. Plano-War* Reflection and Transmilsionof at d
D I focw ac Inter face w it h Perp endicula r Pol ar zation Hr= -0• Er (2-7)

form amUlitude at all points. Its phase is re- r
tarded by 3600 for each wavelength the ob-
server moves along the axis of propagation. w*ere r Is the interface reflection coefficient.
The planes of constant phase are perpendicular From Equations (2-4) and (2-6) the interface
to the aXis of propagation. Theace atatements reflection coefficient is defined by
are expressed more precisely by the following
equation: Er

El = COS (•,t-ý0 Pj) (2-1) r±=E-•(2

where w !is 2rf, the angular frequency; evaluated at the interface. Similarly, for the
transmitted wave,

t is time; J Pt -J}/(z Cos or +y sin or) (2-9)

160 Is 2t/X 0•, the free-space prop- t ts t
agation constant;

and
X 0 is the wavelength in free space;

and Ht Et (2-10)

Pi is distance from the coordinate
origin, measured along the axis where or is the angle of refraction;
of propagation of the incident
wave. = 27T/, = w 4 'ge, the propagation con-

stant of the dielectric material;
To facilitate mathematical derivations, Equa-

tion (2-1) is generally written as F , the wavelength in the di-
electric material;

J(wt-1,80 p) er = /c., the relative dielectric con-
Et = e (2-2) stantlof the medium; and

where J is PT. In using this exponential form, t1 is the interface transmission coeffi-
it is understood that the value of Et is given by cient.
the real part of the expression. With this un-
derstanding, Equations (2-1) and (2-2), qgree.
For brevity, the time-variation factor, el", will Et
be omitted in what follows, as is customary. t (2-11)

From Figure 2-1,

p1 = C eos 0 + y sin 6 (2-3) evaluated at the dielectric interface.
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It will be assumed that the dielectric material power incident on the area and the power re-
Is nonmagnetic (0 =PO), which is essentially flected from the area.
true of most dielectric materials. Magnetic
materials are considered kn Section E. The components of H H and Ht tangential .

to the interface are, from ?igure 2-1-

The reflection and transmission coefficierta H1Y = Hl C 9 (2-19)
and the angle of retraction can ,uw bu L tcr -y o
mined by application of two boundary conditions:

a. The components of E tangential to the sur- Hry - Hr COs e (2-20)
face are continuous acrois the boundary. cos (2-21)

b.~~~~t =h Htpnet Cof or (2-2)ltoth sr
b. The components of H tangential to the sur- Application of the second boundary condition

face are continuous across the boundary. yiels:

The field in the free-space region in Figure (1 - r ) i_ Cos 0 = t. l- COB Or (2-22)
2-1 is composed of an incident wave plus a re-
flected wave, i.e., From Equations (2-18) and (2-22) the desired

expression for the reflection coefficient is ob-
Ba= _E i + Er (2-12) tained.

Because and r are parallel (Figure 2-1), cos 0 - 'r - sin2 6
rL =.- (2-23)

E E EI + Er (2-13) Cos0 + -ASin2

From Equations (2-4), (2-6) and (2-13). at the Figure 2-2 illustrates a dielectric interface
interface with an incident wave polarized parallel to the

-j,6 0y sin 0 plane of incidence. Since in this case the in-
E = (I + rj)e (2-14) cident and reflected magnetic field intensities

are parallel to each other and to the surface, it
The field In the dielectric-filled region in is convenient to define the reflection coefficient

Figure 2-1 consists of just the transmitted as
wave, and at the surface it is, from Equation(2-9), Hr-jJpy sin Or r (2-24)

Et = t1e (2-15) rS Hi

Equations (2-14) and (2-15) give the compo- evaluated at z = 0. Applying the boundary con-
nents of. electric field intensity which are tan- ditions as before, it is found that
gential to the dielectric interface on both sides
of the boundary. The first boundary condition El COS 6 - " sin2 6
requires that these be equal: r 1  ir Cos a + F n (2-25)

"J~ysin 0 -J~y sin Or (21)rS2
( r)e =t.,e (-6 Equations (2-17) and (2-18) are also found to

apply for parallelpolarization, so that the anglo
Therefore, of refraction is independent of polarization.

sin 6Or s -- (2-17) At normal incidence (a = 0), there is no dis-
Utinction between parallel and perpendicular
polarization and rl, and r1 become equal in mag-

and nitude. They differ in sign at normal incidence
only because rLwas defined by Equation (2-8)

1 + r, t1  (2-18) as the ratio :f reflected and incident electric
field intensities, whereas r1i was defined by

Equation (2-17) is known asSnell's law. Equa- Equation (2-24) as the ratio of reflected and
tion (2-18) can alsobe derived from energy con- incident magnetic field Intensities. At grazing
siderations, since the time-average power incidence-•0F-o ° 90), total reflection occurs for
transmitted through a unit area of the dielectric either polarization. At all other angles of in-
surfhce must be the difference between the cidence, r11 is smaller in magnitude than ri.
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I
Eo Figure 2-4 shows the angle of retraction as a

function of angle of incidence for a relative di-
electric constant of 4.

Loosy Materials. Thus far. only lossless di-
electric- materials have been considered. In

4 loosy material the amplitude of a plane wave
... . IN decreases exponentialay with distance. The

transmitted wave can be expressed itS

Et = teaz+by (2-27)

The incident and reflected waves in the air
region are again given by Equations (2-4)
through (2-7). By applying the boundary con-

lY dition on tangential E, it is found that

PlFure 2-1. Plan-o-Wove Reflectiun ud Trasmissin of a
D1e/ectrle Into mce wM, Para.lel PalwlareMn t1L = 1 + r1. (2-28)

Tables of r1 1 , r , and 0r for various dielec- and

tric constants anýanleu of incidence are given b = -J0 sin 6 (2-29)
in Refel'ences I and 2.

Now Et muat satisfy the wave equation, which
Figure 2-3 illustrates the interface reflection can be written as follows if rectangular coordi-

coefficients for various angles of incidence for nates are used:
a relative dielectric constant of 4. It will be V2 E = y2E (2-30)
noted that ri is zero at one angle of incidence. - (-)
This is called the Brewster angle 6B, and is
given by where

tan OB = (2-26) - +JcA ) (2-31)

1.0 is the propagation constant and

/ ao a tan 6 (2-32)

0.8 ./ Is the conductivity of the medium.

r ,4 / From Equations (2-27), (2-29), (2-30), (2-31),
tons a /0 and (2-32),

0,6- r, -Io //.0/

"0.4- .r- ,/
20-

0.2 r7,
"B Orewster 

0 0

0 ,
0 20 40 60 80 0 1 1

0 20 40 60 so
S(degrees)8 (degrees)

F~Lwe 2-3. howAwe Reflaction COMOOMforl• e Porpoodiculor

and Pwrllel Poiewialon (Prew Roferce 3 by Po misalo of Figure 2-4. Angke of Robactien of Plne Wvee Creasing a

NCGNW-411II bee-i CONYW, Ic.) Dielectric Interface
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(1-j tan i) out of phase) at the interface as they were in

a -J4 r sin2 - (2-33) the lossless case.

!t ill! ha M.'i that tha r f,,r th.
Appiyltin• d.AwCIS' equatiio reflection coefficients for lossy media differ

-4 (2-34) from those for the lossiess case only in that
-r has been replI.ced with- r(I - j tani ).

it is found, from Equations (2-27) and (2-34)
that the tangential component of the magnetic For low-loss material, the interface reflec-
field intensity in the transmitted wave is tion coefficients have practically the same

as +by absolute magnitudes as those for lossless ma-
jat1 e terial of the same dielectric constant. The

NtY _____- (2-35) phase of the reflected wave can, however, differ
appreciably from what it is for a lossles8
medium.,a"I Also, r1 , does not quite vanish at

Finally, the reflection coefficient is deter- the Brewster angle as it did in the lossless
mined by application of the boundary condition case. For low-loss material, it can be shown
on tangential ii. from Equations (2-29) and (2-33) that the angle

___r-of refraction is still given by Snoll's law, given
cos 0 - Xr (1-J tan 5) - sin26 in Equation (2-17).

(2-S6)
cos 6 + 'r (i-J tan 8) - sin2  2-2. The Homogeneous Flat Sheet

For parallel polarization, the transmitted field
is Transmission and reflection by a plane di-

11z + by electric sheet (also called a slab or a panel) can
Ht = tI e (2-37) now be analyzed in terms of the interface re-

flection coefficients. The boundary conditions
at thetwo parallel plane surfaces of a sheet can

where a and b are given by Equations (2-29) and be satisfied if incident, reflected, and trans-
(2-33) as before. Th2 tangential component of mitted plane waves are assumed as in Figure
transmitted electric field intensity is found from 2-5. These waves are expressed by
Equation (2-37) and

-J,60 (z cos 0 + y sin 6) (in region I)
V x-a, = (az +ji) E (2-38) Er R2e (2-41)

to be..-at 11eaz + by Er~e'0(-zco o + sin 0) (n (2-42)

- + Jo(2-3) -J(z cos 6r + y sin Or) (inregionlI)
E2t T2e (2-43)

Thus, it is found that -Jo(-z cos ar + y sin or) (in region II)

f 1r-(Jtani)cosO- E2r=R2e0(2.44)

__6_jtans)_-__i2 
-JfO~(z cos 0 + y sin 6) (in region HI)

-a E t tie (2-45)

- -=(2-40) The two plane waves in the dielectric sheet
'r (1-t"nS) Cos & + may be considered to be the resultant of mul-

0- 2 tiple reflections at the two surfaces. By apply-
~r(l -J tan)-sin2 ~�Ing the boundary conditions at each surface, it

is found that for a lossless sheet the complex
reflection and transmission coefficients are

The reflection coefficients for lossy media are

complex quantities, indicated by dots placed1
above the symbols, as in Equation~s (2-36) and r, 1 - exp (-2) AO d Cr " sin2 0)
(2-40). When the reflection coefficients are (2-46)
complex, this signifies that the incident and re- I - 2 exp (-2J AO d Er sin2 6)
flected waves are no longer in phase (or 180n
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anrid tion (2-46i) it (an be showii that H Land 1 iibe-[.~~~ a .. sn2.)lcam equa I, ?Lo La,,d i 11 , respectively, asth le
0 r,2 ) e xp J d (cso 0... .. -sin2  6) thickness d beco imes infinite, n o, matter how

TI =- 1•-i- (2-47) small the loss tangent may be.
UThe transmlssion elilciemr t ibdUtitied ab

the ratio of the electric field ite fisity at any
where exp(x) is used ti denote ex. point in region III (Figure 2-5) in the presence

of the sheet (with perpendicular polarization)
The reflectioit and transmission coefficients to the electric field intensity at the same pninlt

for parallel polarization are obtained from in the absence of the sheet. Similar ly, T11 is the
Equations (2-46) and (p-47) merely by replacing ratio of the magnetic field intensity transmitted
the symbol L with 1. The equations for. lossy through the sheet (with parallel polarization)
sheets are obtained fr,.m Equations (2-46) and to the niagnetic field intensitywhich would exist
(2-47) by replacing e.r with , r (l-j tan 6 ) and by at the same point if the sheet were removed,
using the value of i.Lor f 1I from Equation (2-36) (However, since the incident and transmitted
or Equation (2-40). waves are traveling in the sanie medium and have

the sanie axis of propagation, Et/Ei ý Ht/Hi for
It will be noted that R is the ratio of reflected either polarization.) rhus, the amplitude of a

and incident electric %ild intensities at the di- plane wave passing through a plane sheet is re-
electric surface. _//is the ratio of reflectedand duced by a factor T-L or Tu due to reflection and
incident magnetic eld intensities at the sur- absorption by the sheet.*
face. That is,

The power density it the wave passing th ough

Er the sheet is reduced by a factor T, 2or T11 , and
A1 =--,at z = 0 (2-48) these are called the "power tra smission co-

l El efficients." Likewise, R1
2 and R t a are the "pow-

er reflection c 'effic ietts."S~and
Effect on Phase. In, radome design it is nec-

Hr essary to know not only the power loss produced
RII =-, at z = 0 (2-49) by a sheet hut also the effect of the sheet on the

HI phase of the transmitted wave. The phase of a
plane wave transmitted through a plane sheet is

Thus, RLand ll have the same significance for advaneed by an angle Tj or T1 j relative to the
dielectric sheets as i/ and PII have fordielectric phase which the field would have at the same
media of infinite thiciness; indeed, from Equa- point in space if the sheet were removed. The

insertion phase detak A~ or Ati is, therefore,

do- Td t (2-50)

or

All Til (2-51)

The traimnmission coefficients are often defined
in a different manner. The coefficients em-

S r ployed by various authors have the same
absolute magnitude as that in Equation (2-47).

• _E;) However, the phase angles differ from that given
by Equation (2-47) and are not equal to the in.
sertIon phase. A transmission coefficient
essentially the same as that in Equation (2-47)
is used in Reference 5, where it is called the

n "complex insertion transmission coefficient."
This is quite appropriate and will serve to die-

Fifer 2-5. Tesswsw.Isew e4ReflectionB ar Pie.. oi- *The magnitude of a complex quantity is indi-

66.c$FIC ArN PuPeGdICut Pol,.Imo*4 cated by omission of the dot over the symbol.
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I
tinguish this transmission coefficient from the small. The electrical thickness d0 , or thick-
"normal transmission coefficient" 1. Accord- ness measured in wavelengths, is given by*
Ing to the "normal convention" the phase of the
wave emerging from the panel of Figure 2-5 is d dj.-"
reierred to the intersection ot tne z axis with de X* (2-53)
the rigjt facp of the panel. The connection be- o
tween T and T is expressed as

Thus, the electrical thickness depends on the

T _e-J o d cos ( physical thickness, the frequency, and the di-
=s (2-52) electric constant. Sheets which have an elec-

trical thickness less than 0.1 have desirable
Tand T11 become equal at normal incidence, properties, especially at low angles of Inci-

andlzero at grazing incidence, For any given dence. Table 2-I lists the thickness of/l./0
sheet and given angle of incidence, the trans- sheets for various frequencies.
mission coefficient for parallel polarization is
equal to or greater than that for perpendicular
polarization. (It was mentioned previously that T'kle 2-1. Thickness of / 10 Sheeto

r 1 4 rj..) For lossless sheets perfect trans-
mission is obtained for parallel polarization at thickness t2hes.)
the Brewster angle. fmc) r = 2 r ;- 4

Typicalgraphs of the transmission coefficients 100 8.34 5.9

and insertion phase delay are given in Chapter
13. Graphs and tables of transmission coeffi- 1,000 0.834 0.59
cdents, reflection coefficients, and insertion 10,000 0.0834 0.059
phase are given in References 6 through 16.
Transsmission through fiat sheets is discussed 50,000 0.0167 0.0118
in detail in References 3 and 17.

2-3. The Thin Honlogeneous Flat Sheet It will be noted that the electrically thin sheet
becomes excessively thin physically at the
higher frequencies. Although satisfactory thin-The electrical properties which are considered wall radomes have been designed foi- 10,000

desirable in a flat sheet for radome construction wal es hav bed s foru1tu00include: megacycles, it •s doubtful that this structure
can be utilized at significantly higher fre-
quencies where strength is required.

a. High transmission (T = 1);

b. Low reflection (R = 0); For parallel polarization, the transmission
coefficient of the thin sheet increases as the

c. Transmission independent of polarization angle of incidence is increased, and reaches a
(T_[= Tll); maximum near the Brewster angle. However,

the transmission coefficient for perpendicular

d. Insertion phase shift independent of polari- polarization decreases and the difference in
zution (TI. T'); insertion phase shift for the two polarizations

increases. It is found that good performance at
e. Minimum refraction (Section H). high angles of incidence may require an elec-

trical thickness of 0.01 or less. Some of these
points are illustrated in Figures 2-6 "and 2-7

Furthermore, it is desired that the properties which show the transmission coefficient and in-
listed above be retained over a given range of sertion phase delay for perpendicular polariza-
frequencies,angles of incidence, and tolerances tion for sheets of electrical thickness 0.01 and
in thickness and dielectric constant. While 0.02.
these properties are always desirable, their
relative importance is not the same for all
radomes.

*In the literature, the term "electrical thick-
In principle, all of these properties ca )e ob- ness" is frequentlyused to refer to the quan-

tained to any desired degree by using a sheet tity d/1' 0 'fer - sin--T. For normal incidence,
whose "electrical thickness" is sufficiently this is the same as Equation (2-53).
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Figure 2-6. Transmlision Coefficients of LoxelosI, Thin, Filt Shoets for Perpond,'culor Polarization

i I I ,' From Equation (2-47) the power transmission

80 coefficient of a thin lossless sheet for perpen-
dicular polarization is approximately. d (erd - 1)2

60 T.2 k 1 L X0"Cs ' (2-54)

.•4 ,,-4 tw o

P /The difference in insertion phase shift for the
W 40 - /Xow 0.01 two polarizations is approximately 4

,-• • 20.005

7 (r - 1)2  (2-55)
20 - Tj - Ti sin2& (

_ j..•-"/ XO 6°r c~s °

00 ' 20 4 I0 - 0 When the thin wall is feasible, it offers the
0 60 80 following advantages over other types.

0 (degrees) a. Light weight.

Figure 2-7. lnserion. PK.* Dela, of Loveless, b. Tolerances Jn thickness and dielectric con-

Thin, Flat Shoots stant are not critical providing the variations in
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electrical thickness are not comparable to the material in constructing a half-wave sheet will
design electrical thickness of the sheet. (See cause the maximum transmisslon coefficient to
Figure 2-6 for example.) be somewhat less than unity. If the sheet is

designed for normal incidence and if the loss
c. High transmission is obtained even with tangent is small, the power transmission coef-

relatively lossy materials. fir-ant r,- ... ! .i dd.. ..---- -----a ,

d. The thin sheet is aroadband since its per- nn( + 1) tan 8
formance is good at all frequencies below the T -1 (2-57)
design frequency. 2

e. The insertion phase shift is small and is For frequencies between 5 and 25 kilomega-
relatively Insensitive to change of polarization cycles (krnc), the thickness of the half-wave
or angle of incidence, sheet of dielectric constant 4.0 ranges from

approximately 0.6 to 0.12 inch. Therefore,
f. Refraction is small (Section H). half-wave walls are generally very rigid struc-

tures for the central band of microwave fre-
The properties of thin sheets are discussed in quencies; in fact, their excellent structural

Chapters 3 and 5 and in several references strength and rigidity make them a suitable
listed in the bibliography, choice for many supersonic missile and air-

craft applications. Another desirable feature of
2-4. The Half-Wave Homo eneous Flat Sheet half-wave walls is their relative simplicity in

terms of their electrical behavior. This is true
From Equation (2-47), perfect transmission primarily because the expression for the trans-

will be obtained through a lossless sheet at a mission coefficient of the half-wave wall is
given angle of incidence,&0 if the thickness is much less complex than that of a sandwich.

While design computations for beam distortion
n0 (2can be cumbersome for a half-wave wall, the

d (2-56) same computations for a sandwich are more so
2 er - sin 2 60 by a large factor.*

Although the half-wave sheet has excellent
where n is any positive integer. A sheet whose properties at the design angle of incidence, at
thickness is given by Equation (2-56) is referred other angles the transmission coefficients de-
to as a half-wave sheet of order n. The thin crease and the insertion phase shifts, for the
sheet can be considered as an approximation to two polarizations become unequal. This prob-
a half-wave sheet of order zero, Both TLand lem is investigated in Reference 5, which dis-
T11 are unity for the haUf-wave lossless sheet at cusses the choice of dielectric constant and the
the design angle of incidence. Moreover, the design angle 0 0 required to obtain the following
insertion phase is the same for perpendicular electrical properties over a given range of in-
and parallel polarization at the design angle of cidence angles in the neighborhood of 00
incidence, as is evident from Equation (2-47).
Figure 2-8 shows the thickness of half-wave Q Minimum reflection
sheets of various dielectric constants versus b. Insertionphase shift T' or Tas nearly n-
the design angle of incidence. Figure 2-9 gives dependent of angle of incidence as possible; and
the transmission coefficients of a half-wave c. Minimum differential phase shiftTI- TfI.
sheet which was designed for perfect trans- Ti
mission at 750 incidence. It will be noted that It is shown5 that the worst dielectric constant
for parallel polarization the transmission is for achieving the above properties varies from
also perfect at the Brewster angle, and that 3 to 5 (depending on which criterion is used) for
everywhere Tll is equal to or greater than T1 . a normal incidence design, down to I or 2 for
The insertion phase shift is plotted in Figufe grazing incidence design. Thus, by any of the
2-10 for the same half-wave sheet, and it will above criteria, the more desirable behavior is
be noted that the phase shift becomes indepen- obtained by choosing r near unity or fr very
dent of polarization at 750 incidence, large, and, as the case may be, either the

closer to unity or the larger, the better. For a
No choice of thickness will yield perfect trans-

mission through a lossy sheet, but, if the loss
tangent is small, maximum transmission is ob-
tained at approximately the same thicknesses *This paragraph contributed by W. E. L.Boyce
specified by Equation (2-56). The use of a lossy and E. 0. Hartig, Goodyear Aircraft.'Corp.
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Fig.. 2-8. Desig Thlcknes for Fimr*-Oer., MHu-Wav., H-amqemas Flat Shoot
(From Reofic* 18 IS'y pwimse- M of *UiiU Lo.be.r., I/n.)

rademe designed for high incidence angles the with the exceptions of broadband performance
"good" range Of 6 r is quite smaA vanslhtng and larger permissible tolerances. Materials
entirely as grazing Incidence is approached. having a dielectric constant less than 1.5 are
For large e r' tolerances play a dominant role. generally uniiatisfactory for solid wall radome
(See Section C.) Slight changes in dielectric construction because of low strength or poor
constant or thickness may Induce tremendous thermal resistance. Even artificial dielectrics;
changei In the electrical properties. As the which can combine good mechanical and thermal
tolerances (in dielectric constant, thiclsesu, properties wilth a very low dielectric constant,
lose tangent, and frequency) decrease, the WU- have not yielded a substantial improvement~g
mum ir Increases and the electrical properties the performance of high-incidence radomes.7
improve. In the extreme of zero tolerances the Materials having a dielectric constant as high
optimum dielectric constant becomes infinite as 10 are available with low loss tangent a=id
and perfect electrical behavior is indicated. other properties mutable for radome construe-

Uion. It is inUteresting to compare the properties
In practice the theoretical advantaes of a of solid sheets of aielectric constant 2, 4, 6,

low dielectric constant are difficult to realize, and 9 for a given design angle(say 800) ar: loss
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FIgu,. 2-9. Tim-sm/sla Coflcfiews of Lisless, FIrst-Or,,, IHlf-Wif too m Flat Shoot

tangent (say 0.01) plotted versus angle of Inci- Graphs of transmission coefficients and in-
dence, as in Reference 10. No improvement in sertion Phase delay of homogeneous flat sheets
obtained in the differential phase shift nor in are given in Chapter 13. Graphs and tables of
the power transmission coefficients by use o a transmission coefficients, reflectiondoefficients
high dielect'ic constant up to 9. In fact, at 800 and Insert'% phase are given in References 6
incidence TLgets worse at the higher dielectric through 16. The properties of half-wave sheets
constarts; however, the insertion phase shift for are discussed in Chapter 3 and in several ref-
parallel or perpendicular polarization varies erences listed in the bibliography. Additional
less rapidly with incidence angle as the dielec- material on the subject will be found in Sections
tric constant is increased. C, H, and K of this chapter.
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SECTION B. THEORETICAL DESIGN OF FLAT SANDWICHES

2-5. Coefficients for Multilayer Panels* 2y2 d2

Formulas. If we wish to calculate the trans- t12 t21 r23 e
mission and reflection coefficients for two or 13 2 d2 (27 2 d2  (2-58)
more plane homogeneous panels in tandem, a 1 - ý21 k23 e
reiteration of the procedure followed to derive
Equations (2-46) and (2-47) may be used. Con-
sider a plane wave In medium 1 (Figure 2-11) e2v2 d2incident on a flat sheet of material 2 and thence t32 t23 r 21 e
into medium I which extends to infinity. With Rt3 1  r32 + 2Y2 d2  (2-59)
the u•derstanding that all coefficients may refer 1 - i2 1 i23 e
eithe: .toor 11 polarlat/ons, we may write
gener' expressionso similar to Equations(2-08) anmd (2-47/): and

'! ~ ~~*Contrihuted by Robert E. Webster, The Ohio•T3fi t "2d

State University, Columbus, Ohio. 1 - r 21 r 23 e
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I

where 1•1 3 =total reflection coefficient of in- I2 (l -j tan '2) -sin
2  -

cident wave;

= reflection coefficient of a wave in- I - - - )- (23) -

c!de c. t*h- pan! !r" tcd!.--. r 1
3, with angle of incidence a 3;2 (1 j tan ý2- sin 2

= total transmission coefficient for 1 ( an
the panel (from the left side of the 3 - tan 3 n

1-2 interface to the right side of
the 2-3 interface) with phase ref- and, for parallel polarization,
erence taken according to the
"normal convention," Equation (2-65)
(2-52). E •3 (l-j tan 13) k-2 i(-jtan ' 2 )-sin 2 , -1

d 2  (L 2 (1-J tan 52) ý3(l -j tan S3 )-sin
2

_Y2~2 M, £s1,tn, (I -1jtan bn -)sin02 (2-1)+
The dielectric constants of medium 2 and .{ i

medium 3 relative to that of medium 1 are de- E2(1-jtan 62 ) 3 (0-jtanb9 )-s n-- I
noted Lg and c3. 'rhe angles of propagation hi
regions I, 2, and 3 are denoted bye, 62, and 0 31 The interface transpmission coefficients are
and are related by given by t 1 2 = i+r 1 2 , t2 1 = 1-r 1 2 , t23 = i +r 2 3

and t3 2 = 1 - i*2 3 - If medium 3 were identical to
sin 0 (2-62) medium 1, Equations(2-58) and (2-60) would re-
2 27 duce (with She exception of the insertion-phase

and factor eJ/10 cOs •to Equations (2-46) and (2-47),

the coefficients for a single-layer panel.
sin 6

in s in - (2-63) Now suppose medium 3 to be replaced by a
region of free space followed by another panel
which in turn is followed by an infinite half-
space, as in Figure 2-12. A total transmission
coefficient 165 of the same form as Equation
(2-60) may be written as

The interface reflection coefficient i 1 2 is ^ ^ '/3 d R
given by Equations (2-36) and (2-40) for perpen- , T1 3 T 3 5 L,
dicular and parallel polarization, after replacing T1 5 =
I by 12 and ! by' 2I in these equations. Fur- 2 v 3 d3  (2-66)
thermore, / 2 1  -'t 12 and / 3 2  -"23. For 1 • 1 3 1 1 e

perpendicular polarization,

Where the interface coefiicients have been re-
incident Z placed by the corresponding. coefficients appro-

wove I / 2// 3 priate to the two panels of materials 2 and 4.
air ---- A - Letting d 3 -, 0, we obtain the transmission co-

T13  efficient for a two-layer pAnel from Equation
(2-66):

112 8 123

3 4 5

ý13 / 31(3!R3 5

/ J d2  d3 4

Figure 2-11. Piano Wave. Creasing Two Imtntefac~ Figure 2-12. Tra~nsmission Through Two peonds
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T13 T3 5  tandem panels is then systematic and conmpact.
TI1 -t (2-67) The formulation given here will use scattering

jd3 = 0 1-ft3 1 t35 matrices as described by Speer and Sisson.

Expressions for R1 5 and R51 maybe obtained finite media, as in Figure 2-14. Assume plane
similarly, and their form is that of fquations waves traveling toward and away from the
(2-58.) and (2-bH). Having evaluated T1 5 , A15 , inierlace in buit media, and denote these ab A,
and A51 , we may add another layer in the same D, B, C. By application of the boundary condi-
manner; and so on, for as many Iayers as de- tions it can be shown that the linear relation
sired. The calculation for the nt5 layer re- between the waves is given by
quires a knowledge of the ,pefficient; obtained
after addition of te (n - 1) Panel (1 Tn=JD

and.iknl and calculations of the new coef- I--ir2 I - |
ficlents Tn- (n . -%n+ 1), and A 5 +l) (n-i)
for the additional panel. e n subscripts refer (2-71)
to the layer numbers (see Figure 2-13), Inmeaning from the left side of the first layer to D 2-

the right side of the (n-1), n interface (first L -LI 12 1 L J
subscript < second subscript); but nl meaning
from the right side of the (n- 1), n interface Next ,-nsider waves in a homogeneous me-
to the left side of the first layer (first sub- dium, referred to two parallel imaginary planes
script > second subscript). All coefficients are separated a distance d, as in Figure 2-15. The
calculated, of course, with assumed free space two sets of waves are then related linearly as
on either side of the layer (or layers) in ques- C 1n
tion. The expressions for the total transmission I [en )d A
and reflection coefficients, after addition of the L_.Ynd (2-72)
nth layer, become 0eB

41 TinT(n. I)(n+ 1)
T*(n+l) =T(n+1)1

I - fn I( - 1) (n + 1) (2-68) . interlace

T 2 2

T I n R (n - I ) (n + 1 ) A . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . C
R (n + 1) I R n + .. ..-... ..... (2-69)

1 - Rnl R(n 1) (n + 1)

T2

S1(n +)(n - 1) nI
(n+l) R(n + 1) (n- I) _n B(n_ )(n+l)

(2-70)
Figwe 2-14. Incidant and Refected Waves at un Interface

Matrix Formulation. The reiteration proce-
dures describedby Equations (2-68), (2-69), and
(2-70) can be set up as a series of matrix multi-
plications. The formulation for any number of A ------------

Ti 2 n-i ln*1
InI

F-- 2-15. I.ncident _d Reflected Waves Refrd to Two
Figure 2-13. A Rcnuliloys Penal Ples In a Hostoenous Medium
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E~quations (2-71) and (2-72) thtus define and
*nterface matrix and a position matrix. Now __
assume a multilayer sandwich panel, for
example, the four-layer structure of Figure
2-10, which contains five interfaces and four d
panel thicknesses to be traversed. The inter-
xvices are numbered 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9, and the
thicknesses are 2, 4, 6, 8. With each interface
and thickness we associate matrices Mi. M2 ,

. Mg, defined by Equations ý2-71)(2-i2),and -LS

write wrie Ilflm 2-17. Synowd"I "A'" a#, "0" Sandwich

[ [ F tain an increased strength-to-weight ratio as
compared with the solid half-wave wall. In

where many cases where a thin wall is not sufficient
m W"I struuturally, and where a hall-wave wall is too

M I t- Mheavy, an "A" sandwich Is used. The most
M0 =2tJh| = M9M8MTM6MsM4M3M2MI widely used sandwich for search radomes is the

21 n22• (2-74) "A" sandwich. The skins usually consist of
high dielectric constant, high strength, rein-.

Then if H = 0 and E = 1, G =and F -- H, fora tively heavy materials. Low density foam ma-
wave incident on the left side of the sandwich. terials or glass fiber honeycomb are used as a
Equation (2-73) thus yieldstransmission and re- core material to obtain a low dielectric con-
flection coefficients for the four-layer panel. stant and light weight.
This matrix formulation is simple, systematic, The design of an "A" sandwich often proceeds
and easy to program and check on a high-speed as follows:
computer.

a. A skin material is chosen on the basis of its
2-6. The "A" Sandwich* mechanical and thermal properties, as well as

The "A" Sandwich consists of two "skins" its dielectric constant and loss tangent.
spaced by a "core" as in Figure 2-17, the core b. The skinthickness is chosen in such a way
having a lower dielectric constant than the as to provide sufficient strength without ex-
skins. The "A" sandwich was developed to ob- cessive weight.

c. The angles of incidence to be encountered
,./0o doIO in the radorne are found from a knowledge of

the radome shape and the location of the gimbal

E . point, using formulas such as are given in Sec-
tion G.

d. Sandwich transmission and phase delay
curves (or contours such as shown In Figures
2-18, 2-19, 2-20, and 2-21)are 'used to select a ¶
core thickness which will provide good elec-

F - H trical performance over the given range of in-
cidence angles for parallel and perpendicular
polarization.

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A Lossless "A" sandwich will give 100 per-
cent transmission at design angle of incidence

Pigw. 2-16. "A" Sandwich as Analyead In T•.ms clitt i•im- i0 0f the core thickness dc is given by:2 7
Face and Posiilon AsrIces X

dc =s,,

Zi, - 0 (2-75)

*This section includes contributions from W. r 1
E. L. Boyce and E. 0. Hartig of Goodyear Air- - r. (I - rsc2) sin 20s
craft Corporation, and W. F. Croswell of Ohio •,,- 2 2
State University (formerly Wright Air Devel- [-r. (I +ra +r._( +rsc cos20
opment Center).
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where the core dielectric constant in accordance with
the angle of incidence at each point of the

417 radome wall. By this rnpmna nx .iht ,d be
"Ws x.2 " 5in- 0 (I-76) sible to obtain maximum transmission and con-

stant insertion phase delay at each point. The
dielectric constant could hP tapered by varying

The interface reflection coefficient rs is given the density of the foam material used as the
by Equations (2-23) and (2-25) for perpendicular core.
and parallel polarization (replace er by is).
Also, rec is giveTiby Equations (2-B4) and (2-65) For radome designs where the variation of in-
(replace subscripts 2 and 3 by s and c)., sertlon phase delay is important, contour graphs

such as Figure 2-18 are particularly useful.
Unllkethehalf-wave solid sheet, an "A" sand- This graph shows that the constant insertion

wich designed for maximum transmission at a phase delay curves are nearly orthogonal to
particular angle of incidence for perpendicular the constant transmission curves. This means
polarization will not have maximum transmis- that for sandwich radomes with fairly thin
sion for parallel polarization at the same angle. skins, a core taper for constant insertion phase
Furthermore, the "A:' sandwich does not have shift will be inconsistent with the requirements
the same insertion phase shift for the two po- for high transmission. However, Figures 2-20
larizations at the angle of incidence for which and 2-21 show that up to 700 incidence a very
its transmission coefficient is maximum, as low phase variation can be obtained by the use
does the solid sheet. of thick skins and an increase of the dielectric

constant of the skin. Since the thickness of theAt first sight, it might seem reasonable to skin can be held to very close tolerances, the
choose the core thickness which will provide sandwich represented by these figures could be
maximum transmission at the highest angle of pactichld
incidence to be encountered, using Equation practical,
(2-75) for perpendicular polarization. It is ap- The previous discussion has been limited to
parent in Figure 2-18, however, that such a de- the consideration of symmetrical "A" sand-
sign may result In poor transmission at lower wiches. Now consider an "A" sandwich having
angles of incidence. Thus, If Equation (2-75) skins of unequal thickness. In this case it is
is used to select the core thickneqs, care must not possible to obtain perfect transmission for
be taken In choosing the design angle of inci- perpendicular polarization if th, two skin di-
dence ap and the design should be checked by electric constar~ts are the same. As a result,
computing the transmission which will be ob- the use thi s particular construction has been
tained for both polarizations over the req',ired te se the u nstrica has san
rango; of incidence angles. limited. Since the unsymmetrical "A" sand-

wich would be useful where it is desired to

Good transmission can be obtained by taper- strengthen the outside skin to resist rain era-
ing the core thickness in accordance with the sion, more analysis of this construction should
angle of incidence which will be encountered at be made. Under certain conditions, perfect
each point on the radome wall. As seen in Fig- transmission can be obtained in a lossless non-
ure 2-18 for perpendicular polarization, high symmetrical "A' sandwich if the skins differ
transmission throughout the incidence angle both in thickness and dielectric constant.
range can be obtained in this manner. A sandwich which has been introduced recently

Howeer, comparison of Figures 2-18 and uses a foam core which is loaded with metallic
2-19 shows that no matter what core thickness particles to make the core dielectric constant
taper is used either Tior T11 will decrease equal to that of the skin. This construction
rapidly at angles above thie Brewster angle. As combines the electrical properties of the solid
a result, the "A" sandwich is x'ost useful at half-wave wall with the physical properties of
incidence angles below 74 to 80 . In fact, one the sandwich.' 8

of the principal disadvantages of the "A" sand-
wich is the sensitivity of its electrical charac- The lossless "A" sandwich can be designed
teristics to changes in polarization, particularly for perfect transmission at two angles of Inci-
at high incidence angles. The transmission co- dence, but this requires thick skins. 13, 19 To
efficient may vary from near 100 percent for explain how this is possible, assume that the
perpendicular polarization down to 50 percent core material is air and that each skin is a
for parallel polarization, half-wave sheet with design angle 00; the sand-

wich will then give perfect transmission at
It appears that excellent properties could be angle of incidence O0 , no matter what the core

obtainedby tapering both the core thickness and thicknepn is. At other angles of Incidence some
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reflection will occur at each skin, but the core have good trans.Mission over a wider range of
thickness can be chosen to make these reflec- incidence angles.
tkV1 U..AIACii ai anotner angle ot incidencet 1.
Perfect transmission will thus be obtained at The lossless "B" sandwich can be designed
angles f,0 and -' If the above design were for perfect transmission at two angles of hici-

carried out for perpendicular polarization, per- dence."i To achieve this, 'he ikin dielectric
fect transmission would be obtained for parallel constant is specified by
polarization at angles c'o and oB (the Brewster E - sin2 0 Cos 0 + sin2

angle), An "A" sandwich of this type might be s ,
particularly useful at very short wavelengths (I polarization) (2-79)
where its weight would not be excessive and ita or

thickness would be an advantage rather than a I4 (cc - sin 2 6) cos 2 0 = Ec2 (es - sin2 0)
disadvantage. If the air core is replaced with a (I polarization) (2-80)
spacer of low dielectric constant, perfect trans-
mission can still be obtained at one angle 0 1 by The skin thickness is then chosen by ise of
proper choice of core thickness, but some loss Equation (2-58). This will result in perfect
of transmission would be expected at angles transmission at the angle of incidence used in
00 and &B. Equations (2-78)and (2-79) or(2-80), If desired,

the core thickness can then be selected to give
Additional data on "A" sandwiches are given perfect transmission at another angle.

in Chapters 3, 5 and 13. Tables of transmission The "B" sandwich is an extension of the idea
and reflection coefficients and phase shift are
given in reference 20. Graphs of these data for of quarter-wave reflectionless coatings used on
"A" sandwiches are given in references 7, 13, (irdotes).18 On the other hand, if the core
14, and 21 through 26. Additional information tickness on the ote hand, is the ore
on "A" sandwiches is given in several refer- thickness of the "B" sandwichis reduced to zero,ence lised i thebiblograhythe "B" sandwich reduc.es to a half-wave wall;
ences listed in the bibliography, thus, since the core is often very thin (perhaps

2-7. The "B" Sandwich even vanishing in certain regions of the
radome), it seems natural to think of the "B"

Whereas the "A" sandwich has skins of higher sandwich as a generalization of the half-wave

dielectric constant than that of the core, the wall. Whether the "B" sandwich is designed

"B" sandwich has skins oflower dielectric con- for maximum transmission or for equal treat-

stant than that of the core. The "B3" sandwich ment of the two polarizations, the core thick-

is often designed with skins of thickness given ness is a free variable which can be used to In-

by troduce a taper into the radome n•l to control
the insertion phase, for example.

No The "B" sandwich is also discussed in
ds - (2-77) several references listed in the bibliography.

4 .•s- sin2 6
2-8. The "C" Sandwich

and with a skin dielectric constant given by
The "A" and "B" sandwiches provide greater

5C(28) flexibility in radome design than the solid sheet

construction. Additional flexibility is offered
where s is the relative dielectric constant of by the "C" sandwich (or double sandwich),
the skin. Under these conditions, regardless of which coasists of five dielectric layers, as
the core thickness, equal transmission is ob- shown in Figure 2-22. A symmetrical "C"
tained for bothparallel andperpendicularpolar- sandwich can be considered as two identical
ization and the insertion phase shift isthe same "A" sandwiches with zero spacing between
for either Rolarization, at the dea.gn angle of them. Maximum transmission can be obtained
incidence. 1 0 This design does not provide max- with a lossless symmetrical "C" sandwich by
imum transmission. It is possible to design a two methods:
"B" sandwich for maximum transmission for a
given polarization at a given angle of !ncidence a. Design each of the two component "A"
without specifying the core thickness, but such sandwiches for maximum transmission (or
a design does not provide equal transmission or zero reflection); or
equal insertion phase shift for the twc polariza-
tions. The weight of the "B" sandwich Is likely b. If the reflection coefficients of the two
to be greater than that of the "h" sandwich in component sandwiches are not zero, make
most cases. Howeyer, the "B" sandwich may their individual reflections cancel.
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The "C" sandwich Is light in weight and is
strong. The thicker construction required for
the "C" sandwich (it is twice as thick as the
corresponding "A" sandwich) gives much
greater mechanical strength and rigidity - a
factor which becomes very important in radome
design for frequencies above X-band. The other

S2d 1, factor that makes the "C" sandwich advanta-
geous is that it can be designed for high trans-
mission up to greater angles of incidence than
is possible with the "A" sandwich. However,very close tolerances must be held on the skinEc iC thicknesses to take advanlqge of the high inci-

dence angle transmission.4'7

Graphs of transmission and reflection for "C"

sandwiches are given in Reference 27 and inFigure 2-22. Symmrieel "C" Sandwich Chapters 5 and 13, "C" sandwiches arediscussed
in several references listed inthe bibliography.
The transmission and reflection coefficients of

By satisfying condition (a) atone angle of inci- the "C" sandwich can be readily obtained from
dence and condition (b) at another, the lossless those of the corresponding "A" sandwiches.
"C" sandwich can be designed to have perfect The equations for this purpose are listed in Ref-
transmission at two angles of incidence. erence 20.

SECTION C. TOLERANCES IN TH1CKNE8S AND DIELECTRIC CONdTANTS*

2-9. Parameters Affecting Permissible Toler- Since thickness and dielectric constant toler-
ances ances are larger for parallel than for perpen-

dicular polarization, design is often made onThe cost of producing a radome depends to a the basis of the latter.
considerable extent on the tolerances which are
specified for the thickness and dielectric con-
stant of the radome wall. Moreover, of course, 2-10. Effect of High Dielectric Constant
the electrical performance of the radome de-
pends largely on the accuracy achieved in con- A lossless half-wave wall of sufficiently high
structing it according to specifications. Man- dielectric constant and precise thickness can
ufacturing tolerances are one of the chief limi- give arbitrarily low reflection in any range of
tations in the performance obtainable from incidence angles. This is suggested in Figure
radomes at the present time. 2-8, which shows the design thickness of half-

It can be stated in general that the permissible wave sheets versus the design angle of Inci-
tolerances in wall thickness decrease as dence, for several choices of dielectric con-

stant. If a high dielectric constant is used, the
a. The wavelength decreases thickness required forperfect transmission be-
b. The dielectric constant increases comes almost indepandent of the design angleof

incidence. This is illustrated Wi Figure 2-63,
c. The angle nit incidence increases, where it will be noted that for a thickness of

0.283 wavelength the power transmission coef-
ficient of a sheet having a dielectric constant of4 remains above 0.93 for &Ul angles of Lnei-

*Much of the material in this section is taken dence up to 800. A sheet of dielectric constant
from: Norman N. Wiederhornand Alan F. Kay, 8 and thickness 0.186 wavelength will provide a
Radome Design Criteria for Precision Guidance power transmission constant greater than 0.97
Radar, Final Report, Contract AFS3(038)-I2283, for angles up to 800. (Sheets of extremely smaU
McMillan Laboratory, Inc., Ipswich, Mass., 1 dielectric constant also can give arbitrarily low
Tune 1954. (Confidential), (AD-49 428). reflection in any range of incidence angles.)
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Thiu. situation is unfortunately modified crit- ations randomly distributed over the wall. How-
ically by tolerances. The dielectric constant ever, they may occur in the following ways:
'hat may be optimally employed is limited by
the tolerance in dielectric constan', thickness, a. Thewalliseverywhere too thick or too thin
AA"WA~ A&at *%J09 t44I115IL. 410O UACDC LUAVA - ~ a I &At~u 41JIUUMI
ances go down, the optimum dielectric con-
stant goes up wiid the corresponding reflections b. The wail is utniformly tapered in thickness
go down. With the contlnued development of
precision manufacturing techniques and quality c. The dielectric constant is everywhere too
control, higher dielectric constants could be high or too low by a fixed amount
employed, with ever improved electrical
results. d. The dlelectr~c constant varies linearly along

the length of the wall.
Thin problem is illustrated for normal inci-

dence in Figure 2-23, which shows the p)ower The tolerances which are permissible depend
transmission coefficient versus thickness for on the manner in which the variations occur.
homogeneous sheets of dielectric constants 2, The least harmful errors arethose in which the
4, and 8. Starting at the hall-wave thickness in thickness (or dielectric constant) has many
each case, a much larger change in thickness rapid fluctuations along the length of the wall,
can be tolerated in sheets of low dielectric can- such that the average value over any area of,
stant before the transmission falls below 0.97. say, one square wavelength of the surface is
The thickness variation permissible for trans- equal to the exact value specified. Long taper-
missiun exceeding 0.97 is 0.12, 0.04, and 0.02 ing errors are likely to introduce much inure
wavelength, for sheets of dielectric constant 2, beam tilting and pattern distortion than
4, ;fnd 8 respectively, randomly distributed tolerances.

2-11. Calculation of Permissible Tolerances To determine the fabrication tolerances nec-
essary to mainasin a given tolerance in trans-

Manufacturing tolerances in wall thickness and mission coefficient, consider the case In which
dielectric constant are likely to occur as vari- the sheet is uniformly too thick by an amount Ad

I.0 .li
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T 2 It I /I T
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F igure 2 ,-23. Pow e lr Tra nand u flon Coe ifficients l of /,.osiie ill H om oge ine ous P lane Sheets l for H a m el Incid oence
(Tranotsixxiln/xceeds 97 Percent in Shaded Regions)
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and the dielectric constant is uniformly too high are more severe in a high-order, half-wave
by an amountAer. According to Equation(2-47), sheet than in a lower order sheet. From Equa-
if the electrical thickness of a lossless homo- tion (2-81), it will be seen that if the dielectric
i eneoua sheet differs alirhtlv from that of a constant is ton hiah. it can he compensated by a
half-wave sheet of order n, the loss in power reduction in thickness.
transmission will be

The thin sheet can be considered as a hall-
wave sheet of order zero. Now, the half-wave

,,12 sheet of order zero has a design thicKness of
-i 2 (r 1)2 Ad InAer zero, as shown in Equation (2-56); thus, the

AT 2 r L + thickness of the thin sheet I analogous to the
cos 2 9 4 - sin2 e thickness tolerance in the n -order half-wave

sheet. With this in mind, Equation (2-81) is
applicable to the thin sheet, and it is noted that

(2-81) Equation (2-81) agrees with Equation (2-54).
Thickness and dielectric constant tolerances
are quite unimportant in the thin sheet unless

If the transmission tolerance is equally dis- they produce changes in electrical thickness
tributed between tolerances in thicknessand di- which are comparable to the design value of
electric constant, and if a loss in power trans- electrical thickness. This is illustrated in Fig-
mission of 6 Tf ispermissible, thetolerances are ures 2-6 and 2-7 in which it is noted that a 100

percent increase in thickness of the thin sheet
jo produced no serious change in electrical cha.

Ad = • T os (2-82) acteristics.2 •,('r - 1) In sandwiches it is necessary to consider
and thickness tolerances in both the skin and the

core, as well as dielectric constant tolerances
in both the skin and the core. It Is found that( Csin%)3  T cos ( -83) for the "A" sandwich good transmission can

Jý !r = 2- (e--3( be obtained through high angles of incidence
nn(•r - 1) only if the skins are very thin and the core

thickness is held to a close tolerance. 3 ,13 In
From Equations (2-82) and (2-83), it will be the "C" sandwich, very close tolerances

seen that the permissible tolerances are corn- must be held on the skin thicknesses to obta0
paratively large for low. dielectric constants good transmission at high angles of incidence.
and low angles of incidence, but they become
very small for high dielectric constants and The problems of tolerances are considered in
high angles of incidence. Also, the tolerances several references listed in the bibliography.

SECTION D. POLARIZATION*

2-12. Effect of Polarization may be elliptically polarized as shown in figure

Up to this point the characteristics of flat 2-24, or it may be linearly polarized with its

sheets have been considered only for incident electric field intensity vector making an angle
plane waves having parallel or perpendicular
polarization. In these two cases the trans-
mitted and reflectedwaves havethe samepolar-
ization as the incident wave. (This follows from axis of
the results obtained in Section A.) Generally, propagotion-
however, the wave incident at a given point on a
radome wall has neither parallel nor perpendi-
cular polarization; instead, the incident wave polarization

*Much of the material in this section, through ellipse for
Equation (2-96), i contained in Reference 28: incident wove
Robert E. Webster, Elliptical polarizations and
radome errors, Report 663-3, ContractFAT
33(616)-327'7, Antenna Laboratory, Ohio State Figure 2-24. Cor•duiets For an, E1511piokly Polerhd Wave
University, 15 November 1956. Incident an a Dielecuric Sheet
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Swith the plane of incidence, as in Figure 2-25. and
In these cases, the polarization of the trans- ek-
mitted. wave will generally differ from that of td = "-t)(2

i,,i, uiuciti wave. Tnis aepoLarization effect is
undesirable since it may represent a loss of The subscripts i and d are intended to indicate
useful power and it contributes to thedirectional the words "incident" and "depolarized," r"-
errurs introduced by the radome, spectively.

2-13. Tran)smission mC_ Q.iqntqtor ElUittIca1 The value of4. will depend on the choice of
Polarization. phase reference, and will be left arbitrary for

the present, The expression for Pd given by
'Iransmission through an isotropic plane sheet Equation (2-88) fulfills the following require-

or sandwich with an incident wave of arbitrary ments:
polarization can be expressed in terms of the
transmission coefficients for parallel and per- a. It assures that the polarization of Pd is
pendicular polarization. To do this, it is con- orthogonal to that of it. (For example, right
venient to deflnetwounitvectors, 11 and •. which circular ard left circular polarizations are
are perpendicular to each other and to the axis orthogonal; vertical and horizontal linear po-
of propagation, as shown in Figures 2-24 and larizations are orthogonal.)
2-25. Let 1I Iand Jibeparallel and perpendicular
to the plane of incidence, respectively. Then b. It makes the power density uf the wave hd
the transmitted wave canbe expressed in terms equal to that of the incident wave ti. This nzor-
of its components having parallel and perpen- realizes Td in the proper manner.
dicular polarization, as follows:

Equations (2-85) through (2-88) car. be sulved
t = E ±+ Etl iI (2-84) for the transmission coefficients, yielding

If Ell, and Eljdenote the components of the in- tL I ill
cident wave having parallel and perpendicular Ti E2 T 2  (2-89)
polarization, the transmitted wave is also given Ell2 + Eill 2
by:

and
Et ' TLlili£ + Tii EI 1lt (2-85) and0

Frequently it is of interest to express the td = (t" ' 2 2i 1 (2-90)
transmitted wave as the sum of a component EtlI +
t'ili having the same polarization as the inci-
dent wave, and a component Td $d havingthe
orthogonal polarization, as follows: 2-14. Transmission Coefficients. Using Axial

Ratios.
Equations (2-89) and (2-90) are compact and

where useful, but.to use them one must insert the
values of Ell. and Ei 1 for' the particular prob-

E-Il + 'il l(2-87) lem. In many cases he incident wave is more
1 + lconveniently described by:

E E a. The axial ratio r (ratio of minor axis to
major axis) of Its polarization ellipse; and

b. The polarizing angle ý between the plane of
incidence and the major axis of the polariza-

1 tion eUipie. (See Figuro 2-24.)
I1 Expressions for 'ki and 'd will now be de-
E rived in terms of r ands. The xi- and yi-axes

-xis of propogotion and unit vectors i. and I will be chosen to
Sf 9ropn riocoincide with the major ard minor axes of the7Plone of incidence incident polarization ellipse, so that the inci-

dent wave cai, be written:
Figure 2-25. Linary Pol.•rled Wo nd.. Pa alht Pi = (Ix - jrly) Eix (291)

end Porp.".•i.Al Componen~ts
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The parallel and perpendicular components of a. The incident wave has perpendicular polar-
the incident wave are, from Equation (2-91) and ization ( - 900, r = 0);
Figure 2-24,

b. The incident wave has Parallel oulariz.tion
il (COS . - jr sin J) •:ix (2-92) (C = 0', r = 0); or

and c. tL= t!.

at angle ., as indicated in lFigure 2-14, Eqtuations

From Equations (2-85), (2-92), and (2-93), the (2-96) and (2-97) show that
transmitted wave is given by

it = [d (cos.• - Jr sin e) I+ (2-94) andc

1" (sin + jr cos.) iX T j - 1 sin2 (2-99)

The transmitted wave can also be written as in By IRE standards, the I vectorof a right-cir-
Equation (2-86) as follows: cularly polarized wave rotates clockwise from

the viewpoint of an observer looking along the
-t = I (1x - jr1y) + 't'd (rj. + Jjy)IEix (2-95) axis of propagation at the departing wave; thus,

IT if the incident wave is right-circularly polar-
From Equations (2-94) and (2-95), the desired ized (r = 1), Equations (2-96) and (2-97) show

expressions for the transmission coefficients that
are

"t . (r 2 sin2 5 +cos 2 j) jj1 (sin2 C +r 2cos 2 2) T)

1 + r 2  (2-96) and
1

and id-- (1 -T 2' (2-101)
½r cos 2

Td(ii- J sin 26- -+B21( 2 -97) An incident wave whose E vector rotates
L .counterclockwise can be represented conven-

In view of Equation (2-85), the quantities T"11 iently by assigning a negative numerical value
and t± appearing'in Equations (2-96) and (2-97) to the axial ratio. For example, Equation (2-91)
must be the "insert transmission coefficients" will represent a left-circularly polarized wave
defined by Equation (2.47) (or corresponding if r is given the value -1. Graphs of transmis-
equations in the case of sandwiches). From sion coefficients for circular polarization are
Equations (2-91) and (2-95), the transmitted given in References 12 and 29.
wave component having the same polarization
as the incideit wave will, at each point in space, In general, the transmitted wave component
have field intensities equal to 1 i times those which is of interest will have a polarization
which would exist at the same point if the di- (axial ratio r 1 and polarizing angle 1 )that may
electric sheet were removed. The phase angle differ from that of the incident wave (r,,-), in
of ti is equal to the insertion phase advance this event, it is convenient to express the wave
angle for the wave component whose polariza- transmitted through the plane sheet as a com-
tion has been unchanged ini traversing the sheet. ponent A having polarization (rl,,f 1), plus an
Also, from Equations (2-91) and (2-95), the orthogonal component b, as follows:
phase angle of Td equals the phase advance of
the cross-polarized transmitted component ( r (r I '÷ ,Ji x (2 -102)
relative to the phase 'he incident wave would LA
have at the same point in the absence of t.he where J and J are unit vectors parallel to the
dielectric sheet. (The phase reference for Td major and minor axes of the polarization ellipse
is the major axis of the incident polarization of the transmitted component A. The incident
ellipse.) wave given by Equation (2-91) can also be ex-

pressed in terms of a component A having po-
From Equation (2-97), no depolarization will larization rl, 1 and an orthogonal component

occur If b0 as follows:
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I

~~~~~~~~ =A(~k ~)Ex(-03 . f~ e (2-107)
Ai. expreassio for A0 can be obtained from T2  +r+r 2

Equations (2-91) and (2-103) and A can be ob-
. zc-a. Eju luani.un (24-4) and (x-io2). In or

this manner the insert transmission coefficient
for the component rl, c Is found to be: (i, + t1 )r (. + rrI) cos (' - )-

(2-04) (r - rl) sin (e1 + 4)+

j(1-rr 1 ) con + ) + (r-r[)sin ((1 +)- cs +

j(I+rr 1 ) cos ( C) - )- (r+r 1 ) sin (RI - ) 21 2j -j+r 1 2) (1 + r 2) (2-108)

T gives the amplitude and phase co the trans- Theme two transmission coefficients T and T2
miaed component r e relative to its amplitude have the same phase angles (equal to the inser-
and phase at the slxn• point in the absence of tion. pase advance) but different magnitudes.
the dielectric sheet. Thus, tl may assume While Tluses the incident wave as a reference,
magnitudes greater than unity if the dielectric T compares the wave transmitted through a
sheet has the proper depolarization properties. sReet to that transmitted through a perfect po-

llarizatiop transformer. As would be expected,
It is desirable to define a similar transmission T 1 and T2 both reduce to the same expression

coefficientwhichis normalized to unit maximum as is given by Equation (2-90) for T if rI = r
magnitude. This can be accomplished by using and e1 1 •
as a refer, nce the wave transmitted throih a
hypothetical sheet having the following proper- As an example of the use of Equation (2-104),
ties: suppose the incident wave has 6 db elliptical

polarization (that is, the field along the major1. nonreflecting, axis is 6 db stronger than that along the minor
2. losless, axis) with clockwise rotation, and with the major

axis parallel to the plane of Incidence. Then3. no Insertion phase shift for component r 1  r - 0.5 and 6 - 0, Now suppose that it is desired
11' to determine the amplitude and phase of the
4. completely transforms from polarization right-circularly polarized component of the

rt to polarization r C,1. transmitted wave. TIhen rI 1 and Equation
(2-104) shows that

lithe incident wave is given by Equation (2-91)
or (2-103), the wave transmitted through such a 2 T1 +
sheet is -,xpressed by (2-109)

3

4t 7-i+-1 (" - Jri) Ex es (2-105) From Equation (2-108), the normalized trans-mission coefficient for this example is

where AO is the phase angle of A0 and is givenby I TII + T•
""b - I= (2-110)

L r + r 1  
( 1 0A4 = tan- |--•• tan (?. I- 4) (2-106)

I rr1  Additional formulas for polarization analysis

L " and discussions of the relationships between
Thus, the normalized transmission coefficient polarization and radome errors are given in
is several references listed in the bibliography.
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SECTION E. MAGNETIC RADOME MATERIALS

2-15. Practical Difficulties 2-17. Obtaining High T-ransmission Coefficient

propert• s have bencsied only fr plane Alternatively, magnetic materials could be
properties have been considered only for plane used to obtain a high transmission coefficient.
sheets constructed of nonmagnetic dielectric Ifa low-loss material is used, maximum trans-
materials: that is, the permeability . of the di- mission willbe obtained if the sheet is designed
electric sheets was assumed equal to that of tobe nonreflecting. This might be accomplished
free space j, 0. Somq dielectrics have a perme- by minimizing the interface reflection coeffi-
ability appreciably different from that of free cients. For lossless magnetic dielectrics,
space, even at radar frequencies. Unfortunately, Equations (2-23) and (2-25) become
the ferrites appear to be too lossy in their
present state of development for radome use. 3 0  2 r-
However, the relative permeability of a dielec- r c t .n=yr -r - sin 1

tric can be made considerably less than unity by I `
loading with metallic particles. A dielectric Pr coS 6 + sin

material can be made magnetic by embedding and
in it an array of conducting loops of the proper
diameter. Similar effects are obtained if a thin
metal sheet, perforated with an array of holes, _r Cos - -r r sin2 0 (2114)
is embedded in- .the dielectric sheet,31 Gener- rll = - (2-114)
ally the electric or magnetic loss tangent tan sr C O O + 'r Er - sine o

e or tan I becomes extcessively large when Equations (2-113) and (2-114) will apply to
a medium %s loaded with metallic objects to lossy materials if cr is replaced with cr(l-J
produce a large change In dielectric constant or tan 5 e) and ý'r is replaced with •r (1'J tan 8 m).
permeability. As an added complication, a
metallic loading which reduces the permeability In nonmagnetic media the angle of zero inter-
Is likely to increase the dielectric constant in face reflection(Brewster angle) occtirs only for
such a way as to make it difficult to achieve a parallel polarization, by using magnetic mater-
propagation constantequal to that of free space. ials, however, the Brewster effect can be ob-
2-16. Elimination of Refractive Shit tained for both polarizations. From Equations

(2-113) and (2-114), zero reflection will be ob-
Snell's law for magnetic materials states that tained at normal incidence if

a plane wave incident at angle 0 on a plane di-
electric surface will be refracted at an angle Yr 'r (2-115)
Hr, given by

sin 0 It the permeability is chosen to satisfy Equa-
sin or tion (2-115), this will match the impedance of

(2-111) the sheet to that of free space for normal inci-
dence.

where ) r = A/• is the relative permeability; and Lossless nonrefracting media (r r = 1) are
r - c/fo is the relative dielectric con- considered in Reference 2,.* For such media,

stant. Equations (2-113) and (2-114) become

To reduce the pattern distortion and the angu- r r " I

lar errors introduced by a radome, it is de- = " r1l (2-116)
sirable to minimize the refractive shift ex- + I
perienced by a ray as it passes through the Thus, the interface reflection coefficient be-
radome wall (see Section iH). This can be ac- comes independent of polarization and angle of
complished in a nonmagnetic half.-wave sheet incidence. Now, reflection will be eliminated
only by use oia very low or very high dielectric for all angles and for all polarizations if Pr is
constant. If a magnetic material is used, how-
ever, refraction is eliminated merely by choos-
ing

r Er 1(2-112) *The material in the remainder of this section
is from Reference 32 by Charles K. Schramm,

If Equation (2-112) is satisfied, the propaga- Jr., "Propagation Constant and the Radome,"
tlion constant in the sheet will be equal to that Technical Report 53-297, Wright Air Develop-
of free space, neglecting losses in the material. ment Center, Ohio, August 1953, (AD-21 967).
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I; see Equations (2-116). This shows that the of incidence for which the sheet is a quarter-

ideal radome material (as far as the electrical wave sheet, the transmission coefficient Is

properties are concerned) is al.r, since for air
=Ir-= fr I. We might let ,re rbe unity (to 1 - r 2

eliminate refraction), and see how far Prander Tmin +2 (2-119)
ran vary frnm unit hafnre the alietrieal nrnn- +r

ertles of the radome wall become poor.

and, for the nonrefractlng case,

From iEquation (2-47), the transmission coef- 2r
ficient of a lossless homogeneous sheet is T min ` T min r 2 (2-120)

1 +'r

T 2  2r2 + r4 (2-117) Now, it ,,an be shown, from Equa"on (2-120).
l-2r 2 cos(28 0 d • 'r" sin2 + r4 that the power transmission for a I saless non-refracting sheet will exceed 80 ptrcent for all

Therefore, the thickness of a half-wave homo- angles of incidence if )r is less than 1.62(or 'r
geeous sheet order isis greater than 0.618).

2-18. Insertion Phase Variation Versus Atgle

d 0 Qjlncoldqma
2 Fr srin' (2-118) A very useful property of the half-wave non-

ref,'acting sheet is the very small insertion
At its design angle of incidence, the lossless phase variation versus angle of incidence. For

half-wave magnetic sheet has perfect transmis- example, if the dielectric constant is 2, the
sion for both polarizations, and the insertion phase varies by only,70 for incidence angles
phase shift is the same for both polarizations, from 0 to 900. Furthermore, since r1. and r,

are ecr%0. (except for the minus sign), ti and
T. at also equal for all angles of incidence if

For a given angle of incidence, the transmis- the sheet is made of lossless material with

sion coefficient is minimum when the thickness Ar Ir - 1. As was shown in Section D, a sheet

is just one-half of the value given by Equation of this type will produce no depolarization.

(2-118). In this situation, the sheet might be Magnetic radome materials are considered in
called a "quarter-wave sheet." At the angles several references listed in the bibliography.

SECTION F. ANIBOTROPIC MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTIONS

The electrical properties of some raaterials 2-19. Effec•t on Dielectrip Constant
depend on the relative orientation of the mater-
ial in the electromagnetic field. This is true of In an anisotropic medium, the effective dielec-
many crystalline materials and of ferrites, tric constant depends on the orientation of the
electron beams, and ionized gas in the presence electric field Intensity vector. To an x-polar-
of a steady magnetic field. This anisotropic ized field, the medium would appear to have a
effect can be produced artificially by loading an dielectric constant c ; to a y-polarized field
ordinary dielectric material with a lattice of the effective dielectz''c constant would be Y,
parallelmetal dipoles. A great variety of other and to a z-polarized field it would be ez. if the
artificial anisotropic constructions have also coordinate axes are chosen to coincide with the
been studied. preferred axes (or "principal axes")* of 'he

medium, the parameters x, •y, and rz are suf-
ficient to describe completely the dielectric

The properties of a homogeneous sheet of or- properties of the material. The dielectric con-
dinary dielectric often seem to be inadequate slant can then be represented as follows:
for radome uses. The use of sandwiches widens
the range of characteristics which the radome
designer can obtain. Still greater flexibility is *Theseare related to the crystal axes in crys-
obtainable through the use of magnetic or anise- talline media, and to the dipole axis in media
tropic materials, loaded with dipoles.
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(,x 0 0(2 panel being determined by 'y and,, An x-polar-
0 0 (2-121) ized incident wave, however, will propagate

0 z 0 through the panel via a waveguide mode with a
propagation constant determined by f X,,,,, and

Maxwell's equation the spacing of the slats. Because of this and
because Cy is greater than Fx, the curve of

. -, K (2-122) propagntion constant versus frequency for x-
polarization is very nearly parallel to that for

bec nes, for anisotropic media, the following y-polarization over abroad band of frequencies.
set of three equations: By properly choosing the panel thickness, a

differential phase shift of 900 can be obtained
(V x H)x x Ex (2-123) for x-and y-polarized components of the in-

cident wave. If a wave linearly polarized at an
angle of 450 with respect to the y-axis is in-
cident normally upon the panel, a circularly

(VX if, Y A ,Ey E y (2-124) polarized wave will be transmitted through the
panel. These techniques and modifications of

and them suggest interesting applications to radome
construction.

(V Y. = - jca(, Ez (2-125)
If the incident wave has parallel or perpendic-

If the medium also possesses magnetic aniso- ular polarization, there is one type of aniso-
tropy, the permeability will have three principal tropic flat sheet which will not depolarize, re-
values, and it can be represented in a manner gardless of the plane of incidence. Assuming
similar to Equation (2-121). Thea Maxwell's the xy-plane is parallel to the surfaces of the
equation sheet, the parameters of this special medium

are related by 34

f - y (2-127)
can be written as a sot of three equations sim-
ilar to Equations (2-123), (2-124), and (2-125). and

2-20. Effect on Polarization #lx Ay (2-125)

Anisotropic media that have their own pre- A medium which satisfies Equations (2-127)
ferred axes may introduce undesirable depolar- and (2-128) is called a uniaxial medium because
Ization when such materialn are used in radome it has only one preferred axis, the z-axis. An
constructki-n. It has beer, pointed out that an example would be a flat sandwich constructed of

oi c lof ;eet produces no depolarization a number of thin, flat isotropic sheets of alter-
whe t inLi&dý,t plane wave has parallel or nating dielectric constant, as shown in Figure
perpendicular polarization; however, withparal- 2-26. Such a sandwich behaves approximately
lel or perpendicular Incident polarization an as an equivalent homogeneous sheet having an
anisotropic sheet will, in general, excite both effective dielectric constant along the z-axis
parallel and perpendicular polarization corn- which differs from its effective dielectric con-
ponents ift the transmitted wave (unless two of ttant along the x- or y-axes.
the principal axes of the medium are in the
plane of incidence), Thus, even at normal in- 2-21. Interface Reflection Coefficients
cidence depolarization may occur unless the
Incidentfield vectors are parallelwith the prin- The transmission coefficients for solid sheets
cipal axes of the medium. and sandwiches are derived for the uniaxial

case in Reference 34. To illustrate the rela-
This phenomenon has been put tv practical tionships involved, the interface reflection co-

use (Reference 33) in a polarizing panel con- efficients for this case will now be developed.
sisting of an anisotropic dielectric with ey For perpendicular polarization, using the coor-
greater thanex. (The xy-plane is the surface dinates and directionsof propagation shown in
of the panel, as shown in Figure 2-5). At in- Figures 2-1, Equations (2-123) through (2-126)
tervals along the y-axis there are embedded in become:
the panel metal' slats whose planes are parallel
to the xx-plane. For normal incidence, a y- BEJxpolarized incident wave is not affected by the J (2;2 Hz"
thin metal slats, its propagation constant in the (2-129)
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si 0 sin

d4
* JA 2 (2-138)

' 22 Po -,
and

'I d1

V r e + r.L = tI (2-139)
Finally, application of the boundary condition

d on tangential H yields the interface reflection
coefficient for the uniaxial anisotropic case:

Cos 6 -_

Figo 2-26. AltmMitg 761a Flot oShoets## '0 W•x
rI h (2-140)

= E . (2-130) wchrex xU M 0 'f(20 "x

MHy BHz where
E' Eza= _ (2-131)

h3 p- t s('i 0 (2-141)
Incident, reflected and transmitted waves will Mz

be assumed an follows:
Similarly, for parallel polarization it ia found

"-J/0 (z con a + y sin 0) (2,132) that
Elf

sin i
si( n1 O 

(2-142)

Er = r • - s

E -j (h3  +h y) (2-134)

Et t= I + r t (2-143)

where hl and h3 denote the propagation con- h 3
slants atong the y- and z-axes, respectively, In -Cos 9 --
the anlsotropic medium. Now, from Equations Ff. 0 _ Cx
(2-129) through (2-134), r U0 h3 (2-144)

h3 Et (2-135) H10 os -x

ltY " ,' and

h-It (2-136) h0 sin (2-145)

2 2+h Z 2 It wll be noted, from Equations (2-138) and
hi A+3x x1 (2-137) (2-142), that, unlike the lsotropic case, the angle

of refraction for perpendicular polarization
difers from that for parallel polarization; also,

Application o the boundary condition on the from Equations(2-135),(2-136), and(2-138), that
tangential compponent of electric field intensity &.e magnetic field intensity hPs a component
yields Snel's law for this situation: parallel with the direction of propagation for
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perpendicular polarization. Withparalle! polar-
ization, the elctric field intensity has a comn-
ponentparallel with thedirection of propagation; * d, i. d2
therefore, these two cases are often called H- F..
mode and E-mode waves, respectively. More
generally, an E-mode is a solution of Maxwell's dj--. dd .
equations for which one of the H-components 2

vanishes, whereas one of the E-.components
vanishes in an H..mode field. It is shown in
Reference 35 that every homogeneous aniso- Fiqurm 2-28. Two-Layer Capucitu and Equivaln.t
tropic substance can propagate E-mrodes and Homweus Cooeckor

H- modes.

Furthermore, the fields in such a medium can
noways be expressed as the sum of an E- and anH-mode. e ••

2-22. Methods of Obtaining Anisotropy rEXin2f cc+ yC0s 2 0C

The effectd of anisotropy can be obtained arti- ."

ficially by the use of inhomogeneous construc-
tion; for example, the honeycomb material often
used as a core for sandwiches is slightly aniso- Figure 2-29. Ang,oi. opc Ce•.ac r,, oan Equiv'leit
tropic. Honeycomb material is usually used, Isotroplc Capacitor
however, for its mechanical strength, light
weight, and low dielectric constant rather than
for its anisotropy. The effective dielectric con- Thus, if the artificial dielectric medium is
stants of honeycomb material along its three composed ofa three-dimensional array of Iden-
principal axes have been derived in Reference tical structures ur "c.lls", one of these .ells
36. The dielectric constants were determined can usually be subdivided into a number of ca-
by calculatingthe capacitance of a parallel-plate pacitors of the types shown in Figures 2-27,
capacitor filled with a block of the honeycomb 2-28, and 2-29. The three principal dielectric
material. The dielectric constants are related constants of the medium are then determined
to the capacitances obtained for three different by finding the total capacitance of the netwurk of
orientations of the honeycomb material in the series and parallel capacitors. It is shown in
capacitor. Reference 36 that this simple method is valid

in finding an anisotropic medium which is equi-
2-23. Analysis of Inhomogeneous Dielectrics valent to the sandwich formed of extremely thin

flat sheets as in Figure 2-26. At low frequen-
Honeycomb and many other inhomogeneous cies, where the sandwich is equivalent to an

dielectrics can be analyznd using the equivalent anisotropic medium, the pruperties of the med-
dielectric constants for a capacitor containing iumbecome independent of the direction of pro-
two dielectrics, as shown in Figures 2-27 and pagation and depend only on the orientation of
2-28. It is also useful to know the equivalent the electric field intensity vector. When E is
dielectric constant of a capacitor filled with a parallel to the dielectric surfaces, the effeclve
homogeneous anisotropic material whose prin- dielectric constant is, from Figure 2-28.
c ipa I axes are not parallel with the natural axes
of the capacitor (Figure 2-29).. = I dl t d2

x y= dl + (2-146)

When E is normal to the dielectric surfaces,
the effective dielectric constant is, from Fig-

.dd 2  E, 4(d+2) ure 2-27,

'2(dI + d2)

Flgure 2-27. Two-.Loye Capacitor and Equivalent The reflection coefficients for an infinitely

Horn.geou. Capacito thick stack of such alternating thin flat sheets
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would be the same as those given in Equations tion if the incident electric field intensity vector
(2-140) and (2-144) for sufficiently low fre- made an angle of at least 750 with the surface ofquencies. each individual slat. Radomes were also con..

structed in the shape of a 400 cone, consistingBroadband sandwiches have been constructed of a thin outer dielectric skin sup-nortPeI with nof than lavers. na ahn'- I,.. 24G'.re . Uning array of parallel aluminum ribs. TheseEquations (2-146) and (2-147),it is suggested in radomes showed some promise, but were foundReference 37 that the broadband characteristics to produce eycessive boresight errors,
of such sandwiches result mcrely from the low
value of average dielectric constant obtained by A thin metal sheet perforated with an array ofusing foam cores and by using skins which are dielectric-filled holes has been consideredfor
much thinner than thi cores. radome construction.31,40 Metal slats, perfor-

ated metal sheets, and grids cf wires can sub-The equivalent anisotropic sheet given by divide the radome wal) into waveguide channels
Equations (2-146) and (2-147) has the same W*1lch are capable of supporting one or moretldckness as the isotropic mult~layer sandwich waveguide modes, and which may prevent thewhich it replaces, and is nonmagnetic if the ordinary refracted wave from existing in the
original sandwich is nonmagnetic. It is shown medium. 4 1 Certain of the waveguide modesin Reference 38 that the sandwich can also be can be matched to the incident wave more ef-replaced with an equivalent isotropic homogen- fectively than the ordinary refracted wave overeous sheet. For perpendicular polarization, a range of angles of incidence. In particular,the alternating sandwich is equivalent to a noe. conditions conductive to both zero reflection and
magnetic homogeneouL, sheet of the same thick- zero phase shift canbe achieved simultaneouslyness and appropriate dielectric constant. For with the Hl 0 mode of ordinary rectangular
parallel polarlzation, it Is equivalent tea homo- wavegulde at perpendicular polarization. Flatgeneous sheet with smaller thickness a'nd with panels utilizing this principle have been con-permeability less than unity. The degree with structed by embedding grids of fine wires whichwhich the equivalent anisotropic homogeneous are parallel to the E vector and to the surfacesmedium resembles the actual artificial dlelec- of the dielectric sheet, asshown in Figure 2-30.tric depends on the frequency, the angle of inci- With this construction, the normal phasedence, and the lattice spacing. 3 6 If the lattice velocity and normal wave impedance can be
spacing in the artificial dielectric is greater closely matched to those of the incident wavethan one-half of a free-space wavelength, there over a wide range of incidence angles, for per-may be some angles of incidence for which the pendicular polarization. 41 The properties ofmedium will act as a grating. The grating effect metal-loaded dielectric sheeto have been in-may produce strong reflections, and sets an vestigated with the aid of the theory of filters,upper limit on the frequency,angleof incidence, transmission lines, and waveguides. 4 1 24 -, 4 3 ,
and spacing at which the equivalent homogeneous
medium resembles the artificial dielectric.

It should be pointed out that not all artificial
dielectrics are anisotropic. For example, a
dielectric loaded with metal or dielectric
spheres will be Isotropic if the spacing between
spheres is the same along the x-, y-, and z-
axes. A dielectric loaded with dipoles is also
isotropic if equ:d numbers of dipoles are ori-
ented along the x-, y-, anc4 z-axes. Artificial
Isotropic constructions have been used to ob-
tain low dielectric constants without sacrifice
of strength.

2-24. Use of Metal SlatsL,.= _t.tsLand Wire Grids

Many forms of dielectric loading have been In-
vestigated In an effortto find a radome material
having transm~ssion properties superior to or-
dinary dlelectric#. Flat panels constructed of
parallel Yneta'l slats with no dielectric filler
(sirailar to a venetian blind) were foundw to Figw. 2-30. Di.ocrigc SAotLa.a.d Wir elI, Gil. iaFm, Re-have excellent transmission for linear polariza- fortnc,41 by jomIssioa of Bjlei.ten R.sw.iA Lab•.torlsi€c.)
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I
Wire grid loading has been used to obtain a low tIon tu travel through the dele(t'clI she(' ,asreflection coefficient over a broad band of fre- though the wires were not even present, whereasquencies. 4 2  

Ihfe might force other waves tot travel vI :,
wavegu lde-mode

Many of these artificial radome constructions
are anisotropic. For eoxitnple, a wire grid load- Antisotreon r trm,.ti,' • I .- ,'Ving :nignt atiow ,1oc('lent waves of one polariza- suveral references listed in the bih)llogrilj)hy.

SECTION G. THE HADOME SIIAPE*
Both electrical and aerodynamical considera- a. The equation of the surface;tions help govern the shape selected for aradome, The electrical design is simplified b. The angle of incidence of the ceitral rayofand the electrical performance (niproved by a Lhe antenna vcrsus look angle; andsmooth shape with large radius of curvature.High angles of incidence can be avoided by use c. Thecoordinate,forthe point where the cen-of such a radome. On the other hand, at very tral ray intersects the wall, versus look anglh.low angles of Incidence, trouble may be ex-perienced from reflected waves which travel All of the coordinates are for the inside sur-directly back Into the antenna. The radome face of the radome, and the gimbal point 1.9shape that will minimize wind resistance de- taken as the coordinate origin. This Is not nec-pends strongly on the location of the radome on essary but is desirable in the hemisphere andthe aircraft or missile. A highly streamlined log spiral to take advantage of the angle of in-shape with afairly sharp vertexis desirable for cidence properties,

nose radomes. Missile radomes are often fig-ures of revolution. Shapes having simple math- If conical fatring is used, the conical sectionematical formulas are often used, with modifi- wk/l start at the base of the radome and con-cation near thebase of the radome to fair it into tinue to the point where its slope (tan .) is thet&, missile body. Formulas for a few of these same as that of the curved section, From thatipes are given in this sectiou. Radornes o point on, the radome shape is that of the basicfour different shapes are shown in Figure 2-31 curve. The coordinate for the point at which the
with no fairing. conical section fairs into the curved section Isalso given, and is denoted zt.

If streamlining Is necessary, any particular As indicated in Figure 2-32, R Is the radiusdetailed shape (cone, ogive, etc.) does not ap- at the base cf the radome, and C -s the distancepear to be superior to any other with respect from the base of the radome to the gimbal point.to the electrical performance. (Some shapes, The distance from the gimbal point to thesuch as the cone, are more easily handled nu- radome vertex will be denoted by the letter a.merically than others.) The fineness ratio andthe vertex angle (or radius of curvature at the For any radome shape, the fineness ratio F isvertex) are found to be of more significance indetermining the radome bo',sight error. For
large fineness ratios, the range of incidence F ..... -. . (2-148)angles is greater, phase front distortion tends 21?iBto be greater, and the boresight error slopestend to he greater, and, if conical fairingi is used, the c'oordinatc

for the piint at which the conical section inter-In this section the following data will be given sects the basic curve Isfor the hemitiphere, cone, log spiral, ogive, andellipse: 
r, fll- (C + .y tan (2-149)

2-25, The Hemisphere
*Much of the material in this section is taken All points on the surface of a heni)sphericalfrom: Norman M. Wiederhorn, and Alan F. Kay, radome are equidistant from the origin, It the"Radome Design Criteria for Precision Guid- antenna gimbal point is located at the origin, theance Radar," Final Heport, Contract AF 33(030) central ray of the antenna willstrike the radome-12283, MeMillan Laboratory, Ipswich, Mass., wall with normal incidence for all look angles,I june 1954, (Confidential), (AD-49 428). This is desirable, since at normal Incidence the
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Figure 2-31. Radomsu of Various $impe, with FIneness Ratio 2.5

The equation which describes the surface of a
i=nner surface of hemispherical radome of radius a is•• ~rodome -,

R o gimbal jr r z (2-150)

-C -_ z The angle of incidence is zero for all look
angles if the gimbal point is at the center of the
sphere. The coordinate for the point at which
the central ray of the antenna intersects the

"bose of rodome radome wall is given as a function of look angle
(missile bulkhead) v by

z = a cos 0 (2-191)
Figure 2-32. Radome with Conical Section for Fairing into

MIssile Body The roordinate _c which the fairing cone inter-

transmission coefficients for parallel and per- sects the sphere is
pendicular polarization are equal. Another de- zi -_ a sin a (2-152)
sirable feature of this shape is that the range of
angles of incidence that must be considered is 2-26. The Spheroid
small. However, because the angles of inci-
dence are very small or zero, any waves reflec- Aspheroid is the surface obtained by revolving
ted from the radome will travel directly back an ellipse about one of its axes. An oblate
to the antenna, spheroid is obtained by revolving an ellipse

Because of its symmetry, the hemisphere about its minor axis. A prolate spheroid (re-
should produceno radome error except that due semblinga football) is produced when the major
to tolerances and polarization considerations, axis is used as an axis of revolution, Only the
and in fact hemispheres generally have very low prolate spheroid will be considered here. The
crossover error rates. In conical scan sys- exact shape depends on the length of the semi-
tems, when the antenna is in any two opposite major axis (denoted by a) and the semi-minor
positions, the two surfaces of intersection of the axis (b), as shown in Figure 2-33. The equa-
beam and the radonie wall are mirror images; tion for the spheroidal surface is
therefore, if the wall is uniform, the only
radome error must be due to dissymmetry in
the antenna, in particular, polarization dissym- r h 4 - (2-153)
metry. The prinvipal disadvantage of this shape

is that it is not streamlined in itself. Hemi-
spherical radomes, however, may still be util- The angle of incidence on the radome wall is
ized with streamlined missiles or airplanes given by
without seriously impairing the aerodynamic
performance, provided the radome forms the a2 b2
nose of a body which tapers to a diameter 5 or tan 0)
10 times the radoine diameter. b2 col • * a 2 tan q, (2-154)
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7bhe ,'a•Lx ratio" of an ellipse is defined as plane of the arc, as depicted in Figure 2-35.
the ratio of the major axis to the minor axis, The surface of the c.give is given by
and is denoted by A:

r .' G,- - 2 .. b - R (2-160)

A (2-155) where F1 is the radius of the parent circle and b

Is the base radius of the ogive as in Figure
Figure 2-34 shows the angle of incidence as a 2-35. The angle of incidence on the ogive is

function of look angle for spheroidal radomes of given by
various axial ratios.

The maximum angle of incidence id given by sin R= cos • (2-181RI
a 2 

- b 2  The central ray of the antenna intersects the
tan 0 = (2-156) radome at

2ab
z = [(b - r) sin

and it occurs when the look angle is given by= (2-162)

+ (Rb)2 sin2 4. <+b(2R b-JCos4)
a

The fairing, cone and ogive intersect at
The coordinate for the point at which the cen-

tral ray of the antenna intersects the radome zi =-R sin a (2-163)
wall is

The caliber c of an ogive is defined as the
ab (2-158) ratio of the radius of the parent circle to the

bZ + a 2 tan2 0 base diameter of the ogive;

The fairing cone and the spheroid intersect at R (2-184)
a2 sin a Tb

Zl s ia2 Si- 2 n + b2 --- 2  (2-159) Figure 2-36 gives the abgle of incidence as a

function of look angle for ogives of various
calibe rs.

2-27. The Ogive
The distance from the origin to the radorne

The ogive is a figure of revolution obtained by vertex is
rotating an arc of a circle about an axis in the

a.b (2r'- b) (2-105)

The equation of the log spiral ii
r

2 2 tan Jltan-() (216
z2 + r2 = a2 e-1

where a is the distance between the gimbal point
z and the vertex of the log spiral radorne, as in

Figure 2-37. The expression for the log spiral
is simpler in polar coordinates:

b p.= a e n (2-167)

The central ray of the antenna. has a constant
angle of incidence on the log spiral radome,
given by

Figure 2-33. Sphweoidul Radom* with Conmcal Fairing S.ecton '8 (2-168)
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Figur. 2-34. An;gle of Incidwnce (6i) Versus Look Angle (,/,) For Spheroidal Rodomos of Various Axial Ratios

r The hemispherical radonie is a special case of
the log spiral, since, whenthe angleof incidence
is set equal to zero, Equations (2-166) and
(2-167) become the eauations of a circle of

b radius a.

Log spirals are designated by the value of the
angle ýj . A 11500 log spiral" Is a curve speci-

S-Z fled by Equations (2-166) or (2-167) with ;i
having the value of 500. The r-coordinate of
the log spiral is a maximum when V, is equal toRI,,-0. The corresponding value of z is

S- )tan i3 (2-169)
z = a sinPe 2

" I.- esThe fairing will thus extend at least to this
curvotuie value of z. For log spireal having a large inci,.

dence angle, the fairing will extend over a large
Figur 2-3N. Ogive Rod,,s, with Conica Faling portion of the radome length.
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The central ray from the antenna intersects
the radome at

-z -- o tan ,3 cos (2-170)

The conical fairing Joins the log spiral at

in these equations where the angles a ,3, and
4, appear in the exponent, they must be ex-
pressed in radians rather than degrees,

2-29. The Qone

FigeW a-37. Leg SPI.M RýeA. wth Conical Fe•udg The equation for a cone is
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r = (a - x) tan 6 (2-172)
missile body

where a Is the distance between the gimbal

po.ua saau ua venriai oi the cone, as Shown fI nA
Figure 2-38, and 6 is the total vertex angle ofR coe
the cone. The angle of incidence of the central
ray of We ..nt•enna on the cone is

1center of

90g -90 - degrees (2-173) bisector Curvature
2

Figure 2-39 shows the angle of incidence oh- ogive

talned with various conical radomes as a func-
tion of look angle. Fiuw. 2-3•. ConIcai Roaon# with odve FPairing

90 -mr-1 -1 -- r--r-1
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Figure 2-39. Incidence Angle (P) Versus Look Angle (0) for Conical Ruedmes of Various Vedas Angles (/37
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It is desirable to fair the radome into the mis- tions. If R is extremely small, there will be an

sile body withoutanyabrupt change Inslope. An abrupt change In slope of the missile contour.
ogive fairing section wiU serve this purposefor If I is very large, the conical section of the
the conical radome it the center oi curvaiure oi radome wili vai ish d m aw uatiUivt i-a d i-V -
the ogive is located on the Une which bisects the have the ogive shape.
angle formed by the extensions of the conical
radome and the missile body (see Figure 2-38). The cone and ugive inteorsect at
The coordinates of the center of curvature of the
ogive are - z 0 + R sinI 0 (2-17e)

z0 = - C - R sina (2-174) and
and ri r6 ÷ R con j a (2-177)

r0 = RB - R cos a (2-175) Procedures for calculating the angle of inci-
dence for any radome shape are given in Chap-where R is the radius of curvature of the ter 3. Additional information on radome shapes

ogive. The numerical value to be used for R is will be found in Chapter 3 and in several refer-
governed largely by aerodynamical considera- ences listed in the bibliography.

SECTION H. THE FOCUSING EFFECT OF STREAMLINED RADOMES*

2-30. Refraction by Plane Sheets b d2d + c
A plane wave incident at angle o on the sur- s sin2 0

face of a plane dielectric sheet is ref ra•zted, and - (2-180)

lum. From SnelU's law for nonmagnetic media, + cos 0 sin o
Sa nl r wsin t dectimo ) s 0) 1
sin 6 r sin - (2-178) Equation (2-180) can also be expressed in the

same form as Equation (2-179) if d is replaced
Upon emerging from the far side on the dielec- with (3d, + d.) and Or is replaced with or

tric sheet, each ray of the plane wave is again wherel7
refracted so that it propagates along an axis
parallel with its original line of travel, as in 2 ds dc isin o
Figure 2-40. Titus, refraction shifts each ray a tan 6r= - - + ) J
distance b perpendicular to its axis of propaga- n 6 2ds +dc
tion. For a plane homogeneous sheet of thick-
ness d, (2-181)

d It will be shown that refractive shift contrib-b = d sin (e - r) (2-179) utes to the antenna pattern distortion and direc-
coS Or

For a symmetrical sandwich having skin and
core thicknesses d_ and dc, and skin and core
relative dielectric constants es andec d

a, tronsmni11
incident .•b o

*The material in this section is taken from:
Jack H. Richmond, "The Focusing Effect of 90
Radomes," Report 655-3, Contract AF33(616)-
3212, Antenna Laboratory, The Ohio State Uni-
versity, I June 1956. Figu,. 2-40. R.ofcfion in Pla.e Dielectric $S.h#
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tional errors introduced by a radome. As dielectric constant of the sheet. It is seen that
pointed out in Section E, refraction can be re- the refractive shift is maximum when the di-
duced by use of magnetic radome materials if electric constant is 1.35, and tlht it can be made
the permeability is less than that of free space, as small as desiredbyusinga sufficiently small
and is eliminated entirely if VrE r = 1. How- or sufficiently large dielectric constant. Fig-
ever, to obtain high transmission over a range ure 2-42 mhnwa th, nn.,_-4.!-" r ,f'"."'. i
of angles of incidence, the dielectric constant which can be produced by a first-order, half-
of such a nonrefracting material must be low wave sheet as a function of the angle of inci-
(less than 1.6 for 80 percent power trananmi- dence. Grazing incidence, of course, must be
sion), and the magnetic and dielectric loss avoided if the refractive shift is to be kept
tangents of the material must be low. These small. Figure 2-43 show$ the dielectric con-
properties are not easily combined with me- stant that produces maximum refractive shift
chanical strength, in a half-wave sheet at various angles of inci-

dence. To avoid refraction effects, it is de-
For nonmagnetic materials, it is apparent sirable to usea dielectric constant much larger

from Equations (2-178) and (2-179) that the re- or much smaller than the value givert in Figure
fractive shift cannot exceed 2-44 for the design angle of incidence.

bmax ý d sin 0 - (2-182) 2-31. Focusing Effect of Radomes

Refraction can produce a focusing effect which
(this maximum is approached if 'r is very causes the effective aperture area of an antenna
large), and that it is minimized by use of a thin
sheet of low dielectric constant; thus, the elec-
trically thin sheet (Section A) has the most de-
sirable refractive properties. 0.4 - -- ----

No refractive shift occurs at normal incidence. e0= 70'
To minimize refraction a radome shape
approaching that of a hemisphere with large 00.700

From Equations (2-179) and (2-56), for the b/X0half-wave homogeneous sheet of order n, the
refractive shift (at the design angle of incidence 0.2

o0), measured in wavelengths, is

b nsn (0O- Or 2 3 4 5 6 7
x0  2 riCos2or (2-183) ar

Consequently, the refractive shift is propor- Figut. 2-41. Refractive Shift Produced by First-Order, Hoam-
tional to the order of the half-wave sheet, so geicous, Half-Wave S•eet for on Angle of Incidence of 70°
that the lowest usable order is desirable. It
can be shown, from Equation (2-183), that the 1.4 ---
refractive shift in a half-wave sheet vanishes
as the relative dielectric constant approaches 12
unity or infinity. For arbitrary fixed values of .0 g
n, N, 0, and 00, the refractive shift at the design .0 0 8
angle in a half-wave sheet has maximum value 0.8

bmax n tan •Oo b/X 0 06-b -- a =(2-184) '

10  8 0.4-

and it reaches this maximum value when the 0.2-
dielectric constant is

0 O 40 60 80

I= 1 3 cos 2 90 (2.185) 0 20 4desees)

Figure 2-41 shows the refractive shift pro-
duced by a first-order, half-wave sheet for an Piguw 2-42. Maxmisum Refractive Shift Which Coh Be Produced
angle of incidence of 70o as a function of the by Fifst-Ord.r, Homogeneeous, Half-Wave Sheet
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4F I I I I 7-71 the radome is introduced, especially if the
eQ 98 radome reflects very little power back toward

the antenna. Tr k.oen the total radiated nawer
unchanged when the radome is introduced, the

3- power density in the aperture must decreasewhen the radome in put in pnsitinn since theaperture area increases. For example, if the

aperture illumination is uniform in the absence
of the radome, the power density p' (watts/area)
with radome is given in terms of the power
density p without the radome by

V I I •' (r.- b) b 1
S20 40 60 so .- for b< r-< D +b (2-187)

8(degrees)
Equation (2-187) is an optical approximation

Figun. 2-43. Dielectric Constant which Pr oduces Maximum Re- obtained by considering the power passing
fraclive Shift In Homogeneous, Half-Wov. She.# through each small unit of aperture area with

and without radome. In Equation (2-187), r is
the radial distance from the radome vertex to
any point on the aperture plane. The field dis-
tribution obtained from Equation (2-187) is
shown in Figure 2-45.

ID ?b+2b

- -- The relative far-field pattern of a uniiforinly
- - illuminated aperture of diameter D is•4

.I1 ½ D sin 0)

FIgure 2-44, Refaction In a Conicl Radom* E (4) 2 sin 4) (2-188)

to be grihter with radome than it is without the where 0 is the far-field angle measured from
radome. For example, consider a parabolo- the antenna axis, and J is the first-order
Idal antenna transmitting through a conical Bessel function. If the antenna diameter D is
radome,as in Figure 2-44,withthe antenna axis much larger than the refractive shift b, the
coinciding with the radome axis. Suppose the effects of the vertex shadow zone and the in-
antenna transmits a well-collimated beam nf tensity taper, Equation (2-187), will be small,
diameter D without radome. With the radome in and the major effect will be the increase in
place, refraction will increase the beam diame-
ter to D + 2b, and will introduce a shadow zone
of radius b at the radome vertex. The ratio of 1.0
the aperture area A' with radome to the aper-
ture area without. radome is

0.8
+ . - (2-186)

A D C 0.6

Here we are considering the antenna aperture ..
to be a section of an imaginary plane which * -
passes through the radome vertex and it per- 0.4 .
pendicular to the radome axis. .2.- th €odomel

- -with rodomne't I I.

It seems reasonable to assume that the total 0.2
transmitted power with radkome will be the
same as without radome, if we consider only
the refraction caused by the radome and Ignore 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 tO 12
for the moment other affects such as reflection, r/
absorption, and depo!arization. Usually the
klystron or magnetron is isolated from the an-
tenna sufficiently to prevent appreciable Fog.,a 2-45. Cakuste4d Now-Field A.pIltu.o wAi Uunifrm
changes in Its frequency or power output when C'illiUate somn Possly Through Conical Redome
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aperture diameter from D to D + 2b. The an- flat sheets that come together to form a
tenna pattern with radome Is then approximately sharp edge. The shadow zone in this case

produces much more pattern distortion than in
I A (D . 2b) sin 0the case of the conical radome. This is true

Z- (Z-109) because the shadow zone in the case of the
sin 0 wedge is a long rectangular strip of width2b,

whereas An the case of the conical radome it is
Since the beam width between half-power a circle of diameter 2b. The percentage of an-

points for a large, uniformly i*mpminated, cir- tenna aperture area which is obscured by the
cular aperture of diameter D is" shr.dow zone is much greater for the wedge than

for the conical radoine. A decreased Imam
i8A,0  width has been observed with wedge radomes as

B. W. 2" !-•-- degrees (2-190) wellaswith radomes which are figures of revo-lution.

"h iThe boresight error produced by the shadowthe decrease inbeam width produced by focus- zone at U:e vertex of a sharp-nosed radmne istrIg effect Is studied in Reference 46. From a simplifiedand
approximate analysis, It was estimated that in

B. W. 2b practical radomes "refraction displacement can
O. 58 degrees (2-191) be generally Ignored."D (D + 26) To verify the existence of the vertex shadow

If the vertex shadow zone and the intensity zone, the fields have been measured near the
taper are considered, the decrease in beam radome shown in Figure 2-46 with the horn
width will be somewhat greater than that given transmitting. The radome consisted of two fiat
by Equation (2-191) sheets forming a 300 wedge, as shown. Ampli-

tude and phase measurements were made along
The far-field radiation intensity on the antenna the y-axis which passes through the radome

axis is thus Increased by the focusing effect if vertex perpendicuLar to the radome axis. The
the total radiated power is unchanged by the antenna axis coincided with the radome axis.
radome and if only the refraction Is considered. The measurements withand without radome are
When the antenna is used as a receiver, the shown in Figures 2-47 and 2-48. (The far-field
focusing effect will also increase the power de- diffraction assocuated with refraction in this
lIvered to its terminals (when the distant source radome is indicated by comparing Figures 2-53
is on axis) by increasing the effective aperture and 2-55.) Figure 2-41 shows the vertex shadow
area. zone quite strikingly. The measurements also

show the effects of the rather low transmission
The focusing effect also occurs In rounded coefficient of the plane sheets which comprised

radomes such as the hemisphere, although in the radome, as well as the interference between
this case no well-defined shadow zone is pro- the direct transmitted rays and rays reflected
duced. from the plane sheets. In Figure 2-48 it is

noted that the phase is strongly retarded in the
If the antenna axis does not coincide with the vertex shadow zcne. Measurements on several

radome axis, the vertex shadow zone will no sharp-nosed missile radomes have shown the
longer be located at the center of the aperture, same general appearance as that in Figures
and the refractive uhift will differ for rays 2-47 and 2-48.
passing through the radome at different points.
This is true because the refractive zhift is a
function of the angle of incidence. , . probing•t'•' • '- /poih

The importance of the vertex shadow zone pro- 4..h
duced by refraction is roughly proportional to
the ratio of the aperture area that Is lost in the 30 Y
shadow zone to the total aperture area; thus, 10.
the pattern distortion and radome error anso- h
elated with the shadow zone may be expected to
be less serious when using jarge antenna than ' 8-•" .
when using a small antenna. g-a.0.385" oss fiber (c 4)

The focusing effect has also been observed
with wedge-shaped radomes constructed of two FIgu.m 2-46. Hmo AnIsNO CA W.•dge-Shaped R...dm
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Additional discussion of the focusing effect and

refraction will be found in several references Figure 2-48. Ma•saurd Near-Field H-Plana Phase of Horn
listed In the bibliography. Antenna with and wiAout Wedge-Shp•pd Rodom*

SECTION I. DIFFRACTION BY RADOMES

The effects of a radome on at. electromagnetic culating diffraction by radomes is given in
wave include refraction, reflection, attenuation, Chapter 13.
and change of phase. The far-field pattern of an
antenna is altered by the presence of a radome. A useful device for measuring radomediffrac-
rhe distortion may include beam shift, change tion is a wave-front plotter such as one used at
in beam width, and change in total radiated Cambridge Air Force Research Center. A nurn-
power. The radomephenomenawhlcu contribute ber of plhase contour maps obtained with this
to the pattern distortion include focusing effect instrument are included in Reference 49 to
(see Section 11), Iloyd's mit ror effect, wave demonstrate vividly the Lloyd's mirror effect.
trapping, depolarization, and radome-antenna
interaction. The total effect is denoted by the Similar phase contour maps can also b
word "diffraction." It has been shown 4 8 that tained by use of a water ripple analogue.50•51
the total field distortion produced by a radome The antenna is simulated by a directive source
is the algebraic sum of the perturbations contri- of water ripples. The radome is simulated by
buted by all the disturtion-producingphenomena an obstacle of the same shape as the radome
acting separately, provided. the-individual per- cross section, aubmerged a distance under the
turbations are sufficiently small; thus, in deal- water depending on the dielectric constant to be
Ing with a well-designed radome, its various simulated. Photographs are then taken by
effects can be evaluated separately, before add- allowing the ripples to focus light on a sheet of
ing them up to determine the net result. When film. Diffraction of the water ripples is found
the individual effects are relatively large, how- to resemble closely the electromagnetic diffrac-
ever, the total distortion may include Interac- tion. This technique has been used to Investi-
tion effects among the various primary sources gate conventional missile radomcs52 as weU ap
of distortion. streamlined versions of the Luneberg lens,.

It is especially convenient in obtaining informa-
Several approaches to the analysis of diffrac- tion on the effects of changes in suchparameters

tlion by obstacles are described in Chapter 10 as frequency, dielectric constant, and antenna-
and in References 47 and 48. A method for cal- radome spacing.
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2-32. ExactFormulations

The exact solution has been obtained for the " e
fields of an infin ji2p_! c "i•pk d. aAiLL-rary
location and orientation inside a sphertcal L s
radome. 5 4 , 5 5 This problem was solved by
applying th~e boundary conditions at the inner
and outer surfaces ci the radome. The solu-
tion is expressed as an infinite series involl
iig spherical Bessel functions and associate..
Legendre functions. The tables of these func-
tions are being extended to permit numerical Figu,* 2-49. Refefonce Surfaces S and S' Which Might be
calculations for a number of spherical radomes, Usd In Radoms Calculationa

The fields set up by a plane wave incident 1(P) = V F (2-195)
normally on an infinitely long, hollow, dielec- (0
tric cylinder of circular cross section and uni-
form wall thickness are solved rigorously as
aboundary value problem in RefLrence 56. The -2j
number of raidome shapes which can be ana- ___. V Y A (2-196)
lyzed by theboundary-value method Is, however, aF0 PO
severely limited.

Additional simplification can be accomplished
The fields of an antenna with radome can be as follows, if it is required to calculate only the

expressed In terms of their values on some far fields of the antenna with radome.
reference surface S which lies outside the
r;idome. Let E and H be the electric and mag- Let S be the xy-plane, and let sphericalcour-
netic field lnfnsitic-s of the antenna trans- dinates ro, t, andp specify the location of point
mitting through the radome. Choose a surface P, as in Figure 2-50. The distant radiation field
S which completely separates the space contain- will have o- and q -polarized componen given,
ing the antenna and radome from the space from Equations (2-194) and (2-195), by7O
where it Is desired to compute the fields. (See
Figure 2-49, for example.) 1 the region on 13 r
the source-free side of S is free space, th 0 0
field at any point P in this region is given by__ E _ 3_ e_ f(E, cos' +Ev sino)2nr0  Is

"" 1 2 ti (2- 197)
EP)= .. ... O V x A (2-192) j O (x cos 4 + y sin P) sin 6

10 0d~ ;0 e dx dy

where and-j I% r -J •0 r0
_____ Dl,•e cos o

A(P) (n , H) ds (2-163) EO = 2,7Ero,4n r 2r

(2-198)

and - 13 (x cos ( + y sin €) sin Ce-j/3 0 r e dx dy

- e
4(P) = 4 (2-194) where E and EP are the x- and y-polarized

componenfs of the yield on S.

Here n is a unit normal which points toward In usiug Equations (2-197) and (2-198), it is
the soui~ce-free region, and iIs the distance necessary first to determine the fields E_ and
from the element of area ds to tte point P. The Ey exttng on S when the antenna is transmit-
differpntiation indicated in Equation (2-192) is ting through the radoone. Approximate methods
with respect to the coordinates of point P. tn hoihterdae prxmt ehdsuch as ray-tracing and plane-wave, plane-sheet

The problem is simplified if S is chosen to be theory are often employed for this purpose.
an infinite plane, in which case These may give satisfactory calculations if the
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X The unit vector _is normal to surface S'. The

far-field pattern of the antenna with radome can
be obtained by calculating the voltage V with
Equation (2-199) for plane waves incident fror
several different directions. This formulation
ofthUe radome analysis problem has been tested
successfully on simplified "radomes" consist-
Ing of finite plane sheets. It was found that re-

I flections from the antenna can often be neglected
8 indetermining E2 and H2 without excessive loss

of accuracy.

The radome analysis problem can be set up in
another form by defining the following fields:

a. El, HI is the field existing when the antenna
is tr'i•snittting without radome,

b. E, H is the field existing when the antenna isY trani-mit'ing with radome, and

Figure 2-50. Coordinate Systemn for Radome Calculations c. Es, Hs is the "scattered field" of the
radome, such that

antenna has a well collimated beam and if the E = E + -E. (2-200)
.ridome has no regions of high curvature. The
tasr of describing transmission through the The field equations for the scattered field are
radome of the complicated Fresnel-zone fields obtained by writing Maxwell's curl equations for
can be traded for the simpler problem of ana- the total and incident fields and subtracting,
lyzing the transmission of a plane wave through yielding: 58
the radome. 6 1, 62 Let S' be any surface which
completely encloses the antenna and passes be- V X = - J", 0 HP s (2-201)
tween the antenna and the radome, as in Figure
2-49, for example. Let E1 and Hl represent the and
fields existing on S' when the antenna is trans-
mitting without radome. These fields can be V x Hs = jco K + j w (f - o0) . (2-202)
obtained by measurementis even if the radome
has not yet been oonstructed. Now consider the Equation (2-202) can be written
antenna an a receiving antenna, cover it with
Lhe radome, and let E 2 and 112 be the fields v x H=_Js +j WtoEs (2-203)
existing on S' when a plane wave is incident
from a distant source. To determine F d 4s JW (c - 0 E_ (2-204)
H12 it is necessary to analyze the transmisz,.jn
of the plane wave through the radome, includ-
ing any reflections from the antenna. (If the u) (cl - E 0) E in region v (2-205)
radome is available, these fields might be ob-
tained by direct measurements, of course.) If =

the antenna terminals are located in a waveguide
or transmission line which supports only a 0 outside v (2-206)
single mode, impedances Zg (looking toward the
generator) and Z I (looking toward the load) can where c 1 is the dielectric constant of the
be defined. Let I denote the current flowing radome material, and v is the region of space
through the terminals whenthe antenna is trans- occupied by the radome. Thus, the scattered
mitting without radome. Then the voltage V in- field can be thought of as the field generated
duced at the antenna terminals by the Incident by current Js flowing in free space. This cur-
plane wave is 61, 62 rent is the sole source of scattered radiation.

The scattered field at any point P outside
-Zg f region v is given by

V +... 1)2-El-2 1~ H1)ds -.sf'--VA(20)
(Zg 4 Zd) I S (2-199) M0 -A (2-207)
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and where r 0 , o, and 0 are the spherical coordi-

nates of point P at which the scattered field is
V x (2-2081 being observed.

_E 0s4fl0n On E has been computed,
it must be adJed to the incident field El to de-

where termine the pattern of the antenna with radome;
see Equation (2-200). Getierally the far-field

-J fio r amplitude pattern of the antenna without radome
0 - 6 (2-209) is available, but in using the polarization-cur-

As f.. dv rent method it is also necessary to know the
4n r far-field phase paitern, since phasor addition is

implied in Equation (2-200).
where r is the distance between the element of
volume dv and point P. The differentiation in- The chief diffiuulty encountered in using the
dicated in Equations (2-207) and (2-208) is with polarization-current method is that the field E
respect to the coordinates of point P. in the dielectric radome material is unknown.

If the antenna has a well-collimated beam and
SWhen magnetic radome materials are used, a if the radome has tio regions of high curvature,

magnetic polarization currentK also contribu- plane-wave, plane-sheet theory might be used
tes to the scattered field, where" to approximate E with sufficient accuracy.

Again, however, the information contained in
Ks = J ( ) H (2-210) the Lorentz reciprocity theorem can be em-

ployed to trade this problem for the simpler
If the electric or magnetic loss tangent of the one of determining the fields Induced in the

radome material is not zero, the polarization radome material by a plane wave Incident on
currents are modified by letting cl or p, be- its outer surface. The data required to corn-
come complex, as mentioned in Sections A and pute the voltage VL induced at the antenna ter-
E of this Chapter. minals by the polarization currents in the

If it is required to find the scattered field only radome are: 7 9

at points a great distance from the radome,
simplified expressions can be obtained from
Equations (2-208) and (2-209). Let Jxr Jy, and a. The totalelectric field intensity Et induced

Jz be the rectangular components of the polari- in the radome by an incident plane wave, in-
zation current J,,. Then the distant scattered cluding any reflections from the antenna; and

field has a- and 0 -polarized components given b. Theelectricfield intensityEl existingwhen
by 7 9  -J r 0  the antenna is transmitting withiert radome.

Jo e _ 6r0 As before, the polarization current JS given by
,r0 "Jv (2-211) Equation (2-204) (with E replaced I5y Et) is the

source of the scatteredlield. Again, Tet Zgbe

the impedance at the antenna terminals looking

(- 3 1 cosO cost - 3J cosO sinO +hzsin0) toward the generator, Z 1 the impedance at the
terminals looking toward the lbad, and I the

e100 (x sin 6 cos 4 + y sin 6 sin.) +'z cos d) current flowing through the terminals when the

e dxdydz antenna is transmitting without radome. The
voltage induced at the terminals by radome
scattering is79

J( 0 e r [Vs- rg = - j fE 1 •Js dv (2-213)
- 0  (Zg + Z 1)I

4w, 0 v The integrationis carried out through the vol-

ume v occupied by the radome.

Ox sin 0 - -ycos 0) (2-212)
If VI denotes the voltage induced at the antenna

terminals by the plane wave withou. radorne,
eJ0 (xsin cos4+yainosino +zcos 6 ) the totAl voltage Vt induced by the plane wave

e dxdydz with radome is
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Vt = V, + Vs (2-214)

The tar-field pattern of the antenna with
radome is determined bycomputing Vt for plane I
waves incident from several different directions.

VI is the far-field pattern of the antenna with-
out radonme, and is often available from meas-
urements. Since VI and Vs are complex quan-
tities, phasor addition is implied in Equation
(2-214).

2-33. Diffractionby Dielectric Bodies of Simple

To explain the phenomena of transmission
through radomes, studies, in addition to those
already mentioned, have been made of several
idealized dielectric bodies. The boresight error
produced by large flat sheets is studied in Ref- Figure 2-51. Antenna With Large, Fiat, Dielectric ;heet
erence 63. Antenna pattern distortion by large
flat sheets is considered in References 61 and
62, with the following result, considering the multiple reflections within the

wedge. It is found that the beam shift produced
Consider an antenna with a plane dielectric by the wedge is a function of the thickness of

sheet (as in Figure 2-51). If interact'.on between the wedge at the point where the beam enters it.
the sheet and the antenna is negligible, it can be It is also dependent on the plane of polarization
shown, from Equation (2-206) that the far-field of the incident wave.
pattern E' (4) with dielectric sheet is related
to the pattern E(6) without dielectric sheet by The hollow dielectric wedge formed of two

plane sheets has been studied in a number of
E' (4) = T(O) E(0) (2-216) reports.59 The boresight error of the wedge-

shaped radome is considered in Reference 66
where T(O) is the plane-wave plane-sheet and 67. The beam-shift calculations are based
transmission coefficient for angle of incidence on the calculated insertion phase shift produced
t and for the polarization appropriate to the by the sheets. Generally the angles of inci-
particular antenna considered. No assumption dence for the two sheets are different, and as a
was made regarding the distance between the result phase front distortion is produced by the
antenna and the dielectric sheet; thus, Equation difference in insertion phase shift for the two
(2-215) is applicable to the measurement of sheets.
plane-wave, plane-sheet transmission coeffi-
cients in systems where the sheet is in the In References 45 and 68, the field distortion
Fresnel zone of one antenna but in the far zone produced by wedge-shaped radomes is shown by
of the other antenna. phase and amplitude measurements. It is shown

that in the Fresnel region the field distortion
Plane-wave diffraction by a thin, plane, semi- can be reproduced by a pair of equivalent

infinite dielectric sheet is derived in Reference Huygen's sources located near the vertex of the
64. The far-field distortion produced by a finite wedge.
plane dielectric sheet placed near the aperture
of an antenna is considered in References 61 In reference 69 the field distortion by the
and 62. Diffraction of surface waves by a semi- wedge-shaped radome of Figure 2-52 is inves-
infinite dielectric sheet is investigated in Ref- tigated. The measured far-field patterns with
erence 65. The boresight error produced by a ald without radome are shown in Figure 2-53.
solid dielectric wedge is considered in Refer- At a slightly lower frequency where the trans-
ences 59 and 66. mission coefficient is maximum, the measured

pattern was almost the same as in Figure 2-53,
The beam shift was calculated by determining indicating that the pattern distortion is not asso-

the approximate insertion phase variation along ciated with reflection in this case. Figure 2-53
the wedge from plane-wave, plane-sheet theory. also shows the calculated pattern obtained by
The thin, solid wedge is also investigated in integration of the measured near-fields shown
Reference 63. An approximate expression for in Figures 2-47 and 2-48. Attempts were also
the beam tilt produced bya wedge is obtained by made to calculate the far-field pattern without
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the appropriate angle of incidence. While this
simple model may serve quite well in some
situations, it yielded unsatisfactory calculationx

E. A in this case. as shnwn in Fi•i•_r 9-1-L. %.'.1.ch
lo. better results were obtained by taking into

horn account the refractive shift of each ray as it
"passes through the radnme (Figure 2-.56), as

a - shown in Figure 2-57. Since a small, broad-
0.385"glaos fiber {qr4) beam antenna was being used, it was believed

that a further increase in accuracy could be
Figure 2-52. Anteeno With Wedge-Shaped Radom@ (From Refer, obtained by taking into account the ray curva-

*nce 69 by pormissit of Ohio Stute University) ture. This was done by using the measured
ray map shown in Figure 2-58. The resulting
calculations, including the effects of the trans-

.0 7-,, T mission coefficient, refraction, and ray curva-
% ture, are shown in Figure 2-59,

0.9
The chief remaining sources of error in the

0.8 calculations are believed to be:

£ t •"• •.a. The use of plane-wave, plane-sheet theory

o0.6- to describe transmission through the radome,
2 especially near its vertex;S0.5 X

O 0.4 /\

t6 / .3 - measured (without rodome)
Jr measured (with rodome) \

S0.2 x x x calculations based on near

0.1 L fields measured with rodmrne 0,8-

0 1 1, 1 L ,, I I I I : F ' X K

-25 -20 -5 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 28 C. 06-
* (degrees) "

Figur 2-53. Measuwed and Calculated H-Plane Paerens of An. - 04
tenne With Wodgeohaped Radom* (By Pemlr Ion ofX

Ohio Stote Univerlity)

x x x x calculated x
measured

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30
. (degrees)

g•-um 2-55. Measured and Calculated H-Plane Fat-FIeld
Patterns of Antenew/th Wedgi.i-haped Redoem, Uslng Para.
11•1-Rey The" (a y pomhlelon of Oule State UniversIty)

FIgue 2-54. Parallel-Ray .A•del of Tranusniieon Though a
Redei w (From Reference 49 by pemvssolen of

Ohio State University)

the aid of these measured near fields. The
psrallelast apreopicatured as theaveldge fromte
probliam is suggested in Figure 2-54, in whichparallel rays are pictured as traveling from the
antenna through the radome. Here the only
effect of the radome in to change the amplitude FIgure 2-546. Perallel•.Ry Tt•en.esleeln Tr.ough RedeI Shw.
and phase of each ray according to the plane- Ing Relloceo, (Froe Reforence 69 by pewmIs.in of
wave, plane-sheet transmission coefficient for Ohio State UNIvale'/)
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x xC. Q 6 0 .6

2 Q4 x 0.4x

U) IIuJ q

2 xxx calculated x 0alcule

-measured

o o 1 L 0
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FIgvar 2-S7. Clelv/eteA Fields of Anpnm wth Wodo*-ShaP~d Figure 2-59. CalcutNtions for Wedge Shaped Rodome, VUain
Re. Usin PPeallel.-Ray Theory and Rofection (From Re- Energy Flow Map and kefruacivr Theory (From Reference

fornee 69/.y lprnmdaio of Ohio Shate University) 69 by permlsslon if Ohio Stat. Untv~lty)

-. direct wove

hor --- 2"-- 4'- - 6" 8

F,,ure 2-60. lo.,d, Mlro Efl a on a Raodom.

polarization much less pattern distortion was
produced. The chief effect of the radome in
this case was to reduce the beam width, as dis-
cussed in Section H.

Fig*ro 2-58. moeared H-PlDn. Enerqy Flew Map fo' Hom
Antems at MI umeecycle (Fro Refoest* 69 by per- 2-34. Lloyd's Mirror Effect 5 9

iasion.of 0Ohi St•re Unlveialty)
Waves reflected from the radome walls may

arrive in phase with the main beam at one dis-

b, The use of optical raytheory to project the tant point, and out of phase at some other point.

fielus from one reference surface to another; The interference betweenthe direct and reflec.

and ted waves, illustrated in Figure 2-60, is re-

c. The use of approximations in numerical fered to as the Lloyd's mirror effect.

evaluation of the double integral appearing in The reflected wave carries less power than
the far-field pattern expression, the main beam, since the reflection coefficient

The wedge radome results Just described are of radome walls is small. The reflected beam
for perpendicular polarization. At parallel is likely to be broader than the main beam.
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Although the reflected beam is not aimed in the antenna, and contribute to diffraction after re-same direction as the main beam, some over- flection from the antenna. The radome errorlapping of the two beams may occur, especially produced by this phenomenon tPnda tfn I. -
:t :crtaILi UuVk .I-jies. When tne antenna axis tive to small changes in position of the antennacoincides with the radome axis, the reflected gimbal point. Such interaction has beern ob-waves may produce nothing more than side served with blunt radomes and with flut sheetslobes. At look angles large enough so that the near normal incidence. This effect is minor inbeam clears the radome vertex, the reflected high-incidence radumes where the reflectedbeam is aimed in such a direction that it is not waves do not tend to travel back toward thelikely to overlap the main beam. At interme- antenna.diate look angles, the Lloyd's mirror effect willbe maximum. At such angles, the main and 2-36. Trpp'd Waves 59

reflected beams are aimed in nearly the samedirection. Furthermore, at such look angles A sheet of dielectric may serve as a wave-the angle of incidence may be quite high on a guide for the propagation of energy In a direg-portion of the radome, and this may result in a tion parallel to the surface of the sheet."rather high refiection coefficient. The Lloyd's Such "trapped waves" can propagate along amirror effect is, of course, minimized if the solid sheet or sandwich, no matter how thick orreflection coefficient is kept small. It Is also thin it may be.. The fields asoociated with aminimized by keeping the effective reflecting trapped wave extend outside the dielectricarea small compared with the antenna aperture sheet, but decrease exponentially In amplitudearea. with distance from the dielectric. A trapped
wave loses no energy to radiation in regionsReflection Is responsiblo for much of the where the sheet is flat, but does radiate in re-near-field distortion shown in Figure 2-47 and gions of high curvature. Trapped waves are"2-48. This was deduced by comparing these most likely to be excited if the clearance be-figures with measurements obtained with one tween the antenna and the radome wall is smallsheet of the wedge-shaped radome removed. In and it the angle of Incidence is large. Thethe far-field patterns obtained with the same energy taken out of the primary beam in thisradome, side lobes are observed as a result of manner wiU travel along in the radome wallthis reflection. In Figure 2-53, these side until at some point near the vertex the increas-lobes were displaced too far from the main ing curvature will allow It to reradiate. Thebeam to show up. effect ou the far-field pattern and the boresight
shift depends on the amount of power carriedThe boresight error produced by the Lloyd's by the trapped wave and the pattern in which itmirror effect is analyzed in References 49 and ic reradiated. The reradiatlon pattern depends59. on the radome shape. Trapped waves are likely
to have minor effect in radomes having ade-2-35. Antenna-Radome Interaction 59  
quate clearance between antenna and radome.

In blunt-nosed radomes some energy reflect- Trapped waves are studied in several refer-ed from the radome can travel back to the ences listed in the bibliography.

SECTION J. STREAMLINED LENS-RA DOMES*
The conventional antenna used with a radome on the fields. A focusing element of anotheris a paraboloidal dish and feed. The feed type occasionally used Instead of the dish is aserves as a source of spherical waves and the dielectric lens. Becepuse the lens action of ra-dish focuses or collimates this energy into domes has frequently been observed, It seemslocally plane waves which travel out into space, natural to ask if it is not possible to combineElectrically, the radome serves no useful pur- the function of the dielectric housing (the ra-pose and is designed toproduce n'inimum effect dome), and the antenna focusing element Into a

single unit, a "lens-radome."

In a certain sense, lens-radomes have been*This section is a condensation of: Alan F. used. Any time a dielectric lens is used in aKay, "Streamlined Lens-Radomes," (Technical flush-mounted application or without a radoxhe,Research Group, New York, N. Y.), W.A.D.C.- the focusing and housing functions are beingOS.U. Radome Symposium, June 1956. performed by a single component. Such appli-
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cations, however, are not the ones in which symmetric lens-radome with fineness ratio as
radomes have difficult problems; for one thing, high as 3 to 1, capable of scanning to *45°, for
uaLiL receniiy, iens-radomes have not. oeen applications where there are weight, strength,
streamlined. Their exterior surfaces have thermal, and erosion problems, as well as I
been flat, almost flat, or at most, spherical. electrical transmission and boresighting

requirements.
2-37. The Luneberg Lens Certain theoretical considerations, as well as

the weight of expericnce, show that only the
An example of the latter is the Luneberg lens Luneberg lehis and certain modifications of it

(Figure 2-61). The Luneberg lens is a sphert- that are also spherically symmetrical can
cally symmetric lens whose relative dielectric achieve perfect focusing for a range of scan
constant varies from a maximum of 2 at the angles. Therefore, only designs which focus
center to unity on the outer surface following approximately throughout a scanning range will
the law be considered. A two-dimensional analysis in

2 r 2 the plane of the feed offset is sufficient to show
r a (2-2M6) that most design approaches are unsatisfactory.

A number of design procedures have been con-
sidered, A particular type of dielectric con-

where a Is the radius. On the basis of geome- stant variation was considered first, then sometrical optics, a point source placed on the sur- criterion of focusing and scanning was em-
face of the Luneberg lens is focused into a ployed such as two- or three-point correction
plane collimated beam. Because of the spherl- or the Abbe sine condition, and then the ray
cl symmetry, the beam will scan throughout paL .s were determined. These analytical at-
all space without distortion if the source tra- tempts were abandoned for one or more of the
verses the surface of the lens appropriately, following reasons: inadequate streamlining,

computational complexity, inadequate scanningLunebergs have been built and tested at many range, or impractical values of dielectric
laboratories and have been found to operate constant.
well in the riicrowave range up to frequencies
above X-band. A proof that geometrical and 2-39, Design Approach
physical optics are quite accurate for th
Luneberg lens has been obtained by H. ;asik, The approach which proved most successful
who gives an exact solution of radiation from is the reverse of the analysis procedure. It
both a dipole and an ownidirectional source on begins by choosing a field uf curves which, if
the surface of a Luteberg lens. lasik compared they were rays, would mean good focusing and
this solution with the physical optics solution scanning properties. Then a dielectric con-
and found no practical difference for the main stant variation is "synthesized" in such a way
lobe and the first side lobes for a lens as small that the rays associated with it are the chosen
as 2 1/2 wavelengths in diameter. Unlike con- curves. The desirable focusing and scanning
ventional radomes, a Luneberg lens has a slow- properties are thereby realized.
ly varying dielectric constant. There are no
discontinuities and the maximum dielectric For example, suppose we would like the outer
constant is relatively small, surface of the lens-radome tobe aspheroid with

semi-major axis a, and axial ratio A as in Fig-
2-38. Streamlined Lens uie 2-62. The fineness ratio can be chosen as

large as desired. Now we want a family of
The Luneberg lens, hbwever, is not stream- rays which focus and imply some scanning

lined. It would bedesirable to develop anaxially ability. We choose a family of ellipses, for a
number of reasons:

"1. They focus; that is, they all start from the
"axial feed point and emerge at the outer sur-

------ face (if the lens parallel to the axis.

2. They satisfy the Abbe sine condition. This
condition Implies that when the feed point Is
moved off tho axis fur a short distance the

- beam will scan and the lens will continue to
focus those rays in the plane shown, as well as
the rays leaving the source and entering the

FPiw. 2-61. Lns.,e.., L oi Roy Map lens in all directions in space.
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This method has been used to design a spher-
Sphericol - spheroidal oidal lens having an axial ratio A of 2, as well
bach I sputer as an ogiVAl lens having an overall fineness

surioce ratio of about 2:1 and a surface dielectric con-
stant of 1.04. If the surface dielectric constant

source a is chosen greater than unity, then refraction
will take place at the boundary; this muqt be
accounted for in the equations for the rays.
While the method still applies in principal, dif-
ficulty is experienced near the nose, in view of

Figt4,r 2-62. Spe,•,i Loma-Radom the requirements of focusing, the Abbe sine
condition, and a large fineness ratio, if we ask
for a surface dielectric constant of 1.4 or

3. When A is unity, this design reduces to the greater, then the thickness, through which a
ordinary Luneberg lens. dielectric constant appreciably greater than

unity p-evails, turns out to be so thin that it
Now how do we determine a dielectric con- seems just as satisfactory and much simpler to

stant variation which actually makes the ellip- work with an c0 1 deaign to begin with and
tical curves Into rays? In a design by analysis then add a thin, high dielectric constant layer
one would know the dielectric constant and de- to the outer surface. The error introduced
sire to find the ray paths. Here we have the thereby may be partially compensated later.
ray paths and desire to determine the dielec-
tric constant. We first find the orthogonal tra-
jectories of the rays; these are the wave
fronts. This can be done numerically or by the
simple graphical means of starting at a point Let us turn now to some practical consider-
on the outer lens surface and, with the aid of ations. How would one make such a lens? To
triangles, tracing by eye a curve which inter- answer this question we examine the technology
sects each successive ray at right angles. The developed for the Luneberg lens; for example,
graphical method has proved quick, simple, and one suitable for X-band or lower frequencies.
accurate for this problem. It has been found satisfactory to approximate

the dielectric constant gradient by 10 homogen-
Next, the dielectric constant is found, as fol- eous concentric spherical shells. The loss

lows. Let a denote arc length along a particu- tangent must be less than 0.01, but dimensional
lar wave front. We take a pair of dividerswith tolerances are half the thickness of the layer
a fixed small spacing As, and lay off a series of and are no problem at all. Laneberg lenses are
equidistant points, say 1, 2, ... , J, on the wave now available commercially from at least three
front, the first point being at the outer surface, places. Methods of manufacture differ: the
Then the relative dielectric constant cj at point layers may be machined or molded in matched
j is found from Equation (2-217) dies, they may be made of polyfoam of various

densities, perhaps loaded with conducting par-
J-i ticles, or of a ceramic foam; oe they may be

In Ej = In 10 + (K0 + mi + 21:,)/s (2-217) artificial dielectric.

idl All these techniques apply equally well to the
streamlined lens-radomes. As an illustration

where is the radius of curvature of the rays, of cost, it is estimated that a single expert-
and • i is obtained by interpolation from the mental model of either the blunt or streamlined
values of curvature of the rays near point I. shape, held to tolerances, and made by machin-
Equation (2-217) is obtained by integrating ing, would cost $ 7,000. If matched dies were
Equation (14), on page 112 of Reference 44 and used, the cost would be much higher, especially
applying the trapeaoidal rule. to is the dielec- since the layers are not spherical.
tric constant on the outer surface and is arbi-
trary. In this way, we determine ( on each 1'wo practical problems are transmission
wave front and ropeating for all the wave fronts loss and weight. Table 2-11 shows the esti-
we have e at a set of points covering the whole mated maximum transverse diameter in wave-
lens. By interpolation we determine contours lengths for a streamlined lens-radome for a
of constant dielectric constant, the "isofracts." 3-db and a 1-db maximum transmission loss
This method was tested with the Lunebers lead, for three typical materials, Table 2-11 also
and it gave the correct result with an ac(,uracy gives the weight of the lens-radome for two
in T of k0.005 or better, diameters and the same materials.
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It appears that loaded materials are likely to meter versus the lens radius, based on physical
be far too lossy but that unloaded materials optics and the Raleigh criterion.
may be too heavy; or, alternatively, a small
lens-radome should have no loss or weight The Abbe sine condition does not guarantee
p-,j , ,... : !.... . .... lza6,m, ,,-,7,le nrnh. a larg'e amount of scanning. How do these
ably require an unusually lnw-loss, lightweight lenses behave off axis? Can they scan to 450?
foam to be feasible. To answer these questions, ripple tank model

ctudseA have been made. Although the scanning
range appears to be at least 1300, this study is

2-41. Lens Feeding still in progress and definite conclusions can-
not be stated at this time (Sune 1956). Addi-
tional discussion of lenses and lens-radomes

Feeding the lens is another problem. Table will be found in the references listed in the
2-111 shows the maximum feed aperture dia- bibliography.

Table 2-1i. Lens-Radome Weight and Transmission Loss

Maximum diameter,
Material wavelengths Weight, lbs.

for 3-db for 1-db diameter diameter
loss loss 5 inches 30 inches

1, Polystyrene foam 444 148 0.89 193

2. Loaded polyfoam 6.3 2.1 0.22 48

3. Ceramic foam 133 44 0.71 154

Table 2-11l. Foed Aperture Oiamofu¢ Versus Lens Radius

Lens Radius in Wavelengths Maximum Feed Diamete;" in Wavelengths

4/8 Criterion 4 /16 Criterion

3 0.58 0.33
4.8 0,84 0.48
6 1.0 0.58
10 1.45 0.87
18 2.16 1.34
30 3.0 1.92
50 4.1 2.68

SECTION K. RADOMES FOR MILLIMETER WAVELENGTHS*

2-42. Difficulties At Millimeter Wavelengths dome would be only a few thousandths of an
inch thick. Even the first-order hall-wave

A number of difficulties arise in designing a homogeneous sheet or sandwich becomes too
radome for use at millimeter wavelengths. At thin and weak at millimeter wavelengths. Suf-
wavelengths from 1 to 10 mm (frequencies ficient strength might be obtained with a first-
from 30 to 300 kmc), the electrically thin ra- order half-wave wall by pressurization. This

technique has been propo.ed for thin-wall
*The material in this section is taken from: missile radomes at X-bund.

lack H. lichmond and David C. Stickler. "Ha-
domes for Millimeter Wavelengths," Report As the wavelength decreases, the permissible
655-4, Contract AF 33(616)-3212, Antenna tolerance Ad in wall thickness decreases, as
Laboratory, The Ohio State University, August given (for the half-wave sheet) by Equation
1956. (2-82):
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quite directive, thus introducing pattern distor-

X0  T1
2 cos A tion and system errors.

A d - C(2-218)
2 r(er -) d. The performance over a eivan ra ng- nf

us, at a wavelength of 5 millimeters t ngies or Incidence deteriorates as n increases.

thickness tolerance is only one-sixth as large e. The performance over a given rnnge of
as at 3 centimeters, for a given permissible frequencies deteriorates as n increases.
loss in power, given angle of incidence, and
dielectric constant. 2-43. Disadvantagesof Higher-Order Half-

At the higher frequencies where first-order
haLf-weve walls become too thin, one might The decreased performance over a range of
consider the use of second-order (full-wave- angles of incidence can be illustrated by refer-
length) or higher order walls. For a given di- ence to Figure 2-63. Assuming a lossless ra-
electric constant and design angle of incidence, dome material with a dielectric constant of 4,
the higher order homogeneous flat sheets have suppose it is desired to choose a wall thickness
several disadvantages in comparison with the to make T2 as constant as possible for all
first-order half-wave sheet, including the angles of incidence from 0 to 800. From Fig-
following. ure 2-63, this requires a thickness of 0.302

free-space wavelengths for the (modified) first-
a. The permissible tolerance A Er in dielec- order sheet or 0.592 wavelengths for a second-

tric constant decreases as the order n in- order sheet. The power transmission coeffi-
creases, as given by Equation (2-83): cients obtained in the two cases are about 0.83

and 0.67, respectively,

2 [6 T,2(r- sin 0)"' cos 6 (2-219) As another example, suppose we wish to
6Er =- choose a wall thickness to maximize the mini-

n, ('r - 1) mum T2 over the range of angles of incidence
from O"o 800. From Figure 2-83, this re-

b. The loss in transmission at the design quires a thickness of 0.283 or 0,585 wave-
angle of incidence increases almost in direct lengths for a first- or second-order sheet,
proportion with n; for example, If the sheet is respectively. The minimum power transmis-
designed for normal incidence, the loss in sion coefficients obtained in the two cases are
power transmission due to dielectric losses is, 0.937 and 0.760, respectively.
by Equation (2-57):

Or, consider the problem of minimizing the
A Tr + 1 variation in insertion phase shift for angles of

4T-Tn7, tan 8 (2-220) incidence between 0 and 850. From Figure
2 f . 2-64, this requires a thickness of about 0.23 or

0.53 wavelengths. The variation in insertion
Thus, In constructing the higher order half- phase delay is 0.18 or 1.18 radians, respec-

wave sheets it becomes more important to use tively.
low-loss radome materials.

In this particular case (er a 4, tan s j 0, per-
c. The refractive shift b is proportional to n, pendicular polarization, homogeneous flat

as given by Equation (2-183): sheet), if the thickness is chosen to maximize
the minimum transmission, to minimize the

b n svariation in transmission, or to minimize the
nsin(" r (2-221) variation in phase shift, the second-order sheet

A0  2 F,ý"cos 2 or provides much poorer results than the first-
order. The third-order sheet is even worse.

The refractive shift is never greater than the
thickness of the radome wall itself. The re- Now, we may wish to use a compromise de-
fractive shift will therefore probably be no sign which, for the given range of angles of
greater in a mllhi.eter radome than in any incidence, will sacrifice performance on each
other radome; however, the diameter of the of the individual design criteria in hopes of
vertex shadow mono (Section H) may amount to obtaining better overall characteristics. The
several wavelengths at the higher frequencies, compromise thickness must be somewhere be-
In this case, the far-field diffraction pattern tween 0.230 and 0.302 wavelengths for the half-
associated with the shaidow zone may become wave sheet, or between 0.530 and 0.592 wave-
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lengths for the full-wave sheet. It is apparent,
after a closer study of Figures 2-63 and 2-64, di
that a compromise full-wave sheet will be sub- 0 25 (2-222)
stantially poorer than h compromise half-wave X0
sheet. The same conclusions are reached by and
studying curves for homogeneous sheets of
other dielectric constants. d2--, .D,0 (2-22.3)

It was -tated that the bandwidth over which &0
good performance is obtained decreases as the
order of the half-wave homogeneous flat sheet respectively. At the design frequency and
is increased. This can be illustrated by re- angle of incidence, perfect transmission isferring again to Figure 2-63. Assume at loss- obtained in both sheets. Now, consider the

less material with dielectric constant of 4. 11 performance at a somewhat lower frequency
the design angle of Incidence is zero degrees, whore the frne-space wavelength is, say,
the thicknesses of first- and second-order
sheets, measured in free-space wavelength at I.2,0 (2-224)
the design frequency, will be
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The thicknesses, in terms of the free-Rpp,!c sheet become worse as the order is increased.
wavelength, become When a higher order ahleet must be used to ob-

tain sufficient strength, poorer radome perfor-
d1 mance must be expected unless, for ox-ample,S=0.208 (2-226) the fineness ratio of the radome is reduced orS~the antenna beam width is decreased. No easy

and solution to this problem is known.

an

d2 2-44. Techniques Used In Infrared Systems

.2d2

S=0.416 (2-226) We might inquire how this problem to over-0 0.0come In the "irdome" (radQme for infrared

systems). At a wavelength of 2 microns (lFrom Figure 2-63, at the now frequency the millimeter = 1,000 microns), an irdome wallpower transmission coefficients of the first- thickness of 0.5 centimeters with a dielectric
and second-order sheets drop to 0.888 and constant of 2 yields a half-wave wall of order0.700, respectively; thus, the higher orrmal incidence. As the angle ofshoots are more narrow banded. incidence is raised, the order rapidly de-

creases, becoming 7,000 at 11.50, and 5,000 atIt appears that all the pertinent electrical graz ie rncidence, Equation (2-i6). The sameproperties of the homogeneous hall-wave flat effect is produced by a change in frequency.
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For example, at normal incidence the order is The tra,,smission coefficient at each of these
changed from 7,070 to 7,000 by changing the wavelengths varies excessively versus angle of
free-space wavelength from 2 microns to 2.02 incidence. Suppose, however, a radar system

.........., ....... ....... wvt de~igned io eUrOpiOy both waveiengths
varies rapidly through alternate maxima and simultaneously, and to respond to the average
minima as the frequency or angle of incidence of the power levels received at the two wave-
is varied. leiigilhs; the effective transmission coefficient

Tar 2 would then be the average of the values

A variation in thickness of this irdome of T1Z and Ti 2 at the two wavelengths. That is,

only 0.001 inch will change its order by 36, as- 2 1 2 2
sumlng normal incidence. A dielectric constant Tave - (TI + (P-227)
increase to 2.01 will increase the order by 18. 2

Obviously, if the irdome were to be used with This average transmission coefficient, shown
an infrared system employing a single wave- in Figure 2-67, is much less dependent on angle
length, it would introduce severe beam tilt, of incidence than the original transmission
depolarization, and reflection. The permis- coefficients. Of course, to take best advantaga
sible tolerances in wall thickness, shape, di- of this effect k0 and 1,6 mus, be properly
electric constant, and frequency would be fan- chosen, as described in Reference 76. Addi-
tastically small, These difficulties are avoided tional improvement could be obtained by using
by using a band of frequencies, with wave- a lower dielectric constant, by adding thin low-
lengths extending from, say, I to 5 microns. reflecting skins to the sheet, and by using more
Although the irdome may have poor trans- than two frequencies (or by using a band of
mission for some of the frequency components, frequencies).

it will have good transmission for others. The

average transmission coefficients over the -45. Wall Constructions for Millimeter
range of frequencies may be quite high if low- Weg

loss materials are used, the dielectric constant

Is low, and thin skins of lower dielectric con- An "A" sandwich with half-wave skins and
stant are used to reduce reflection, 7 3 ,7 4 ,7 5  with a very low core dielectric constant has
Furthermore, the average transmission coef- been suggested for use at very short wave-
ficient may be nearly constant over a range of lengths, such as Ka-band.13,1 9 As explained in
incidence angles. Section B, this type of sandwich can be designed

for perfect transmission (assuming lossless

Depolarization loses muLh of its significance materials and air core) at two angles of inci-

in the infrared system, since the generators dence. At millimeter wavelengths this con-

and detectors are usually unpolarized (ran- struction would not be excessively heavy, and

domly polarized). Insertion phase shift loses its extra thickness (compared with the ordinary

much of its importance since the infrared ra- thin-skin "A" sandwich) would be an advantage.

diation is incoherent (randomly phased). These in ,feerpnce 18 it I, suggested that a dielec-
considerations also apply to optical systems, trie sheet having a continuously varying dielec-
such as the human eye, with, for example, a tric constant might be designed for extreme
glass window pane serving as a "radome." broadband performance. The dielectric con-

In view of the difficulties encountered in de- stant would be low at the surface and wouldsigning a millimeter radome, especially at the gradually rise to a maximum at the center ofshorter millimeter wavelengths, it may be ad- the sheet. It would seem that if practical

vantageous to adapt some of these infrared sheets of this type were developed they might
techniques to the millimeter wavelengths. For show promise for use at millimeter wave-
example, consider a lossless, homogeneous lengths.
sheet, one-half inch thick, to be used at a C sandwiches have been used at Ku-band for
wavelength of 2.54 millimeters: then, d/A 0 is 5, their good electrical properties and mechanical
and the transmission coefficient is as shown in strength. 2 7 Certain multiple sandwich con-
Figure 2-65, assuming a dielectric constant structions have been found to be extremely
of 4. Figure 2-66 also shows the transmission broadband, therefore; it would seem that they
coefficient for the same sheet at a slightly might also prove useful for millimeter ra-
different wavelength, X 6, where dA 6 is 5.14. domes.
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a Extremity of antenna aperture P Antenna pattern

b Extremity of antenna aperture Pa Power density received at a fixed
position in the antenna beam without

c Constant of the ogive a radome present

d Constant of the ogive • Power density received at same
point as &, but when radume is

d Diameter of the circular aperture properly-nsalled above antenna

d Normal sheet thickness Ph Power density along ground for air-
craft at elevation h

d Thickness of radome Pm Minimum detectable power level into
the receiver

d/x Normalized wall thickness h e
Pr Received power in the presence of

dr/A Normalized core thickness a radome

ds/x Constant normalized skin thickness PrO Power at the receiver

E Electric field vector P 0  Total transmitted power

e Polarization vector in HV plane Unit vector of direction of propa-
gation of radiated field

0 Gain of antenna
R Constant of the ogive

H Magnetic field vector
H Slant range to point on ground

h Elevation of aircraft under consideration

ix Unit vector parallel to x-axis Re Mean radius of the earth

iy Unit vector parallel to y-axis Rg True ground range

iz Unit vector parallel to z-axis Nm Maximun'. range in the presence
of the radome

Vector located alorg intersection of
incidence plane and.plane HV Rmo Maximum range at which target

having cross section of a can be
n Outward-directed unit normal vector detected

to surface at (x, y, z), direction de-
fined by gradient of surface function R0  Chord subtended Ly angle a at

F (x, y, z) radius He
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I•iDEX OF SYMBOLs (cont)

r Radius at 4xial station point z %r R#eative dicictric coittat ofS Surface area of radome 
solid wall

To Effective--crr2plex transmission es Skin dielectric constantcoefficient 
6 Angle measured from the horizontal

T2  Power transmission coefficient plane to Rof the radome 
a Depression angle

1., tj Complex transmission coefficients 6 Incidence angleof a linearly polarized wave
W Weight of radome 6 Incremental element of radomeof surface AS having position
WA Weight of sandwich radome (pounds) coordinates x, y, and z6B Brewster,'s angle
Ws Weight of solid-wall glass fiber

radome (pounds) 
Oif, 6 V Angles betweenp and the projectionsof n of each of tne planes VP and HPi Radome surface coordinate ~Free-space wavelength of transmitted

Yi Radome surface coordinate signal
2 Axial station point i Angle which the polarization vectorz Radome surface coordinate makes with the incidence plane

Angle between I I and V-axis P Density of radome wall

PC Density of alkyd-isocyanate foamS Angle between z- and a-axes Ps Density of glass fiber laminatea Antenna orientation angle a Effective scattering cross section
a Half-power beam width (in degrees) of the targetof the main beam (central-maximum) • Electrical thickness in radians at an
A Insertion phase arbitrary angle 0
AS Surface of radome 

Angle between e and.xi
o Angle relating polarization vectorSCore dielectric constant in HV plane to V-axis
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Chapter 3

SEARCH RADOME DESIGN

SECTION A. SEARCH RADAR ANTENNAS

The term "search radar" is a generic term of the parabolic reflector, the ray analogy is
applicable to a whole family of radars whose generally adequate. By calculating the Fraun-
principal function is ground or aerial surveil- hofer diffractionpatternfora circular aperture,1

lance of one form or another. The associated it can be shown that the half-power beam width
antennas are usually of the primary-feed-plus- a , in degrees, of the main beam (central-
reflector variety where the shape of the re- maximum) can be related to the diameter of the
flector has been determined on the basis of the circular aperture d and to the wavelength \ by
pattern coverage required. Although it would
be possible to illuminate simultaneously the 7 (_.-1
whole ground area or spatial volume of interest d (31)
with a broad-beamed antenna, the mode of op-
eration of most search radars requires that where \ and d are measured in the same units.
azimuthal information be obtained by noting the
direction inwhich the antenna is beamed. Range The asymmetrical type of pattern normally
information is usually obtained by transmitting required for search radars can be obtained by
pulses of r-f energy and detecting the travel using a parabolic reflector whose aperture
time to and from various targets. Thus most dimension in the azimuthal plane Is large in
search antennaN are designed to have a rela- comparison to its dimension in the vertical
tively narrow beam in the azimuthal plane with plane.broader coverage in the vertical plane.b e cHowever, it is customary to perturb the contour
3-1. Patterns of the antenna in the vertical plane to permit

uniform illumination of the ground as a function
Search antenna patterns are usually obtained of range. Views of Figure 3-1 (a and b) repre-

by using an antenna feed and reflector system sent a plan view and a cross sectional view,
which is similar in principle to an automobile respectively, of a search antenna. Figure 3-1
headlight; that is, a primary feed source (such (c and d)represent polar coordinate plots of the
as an open-ended wave guide) is the light bulb idealized angular variation of radiated power
of the analogy, and is located at the focal point density from the antenna as measured in the
of a paraboloid of revolution that in turn is rep- azimuthal and vertical planes, respectively.
resented by the reflector. Hence, the energy These plots of radiated power are commonly
emanatingfrom the primary source iscollimated referred to as antenna patterns.
into an axially symmetric pencil-like beam.
Actually the nollimationofapencil beam is never 3-2. Illumination
perfect, since the energy, whether it be visible
light or microwaves, propagates as waves and The requirement of uniform ground illumination
not rays; however, if the wavelength of the somewhat complicates the design of search radar
radiation is very small compared to the diameter antennas.2 For the case of a flat earth and for
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- and where

_ section E-E R hcos i sin (u - ) (3-5)

a0) ( CO 2 CO-2 fl

Now R0 is simply the chord subtended by the
angle a at the radius He, and since is in
general very small it is obvious that

R 0 2 Rg (3-6)

With the aid of Equation (3-5) for the case of
small a ,the ground range Rg to afirst approxi-
mation is therefore given by

Rgft h ctn a (3-7)

;c) (d)
It should be carefully noted that while the ap-

Figure 3.1. Cosecant.Squtard Antenna And Pattern Conflgur. prox imation of Equation (3-7) is quite convenient,
atlonI (a) Antenna rom View,; (b) Ant.enn Sid. View; its use is limited to angles which lie below the
(e) Pattern, Horizontal Cut, (d) Poffern, Verteal Cut horizon. Thus

uniform illumination the antenna pattern P will n L(
be of the form -> tan' 2 +h2 (3-8)

Re Re2

P cscC (3-2) tUsuallythepatternof an airborne search radar

R2 is determined on the ba3is of providing uniform

where Ph is the power density along the ground
when the aircraft is at an elevation h; R is the
slant range to the point on the ground under con-
sideration; and 6 is the angle measured from
the horizontal plane to R, as shown in Figure
3-2. Of course Equation (3-2) represents the
idealized case which would require an infinite h _
power density in the direction of the horizon. R
In actual practice there is a finite range of
coverage over which uniform illumination is Rg
required. It is customary to depressthe main earth's
beam component of the search antenna so that surfo \
the direction of maximum intensity within the c
beam may be between 20 and 100 below the
horizontal, depending on the altitude of the air-
craft and the maximum desired range of illumi-
nation. With the aid of the geometry of Figure Re
3-2 it can be shown that the true ground range
Rg is related to the depression angle b, the
elevation h, and the mean radius of the earth Re horizor
Re by

Rg = Re, (3-3) a

where Figur*3 ., Geometr• for Uni•l. GroundIllu•,ki•teen
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illumination an the ground over a given range uniform ground illumination; however, the
interval for various altitude.3. Thus, with the peculiar functional requirements of any paiti-
aid of Equation (3-7), an immediate determin- cular search radar may necessitate an antenna
ation of the angular ran e over which the pat- having a special pattern. Therefore, it is often
tern must satisfy a csc§ .. power distribution nPrm-9try f' r thn. rad' ldcrg•iw Lu have Aii
may oe made. the details of the antenna design prior to begin-

ning the radome design. In most cases the de-
Apngn of the radomc and the antenna hOwuld be

The csc2 a pattern just discussed essentially undertaken concurrently with the two designs
illustrates the basic requirement of most air- coordinated to eliminate incompatible require-
borne bombing or navigational search radars - ments.

SECTION B. ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS

3-3. Introduction interaction between the radomo and the r-.f field,
it is difficult to relate specific radome para-

Theoretically, the influence of a radome on the meters to the many indirect effects the radome
structure of a radiated field can be determined has on the performance of the radar system; it
by solving Maxwell's electromagnetic field is therefore desirable to examine the effects
equations with the appropriate boundary and first and then consider the causes.
initial conditions. Even if this were practical,
which in general it is not, it would.still be nec- 3-4. Range Reduction Due to Radome
essary to have available a detailed quantitative
description of the radar system before the over- Range reduction is probably the most common
all effects of the radome on the performance of performance degradation caused by the radome,
the radar could be determined, although it is seldom the most serious. This

reduction can result from the absorption of
The great variety of search radars in exis- power by the radome or from the redistribution

tance today precludes a detailed discussion of of power in the radiated field, or from both.
all the peculiar radome problems that may exist, Usually, the latter cause has the most noticeable
and the following discussion has been limited, effect, sincein general most radome wall mate-
accordingly, toafew of the more important ones rials currently in use are relatively lossless.
which are common to conventional airborne, The redistribution of energy in the field may
ground-mapping radars, result from phase perturbations produced by

the radome, from a high radome wall reflection
In Chapter 2 an analysis was made of plane, coefficient, or from both. Generally the phase

linearly polarized electro-magnetic waves shifts across the beam are never great enough
traversing idealized isotropic, homogeneous to produce more than a few degrees deflection
plane sheets of Infinite extent. The absorption, and, except where beams having sharp maxi-
reflection, and transmission coefficients of the mums are involved, beam deflection can usually
sheets were related to various parameters such be considered secondary in terms of range re-
as frequency, polarization, permittivity, per- dt'ction. The principal cause is usually a large
meability, dielectric and magnetic loss, normal coefficient of reflection, which is evidenced by
thickness of sheet, and the incidence angle. As the radome transmission properties.
wa,' the case for the dielectric sheets, the effect
of the radome on the r-f field can be related in In addition it should be mentioned that while
terms of its complex transmission and reflec- phase perturbations produced by the radome
tion characteristics to the same set of para- are not usually a problem in conventional non-
meters; but in addition, the geometry of the coherent search radars, there is a family of
radome shape, its structure, and Its physical coherent radars that utilize phase and rate of
orientation with respect to the radiating sys- change of phase (frequency) information. This
tern and other surrounding objects in space latter group is composed of various doppler
must also be known. One other major point of navigation and moving target indicator (MTI)
difference between the Idealized case and the radars. Since all are characterized by their
radome is that the idealized case was based on utilization of phase and frequency information,
plane linearly polarized waves traversing the any phase shift produced by the radome may be
sheets, whereas a radome interacts with a a source of error. In general, however, phase
field which at best can only be approximated by shifts produced by the radome are not a problem
a plane wave. Because of the complexity of the if the radome behaves isotropically.
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It is only when the phase shift is a function of maximum range R mO at which a target having a
direction that it becomes a problem. Due to the cross section , can be detected is given by
great varietyof coherent radars, it is impossible
to design for them as a class; however, when 4ip\ G2X2o
the particular requirements are known it is Rm0 =4m - (3-li)

usually possible to design a radome having the (4,)3

required phase properties by util4zing design
techniques similar to those employed for ra- With the radome present, the power will be
domes where beam bending is a majorproblem. reduced by a factor T2 as it passes through the
Those techniques are discussed in Chapter 4. radome wall for both the outgoing and incoming

waves. This modifies Equation (3-10) so that
It is common practice to measure the trans- the received power in the presence of a radome,

mission characteristics of a radome in terms of Pr, is given by
the reduction in power density produced by the
radome at various points within the antenna pr = T4 prO (3-12)
beam as a function at the relative orientation of
the radome and antenna. To determine the re- Hence for the same minimum detectablepower
lation between range and radome transmissivity Pm the maximum range in the presence of the
let radome, Rm, is given by

T2 = Lb (3-9) Rm = T Rm0 (3-13)
Pa

It is apparent that the maximum range at which
where T2 is the power transmission coefficient a pa~rticular target can be detected is directly
of the radome as determined by two measure- proportional to the square root of the power
ments: (1) the power density Pal received ata transmission coefficient of the radome and to
fixed position in the antenna beam without a the fourth root of the total power, P 0, being
radome present; and (2) the power density&, radiated; thus much of the effort spent in de-
received at the same point when the radome is veloping high-power microwave oscillators can
properly installed about the antenna. It should be negated by a radome with poor transmission
be noted that T2 is a function of the direction properties.
coordinates with respect to the antenna beam,
and also of the orientation of the coordinates of 3-5. Magnetron Frequency Pulling
the radome with respect to the antenna. The
well-known radar range equations in the absence Another effect attributable to the radome is
of a radome defines the power PrO at the so-called "pulling" of the magnetron. The
receiver as magnetron, like any oscillator, has a resonant

frequency which is a function of a set of physical

Pr 0 o X 2 \_•_ o2 parameters normally referred to as boundary
PrO (-"-' - 4I -) 4 (3-10) conditions, and, as might be expected, the ra-

4R2 4~7,R (47 R4  dome is one of the parameters. Furthermore,
the effect of the radome on the magnetron fre-
quency is dependent on the relative positions of
the radome and the antenna. Thus, as the radar

where the first quantity in parentheses is the antenna is sweeping in the azimuth or elevation
magnitude of the power. density at the target direction, the r-f frequency may vary over a
which, together with the second quantity in pa- perceptible range.
rentheses, is the magnitude of the reflected
power density in the vicinity of the receiver. To appreciate fully the effect of magnetron
The third quantity in parentheses is simply the "pulling" on system performance requires
cross sectional area of the receiving aatenna. some knowledge of radar display techniques.
Here P 0 is the total transmitted power, G is the One method that is used to present an instan-
gain of the antenna (the same antenna is used taneous ground map is the Plan Position Indicator
for both transmitting and receiving; by recipro- (PPI) display. 4 In the PPI display the ground
city, 3 the gain G isthe same for both the trans- map is painted on the face of a cathode-ray tube,
mitting and receiving functions) R Is the one- using a polar coordinate system. The electron
way range to the target, , isthe effective scat - beam is deflected radially from near the center
tering cross section of the target, and ý is the of the tube out to the periphery with the time
free-space wavelength of the transmitted sig- base of the sweep being proportional to range.
nal. Now if the minimum detectable power level During the sweep, which is synchronized with
into the receiver is designated as Pm, then the the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of the
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radar, the intensity of the electron beam is mo.- dence radomes") will in general produce more

dulated as a function of the amplitude of the re- pulling then streamlined radomes where the

turning radar signal. In addition, the angular reflected energy is not directed back into the

orientation of the radial sweep about the center :antann-.. . .ncn c y ==; - iiiutrt ur"

of the tube is related directly to the azimuthal pointed radomes, the reflection coefficient of

position of the antenna. As the antenna sweeps the walls is large enough to produce secondary
in azimuth, a picture of the ground is simulta- and tertiary reflcctions that reach the anienia
neously painted on the cathod-ray tube. and produce pulling.

The radar signal must be amplified to provide Since the degree of pulling produced by any
the signal strength required to modulate the radome-radar combination is a function of the

accelerating voltage of the electron beam. Since pulling characteristics of the magnetron as well

it is Inconvenient to do this at the transmitted as the shape, orientation, and transmission
frequency, the information signal is transferred characteristics of the radome, there is no stand-

to a carrier at an intermediate carrier frequency ard maximum allowable VSWR which the radome
(i-f) and then amplified and demodulated. The may produce. Each radar system presents an
intermediate carrier frequency is obtained by individual problem. However, the development
mixing the returning radar signal with a :-w offerriteloadisolatorsduringthe last few years
(continuous-wave) signal of slightly higher or basgreatlyallueviatedtnisproblem.

6 Byutillzing
lower frequency, called the local oscillator (LO). the nonreciprocal properties of ferrites It has
By summing the LO signal and the returning become possibletormatch the oscillatorto a line
radar signal, the i-f carrier is obtained at the whose impedance is very nearly independent of
difference frequency. If the local oscillator is the radome.
tuned to a fixed frequency, any change in the
magnetron frequency due to reflections will pro- 3-6. Interference and Pattern Distortion
duce a corresponding change in the i-f carrier.
If the bandwidth of the i-f amplifier is less than Another common cause of target obliteration
the bandwidth of the frequency variations pro- is Interference within the antenna beam as a
duced by the radome, some of the return signal result of reflections. Although these reflections
information will be lost. This effect may be- are more frequently from the surrounding
come noticeable in the PPI display by the nacelle structure than from the radome, a
absence of known targets. knowledge of their effects is a prerequisite to

an intelligent choice of radome location and
Variation of the magnetron frequency, caused type of installation.

by radome reflection or otherwise, may be com-
pensated by variation of the LO frequency with A detailed discussion of the antenna nacelle
automatic frequency control (AFC). An AFC design and its ramifications is presented in
is an electronic servomechanism that tunes the Chapter 10. Figures 3-3 and 3-4 depict the
local oscillator in such a way that the proper essentials oftheinterferenceproblem. InFigure
difference frequency between it and the magne- 3-3 the mechanism of reflection is shown in
tron is maintained. The speed of the tuning can terms of idealized rays. Actually the field
usually be made great enough to follow any structure in the vicinity of the radome and the
pulling of the magnetron that may occur during aircraft in quite complicated. However, the ray
the scanning cycle. However, the response of analogy is reasonably satisfactory at the higher
the AFC is not instantaneous and extreme situ- microwave frequencies, where the dimension of

ations may arise inwhichthe magnitude orphase the radome and aircraft are an order of magni-
of the reflection changes so rapidly that the AFC tude, or more, greater than the wavelength of
cannot compensate. Also, compensation cannot the r-f field. But it in this complexity of the
be achieved if the magnetron frequency pulling field that allows for the divergence of the main
is so great that the electronic tuning range of beam rays and the resulting interference pat-
the LO is exceeded. These limitations on the tern sketched in Figure 3-4.
use of AFC serve to emphasize the necessity of
minimizing reflections from the radotne.

Significant beam distortion may also result if

The phenomenon of pulling can be related a portion of the antenna beam is intercepted by
directlyto the phase and amplitude of the standing internal' structural members such as ribs or
wave in the line being fed by the magnstron. 5 To attachment rings. This latter phenomenon Is
minimize it, direct reflections from the radome sometimes referred to as edge diffraction, but
back into the antenna should be minimized. actually the basic antenna pattern is nothing
Radomes presenting large areas normal to the more than a specialized diffraction pattern and
beam of the antenna (so-called "normal-inci- the introduction of an obstacle simply changes
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are written in terms of allowable changes in
the antenna pattern. Figure 3-5 shows the an-
tenna pattern contours for an AN/APS-25 an-
tentia with and without the radorne. These
cases are representative of the pattern distor-
tions produced by a reasonably good radome.
Most of the differences in the three patterns
opcur in the side lobes, although there is a re-

interference fringes •duction of power in the main lobe for the case
where the antenna Is oriented at 400 in elevation
and 550 in azimuth with respect to the radome.

The AN/APS-20 antenna is a 24-inch paraboloid
which produces a pencil beam. The pattern cuts
shown in Figure 3-5 were'taken in a plane con-
taining the axis of revolution of the paraboloid
(the axis of symmetry of the beam, not to be

Pigue 3.4. Paiia. D/iotrtian Due to Refleetions confused with the axis of mechanical revolution
F.r-Fleld Peffetn ,InMErf, mof the antenna) and parallel to the electric field

vector E. Such cuts are commonly referred to
the pattern. Most of the beam distortion prob- as E-pflne cuts or patterns. Pattern cuts taken
lems arising from reflections and obstacles in in the axial plane perpendicular to the E-plane
the beam . , ,eavoided by the proper choice of are calledH-plane patterns, since they normally
antenna )-.<.v n and installation; furthirmore, are parallel to the magnetic field vector H.
unwanted r&. -ctions can be minimized by cover-
ing t e reflecting surfaces with absorbing mate- As might be suspected, one of the major prob-
rial.4 However, it is rather futile to attempt lems in determining radome distortion of the.
to remove interfering obstacles from the path field pattern is due to the difficulty of measuring
of the main beam by covering them with ab- the pattern for all possible relative orientations
sorbing material. The absorbing material will of the antenna with respect to the radome. When
appreciably reduce the scattered field from an the antenna beam and the radome are axially
object, but it does not prevent diffraction effects symmetric and the field is plane polarized, an
from occurring in the region behind the obstacle. adequate description of pattern distortion can be

obtained as a function of the offset angle be-
As was noted in the discussion of interference tween the two symmetry axes, and as a function

and diffraction, some of the radome's degrading of the angle that the electric field vector makes
effects on radar performance can be ralated with the plane formed by the same axes. But
directly to changes in the antenna beam. For for the more usual case where the radome or
this reason, numerous radome specifications the a'tenna, or both, are asymmetrical, the
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problem of determining the method of testing system under consideration. One important
ran be as sizable as the design problem itself. featitre to be remembered when contemplating

antenna pattern distortion measuremenis its ihe
Some of these problems are deait with in desirability of determining the effects of the

Chapter 12: however, most testing procedures radome in the presence of the surrounding
have to be developed in terms of the particular bulkhead and nacelle structure.

SEC !ION C. RADOME SHAPE

3-7. Design Criteria slightly, the effect of the radome can be made
entirely symmetrical; that is, there is no pre-

In the design of ground-based and shipborne ferred direction, assuming the radome wall is
radomes, the shape is normally chosen on the electrically uniform, Second, if the radius of
basis of optimum electrical performance. In the spherical section is an order of magnitude
the case of airborne radomes, it is generally or more greater than the wavelength, the Inci-
optimized aerodynamically. As %. result, many dence is nearly normal over the whole illumi-
of today's aircraft radomes bear a strong re- nated surface area. In view of the transmission
semblance to an icicle, both in terms of outward properties discussed in Chapter 2 for sheets
appearance and in terms of their optical and traversed by plane waves at or near normal
electrical properties. In fact, the optical dis- incidence. It is reasonable to expect power
tortion, which may be observed when looking transmission in the vicinity of 95 to 98 percent
through a right circular cone of glass from the for relatively low-loss dielectric wall construe-
base toward the apex, is in essence the type of tions. Although spherical or hemispherical
distortion that has to be corrected in the design radomes afford the simplest solution to many
of extremely high-fineness ratio radomes. electrical design problems, normal incidence
Since shape is such an important factor in ra- characteristics can be undesirable if the radar
dome design, it has been found convenient to system is particularly sensitive to direct re-
classify radomes electrically on that basis; flections from the radome. As mentioned pre-
thus radomes are frequently referred to as viously, proper design of the radar system to
being either "normal-incidence" radomes or include "load isolators" in combination with
"streamline" radomes. The former are iden- proper radome wall design can eliminate this
tified by the fact that all or most of the area cause of system malfunctioning. Unfortunately
illuminated is approximately normal to the the use of a spherical radome which is much,
beam, and therefore their transmission proper- much larger than the antenna aperture is seldom
ties are similar to those exhibited by plane di- feasible in airborne systems.
electric sheets when traversed by plane waves
normal to the surface. Streamline radomes, as 3-8. General Requirements
the, name implies, have large fineness ratios
(the ratio of length to base diameter), usually Streamlined radomes usually represent a com-
3:1 or greiter. promise between electrical and aerodynamic

design considerations. However, by carefully
If permitted to express apreference in regard evaluating the required radome performance

to size and shape, an individual responsible characteristics, it is generally possible to
solely for the electrical characteristics of a achieve a design configuration compatible with
radome would normally choose a spherical most of the requirements. It is difficult to out-
radome with a radius of curvature as large as
could be conveniently tolerated and with the an-
tenna gimbal point (the point of intersection of
the gimbal axes) located at the center of the
sphere. Rarely is it possible to surround the
antenna with a spherical radome; hence, the
next best step is to make spherical as much of
the radome surface as can be permitted. One of
the simpler radome configurations is composed
of a hemisphere and right circular cylinder, as
shown in Figure 3-6. The reasons for choosing
a large spherical radome are rather obvious.
First, if the antenna is gimbaled about a point,
or even two axes which are separated only Pi~gm 3.6. N14ffaphoi c u Ru
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line a specific approach to all such problems,
but there are two basic steps that should be
considered as prerequisites to beginning the 9
actual design.

First, the various radome requirements should . ..
be weighted in terms of their relative importance.
Although thiS Rntsnds reiRtively simple, it Is
frequently tho most difficult design task. As -
an example, consider the design of an aerial
search and fire control radome which is to be
mounted on the nose of an aircraft whose func- Fiee,* 3. 30' Coocal Raom*
tion is intercepting supersonic bombers. l the
aircraft requires a streamlined radome to be mately a half-wavelength thick. Examples of
supersonic, the accuracy requirement of the solid-wall electrical characteristics are given
search and fire control radar and its surrounding in Figures 3-8 and 3-9. The curves shown are
radome would probably be secondary to the calculated from equations developed in Chapter
streamlining requirement. Actually, an accep- 2for thetransmissionof plane linearly polarized
table compromise must be found which will waves through plane homogeneons, lossless,
satisfyboth aerodynamic and electrical require- isotropic dielectric sheets of infinite extent. In
ments, and thus enable the weapons system to Figures 3-8 and 3-9 the normal sheet thickness
perform its mission, d, normalized interms of free-space wavelength

After all the requirements are properly x , is plotted versus the incidence angle t, in
weighted, the next design step is the concurrent degrees, for the case where the conductivity is
choice of radome shape and wall construction, zero, the relative permeability is unity, the re-
It is important to note that they are not indepen- lative dielectric constant is 4, and for the plane
dent. To illuntratethis point, consider the prob- of polarization perpendicular (Figure 3-8) and
lems attendant to the choice of the shape and parallel(Figure 3-9)tothe incidence plane. The
wall construction for the search and fire control dashedlines areplots of d/, versus 0 for con-
interceptor radome just discussed. Let it be stant percentage values of transmitted power;
assumed that to satisfy the velocity requirement the solid lines are for constant values of in-
of the aircraft a cone having an included angle sertion phase. The term "insertion phase"
at the apex of 300 is recommended. As shown refers to the phase retardation of the wave
in Figure 3-7 for the case where the antenna traversing the dielectric sheet relative to what
looks out the apex, all the incidence angles will it would have been at a point beyond the sheet if
be 750 on the basis of ray geometry. As the the sheet had not been present. An examination
antenna is directed away from the position ofthephase and transmission characteristics of
shown, the incidence angles increase on one Figures 3-8 and 3-9 reveals that for all values
side of the radome and decrease on the side to- of 0 less than 900 there is a value of dA for
ward which the antenna is turning. Depending which it is theoretically possible to obtain 100
on the rela'tive sizes of the antenna and the percent transmission (lossless case). Further-
radoine, the range of Incidence angles will vary more, the insertion phase is the same for both
from above 750 down to normal Incidence when polarizations when thetransmission is 100 per-
the antenna is rotated 750. The radome design cent. Thus it might be possible - a little
thus presents a difficult problem in terms of sophistry may be required - to design an elec-
either the search or the fire control require- trically satisfactory radome by properly choos-
ments of the enclosed radar. The search func- ing the radome wall thickness on the basis of a
tion would normally place stringent requirements thorough investigation of incidence angles and
on radome transmission, and the fire control polarization. However, a solid-wall radome is
operation would require that radome beam re- not particularly desirable in terms of its
fraction be minimized or eliminated. Further- strength-to-weight ratio. A better choice in this
more, on an aircraft of the interceptor variety, respect would be the conventional "A" sandwich
the weight of the radome would be of prime im- construction described in Chapter 2. The curves
portance. The problem is therefore to find a shown in Figures 3-10 and 3-11 are similar to
type of radorne wall which will satisfy the elec- those shown for the case of a single wall in
trical requirements, allow for a 300 conical Figures 3-8 and 3-9 except that they are plotted
shape, and be light in weight, in terms of normalized core thickness, dc/,

versus o for constant normalized skin thickness
3-9. Electrical Requirements ds/h of 0.024,a core dielectric constant of

In terms of the electrical requirements, a 1.2, and a skin.dielectric constant Ec of 4.3
prudent choice might be a solid wall, approxi- (both relative).
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,3-15). However, to simplfy the matter, let the weight in pounds of the sandwich radome is ap-
ci-oice of dc/k be premised on the additional, proximated by
but a.rbitrary, restriction that the polarization

.. .. . .. . r r ....... ... .. .... ........... W . = 14.2 \S

plane than parallel; a value of dc/A equal to
0.460 would therefore appear to be a realistic For a conical radome having a length of 6 feet
choice. Since the curves are based upon a and an included angle of 30 the surface area
parametric value of ds/? equal to 0.024, the wouldbe about 31 square feet. For a wavelength
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of 0.1 foot, the weight of the solid radome would also representative of the type of problem
be approximately 88 pounds, or about 44 pounds encountered in radome design.
heavier than the "A" sandwich radome.

One other facet governing the choice of radome
It would seem reasonable to investigate the shape is the ease with which the chosen shape

possibility of using an "A" Qandwuih -H!1 nnd icnd• it-ifiuduiysi•, in the iollowing sections
to determine whether the attendant reduction In of this chapter the problems associated with
weight wruld be sufficient to offset the perfor- makingtheoretical determinations of the effects
mance penalty resulting from the change in of the radome are discussed, After considering
shape required to make the radome electrically these problems, it becomes quite apparent that
satisfactory. The radome shape which was radome geometry, if properly chosen, can
originally chosen solely on the basis of aircraft greatly simplify the analysis problem. In
aerodynamic requirements should also be con- particular, it is especially helpful if both the
sidered as a function of the wall construction. radome and the antenna are figures of revolu-

tion. Furthermore, it is also helpful if the
It should be mentioned that although the pre- shape of the radome is that of a conic section.

vious example was chosen principally for the However, the aspect of convenience in the choice
purpose of illustrating the neid forconcurrence of shape should not be considered fundamental
in radome shape and wall structure design, it is to the design problem.

SECTION D. INCIDENCE ANGLE STUDY

3-11. Preliminary Considerations depends entirely on the approximation that the
radius of curvature of the radome wall is large

Once the radome shape and wall construction compared to the wavelength ofthe incident field.
have been tentatively chosen, the next design When this is true, it is reasonable to assume
step is to undertake a preliminary evaluation of that each small area on the radome being il-
radome performance. To accomplish this it is luminated is essentially a plane sheet, Thus by
necessary to have available design data, either relating the various incremental areas on the
experimental or theoretical, on the amplitude radome surface to the parameters of polariza-
transmission properties (and phase also, if tion, frequency, and incidence angle it is pos-
beam distortion is of interest) of thewall struc- sible to choose a local wall thickness that will
ture being considered. If the wall structure is optimize the transmission properties for the
conventional, utilizing low-loss materials, then particular area being considered. In many
curves such as those shown in Figures 3-8 through cases, however, an average uniform wall thick-
3-11 will usually suffice. If the wall structure ness can be chosen that will satisfy the design
is not isotropic or homogeneous, then expert- requirements over the whole radome surface
mental curves of power transmission and in- for all antenna orientations,
sertion phase should be obtained as a function
of sheet thickness, frequency, incidence angle, Although simple inprinciple, the determination
and polarization for plane sheet samples il- of the incidence angles andthe orientation of the
luminated with a plane wave front. (In making polarization vector as a function of the relative
experimental measurements of the complex position of the antenna with respect to the radome
transmission coefficient of plane sheets, care becomes quite complicated in detail due to an-
must be exercised to insure that the wave front tenna-radome geometry. Occasionally when
is sufficiently plane and the sheet is sufficiently the antenna beam Is well collimated and the
large to minimize diffraction efects.) If the- aperture is small kn comparison with the dia-
oretical curves are used which are based on meter of the radome, it is sufficient to consider
lossless lielectric material, an allowance must the central ,:ay as being representative of the
be made for losses. For half-wave or "A" sand- bundle of parallel rays. Thus each incremental
wich radomes wits wall materials having loss area of radome surface has only a single inci-
tangents of 0.02or leos and where the maximum dence angleassociated with it. More frequently,
incidence angles are less than 500, the reduction it is necessary to consider the beam both in
in power transmit,:.' will be about 5 percent or terms of its finite cross sectional area and its
less. (See Figures 2-9 and 2-18 through 2-21.) divergent properties. The latter consideration

in particularly important in incidence angle
It should be carefuliy noted that the usefulness studies involving antennas having broad beams

of the theoretical and experimental data on the in at least one plane. The cose'cant-squared
transmission of planewavesthrough plane sheets pattern used for uniform ground illumination is
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Figure 3.12. Radom* Geometry, Analytic Case

a good example of an antenna patterri that re- 3-12. Analytical DeterminaUon of Incidence
quires consideration of the beam's divergent Angles
nature.

As an example of the procedure to be followed
It is convenient to divide radomes into two in making an analytical determination of inci-

classes for purposes of making incidence angle dence angles, consider the radome depicted by
studies. One classification refers toall radomes Figure 3-12. Let the surface be represented by
that can be studied by analytical means; the
other, which unfortunately includes most ra-
domes, rqfers to those requiring graphical meth- F(x, y, Z) - 0 (3-17)
ods of attack. For convenience the former may
be designated as analytic and the latter as non- and let the origin of the x-, y-, z-coordinate
analytic radomes. Actually the incidence angle frame be coincideut with the origin of the xi-,
study of any radome problem could probably be yi-, zi-frame. Furthermore it will be assumed
handled either analytically or graphically; how-, that the antenna is a circle whose axis of sym-
ever, when the radome is a figure of revolution, metry is the zi-axis and whose aperture is In
and particularly when its contour is a conic the plane xi-yi, that the direction of propagation
section, analytical methods of computing inci- of the radiated fieldis defined bythe unit vector
dence angles are quite convenient. For the p, and that
Mfore general case where the radome contour is
described in terms of loft lines (curves formed P lzi (3-18)
by the intersection between a family of parallel,
arbitrarily spaced planes and the surface of a where izi is a unit vector parallel to the zi-axis.
geometrical figure of interest), graphical meth- In other words it is assumed that the antenna
ods are usually more convenient. It might be aperture is large and produces P well-collimated
noted that although the lofting contours may not beam circular in cross section and propagating
be given exacUy in terms of analytic functions, in a direction normal to the aperture. If the
they can, through curve-fitting techniques be radiation from the aperture is assumed to be
represented analytically. Thusit isoccasionally divergent as in the case of a shaped beam an-
worthwhile to obtain an approximate analytic tenna,more recondite methods of analysis must
representation to a lofted radome, particularly be used.*
if it is easily represented in terms of simple
functions. See Section R.14, p. 464, of Reference 3.
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Since the radome is assumed to be a figure of Thus by solving the right side of Equation
ievolution, the coordinates ofa point on its sur- (3-27) it is possible to determine the incidence
face satisfy the relation angle at a specific point (x, y, z) on the surface

/ xas a function of the angular position . of the
z z =x2  y z (r) (3-19) antenna. However, Equation (3-27) does not

reaikAt uw W~,Aw~ CaA)aa L5 -CI~ U.Aa �

where r is the normal distance from a point on actually occur when the point of interest is being
the surface to the z-axis, and illuminated by the antenna. This latter restric-

Flon can be obtained for the case of a nondiver-
F~~yz)= -0 (3-20) gent beam by solving both x and y explicitly interms of xi and yi and substituting the resultant

For example, if the radorne surface is conical expressions for x and y into Equation (3-27).

z = m Tx2 + y2 + b = mr + b (3-21) To recapitulate, in Equation (3-27), the inci-
dence angle o is expressed as a function of the

F (x, y, z) M Z - m + b = 0 (3-22) coordinates of a point on the radome surface
(x, y) and the antenna orientation angle a. The

Because of the symmetry of the radome and z-dependencewas eliminatedby Equation (3-20),
the antenna,there is no preferred plane in which which merely requires that the point lie on the
to rotate the antennawith respect to the radome. radome surface. Now we wish to express o as
The orientation of the polarization of the field a function of the anten-- .perture coordinates
is normally constant with respect to one of the (xi, Yi) and the orientation angle a . From the
antenna gimbal axes; therefore, if only one axis geometry of Figure 3-12
of antenna rotation is assumed, it is necessary
and sufficient to investigate the behavior of the
radome as a function of both antenna rotation x = z tan a + Xi sec a (3-28)
and polarization.

and
Let the single atis of antenna rotation be the

yi axis. Hence Y = Yi (3-29)
Yi= y (3-23)

and The specific radome shape, as defined by
_P = I sin a + I cos a (3-24) Equation (3-20), is substituted for z In Equation

-x z (3-28). The resulting equation for x and Equa-
where ix and iy are unit vectors parallel, res- tUon (3-29) for y are substituted into Equation
pectively, tothe x- andy-axes,andc, is the angle (3-27). In this manner, the incidence angle
between the zi- and z-axes, may be expressed as

Now the incidence angle o, on an incremental 8 (at, x1, Yi) (3-30)
element of radome of surface AS having position
coordinates x, y, and z, is defined by By tabulating & for all values of xi. and Yi as

limited by the boundary of the antenna, the in-
S= cos"1 (n • P) (3-25) cidence angles may be determined for all values

of a of interest. Again it should be emphasized
where n is the outward directed unit normal that the above comments are limited by the re-
vector to the surface at (x, y, z). The unit vector strictive assumptions stated in connection with
n has its direction defined by the 6;radient of the Equation (3-18).
surface function F (x, y, z), which is given by
Equation (3-20). Hence An alternate method for arriving at Equation

SVF(xyZ) 32) (3-30) proceeds as follows: From Equationn_ = ---- --- (3-26) (3-9.0)

If Equation (3-26) is expanded in terms of its F(x,,,z)=z a( x2 + y2)=0 (3-31)
rectangular components, then by substitution
the expression for e may be written as From Figure 3-12,

z- 3 sin a + cos a x x(xi, zj, a) = xi cos a + zi, sin a (3-32)

2_ i1 -12 (3-27) Y j(-3
Lkx +yl z =z(xi, zi, )--xi sin a + zi cos (3-34)
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Substituting Equations (3-32), (3-33), and
(3-34) Into Equation (3-20) yields

Fj(xi, Yj, zi, a) = 0 (3-35)

coordinates (xi, yji zj). As in Equation (3-26), A
"- (3-36)

Then P

cos a = np ) (3-37)

which is a function of xi, yi, zi, and a, but the
zi-dependence is eliminated by using Equation
(3-36). The result is Equation (3-30). FigUre 3.-1, V.ect, Relationships .a Redo.m Surkc.

Since any general form of elliptical polarization For the case of an incident wave linearly po-
can be represented by two linear components larized at an angle ý with respect to the inci-
orthogonal in space, itwillbesufficienttodem- dence plane, the effoctive complex transmission
onstrate the procedure in terms of a single coefficient is givenby Equation (2-91) of Chapter
linear component polarization normal to the 2 as
propagation vector p. If e is defined by

To o T 1 1 cos2 ý + T, sin 2 4 (3-43)
A good approximation to the over-all trans-

where Jxi and I, are unit vectors parallel, re- mission properties of the radome can be ob-
spectivel-y, to th XI and Yi axes, and o is the tained by simply summing the product Ito Tc I
angle between e and _xi, it is then possible to over xi and Yi for all values of a anddividingby
simulate with a single axis of antenna rotation the sum of IES. Hence, if T2 is the approximate
all the relative radome and antenfia positions power transmlssion, then
that would be obtained using two axes of rotation
with fixed polarization. T2 a T2(a) .

Transmission. If it is desired to determine
the transmission through an incremental area, fa b t.,iy Iixl (-4
A S, it Is necessary to know the angle c the a b 't 0 (a,xiYj) ]i(XlYl) dxI dyt
polarization vector makes with the incidence
plane as well as the incidence angle 0. The faf
incidence plane is defined as the plane conte.ining b ii i dyithe vectors n and p.Lot il and i, be unit
vectors (both" perpen'kicular "1J p) p'rallel and
perpendicular respectively to the incidence where a and b are the extremities of the antenna
plane, as shown in Figure 3-13. Also refer to aperture. It should be emphasized that the ex-
Figures 2-1, 2-2, and 2-24 of Chapter 2. Thus pression givenfor T2 (a) in Equation (3-44) is

_ 11only a first approximation to radome trans-
. ,(3-39) mission efficiency, and as such is not intended
"sin 0 for use in problems where beam distortion is

and being calculated. Methods of predicting the
latter phenomena are discussed in detail in

-1 . p x 1 (3-40)- Chapter 4.

As discussed In Equation (2-84;, of Chapter 2, The analytical methods that have been pre-
the transmitted electric field may be resolved sented, although relatively simple in principle,
into its parallel and perpendicular components are not always so in practice. For instance, if
as the contour of the radome is an ogive where9•t 9 - t i .L + I.t iI II[ 3 - 1

' 9 1i-. 4+ t211 • 111 (3-42) F(x,y,z)u (z - c) 2 + (r - d)2 -a 2 20 (3-45)
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then the intersection of the incidence plane and plane

Z= {[-(-2-2 HV. From the geometry of Figure 3-14z =R=-/x2 Y" d)2 ,c (I.AA)

/ tan2- = tan 2 ov + tan2H (3-47)
where r = +" is the radius at the axial
station point z, and where c, d, and R are con- if c is thc angle between Ill and the V axis,
stants of the ogive. Equations for other shapes then
are given in Section G of Chapter 2.

tan6 = tan 0 sina (3-48)
If the right side of Equation (3-48) is substi-

tutued into Equation (3-28), the resultant ex- and
pression is a quartic equation in x. Although it
is possible to determine which of the four roots tanaV tan 9 cos a (3-49)
of x are the proper ones to use in an analytical
calculation of the incidence angles, the com- or
piexity of such a calculation argues In favor of tan OH
utilizing simpler and more direct graphical tan tan 0 (3-50)
methods. This is particularly true in problems V
where neither the radome nor the antenna has The planes HP and VP are representative of
axial symmetry, two families of planes that may be related to

the antenna. Since many search radar antennas
3-13. Graphical Determination of Incidence are gimbaled in azimuth about a vertical axis,

nge_• -it is convenient to subdivide the antenna aper-
ture with a number of equally spaced parallel

The simplicity of most graphical methods of planes that are perpendicular to the antenna
analysis is dependent upon being able to relate aperture and parallel to the vertical azimuth
conventently the incidence angle to its projec- axis. In (a) of Figure 3-15 an edge view of such
tion on two perpendicular planes. In Figure 3-14 a family of planes is shown where the planes
the direction of propagation of a ray is denoted are designated as AA,BB, etc. An edge view of
by the vector p, and the incidence angle e is, the other family of planes is shown in (b) of
by definition, the angle between the normal to Figure 3-15.
the surface n and the propagation directionp.
Now two perpendicular planes have been joined The latter family has planes designated as aa,
along the vector p. These are designated planes L'-, etc., and these planes have been chosen on
VP and HP, and the angles between p and the tWse basis of a ray diagram of the antenna. Thus,
projections of n on each of the planes are de- all the directions of propagation of rays eosa-
signated as o v-and 9 H, respectively. In ad- natingfrom theantennaapertureare represented
dillon, the polarization vector e in the plane by the lines of intersection of the two families
HVis relatedto the V axisby the ingle 0. Also of planes. Thus, the plane VP of Figure 3-14
shown is the vector i11 ,which is located along corresponds to any one of the planes E'E'

through EE, and the plane HP corresponds to
any one of the planes aa through gg. Thus, In

V view of Equations (3-48) through (3-50), It
I , - should be possible to determine the incidence

J,, ' .- E' 0' C' 'B' C E

e d

I I siOction A-A, I ".. g ," I '''LIc I
E 1) C' BA 6C D E

"- (t) (h)
H

J.1
FIgurt 3.15. Elovetoan end Olilque Planes of
Antonnet (a) Edfe View of Ei.e•eion Plenes,

Piloem M4. Incldence Angle Projectlons (6) Edge View of Obliq s Plenes
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angle t; and the relative orientation of the po- measured from (a) with true lengths in vertical
larization vector, with respect to the incidence planes as measured in (b).
plane, by graphically determining H and To obtain the true Viewn iVuing

The angles opl and oV may bedetermined with p;-.ius are constructed which pass through the
aid tit rdc',c ,-L, iHnes simUar to those shown antenna aperture and through the points on the
in the sketches of Figure 3-16. Two views of radome where the buttock lines of the iadume
the vertical radome and antenna cutting planes Intersect the vertical antenna cutting plane of
are shown in Figure 3-10. For the case of air- interest, for example, plane AA. Assuming that
craft radomes the loft lines produced by the the vertical position of the antenna within the
vertical cutting planes arc usually referred to radome is known, it is possible to determine
as buttock lines, and the loft lines resulting where the horizontal cutting planes intersect the
from horizontal cutting planes are called water antenna aperture by constructing the cutting
lines, Both are usually available on drawings planes as horizontal lines on a view such as (b)
of aircraft radomes; however, to avoid confusion, of Figure 3-16. For the construction of a true
only the buttock lines are shown in Figure 3-16, view of a vertical antenna cutting plane, the
The edge view of the cutting planes is shown in horizontal lines are then chosen so as to pass
(a), and (b) represents the buttock lines of in- through the points where the vertical antenna
tersection made by the radome cutting planes 0 cutting plane intersects the buttock lines. Once
through 8 and the representative antenna cutting the points on the aperture intersected by the
planes S'E', AA, and EX. The latter are shown horizontal cutting planes have been established,
obliquely in (b) of Figure 3-16; hence, to deter- the true view of the inersection of a vertical
mine the projection angleOV, true views of these antenna cutting plane with the radome surface is
planes must be obtained by combining true constructed byprojecting lines perpendicular to
measurements of length In horizontal planes as the edge view of the antenna aperture at each of
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the points at which the aperture Is intersected and 0 . In (a) of Figure 3..37 true views of
by the horizontal cutting planes. For this pur- planes E' E', AA, and EE are shown super-
pose a view of the antenna such as that shown imposed on an edge view of the antenna and
in (b) of Figure 3-15 is used, where the dashed its associated ray diagram. The construction
line is arbitrarily chosen as the effective aper- used in their development is not shown because
ture. The same aperture is shcwn again in (a) of the complexity of lines which would result;
of Figure 3-17 as the solid line from which the however, the construction linus along which the
oblique antenna cutting planes aa, cc, etc., are distances are measured would be perpendicular
emanating. Now each line perpendicular to the to the solid line from which the rays originate.
aperture corresponds to the line cf intersection, Once the true views, as shown in (a) of Figure
between the vertical cutting plane of interest 3-17, are developed and superimposed on the
and a horizontal cutting plane that intersects a antenna ray diagram, the vertical projection
particular buttock line. Hence all the lines lie angles oV may be obtained directly by erecting
in the vertical cutting plane and each line inter- normal, to the contours E'E', AA, and EE at
sects a particular buttockline. Thus by locating the points of intersection with the planes aa
the points of intersection of each line with its through gg.
respective buttock line, the locus of points of the
curve of intersection between the radome sur- To determine the angles 0 H true views of the
face and the vertical cutting plane is obtained, oblique antenna cutting planes'aa through gg are
The points at which the lines intersect the obtained directly from a view such as (a) of
radome are found by measuring the distance Figure 3-17 by measuring true lengths along
from antenna aperture to the radome surface. aa, cc, etc., from a fixed reference point out to
Since each line Is in a horizontal plane, and each the point of intersection with the contours E'
line intersects a particular buttock line on the E , AA, etc. Then by constructing a view such
surface, the distances are obtainable directly as (b) of Figure 3-17 where planes E'E', AA,
from a view such as that shown in (a) of Figure etc.are shown as an edge view, the true lengths
3-16. In that figure, these distances are meas- from the reference line are measured from
ured from the aperture to the respective buttock line Eal, . ong lines EE', AA, etc. Thus by
line along the line which represents an edge view connecting the locus of points for aa, cc, etc.,
of the particular vertical antenna cutting plane true views ofthe curves of internecUon between
under consideration; thus, if plane AA is being the radome and the planes aa, cc, etc., are ob-
developed Into a true view, measurements of tained. Note that when measuring distances
length would be made from Une 'AE along along aa, cc, etc., in (a) of Figure 3-17 to their
line AA to its intersection with lines 4, 3, 2, 1, respective intersections with E'E, AA etc.,
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it is not necessary that the reference point lie piano makes with the vertical plane VP may be
on the antenna aperture. All that is required is found with the aid of Equation (3-50). Thus if
that for any one plane, such as aa, the same the angle ,,which the polarization vector i;
point be used to reference measurements out to makes with the vertical plane VP is known, it is
E'E', 'AA, etc. After the contours aa, cc, etc., possible to resolve the polarization vector V
are obtained it is a simple matter to construct into components which are parallel and perpen-
normals to them at the points of intersection with dicular to the incidence Plane. Thetransinin.qlinn
Liao r AitnmAA, etc., a sshown in tb)ol o e gur e3 - 17. of these components can then be easily treatcd

and the resultant wave can be reconstructed as
When f, v and (1H have been found by these It emerges from the radome wall.

grsphtcal methods, thc true Incidence angle ;I
may then be obtained with the aid of Equation As anaid inthe computation of t, and n , Figure
(3-47), and the angle which the Incidence 3-18 has been prepared, Values for and . can
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be obtained from it directly if tq, and eiV are cidence angle study for anonstreamlinedradome
known. may require investigation of only one or two

cllv ... ... a ........ .. .... ... . .. apc t

It might be noted that usually it is sufficient to the r,- tome. However, where high performance
niake an incidence anglestudyatonlythecritical requirements exist, it is usually necessary to
positiono of the antenna, which normally can be consIder all possiblc antenna- radomc oricnta-
determined in advance. Hence the average in- tions.

SECTION E. WALL THICKNE3S

3-14. Optimum Data Presentatiun of normalized wall thickness d/.\ The curves
of Figure 3-19 were calculated for the case of a

The final step in the design procedure is the circularly polarized, homogeneous plane wave
determination of the thickness of the radome of wavelength N traversing a homogeneous,
wall. For normal-incidence radomes it is isotropic, lossless plane sheet having a relative
usually sufficient to choose a wall of uniform dielectric constant of 4.0, unity relative perme-
thickness. ror more complicated desig, prob- ability, and a normal thicskness d. The trans-
lems where beam bending and high incidence mission coefficient To iL the voltage amplitude
anglus are considbtations, it is frequently of the transmitted circularly polarized wave
necessary to vary the thicknessof the wall over which has the same sense of rotation as tl'e in.-
the surface of the radome. Since the ultimate cident wave, In terms of the complex trans-
design criterion is high trlnsmlision with a mission coefficents Ti and 'F of a linearly
minimuni of beam distortion, the ideal wall de- polarized wave
sign would be one that provides 100 percent
transmission and constant insertion phase for To 1/2 1 Tj + ,' 1 I' (3-51)
all incidence angles and all polarizations at all
frequencies; thus, it is convenient to examine Data of the forml shown in Figure 3-19 are
the electrical behavior of various wall construc- useful in determining what the transmission
tions as a function of incidence angle, polariza- characteristics would be for a constant thick-
tion, and frequency. Curves that present stich ness wall over the range of incidence angles of
information were given in Figures 3-8 through Interest, It is also quite convenient to have
3-1I for a solidwall having a relative dielectric transmission and phase information fur the
constant ( r of 4,0 and for an "A" sandwich wall specific polarization that is being considered;
having a normalized skin thickness to wave- however, it is seldom feasible to calculate a
length ratio ds/x of 0.024, a relative skin di- whole family of special phase and transmission
electric constant 1. s of 4,3, and a relative core coefficients just for a single radome design
dielectric constant Fc of 1.2. problem.

Curves of this goneral type, where normalized For design problems where bandwidth and di-
wLll thickness is plotted as a function of inci- eloctric constant variations are considerations,
dence angle for constant values of transmission still another method of presenting data is shown
and insertion phase, are particularly useful in in the curves of Figure 3-20. In this figure tCe
wall thickness design problems involving varn- insertion phase A has been plotted as a function
able-thickness walls. In the case of sandwich of the incidence angle a for the cases of parallel
walls, either the skias or the core, or both, and perper.dicular polarization of a linearly
could be varied in thickness; however, from the polarized wave traversing solid, lossless di-
standpoint of fabricating a foamed-in-place "A" electric sheets having relative dielectric con-
sandwich raoeme* it in most convenient to vary stants Er of 1.02, 1.50 and 4.00.* The thick-
the core thickness, keeping the thickness of the ness of each sheet was chosen so thato is
skins constant. equal to rwhen 0 equals 500 (half-wave wall

at 500). This last family of curves in use-
Another method of presenting theoretical data ful in illustrating the effect of chaniges in di-

for designproblems involving uniquelypolarized electric constant on insertion phase; in fact,
antenna systems is presented In Figvre 3-19, one very important aspect of radome design is

made obvious, that is, a low-dielectric-constant
Thetransmission coekficlantT 0 , is plottedasa wall reducen the variation of insertion phase

function of incidence angle 0 for various values with polarization. The fact that insertion phase

• Reference foamed-in-place construction in

paragraph 8-26, * See Equation (2-53) in Chapter 2.
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is a function of polarization is quite important requirements for the two cases are more
in the design of radomes having stringent re- compatible.
quirements on beam refraction errors. Usually
in such designs the major problem is one of de- Sometimes experimer.tal data on the phase and
signing A compromise wall structure that sat- transmission coefficients of sample test panels
isf ies the restrictions on beam deflections for are required. This is particularly true for
both polarizations. When both polarizations unikue wall constructions that exhibit inhomo-
behive in nearly the same fashion, the design geneous or anisotropic properties. In general,
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if honeycomb cores are being used in high- From Equation (2-47) of Chapter 2, It may be
inridanp.-nnuil annIlleatinna, it Ij uRuallv ad- shown that
visable to make up test samples of the wall
structures being considered. By conducting 2= (1 - r2)2

frepA paet' trnnsmisAinn tents the data can be r2)2 + 4 (3-52)
pres nted mn a fashion similar to that employed (1 - + 4 r sin"
in the curves of Figures 3-19 and 3-20. where

3-15. Case I: Thin Wall, Uniform Thickness S - sin2 r (3-53)

3.0 - T1 1
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= electrical thickness in radians at an 3-17. Case III: Half-Wave Wall, Non-Uniform
arbitrary angle t. Thickness

For the case of a thin wall, such that Although unifo. m-thickness walls are satis-
factory for the majority of search radornes,

sin •5 (3-54) sometimes the restrictions on electrical per-
formance make it desirable to vary the wall

Equation (3-52) may be solved for d to yield thickness of the radome as a function o! posi-
tion on the radome surface. The simplest case

26(1 - 2 22 2 to consider is the one where the radome is a
(1- r) x 0 2 figure of revolution. If the antenna is roll

-TT2 16 r 2
V 2 (6r . sin2 2) (3-55) statilized, variations in wall thicki'ess are re-

stricted to the axial direction. When the
When the required power transmission is enclosed antenna is not roll stabilized, it may

known, the maximum allowable thickness can be helpful to vary the wall thickness circum-
be calculated for any incidence angle and ferentially. In this case, the need for variation
polarization. In general, for the case of per- in the circumferential direction stems from the
pendicular polarization, as the incidence angle fact that when the antenna axes are fixed with
increases the allowable maximum wall thickness respect to the radome the polarization usually
must be decreased; however, for the case of remains the same with respect to horizontal
parallel polarization, the presence of Brewster's and vertical reference planes within the radome.
angle, eB, permits 100 percent transmission
for a lossless sheet of any thickness d when As noted ea,.lier, the first-order theoretical
the incidence angle dequals 0 B where contours of zero reflection are the same for

both polarizations (see Figures 3-8 and 3-9).
8B = tan F (3-56) Therefore, It might be expected that at each

point on the radome the thickness could be ad-
In Equation (3-56),as before, er is the dielec- justed to provide a theoret.cal 100 percent

tric constant of the sheet relative to the sur- transmission for both polarizations; actually,
rounding mediur.l. such a procedure could be followed if the antenna

beam were a single ray. However, the cross
3-16. Case h Half-Wave WallUir seci.ional area of the beam generally is of the
Thickness same order of magnitude as the radome surface

area; hence any point on the surface of the
In many transmission design problems, where radome is illuminated for more than one posi-

the range of incidence angles is small and the tion of the antenna with respect to the radome.
transmission requirements are not too stringent, In general, therefore, there will be a whole
it is possible to choose a single wall thickness family of incidence angles associated with
on the basis of the criterion that the proper each surface point. To determine the proper
thickness is the one that will maximize the thickness at a point, the incidence anoles as-
minimum value of transmission coefficient at sociated with the point must be weighted rela-
any incidence angle in the range of angles of tive to each other. One method that can be used
interest. In terms of the reflection coefficient, when the antenna is a paraboloid of revolution
tVe optimum wall thickness is the one that mini- is to base the design thickness on the incidence
mizes the maximum reflection coefficient that angle made by the central ray of the antenna.
occurs at any angle of incidence in the range of Such a choice presupposes that the range of
interest. As an example of the application of Incidence angles is centered about the angle
the criterion, consider the case of a radome made by the central ray. Also, It assumes that
having a range of incidence angles varying from the power density of the radiated field is greatest
15 to 650 for perpendicular polarization. For in the direction of the central ray.
polarization parallel to the incidence plane,
the same approximate maximum value of reflec- When the enclosed antenna is a cylindrical
tion coefficientis obtained,but only at incidence section of a paraboloid of the type commonly
angles near 150. At the large incidence angles used for uniform ground Illumination, the w.all
the reflections have been reduced because of thickness may be determined on the basis of
Brewster's angle. In using curves for the loss- optimizing the transmiss!on for the range of
less case, it is well to remember that the effect Incidence angles existing when only the rays in
of !css, although small in lossless dielectrics the central or symmetry plane of the antenna
at near normal incidence,becomes increasingly are considered. However, for a shaped beam
Important as the incidence angle is increased or cosecant-squared antenna there is no simple
(see Chapter 2). criterion of weighting, such as choosing the
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center ray as being representative. Fortunately, lems are treated in considerable detail In
in most practical problems the range of inci- Chapter 4, it will suffice now to consider only
dence angles associated with a particular point some of the qualitative aspects of the problem.
oný the radome surface is small enough so that

satisfies all of the incidence angles.
Insertion phase becomes an important conei-

Ii, casub where the geumeitry ul tlie r'adume derlAiUU ILipI obleffis where beami distor'tion and
yields to analytical methods, the radome wall refraction are critical. The effect of insertion
thickness d, which satisfies the criterion of phase on the antenna beam is in general quite
optimum transmission, can be expressed in complicated. If, however, a uniform variation
terms of the radome surface coordinates x, y, of phase is produced across the beam as it
and z. Consider, for example, the came of an traverses the radome wall, the antenna beam
axially symmetric radome whose geometry is will be refracted in a manner very similar to
similar to that shown In Figure 3-12. In Section that of light refracted by a prism - with one
D of this chapter it was shown that the incidence significant difference. In the case of the prism,
angle 0 could be related to the antenna offset the uniform variation in insertion phase across
angle ., and a particular antenna ray denoted the beam results from the uniform thickness
by xi and Yi, as in Equation (3-30). taper of the prism, whereas for the radome the

variation in phase is due to the variation in the
Thus, by choosing the ray of miximum interest, angles of incidence a2wrms the radome surface

such as the central ray where xi and Yi equal being illuminated. If the curvature of the
zero, the angle ) may be expressed as radome is small, the effects of insertion phase

are minimized. It was pointed out previously
o = 0 (•) (3-57) that a spherical radome, large with respect to

the antenna, simplified radome design. The
But with the aid of Equations (3-19), (3-28), choice of the sphere was obvious from sym-

and(3-29), a. may be solved for explicitly as a metry considerations, but the requirement for
function of z. Hence, if Equation (3-53) is solved the sphere to be large with respect to the an-
for d when I equals 17, then tenna was based on minimizing the variations

"in incidence angle. It should be noted that,when
the insertion phase A is expressed as a power

d (3-58) series of position x within a beam originally
2 f'r - sin2 [9 (z)] 1 -1/2 symmetrical with respect to x, then

One problem which arises frequently in the
calculation of radome wall thickness is whether A
the inner or outer surface of the radome wall A0 + j
should be used in calculating incidence angles.
Usuiilly the outer surface of the radome is Now, the even terms of the series produce
specified; however, in calculating incidence symmetrical beam distortion effects, such as
angles by the methods outlined in Section D, widening of the main beam and changes in the
smallerrors canarise dueto the finite thickness side lobe levels. The odd terms result in a-
and the curvature of the wall. In general, the symmetrical effects, such as beam bending.
errors caused by calculating the Inner surface
incidence angles in terms of the outer surface One method of minimizing insertion phase
are small in comparison with errors that re- effects Is to vary the wall thickness, as a func-
suit from such assumptions as the treatment of tion of incidence angle, so as to maintain constant
incremental elements on the radome surface insertion phase over the whole wave front. This
and on the wave front of the antenna as being requirement differs from those outlined for
planar, transmission design In that it is necessary to

consider the phase effect at a point on the sur-
So far only the problem of choosing a wall face relative to other illuminated points for all

thickness for optimum transmission has been positions of the antenna that illuminate the point
considered, and therefore many of the problems, of interest. Thus, in addition to knowing all
such as the dependence of insertion phase and the incidence angles and polarizations asso(T.
transmission on polarization, have been tacitly with a single point, as in the case of transv-
avoided. When it is necessary to consider in- design, it is also necessary to know the i
sertion phase effects the difficulty of deter- tion phase at one point relative to the phase at
mining the correct wall thickness is greatly all other points being illuminated at the same
enhanced. Since beam refraction design prob- time. The problem is therefore one of making
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the design thickness, which is required at a mission is very much a function uf the thickness
single point for one position of the antenna, of the skins. Figures 3-21and 3-22 are constant
compatible with the requirements for the other transmission and insertion phase contours sinii-
positions of the antenna, except that the thick- lar to those of Figures 3-10 and 3-11, except
ness at any point is also a function of the thick- that the normalized akin thti'knp riu .. 4 /
ness at tne surrounding points. Since the solu- equals 0.055 insteadof 0.024. It should be noted
tion to the insertion phase problem (that is, the that, as the thickness of the skins is reduced
proper design thickness at any arbitrary point) (as shown in Figures 3-10 and 3-11), the range
requires a knowledge of the insertion phase of core. thicknesses and the range of incidence
produced by surrounding points, about the only angles for which good transminsion can be ob-
designprocedure is one of synthesis by analysis, tained is increased, except that for parallel
or as it is more commonly referred to, "cut polarization at incidence angles above 600 the
and try." transmission conUnues to drop off rapidly.

In many search radome problems requirements Occasionally in the design of sandwich radomes
on beam distortion are limited to a small range having honeycomb cores or other cores held in
of antenna offset angles. When such is the case place by foreign adhesive materials, It is *ec-
it is usually feasible to design for uniform in- essary to consider the effect of the adhesive.
sertion phase in the area illuminated when the Normally the electrical effect of the adhesive is
antenna occupies the central or some other accountedfor by consideringthe efsective thick-
properly weighted position within the range of ness of the skin to be the total thickness of skin
interest, Then the design thickness of adjacent plus adhesive, since in general the dielectric
areas can be matched to the central area so as constant of the adhesive is less than or equal to
to maintain a uniform phase front asthe antenna the dielectric of the skins. If the dielectric
is moved angularly away from the central posi- constant of the adhesive is very much greater
tion. The same procedure may be extended to thanthat of the skins, the adhesive layers should
the whole radome surface; however, unless the be treated as layers in a multiple sandwich.,
geometry is relatively simple, the experimental The same procedure may be used for rain
methods of design discussed in Chapter 4 are erosion coatings.
to be preferred.

_____ niform 3-20. Case V: Sandwich Wall, _Non-Uniform
3-19. Case IV: Sandwich Wall, Uniform T-.ies..s
Thickness Thickness

The same design techniques as those discussed The problem of designing nonuniform sandwich
walls is most meaningful in terms of "A" sand-for the uniform-thickness solid wall may be wich walls havihTg a variable thickness cure.

used for "A" sandwich walls. As was the case As was the case for the solid wall radome, ta-
for the solid wall, curves of constant trans- peringthe wall thickness permits uniformtrans-
mission and insertion phase similar to those of mission as a function of antenna position even
Figures J-t0 and 3-11are very helpful in deter- though the incidence angles change. In the case
mining the proper design thickness. One major of a sandwich radome a different wall thickness
difference betweenthe solid-wall design and the taper is required for perpendicular polarization
sandwich wall design techniques may be noted than is required for parallel polarization.
by comparing the curves of Figures 3-8 and 3-9 Furthermore, a tapered wall affords only a
with those of Figures 3-10 and 3-11. For the small improvement over a uniform thickness
sandwich construction, the zero percentage re- wall when the polarization is parallel to the in-
flection contours are not identical for the two cidencepiane(see Figures 3-11 and 3-22). Only
polarizations, whereas the contours are identical when the polarization remains perpendicular to
for the lossless solid wall. Moreover, at high the incidence plane can a significant improve-
incidence angles (600 or greater), sandwich wall ment in transmission be achieved by tapering
construction is a poor transmitter of parallel the wall; when this is done, the method is es-
polarization; hence, in very streamlined radomes sentially the same as that employed for tapering
where r.arallel polarization is encountered, the a solid wall radome.
use of sandwich walls is to be avoided. For
incidence angles below 600 symmetrical sand- The real advantages in using tapered core "A"
wich cc';structlons, can be designed to provide sandwich walls accrue when it is necessary to
excellent transmission over a broad band of maintain uniform insertion phase across •he
frequencies.* For the "A" sandwich, the trans-

See pp 306-338 of Reference 9 for a detailed *See Chapter 2 for methods of computing trans-
treatment of sandwich walls. mission through complex sandwich structures,
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antenna wave front, or when it is desired to re- affecting the transmission characteristics, par-
duce the rate of change, of beam refraction as ticularly when the radome skins are relatively
a function of antenna position. For these areh.- htn, •Icy ,,. -ui ihe case shown in Figures
!;i,. iU is possiole to vary the core thickness 3-21 and 3-22.
over a considerable range without adversely

SECTION F. INTEGRATED ANTENNA-RADOME DESIGN

There is much tobe said in favor of integrating Even if antenna and radome problems are
the design of radomes and antennas, at least to semi-independent, the near field of the antenna
the extent that antenna and radome designers is common to both, and it is in terms of pro-
are familiar with each other's problems, For viding detailed information onthe near field that
example, when the designer of the antenna is the antenna designer can make a direct contri-
requested to provide a shaped beam for a spe- bution to simplifying radome design, Actually,
cific function, he should have data on where the by considcring the near-field structure of the
antenna will be mounted in the aircraft, the antenna, the design of the antenna can be sim-
shape of radome the aerodynamicist will allow, pliled as well. Thedesign of precision radomes
and shape desired by the radome designer. In is already very much dependent on an accurate
turn the radome designer should be familiar knowledge ofthe near fieldand much specialized
with the functional requirements of the radar test equipment* has been developed to measure
and the relationship of such requirements to the it. Thus, by utilizing the same procedures of
radome design specifications. A mutual under- relating the far field to the near field that are
standing of the antenna and radome problems used for improving radome design, not only can
will eliminate most of the incompatible aspects antenna design techniques be improved, but the
of the respective design problems. design of the radome will be aided directly by

having immediately available all the information
of interest on the antenna.

*See Chapter 4 for a discussion of error rates. * See Chapter 12,
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GUIDANCE AND FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
RADOME DESIGN

SECTION A. INTRODUCTION

4-1. Radome Design Factors materials to withstand such heat varies. Some
materials are capable of maintaining their

Radomes used on high-speed aircraft* muut physical characteristics when the temperature
withstand the aerodynamic rigors of supersonic is increased gradually but do not do so when the
flight and must produce a minimal effect on the temperature is increased rapidly. If moisture
radiation patternof the guidance system. These is present in the radome wall, its sudden con-
requirements force a dual role on the radorne: version to steam may destroy the radome. Dur-
it is a structural part of the aircraft and an Ing flight, the temperature Inside the radome
integrated component of the radar system. In wall increases, and if the flight is long enough in
the design of such radomes, compromises tine, an equilibrium temperature may be reach-
must be made which involve electromagnetics, ed. A temperature gradient usually exists
aerodynamics, thermodynamics, structures, through the wall, and differential expansion of
and materials and proc~esses. As will be the material may result in thedestruction of the
brought out, the design of any radome Is usuadly radome. Frontal air pressures of 100 pounds
accomplished by reference to factors other than per square inch or more can exist with nega-
those which concern only the radome. Best re- tive pressures possible over certain portions
suits can be obtained if a group of technically of the radome when the aircraft is flying at cer-
trained personnel co-operate in the design, tain angles of attack. Structurally, then, the
and If the radome is considered as an integral missile radome (and to some extent, fire con-
part of the radar system - not as an item trol radomes) must withstand thermal shock,
which Is thrown in after everything else is de- differential expansion, and wide variations in
signed and frozen, aerodynamic loads. The radome must also be

capable of withstanding erosion effects of rain,
Of all the aircraft, high-speed missiles prob- hail, and possibly dust. In some missiles, the

ably demand the most from the radome, and the electronic system demands that the radome be
requirements of theme missiles illustrate the pressu !zed; in others, the guidance system is
complexity of the problems involved in design- required to operate in a vacuum. Special treat-
ing radomes for sonic and supersonic flight, went may also be required for the elimination
Missiles reach maximum velocity in a very few of moisture passing through radome walls.
seconds after firing. An effect of such a rapid
increase in speed is the production of a thermal Radars used in guidance and fire control
shock. Temperatures Involved in such a shock systems are very precise units. They must
can be In excess of 1,00CP F. The ability of provide present-position and angular-rate data,

describing the motion of the object observed to
some computer which compares the radar out-
put with a reference value. The difference

*In this chapter, missiles are classified as comprises an error signal, which Is appro-
aircraft. priately employed to command the servo sys-
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tern to reduce the error signal to zero. Spe- when the energy passes through the curved ra-chiJc electrical requirements vary from system dome wall, and then the antenna pattern will beto system, Detailed discussion will be given on distorted. If the missile is to be used at lowthe ways in which radome error affects altitude altitudes over either land or sea, the radomestability, missile control time constant, navi- must not enhance the sidelobes of thy radiationgation constant, flight path instability, and re- pattern If tha ..0°1oI . . .t .. i. wuoia, unse to target noise. Acceptable limits of may lock on a reflection from the ground or searadome error depend upon the details of the and completely ignore the target,control system used, and the limits placed onthu radome by different systems may differ for Antennas are not point sources and most ra-many reasons, domes are not spheres. A closer approximation
is to assume that parallet rays are radiatedThe majorityof the missilesystems under de- from the antenna, and It is correct to assumevelopment at present use what is commonly that the Individual rays will experience varyingknown as proportional navigation. Tie basic amoutus of attentttion, reflection, and diffrac-piece of information about the target which is tion due to the variation of Incidence angles andrequired is the rate at which the true line-of- the changing radius of curvature of the radome

sight to the target appears to be moving with wall. As a result of passagc through the radomerespect to a fixed direction in space. This In- wall, all rays are operated on differently andformation is required because these navigation experience different amounts of attenuation andsystems aim to bring the missile onto a col- diffraction. If the wavefront of an electromag-lision course with the target; for a given target netic wave incident on the radome is assumedposition and velocity and missile velocity, the to be plane, the emerging wavefront will be disinstantaneous "collision course" for the missile tuoted, and the far-field patterns with and with-is defhied as the direction of motion which out the radome will be different.would have the straight-line constant-velocityprojections of the missile and target paths Present consensus among designers is to de-in te r s ec tin g a t a la te r tim e. S u c h a c o llis io n si p f o n i m u m r e o n , m a ximn e r s-course is characterized by the factthat the true sign for minimum reflection, maximum trens-line-of-sight from missile to target has a con- mission, minimum absorption, and minimumstant direction in space; hence, the rate of phase shift variations, and then to look to thechange of the true line-oe.sight is a measure. overall system o f which the radome is a partment of the deviation from the collision course, for ways To reduce the Impairing effect of theRates of change of the pointing error with re- radome. The system may be a gun laying sys-spect to the radome have serious effects on the tern or a missile guidance system, These arenavigation syostem. The actual maximum rates inherently the same: the objective in both Is
which can be tolerated are functions of the al- the dlirection of a projectile to a target. In thelowable miss distance and vary from missile gun laying system, the problem of directing theto missile, 

projectile is done once, and in the missile sys-tem, continuously. In both, however, data re-4-2. Electrical Requirements and Objectives lating to the angular direction of the target and
angular rate of change must be accurate.The primary electrical objective in the designof radomes to be used In fire control and guid- In a conical scan system (fire control or mis-ance systems is the selectionof materials, con- sile), the radar seeks a null signal (unmodu-structions, dimensions, and shapes that will re- lated) and is on null when it is on target. Aduce the effect of the radome on the antenna shift in the null means a pointing error (that is,patterns, This objective usually is very dif- a false target position), and a changing antennaficult to accomplish. Loss, from both absorp- heading means false information oej change oftion and reflections, must be minimized, In an target bearing. The pointing shift produced byactive seeker missile system, large reflections the radome is usually broken into componentscan Introduce a mismatch in the antenna, which perpendicular and parallel to a plane defined bymay result in power~loss and frequency pulling, the radome axis and the true line-of-sight toas well as in a change in the apparent line-of- the target. These components are referred tosight to the target, Another electrical require- in this chapter as the crosstalk error and thement imposed upon radomes, especially in sys- in-plane error, respectively. In gun layingtemn in which the electromagnetic energy is systems, the magnitude of the pointing error, asellipticallypolarized, Is that the complex trans- well as its rate of change, can cause appreciablemission coefficients for parallel and perpen- system error, aside from the posslble effectsdicular radiation be equal, If these two coat- on the stability of the system. The intelligenceficients are unequal, pointing errors may occur the radar gathers is angular information; a
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given displacement of the target from the line- electrical radome shapes and constructions are
of-sight and along 'ts flight path will cause a not necessarily good aerodynamic or structural
larger angular displacement of the antenna in designs, and the criterIA by which parameters
seeking a new line-of-sight as range decreases, should be emphasized or changed in the design
and as a consequence the system gain will .in- compromise vary from application to applica-
crease. In practie the change in gain which Lion. For example, for many requirements,
ra'n ha tIarkf.a • a li.f.iteI ly arame nn ' ia heuiylAsherihi shapes with wails mane ot ma-
component resonances. It is possible for a ra- terial with low dielectric constant and a few
dome, in causing pointing shift as the range de- thousandthsof an inch thick are sufficient; how-
rreases, to produce a pointing error rate which ever, this design is usually unacceptable
will make the system iustable through its effect aerodynamically or structurally for niost cur-
on gain. rent radar installations in aircraft. Thus, a

Pointing error rate also affects system per- compromise is necessary, but Li an existing
formance through its effect un the uavigation radome is being considered for use with a new

constant A (proportionality factor between mis- radar, a complete design and test evaluatinon Is

sile rate of turn and rate of change of line-of- in order. There is some evidence that blunting

sight to target), The effective navigation - of the radome nose can be tolerated electrically

stan t , which results from the pointing error without significantly changing the aerodynamic
rate, is x' =(1 - k)/(1 - kx), where k is the characteristic, but sometimes system perfor-

pointing error rate in degrees per degree, mance can be improved only at the cost of aero-

Po3itive pointing error, an increasing value of dynamic efficiency. Radome deglgn must be

null shift in the same direction as antenna conducted through the cooperative efforts of the

scan, causes an increase in navigation coastant, radar designer and the systems engineer operat-

which has the effect of commuiding the missile ing as a team. Since a!l are handicapped by the

to turn at a greater rate than it would ordin- lack of rigorous analytical tools for electrical,

arily. Similarly, a negative error rate results aerodynamic, structural, and envlronmentral

in a smaller effective navigation constant than evaluation of a proposed design, adequate de-

the true constant. Since the navigation constant signs require considerable dlscretion on the

is a parameter of the missile feedback control part of the team. It cannot Ve stressed too

sy.stem, a change in the feedback control char- strongly that the optimum radome design for

acteristics can establish the condition for in- any application will resulifrom early considera-

stability of the control system. Depending on tion of the radome asan Integral part of the ra-

response times and phase relationships that dar system.

exist among the various units, instability may 4-4. Objectives of Chapter
be realized at one or more frequencies. In-
stability may be evidenced at aerodynamic fre-
quencies and at low frequencies, In the first In the presenti chapter, airborne radomescase, the effect will be missile attitude oscil- which require pointing accuracy to any degree
cattend the eff econdiflbemissigt patt e istilty wll be discussed. A brief description of fire
iation, and in the second, flight path instability control and missile gutdaicesystems which re-
evidenced by wide swings from the intended quire these types of radomes is provided to
flight path, serve as a general basis for the detailed dis-

4-3 Mechanical and Aerodvlnamic Restrictions cession. No attempt has been made to present
complete analyses, since the primary interest

It cannot be assumed thst a raduine found sat- is on radomes for these systems, not on the
isfactory for use with one system will neces- systems themselves. Following the descriptions
sarily be satisfactory if used to house some of the systems, sources ol pointing error are
other radar system. Important parameters in described, effectsof these errors on the various
radome design are antenna size, antenna scan systems are analyzed, and methods of predic-
angles, radar frequency, type of golarization, tion and of correctionof radome pointing errovs
and locationof antenna within the radome. Good are outlined.

SECTION B. FIRE CONTROL RADAR SYSTEMS

4-5. hItroduction (directional) information concerning a target,
for use in the firing of the plane's armament.

The purpose of an airborne fire control radar While precise measurement of the range can

system is to supply to a computer (human or be made by timing the radar echo, the pointing
electronic) accurate range and pointing angle accuracy of a simple radar can be basically no
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better thin the beamwidth of the aitenna. The antenna element. D-c voitages drive servos
antenna beamwidth In approximately VID (ra- which position the antenna so that the target 18
dians. where x in the wavellmwth nf tho rea.m- nn thi . " I o I.,,. .. hie.h -,M=464- .-...

tior and D is the antenna width, or, for a para- error signals arezero. Tha antenna thus tracks
boloid, the diameter. As the beamwidth gets the target, and the desired pointing information
nxarrowor. the pointing angle accuracy will Irn- I. obtalned from gyros on the antenna or from

prove. Since a bmmwldth of several degrees resolvers at the aftenna gimbals.
is typical of airborne fire cortrol rmdar an-
tennas, additional featurea are required in the The conical scan system usually incorplirates
system toprovide the desired pointing accuracy a mechanically scaniLvg paraboloidal antenna
of a few milliradians, which is only one or two radiating a pencil beam. The antew•a rotates
hundredths of the beamwidth. The basic method continuously about the mechanical axis with the
of obtaining the higher accuracy may be-termed antenna set at an angleto this axis such that the
"lobe comparisna," and the numerous variations center of the beam describes a cone in space.
of the method may be classified as "time se- The included angle is usually less than the
quential" and "simultaneous." beamwidth. A target 'alling within the beam

during revolution of scan will return an echo
4..6, Time Sequential Lobe Comparison Sys- that is amplitude-modulated as the beam ro-
tems tates. This modulatcd signal is used as an

error signal for positioning the antenna. Zero
The time sequential clzslfication includes modulation, or a "null" oa* the fundamental scan

conical scan and sequential lobing systems. frequency, means that the antenna crossover
axis is passing through the target. Since angu-

Conical Scn. In this system (Figure 4-1) the lar accuracy of less than several milliradians
antenna beam axis is made to describe a cone Is required in some systems, it is desired that
in space by 'he rotation of an offset feed or a the pencil beam pattern remain undistorted
skewed reflector. Because of the motion of the during scan if the crossover points are to de-
beam, thL target echo will, in general, vary in fine a point and not an irregular volume. In
time and produce a modulation at the conical general, however, the beam is distorted during
scan frequency of the received r-f signal. The the scan cycle. This distortion produces point-
airplitude of this modulation Is proportional ing errors by shifting the angular position of the
(for small errors) to tne angular deviation of minimum or null of the fundamental scan fre-
the target true line-of-sight from the antenna quency. At the null the amplitude of the funda-
crossover axis, which (for no pointing error) mental is reduced to a minimum, but in general
is coincident with the axis of rotation. Error the amplitudes of the harmonics are not reduced
signals in both azimuth and elevation are ob- proportionately. This disproportionate reduc-
tained from the relation of the phase of the sig- tion is partiLularly true of odd harmonicD,
nal modulation to the position of the rotating which, at the null, may have magnitudes several

transmitter localazmt

oscillator error signal

antenna with
nutoting feed elevation
or reflector *rrsga

ATR tube error signal

mixer i-f amplifier detector range
"-rotary Ts tube signal

scan resolver signal

Fitr* 4-1. Con 1cal $car. Ra2der Stow
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times that of the fundamental. Thus, it is nec- From the target echo the monopulse antenna
essary thit efficient filters be provided in the derives signals which give the range of the

syst..m to prevent pointing errors caused by target and its direction relative to the axis of
harmonics, the antenna. There are three waveguide ter.-

minals, one for the transmit and range signal

Since error signals are required for only two reception, amn one each for azimuth and ele-
perpendicular planes, the rotating part of the vation error signal reception (Figure 4-3). The

antenna need assume only four positions, and r-f signals which appear at these three ter-
the continuous conical scan motion is for me- minals are used to provide the d-c pointing
chanical convenience only. error voltages. The signals picked up by the

feed apertures are combined in such a manner
Snential Lobiog. A time sequential radar that their asm and differences are obtained.

sypte. Fwhich p.ovides only four positions in Two types of rdiation patterns result in each
rotation is the "sequential lobing" type (Fig- plane, a sum pattern (Figure 4-4) and a dif-
ure 4-41 The sequential lobing antenna has forerce pattern (Figure 4-5). The sum signal
four feed apertures. By means of waveguide is uned for search operations and gives the
switches, these four apertures may be used range of the target. The sum pattern, obtained
individually in sequence to provide without mo- by the addition in phase of the echo signal re-
tion the same result as conical scan but at miuch ceived by the two apertures in one plane, is
higher scanning speeds than are possible mach- characterized by a main Lobe of considerable
anically. The construction of sequential lobe directivity along the antenna axis. The dif-
comparison sy.stems inherently provides a fur- ferpnree pattern for any one plane is obtained
ther ndvantage over conical scan: all four aper- from the difference between the echo signal as
tures transmit simultaneously; only one re- received by each of the apertures in that plane.
ceives at a time. In this way the peak of the From these siipmls the azimuth and elevation
transmitted beam is on the crossover axis, error signals :%,'e obtained by comparison of the
giving a larger target reflection than in the difference signals with the sum signal In each
conical scan system, in which the beam pea% is plane to give the magnitude and direction of the
displaced from e crossove- axis. pointing angle inthat plane. The difference pat-

tern has two main lobes and a null on axis. The
4-7. Simultaneous Lobe Comparison Systems main lobes are symmetrical and equal for a
(Monopulse) difference patternplotted in power; however, the

fields associated with the two lobes are 180 de-
In the simultaneous lobe comparison system grees out of phase, and ther-f voltage appearing

complete target position information is obtained at the antenna error channel terminals varies
on each pulse of the radar set. For this reason with angle as in Figure 4-6. (This description
the system is commonly called monopulse. assumes perfect symmetry in the antenna.)

Sazimuth

error signal

error signal

fedmixer i-f rimplifier detectcr range signal

0 Wa eguide:" scan resolving signal

Figure 4-2. Sequential Lfilng Ruder System
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The nonlinear response of the radar receiver noise, and the antenna will point erratically be-
with its automatic gain control modifies the tween the angle +/ and -,6, A steeper character-
error characteristic so that the final d-c error Istic decreases this error. The steepness of
signal which controls the antenna pointing the overall characteristic is proportional to the
servos varies somewhat with pointing error, as slope of the antenna difference voltage charac-
shown in Figure 4-7. The pointing accuracy of teristic, anditis desirable to design the antenna
the system is dependent on the steepnesau of the to maximize this slope. The error character-
overall characteristic near zero. If the noise in istic is an Intrinsic feature of the antenna and
the system has an amplitude as shownin Figure depends on the aperture illumination.
4-7, small error signals will be masked by the

The relative level of the noise (Figure 4-7)
*depends onthe signal-to-noise ratio, so that the

0' signal-to-noise ratio in the final error signal
0o output determines the pointing accuracy of the

system. The overall signal-to-noise ratio is
- .1 determined by the r-f signal at the mixer, and

this signal depends on both the antenna-t4rans-
mitling and the error-receiving characteristics.

a-ge The received wave is a reflection of the trans-
antenna oals mitted wave, and is proportional to the gain of

the antenna transmit channel. Thus, a true
measure of the antenna error sensitivity must
be a function not only of the slope of the antenna

Flgure 4-6. R-F Voltag Ae Err, error voltage characteristic, but also of the
Tr.In.I .o Antem.n antenna transmit channel gain.
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receiver fect. Similarly, phase discrepancies between
OutpUlt receiver channels will generally be present.
volt% noise level For satisfactory system performance, however,

It to mandatory that both sources nf nnJntn•g er-
eram ror be minimized. In fact, the design ofi-f am-

_On le plifiers with satisfactory phase characteristicsover a large dynamic range constitutes one o!
the major problems in a monopulse system,

A constant phase distort ion causes the antenna
pointing angle to deviate a fixed distance as long

Fipmg 4-7. D-C Eanw Vol"ev At Sw.v Injew as the frequency is constant; however, a' a con-
stant frequency variations will occur in the
errors introduced by amplitude distortions in

Monopulse systems are usually classified as combination with phase errors between receirer
phase comparison, amplitude comparison, or channels. For example, for a phase compari-
phase-amplitude comparison, depending on the son system, a relationship can be defined to
characteristics of the antenna. show the effect on the pointing axis of the phase

distortions. If the total width of the feed aper-
Phase Coragainon. Inthe phase comparison tures in one plane is 2D, so that the effective

type there are always two or more apertures in separation of the centers of the two component
each plane that are fed independently. The tar- apertures is D, the phase angle r, is given by
get echoes picked up by the two apertures are
equal in amplitude because the apertures are
oriented together; but, when the target is not on
the axis of the antenna, the echoes picked up by 6 (4- 1
the apertures differ In phase, since one aper-
ture of the antenna 1B closer to the tUrget than
the other.

Amplitude Comnprison. In this monopulse where 0 is the antenna pointing angle. This re-
syiivie•f atleast two components of the -feed lationship assumes that the apertures of the an-
aperture are alined in each plane and are gen- tenna have the same gain and receiving pattern
erally smaller than those of the phase corn- and that the amplitudes of the received target
parison type (since there is no need for size or echo are equa. Differences in )lectrical length
geometric neparation to pick up several phases 0 betweenthe connecting wavegutdes will create
of the incident wave). The target echo excites a pointing error which will causethe position of
each aperture differently, and pointing informa- the antenna to shift to the angle 0af(4s), For a
tion is derived from the resulting amplitude factor (2 w D/X) on the order of 40, the error
difference, in 9 is about 2 1/2 percent of 0. With an an-

tenna of this size, a phase error of 100 would
Phase-Amplitude. In this system, literally a shift the pointing axis about 4 milliradians.

combination of the other two types, error sig- This shift in Itself is not detrimental (as long
nals are obtained by phase comparison in one as the frequency is constant), since it merely
plane and byansitude comparison in the othek. defines a new pointing axis. The position of the

new axis, however, varies with frequency, and
Monopulle System Errors. In any of the it isthe shift of the pointing axis with frequency

monopulse antenna systems, pointing errors which Is important. The phase error between
can arise in two distinct ways. Phase or am- feeds may result from structural asymmetries
plitude discrepancies in the received signals, in the feed, or it can result from radome effects
which result from asymmetries in the feed as well. Since the phase errors caused by the
structure or from radome retraction, give rise radome vary as the antenna scans, a variable
to pointing errors. A second contribution to the shift in pointing axis then results, even with a
pointing error arises from the join effects of fixed frequency. The major sources of error
the radome error and the asymmetries and of for bothphase and amplitude comparison mono-
phase errors between the parallel receiver pulse systems are Indicated in Table 4-1.
channels which are required in a monopulse
system. Signal errors in phase or amplitude
are always present to some degree, since the 4-8. Comparison of Monopulse with Time
feed structure and the radome cannot be per- Sequential -Systems
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Table 4-1. Majo Soesm of Error in 551uweue

Lel. CO'Me• Syste, m

Phase Comarison Antents Amnlittsdab i~.ris Aa,,

Primary Error Primary Error

Phase errors in feed system Amplitude errors in feed system

Secondary Error Secondary Error

Amplitude errors in feed Phasc errors in feed
(in front of sum and dif-
ference circuit)

Plus Phase Errors between Plus Phase errors between
receiver channels receiver channels

The essential characteristic of both the con- In a conical scan antenna, input impedance
Ical scan and sequential lobing systems is that varies with rotation of the scanning mechanism.
they measure echoes received at different The changing load presented to the magnetron
times. (See Figure 4-8.) The monopulne sys- causes fluctuations both in frequency and in
tems, on the other hand, derive all range and power. A unilateral device, such as a ferrite
pointing information from each single pulse gyrator, is necessary to overcome this problem.
echo (Figures 4-9 and 4-10). The classification The Input impedance of a monopulse antenna
of fire control antennas as simultaneous lobe remains essentially constant, since there are
comparison or time sequential lobe comparison no ra ing elements except the rotary joints.
is made because a significant advantage of Mechnically, the monopulas antenna is some-
monopulse appears in this connection. Since what ,iore complex than the conical scan type,
time sequerniallobing entails comparison oftwo but there are no moving parts in the antenna
echoes separated in time, changes Inthe reflec- proper. Since the antenna feed has no bearings
tive properties (scintillation) of the target or or drive mechanisms, the monopulse system Is
fluctuations In transmitted power can cause less subject to mechanical breakdown. Pres-
false error signals. For the same rekson, the surizatiun way be easier. However, the ad-
sequential system Is vulnerable to certain types ditional rotary joints which are necessary i1
of jamming. The higher scan speed obtainable receiver components are not mounted on the
by sequential lobing with wavegulde switcher antenna are an added complexity. Although
instead of mechanical motion reduces but does monopulse antennas vary in weight from type to
not eliminatethese spurious error signals. The type, they compare favorably with the conical
nionopulne, deriving complete information from bean when the weight of the spin motor and re-
each pulse, is not susceptible to these effects. solver ir considered.

An advantage monopulse enjoys over conical In sequential lobe comparison and conical scan
scan, although not necessarily oa'er sequential systems, the pointing error information appears
lobing, is a greater overall angular sensitivity, as an amplitude modulation of the received sig-
because the target Is tracked at the peak of the nal. Only one channel, Involving one rotary
transmitted beam. In conical scan the target is joint in each gimbal axis, one mixer, and one
tracked akthe beam crossnver, which is umially i-f amplifier, is necessary to carry this infor-
near the half-power point. The voltage sorrel- mation. in a sense this single channel is time
tivity is essentially equal for both monopulse shared. The monopulse system, on the other
and conical scan antennas, but the overall hand, deriving complete pointing informaatioji
angular sensitivity Is less for the conical acan from each pulse echo, cannot time-.share one
becaue of the weaker echo. The sequential channel, but requires two or three. The multi-
lobing antenna can be designed to track the tar- plicity of receiver components and rotary joints
get at the peak of the transmitted beam and can adds weight and complexity and tends to de-
avoid the power loss inherent in the conical crease the electrical reliability. The additional
scan. However, with a sequential lobing sys- rotary joints may be avoided by mounting some
tem, the r-I noise produced in the received receiver components on the antenna, although
signal by existing lobe switching tubes is a this arrangement adds inertia to the antenna
major disadvantage, and requires the use of flexible cables. The
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decision whether to Istiler the additional rotary ponents on the antenna is an invc'Ved one whichjoints or to avoid them by placing receiver cam- must be reachedfor each Dartiruain!, li- .
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SECTION C. GUIDANCE WSYTEMS

4-9. General Types flight andhome on thattarget (homing missiles).
The remotely guided or directed category of

Missile guidance systems are usually defined missiles may receive some inatrurtiona before
in terms of the method by which a missile re- take off, but receive further instructions during
ceives its information about thetarget. Missiles the entire flight. Missiles which fall into this
fall loosely into two categories, self-guided category include the "command-control" and
(or self-contained) and remotely guided or di- the "beamriding" missiles. In actual practice
rected. Self-guided missiles are of two types: missiles are often a combination of types of
(1) those which receive instructions as to tar- guidance; the midcourse guidance may be as a
get position and trajectory prior to launch and directed missile or as a beamriding missile,
carry out these instructions by responding to while the terminal phase may utilize self-guid-
some form of continous naviptior.(long-range ance. Current guided missiles are listed for
ballistics missiles) and (2) those which receive reference in Table 4-11, grouped according to
thetarget positional information directly during tactical employment.

Table 4-1i. Current Minusl8 WIth, Eecleic Guim•nle*

Missile Guidance Company or Country

Air-to-Air
• Falcon 1, 3 semiactive radar Hughes

Falcon 2, 4 passive i-r Hughes
Sidewinder passive i-r Philco

"*Sparrow I beamrider Sperry
"*Sparrow U1 active radar Sperry
*Sparrow III seminctive c-w radar Raytheon
"Velvet Glove beamrider Canada

Air-to-Surface
--Rasal inertial and radar command BellI

* Crossbow passive radar Radioplane

Surface-to-Air
"• Bomarc command, midcourse; Boeing

active radar, terminal
guidance

Nike command Douglas
"* Talcs beamrider midcourse; Bendix

semiactive radar,
terminal guidance

*Terrier beamrider Convair
"*Tartar semiactive c-w radar Convair
• Hawk semiactive c-w radar Raytheon

Stooge command Great Britain
*Red Shoes semiactive radar Great Britain

Surface-to-Surface
Corporal beamrider; ballistic Firestone

trajectory
Regulus command Chance-V aLght

"Matador atran Martin

"*Missiles with guidance systems which require boresighting radomes are starred.
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SI
To &}e radome designer the homing missiles [

present the most serious problem. Since these
missiles seek out and home on their targets,

their antennas are carried as far forward an
p,-,ibie, so mrat the missils fuselage will not
Interfere with the guidance operations. A nose
or leading edge position for the antenna places
the radome in an extremely strategic spot. It
must have low loss and high pointing accuracy,
so that it will not introduce errors into the tar-
get positional information and cause the missile
to go astray. It must also fulfill paradoxical
aerodynamic considerations. A supersonic mis-
sile needs a pointed nose, but a pointed radome,
solving the aerodynamic problem, creates ad-
ditional electrical ones. A blunt radome eases
the electrical problem and complicates the
aorodynamic one. In addition to these problems, Falcon 2 Sparrow I
the homing missile radome must possess the (air-to-cir) (air-to-air)
physical properties necessary to withstand the
high temperatures of supersonic flight. In the
present state of the art, a compromise has tobe
made in which the three problems (physical,
electrical, aerodynamic) are resolved for each
application.

Some design is also required in radomes for
command-control and beamriding missiles, al-
though the problem is considerably less com-
plicated than for the homing missile radomes.
In a command-control missile, the antenna is
usually in the tail or wings; in a true boamriderthe antenna Is in the rear. Since the radome is

not a leading surface, It does not have to meet
as stringent physical requirements, and tem-
perature and material strength demands are
usually lower. The radome shape is often not A
important; sometimes the antenna is merely a
slot array covered with plastic. For command-
control missile radomes, electrical require-
ments are not especially high. Commands may Bormarc Matador
even be sent to the missile from the control (surface-to-air) (surface- to-surface)
radar in the form of coded information by a
radio link, rather than by radar. But for beam-
riders, pointing accuracy of the radome mustbe Figure 4-11. Plan Views ofi Nsreisoubv
high, since the missile must ride the center of Guied Mantile. Whkh R.W.irs Rud,..
the beam to hit the target. In addition, many
beamriders utilize some type of homing system
for terminal guidance, so that their radomes may have any of the several types of guidance
must meet the same stringent requirements as systems bit the emphasis is on a ballistics
those of homing missiles. Plan views of several approach for the greater portion of the flight
guided missiles which require radomes are (for example, the North American Navaho, the
shown in Figure 4-11, Chrysler Redstone, and the Convair Atlas). In-

formation about target position is first supplied
4-10. Self-Contained Guidance Systems to the launching station at which it is used to

preset the desired trajectory into the missile.
There is a growing interest in long-range air. During flight the missile maintains the set tra-

to-surface and surface-to-surface missiles. jectory by some form of continuous navigation,
These missiles maybe used whenthe target po., suchas automatic celestlal orinertial guidance.
sition is known before launch and is not likely In these forms of navigation the missile knows
to change during the missile flight time. They the position of the target relative to the point of
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departure and can dctcrmine its own current virtually unlimited size. The semiactive homing

position from its velocity and direction in re- missile has the optimum combination of desir-

lation to some fixed point. In inertial guidancc, able factors for many applications: it is highly
the fixed nioints are the c.or-din-ates of the accurate and highly directional; it is lighter in
starting point with reference to a system of free weight and less complicated than the active
gyroscopes and accelerometers. In celestial seeker; it can find a target when the target is
guidance, the points are the sun or the stars not radiating energy, a seeking characteristic
with reference to time. which the passive missile does not have; and it

is longer ranged than active seekers.

Hormina Missiles. Continuous navigatior. is of Direct Pursuit Trajectory. The homing mis-
little use, however, when the target is likely to siles can fly several types of trajectories. The
change position durir.g flight, such as with a simplest and best known is the direct pursuit
maneuvering aircraft, or when external target course in which the missile always aims di-
information is inaccurate. For these applica- rectly at the target. The only information re-
tions the homing ms.siles are best adapted. quirc:. about the target is its bearing, that is,
They can be used as air-to-air, air-to-surface, the direction of the line-of-sight from missileto
surface-to-air, and term inal guidance of sur- t he mion ilethenlin e ly ht to keep its
face-to-surface.target. The missile then merely has to keep its

with "seekers," some combination of receiving velocity vector coincident with the line-of-sight.
and computing mechanisms capable of deter- A fixed, forward-looking seeker is employen,
mining a line-of-sight to atarget and homing on which detects any deviations between the mis-
it. Basically, the seeker may be one of three sile axis and the line-of-sight and then sends
types. It may be active (Figure 4-12a), a sys- corrective signals to the control surfaces. The
tem in which the missile carries both trans- equations for the ideal pursuit course may
mitter and receiver. Energy generated by the easily be derived in terms of the missile-target
missil., transmitter is reflected by the target, range R and the angle 3 between the line-of-
picked up, and acted upon by the missile re- raget and the ange v betwre The l-sight and the target velocity vector. The fol-
ceiver. It may be semiactive (Figure 4-12b), a lowing relations hold for a nonmaneuveriag
system in which the missile carries only a re-
ceiver, and the target is illuminated by energy
generated by the launching aircraft or by some R = Vt cos 8 - Vm (4-2)
other radar. The missile picks up and homes
on the reflected signal. It may be passive (Fig-
ure 4-12c), a system in which the missile dR
carries only a receiver; the signal on which it = - Vt sin P (4-3)
homes is generated by the target. No external dd

source of illumination other than that from the in which Vt is target velocity and Vm missile
target is necessary, velocity. As the missile-target range ap-

Both active and semiactive seeker systems proaches zero, the angle between the line-of-
Bothlize ractveand buhepasive seekers s bem sight and the target velocity vector also ap-

utilize radar, but the passive seekers can be proaches zero, so that the missile always ends

designed to home on r-f energy, infrared en-

ergy, sound energy, or, theoretically, any other up in a tail chaSe. The terminal acceleration

type of energy. Since the radome by definition Is given by

is associated only with radar missiles, the dis- if 1k<2
cussion of seeker missiles will assume that'V0 si k
only r-f energy is involved. Examples of typical a4VmVt sin i 2 4
radar seekers inclvde the Hughes Falcon 1 and am = Vm 9 R 0 (1 +cosal0)2 if k = 2 (4-4)

3 (semiactive), Radioplane' s Crossbow O if k> 2
(passive), the Convair Tartar (semiactive), and
terminal guidance of the Bomarc. where (R 0 , ý30) and k - Vm/Vt denote the Initial

conditions. The terminal acceleration called
Passive seekers have the strategic advantage for becomes infinite for speed ratios greater

of not announcing their presence to the target, than 2:1. In any case, the missile path is con-
since no Form of external illumination is present tinuously curved; two examples of trajectories
to warn the target. Active and semiactive sys- are shown in Figure 4-13.
terns are used when larger amounts of power
are req-ured from the target, the semiactive Pure pursuit -vigation requires the missile
seeker giving the largest power of all because to follow a curved trajectory even against a
the transmitter, if oa the ground, can be of straight-flying target, thereby using up a good
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target

I ~I

interceptor /

4 missile
// r (receiver and transmitter)

launchlaunch (a) active homing missile

launch I / / g

missile \
(receiver) \

interceptor (transmitter)

(b) semiactive mlistile

target

missile (receiver)

(C) passive missila

PFlgur 4-IL Ak-To-Alt Application of Self..C-.nod (Hoeing) Wtitslles. Othio Applications i
AIr-To-Su$reo, swuico-ro-AI, Suwe-To-Surife (TTom•,oe Guidcince)
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target path even if the target should maneuver. Unfortu-
nately, such constant-bearing navigation re-
correct instantaneously any changes in the-. _¶•.. e quires the missile to be able to detect and

line-of-sight direction.

Pro]%orLional Navigation. A more practical
scheme for an actual missile is so-called pro-
portional navigation, As long as the missile
remains on a collision course, as indicated by
zero rotation of the line-of-sight, no steering

b commands are given; any rotation of the line-
0 of-sight, indicating departure from a collision

cour.'e, is detected by the missile; which then
turns at a rate proportional to this rotation in

missile -to-toret\ such a direction as to reduce the line-of-sight
sp~ed ratios: rateand getback ontoa constant-bearing course.

a: 2 Thus if - and a denote, respectively, the bear-
b. 4 ing angles of the missile velocity and of the

line-of-sight, both measured relative to any
fixed reference lines, then the missile steers
so as to satisfy

=K, (4-5)

where K is a constant, typically between 3 and 5.
(A discussion of the effect of radome errors on
this type of missile navigation is introduced in

paragraph 4-31.)
Initial line-of-sight

point ot
Figure 4-13. Example of Trajectorlas Result- coi alion

log From A Direc P4118 it Cwetarget path (Vt),,,,

part of its acceleration capability, In addition,
since the missile must also be capable of cor-
recting-out initial aiming errors, ovcrioming ssive
gravity and drifts, and following target man- positionsof
euvers, a pursuit missile would have to be pro- line-of-slght
vided with very high maneuverability In order
to be at all effective.

Constant-Beari rTraject.or. A more de-
sirable trajectory is o0 iq in v.,'%ich the missile
velocity leads the line-.i sighL by just the missile path (Vn)
right angle, so that for a nonmaneuvering tar-
get the missile flies a straight-line path to
collision, as illustrated in Figure 4-14. The
characteristic feature of this type of navigation
is the constant bearing in space of the line-of-
sight, achieved by the alinement of the relative
missile-'Larget ;'elocity, with the line-of-sight
(rather than the actual missile velocity, as in
pursuit course navigation); in target coordi-
nates, therefore, the missile will appear to be
coming in straight at the target, though pointed
off by the lead angle. It is not difficult to show
that if the mi-sile can keep the line-of-sight FIgure 4-14 TraIectoryRe aulttig Froom Com-

bearing constant, a collision will always occur stolt - Bearing Hogation
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4-11. Remote Guidance or Direction Systems should be uRmd- Thi- re,,,,''--it, ho,
further aggravates the problem of beam entry

Remote guidance or direct"mn systems are and capture which is particularly acute for air-
those in which information ,s continuously to-air miq~qilpq, These must be launched fur-

transmitted to a missile from an external sta- ward along the airplane axis while the tracking
lion during the missile flight time. Command- beam may beoffset through an appreciable angle

control and beaniriding missiles come under (except for near tail and near head-on attacks),
this type of guidance. They are used when in- A wider capture beam for initial guidance could
formation about the target can be more accu- be used, or the launching aircraft could fly a
rately estimated at some location other than the pursuit course initially until the missile starts
missile. United States missiles which utilize to guide, and then could turn sharply to try to
this type of guidance include the Sparrow I, the achieve a constant-bearing course in order to
Terrier, and the Corporal (beamriders) and the minimize missile acceleration required byline-
Bomarc, the Nike, and the Regulus (command- uf-sight rotation.
control). (See Table 4-11.)

With beamriding missiles, the launcher tracks
4-12. Beamriders and Command Control the target and launches the missile down the

tracking beam; with the command-control mis-
The beamrider missile literally rides a radar sileý, the launcher tracks both target and mis-

beam to the target (Figure 4-15). The launcher sile, and on the basis of these data transmits
(platform or aircraft) tracks the targe# and, suitable commands to the missile to enable it to
through its radar tracking beam, lays down the locate the target (Figure 4-16). The missile
direction to the target along which the missile picks up signals only from the launcher, usually
must fly. To keep in the center of this beam, by means of a receiver located in the tail. In
the missile must be able to determine(and cor- practice most command-control guidance sys-
rect) any deviation it may have from the center tems require separate radar beams to trackthe
of the beam. A simple method is through the target and missile. From their relative posi-
addition of a small nutation to the beam(conical tions a computer at the launching station cal-
scan). The signal received by a rearward- culates the optimum path for the missile and
looking antenna on the missile will then be am- sends it corresponding commands. This path
plitude modulated whenever the missile gets off will in general not be along the launcher-target
axis, the amount of modulation being roughly beam; for a surface-to-air missile, for exam-
proportional to the position error, Fcr a sur- ple, a desirable trajectory may be one which
face-to-air beamrider missile the launch point rises nearly vertically initially to get the mis-
is fixed. The lower the missile-to-target speed sile out of the dense, high-drag lower atmos-
ratio, the greater the missile acceleration re- phere as rapidly as possible to conserve speed,
quired to stay in the beam. The maximum and which goes over into a near-constant-bear-
acceleration occurs at the end of the flight I lurse during the terminal phase.
where the missile acceleration called for by
tracking noise (beam wander) is also greatest. An advantage of command guidance is the
A more important disadvantage of bearnrider greater electronic simplicity it offers over
missiles is the reduction in accuracy with an homing missiles. All the computing and track-
increase in launcher-to-target range. The ing equipment is located at the launcher, and
width of the tracking beam increases as a func- the missile has only to carry a receiver and a
tion of range, so that at the target, where the steering system. With the exception of the V-i
least dispersion of the missile about the beam and V-2, all of the guided missil.s(more than a
axis is most desired, the maximum dispersion dozen) developed during World War II, mostly
occurs, by Germany, were of the command type. Only

as miniaturization and component reliability
B3ecause of this limitation additional tech- have advanced has it become possible ti) utilize

niques, such as a homing device, are required the more sophisticated systems of guidance
for accurate terminal guidance. To improve which give guided missiles independence from
accuracy, as fine a pencil beam as possible their launching sites.
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Smissile

missile control computer tracking radar missile
radar

I ~ launcher < - target
Hl

H, information on target position (and velocity)
H2 a information on missile position (and velocity)
H3 = commands from operator or computer at

launching station

Fiqure 4-16. Comand-Contral MImIslse, Applicationol Surdace-to-Ai, Air-o-Surtace, Sur•ac-toe-Surface

SECTION D. SOURCES OF POINTING ERRORS

4-13. Sequential Lobe Comparison ovor axis produces a modulated r-f signal which
has a modulation amplitude proportional (for

In sequential lobe comparison radars, the an- small errors) to the angular deviation of the true
tenna attempts to point in that direction for line-of-sight to the target from the crossover
which the signals received by the radar are the axis. This modulated signal is the tracking
same at all partsof the scan. Looked at in two- signal, and when there is zero modulation or-a
dimensional cross section, the scan reduces to null, the antenna is on target.
an alternation between two antenna directions.
Thetarget appears tobe at thepoint atwhich the 4-14. Simul,'aneous Loire Comparison
patterns for the two directions cross. In actual
practice, because the lobes in a scan cycle are In simultaneous lobe comparison radars, the
not quite symmptrical, the positions of the antenna attempts to point along the peak of the
crossover points vary as the antenna scans, so transmittedbeam. The different receivingaper-
that the antenna points along an axis which isan tures in the antenna receive slightly different
average of the crossover points of the entire signals (varying in phase or in amplitude or In
scan cycle. A variation in the antenna cross- both, dqtpendingon the typeof system), which art'
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converted to tracking signals by the antenna If the radomne is replaced by concentric
circuits. Any effect which alters the locus of circles, as in Figure 4-17,the direction of shift
the prnoqnver points (conical scan) or thephase can be examined more, closely with the aid of

or amplitude of the received r-f signals (mono- simple ray optics. At the point of Incidence the
pulse) introduces a pointing error into the sys- outer normal N1 is constructed, and at the point
tern. Thnse errors caused by the radome which of emergence the inner normal N2 is con-
prodce such effects are called the radome structed. The angle at the center formed by the
pointing errors or radome boresight errors, or two normals is called c. With reference to
simply radome errors. Figure 4-17, 02 = (03 +c), since 02 is an ex-

terior angle of the long triangle. In a medium
in which the index of refraction n is greater

4-15. Radone Errors than one,the angle of refraction increases more
slowly than the angle of incidence. As the angle

In the discussion of the sources of radome of refraction is increased from LI to (03 +c),
errors, the chief sotirces are classified first, the corresponding angle of incidence increases
very simply. Estimates only of their relative from 64 to a value larger than (64 +c). Thus,

importance are provided and the methods used
are deliberately approximate. Results are to 01 > 04 + c (4-6)

be taken as suggestive of theý order of magnitude
only, having the merit of grving definite, under- This expression shows that the deviation is
standable numerical valuei. The suggested toward the normal.
compensations are intended to indicate only
general approaches. Specific correction tech- Magnitude. In many situations the effect of

niques are described in Section G. It is beam refraction alone is sufficient to cover all
assumed in the discussion that the radar is one- the observed deviation. Simple optical ray
way; if the radar is send-receive, many of the tracing will often give an approximate magni-
error estimatea should be doubled. tude of what the theoretical radome boresight

error is for one particular design and polari-
The effect of the radome on incident polariza- zation. However, this type of analysis does

tion is thought to be of sufficient importance to not account for all the various types of polari-
merit detailed discussion. Radome error dif- zation which might be incident or. the radome.
ferences due to changes in polarisation (either From optical methods, the beam deviation for
received or transmitted or both) are quite sig- small radomes caused by refraction is on the
nificanL. Experimentally, it is usually possible order of 0.80 in reasonable cases. To obtain
to measure the errora introduced by the changes this estimate of magnitude, from Figure 4-17,
in polarization without too much difficulty, a
procedure which is not always true for other
types of errors. And polarization errors arn 64 + •
measurable with both large and small radomes. 4
Other. typesof errors often disappear asthe an-
tenna-radome system increases in size. It is
felt that reduction of the errors caused by po- N,
larization changes would often reduce the total 04
radome error sufficientlyto fall within speci-
fications, If radome errors could be made the
same for all types of polarization, they could
probably be reduced to specifications in most
designs.

4-16. Refraction

Because the radome surfaces are curved, an 
N2

incident wave does not, in general, emerge
parallel to itself. This situation is true even
when the inner and outer surfaces of the radome
are parallel. In these circumstances, the di- N, outer normal

rectiun of an incoming wave is shifted towards N2 inner normal
the outer normal at the point of incidence, as it
enters the wall, and away from the inner normal
as it emerges from the wall. Figur. 4-17. Ray met, Fr. Cotmiwic Circle
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Lengyel equation for beam distortion. 3 That
sin 0, = n sin 62 (4-7) portion of their equation which expresses the

03 = 02 - c (4-8)

sin 04 = n sin 83 (4-9) i

where 6 = radome error
where n - 211= index of refraction. a 2 = the fractional decrease in the

maximum power at the opposite

The first expression gives 02, the second then scan positions with radome

gives 03, and the third gives 84, all in terms of mounted

01. The deviation is 200 = half-power beamwid th of the un-
distorted patterns (crossover at

(04 + c) - 01 (4-10) half-power points).

This effect can be experimentally checked ifand is known in terms of O1 and c. The value position of the crossover points versusdistance

of c, which involves the radome thickness, is fitom ae to radove is m easurd. The

obtained by plane geometry. The calculation from antenna to radome is measured. The cur-

outlined is presented in full in Reference 1 with vature of the radome gives a changing aspect,S~which superp~oses a trend on the ex-,ected peri-
graphical representation and specialization to
half-wave radomes. Independent computation odic effect. When tnis trend is subtracted, a
from two of the curves yields \the value 0.85o sinusoldal half-wave residual may result with

an unfavorable but not untypical case. an amplitude which gives the measure of the
for cavity effect. Correlation with the known

Comen.sation, The effect of rfraction can be "cavity" properties (that Is, with experimental
p ye l ttransmission versus distance) makes possible

partially corrected, sometimes, by ththekngo thero cluainoftebashtduction of a taper in the radomeall thickness the checking of the calculation of the beam shift

(see Section G) or in the thickneis of the inner from differential lobe attenuation.

layer for sandwich radonies. For large radomes, the curvature also changes

4-17. The Cavity Effect (Antenýa - Radome the impedance of the radome, but experimental
Interaction)• measurements on large pointed radomes indi-cate that the variation in voltage standing wave

Even when the antenna is match4d, there is ratio (VSWR) with offset angle is very low.
reradiation of received power. The area be-
tween antenna and radome can be 1considered Coinensation, The radome error introduced
to behave like a very low Q cavi y. As the by the cavity effect is directly proportional to
distance between the two changes, the cavity the amplitude reflection coefficient of the
goes into and out of resonance, prodi cing cor- radome,
responding changes in the power r ceived by 4-18. Variation of Transmission Coefficients
the antenna, The effect is approxim4tely per-
iodic, in many situations, with the period equal Closely allied to the refraction and cavity elf-
to X/2. Because the change in distance\ covering fects is the error introduced by the variation of
the range of maximum to minimum ireceived radome transmission with angle of incidence.
power is only X/4, it is quite possibl. for the One lobe of the scan is incident on the radorne
power to be at a maximum for one lybe of a at one angle, the other lobe at another angle;
lobe-switching or conical-scan system and at a and the attenuation of each is different. Corn-
minimum for aioth r. The crosaover' shifts putation of these attenuations must take due
position accordingly., account of depolarization (see paragraphs 4-23

through 4-29). Because the important rays
The cavity effect can also bedescribed from a from an antenna do not all emanate from one

viewpoint in which the radome is regarded as a point (not even from the point at infinity), the
tuner which increases or decreases the antenna effect of different transmissiun coefficients at
mismatch, depending on its position. different incidences can be obviated by the use

of a log spiral for the radome surface. This
Magnitude. The magnitude of the cavity effect type of design only insures that a particular

can be cal-c-ulated for small radomes from ex- family of rays will see the same incidence
perimental data 2 with the use of the Barker- angle.
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The transmission coefficient should really be /
conceived of as an integration over a range of /
incidence angles, with due regard to the impor-
tance of the various rays being considered. /J
Since the summation over the emerging rays
must take account of phase, the average am-
plitude transmission depends also on the phase
of the transmission. The effect of the trans-
mission coefficients is really entangled with
that of refraction. Since wavefronts and not
separate rays are incident on the radome, the
variation in phase shift along the wave front as
it passes through the radome is the decisive
factor in producing the error. A great many
changes are introduced into the emergent wave
at any one instant, and the result isa composite
shift in the wave front. A beam deviation may
be predicted for a given lobe of the scan even if
the radome transmits 100 percent over the
whole range of incidence angles.

Majnitude. For small antennas and radomes
the effect of transmission coefficients on beam i
deviation. cin beon the order of 0.3c. The effect
decreases with increase in antenna-radome
size and decrease of fineness ratio.

4-19. The Phantom Feed

The radome wall is close to the feed, espe-
ci• -ly at certain parts of the scan. The wall
produces a feeble image of the feed, and the
source which the paraboloid (reflector) sees is Figure 4-18. Inap of Antnn in eawo or Puso•og
probably a distributed source consisting of the
feed together with this image, Compensation
can be accomplished by keeping the reflection
low (paragraph 4-20) and the spillover small. Estimates of the magnitude can be obantaenthrough the use of the go•ometry of the antenna

and its image (Figure 4-19). The amplitude
4-20. Interference by Reflection pattern of thi antenna is A(9) and that of the

image is rA(-6), where r' is the effective re-
The entire antenna maybe reflected in the ra- flection coefficient. E:ch pattern is referred

dome wall, on a bulkhead, or in a fuselage (Fig- to the vertex and axis of its own antenna. The
ure 4-18), Antenna spillover (excess r-f en- pattern of the composite system is
ergy from the feed which is not contained with-
in the dish aperture) will often strike the bulk- .,rd
head, portions of the fuselage, and the radome "J-0 (4-12)
mounting rings which are back of the antenna, A1 (6) = A(0) + rA(20 - 8)e
This energy is reradiated and may introduce
false signals. The overall antenna pattein Is
the pattern of this composite system, which where d is the distance indicated in Figure
changes in the course of the scan as the amount 4-19.
of spllover varies. As the pattern changes, the
crossover locus also changes. The antenna Is cocked through offset angles

+ a and -a, The angle 9 is then found at which
Majnitude. Interference in the beam by re- the two powers, for ,c., are equal. For an un-

flection gives deviations of about 0.050 for a perturbed pattern, the crossover is a root 0 of
radome with 10 percent reflection and of about
0.30 for a bulkhead with 60 percent reflection.
These magnitudes are for a 3-inch antenna; A(O + a)12 = A(0-) (4-13)
for larger antennas the effect is smaller.
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antenna, though the method of excitation is dif-
Simage ferent. This guided radiation combines with

that rif thp arntnna tn vIlVd 1 Tnrttsrh.d -n't
t
_..n

d ,and, hence, a boresight error.

_. M gnitudp. Thp Prrnr has he-r! calculated to
be on the order of 0.40 of beam deviation in
typical cases for small radomes. For large ra-

r i _domes the effect of the error is always less.
surf ace1C

All the trapped wave power is assumed to ra-
. diate from the nose as an isotropic source.

b The power in the trapped wave is estimates as
\antenna 1 percent in the literature, but this estimate

applies chiefly to a semi-infinite plane. The
Figw, 4-19. Geoniy of Anterno and Imtwe small radome may be presumed to trap a good

deal more. In Figure 4-20 the antenna ampli-
tude pattern is A(9), as in the discussion of tin-

If A(O) is symmetrical, as is assumed, then age reflection geometry, and the amplitude
0 = 0 is a root, so that the value of the new pattern of the antenna plus the trapped-wave
crossover, for Al(o), is actually the value of source is A(R) + r e-J2"d/X0. For the sake of
the error which the image introduces. Hence, simplicity the magnitude r is taken as being the
the error is the root 9, near 8 = 0, of same for offset angles 4 % and -n. The same

procedure as that used in the proof of the re-
2i' 2 flection effect indicates that the new crossover,
.X and the value of the boresight error, is the root

A(O + a) + rA(2(- 0 + a)e = (4-14) 0near o =0 of

• l 2. d ý2

A(O- a) + rA(2M - 0 - a)e 0 A(0- a) + ae2'-d 2

This root can be found by Newton's method: (4-16)

f ((4) 
A (O+ a) + ae i Id 2

0 1 " 00 1" 0) (4-15) ýI
-'') As before, the principal term may be obtained

where zero Is taken for 0 and the desired root by Newton's method with 0 = 0 taken for the
for 01. A plot of this relationship for an an- initial approximation.
tenna with uniform illumination will yield
curves from which the estimate of order of Compensation. Absorbers near the babe of
magnitude can be made. the radome may help in some situations.

The behavior of the crossover point may 4-22. Depolarization
profitably be studied as a large plane sheet is
brought into the vicinity. The dependence of If a linearly polarized plane wave is incident
the crossover on sheet reflection coefficient as on a plane sheet with the incident polarization
well as on its aspect can be studied. The cav- neither in nor perpendicular to the plane of In-
ity effect can be canceled by quarter-wave cidence, the transmitted wave is usually ellip-
motion, tically polarized. In practice, the plane wave

will be incident oa a doubly curved sheet, the
Compensation, Keep the reflection low. radome. Generally, when an incident wave

which is elliptically polarized passes through a
4-21. Trapped Waves radome, the character of that ellipticity is al-

tered. This effect of the radome on incident
It has been proved theoretically 4 that because polarization is called its depolarization effect.

the radome wall is not an iafitite plane sheet, In addition to the depolarization caused by the
oome of the radiation propagates along or in- radome, the transmitted (and received) wave
side the dielectric and is reradlated from an may also be depolarized as a result of asym-
area near the rear or near the nose. The metries in the antenna and by the cunfiguration
propagation i m similar to that in a dielectric and location of the target. Studies of antenna
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K1
wavefront radome. With these physical conditions eitst-

ing, there will always be a difference between
tll and ti. In addition, the difference in the
transmission coefficients will vary from one
transmission coiixt on the radomp. to the noaiL

U Thus,If a linearly polarized plane wave is inci-
dent on a radome surface, the transmitted wave
may be linearly polarized, elliptically polar-
lzed, or even circularly polarized, depending
on the curvature of the surface and the elec-
trical thickness of the wall. Incident waver, of
other polarizations usually result in trans-
mitted waves which differ considerably from

Figure 4-20. G.efty of An,,eno ad Source those obtained with a linearly polarized inci-
dent wave.

gain and crossover position as a function of the In addition to the changes 'n incident polari-
ellipticity of incoming radiation and measure- zation which the radome may cause, asymme-
ments of radome error curves with various tries in the antenna, such as curvatures in the
states of polarization offer productive sources reflector or nonsymmetrical feeds, may change
of information concerning this source of the polarization. A change in polarization of
radome error, the emergent wave (caused either by antenna

asymmetries during transmission or reception,
4-23. Polarization Phenomena by the radome, or by both) has the effect of

varying the power of the target echoes received
In the analysis and design of radomes, one by the antenna. Since an error signal is essen-

generally thinks in terms of transmission of tially a comparison of the difference in ampli-
plane electromagnetic waves through plane di- tude of target echoes received at several scan
electric walls. The plane electromagnetic positions, the variation in received power be-
wave at the point of transmission through a comes an amplitude modulation which gives
wall can be resolved mathematically into two rise to an error signal. The degree of error
field components, one with the electric or E caused by the radome or by the antenna is in-
vector perpendicular to the plane of incidence dicated by the magnitude of the modulation In
and the other with the electric* or E vector power received with scan angle. If the incident
parallel to the plane of incidence. Each corn- wave is received in such a manner that there is
ponent of the resolved wave is. transmitted no modulation in the power received, there will
through the wall and recombined to give once be no error. However. the wave usually does
again a plane electromagnetic wave. While the experierce a change in polarization in travers-
wave is in air, the tatio of the minor to major ing the radome wall and, correspondingly, there
axes of the ellipse of the E vector does not is modulation of the received power. The
change in either magnitude or phase. However, change depends on the portion of the radome
when the wave traverses the dielectric wall, traversed by the wave and on the polarization
because the transmission coefficients of the of the incident wave. And further, the variation
wall are usually unequal for perpendicular and of the power received depends on the polalza-
parallel polarizations, the axial ratio and ori- tion characteristics of the receiving antenna.
entation will change. The only conditions under
which equal wall transmission coefficients, t•i It has been assumed in the discussion that the
and T' , are present, and therefore no change in characteristics of the incident wave, which is
ellipticity or orientation of the wave occurs, actually the energy reflected from the target,
are a zero angle of incidence or a dielectric- are known. In practice, this information is not
wall thickness (lossless material) of one-half generally known. A target illuminated by a
wavelength for the angle of incidence. (Mathe- plane electromagnetic wave of a given elliptical
matical proof of the second condition can be polarization produces a scattered field which
found in Volume 26 of the M.I.T. Radiation may be analyzed in terms of two orthogonal po-
Laboratory Series. 5) larization components. The strengths and

phases of these components vary with the phy-
Because of the doubly curved nature of sical configuration ar.d aspect angle of the tar-

radomes and the continual variance of the an- got. One component i defined as having the
tenna scan angle, the angle of incidence for the polarization which is matched to the receiving
electromagnetic waves will not generally be anteuna. The orthogonal component may be
optimum for all transmission points on the viewed as a depolarized component, and will
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affect the error characteristics of the radome. It should be emphasized that the three an-
The depolarization effects of the antenna, the tennas utilized in the experimental investiga-
target, and the radome are discussed separ- tion (Figure 4-21 results) were not laboratory

at.- in""h' t~ !t&*tJdr 2vtC2 d%*.* Af

craft radar antennas modified only to provide
4-24. Antenna Depolarization the various polarizations.

It has been experimentally determined that In any analyses, the antenna contribution to
asymmetries in target-tracking antennas may the total pointing error should be added to the
iatroduce polarization changes and as a result radome-caused error. Investigators should be
cause pointing errors, even in the absence of a aware that antenna asymmetries can and do
,adome. Unpublished measurements made at cause changes in polarization characteristics.
Hughes Aircraft Company show that the elec- Conclusions drawn from measured "radome-
trical axes of conically scanning antennas shift error" curvee should be carefully weighed so
as the direction of polarization of a linearly that the radome is not assumed to be the sole
polarized Incident wave is varied (see Figure source of the errors. Serious consideration
4-21). A theoretical discussion of pointing- should be given to the performance of the free
error dependence on antenna polarization in a (no-dome) antenna system. And it is recom-
conical-scan uystem has been given by tilver. 6  mended that, in the final design, the radome-

+8

+6 -/ _ _ i
questionable
null for linear

+4 -" I polarization

+2,

-4 -__
0 30 60 90 120 150 I1S

angle of incident polarization (degrees)

-6 (b) vertical deviation

questionable icdn lrzto
-8 ---- -~null for linear: - 0-6-db right-hand elliptical, spinning feedpolarization linear, spinning dish

-101 1 linear, spinning feed

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 (Moajor axis of antenna polorizalion is horizontal

angle om incident polarization (degiees)

(a) horizontal deviation

Figure 4-21. Antenna Deviation as a Func.fla of .e Direction of Polarization of f•. Incident Wave;

the Aolo of Incident Polarization is Zero When Both Antenna and Incident Polarization ate Poam Nil
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I
antenna system be considered as one integral xy - plane ground plane
unit. elevation angle

Z * aspect angle

4-25. Target Depolarization

As stated previously, the signal reflected ý(porollel to y axlI)

from a target may be analyzed in terms of two t,,ge
orthogonal polarization components, with am- -

configuration and aspect angle of the target. " t

The dominant portion of the signal is usually 1dltsfaco(d)
due to specular reflection; and the system is . /
usually designed so that specular reflection / rod " " . /
produces a reflected polarization which is "-

matched to the receiving antenna. The depo-
larized signal is usually several decibels FIgure 4-22. Elevatieo end Aspect Angles of the Target
weaker than the specularly reflected signal.
The least depolarization from an aircraft tar- in general depend upon the transmitting and
get seems to occur if the radar beam strikes receiving Rntonna polarizations.
the target broadside; maximum depolarization
occurs with a tall chase. 7  The depolarized 4-26. Measurement of Radar Cross Section

components can be experimentally determined The method of measuring radar cross section
by means of measurements of the cross sec- can best be explained in terms of the radar
tions of the radar echo. A radar cross section equation, Equation (4-17). If this equation is
is the physical area which must be associated rearranged under the assumption that the
with a scatterer (target) to account fur the transmitting and receiving antennas are at
magnitude of the echo return under the as- approximately the same point in space, the fol-
sumption of isotropic scattering. In terms of lowing equation is obtained:
the radar equation.

PR

GIG R xa k _" R4  (4-18)

GT.3R2. (4-17) PTP T(4i)3 RT. RR

where R = RT = R = range to scatterer

where PH = power received k = (4?)3/> 2GTG R

= power transmitted
GT a transmitting antenna gain If two targets illuminated consecutively by the
GR r•,eceiving antenna gain same radar set are considered, then

x - wavelength
RT = distance from transmitter to scat- Pterer Pter1_R 4 (4-19)
HR . distance from scatterer to receiverRa = radar cross section of scatterer Ti

]Radar cross section is independent of PR, PR 4
PT, GR, GT, RR, RT, and X(at least for lirn- 02 v k R•- (4-20)
Ited variations in X), but it is highly dependent T 2
on the geometry associated with the tians- PT2
mitter, the ecatterer, and the receiver. If the
transmitter and receiver are at the same loca- where the subscripts identify the respective
tion, as is usually true, the number of possible targets. Combining Equations (4-19) and (4-20)
geometrical configurations is reduced and the under the assumption of constant transmitter
cross section becomes a function only of the power (PT 1 = PT 2 ) gives
particular aspects of the scatterer viewed; that 4
is, this dependence can be completely described !PIt
in terms of the elevation anid aspect angle 0a1=21---il-i (4-21)
shown in Figure 4-22. In addition to this geo-
metrical dependence, radar cross section will
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From Equation (4-21) It becomes apparent transmitting and receiving antennas, each pro-
that if '2 and R2 are known from previous vided with a means for changing the polariza-
measurements, then for evaluation of ul only tion, results in a setup for measuring the po-
the values of R1 and (PR1)/(PR2) are needed. larization of the energy scattered by the target.

A camera alined with the radar beam and oper-
Au,,h. .. . of .......... u1 It:- ated during tne tests can detect the quality of

ceived power are not necessary - only power the tracking, and poor sections of the data can
ratios dnd ranges are needed. These param- be eliminated. A second radar set, operated at
eters arc utilizod in the technique of cruss a different frequency, is also used. In conjunc-
section measurements to be described. In the tion with an automatic plotting board, this set
description of the technique, 8 it is assumed is used to monitnr the operation and to keep the
that the flight line of the target aircraft is as aircraft flying in the proper flight patterns.
shown in Figure 4-22, although other flight The radar plot so obtahied can be used to aid in
patterns may be used. The choice would de- the reduction and evaluation of the data. The
pend on the type of equipment available and the reference target used can be a. corner reflector
ease of obtaining the required data. with a relatively large cross section. This re-

flector can be calibrated in the laboratory and
4-27. Equipment for Cross Section Measure- mounted on a long pole located near the radar
ments test range.

The equipment necessary to perform the tests The procedure for obtaining the necessary
consists of two radar sets, an optical tracker, data involves the alinement and calibration of
a calibrated reference target, and appropriate the various components of the equipment. The
data handling devicos. Figure 4-23 shows the alinement requires the positioning of the trans-
manner in which theee elements are incorpor- mitting antenna, the receiving antenna, and the
ated into the test setup. The radar set should camera so that all will point in the same direc-
be capable of tracking a target and also of pro- tion. The items requiring calibration are the
viding range and angle data. Use of separate target range data, the corner reflector range,

boresight

et range data camera

dtre fiool Itiming code
coupler fte,,generator

Sfour channel

AGC paer *- F
reCsruter

,rodor

4plo ttet)

radar , ______central.

dmirectiin tei)n b ord e

Fl ~ 4-f. r.r Setup fo, Radar C se t radaravu m nta
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the video data, the AGC data, and the corner 5,000 feet and 2,000 feet, respectively. Meas-
reflector cross section. During each pass of urements were also made at d ý 0 and h - 3,000
the target aircraft, continuous recordings of feet, and are shown in Table 4-Tn. Each ex-
the video data, the AGC data, the range data, perimental value represents an average over
and the angle data are made. The continuous 2 1/2 degrees in elevation angle.
video and AGC data are averaged over sorne
interval of time (for example, 1-second inter-
vals), and the cross sections are calculated by The cross section data br the B-47 aircraft
means of Equation (4-21). are shown la Figure 4-20 for three difietent

flight patterns. Each experimental value on the
graphs represents an average over +50 in as-

Results of Radar Cross Section Measure- pect angle.
ments. The cross section measurement pro-
cedure described above was employed by 4-28. Cross Section and Scattering Relation-
Hughes Aircraft Company to obtain radar croac -2 Cs e
section data at X-band on B-17, B-47, B-45, ships
B-29, F-80, and F-86 aircraft. The data for
the latter four aircraft were obtained only for The electromagnetic scattering properties of
the condition in which both transmitting antenna any target can be completely described by a
and receiving antenna were vertically polar- matrix. If this scattering matrix is known and
lized. For the B-17 (a propeller-driven bomber) if the transmitting and receiving polarizations
and the B-45 (a tactical jet bomber), data were are given, the relative radar echo from the
obtained for this condition and also for condi- target for these pnlarizations can be calcu-
tions of other polarizations. The measure- lated. 12

ments taken at constant polarization are pre-
sented in Figure 4-24 and compared with sim- In this section the relationships between the
ilar measurements made by other organiza- scattering matrix and the cross section of an
tions. Although complete details associated arbitrary target will be developed. Methods
with the measurements can be found in pub- are outlined by which the radar cross section
lished reports, the following information rela- of this target can be evaluated for any polari-
ting to the other studies is most pertinent: the zation of the transmitting receiving antennas in
Ohio State Antenna Laboratory, 9 model meas- terms of a finite number of known cross sec-
urements (simulated .2600 megacycles) and tion values. 13

vertical polarization; the Naval Research Lab-
oratory,10 X-band measurements on full-scale
aircraft and horizontal polarization; McGill Radar Cross Section (Gener! Case). The
University,1 1  model measurements (X = 25 configuration considered consists of a trans-
centimeters) and vertical polarization, mitter, a scatterer, and a receiver. The

transmitter and receiver need mit if, at the
same location, but in the theory dev( tpo)ed it is

The cross-section data under various condi- assumed that the transmitter, scatterer, and
tionis of polarization are shown in Figure 4-25 receiver have a fixed spatial relationship. The
for the B-17 aircraft. Each experimental value relationship between radar cross section and
represents an avcrage over :50 in aspect the polarization of both transmitter and re-
angle. For these measurements the distance d ceiver has been investigated under this fixed
(shown in Figure 4-22) and the height h were geometry condition.

Table 4-11L B-17 Rodar Cr~su Section Measurements for Flight Pattern No. 2

Transmitter-
Receiver Polarization

Elevation (sq ft)
Angle V = linear vertic~d

(degrees) V - V H - H L - R L - L H = linear horizontal
H = circular, right-hand

12 1/2 220 300 130 170 L = circular, left-hand

7 1/2 400 185 180 200
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I
Any transmitting antenna can be character- where cu [ * magnJlude of hurizcvntal compon-

ized by a vector jwhich is defined by the fot- epl of the tranom'tt.'r
lowing expression 1

sin ,: magnitude of vertical component

T JZo of the transmitter
Et = (k (4-22)

2- •r phase difference between the
components (phase angle of thetransmitter)

where Et = electric vector of transmitted wave

Impedance of free space A few examples of T 1 are given in Table 4-IV.

I = ar.tenna current The scatterer can be characterized by a scat-
tering matrix S such that

k . propagation constant
Er . SEt ! (4-25)

r = distance measured from the trans- - - r
mitter toward the scatterer

x = wavelength where Er = electric vector as scattered in the
direction of the receiver

e = 2.71828.. Et = electric vector incident on scat-
terer

A unit vector Ti can then be defined in terms
of the vector T by r = distance measured from scatterer

toward receiver
(4-23)

TTY
For the case where the transmitter and re-

where T+ is the adjoint of T. This unit vector ceiver are at the same aspect with respect to

can be expressed as follows: the target, the scattering matrix can be ex-
pressed as

T eacs (424 IAe~ B e\ eJu (4-26)

Table 4-IV. Examples of Unit Vector Tj for Various Polarizations

Phase Magnitude of Magnitude

Transmitter Difference Horizontal of Vertical

Polarization Between Components Components
Components (sin P) (sin c)

Linear - vertical 0 .

Linear - horizontal ... 1 0

Linear - 450 to vertical, 0 1/52 1/"

I and IM quadrants

Linear - 450 to vertical, 1 i/f2 1/,-2
I and IV quadrants

Circular - left-haikd r/2 1/j+ 1/F

Circular - right-hand 3-/2 1/Fl2 i/F2
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where eJ has been factored out, making A, B,
and C real. (The equality of the off-diagonal K fA2 f1 # B2 f2 + C 2f3 # (AB cos O)f4 +
terms is a result of the appLication of the re-
ciprocity relationship; otherwise, the matrix Is (AB sin y) f 5 + [AC cos C, - 4)] f6
perfectly general.) r'ACr 4in 4. - %0 f irtr i, t . (4-32)

The ,ecelving antenna is characterized by a
unit vector al. (This vector is analogous to (13C sin h) f9 A
the unit vector r.: in fant. R. and T, are iden-
tical if the same antenna is used to transmit
and receive.) The unit vector R1 can be ex- where the fi are functions of a, /, ¢, and j,, and
pressed as their values are completely determined by the

polarizations of the receiving and transmitting

/J/3 os antennas. The theoretical cross sections,
H ) evaluated by means of Equation (4-32), for all

/ (4-27) possible combinations of the polarizations
given in Table 4-IV are listed In Table 4-V.
(The tabulatcd cross section expressions are

where cosso magnitude of horizontal component still correct if the transmitter and receiver
of the receiving antenna polarizations are interchanged.)

sin e = magnitude of vertical component Radar Cross Section (Restricted Case).
of the receiving antenna Equation -(432) expresses the dependence of

radar cross section on antenna configuration in
its most general form. If the antenna polariza-

/f= phase difference between the corn- tions are restricted to those for which the cor-
ponents(phase angle of the receiv- responding polarization ellipse has its princi-
Ing antenna) pal axes oriented vertically and horizontally,

then f4 , 17, and f8 are identically zero. Thus,

The voltage at the receiver will be in this restricted case, six coefficients are re-
quired to define the cross section, and Equation

E. (4-32) becomes
Vr -1 Er (4-28)

or = K A2fI + B2 f 2 + C2 f3 +

Vr k1 STI (4-29) (AB sin y)f5 + [AC cos (y- )] f6 + (4-33)

(BC sin b)f9}
where R= transpose of )I

Application of the Theory to Experiment. In
The cross section can then be expressed as pi-ffklplee cro•--ss-secti-on mekasurements must

be made for seven different antenna configura-
11Vr 12  (4-30) tions, three to determine A, 13, and C, and two

for each angle measured directly for a target
in flight, since A, B, and C occur squared or in

or for a fixed geometry 1 5  cross products and vary over a range of values
as the target pitches, yaws, or rolls. As a re-
suit, only average values of the coefficients of
the fi In Equation (4-32) can be measured and

Kin1 STI12  (4-31) thus cross-section measurements must be
I made for nine different antenna configurations. 16

Once these coefficl._nts have been determined,
where K - constant Equation (4-32) may be used to calculate the

average cross section of the target for a com-
pletely arbitrary antenna configuration, It can

The expression for cross section when ex- be observed from Table 4-V that these coeffi-
panded In terms of the notation introduced cients are related to the cross sections tabu-
above becomes lated there; typically,
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Tobio 4-V. Dopenalmce of Cm,$ SecHon an Amtento ConfitguwgtIp

I = Linear - 450 to vertical, I and III
quadrants

II a Linear - 450 to vertical, II and IV
quadrants

Antenna Configuration
Theoretical Cross Section, Derived from

Transmitter Receiver Equation (4-32)
Pol• rization Polarization

Ve rticgl Vertical KC2

Vertical Horizontal KB 2

Vertical 450 to Vertical K (B2 + C2 + 2BC cos 8)
(I and I1) 2

Vertical 450 to vertical K (B2 + C2 - 2BC cos b)
(D and IV) 2

Vertical Circular, left-hand K (B2 + C2 + 2BC sin i)

2

Vertical Circular, right-hand K (B2 + C2 - 2BC sin 8)
2

Horizontal Horizontal KA2

Horizontal 450 to vertical K (A2 + B 2 + 2AB cos -y)
(I and II) 2

Horizontal 450 to vertical K (A2 + B 2 - 2AB cos y)
(U and IV) 2

Horizontal Circular, left-hand K (A2 + B 2 - 2AB sin A)
2

Horizontal Circular, right-hand K (A2 + B 2 + 2AB sin A)
2

450 to vertical 450 to vertical K [A2 + 4B 2 + C2 + 4AB cos +
(land 111) U and In) 4 2AC cos (y - 8) +4BC cos 8]

450 to vertical 450 to vertical K A2 + C2 - 2AC cos (-, - 8)
(I and In) (U and IV) 4

450 to vertical Circular, left-hand K [A2 + 2B 2 + C2 + 2AB cos -

(land 1D) 4 2ACsin(y- 8)4 2BCcos 8-

2AB sin Y, + 2BC sin 6]
450 to vertical Circular, right-hand K [A2 + 2B2 + C2 + 2AB COB , +
(I andID) 4 2ACsin(y - 8)+ 2BCcos 8 +

2AP siny - 2BC sin 8]
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I
Toble 4-V. DepNndone of Croaa Sct•ro, on Antfnna Confogwution (cont)

Antenna Configuration
Theoretical Cross Section, Derived fromTransmitter Receiver Equation (4-32)

Polarization Polarization

450 to vertical 450 to vertical TK[A2 + 412 + C 2 
- 4AB cosB "

(II and IV) (II and IV) 2AC cos0Y - 8)- 4BC cos •

450 to vertical Circular, K.[A2 + 212 + C2 
- 2AB COB Y +

(II and IV) left-hand 2AC sin (v - 8) - 2BC cos 6 -
2AB sin Y + 2BC sin ]

450 to vertical Circular, K[A2 + 2B2 + - 2AB cos v -

(II and IV) right-hand 2AC sin (Y - 8) - 2BC cos 8 +
2AB3 sin - - 2BC sin 8]

Circular, Circular, •IA2 + 4B 2 + C2 - 4AB sin - -
left-hand left-hand 2AC cos (v - 8) + 4BC sin b1

Circular, Circular, K [A2 + C 2 + 2AC cos (v -
left-hand right-hand

Circular, Circular, K [A2 + 4B 2 + C2 + 4AB sin Y-
right-hand right-hand 4 2AC cos (v -Y ) - 4BC sin 81

very complex reflection coefficient. From an-
KA2 = (H,H) a (x,y) (4-34) other point of view, the signal received by an

antenna can be regarded as scintillating in po-
KC 2 = (V,V) (4-35) larization as well as in amplitude. Since the

radome error changes with the polarization of
etc. the return signal, the scintillation in pclariza-

tion will be converted by the radome into ap-
where a (x, y) represents the cross section parent scintillation in position. This scintilla-
measured with transmitter polarization x and tion in position results in scintillation noise in
receiver polarization y. Thus, the nine coeffi- the receiver, which is added to ordinary ampli-
cdents in Equation (4-32) can be determined by tude and angular scintillation. The effects on
measuring cross sections corresponding to the radome error of the different types of po-
suitable combinations of the antenna polariza- larization of the target echo are described In
tions listed in Table 4-V. the remainder of this section. Some general

observations are drawn which may be of value
For antenna configurations with, polarizations in design work.

in which the polarization ellipses are oriented
vertically and horizontally, only four antenna xperinimental Measurements, Measurements
polarizations need be considered: (1) Linear of radome errors under various types of inci-
vertical, (2) Linear horizontal, (3) Circular dent polarization (target echo polarization)
left-hand, (4) Circular right-hand, have been made for both missile-typeI 7 and

interceptor-type1 8 radomes. Two series have
For these restricted configurations, a set of been recorded for the Interceptor-type radome,

six independent antenna configurations would be one using a 6-db right-hand, elliptically polar-
sufficient, ized receiving antenna, and the other using a

circularly polarized antenna. Both missile-
4-29. Radome Depolarization type radonies measured used right-hand, cir-

As the target moves or vibrates, the matched cularly polarized receiving antennas, but one
and depolarized components of the target echo radome was a 2.5:1 ellipsoidal radome and ond
signal scintillate in amplitude to produce a was an ogive,
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The interceptor-type radome employed ap- Error curves were measured for a circularly
proximates a cone in shape and is constructed polarized receiving antenna with, first, a cir-
of homogeneous material 0.320 inch thick, with cularly polarized incident wave of the same
a dielectric constant of 4. It is 30 inches in sense, and, second, with a linearly polarized
diameter and 52 inches long. Figures 4-27 and incident wave. The curves show that the first
4 -28 -.----wteen c ------ 'Xtn. rcaflS.t *.i- ,,,Z n%,W~ia zrri. as.4 USC6-db. right-hand, elliptically polarized receiv- second results in the worst error, both rela-
ing antenna. The major axis of the incident tive to all the results obtained under the other
wave was always aIigned i to the major statcs of polarizations.
axis of the polarization of the antenna.

Both missile-type radomes measured ema-
Figure 4-27 presents the errors obtained played a left-hand circularly polarized antenna

when the incident polarization was linearly po- as the receiving unit. The symmetry of the re-
larized. The curves show that the errors re- ceiving antenna might be considered to offer
verse in sign when the incident polarization is some advantages over a linearly polarized an-
rotated 900. Tests conducted with a linearly tenna, regardless of the incident polarization.
polarized receiving antenna also show that,
when the incident polarization is rotated 900, The curves of Figure 4-29 are the mnasured
the errors reverse in sign. eriva curves of a 2.5:1 ellipsoidal radome as a

function of the illuminating polarization. Those
Figure 4-28 presents the error curves ob- in Figure 4-30 are similarly measured error

tained when the major axis of the polarization curves for an ogival radome. Six polarizations
of the receiving antenna was horizontal, Curves were investigatedwith both radomes: (a) nearly
are given for incident waves of left-hand and left-hand circular (0.6 db of ellipticity); (b) 3-
right-hand circularly polarizations and for sev- db left-hand elliptical; (c) 6-db left-hand ellip-
eral elliptical polarizations. They show that the tical; (d) 9-db left-hand elliptical; (e) 12-db
errors are lowest in in-plane at right-hand left-hand elliptical; and (f) linear. For each
circular polarization and in crosstalk at 6-db particular polarization investigated, four
right-hand elliptical polarization. Both in- measurements of radome error as a function of
plane and crosstalk errors are largest at left- offset angle were made: in-plane and crosstalk
hand circular polarization. Error curves error characteristics for the major axis of the
measured with the major axis of the receiving incident polarization oriented perpendicular to
antenna in a vertical position show the same the antenna offset plane; and in-plane and
trend as those of Figure 4-28, except that the crosstalk error characteristics for the major
in-plane error reversed in sign. axis oriented parallel to the offset plane.

major axis incidont
of antenna polarization ..__

"horizontal horizontal 9-e-
(>ohorizontal vertical o-

.o 4 .-. overtical horizontal a'--a
E "-vertical vertical -.- n a

0 
C

ECo

-4

-45 -30 -15 0 15 30 -45 -30 -I5 0 15 30

offset ongle (degrees)

Figure 4I27. Ii•wtetql-Type Radom@ Error Curves With Linear Incident Polarilzatin;
Rsceiving Poilrization 6-db, Right-hand Eiliptical
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18- ]incident polarization
16_-0 o--o left -hand circular

16 �-�- r---. •.---o left-hand 3-db elliptical

14_a--. left-hand 6-db elliptical

12 P / .. right-hand 3-db elliptical

± ,• 0e--0 right-hand circular
n o-dome /___ 4

readin s

Q_
6 n-dome-

4 - - readings

0 -

-2- - - - N_

-4 _ _--•1 4
-45 -30 -15 0 15 30 45 -45 -30 -I5 0 15 30 4b

offset angle (degrees)

Figure 4-28. Inferceptor-Typo Radom@ Error Cwuves with Elliptical Incident Polarization; Major Axis Horizontal,
Refcying Polarixation 6-db, Right-hand Elliptical, Major Axis Horizontal

Both sets of curves show that any significant plane homogeneous dielectric slab. As dis-
change in the relative orientation of the cllip- cussed in Chapter 2 and elsewhere in this book,
tical axes with respect to the antenna offset the transmission coefficients t"1 and It, are
plane produces sizable changes in both cross- complex quantities and differ both in magnitude
talk and in-plane error characteristics. Of and phase. The range of variation with angle
particular significance is the fact that, with of incidence is quite sensitive to the electrical
both the ellipse and the ogive, the most desir- thickness of the slab (see graphs of tolerances
able radome error characteristics were ob- in Chapter 13). Another discussion with nu-
tained when the incident polarization was merical values is given in the M.FT. Radia-
nearly left-hand circularly polarized (antenna tion Laboratory Series, Volume 26.
and incident polarizations matched).

Analysis of _ Experimental Measureinents. The effect of these factors on polarization
That the radome modifies the polarization of a may be illustrated as follows: a plane wave is
wave which traverses its wails has been stud- assumed to be incident on a rador.e, regarded
ied and reported by many investigators (Ref- as a streamlined surface of revolution. The
erences 17 through 25). The major factor in wave is assumed to be linearly polarized, with
the effect of the radome on incident polariza- the direction of propagation at an angle 0 with
tions is the amplitude and phase distortion re- respect to the radome axis. The x-axis is
suiting from varying angles of incidence and oriented to lie in the plane of incidence which
orientations of the electric vector. This de- passes through the z-axis, as shown in Figure
pendence can be illustrated by the transmission 4-31. The axes in the plane of the E vector are
coefficients for a plane wave incident on a designated r and r, where ( is in the x-z plane9
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Figure 4-29. Errw Curves of EllIpsoidal Missile Radoim@ WIlk Various Incident Polarizatlins

(Left-Hand Clrcular ReceivIng Polopizotln)
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I
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incidence cat P
at P,

X-z
axis

Figure 4-31. CeeMinuto System, fo Analysis of Linearly Poloeaed Wave Incident on a Radens

In general, the E vector has an arbitrary orien- discern the direction of the incident wave with
tation with respect to the C axis. The antenna, *. respect to P,. If the fields at P and P' are iden-
in scanning, will necessarily observe the tical in every respect, then the receiving sys-
wave through soime two points P and P' on the tern will indicate that the target lies in the x-z
surface of the radome (Figure 4-31) located plane. Any deviation from this identity will
symmetrically with respect to the x-axis and cause the antenna to orient itself in such a
determined by :*4,. fnanner as to make the response identical at

some other point Q and Q' and thus deviate
The problem of radome crosstalk, or devia- from the true plane of offset.

tlions of radar line-of-sight from the planeO =
0, is Inherently concerned with the nature of For the effect of the radome on the fields at P
the fields seen by the antenna at P and P' and and P' to be determined, the incident E vector
their effect upon the ability of the antenna to inuot be resolved into components which are
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parallel and perpendicular to the planes of in- reference to Figure 4-34, where the conicalcidence at these two points, as shown in Figure scan axis of the antenna is perpendicular to the4-32. The complex transmision coefficient of paper and is pointed towards the reader. Thethe radome wall is a different function of the path abcd represents the Intersection betweenangle of Incidence for each of these compo- the center ray of tha. antann ýnA tA"' #..',,tiis. in generai, tne components parallel to tour of the radome. The nose of the radornw isthe plane incidence will undergo less phase re- to the left and away from the paper towards thetardatlon and reflection loss upon transmission reader (represented by point 0). The incidentthan the vertical component. After transmls- wave travels in the direction the reader ission and recombination of the components, looking and arrives normal to the plane of thethere is, in general, elliptical polarization in paper. The plane FE, perpendicular to the pa-which the direction of rotation, of the polariza- per, is a plane of incidence for the wave mnci-tion ellipses of each component will he as dent at point E, and ,6 is the angle between thisshown in Figure 4-33. The directions of rota- plane of incidence and the offset plane. Be-tlion or screw Eauses of the transmitted corn- cause of symmetry, the crosstalk error is pro-ponents at tie two points P and P' are opposite portional to the difference in power receivedbecause of the relative phase of the components when the antenna is at position a and when It isat these points. The radome thus introduces at position c. A similar proportion, however,several types of polarization changes into the does not apply for in-plane errors, because anincident linearly polarized wave. Similar ana- antenna beam with its central ray passinglysis may be employed to show the effect for through point b is not oriented with respect toother incident polarizations, the radome precisely the same as is an antenna
beam with central ray passing through d.

The preceding analysis is based on transmis-sion of the incident wave at one angle of inci- An area centered about point b and anotherdence on the radome. Because of the geometry area centered about d must be considered, andof the radome, the characteristics of the trans- it is seen that the area centered at b has asso-mitted wave vary from one angle of incidence ciated with it angies ,j which are greater thanto the next. Therefore, the total effect of the the angles aspuciated with the area centered atradome on incident polarization can be obtained d. This difference in the location of the planesonly )y integration over the receiving area of of incidence is sufficient to cause a differencethe radome; that is, the area or section of the in the character of the ellipses associated withradoime through which energy passes and con- the transmitted wave. And, as with crosstalktributes to the power absorbed by the receiving error, a change in the polarization ellipse of anantenna. This concept can be enlarged, with incident wave results in in-plane error.
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bole of rodome tion of the same sense for both receiving an-
Plans of incidence tenna and incident field, the polarization effi-

nof point ciency would be 1; since the polarization ellipse
is actually a circle In circular polarization,

eacn major axis equals each minor axis and
their ratios are A1. For linear - linear po-

of orizontal plant larization, I should also be 1 (r = 0, because
,•al•. • exi lhof udo the minor axis 0). For a circular receiving

axis of radom"e antenna polarization and a linear incident po-

_0 _larization, the polarization efficiency would be
... .0.50. Elliptical polarizations become moret complex because of the infinite number of pos-

noseof" Intersection path sible ellipses. Polarization efficiencies range
oeof center ray of between 0 and 1, because the values of r fall

antenno one rodomr into this range.

Equation (4-36) yields the order of magnitude
of the relative power received at two opposite

Fitga 44d4. Vi.w of Read.. Fom Ewtwiet scan positions of the antenna. For final calcu-
lation of the order of magnitudes of the radorne
error, a formula derived by Barker and Lengyel

Examination of the expression for polariza- can be employed. 3 In the derivation of the for-
tion efficiency, Equation (4-36), sheds further mula it is established that the far-field power
light on the relationship between antenna point- pattern should be written as
ing errors and changes in the ellipticity of the
incident wave resulting from transmission
through the radome wall.2 6  P(o) =1 + .• . (4-37)

(1 *rrrt)2 + (rr * rt) 2
f 2.2 .t2  + where 9 is the angle position and 2,0 is the

2(1 + rr) (1 + rt ) half-power beamwidth. The slope of the pat-

(1 rr 2) rt 2) cos 2 tern at half-power point is (-3/4 (J0), which is
- (4-36) very nearly the slope of a pattern for a uni-

2(1 + r 2 ) (1 rt 2) formly illuminated circular aperture. If a con-21 r tically scanning antenna (crossover at half-
where I = polarization efficiency, the ratio of power points), with only changes in maximum

the power received by an antenna of power as a function of scan angle is assumed,
any polarization In any polarized field the error can be expressed as
to the power received by a linearly
polarized antenna polarized parallel 00
to a linearly polarized field (with the A = (.2 "1) (4-38)
power density of the fields remaining
a constant)

rr axial ratio of the receiving antenna where 6 is the radome error and the u's are

(minor-to-major axis with + denoting the fractional decrease in the maximum power

left-handed and - denoting right- at the opposite scan positions when the radome

handed senses) is mounted. In the expressions derived by
Barker and Lengyel, other terms appear which

rt = axial ratio of the incident field involve the changes in beamwidth and shifts in
the angular position of the main beam. The

s angle between the major axis of the contributions of these terms are considered to
receiving antenna and the major axis be negligible in the foregoing analysis.
of the incident field

Further examination of polarization efficiency+ for the same senses of polarization through the use of Equation (4-36) can be used
to indicate some trends which might be ex-

for opposite senses of polarization. pected when radomes are tested under var-

ious conditions of polarizations. The assump-
The effect on polarization effici cy of tion is made that radome errors are caused

changes in the axes of the polarization ullipses only by the variation (with conical scan) of the
is direct. For example, for circular polariza- ellipticity of the waves transmitted through the
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I
radome. Of course, t.is assumption is not
valid when other effects dominate: these ef- dA1 4rr rt (rt 2 - 3)
fects include error correcting obstacles, re- -
fraction, high loss in the radno- 'e.U!, and Udt ýi + rr) (1
diffraction created by the nose, The effect of (4-,l4:2
depolarization of a radome (the changes in in-
cident polarization caused by the radome) is to 2(cos 2 r) (1 -_r_) (I_ 3rt2)
change rt, the axial ratio of the intident field. 2 + rr2) (1 3 r, 23
The contributing factors to the pointing error r
of a conically scanning antenna are the rate of
change of polarization efficiency with change in Equation (4-42), when set equal to zero, gives
axial ratio of the incident field (df/drt) and the the worst condition for rr and ri when radome
value of the polarization efficiency obtained at error slope is the only criterion. i'or example,
the states of polarization, that Is, the values if b = 0 and rr 0, rt ý 0.577; or, If f 0 and
assigned to rt and to rr, the axial ratios of the rr ' 1, then rt 0.
incident field and the receiving antenna respec-
tively. If the condition given by Equation (4-41) were

substituted into Equation (4-42),

Rate of Change of Polarization Efficiency with d 2 f 2 2
Respect to rt. When the derivative(di~drVis 2 (4-432
tiken with an arbitrary sense of polarization drt (I + r)
assumed, the result is

where rt = rr := r. When r I (whirh is circu-
2 (- 2) lar Polarization), d 2f/drt is minimum, a condi-

df 2r 1 ( rr) tion which is optimum for minimum error.

drt (I .r"2) (I I r't2 )2 Consideration of the Polarization Efficiency.

(4-39) Figui 4-"5 is-a plot of Equation (4-36) with2  the assumption that 0. The curves for the
(1 - rr rt COS 2', three values of rr show the relative amounts of

( + rr () + r, )2  power received for variations in rt of the toci-r +dent wave. Careful investigation shows that,
for small pointing errors to be achieved at any
given set of axial ratios, not only i•s the slopeIn this operation, it Is assumed that 6, the of the curves important but the relative values

angle between the major axis of the receiving of the powers received must also be consid-
antenna and the major axis of the incident field, ered. For example, an rt of 0 can be consid-
remains constant, In general, this condition ercd with interest, then confined to rr's of I
does not exist, However, since the variation in and 0.50 (Figure 4-35), The slopes of the op-
i with respect to rt is small, the condition is erating pointu A and B are approximately the
assumed for the analysis. When Equation (4- same: and if a radome changes the axial ratio
39) is set equal to zero and solved for rt, of rt by a finite amount which depends on the

r1r2 - c I • position of the conical scan cycle of the an-rt c - r"- -cos 2 • 6 .-.. LIl rr 2)2 te rms, It m ight be suspected at first glance that
t r 2 the errors would be the same at the two axial

(4-40) ratios of 1 and 0.50. However, this condition

42]1/2j does not exist, since the fractional change inCOS 2 26 +- the powers received at two opposite positions
of the conical scan cycle must be considered.This fractional change is given in the deriva-

In general, when radome errors are meas- tion of the 1arker-Lengyel formula, Equation
ured, ý -- 0. Under this condition, Equation (4-11). For a given axial ratio change In rt due(4-40) becmes to the radome, operating point A will result in

a larger fractional change in polarization effi-

ciency than operating point B. Hence, radome
errors should be lower at operating point I1. • r(4-41) than aW operating point A,

If Equation (4-39) is differentiated with re- The analysis of the effect of the radome in

spect to rt, thefollowing expression isobtained, changing the axial ratio of the incident wave
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Plgwre 4-35. Relative Power Received by an Elliptically Polarized Antenna

appears correct when the predicted results are are comparable to those taken at a polarization
compared with the actual measured values of efficiency of 1. Minimum errors can be ob-
radome errurs. Thi analytical prediction that tained if the polarization of the incident wave
the lowest errors should result when rt = rr t 1 and the polarization of the receiving antenna
(a circularly polarized receiving antenna with a are circularly polarized and are of the same
circularly polarized Incident wave of the same sense.
sense) is verified by experimental measure-
ments such as those shown in Figures 4-27
through 4-30. The prediction that low errors This analysis then describes error behaviors
result when rt = rr and that larger errors are as a function of the variations in polarization of
found to exist with a circularly polarized re- a wave after transmission through a radome
ceiving antenna with a linearly polarized inci- wall. The exact modification of the original
dent wave is also Verified by the measurements incident-wave polarization produced by the
of Figures 4-27, 4-28, 4-29 (f) and 4-30 (f). radome wall was not given explicitly. The
And the analytical result that operating point B compiex coefficient Ti defined in Chapter 2 is
of Figure 4-35 should produce lower errors the same type of coefficient as the polarization
than operating point A is verified by the curves efficiency f, and the expression for 1'1 has been
of Figure 4-28. From the measurements of used in an analysis which indicated that, for a
actual radome errors under the various states given incident polarization, a "matched" re-
of polarization, it appears that polarization effi- celving polarization is not alwayi the correct
ciencies above 0.80 will result in errors which one for minimum boresight error.--

SECTION E. EFFECT OF RADOME ERRORS ON FRE CONTROL AND GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

It is 'airly common knowledge in the radome tor's radome. These specifications are im-
design field today that fire control radome portant in light of the compromise which must
errors adversely affect the accuracy of missile be made in the air-frame design between a
and rocket firing, as well as the stability of low-error radome (high-drag "rounded" nose)
tJhe radar-autopilot-airplane loop. When the and a large-error radome (low-drag "sharp"
radome errors can be correlated with resulting nose). Studies of sequential lobe comparison
fire control errors, the results can be used to systems have found that the radome errors are
specify the allowable errors in the intercep- mostdetrimental during the interceptor's rock-
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I I
et-firing mode of operation; the effect of er- value of a for the true line-of-sight, and the
rors in the interceptor's radome on the missile crosstalk error L * equals the value of for the
launching problem is not so significant. If the apparent line-of-sight minus the value of for
error limits imposed by the rocket-firing the true line-of-sight.
prubienh "re mei, ihe rKtiar-auiupiui-cLiki-pit
loop will be stable for the expected airplane Through the fire control equations associated
response times, and the missile will be launched with the lead-collision type of attack, the mag-
with the necessary accuracy to place it uta niiude and the angular rates of change of the
the proper initial course. A typical analysis of radome errors (for any arbitrary direction of
the interrelation of radome error and fire con- the line-of-sight) can be related to the fire
trol error will be developed to show these re- control "miss" caused by these radome errors.
sultis in greater detail. 2 6  It is convenient to resolve the fire control

"miss" into two components, M, and M.
4-30. Effect of Radome Errors on Fire Con-
trol Systems The miss in yards in the plane in which o is

measured is the M, component. When the in-
In the fire control system (conical scan) stud- terceptor is on a proper firing course, the ge-

led in the analysis, the coordinate system ometry is such that the target is heading for
shown in Figure 4-36 was used. The angle be- some point on the interceptor's longitudinal
tween the line-of-sight to the target and the axis,* and consequently the target's longitudi-
longitudinal axis of the aircraft is defined as a. nal axis lies in the plane in which j is meas-
This ankle can vary from 00 to the maximum ured. When the rocket passes in f:ont of the
offset angle of the radar (about 700). The angle target, M, is taken as positive. Therefore, M,,
between the plane of the interceptor's wings is the miss along the target,'s fuselage in the
and the plane through the longitudinal axis con- special case of a direct beam attack,
taining the liye-of-3ight is called t. It varies
from 0 to 360 and lies between 0 and 900 when The M( component of the fire-control "miss"
the target is above and to the right of the inter- is the miss in yards perpendicular to the plane
ceptor. in which a is measured; therefore, Mý is a

miss perpendicular to the target's fuselage.
In general, the radome will bend the radar

beam so that the apparent line-of-sight will not
coincide with the tUue line-of-sight. In the *Gravity drop and jump angles Pre second-
analysis the in-plane error A0 equals the value order effects In this analysis aad are therefore
of a for the apparent line-of-sight minus the neglected.

target

plane of inteceptor's wings

Figure 4-36. D~flnoleti of Redem Angles fow Analysis of Erno Effoet an Fire Control Systems
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This component is taken as positive in the di- Figure 4-37 shows the plots of the coeffi-
rection of positive t; for example, a positive cients C 1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , and C5 in yards for a
M corresponds to the rocket passing over the typical set of firing conditions:
target when the target comes from the right
and passing under the Largct whIMI iL ,uuICU y =C= y -,z
from the left. 1atf a 2F

Fatf ai-att 2 ~
The foDowing expressions have imeui derived

for M, and Mt.

f= 1.5 seconds

Ma - 1 Au + C2 - C3 2 (4-44) target speed = Mach U.95

interceptor speed =Mach 1.9

M =- C4 r +C • (445) altitude = 30,000 feet

F F 1 =t0.2 radian per second
tf

where .. . The coefficients are plotted against u. For
FCos a-RJthe particular set of conditions, this angle at

firing does not exceed 220, but for other speci-
C2 z F sin a fic conditions it can assume somewhat larger

values. (Consideration of the radome resign
C3  ORtf problem must include the iact that when the

Fsin 2 
atrue line-of-sight angle is .) degrees, the actual

C4  F radiation from the antenna passes through
areas of the radome at angles which are both

C5 = Rtf sin a greater and less than a.) Also sho,'n on the
graphs of Figure 4-37 are folded scales which

F rocket travel distance (inyards) give 0, the angle between the paths of the in-
relative to the interceptor terceptor and target. For a tail attack, /3 is

taken as 00. The range of the target at the
F rocket speed relative to interceptor time of firing depends on /, for any given target

at time of impact speed, interceptor speed, time of flight of the
rocket, and distance traveled by the rocket.

tf time-of-flight Pf rocket The target range is thus a double-valued func-
tion of a, and there are two branches of C3 and

R range of target at time of firing C 5 . Since A is also double-valued, C1 also has
two branches.

R range rate of target at firing

4= roll rate of interceptor at firing, It is interestin0 , to note that in an electrically
taken as positive if right wing is go- symmetric system (that is, a system with acircularly symmetric radorne and circular po-Ing down. larization), A t, D(/ )/ (At )/, o, and 3(Ao)/, 1,

Since the target is essentially a long rectan- all vanish, so that only Act and a(Aa)laa are sig-

gle, it is clear that Mt (the miss component

perpendicular to the fuselage) should be kept
smaller than M . Both M and M, should be a On the basis of these data, the order of mag-
small part of the total "miss" caused by all ad- nitude of the tolerances which will eventually
verse effects combined. By means of published be set upon radome error can be estimated.
data the effect of any given values of Ma and When the effect of smoothing the angular data
Mý on the probability of kill of rockets can be is taken into account, the derivatives turn out
determined.2 7 A reasonable design objective to be most conveniently specified in terms of a
for an interceptor radome appears to be IM maximum allowable excursion of the radome
< I yard; *Ma 5 yards. Values of Mt and M,1 errors in some Interval. When the derivatives
which are compatible with the rocket firing are so specified, the order of magnitude of the
problem have no nignificant effect on the rios- allowable radome tolerances, for the region
site launching problem. less than 300 might be
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less than 2 mils

Go nose [may not vary more than I mll in any 40 in-
Au terval of

flOSS C1  mav not varv more than 0.5 mil in any 100
""Ta- Linterval of t

C- Fmay not vary more than 0.5 mil in any 4o

400 interval of a

-may not vary more than 0.7 mil in any 100

300 -__ .
L inte rva i of C

4-31. Effect of Radome Errors on Missile
Guidance

200 Of the various types of missiles the homing

missiles have the most stringent radome re-
"C2  quirements. High boresighttng accuracy and

-00 low loss characteristics must be provided so
O /that errors will not be introduced into target

positional information. At the same time aero-
dynamic and material strength considerations

0 - must be fulfilled so that the missile can fly at
,* supersonic speeds. As described in paragraph
£C 4-10, there are three types of homing missiles:
"Z [active seekers, semiactive seekers, and pas-

sive seekers. Since at the present state of the
art semiactive seekers seem to offer the opti-140 C$ mum combination of desirable factors, the dis-
cussion of the effect of radome error on mis-

120 osil guidance is concerned with this type of
nose missile. Specific reference is made to the

1 / / Hughes Falcon for the analysis. 2 8

4-32. Falcon Navigation

80 - - The antenna of the Falcon missile consists of
a conically scanning paraboloid mounted on the

/to I rotor of a processed gyroscope. When the an-

60 S tenna and gyroscope are enclosed in a radome,
C4  the apparent Une-of-sight does not coincide

/7 with the true line-of-sight. The angle 7)r be-
40 -tween the apparent and true lines-of-sight

(Figures 4-38 and 4-39) is called the radome
error angle, or simply the radome error, The

20 components of this angle in and perpendicular
to the plane of offset frequently are referred to

0 12 as the in-plane error and the crosstalk error,

0 4 a 12 IF 20 respectively. As was noted in Section D, the
cr (degrees) radome error is not a property of the radome

II I I I alone, but rather depends on the complex elec-

0 10 20 30 44 tromagnetic interactions of the complete
180 163 144 125 104 72 radome-antenna missile body system.

0 (angle between paths of interceptor If the radome and missile structure are care-

and target, degrees) fully constructed and are axially symmetric,

and if the receiving antenna and illuminating
signal are circularly polarized, the radome

Fimw 4-37. CmIIlflew of WoMios Eqot l error should have axial symmetry and thus
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missile apparent Derivatives k12 and k21 represent a cross-
axisconnection Letween the missile control chan-

Snei nels, motion of the target in one of the missile
line-of-sight coordinates causing an apparent motion in the
- 7 other coordinate as well if these cross-deriva-

4-33. Apgparance" of R;dnmp Frror In Falcon.

Transfer Function

The basic linearized proportional navigation
guidance system of the Falcon missile, in the
absence of radome error and under the ideal-
ization of a single-channel nonrolling missile

Piqe@ 4-38. Radom* Error Angular Relationship in Two navigating in a plane, Is indicated by the servo

Dimensional (Simplified) Case diagram of Figure 4-40. A flipper deflection 8,
proportional to the measure line-of-sight ro-
tation rate 6, gives rise to an angle of attack a

should not be a function of roll attitude, If the and thus to a rotation rate v of the missile vel-polarization of either the transmitter or re- ocity vector. This sequence in turn reacts on ý,
ceiver is not circular, the radome error in in accordance with the trajectory geometry
general will not show axial symmetry. equation. Other symbols used in Figure 4-40

are cleflned as follows:
The Falcon seeker Is sensitive not to the ab-

solute orientation of the line-of-sight in space,
but rather to the rate at which this orientation p z d/dt (also represented by a dot)
is changing. Correspondingly, it is not pri-
marily the radome error itself which affects Q z static value of c/8
navigation but rather the rate of change of the
radome error with change in orientation of the r = ratio of closing velocity to component of
line-of-sight relative to missile coordinates, missile velocity along line-of-sight
Figure 4-38 indicates the angles of Interest for
the simplified nonrolling missile navigating in T - time of flight remaining to collision
a plane, and the radome error derivative k is
defined as Zm - missile control transfer function denom-

inator (static value unity)k • dr/d•(4-48)k d7r/df aerodynamic transfer function denomi-
The actual three-dimensional case is shown nator, (p2/wO2 + U0//w 0 + 1)

in Figure 4-39. The definitions of the angles A
and 'r are the same as those in the simplified
case Lut need not be coplanar. Four component missile axis
derivatives analogous to the k of Equation apparent
(4-46) are required to characterize the radome
error completely; it is convenient to define
these derivatives with respect to the missile unit lne-of-sight
control coordinates. Since the angle rr is sphere ,7
small, it may be resolved into yaw and pitch
components, 'rl and 7r2: respectively. An in- 1 r 2
finitesimal change In the line-of-sight can also
be described by yaw and pitch components, d81
and d f3, respectively. The four radome error pitch axis
derivatives are:

kI anrl/a•l

k1 -r2 / (4-4 7) yaw axis
k2 31',rZ/A2

k2 1 = •,)r 1/F2 *wo 4-19. Rade..oRm Msla, A 1•R0e•n•-hp In The.
D102182 okl CNN*



-0 = natural weathercock frequency where 0 = rate of rotation of missile axis.

C0 = aerodynamic damping constant As is shown in the resulting servo diagram of
F.. .re . .-.. ., th. .'.dc-... .rr.r i.trd-.c.. a.

x0 = navigation constant (static value •/•) in second feedback loop between the output and
absence of radome error input of the missile transfer function.

Te = turning time constant With all the coefficients in the inner loop con-
sidered constant, it is possible to replace this

It can be seen from Figure 4-40 that the tra- loop in the servo diagram by an equivalent
Jectory represents a feedback loop between the straight-through transfer function, as indicated
output and input of the missile transfer func- in Figure 4-42, where Zs represents the oper-
tion. When the effects of radome error are ator (r p+ 1). Comparison with Figure 4-40
considered, the servo diagram is modified, shows that the overall effect of the assumed
The apparent line-of-sight and the true line-of- radome error is to change the missile transfer
sight now differ by the boresight error, as il- function Y (including aerodynamics) from
lustrated in Figure 4-38. To linearize the
problem, the radome error derivative k, as de- YO =X O/Zm Z0  (4-50)
fined by Equation (4-46), is assumed indepen-
dent of the offset angle of the line-of-sight into
from the missile axis. The appropriate equa-
tions are (1 - k)WoY = (4-51)

ZmZ0 - k 0 sZs

cr + 'r (4-48)
Since the static values of Zm, Zo, and Z. are

1r = k1 = k(b - a*) = k(a + y - ý) (4-49) all unity, it is seen from Equation (4-51) that A,
the effective navigation constant, is given by

target missile 1-k
maneuver control aerodynamic response X= i--. NO (4-52)

Tg If the analysis is extended to the actual three-

dimensional case, Equations (4-48) and (4-49)
becometrajectory. ,

geometry r 1 + 1rl - ý1 + kl1 l + k210 2  (4-53)

"; '• + " 0 -'r2 + k 2A2 + kl 2hl (4-54)

where the mubscripts I and 2 designate the two
PIgw.e 4-40. 1"w o Dlmo.l rela.o Okenem S.eto missile control channels In Figure 4-39. The

resulting complete servo diagram is given in

target Figure 4-43 with Y0 defined by Equation (4-50).

l( .-- i'' -- 1 . 4-34. Radome Error and Missile Stability

A very serious effect that can arise from
radome error is instability of the missile tra-

6, Ok)k.c
target .m -_- k. Z-

It maneuver

"i r(Tp-2) I

... I,. ..----------.

Regm 4-41. Two Dimosselat Goldvoce. Syst..
lA Modeem Iftt Figum 4-42. Eq1wuhie SeSre D0grom wlit Modeume Ewe
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r- -f -- __- --

L.L

tor., L-k12 kl2Z"

k2JZ,

Figure 4-43. Complete Fatlco Guidance System with Total Redom Errow

Jectory. An unstable missile trajectory does unity, an approximate expression for the
tnt approach a collision course but, instead, radome error stability limits is the following:
oscillates with increasing amplitude about such
a course. This oscillation may build up to a - 2 ++'(rl + (1 -'-.

point at which it overloads the control system, L-w 1 +r2)] 6102 (4-56)
causing loss of control of the missile. J 2C &,,6o) - ckh,,o-,-s t 0

The two-dimensional case is considered first.
The stability of the trajectory is investigated where r' and `2 represent roughly equal time
by neglecting the trajectory geometry feedback, lags. U the frequencies •0and (1-1 r2)'1/2 are
If the remaining transfer function Y is unsta- well separated, as usually is the case, then the,
ble, the trajectory is classed as long-range un- real part of Equation (4-56) Is satisfied Ap-
stable, proximately at each of these two frequencies.

Approximate stability limits for k,\) may be
For Y to be stable, it is neceseazy that the found, therefore, by a solution of the imaginary

static value %be positive and that all the roots part of Equation (4-56) at theso two fr'equen-
of the characteristic equation cies, respectively.

Zm Z0 - I¢'0 Zs = 0 (4-55) Positive Radome Error limit. I w is much
larger than w1 - ('I 'r 2 )-l/, then in the neigh-have negative real parts. Since K) is always borhood of the latter frequency the radome

greater than unity, the first condition applied to
Equation (4-52) requires either that kX0 be less stability limit is approximated by
than unity or that k be greater than unity. Only '1+ (452
the first alternative is found to be of practical ko . (4-57/)
significance. It is found that the transfer func- I'S
tion Y becomes unstable if the parameter kN0 where the low frequency damping constant is
falls outside a critical range of values (the set equal to zero. Curves indicating the accur-
quantity kA0 is the d-c loop gain of the radome acy of this approximate expression are given in
error feedback loop shown in Figure 4-41). Figure 4-44. It follows from Equattion (4-57)
Apart from the general requirement that kX0 be and from the additional requirement that be
less than unity, the limits of this critical range positive that the long-range stability restric-
depend upon the numerical constants of the tions which apply to positive radome error de-
system. If kx 0 is neglected, with respect to rivatives are
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(1) kho must be less than 1 when

9- . .. .
Zs r +•2(4-58) Wo

71__ + T 2_ -(2) kko must be less than - when '_____

7~ 6(4-59) 2-

01

The first limit is exact; the second is approx- O0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
imate. The first limit is applicable to the mis-
sile at ýow altitudes and the second, at high al- r + ÷ 2
titudes. When the first stability limit is ex- TS
ceeded, the instability is at zero frequency, and
the missile turns steadily away from a colli-
sion course instead of toward one. When the Figure 4-45. Ratio of Exact To Appwoximote Negative

second stability limit is exceeded, the missile k X.0 Stbility Limit for 71 =T2
trajectory oscillates with increasing amplitude
at a low frequency whose period is determined Curves indicating the accuracy of this ap-
primarily by the time constants rl and '2, proximate expression are presented in Figure

4-45.

The aerodynamic parameter rsis a function if the radome error derivative becomes more
of air density and increases at higher altitudes. negative than the above limit, the missile be-
Correspondingly, the stability limit on positive comes unstable at approximately the weather-
radome error derivative becomes increasingly cock frequency, and the weathercock oscilla-
tight at higher altitudes. tions increase with time instead of dying out.

Negative Radome Error LM Again, The aerodynamic parameter ratio tow o/'s
is much larger than (1 )- 2 then in the decreases rapidly with increasing altitude, and
neghborhood of co the requirement that the the stability limit on negative radome errorhigh frequency damping constunt to remain derivative becomes exceedingly small (on the

positive yields, as the long-range stability re- order of -0.01) at maximum altitude.
striction on negative radome error derivative, Analytical and simulator studies have shown

that the trajectory feedback tends to increase
kh0 must be greater than the effects of positive radome error derivative

(4-60) and to decrease the effects of negative radome
-X&C017*2 error derivative. The simulator studies have

also shown that, if the positive radome error
Ts derivative is as large as two-thirds of the lim-

iting value for long-range stability, the miss
may be several times larger than with no

1[2 ,-radome error, even in the absence of noise.
1.0 'or _ 40 On the other hand, the negative radome error20 derivative can be equal to or slightly outside

- --0.___1_ ____•_ the long-range stability limit, and with no input
f •, /6 115 noise the miss remains relatively small.S0,

0 • •f ____The foregoing stability analysis applies to
*0.4 'o/ each of the two missile control channels indi-

0.2 -. _ o" 0.1 vidually. The radome error cross-derivatives0 _ 0.05k12 and k2, also affect the stability of the ac-
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 tual three-dimensional trajectory, because of

riu+r-4the small closed loop which they introduce into
Ts the overall system. Similar analysis, with

some extensions, shows that the amount of
Figure 4-44. Ratio of Exact To Approx~note Pastive cross-coupling which can be permitted depends

k ý0 Stability Lid-It for Ty n -2 upon the amount of direct radome error deriv-
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ative which is present, and the true stability 50

limit is a Joint one involving k and~k 1 kik2k. If 40 C1+ ....2 112

there is any cross-coupling present, a smaller 30 to-n-
amount of direct radome error derivative is miss

qVul, i U1 it1uJiLbiLy. j•tr~er amounts Mý $miss
of cross-coupling can cause instability even if with no
the direct radome error derivative is zero. It rodome
shuuld be uiuLed, however, that the effect of error
radome errors on guidance accuracy becomes 1O present
pronounced long before the system becomes • 8 -- _-

unstable. A typical curve of guidance miss due - -

to scintillation noise as a function of positive , 6
in-plane error slope alone is shown in Figure
4-46. 4

4-35. Radome Error and Navigation Constant

A quantity of fundamental importance in a 7/
proportional navigation system is the naviga- 2
tion constant \, defined as the steady-state ratio
of the rate of turn of the missile to the rate of
rotation of the line-of-sight (v = xi). This zero
frequency gain of the missile transfer function - 0 0.
Y is affected by radome error. Accordingly 0,2 04 0.6 0. .0
then, the navigation constant in the presence of k/k.a, (in-plane error slope)

radome error h, is related to the navigation
constant in the absence of radome error X0 by Figure 4-46. Irreoae In W.a Due to PNOtNv. Ih-Plan.

Error Slop* When Guidance Syottn Is Excited by Scintillation

1-k
k 0 (4-61) duce instability, it still may produce marked

changes in the response of the missile to
scintillation noise.

As can be seenf, the navigation constant be- Simulator studies of missile trajectories have
comes infinite when k = 1/h0. This condition shown tbrt with negative radome error deriv-
corresponds to the instability at zero fre- atives as large as the stability limit, the rms
quency mentioned previously. If the radome miss due to scintillation noise is not signifi-
error derivative is negative, a maximum limit cantly altered, even though the rms lateral ac-
is set on the available X; even if X0 is infinite, celeration is greatly increased. However, the
X is equal only to -(1 - k)/k. limit on positive radome error derivative im-

With most radomes, the radome error deriv- posed by noise is much tighter than the limit
ative, k, is a function of the antenna offset angle. imposed by missile instability. If the radome
As a result, the navigation cf stant of a missile is not to cause excessive decrease in the prob-

As reult th naigaio cdstat o a issle ability of kill when considerable amplitudevaries throughout its flight and way depart sig- ablt /klwhnosiebeapitd
nifivaries trougheoutits m flight departd valu. scintillation noise is present, the positive ra-
nificantly from the optimum or desired value, dome error derivative generally must be less

To maintain a reasonable probability of kill, this than one-fifth the Limit set by stability con-

variation of navigation constant cannot be than onet

allowed to be excessively large - a restriction siderations.

which constitutes one of the most important
limitations on radome error for the tactical 4-37. Secondary Factors in Radome Error
missile. Analysis

4-36. Radome Error and Response to Noise The above discussion has introduced a brief

It has been shown that a finite radome error analysis of some of the more Important factors
derivative changes the transfer function re- influencing radome error. There are several
lating the line-of-sight angle a to the flight- other factors which will not be discussed
path angle -. Even when the radome error detail but must be brought to the reader's at-
derivative is of insufficient magnitude to pro- tention.
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In addition to two principal time lagd, there In the analyses which have been summarized

are usually 'several other smaller time con- in the preceding sections, it has been shown
stants involved. Such time lags t,3nd to reduce that a radome error derivative which falls out-
the missile response to noise. Because of the side a certain range of values leads to an un-

rd~~~ .~ .r ~a.. -1 U&YLAAUMUt.W, bLtAULUt~ rawiOUL0ry. these &tnaiyses deait with-aa a;ý..- _
however, these small time lags might make the linearized version of the problem. All para-
radome error stability limits even tighter. meters were assumed to be constant, and the

radume error derivative k was assumed to be
independent of the offset angle /3 of the line-of-

Another influencing factor is the polarization sight from the missile axis. it is possible to
of the incoming signal. This factor can affect obtain useful results by considering k as a func-
the missile navigation in several w: "5, de- tion of 13, which is the case in chephyslcal prob-
pending on what combination of signal polari- lem. Though at the present time such analysis
zation, receiving antenna polarization, and roll is not conclusive or complete, nonlinear ra-
control is used. The effect of polarization on dome error analysis appears .to promise some
radome error is discussed in detail in para- relaxing of the limit on positive radome error
graphs 4-23 through 4-29. derivative. It seems possible that the positive

radome error derivative limit can be relaxed
4-38. Nonlinear Radome Error Analysis over a limited range of angles.

SECTION F. PREDICTION OF RADOME ERRORS

4-39. Radome Size and General Approaches The separation between radome and antenna
aperture in a large system allows for a better

For conventenc sof discussion in radome error defined field, and (2) the energy region adjacent
prediction techniques, radomes are divided into to the antenna is very sensitive to any obstacles,
two general groups: large radomes and small but the farther away the radome is, the less of
radomes. The large radome is characterized an obstacle It appears to be.
by an antenna aperture of more than 19 wave-
lengths in diameter, a circle of clearance be- In large antenna-radome systems, the varia-
tween antenna and radome on the order of one t'ion in boresight error in supposedly simUar
or more wavelengths, and small wall curva- radomes, due for example to a lack of concen-
tures compared with wavelength. All other ra- tricity, is frequently of the same magnitude as
domes are considered to be small. The line of the error itself, The variation makes diffi-
demarcation between the two general groups is cult the correlation of theory and experiment in
rather nebulous, and, undoubtedly, radomes any error-prediction method. Most current
exist that could fall into either group. As far prediction techniques are directed toward the
as prediction methods are concerned, it is ad- calculation of boresight error curves by meanis
visable to classify these radomes as small. of geometrical-optics methods or modifications

of these methods. For large radomes simple
Large radomes are associated with small ray tracing is frequently used and except in the

boresight errors, usually no greater than a nose area, often predicts errors with sufficient
few mile in the nose area for a well-designed accuracy to recommend its use alone, Another
radome. Most large systems are designed to technique that has been found very useful in
transmit fairly narrow beams which are highly large radome applications is based on an angu-
directive, and it is usually assumed that the lar-magnification method and was originally
antenna does not see much of ýhe radome area applied to lens design. The technique makes
at any one look angle. For these reasons the possible rapid beam-shift calculations for a
angles of incidence at which the energy reaches large section of the radome and requires only
the wall of a large radome do not vary appre- the use of a slide rule or desk calculator. For
ciably, except in the nose area, and errors that the parts of the large radome that have radii of
might be introduced are low. The distance be- curvature comparable to wavelength (chiefly the
tween antenna aperture and radome wall in the nose portion), phase-retardation methods must
large systemsacts asanother error-minimizing be employed.
factor: any radome Is a scatterer (secondary
raeiatlon source) in the system, but the per- Small radomes inherently have fairly large
turbations caused by a large radome in the boresight errors for several reasons. The radii
transmitted field will be somewhat less than of the wall curvatures are the same order of
those of a small radome for two reasons: (1) magnitude as the wavelength in the small an-
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tenna-radome systems, and the angles of inci-, separation (antenna and side of radcme) may be
dence for any look angle will vary widely. The on the oi'der of a small Lractlonof a wavelength,
antenna may see the entire side of the radome whereas for a large radome-antenna system the
at one look angle. The comparatively short separation Is a wavelength or so. The possible
distance from radome wall to antenna aperture potential off*ct nc t n aU i-aduuie on ie neld
m.kec the m.viinodyhpear ro Do a large obstacle contained within it is appreciably greater than
in the radiated field inside the radome. The that of the large radome.
various scattering effects (reflections, images,
etc.) will introduce perturbations which make There are a number of approaches towards
the field insido the radome extremely complex. accurate prediction of boresight errors in the
Consequently, it is extremely difficult, 1f not small radome-antenna systems; others are
impossible, to analyze exactly any changes in being developed. None of the several methods
that field that may occur as the field traverses has as yet produced a completely general me-
the radome wall. As was mentioned in Section thod of approach, primarily because the fields
D, radome errors generally increase in size as inside the small radome have not yet been ac-
the antenna aperture decreases in diameter, curately analyzed. Because of the complexity
Figure 4-47 shows the comparative positions of of the mathematics involved, the standard me-
antenna aperture and radome for a typical small thod of approach can only Involve the deter-
system (a) and for a typical large system (b). mination of the fields by some approximation.
In the small system, an aperture of 5 inches A few of the prediction techniques for small
diameter and a radome length of 10 inches are radomes will be discussed briefly to illustrate
assumed. With ;, wavelength of, say, 1.3 inches, the current approaches to the problem.
a maximum of only 7.7 wavelengths separate
aperture from radome. In contrast, the large
system has an assumed aperture diameter of In general, the following statements can be

20 inches and a radome length of 72 inches. made about prediction techniques: 2 9

With the 1.3-inch wavelength there would be a
m"imum of about 55 wavelengths separating a. For the large radome, there are at least
the two scatterers in the system, Furthermore, three approaches that yield accurate prediction
in a small radome-antenna system the small of boresight error,

ý d' 5 Inches
. 7X s 1.3 Inches

wovelenglhs

(a)

--- "72 Inches

dd20 Inches

X- 1.3 Inches

d approximately 55 wavelenqths

Ib)

ft$gaoe 4-47. Comparative Imp•rtance of Roade in (o) S•.all and (b) Large Radom•.-Ananno Sysftems
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b. For the small radome, no one method has A
consistently predicted boresight error ac-
curately, although several methods have met
with limited success.

-- dielectric constant..
4~-.G. Geometrical UpUcs (Iiay Tracing)

The use of geometrical optics irt the design of *-.-

iadumrns ims been practiced by every radome
designer and manufacturer of radomes at one
time or another, Though more sophisticated
procedures are required for many types of ra- N, N
domes, ray-geometry and cylindrical -symmetry
applications should not be overlooked. Many
times these simplified methods are of sufficient
accuracy 'o turn out the required radome. The Fig,,re 4-49. Cress Section of Radom. Perpendicular To
techniques can be used for an approximate pre- Elemen- of a Cylinder
diction of average beam shift caused by a ra-
dome 3 0 and are particularly useful with large
radomes. rays represei=t the electromagnetic energy.

The rays are parallel to one another and per-
In the most simple methods of iay tracing, a pendicular to the elements of the cylindrical

central beam is assumed to originate as a plane wall (Figure 4-48). Sufficient symmetry is
wave from the antenna aperture. The ray is assumed so that sideways deviation of the beam
traced through the radome wall, and tha devia*- !s neglected as far as ray geometry alone im
tion introduced by the radome is calculated. concerned. The common ray direction Is do-
The analysis generally makes use of a geomet- r,oted by a unit vector A, and the normal to the
rical model. Parallel e'Arfaces can be shown to surface by X. The vector A is fixel, while N
have a common normal at corresponding points changes from point to point on the surface. At
and to have simply related radii of ourvature. R given point a plane can be passed through A
If arbitrary cylinders are replaced by their and N intersecting the surface In two plane
osculating circular cylinders, a simple formula curves. Except for terms 0(a 2 ) in the thickness
can be obtained for the ray deviation introduced (a), the plane curves may be replaced by their
by curv.ture. An approximation for small cur.. circles of curvature. 'Vigure 4-49 represents
vature and one for a dielectric constant near the situation obtained when circles are con-
unity can be made. It can also be shown that sidered. The probiem is reduied to two dimen-
the beam deviation will increase with the di- siena and all terms of (a/r) , where r is the
electric conatant for constant thickness but will radius of curvature, are neglected. By Snell's
increase and then decrease when the thickness Law and with reference to Figure 4-49,
is half-wave,

It is first assumed that the radome is part of =in. =47-- (4-62)
a cylinder (not necessarily circular) and that sin 92 sin 63

N a normal to the, surface and the law of sines gives
A - common ray direction

of Incoming radiation sin 03 sin 02

r-a r

A Equations (4-62) and (4-63) give

a
sin b 6 I --- sin 0 (4-64)

r

showing that the relation of e), to V does not In-

Figure "-4. Crlindrical Radom, volve the dielectric constant r.
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Since c = - 93, Equation (4-62) can be used The curves of Figure 4-50 indicate fv, ' the
to show that beam deviation increases with the dieleLOic

constant, other thin~s being equal, and according

1)1/2 to Equation (4-68), the limiting value is (a/r)
sin c =sin 1 (- sin 2 6) - (A_ tan 0. If a half-wave wall construction is used

sin s2 ', 1 )i/2 for a given angle of incidence,

Now the beam deviation 6 is a = (n x/2 (L - sin2 6)- (-9
sin 2 1 '2 (4-69)

S= -"(O + c) (4-66) (n = 1,2,3. .. )

By proper simplifying approximations when As the dielectric constant increases, the wall
small curvatures are considered such that thickness decreases, and it would appear that

the beam shift would decrease too, so that
a/r tan2 9 < 1 (4-67)

the deviation & is obtained from Equations s •( nr)S in 9(c _ n2 ) -1/2

(4-64), (4-65), and (4-66): r 0 (4-70)

A (sin 0)[sec - [sec - (- sin 2  )l/ 2  -r I)J-1• 468
" sin2 e] -1/2 (4-68) Equation (4-70) is zero for I= and ap-

proaches zero for e -. o. Since the expression
This relationship it plotted in Figure 4-50. is positive, it must have one mAximum, which

is found to occur at

1000
curves assume a tan 2 9 << r

r~rodlsi__500 outhicknesss

400 8=beam deviation

00 angle of incidence
200 #. 875"

40 4

a,i

100

4~

Ia--

2

0.01 0.05 0.1 0,5 1 5 10 50 100

P1Fwu 4-50. Apmxlmfi 1rem Devletlo, for Cmeeuftic Ckehle
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Figure 4-•I. Approxmate Beeom SkAi 1Or a Rodme it Hlf-Wevoe Thk1c

e w 4 - 3 sin2 9 (4-71) and this prediction is found to be true. The

average beam deviation of radomes with several
layers, as in sandwich radomes, can be pre-

and to have the value dicted by repeated use of these relations.

Ma = tan a secO (4- 7 2) A'
max3 , r A- A

'Jbus, the reduction in thickness given by
Equation (4-69) is sometimes sufficient to off-
set the 4ncreased beam shift predicted by Equa-
tion (4-68). It should also be noted that under
the present considerations the worst possible

Sfor a solid hail-wave wail occurs between 1
and 4. Graphical presentation is given in
Figure 4-51.

The various rays must be combined after
transmission to give a sort of "average devia-
tion." For small deviations the angle is nearly 8-(9+c)
equal to the component of the error vector A'
-A, as shown in Figure 4.52. By Equation
(4-68) It can be seen that the shift of each ray
Is toward the normal of the surface at the point
of observation. The average shift should then
be In a direction away from the radome apex, lotFv, 4-S. Errw Voer
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The chief re~commendation for the use of cylin- 4-42. The M' Method
drical 3ymrnatry and ray geometry is the aim-
plicity of he. techniques. They do, however, The radome is considered as a lens of weak
have shortcomings: radomes encow~tered in magnification and the angles of incidence are

~ vet i~ndrigenL and the not assumned to be large. Layout of the radome
met'jods fail to account for croestaJlk deviation. for the UlA method is shown in Figure 4-53. The
Trhe latter fiL~ure is Winerent. in any scalar In-plane error Is calculated lor each look angle,the~,r,- that Is bound to predlitt rAnro croastalk and an error curve Is plotted from the data,
for every system that has as much symmetry For 'iach look angle a family of general rays is
as those in use. A definitive. theory can befound drawin so that each ray is parallel with the axis
only by the inclusion of polarization in the of the reflector or antenna aperture. At the
analysi.v. point at which each ray strikes the inner sur-

face of the radome a tangential sphere is con-
4-41. Modifications of Geometrical Optics structed with the same radius of curvature as

the radome at that point. An optical axis is
The calculation of ray deviations through a drawn parallel with the radorne axis from the

radome may be .-egarded as a prevblem of de- center of the sphere to its edge. The disance
* teriining the optical angular magnification of along the optical axis from the center of the

the radome. A prediction technique that follows tangential sphere to the intersection of the opti-
this type of approach is the M' method. The in- cal axis with the tangential sphere Is termei U
plane error of a given radome can be calculated and is a parameter in the prediction equation.
and is a zeroth approximation to the true error. The distance U will be different for each ray at

*From work do.ne at the Dalmo-Victor Company each look angle, since the tangential spheres
the technique can be briefly outlined. 29  wiiW all have different centers.

rodome wall

antenna\planeay lindoe

radomme

axis

w - look angle

w2 ray deviation U

Figere 4-51. Re I, Leyeet for M' En., Pte~licton Method
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The ray deviation (Aw') can be expressed as The method is quite general and can be ex-
tended to cover any type of sandwich radome

A V.' " (M' - 1)w (4-73) structure, but more accurate results will be
obtained with large radomes than with small

whpre ones. Symmetry is assumed in the radome n,
that the method does not take crosstalk into

(1 1 account. In addition, since polarization is
M,- " (4-74) ignored, results are meaningful in magnitude

1 -U D - inDI) only, not in sign.

A w' = ray deviation or in-plane error 4-43. Antenna Modification Method

w = look angle When a small radome or the nose area of a
large radome are to be studied, more refined

U = distance along the optical axis between methods of prediction are required than the
the point of intersection of each ray with optical methods described above. The variation
its optical axis and the intersection of in incidence anglek for rays emerging from
that optical axis with the tangential sphere different parts of the antenna becomes appre-
for the ray ciable; so does the change in phase and ampli-

tude suffered by different rays as they traverse
DI the radome. In view of these facts reasonably

De - +D2  accurate information cannot be obtained on
1 -(t D1  purely geometrical optics bases. A slightll

refined ray-tracing technique appears to be a
tairly good approach.

29

D= dioptric power of outer surface of radome
A wnll collimated perfectly plane wave is as-

D2'= dioptric power of inner surface of radome sumed to emerge from the antenna with an arn-
Sthickness of ratlome plitude variation that follows the theoretical

taper of the antenna. Rays perpendicular to the

n-- index of refraction of radome antenna aperture are then traced to the radome
surface, and the incidence and polarization

The results of a prediction by the M' method angles are noted, Because of the polarization
of the error introduced into a central ray by a dependence of the transmission coefficients,
typical large radome are compiled in Table the rays must be divided into parallel and per-
4-VI with comparative data obtained by a geo- pendicular components. Flat panel data and
metrical-optics ray tracing method. Both local transmission coefficients are used next
methods predict errors less than 1 mil; the in the calculations of the phase and ampli-
measured in-plane error of the radome was tude changes as the rays traverse the wall.
also less than 1 mil for look angles greater After a number of rays originating across the
than 100. face of the aperture are traced through the ra-

dome wall and the changes in amplitude and

Table 4-VZ. Compriason of M' and Geometrical phase are noted, the radome is removed and
Optic. Ray Tri•engM.thods for Central Ray the antenna aperture distribution is reconstruct-

with Typical La•g. Radom,* ed to reflect the effects of the radome. The
reconstructed or modified aperture distribution
is integrated in the usual manner to yield the

Predicted Beam Deviation far-field patterns. This method is discussed in
Look Angle, w Caused by Radome detail in Chapter 13.

(degrees) M'Method Geometric Optics The change in beam parameters in a para-

(mil) (mil) bolic beam approximation (that is, angular
beamshift, fractional change in bearn ampli-

6.2041 0.0195 0.3022 tude, and fractional change in half-power beam-
10 0.0192 0.0833 widths) can be calculated by means of a com-
25 0.0176 0.0429 parlson of the theoretical antenna 'a•tvris with
35 0.0159 0.0281 the patterns obtained from the ,;tructed
45 0.0138 0.0184 distribution. For conical-scar as the

calculations must be carried otti f3; the two
*Measured in-plane error less than 1 mll for extreme spin-scan positions for each look

w > 100. angle. The in-plane error or the change in
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crossover point is obtained by use of the for- A phase and amplitude front is determined
mula derived by the Princeton Group. The experimentally on a plane Pcross the antenna
formula was improvedby Barker and Lengye131 aperture. This plane is subdivided into a con-
by matching the beam shape at the crossover venient number of squares or other shapes.

.n. .t. In tragblea fnrm, .. n.. .. 1- 4. M - ..h -0 4 - *. . .. , -......+.

and amplitude. Hays are then traced whose
initial amplitude and phase are those of the

-O-• (2 "1) "-" 02 "1) + units from which they originate and whose
(4-75) direction is determined by the best normal to

1 (81 + 62) the phase at the rays' points or origin. At the
2 radome wall, for each polarization, the rays

are split up into transmitted and reflected rays,
where 200 = half-power beamwidth and each one of these is traced to an imaginary

external plane (Figure 4-54). It will usually be
= fractional increase in width of necessary to consider higher order reflections,

beam at half power as well as the reflections from each surface of
discontinuity, In the transfer of the rays

S= shift of the maximum in radians through the walls, flat-panel, transmission
(or degrees) coefficients are used. The total fields obtained

by addition of all rays at the imaginary external
S= fractional change in power at a plane are then used as on an equivalent aper-

lobe maximum; subscripts 1 and 2 ture distribution. The far-field patterns are
refer to opposite positions of the finally computed from this equivalent distrlbu-
conical scan tion in the conventional manner.

4-44. External-Equivalent-Aperture Method 4-45. Ex.. Prediction Based Directly__Maxwell's Equations: Radome Scattering
Technique

In the antenna-modification method the direc-
tion of energy travel through the radome was Basically, the scattering technique 3 4 regards
arbitrarily assumed. Furthermore no account the radome as a source of perturbation or of
was taken of reflections inside the radome - scattered fields. The electromagnetic fields
the modified aperture distribution was obtained due to this source are measured (for each off-
from a single transmission coefficient, for each set or scan angle) and combined by means of
ray. Further refinements in ray-tracing tech- iteration with the corresponding fields due to
niques have been used which consider these and the antenna without the presence of the radome.
other problems of the near-field distribution The boresight shift is determined by a com-
A procedure representative of those employed parison of the two field configurations. The
by several investigators32033 is as follows: electromagnetic formulation is of necessity

imaginary plane

radome wall

on t oe n n a R i

reoflIec tor

, 
TI

Figure 4-U. Redom* Loyout for Equiveloe-Externel-Aporture Predictlon Technique
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I
fully three dimensional; none of the usual optic ( 1) 02f
or plane-wave approximations is made, and r= - 0 rQ
flat-panel transmission and reflection coeffi- v
cients are nni emplnynd. The .. Me fCr."'----
tion is used in analyzing the scattering from ( eJ#oR 1
dielectric rings in Scattering by a Thin Dielec- f . E(Q) V -,,-dS
tric Rling under paragraph 4-56. S4.3

with 'r = f/f0
Derivation of the Basic Integral Equation.

Maxwell-'s equations for electromagnetic fields S(Q) m total electric field
in a dielectric of volume V and with a time
variation of the form ei"'t are: n ; outward normal to S

Equation (4-80) is an integral equation relat-
D B PH ing the perturbation fields to the antenna fleds

and the physical properties of the radome.
V X J,,;.rO = 0 V _H + jwv E = 0 (4-76) Since E(Q) - Ep(Q) + E0 (Q), the equation must

be used for two separate calculations:
V = 0 V H = 0 a. Determination of E(Q), that is, the effect

of thepresence of the radome on the field in thevolume occupied by the radome itself.
where all symbols have their usual meanings.

Similar equations hold in free space, if - and b. Calculation of Eo(P), that is, the far-field
P are replaced by ( 0 and u0, respectively, effects of the perturbation sources.

The electromagnetic fields in the problem are For the second set of calculations, the fol-
the same as those that would be generated lf'a lowing approximation is usually made: Some
distribution of virtual currents were present convenient origin 0 in or near V is assumed
instead of a dielectric, To rephrase the prob- with r = m r an the vector from 0 to P (in being
lem in these terms the following notation is a unfit vetor). If F denotes the vector-•rom 0
assumed: to the point of Integration Q, then

S- surface bounding the volume V
J = virtual current distribution inside V R = r - in + 0 (4-81)

Here
If only the first two terms are retained,

( - (4-77) Equation (4-80) reduces to

E (P~~C~
2  2) eJ~or r\E (P i r 04ItM Xf(

The vector potential can then be written: p -)- 'mx 1 x (Q))

AP i(P) = p0 f eI(Q) d (4-78) (e-'I0 m 9) dV1 E(Q) = 9g(Q) + EO(Q) (4-82)

v 4?R Techniques of Solving the Integral Equation.
It is clear that solutions to Equation -8orwhere P and Q represent field and source to Equation (4-82) cannot be obtained in closed

points, respectively, and form. The starting data are the measured
fields (Eo) in numerical form. While it wotrld

o O o 0(4-79) be possible to fit these data in some polynomial
approximation, the complicated geometry of

The subscript p refers to the perturbation (or most radomes prevents exact solutions. Nu-
scattered) fields; these can be calculated from merical methods are therefore resorted to,
the perturbation potentials. and three methods have been considered:

When 1, , one finds the electric field from a. The Grid Method. Suppose enp(P) denotes
V vA an approximation to Ep(P); then F(P) = EoeP)- __ , resulting in +Fp(P) Is an approximation to E(fP). It iP pos-

"0 sible to define an error term
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The dielectric sheet is approximated locally
( •R dV (4-83) by a flat sheet, which fits as closely as pos-

sible to the curve of intersection of the cone of
where the R's are deflnedin such a manner that stationary phase and the surface of the dielec-
they vanisli when F(P) = Ep. The radome tric sheet. The integrals in the integral equa-
volume is now covered by-.a grid of N points tion for that flat sheet are evaluated on the
sufficiently close together; the approxiroation basis of the assumption that the electric field
F (P) is assumed as due to contribution from is essentially plane in the region of importance
the N points- in the integral, since the cone of stationary

phase occupies only a limited region near the
N point of observations. This process gives rise

Fp(P) E amEp(P) (4-84) to what may be considered a flat-plate theory.
However, it is not the usual sort of flat-plate

n=l theory. In the usual theory, the dielectric shell

The error term then becomes is approximated by a flat plate whose two sides
are tangent to the shell in the local region of

N N interest. The plate is held fixed in the deter-
R0 ~ am an rination of the field at all points of the local

Rmn~ * a a(4-85) region. In the present theory, the orientation

m=l n= 1 and thickness of the fitting flat plate change
from point to point and depend on other proper-

which is minipized by equating the 7 1/iam ties of the shell than its thickness alone. These
and '3/5 a4 to zero for n = I. . N. This differences may be expected to give a more
procedure gives N linear equations in the N accuratetheory than the usual flat-plate theory.
complex a'ns; these equations are solved, the
results are substituted into Equation (4-84), c. Lumped Fields Method. Another approach
and Fp(P) is obtained. is to divide the radome into a number of circu-

lar disks on the order of a wavelength in dia-
b. Stationary. thase Approximation. The meter. The point is to "lump" the local behav-

second method considered depends on the fact ior of the electric field in each disk in a way
that the integra@ i in the integral equatiJp0have that can be handledand to use the basic integral
Integra~nds Involving the product of (04 )/4ffR equation to tie together the fields in the differ-
and the Internal electric field. If the internal ent disks. The electric field throughout each
electric field behaves |•aliy like a plane wave, disk must first be expressed in terms of the
it contains a factor eJ•, where x is the coor- field at the center. For these expressions it is
dinate in the direction of the wave. The two assumed that the internal field in the disk is
exponential factors are responsible for the appr
change in phase as the point of integration apoximated by two plane waves whose direc-

moves about in the dielectric shell. tions of propagation mtay be set at will but may,
in particular, be given the directions that the

Consider a stritight line drawn outward from internal waves in a flat sheet would take when
the point of observation R 0. Suppose for acted upon by the local electromagnetic field
simplicity that x = 0 when R 0 0. On this line considered as a plane wave. If the direction of
the ratio R/x remains constant, and the expon- propagation is so set, a good deal of plane
enUtl argument JAOH + Jax increases linearly sheet theory can be applied to simplify calcula-
as R 1ýicrciteeu. However, on some lines, the tions of the local fields.
factor of proportionality is zero, so that the Calculations of the total field at the center of
phase remains constant. The lines are all
those lying on a cone (which might be called each disk by integrations over eatch disk and

the con of tatonar phse")wit an xis summation over all the disks are then possible.
the "cone of stationary phase") with an axis The problem reduces to a set of linear equa-
that is ntrallel to the direction of prowhgation tions in the unknown fields at the centers of the
of the interior electric field and to which ele- disks. A least squares and successive approxi-
ments are inclined at an angle equal tothe comr- mation theory can be used rather than direct
plement of the critical angle for the dielectric. sotinofheeeuin.

On one side of this cone the phase increases as solutions of these equations.
R Increases, and on the other side the phase All three methods are considerably complex.
decreases as R increases. The contributions The grid method, to provide sufficient accuracy,
to the integral from the region near the cone requires an excessively large number of points
add together and reinforce each other. The taWen. The stationary phase method is hamp-
contributions from the region well away from ered by the difficulty of fitting the sheets to the
tile cone have a tendency toward mutual cancel- cones of stationary phase. The lumped-field
lation. technique looks the most promising of the three.
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4-46. Vpherical Mode Transformation Techni- do

don Di

technique proposes the use of spherical mode Anm cos m d

series for the calculation of the antenna near mo + E _ _
field from free space near-field data messurod Br_ sin r- Jwer dr (4-88)

over a spherical surface. Mathematics that
derive the analytical expressions used in the s
techninue are based on the work of Bailin and [r h( 2) (Pr)] pnm (con' 6) - Cnm sin
Silver, but the application is unique. The n sin a Dnm Cos
calculated near field is used in a subsequent
calculation of the power pattern of the far field,
and the radome error is derived from the far- I n(n + 1) ( (2 ) pnm (COSO)
field pattern expressions. An important feature Hr hdin
of the spherical mode method is that it handles n m
offset and scan variations in a relatively simple
manner. The same set of measured data can Anm cos (4-89)
be used for each offset or scan angle, at least
for a symmetrical antenn. :field. Another fea- Bnm sin
ture is that variations in offset can then be
directly carried to the far field through the
formulas. A brief outline of the technique
follows. () ddHOEE- r dr

It is well known that the coefficients of spher- n mr

ical mode series for the free space spherical ARM cos
components of E and H can be obtained if the [pnm (coS 6)1 m .+ (4.90)
values of tangential E are known on the surface Brm sin
of a sphere. The series and coefficients in the
most general case have the forms indicated in " h"(2 ) 4r) Pn (Cos 0) Dnm Co
the following Equations (4-86) to (4-95). When m n sin 0 -C. sin
rotational symmetry of the antenna field with n m
respect to some axis obtains, considerable
simplification can be made.

i •' ' rd p npm (coo 0)

I n(n + Ho A r[r (Or] sin
Er rn(+ () (13r) Pm(Cos 0) (rIn

n~ ~ hto2  
-A m si6)+ F n?' r

Cmn Cos (4-86) Brim COO n Ind
nm¢

Damn sin [Pn(m) (COO 0)] Cam coB m•b (4-91)

Dnm sin

6(( Pn( (Cos (2n + n I
sin m n (21)n (6a

nm sin I 2n(n+ I) (n+i)! whn( 2 ) (1a)

In si m+ EE ---- (4-87) !L 2 -m " m'

Bnm cos n m JuEr dr f tLi: E6 Pnm sin m%6 + p Pnm

[r hn(29) OtrT• " Pnm (cos MI Cnm coo M4 Ci(
Dnm sin cos m sinO de d• (4-92)
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7, 21? Although the measurements are taken with a
Bnm (2n + 1) (n - m) ( 1 j fixed antenna offset, the variation in tangential

2n(n + 1) (n + m)! ,hn(") (3a) E resulting from changes of theoffset angle can
n n be accounted fnr hv o rntat inn nf tho datn wo,2

through the given increment of angles. Near-
in field values at a point are therefore obtainable

E,, Pnm cos me,- EO (4-03) through a reprnimint? nf the mode series with
minIP only an appropriate change in the angular co-

-- ordinates, th," noefficients remaining the same.
Pn) sin me sin 0 d6 do The mode seritra evaluations of the free space

(1 I Jfield comp-nientsare used to obtain t',eir values
at points that lie on the inner surfac, of a given
radome.(2n + 1) (n - m) I •..

Cnm n(n + 1) n(+ m) Id [ a A formula of 3. H. Richmond3 7 is employed
n1 l--±-•r (2) Vr, for calculations of the power function at a given

r ( r = a far-zone observation point. The calculation in-
n 2r volves the combination by means of EquationfJ /dm (4-96) of the previously found free space an-

,Pim) cs nm (4-94) tennp field components at points lying on the
00 Eo dn s m., sin-' innev radome surface with the field compon-

ents arising at these points due to a plane wave

1 impinging on the exterior of the radome from
EO Pn sin mo sin 0 do do the point of observation and with the antenna

I ~ absent.

DnM = (2n + 1) (n -m)I jwe a V(&',0) =C1f(nD x lB '-A" x .9B.U A)dS

r rh()(r-)"a 5(4-96)

where V = the voltage induced by the antenna-Jf[ d m) radome system at the terminal o an
E _ Pn sinmO+ FEPnm antenna at the far-zone observation

00 ' sin 0 point

1 C1 = an Inconsequential constant of pro-
cos mI sina do do (4-95) portionality

S u inner radome surface
In these formulas ro,0 w spherical coordin-

ates-aboutthe center EA, HA m free space field vectors of the an-
of the data sphere. tenna

a = radius of the sphere EB, HB - field vectors arising on S due to

P n m(cos 0) x associated Legendre plane wave impinging on the outer
polynomial radome surface from the direction

hn(2)"(P r) - (outgoing) spherical of the observation point, as calcu-
n (lated with the antenna absent

Hankel function

These series converge at all points exterior to
the sphere. From the far-field pattern expressions thus

It is proposed to obtain these series from obtained, the radome error is derivable, The
measurements of tangential X, in amplitude transmission of the field of the plane wave to
and phase, at a number of points on the surface the interior surface of the radome is a difficult
of a mathematical sphere surrounding the problem. It is possible, however, that this
radiating system and contained inside the given calculation can be carried out with sufficient
radome. The sphere is centered at the inter- accuracy by the use of plane-wave, plane-sheet
section of the gimbal axis with the antenna transmission coefficients in the standard
offset plane, manner.
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In the spherical mode technique, the following work was performed specifically for the simul-
assumptions and approximations are made: taneous lobe-comparison systems, but very

a. The measurement of the free space tan- strong similarities were found to exist between
gential E components can be made without the error criteria of amplitude-comparison
iarge perturbations oi the antenna near maid. monopulse systems and those of conical-scan

h. The field on the inner radome surface with systems.
the radorne present is essentially the same as
the free space field. 4-48. Derivation of Boresight Error Formula

c. The field on the inner radome surface due for Phase-Comparison Monopulse
to the impinging plane can be calculated with
sufficient accuracy by some practical method, The phase-comparison monopulse system is
for example, by plane-wave, plane-sheet trans- considered to have two apertures, A and B
mission coefficients. (Figure 4-55), Each aperture can be considered

as having its own pattern, but both patterns are
4-47. l(adome 1o resiht Errors in Mono pulse identical and point in the same direction -
Systenms normal to a line connecting the phase centers

of the apertures. A difference in amplitude
A formula has ben derived at the Glenn L. between the feeds of each aperture does not

Martin Company"J by which the boresight change the direction of the maximums or mini-
errors of monopulse systems can be deter- mums of either the sum or the difference pat-
mined'and applied in the design of radomes. tern. If an amplitude difference does exist, the
For any given monopulse system thetheoretical difference pattern will not have an absolute
boresight error curves of a radome can be null, and poorer system sensitivity will result.
calculated. The boresight error formula is
derived first fur a phase-comparison mono- It is necessary to know what effect a phase
pulse system (two-dimensional configuration), difference between the phase centers of the two
and the experimental data required for utiliza- apertures willproduce on the direction of either
tion of this formula in calculation of borosight the sum pattern or the null of the difference
error are outlined, The procedure Is extended pattern, The illumination of the left aperture
to include calculation of errors occurring in is designated A and that of the right aperture,
amplitude-comparison monopulse systems, B (Figure 4-06). Both Uluminations have simi-
Differences in derivation of the borosight error lar. far-field patterns, which are normalized
formula for the amplitude-comparison systems and designated F0. At an angle of arrival at
are noted. Two types of amplitude-coniparison tHe apertures, 0, (measured from the antenna
systems are discussed: those with ocanning axis), the received voltage will be advanced by
apertures and those with nutatlng feeds. The t/2 at B and retarded by U/2 at A, where C is

sum pattern--.•,.. /

difference patterns

individual pattern
of aperture A Individual pattern

4,\ ru'ot aperture B

phase center phase center of

of a -,-aperture 8

A B

Flfeur 4-55. Two-O1measioal View of Phsoe-Comf~fperso •enopuls* Stratom



the total phase difference between the aper- ontenno oXIS
tures. The far field in the direction o is given
by
R •P-f V *-]-~x [. (4-97)

L 2J U L 2 6!

where Fr m the nnrmalized far-field composite /
pattern caused by all the feed
apertures

The normalized far-field is given by C/2 ....

E = Fcos-- (4-98)
2

where F = the normalized far-field pattern

caused by each aperture A t" ---- y--"--'Y a
0

iD Fgrwe 4-S& IIul.Mwl. of Each 4wfuv. In Twu-Dimealional
SSin 9 + a = total phase Phase Ce"Heoa SysemausO, Disance, Baeen the Apen,

difference Phtas Cowan; a Angle o f A .al of e Apswem; t,Tb.
between one (4-99) W Phase DIbeace Boom tie Awee

aperture wD sin 0 + 900 - •.900

where 5 thephase difference between the two sin 0 = 900 - 900 + L/2 9._
apertures Introduced by the circuits (wD)ik 2"D

If there in no phase difference in the circuits I1. (4-102)
(S - 0), then C -0 on the crossover axis (0 - 0) a = sin"- I (412
and, as can be seen from Equatifn (4-98)', the 2wD
maximum Intensity would be the cum pattern.
It a -180 0 ,whichwouldmeanthatthetwocchannels Equation (4-102) defines the in-plane error
are out of phase by w, then the intensity'in the introduced hy the radome, since the arrival
6 = 0 or crossover direction in given by angle 0 is equivalent to the rotation angle that

the antenna would inscribe in lining up the
virtual target direction with the antenna null

00 + 1600 direction.'E F cos--=F cos- - 0 (4-100)

2 2 The analysis of the boresight error criteria
permits three conclusions:

This expression gives the null or crossover
axis where G is zero and where the two chan- a. The pattern rotates clockwise or counter-
nels are out of phase by 1800. If a radome is clockwise as the phase difference caused by the
added to the antenna system, it may introduce a radome, 7), is negative or positive, respectively,
slight phase difference '1 into both channels, and increases from zero to 4n.
When both channel voltages are subtracted, the
condition is obtained in which v . w- 7). Then, b. The in-plane error direction can be corn-
from Equation (4-98) pared with the null direction of an electrically

scanned null lobe. if the phase difference, ,
were controlled and electrically changed in the

E = F cos sin 8 + 90 -) =0 (4-101) system, then the null could be caused to scan.

c. For a given phase difference, n, the In-
If Equation (4-101) is solved for any angle of plane error Ao can be reduced by increasing

arrival at the apertures (8) with the conditions the diameter of the aperture. This relation can
that F * 0 and the ,is small, then for E to be seen by the in-plane error formula Equa-
equal zero, tion (4-102) and conforms with the empirical
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fact that large apertures and radomes give 2. To make possible an examination of each
smaller boresight errors than small antennas ray, including the near-field rays, the geome-
with small radomes. try of a general ray Is established in relation-

ship to a radome, an antenna aperture, and an
The In-plane error formula, Equation (4-102), arbitrary near-field region (Figure 4-58). If

looks very simple, but it becomes GuItA ount, h• -. r =fl,,lzd W-1 r.epi to t.e
bersome when it is remenmbered that the phase antenna axis is zero, the far-fiold method is
difference must be known not only for each applicable. (The far-field method investigates
particular antenna pointing angle but Maln for a only parallcl rays nornal to the antenna aper-
number of angles of arrival in the region of ture and holds only for an approximation of the
expected errors. For calculation of the exact pointing erroi.) If
location of the null position, the pattern of the
null region must first be obtained, since Lh3 0 <-, as, 1< ao + W (4-105)
phase error introduced by the radome, n, is a
function of the radome configuration. A first is utilized, the designation "near-field method"
approximation of the in-plate error can be ob- is used. Here ao = firsm null direction of an-
tatned by the determination of 7 in the original tenna far-field pattern and
nul direction. The location of all sources can 1 2tXCOS a_ s
therefore be neglected because the total phase CO= cos 2a____s___
lag at the apertures, C, would be zero and all 21 x \ cas (4-106)
ditribution vectors have simply to be added.
The 7 in the original null direction can t'e used 3. The distance Ix between the antenna aper-
in the formula as a first approximation of the ture and the near-field region of interest is
in-E'Rne error, assigned. A Is most convenient to locate the

near-field region of interest as close as pos-
4-49. Experimental Data Required for Calcu- sible to the apex of the radome. The distance
lation of the Tn-plane Error Ix must be expressed in radians 2,7lx/k for

later use, and for convenience (1x/ý) should be
1. The radome Is located in a coordinate an integer.

s ystem such as is illustrated in Figure 4-57.
The equations of the outer and inner ircdome 4. The complex amplitude Edyn (normalized)

gheeaivens by th , oe and im of each of the point sources at its location Pdynsurfaces are given by F'(X', Y') and F*(X", Y), along the antenna aperture is determined
respectively. The offset point of the antenna is (Figure 4-56).
the origin of the coordinates X and Y. The off-
set positions are simulated by the rotation of 5. For the general ray, the mathematical
the radome. The rotation angle is designated expression for a straight line is set up:
as P, and the radome coordinates are obtained
by the transformation formulas: Y= (X-X 1 ) (tan as/Y1)wlthPdyn(0,YI) (4-107)

X' =XcosP+Ysin-P (4-103)
Variation of YI gives N parallel rays for each

Y' Y cos 3J - X sin 1j (4-104) particular near-field angle as.

6. A high-speed digital computer capable of
y handling a large amount of stored information

is used to perform several operations:

a. Trace and perform the necessary opera-
f dyn tions on the N parallel rays for each near-

antenna aperture field angle a..

b. Vary a. in small steps between ('0 -a')

and (+ a +c.

c. Determine, by the intersection of each
Nth parallel ray with the radome surface, its
point of incidence at the inner radome surface,

Figur, 4-57. Cwrdhinft System Cicutioa•eu Inr.,-Plane its angle of incidence (lyns), and the effective
Errw'./RotenI Angle of Rr6m,; P,4 =Location of Aor Seat- thickness of the material according to the ac-

Isotropic PoMt Sowuce N Ale"s Wel Anema Apmeture tual point of entrance and exit.
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I

assumed neor-field
region of interest T

room general •

ontenro with
N semi-point
sources J Nth radioaion center of

source, Pdyn onlemo

axis of Nth point source

Flgre *4-58. Geometry of General Ray Used In Obtoining Experimntal Daot: C-Phase Center of Antempne Without Rodeom (Original
Phase Center); C"' Phase Center of Anternna With Rodeme (Phase Center of Hoer-Field Region; as- Hear-Field Angie with Reseect

M the Antenna Axia; d ,. Distance Between C eand Pyng; d ,,o" Dlstance Between C and Point Prose at which General Ray
wehulnmtersect Assumed Edge of Hoor-Pie d Region of Interest If no Red.,. were Present

d. Find the intersection point Pyns of the yns (4-109)

near-fle.d region (X = Ix) and each ray from / ? 1
the Yadome exit pointe, (By transference the Edyn ..s K/-6.,1  -- I
point Py.as becomes the radiatioa source of the COSOg
near field and determines the distance dyns to
the phase center C' of the near-field region. g. Determine the location of the phase centers
The source rearrangement results in the fo- on the near-field region. If interest is in the
cusing effect of the normalized patterns.) phase difference introduced by the radome, 71,

between the channel voltages of a phase-com-
e. Ascertain the amplitudL transmission parison system, use of the in-plane error

coefficient T . and the phase de., A yns for criteria depends on the separate treatment of
each ray, and calculate the gain factor, K, for each aperture and on the use of the phase centers
each ray which results from the focusing effect C and C'. The direction at which the phase
by angles of the two phase centers are equal is the

true in-plane error direction. If, on the other
E d hand, interest is in the difference voltage be-

effect yns (4-108) tween the two channels, then use of only the
Eaperture dynso phase center C' is sufficient.

f. Determine the relatbe field Eyns at Pyns h. Determine the relative field of the trans-
of each radiation oeurce along the near-field ferred semipoint source (Pynn) in the far-field
region: direction 6 with reference to the phase center
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C, C1 , or C2 , according to the previous step, direction. Only the resultant amplitudes in the
by means of the expression a region of expected in-plane error have to be

computed. The chief differences from the pro-
n/2-dyns sin c (4-110) cedure fox the phase-comparison system are:

yns) a. I'ne amplitude andphase distribution across
I. Determine the total relative field ETO in the entire aperture must be determined for

the direction 6 by a summation of all the field each feed.
vectors:

b. There is one phase center common to the
N S nhase fronts of the two feeds.

ET yns c. All vectors along the near-field aperture
1 1 produced by one beam must be summed for

determination of one resultant amplitude.

J. Compute 2T6 for each applicable far-field d. Fr vrio s of in e re gion afltu e i
angle. d. For various O's in the region of the in-

plane error about 9 = 0, the amplitudes mist be

7, The outlitied procedure is repeated until plotted v( .sus 0, The same procedure must
'the on- tlaned prorsceure repeted foreachesird then be repeated for the second beam. The po-

the in-plane error is computed for each desired sition of thle crossover point would determine

offset angle and the theoretical in-plane error the inMfplane error.

curve (error versus the offset angle) is plotted,
The in-plane error computation procedure for

4-50. Determination of In-Plane Error for amplitude-comparison monopulse systems with
Amplitude-Comparison Monopulse nutat!ng feeds differs from that for phase-

comparison systems also in a few basic points:
The in-plane error calculation for an ampli-

tude-comparison monopulse system with a a. There are two apertures that are equiva-
scnnn"i aperture Is very similar to the pro- lent to two antenna positions. Two near-field
cedure itini-Tor phase-comparison mono- distributions A' and 13' must be found. These
pulse. ' common aperture (reflector or other near-field distributions will include the corn-
focusing element) faces in the apparent target men ray bundle for both phase fronts L1 and

L2 (see Figure 4-59). From these distributions
the two resultant fields in the directions a and
- must be computed.

b. Either of the procedures for beam A' or
A for beam B' is analogous to the procedure out-

lined for the phase-comparison monopulse
system.

c. The region of far-field angles or angles of
arrivrl for which the patterns must be calcu-
lated are (a *Ao) whore a is half the conical-
scan ange and ¼ is the expected pointinger-
ror. By means of the expression

T= Er rnr" 6t (Ad) and (Br n (4-112)

two voltage vectors

(A /B ), and (

Pig". 4459. C.m.mo Re; Bundle 1w Both Move tro.. of Am- are obtained. The system sees only the ampli-
plitudo-Compl•rlsn Monopu/ie with Nutating Feed: a, Squintt tudes, and the null direction is given where the
Angle of Te An•enna; A', Ne...Ploldaistributionu 0',Hear. fields at apertures A and B are equal. Both

Pield DOtibyi.on LI, Limits of CWoo. Ru. Iu.dl.; fields must be plotted for all angles in the
L., Limits .o C.omm.o ky Bu.dle neighborhood of the apparent target direction,
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and the poaltion ci the crossover locus deter- a
mine@ the in-plane error. This procedure must,
be repeated for all offset positions of interest,
And the true in-plane error curve is then given. 1

4-51. Derivation of In-Plane Error Formula /
for Amplitude-Comparison Monopuiseg i. iI I

The derivation of the in-plane formula for the
amplitude-comparison system is straight-
forward and made analogous to conical sean.
If a constant amplitude and phase distribution
across the antenna aperture is assumed (two
feeds for monopulse), the far-field pattern is FN.* 4-40. ShIft .o1 Crn.., P.st C..... dv lI-P,.o
given by. (sin x)/x where E ,t a,.Cra~ Dioru.cn of two Diveoging Pueff.;m

,, Effect of Rodem*
wD

x U-sin 9 (4-113) 4-60). The amplitudes in the new crossover
X direction are equal again; therefore,

If the phase front is tUte byan angle a, (which sin
is half the conical-scan angle), then the pattern =
is given by _( +Aa)

FfD 1 'D (4-118)
sin- sin (0 + a sin--- (-a +/)

L A (4-114) X
wD 77D

-sin (0 + a) k- (a+ AO)

The intensity in the direction a Is given where Solving for a gives the expression for the
= 0, and if a is sufficiently small, It can be approximate borea'.ght error. It is only an ap-

substituted in radians for sin a. Then proximation for several reasons:

sin wD Tea. The amplitude distribution across the an-
A te__a aperture will not be constant; therefore,A1,2 = wD (4-115) the pattern is not given exactly by (sin x)/x.

Ab. The parameter, p, Is not constant but is a
function of the radome configuration at the

The amplitudes A1 and A2 in the direction various angles of arrival.
a are equal for two equal antennas, since a is
the crossover direction of two diverging pat- c. The distance 1D/X between the centers of
terns. f A2 changes its. value to PA2, where the two feeds in any one plane is not generally
p is the deleterious effect caused by the radome, the same as tile distance r D/\ between the

feeds in another plane.

41-p I (4-116) 4-52. Practical Design Procedure for Mono-
pulse Systems

Then the two amplitudes In the direction a are In the present state of radome design, there
are three approaches that are more or less

,DD practical for the design of boresighting radomes
sin- a sin- a for monopulse systems. (1) Empirical design

A1 = ----. -and A2 = P A (4-117) procedures can be used with a series of tests,
7D wD compensations, retests, and additional compen-
- -- a saticas until the desired error is achieved.

(2) A second method utilizes both a high-speed
computer and the procedure outlinedearlier for

and the crossover point will shift by an amount computing the radome error; a series of error
determined by the boresight error M (Figure curves is run for various radome wall tapers
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and skin inserts until the desired error is thickness must be provided for determining theachieved. (3) The third method uses a graphi- radome criteri. accordingto the various anglescal method for determination of the parameters of incidence. Since the radome error criteria
- ......... R ..... ..... ft ..... : iah au,• fur Lhe phase-comparison sys-based on the same theoretical background as tern, the amplitude-comparsorn system withthat used in the second method but graphical scanning aperture, and the conical-scan systemtachniques replace the computet. This third with re-tathig feed, the graphical design methodmethod has been used successfully by Martin is the same for all three systems.

in the design of radomes that meet strict bore-sight requirements, For monopulse systems in which the phase
distribution is constant, the parallel rays areWith the graphical method for both types of drawn parallel to the direction the antenna ismonopulse systems, two large-scale drawings looking, and phase-delay curves are used in de-are used. On cne drawing the inside surface of terminationof the wall taper which gives a con-the radome is given with respect to a designated stant phase delay. The radome contours mustcoordinate system. On the second drawing, then be modified so that a constant phase delaywhici' is made on transparent paper, the an- is given for all applicable offset positions.tenna aperture (for conical-scan systems and Thin compensation is sufficient only if the near-the analogous amplitude-comparison monopulse field contributions are neglected. If these con-systems with scanning apertures) or both aper- tributions must be included in the compensation,tures (for amplitude comparison with nutating the wall taper not only must satisfy the re-feed) are drawn with respect to the same co- quirement for constant phase delay but alsoordinate system. The second drawing is placed must give equal transmission coefficients be-over the radome drawing, and antenna rotation tween pairs of mirror-symmetrical rays.

(gimbaling) is simulated by the rotation of thesecond drawing about the gimbal axis of the an- For monopulse systems in which both phasetenna. A ray analysis is made to determine the and amplitude distributionts are not constant,angles of incidence, the effective thickness, and only the mirror-symmetrical pairs of rays arethe location of the near-field radiation source, investigated. The taper introduced into the wallIn conjunction with the graphical study, a set of must satisfy the same conditions as those im-transmissional phase-delay curves versus posed by the near-field distributions.

SECTION G. CORRECTION OF RADOME ERRORS
In spite of some improved techniques in ra- After electrical uniformity is achieved, the ra-dome manufacture, quantity production of ra- dome pointing error can be reduced by the usedomes that have uniform electrical wall thick- of dielectric obstacles. Institutions suqh asness is still very difficult and very costly. Boeing Aircraft, 39 Convair, 4 0 and Hughes41,42Small radomes with electrically uniform walls have all reported excellent results with variousare being produced in production quantities by techniques. Although these techniques differthe use of matched metal dies under pressure,* slightly in approach, in general the end goal isand it is hoped that in the future large radomes the correction of electrical non-uniformities.can also be made in production quantities by The technique to be described is drawn fromthe same technique, procedures developed at Hughes Aircraft Com-

pany,4 1 since the writer has greater familiarity4-53. General Methods of Approach with this method than with those of other insti-
tutions. This technique makes possible theAt present the most generally accepted pro- correction of electrical non-uniformity throughcedure for both large and small radomes is to the systematic location of the unknown electri-make them to reasonable tolerances by such cal discontinuities on a radome suiface andtechniques as hand layups and vacuum bag subsequent compensation for these discontin-molding and then to improve on the tolerances uities by the addition or removal of dielectricby some system•atic procedure. Several ex- at appropriate intervals. The inherent radomeperimental techniques are In use by which uni- error can then be substantially reduced by theform electrical wall thickness can be achieved, use of sy.-itematically placed dielectric patches.

Aerodynamically, radomes for high--speed
aircraft must have pointed shapes. Such a con-*The Hughes Falcon. tour inherently introduces large variations In
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the incidence angles of electromagnetic energy. A bounded plane wave will riot change direc-
One means of reducing tis inherent error is tion on passage through a sheet of homogeneous
the reduction of the range of angles through dielectric. If a radome wall is considered as a
which the antenna looks by the introduction of curv;ed sheet, from a geometric optics point of
wall tapers into the shape of the radomes. view the normals to the inner and outer sur-
Ideally, If the pointed shape is to be retained, faces of the sheet are not parallel for a given
flip t"in r ahnirlh hp inftrndric ,a- nn d t .,. •,h-. lt .. .. ....

surface of the radome; however, small tapers ror these rays the sheet will act as a prism
on the external surface will uelally introduce and cause a refraction. If a change in the wall
vory little change in the aerodynamics of the thicknmes is so introduced (by a taper, fot, eA-
aircraft. Reduction of the range of incidence ample) as to make the normals to the inner, and
angles, or the range of angles through which the outer surfaces parallel, a ray passing through
antenna looks, can also be effectively accom- the wall at this point would not be deflected.
plished by the placement of lenses at appro-
priate positions inside the radome to refocus In reality, however, rays are an approxima-
the emergent wave front. A third means of cor- tion, and what must be considered-is the be-
recting for the inherent radome error of a haviour of all parts of the radiated beam. The
pointed radome is the systematic placement of best way to express the behavior of the beam is
dielectric rings on the inner surface in such a in terms of the insertion phase shift and the
way that they introduce err rs that have the beam attenuation caused by the radome, rather
effect of cancelling the error .2 than in terms of the emergent directions of

various rays, For smooth variation of inser-

4-54. apers and Lenses tion phase shift it has been shown that the in-
fluence of the radome on the beam deflection,

Tapers can be introduced into the shape of a to a first approximation, is obtained by con-
radome by one of two methods: by a variation sideration of only the l~near term in the varia-
in the actual physical thickness of the waLl tion of the phase shift across the beam. The
while the dielectric constant is fixed or by a emergent wave front is then considered as a
variation of the dielectric constant of the ra- plane surface of constant phase, and the normal
dome material while the physical thickness of to these emergent phase planes will have been
the wall is held constant. At present, utiliua- deflected with respect to that of the incident
tioe of the second of these methods is difficult wave.
because proper control of the dielectric con-
stant is a definite barrier. A report on the de- An approximation for the beam deflection dcue
termination of proper .tapers can be found in the to nonparallel wall boundaries can be found In
works of Alan F. Kay .43 the Princeton University Ractome Study4 4 in

which the final result is
When the crosstalk error is of the same mag-

nitude as the in-plane error, correction by (4-120)
tapers alone seems impossible. Tapering does
not change the crosstalk error appreciably, where 6 - total phase shift
However, partial correction of the theoretical
divergent lens effect of a radome with uniform = = beamwidth
wall thickness (measured along the surface
normal) is possible by a taper that increases in In conjunction with tapers the use of lenses
thickness toward the radome nose. Certainly, for the correction of radome boresight errors
fur radomes of a half-wave *all design, con- immediately comes to mind, since the radome
sideration of tapers as a correction technique itself has some lens effect on the beam.
is logical, for the thickness of a true half-
wave wall varies with the angle of incidence, as Because of the complexity due to the con-
is shown by the following equation: tinuously varying look angle, a complete solu-

d1 (tion by a lens is almost impossible. Lenses
- r havebeen constructed to correct radome errors

"r at particular offset angles with good success

where d * wall thickness but, at the present stage, the technique should
be consider.edas a means of correcting specific

= free space wavelength radomes rather than an overall means of cor-
r =dielectric constant of the wall reeting i'adome error. The amount of deflec-

tion is dependent on the total radome insertion

0 angle of incidence the beam makes phase shift across the beamwidth. In this man-
with the radome wall ner a radome can be considered as producing a
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smoothly varying linear beam deflection, ard, error may be resolved into two compornents. thu
to a certain degree of accuracy, a taper in the horizontal error (A.-) and the vertical error
radome wall will in turn introduce a similar (. sin'). The individual effects of a diehc-
effect. Thus, a certain amount of correction tric obstacle arc called. resoectively. the h,irl-
ran hf in-.n .,rd th th, i .,, Lipertp d wails. zontal deviation or the vertical deviation. The
It certainly seems possible that a combination two error components are plotted on a ro-
of tapers withother correction techniques would corder.
give good restults, and fur several specific ra-
domes such a combination has proved to be Phase 1: Effect of Known Discontinuities, In
true. For example, Figure 4-61 presents four the first step of the correction technique, horn-
sets of crosstalkand in-plane error curves of a zontal and vertical components are measured
pointed, missile-type radome; the curves were for a radome to whose surface dielectric
measured for (a) the radome alone, (b) the ra- patches* of different diameters and thicknesses
dome plus a taper, (c) radome plus dielectric are added, first singly and then in multiple.
rings,* and (d) radome plus both taper and For each position and thickness of the patch or
rings. The taper alone cuts the total magnitude patches, a set of error curves results. Any
of the in-plane error curve about in half (from discontinuity placed on the radame surface
a range of +0.45 to -0.5 to a range of +0.25 to should appear in both vertical and horizontal
-0.350). A combination of dielectric rings re- error curves; however, If a dielectric patch is
duces both total magnitude and slope of the in- located so that it moves on a horizontal path
plane error, But taper and rings together directly through the crossover of a conically
result in a nminimum error curve which, for the scanning beam (transmitter of the automatic
particular radome measured, iq well within facility), there will be no vertical error devia-
specifications. tion. To isolate the errors in the test radome,

radomo-only curves are subtracted from ra-
4-55. Correction of Electrical Non-Uniform'it dome-plus-patch curves for corresponding
in RadomeWa-is" runs. The resulting curves are termed the

"effect" curves.
The Hughes correction technique for large

radomes is broken into three distinct phases. Three types of runs are made to measure the
In Phase 1 error curves are measured whey radome errors that occur.
known discontinuities in the form of single and
multiple dielectric patches are added to the ra- i. Azimuth or Offset Run. The roll angle t is
dome surface. From these curves data are ob- held fixed while the offset angle a in varied.
tained that showthe effect on the error curve of To simulate the actual conditions in the Inter-
both location and magnitude of discontinuity. ceptor, the supporting structure holds the an-
In Phase 2 these data are used to map the elec- tenna fixed in space while the radome revolves
trical non-uniformities of a given radome. about the gimbal axis of the antenna. If the ra-
Phase 3 is the actual correction step of the dome is absolutely uniform electrically, there
technique; the electrical non-uniformities are will be no vertical deviation in the radome er-
reduced by the removal or addition of dielec- ror, but there will be a horizontal deviation.
tric material at the appropriate locations. This horizontal error will be symmetrical
Data are recorded with the use of an automatic about the a = 0 position. Although the curve is
radome error measuring facility. Such a facil- not truly sinusoidal, it has sinusoidal charac-
Ity simulates the coordinate system of an in- teristics. The horizontal error usualJy is due
terceptor, as is shown in Figures 4-62and 4-63, to the shape of the radokne and the resulting
which present the coordinate systems used both change in incidence angle as the offset angle is
in an interceptor and in the facility. The angle varied. Consequently, it is sometimes referred
between the line-of-sight to the target and the to as shape error. The shape error changes
longitudinal axis of the interceptor is called the when the incident polarization is changed, that
offset angle r. The angle between the plane of is, when ellipticity arid direction of polarization
the Interceptor's wings and the plane through change with respect to offset angle.
the longitudinal axis containing the line-of-
sight Is called the roll angle (. The angle be-
tween the apparent line-of-sight and the true b. Roll Run. The offset angle a is held fixed
line-of-sight is the radome error, The radome while the roll angle C is varied. In a roll run,

*The patches used at Hughes were laminated
*See Experimental Technique under paragraph fiberglass circles with the dielectric constant

4-56. the same as that of th-, test radome.
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II
the supporting structure holds the radome at a offset angle is varied.) The transmitting an-
fixed offset angle with respect to the antenna; tenna remains pointed towards the receiver, a
simultaneously this structure rolls the radome four-horn null seeker. Each horn of the null
about its own longitudinal axis and the antenna seeker must roll about Its own longitudinal axis
about its own axis. (In this type of run the in synchronism with the transmitting antenna to
direction of polarization with resoect to th ' t polluia ui ibe transmitter and

receiver alined.
0"

11 &CL45ýP c. Fixed Polarization Roll Run. Only thf' roll
angie t of the radorne can be varied, while the

9d, ~roll angle of the antenna and null seeker horns
27 remains fixed. The fixed polarization roll run

15. is essentially a check on the electrical uni-

2 formity of the radome. A perfectly uniform
radome should produce no error deviation asISO, side view .

end view the radome is rolled.

Figure 4-62. Coeordinte System o; Automatic The effect curves obtained from azimuth runs
Error Measuring Faclty show that the deviation is always toward the

thickest area, which is the dielectric patch. An
increase in the diameter or thickness of the
patch increases the magnitude of the deviation.

interceptor's longitudinal oxis Similar results can be shown with effect curves
cobtained from fixed-polarization roll runs.

Again, the deviation is toward the thickest area
with a magnitude approximately proportional to
the volume of the patch.

After the effect of one patch on the radome
error curves has been determined, two identi-

pione of interceptor wng" \• T cal patches are placed on the test radome (Fig-
ure 4-64). The error deviations caused by

T# these patches are also measured (Figures
4-65 and 4-66). Along path 0-to-i (shown in

Figure 4-63. Coordinate SysPem of Intercepter Figure 4-64), patches A and B have the indlvi-

C 0

(A) side view (B) front view

Figure 4-64. Radoms, W1fi Two Dielectric Patche* Added To Surfacei 0-To-I And 2-Te-3
Indicate the Paths Trvenred by the Antenna Axis (Conico/-Scon Anis)
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dual effects shown in Figure 4-65. The total In the example under consideration, the total
vertical deviation is zero because of the sym- horizontal deviation is a doubly oscillating
metrical location of the patches about the path curve.
traversed. The total horizontal deviation is
doubled because each patch has a similar ef- In Figure 4-64, (a) could also represent, in
fect. For each patch the horizontal deviation is cross section, a patch that completely encircles
toward point C. Along path 2-to-3, patches A the radome. The vertical deviation of a ring
and B have the individual effects shown in Fig- could be expected to be negligible because each
ure 4-66. The vertical deviation Is zero be- segment has a similar segment located sym-
cause the path passes through the center of metrically on the other side of the radome.
each patch. The horizontal deviation caused by The horizontal deviation would be expected to
each individual patch has a sinusoidal charac- have more than one oscillition.
teristic again. Each sinusoidal variation
crosses the zero axis at a point corresponding Phase 2: Location of Unknown Inhomogenei-
to the a position of the patch. The slope, mag- ties. When the effects of iEzoW ]'Fnhiin'imoge-ne- -
nitude, and length of each oscillation depend on ties over the radome surface have been estab-
the size, thickness, and location of each patch. lished, the inherent variations In any given
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radome can be located. These inhomogeneities An alternative method of locating the discon-
Include both the physical non-uniformities and tinuity is to plot, in the form of vectors, the
the nonhomogeneities of the fabricating mater- errors obtained from A series of fixed-polari-
ial. A sin gle discontinuity can easily he lneatd l atiln rnIl rims , n-l_.

by making a series of roll and azimuth runs. diagram. This transformation gives a service-
The family of vertical deviation curves for able coordinate system which simulates the
azimuth runs determines the roll posItinn of actual radome surface untfolded. At convcnicnt
the discontinuity. After this location is deter- intervals on the fan-shaped diagram, a vector
mined, the horizontal deviation curves for roll is plotted that is proportional to the error that
runs are observed to locate the offset position occurs as the conical-scan axis of the trona-
of the discontinuity. This method of lorating mitted beam passes through the corresponding
the discontinuity becomes very tedious and point on the radome. The direction of the
difficult if the discontinuity is extended over a vector indicates the direction of the error at
large region or if there is more than a single this point. since it has ;;een determined that
discontinuity. the error is in the direction of the thick parts

patch A

C

it

.o patch A

"0

0

total effect

-45 0 +45

of. I0 sot anl dges

0
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of the radome, the system of vectors will point their a and i. coordinates. Patches are then
toward these thick parts. added or material is ground away, depending on

whether the region is too thin or too thick.
Fur this method it is necessary to establias a When the uniformity corrections are accom-

reference thickness from which the relative pllshed, there will be no vertical deviation in
thickness of the discontinuities can be deter- an azimuth run and no vertical or horizontal
mined. The reference thickness is arbitrary, deviation in a fixed polarization roll run.
but the average electrical thickness of the ra-
dome wall at one offset angle can be taken as Most interceptors have radomes of such a
the reference. This average thickness can be contour that the incidence angles that the radar
determined if the radome is rolled at an offset beam makes with the radome wall vary over a
angle of zero degrees and the average values of large range. This variation in incidence angle
the horizontal and vertical vmriations aretaken. generally gives rise to substantial in-plane
After this step is accomplished, a series of errors when azimuth runs are made. The in-
roll runs with various offset angles is made. plane errors usually have sinusoidal charac-
The magnitudes of the error deviations are teristics. Ii the radome is electrically uni-
taken at appropriate intervals and plotted in the form, the In-plane error curve is symmetrical
form of vectors on the fan-shaped diagram. In about zero offset, and It is usually easy to re-
(a) of Figure 4-67, the curves represent the duce the magnitude by adding Identical dielec-
horizontal and vertical deviation for three roll tric obstacles symmetrically around the ra-
runs. The information contained in the vertical dome at appropriate offset positions. With
effect curves of this figure are transferred to a some experience one can determine this posi-
fan-shaped diagram, shown in (b) of Figure tion with little difficulty. It is essential that
4-67. In this diagram the radial lines repre- the radome be corrected for uniformity before
sent constant roll angle lines, and the circles any attempt be made-for in-plane correction.
with center at zero represent constant offset Symmetrical placement of identical patches
angle lines, applies when the polarization is held fixed with

respect to offset angle. When direction of the
Vectors 1' to 7' are proportional to the verti- polarization varies with the roll of the radome,

cal deviation at corresponding points on the as in conventional interceptor radomes, cor-
vertical error curve. Thepoint at which the rection of the radome must include correction
vectors reverse In direction indicates the C po- of the additional effects due to the polarization
sition of the discontinuity. Vectors 8' to 10'are changes. For correction of these additional
proportional to the horizontal deviation at cor- effects,the antenna may be fixed to a horizontal
responding points on the horizontal error linear polarization and the in-plane errors
curve. These vectors are plotted to determine corrected by placement of identical dielectric
the a position of the discontinuity. The point obstacles on the horizontal plane. This cor-
at which vectors 8' to 10' reverse in direction rection can be considered to correspond to
represents the o position of the discontinuity, patches A and B with an azimuth run being
The magnitude of the vectors is kept proper- made from 2-to-3 (see Figure 4-64). The ra-
tional to the magnitudes of deviation on the dome and the antenna are both rolled 900, and
error curves. The direction of the vertical the in-plane error is again correcte~d. The
deviation vector should be tangential to the second correction corresponds to an azimuth
constant a circles. The direction of the hori- run from 0-to-I in Figure 4-64. The correct-
zontal deviation vector should be radial. The ing patches placed along path 0-to-I generally
thickness and the size of the discontinuities cati are not the same as those placed along path
lbe estimated by observing the magnitudes and 2-to-3 (A and B in Figure 4-64), The patches
the rate of change of the vectors. The distribu- are tapered toward each other so that no abrupt
tion of the non-uniformities found by this meth- discontinuity occurs. By this method, the
od for one experimental radome is shown in errors for the intermediate polarization are
Figure 4-68. compensated in the test radome. Typical

curves before and after correction in this man-
Phase 3: Correction. The third phase of the ner are shown in Figure 4-69.

correction technique consists of the actual cor-
rection of the radome for uniformity and for A second method of correction of the addi-
inherent boresight error, tional polarization effects consists of the ra-

dome and the antenna being rolled synchron-
Once the non-uniformity distribution of a ra- ously. The non-uniformity distribution diagram

dome is plotted by the vector method of Phase is plotted in a manner similar to the vector
2, the physical location of the discontinuities on diagram in Phase 2 of the overall correction
the radome surface can readily be found by technique. This diagram differs from the pre-
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vious one in that the additional effects intro- been more specifically corrected by' the use of
duced by varying the polaLrization are included, dielectric rings.
The correction technique follows the same pat- 4-.DietrcRns
tern as that for a fixed polarization. After this 4-.DeecrcRna
correction is made, another set of roll runs is A systematic exp. riniental technique has been
made with a reference thickness again estab- established ty means of which the inherent
lished at an arbitrary reference. There should error in a given radome can be corrected. By

be no variation in the curves themselves for this technique the residual error in the radome
each corresponding roll run, but the reference can be reduced. As presently used, the proce-
levels of the horizontal curves will be above or dure consists of the placement of dielectric
below the reference thickness. The shift in the rings on the inner radome surface. The loca-
level indicates v,.hether r given location is thick tion of the rings and their thicknesses are
or thin. (This metJ.. has not been experimen- determined mathematically thi ough a minimiz-

tally verified at the time of writing.) ing procedure.

The correction technique has been used with ExperimentalTechniqu. The major port~ion
dielectric latches on a typical interceptor sye- ot the work on .orrecuv~e dielectric rings has

tern, and a substantial reduction in error been done in connection with the development of

sloi.es and magni'.ide was achieved. The re-
sulte of tkts programi can be used as a guide to
the correctioni of small radomes (conventional
missile ra~domes). It is thought, however, that *This technique and associated explanatory
the technique is more beneficial with large ra- literature are covered by a Department of

domes. Errors of miesile-type radomes have Commerce secrecy order.
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a streamlined rjtome for the Hughes GAB-lA Therefore, to correct the in-plane error, an
Falcon missile.'f The contour of this radome error must be introduced into the radome so
is essentialy ogiv;al and tlt, base of the radome that the two curves will cancel. Dielectric
is just large enough to fit over a 5-inch reflec- rilns can be ,Rend tn intr-nemd,,, aiih ."..
tor dish. Typically, a very flat crosstalk error minimize the net in-plane error. The rings used
curve is obtained with this type of radome so in development of the technique were made of
that the in-plane error curve Is the major the same mnatria| Ri the radome and formed to
problem. The in-plane error curve has a. num- the same contour (Figure 4-71); however, other
ber of oscillations which contain slopes as high dielectric materials can be used to achieve the
as 0.080 per degree. When a corrective ring is same results.
inserted in the radome, a large change in the
in-plane error curve will result. It can be ob- With the ring technique, the error curve of a
served from Figure 4-70 that this particular radome alone is recorded. Then, one at a
ring has the effect of reversing the nature of time, each ring in inserted inside the test ra-
the error slope. Since this reversal is possi- dome and fastened temporarily at the point at
ble, it can be reasoned that an error curve can which the configurations matched. For each
be made flat in certain regions so that at least ring inserted, an in-plane error curve of the
the large error regions can be corrected. radome-ring combination is recorded; the data

+0.2- horizontal linear polarization F

-0.2

"+0.2 erillnear polariztIn __

3+0.2 verical linear polarization

-0.2
(a) before correction

-0.2r__ _ _

+0.2 45"linear polarization

-0.2 -r.:4

+0.2 vertical lintor polarization

/-

-0 .2 1•_ -_
-6o -45 -30 -15 0 +15 +30 +45 +60

(b) ffter correction offset angle (degrees)

FIi,. 4-0r. Compaurtlve Vortlkul Emw Curvea of Toot Realuo. •,e end After Cowoecti, of Ay•mawy:
(a) efuts Cocf t1w,; (b) After Correction
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6 -0.2 •

-0.6
- 45 -30 - 15 0 + 15 + 30 + 45

offset angle (degrees)

Figur* 4-70. Effect of Dielectric Ring an In-Plase Error Curve

Figure 4-71. Fabrication of Dielectric Rings: Appllcotion of the Ring Cowrecton Tachniqu )a FPocilitued if the Rings Have the Same
Contour as the Radome to be Corrected. Shown Above are the Rough Radom* (Left), Finished Radone (Center), and

the Correspondlng Rings (Right) Fabricated in Development of the Technique

points are taken from each curve and listed in radome, a combination of ring error curves is
tabular form. Ring effect curves are calculated found which, when added, gives an error curve
from these tables by subtracting the radome opposite from that of the radome. The rings
error curve from each radome-plus-ring error corresponding to the desired error curves are
curve. By this subtraction method an effect placed in the radome, which is ther tested.
curvw for each individual ring is obtained. (As When a proper combination of rings has b•.en
a check on this method the rings were tested chosen, it can be used on all radomes of the
individually in free space; the same effect same configuration and materials with the re-
curves were obtained as were obtained by sub- suits repeating for each radome, provided
traction.) To correct the in-plane error of the there are no additional errors in any radone
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as a result of imperfections in fabrication. In ring requires a different thickness. To solvethe development of the technique, use of the this problem in a nonexperimentai manner, abest combination of corrective rings In the test least-square method can be used to determineradome reduced the total excursion of the in- the best thickneas fonr a.,h .-l,, A -. 6 , ..•iuuma vrr1u curve irom approximately 0.7" to is taken that gives good error curves and the0.30 error and the slope from a maximum of least-square method Is applied to find the opti-0.080 per degree to 0.020 per degree or less mum thickness. In this manner many necdless(Figure 4-72). experiments can be eliminated, and only those
combinations need to be measured that haveChanges in the width and the thickness of the promise.rings have an additive effect. The amount ofin-plane error is proportional to the thickness Applications of the Techniq_. The dielectricand also to the width of the ring. For example, ring technique has given excellent results for ain the experimental approach, a 1/2-inch-wide particular experimental radome design. Tlhus,ring was placed at the same position in the ra- the question arises, "Is the technique applicabledome as two adjacent rings 1/4 inch wide. The to general radome design?" The method haswider ring gave an error curve Identical with been applied to two other radome configura-the sum of the error curves of the two I/4-inch- tions to show its versatility. Figure 4-73 is awide rings. Since each individual ring produces comparison of the error of a small thin-akin=n individual effect curve and since effect hemispherical radome before and after ringrindividual effe c addit ve e rand sine deffuect correction for in-plane error. The slope hascurves are additive, the radome designer In been reduced from 0.0450 per degree to 0.0250able ., com bine, by calculation, several ring pe e gred b te d itio n of r ing s.error curves to evaluate rapidly the effect the per degree by the addition of rings.combination will have on the radome without The dielectric ring technique was also appliedactually performing the measurement, to a half-wave wall interceptor radome with a

large dish and a fairly pointed nose. The errorThe additive effect of both the width and the curves with and without rings are shown inthickness of the rings canbe shown graphically. Figure 4-74. Again there is a reduction, theIt is possible that, for the best error curve, a radome slopes dropping from 0.050 per degreeset of rings is needed in which each individual to 0.010 per degree.

• .+ 0 .4 -... -4 +0 .
no rings

-45 -30 -15 0 +15 +30 +45
offset angle (degrees)

Figure 4-72. In-P7.rj Error Curves et Test Rame Inh- win ERect of ideal Co m bination of Cornectve Rings

+0,62
•.~n ringsadeb, +0,.4_ ..-..
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Figwt 4-73. $tw11Hetiosphoricai Rolowe In-Piano Error Curves WINS ond Without Rings
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In addition to half-wave wall and thin-skin such as the radome of Section 4-45 or the rings
radomes, there is reason to believe that ra. of Section 4-56. Under the assumption that thedomes of sandwich construction can also be presence of a ring does not appreciably affect
corrected by the dielectric ring technique, the source, Barrar and Dolph53 have utilized an
Size does not limit the use of the technique, integral equation formulation as follows:
since large and small radomes of both missile
and interceptor type have been satisfactorily H(P) =Hi(P)-yf F(P,Pi)dV1 (4-121)
corrected. Some experimental work has also
been done on correction of In-plane error by V
the use of negative rings in the form of grooves, where H = magnetic vector of the total field
These grooves are cut in the inner surface of
the radome wall and have the reverse effect of H1i =magnetic vector of the incident
a ring placed In the same position, field

As a resultof these investigations, the radome P = point of observation
designer has several choices of methods for
compensating a radome. He can use dielectric PI = point of integration in the obstacle
patches, rings, grooves, or a combination of the volume
dielectric obstacles. Since the ideal radome for
production would have a smooth inner contour, a V = volume of the scatterer (in this
combination that couldbe moldedintothe radome analysis, the ring)
is probably the best.

i = constant, depending on the differ-
Scattering by a Thin Dielectric Ring. To give ence of the squares of the propaga-

a fuller understanding of the effect of the die- tion constants in V and in free space.
lectric rings as correcting devices, L. L. Phil-
ipson 4 5 has carried out an analysis of the scat- The vector function F is given by
tering effect of a thin dielectric rin, on an elec-
tromagnetic field. The ring inserts can be con- JekNH x E(P) (4-122)
sidered as introducing an out-of-phase pertur- F(PP 1) = Vl__• x E__1)R-12
bation that cancels the radome-caused pertur-
bation of the free-space far-zone power pattern
of the antenna. As observed experimentally, the
ring perturbation it essentially independent of where the Green's function 0 = (ekOR)/f in-
the presence of the radome, at least for thin volves the distance R between P and P 1 . The
dielectric rings and low-reflection radomes. electric vector ofthetotal field is E. A further
Thus, for calculation of the effect of the ring as relation between F and ]i is Maxwell's equation
an error-correcting device, it is only necessary
that the ring be considered infree space and il- Ji'O
luminated by an electromagnetic field. K(p) - V X KI(P) (4-123)-k2

As noted in Equation (4-80), various invesU-
gators have utilizedMaxwell's equations to show The scatter is taken tobe a thin cylindricaldi-
thatthe volume polarization currents,J ofEqua- electric ring. As indicated in Figure 4-75 the
tion (4-77), radiating in free space rn the ab- system employed has cylindrical coordinates r,
sence of the scatterer, may be regarded as the 0, z about the center 0 of a ring with an inner
source of the field scattered by a dielectric body radius a, thickness h, and height 2 1 . The method
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P . turbation series. Moreover, it can be rigorously
S / established that the first order terms in the for-

. /mal series are asymptotically equal to the total

-- H.H(P) = HI (P) + h H, (P) + 0(h 2 ) (4-126).

provided that, as assumed, the total vectors be-

._ come equal to the incident vectors as h 0. For

21 -. sufficiently thin rings, Iii + hilI gives an ap-
proximation for 1j. As this representation is
asymptotic, questions of error bounds and their

Figure 4-75. Coordinates and Ring Geoomoty of Appoaximation dependence on various parameters are involved
Technique: h, TiaIknojs of Ring; 27, Heigio of Ring; a, Inner and are best settled by observations on the

Radius of Ring; r, 0, a, Coonrdiiates; agreement of measured values with values ob-
P, PoINt Of ObePvaCl. tained from the formulas.

of analysis makes use ofa perturbation technique When an approximation for the magnetic vector
used by J. B. Keller, 54 whichleads from the in- 11 is obtained, a correspondingapproximate for-
tegral equation to a formal expansion for the mula for the far-zone power pattern function is
vectors of the total field in powers of the radial found. If c is the distance of the far-zone point
thickness of the ring. of observatiou from the center of the ring, the

power pattern function Is obtained from Equa-
The H series can be written in the form tion (4-127):

(P +l h e0Jk0 o =(r) 2 H(e) 2

H(P) :H 1 (P) +Zh H, (P) (4-124) ,- =, [1-. L + e ,.

n=1 e &(z) 2] (4- 127)

for all P not lying on the inner ring surface or
at the sources. The E series is analogous. In where H(r), H(u), H(z) are cylindrical compo-
these formal series if-is assumed that the total nents of H. If the evaluation of H is used, can
field reduces to the incidentfield whenthe thick- be writtei in the form
ness of the ring h - 0.

p = p i + h#,p + 0(h2) (4-128)

If the perturbation series is substituted into
the integral equation and Equation (4-123) is
used, an Iteration formula for the vectors )inis where v'i is the far-zone pattern function of the
obtained. The higher order vectors are difficult incident field, without the ring, and rF is the
to calculate, but the coefficient of the linear "first order perturbation" power pattel'n func-
term inthe series is not. It is possible to write tion.S~the following equation
h Measurement and calculations of i', Equa-

2- 1tion (4-128), were carried out for the condition
in which the incident field was generated by a

Vl(P)--- a I(VIEi(Pl) dzldV1 (4-125) haLf-wavelength dipole which had the sarni axis
ff as the ring. Figure 4-76 depicts the geometry
0 -1 of the test situation, - being the angle between

the point of observation and the axis. Due to syNyn .-
where only Ei, the incident electric vector, is metry, calculations and measurements for
req,,ired. Hl is then calculated by an explicit O 0,•_90° lying in any plane through the Z-axis
vector integration, are sufficient. Since the radiated powcr of the

dipole is small near the axis, only a range 300
Experimental work done at Hughes Aircraft •- o 'JOO was actually considered. For the cal-

Company5 5 indicates that for sufficiently small culations and measurements, a wavelength of
dielectric volumes the scattering effect is linear 1.29 inches anda dielectric constant of 6:3 were
with respect to changes in volume. For a thin used. The inner-ring radius (a) was kept ýon-
ring the volume is essentially proportional to its stant at 3 inches and the height (21) at 0.5 inch.
thickness; thus, it is practical to consider only The thicknesses of the rings (h) were successive
the ternis through the first power of h in the per- doubles of 0.0125 inch. Typical patterns fur one
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i /P rings were 0,025 and 0.050 inch. In Figure 4-77are depicted the thrtirl,,pattern, the measuredfree space dipolepattern,

ring the perturbed pattern as predicted by analysis,_•~* ,h /nand the measured pertrbed pattern.
21 -
"T 

The curvespresrnted are indicative of the guod-dipole antenna overall agreement that was obtained for rings
with a thickness of less than about 0.1 inch. AsS* the thickness of the rings increas6d, the approxi-
mat ion technique, which is based on an asymptotic
expansion of the field in powers of the thickness,Figure 4-76. Half-Wave Diple Ahion,,.e Coeitial With Ringi became less and less applicable. As indicateda, ilnur Ring Rodi•m; 21, Height of Rlngi h, Thickness of previously, establishment of the ranges of theRing; P, Poa* of Observation various ring parameters, such as the thickness,
which permit a preassignedaccuracy of the pro-set of rings studied are represented in Figure posed technique, must await furtheA' investi-4-77, For these curves the thicknesses of the gation.

ring thickness 2 0.025 inch ,, ring thickness 0.050inch

2~0' //

/, ,/

o

"/ II/
fixý

'CI! I

-X theoretical free space
dipole pattern I

8 X X X X measurd free .ipace I
dipole pattern
perturbed field
predicted by analysis
measured perturbed _0 0 0 field

10 130o' 450 60o 750 so@ 0. 450 60o 75. 90.
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Figure 4-77. Typical Pattoans of One Set of Rings Studied
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SECTION H. NEAR-FIELD MEASUREMENTS

As was mentioned in the introduction, the size 4-57. Near-field Measurement Methods
uf &atvitc in ui considerabie importance in
the development and application of accuratepre- Before the effect of the radome as a scatterer
diction methods. Physical optics methods can in the antenna-radome system can be analyzed,
be used with fair accuracy in the prediction of the near field of the antenna alone needs to be
errors in large radomes, but these methods and known. Many studies have been and are being
their modifications are of little practical use worked on, such as those at the Ohio State Uni-
with small radomes. The small physical dimen- versity Antenna Laboratory,5 8o. 5 9 ,60 at McGUil
sions increase the severity of the scattering ef- University, 6 1 and at Hughes Aircraft Company.
fect of the radome in the antenna-radome sys- 62,63 The two current methods of studying the
tern so that the fields contained within the small near fields of antennas are based on direct
radome become extremely complex. Similar measurements of the distribution across differ-
factors disturb the fields within the large ra- ent planes of the near field by meansof receiv-
dome but tn a considerably less extent. The ing probes or reflecting (scattering) probes.
fields contained by both large and small ra- Amplitude and phase data are recorded and
domes arepart of the near-field or Fresnel re- plotted at increasing distances from theantenna
gion, and before precise analytical methods for aperture and for various offset angles to give a
predicting radome errors canbe completelyde- picture of the pr•gressive diffusion of the field.
veloped and proved, a full understanding of the (A third methodt has been suggested which
near-field radiation of antenna-radome systems differs from the two conventional plotters in its
appears necessary. use of two field-sampling probes instead of one.

A phase reference taken from the field itself re-
Briefly, the near field includes the fields places a fixed reference signal taken directly

closest to the antenna aperture and extends an from the source.) These methods can also be
arbitrary distance, 2D 2 /A,* where D is the dia- used for measurements of the near field of the
meter of the antenna aperture. The outer fields entire antenna-r~tdome system, but studies of
beyond 2D 2 /• are the far-field or Fraurhofer the radorue effect. are hampered by lack of suf-
region. In the far field the measurable field ficiently accurate data on the antenna's near
components are traiisverse; that is, the E and H field.
vectors are at right angles to the direction of
propagation. The shape of the field pattern is Various near-field measuring techniques arc
independent of the radius at which it is taken,
because for most purposes the energy can be discussed in Chapters 2, 11, and 12.
safely assumed to have been formed into abeam
or plane wave by the time it reaches the far 4-58. An Analysis of the Radiated Field of a
field. In the near field, the radial field may be Small fladoane
appreciable and the shape of the field pattern is
in general a function of the radius.5 6 No clear A study which deals directly with the antenna-
picture has yet been formulated of the fields radome problem Is now being conducted at the
which exist within the near field, and no sim-
plifying approximations can even be made for Hughes Aircraft Company. Some of the findings
the region in the immediate neighborhood of the and thoughts which such a study has brought

aperture (the so-called near-zone region).5 7  forth will be presented. The equipment used is
lecause of the size of the small r~dome, most merely aguide as to what can be used, for there

of the fields contained within it will fall into are many otherfine measuring setupsthroughout
this complex near-zone region. A detailed study the country.
of tile integrals for this regionand for the entire
near field Is beyond the purpose of the present rest Setup, The transmitter was a conical
discussion. It is sufficient to emphasize the im- scanning antenna which had a reflector aper-
portance of the near field in the development of ture of 4.9 inches, and the radome had the
precise analytical methods, particularly for Hughes N-65A configuration. A slot-fed quar-
small radomes. ter-wavelength dipole connected to a small mis-

sUe coaxial feed line was used as the receiving
probe. Measurements were made at 9135 rnea-
cycles, and horizontal linear polarization was
used for both transmitter and probe. Figrure 4-78

*Some Investigators have found that D2 /A is is a photograph of the test setup, with a closeup
sufficient to enclose the fields of greatest in- of the antenna and radome mount shown In Figure
terest. 4-79.
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Ft gure 4-78. HNoa-fif.IJMeariuting ApparatPus

missile body could be rotated in offset relative
to the reflector, either vertically or horizontally,
ont a gimbal located behind the base of the re-
flector on the reflector axis (Figure 4-80).
Measurements discussed were all made with the
radome offset vertically. The receiving dipole
was mounted on a carriage to permit motion
along three mutually perpendicular axes which
are the coordinates used in the mxeasurements:
the Z-axis is parallel to the axis of the reflector
with the X-axis horizontal and the Y-ax is vertical
(Figure 441j).

Detejrmination of Near-field and Far-field
Zones. Far-field scans were taken 29.7 Inches
from the outer perimeter of the reflector. This

~iA \ ~distance was considered sufficient for far-field
measurements for a 5.. inch reflector since, ac-

Ptgur. 4-79. Rddw*ie qnd Anitrnno Munt of Neat-field cording to Silver 6 4 andt others, the minimum
Measuring Apparafus distance at which far-tiekd patterns should he

measured lies between 1 DA/A and 2D2/A., where
The radome was mounted on ~a portion of a D is the diameter of the reflector. To verify

missile body so that the radome axis wa,,' coin- th~at the 29.7-inch distance was adequate for the
cident with the missile body axis at all times, far field, the relative power along the reflector

fixed in relation to each other. Th rador.'te and do:ne mounted (Figure 4-82). Amplitude varies
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inversely as the square of the range; in the far inches the measured curve approximates the
field a I/Z 2 variation of power intensity Is there- /Z2 curve but sonme variations still are ap-
fore to be expected. The curve indicating the ex- parent. The 18-inch distance Is approximately
pected power drop is indicated by the broken D 2/A, so that the distance of 29.7 inches isqulte
line curve in Figure 4-82. Beginning near 18 adequate for far-field measurements for the
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situation in these tests. Figure 4-82 also indi- pictorial view of the near field. They show both
cates that the maximum perturbation of the field a rapid decrease in amplitude as the distance
which could be measured occurred ata distance from the reflector axis increases and also the
about 10.5 inches from the antenna aperture essential planarity of the phase front in the
along the Z-axis. This distance distinguishes vicinity of the reflector axis. Another inter-
the region inwhich the near-fteld measurements esting observation from the contour maps, es-
were taken. Scans were taken along the X-axis peciafly from Figure 4-84, is the spherical
and along the Y-axis. shape of the last two or three phase fronts 10

to 11 inches from the reflector. The shape of
No-Dome Measurements of the Near Field. these phase fronts indicates that there is a vir-

Measurements were first made of the amplitude tual source behind the reflector. Qualitatively,
and phase of the near field (no radome). Values this observation agrees with unpublished results
of the field were measured at discrete distances found independently by other investigators at
from the antenna aperture along the Z-axis in Hughes.
both the Y-Z plane andthe X-Z plane. The scans
were made in 0.4-inch steps along the twp per- On the Y-Z plane (H plane) amplitude contour
pendicular axes. Grid patterns were plotted map of Figure 4-85, polar radial lines aredrawn
from the measured values, and phase and/power at the far-field amplitude null and peak ang'ular
contour maps were drawn. In generpl, the positions of the sidelobes. The actual far-field
highest amplitude measured in each ýet was H-plane power pattern is shown in Figure 4-87.
normalized to unity. The grid pattern "ampli- This pattern was taken with an elliptically polar-
tude measurements and corresponding power ized pickup horn with a 6-decibel axial ratio.
contour maps in each plane are plotted in deci- Measurements taken of the cross-polarized com-
bels. The value at each point denotes the ampli- ponent of the field indicated that this component
tude level in decibelsbelow the value at the ref- was negligible with respect to the horizontal
erence point. For the phase measurements the component, so that, for any practical interpreta-
most advanced phase measure.d in each set tion of the far-field pattern of Figure 4-87, the
was normalized to zero degrees. Figures pickup horn may be regarded as linearly polar-
4-83 and 4-84 represent the contour maps Ized. It should be noted that the null and peak
of the relative phase measurements for the Y-Z positions ofthe sidelobes indicated by thebroken
plane and the X-Z plane, respectively. The lines onFigure 4-87 correspond in angrularposi-
contour maps of the relative amplitude meas- tion to the radial lines drawn on Figure 4-85.
urements in the two planes are presented in Apparently, the sidelobe structure of the far
Figures 4-85 and 4-86. The grid patterns are field actually manifests itself very close to the
not shown but are available in the literature5 5  reflector in the region which is considered as

the near field. This property of the near field
is significant in a number of respects, among

The main value of the grid maps lies In their which is the fact that the near-field sidelobe
use in the analysis of the diffraction due to var- structure may reveal the manner In which the
ious obstacles whiclh might be in the near field field illumination of such obstacles as rods af..
of the antenna. The contour maps present a fects the far-field main be-Am structure. The

1.0
1.0m-\-s measured values

09 ' - - calculated I/Z 2 variation

• 0.8

S0,61

0 51 maximum measured D/
~peru~beion(approximately)

OA'.1 I 4

distance from reflector ulonO Z -axis (inches)

FIgw,• 4-82, Power Patecu, far Ooeferralehelin of' Near-field an.o For-field Region.
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effect of such obstacles Is noticeable iii radome ity indicates a considerable degree of cylindri-
error versus offset angle curves of the obstacles. cal symmetry of the horizontally polarized field.

Furthermore, some measurements of the cross-
Relative phase and power graphs (Figure 4 -98) polarized component of the field have shown

were plotted on an increased scale for each that this compoaient Is essentially negligible in
plane at the distance from the antenna aperture amplitude. T-his observation Is also true of the
(Z = 10,45 inches) at which maximum pertur- radial E-field component. (To check thevalidity
bation of the near field had been noticed. With- of this observation further, some supplementary
in the limits of error involved in making the .meastiremedts were taken of the horizontally
measurements,* the sets of gnaphs for each polarized component of the field when a circu-
plane are essentially the same. A similar comn- larly polarized feed was used at the reflecta.~r
parison can be made between The phase contourn The circular feed and reflector radiated circular
of the twoplanes (Figure 4-83 for the Y-Z plane polarizatiou along the entire Z-axis. The meas.
and Figure 4-84 for the X-Z plane) andthe power urernents were taken in the "lanie position as
contours (Figures 4-85 and 4-86). The similar- those of Figure 4-88, and the mneasured pattcrns

in each plane were found to be the same as those
______of Figuwre 4-88.)

*Interference ink the near field caused by the The apparent cylindrical symmetry of the
measuring probes and supporting equipment is field canbe very useful from both analyticalland
one of the matjor problems facing investigators, experimental points of view inthat It may simpli-
Mvost current prediction techniques~ require em- fy inary of the calculations asid measurements
pirical dat-A of high accuracy, but it is difficult necessary in the solution of various diffraction

toobtain these data, since effect of the equip- problems. It also appears that the - doine errors
mient orn the field has not yet been accurately of various polarizations may beotlkftivre in sonic
determined, simple mantner to y~eld the rado me error of a
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resultant polarization. The degree to which cyl- For the radome-mounted measurements at all
indrical symmetry and polarization separation offset anglesthere was a large and very definite
can be assumed to exist, in consideration of phase retardation and amplitude reduction Inthe
the problem of predicting error to a sufficient region near the nose. It can be seen that -ts the
accuracy, is being investigated further. radome is offset the phase retardation and ampli-

.a tn tude reduction accompany the positior. of theW~aar.finid Mimamiranents with [•12dnro Mnunt- . , .t.,,.

ed. With the radome mounted over the antenna, the line of the radome axis. The broken ver-
three sets of measurements were made along tical line in Figure 4-89 denotes the intersection
the X-ax18 and olnng the Y-axim relative to the of the radome axiswiththelineof vncasurements
point on the Z-axis at which maximum pertur- at an offset angle of -50. In the curves measured
bation had been noticed in the no-dome meas- with the radome offset at -200, no sharp miniiia
urements. It was desired to see what effect the are noticeable, since the nose of the radome is
radome would have on the field at this point out of the range of the line of measurements.
(Z = 10.45 inches). The measurements were What - important, however, is that the phase
taken with the radome vertically offset at three and amplitude curvesat this offset angle compare
angles: 00 offset (radome axis and reflector very favorably with the no-dome curves of Fig-
axis coincident), -5o offset, and -200 offset, ure 4-88. Even such small differences in am-
The measurements at the different offset angles plitude and phase as exist between the -200 off-
in the Y-axis direction are compared in Figure set curves and the no-dome curves, however,
4-89 and should be compared also with the no- are known to give rise to appreciable boresight
dome measurements taken along the same line errors, but it is apparent that the compara-
(Figure 4-88). The measurements inthe X-axis tivelyvery large perturbations of thefieldcaused
direction were again essentially the same as by the radome nose are of primary signLficance.
those shown in Figure 4-89.
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Effect of Compensating Devices on Near-field this change in error could be effected on any
-'. Distribution,. An additional series of measure- set of obstacles merely by the addition •f the

ments was made to see what effect compensat- same ring configuration to the obstacles.•°
ing devices h•d on near-field distribution. Thh•
dielectric rings and a nose cone were used Measurements simtlarto those plotted in Fig-
since these devices have been successful incom- ures 4-88 and 4-89 were made of the near-field
pensating radome errors (see paragraph 4-56). distrihuttonof the antenna and radome withcom-
Preliminary to neal'-field measurements, error pen.sating rings and with rings and a nose cone.
curves were taken of the antenna and radom• As before, scans were taken along the Y- and
alone and of the antenna and radome in various X-axes at the point of maximum perturbationon
combinatiolm with rings and nose cone. Cross- the Z-axis. The radome was offset at the same
talk errors were found to be negligible for the angles as used for the no-dome antenna and the
polarization used (linear and perpendicular to antenna-radvme measurements. Results are I
the offset plane), but steep in-plane errors plotted in Figures 4-90 and 4-91 for the Y-
were noticeable. The compensating rings re- scans. It can be seen that the perturbation' of
versed the sign of the errors and ruduced tho the field due tothe rings isinsignfficant lncorn-
total magnitude when the polarization was per- parison with the effect of the radome itself. The
pendicular to theplane of offset;when thepolar- nulls caused by the radome nose are not so
Lzation was parallel to the plane of offset, no sharp as they are on the curves Ln Figure 4-89
reversa! of sign occurred but the total rnagni- and are shifted towards the -Y direction.
tude of the errors was again reduced. The change
in tile e,-ror curves which appeared when the An analytical technique which has predicted
compensating rings were inserted into the ra- srn•ll perturbations of the far field of a hal/-
dome has been found to depend on the ring con- wave dipole due ton compensating ring hanbeen
figuration only (for thin rings); in other words, developed by L. L. Philipson (see paragraph
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4-56 and Reference 65). it Is hoped that this suittait radome errors. 5 5  Of particular nig-
technique can be applied successfully to predict nificance in the fact that bot~h these investiga-
near-field perturbations such as those shown in Vx and othcr Iear-field analyses have shown
Figures 4-90 and 4-91. Further, an analytical that the perturbation field of compensat ing rings
technique Is being developed which may accu- May ho .ht- ed ';-C'aa Ui~m jjertiurba-
rately use known perturbations due to small tion field of the radome and rings combination
obstacles, such as the rings, in predicting re- to yield the radome perturbation field alone.
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I
Chapter 5

BROADBAND RADOME DESIGN

5-1. Bandwidth Requirements kilomegacycles up to 40 kilomegacycles, since
a rAdome construction that will work satisfa•.-

In the design of search, navigation, and gun- torily in this band will probably also work sat-
laying radar housings, normal conditions re- ihfactorily from 4 kilomegacycles down. Other
quire that good performance be provided by the ECM systems have less stringent require-
radome over a relatively narrow band of fre- ments, perhaps a 6:1 frequency band or less.
quencies, usually centered about a nominal op- A typical boresight radome requires a band-
erating frequency, width af about *500 mnegacycles.

The purpose of ECM Ferret equipment is toFor example, a typical armament system may determine various properties of an enemy ra.-

include a radar set operating at 9.2 kilomega- dtr o rcounica tio s system ese may
cycles with an upper range of 9.5 and a lower dar or communications system. These may
range of 8.9 kilomegacycles. Operating band Include frequency, location, and pulse crrac-
width, then, is about 6.5 percent for the radome teristics, such as pulse repetition frequency,
involved. pulse width, etc. Having established fliese

properties of an enemy radar, the system may

Ifthe performance requirements of the system be required to bet jamming equipment and to
are not too stringent, conventional approaches release chaff. Such ECM equipment includes
to the design problem will usually yield a radome various types of antennas designed to receive
that meets specification requirements. De- radiation over wide ranges of frequencies and
pending upon size and structural limitations, a almost all angles of incidence andpolarizations.
thin-wall, half-wave, or "A" sandwich will sat-
isfy the needs of the system. One of the many types of ECY4 Ferret antenna

systems is illustrated in (a) of Figure 5-1.
Performance of such configurations is shown This could be a nose radom,9 installation on a

extensively in curves published by Naval Air. reconnaissance airplane. The letters a, b, c,
Material Centerl and at the Naval Air Develop- d, e, and f represent sets of receiving horns,
ment Center at lohnsville, Pa. 2 The former shown in (b) of Figure 5-1, whfch cover the
are based upon lossless materials, but have frequency spectrum under inve•tigation. In
been adequate for simple shapes and low angles this case, the horns may also be mounted in the
of incidence generally encountered In Type I belly or in the wingtips of the aircraft.
general-purpose radomes. (See Chapters 2, 3,
4 and 13.) If a source of electromagnetic energy is radi-

ating from point t, the signal received by b willIn contrast with the narrow-band applications be greater than that received by c. By corn-
discussed above, an electronic countermeasures paring the intensity in b and c, the system gives
(ECM) specification calls for satisfactory sys- a good approximation to the bearing of the hos-
tern performance cver the band from 1 to 40 tile signal.
kilomegacycles. In terms of radome require-
ments for such a system, the designer's chief To the radome designer, the most important
problem is to cover the 10:1 band from about 4 desired factor in the radome performance with
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wall configurations at various frequencies, It
,/ will be seen that increasing frequency usually

S/ reduces the efficiency of power transmissionS\\ • / ~~fnr a crivem %A-11:~c~cs
- ,,, \I' ,:'

,/ /. The family of curves in Figure 5-2 is a sim-
", /,' / / pie illustration of thin-wall performance. At a

thickness of 0.012 inch, the reflection coeffi-
d-._ . cient of the wall increases cantinuously from

S-- the lowest to the highest frequency shown, with
a resultant drop In transmission efficiency.
The same trend exists In Figures 5-3 and 5-4.

-2 Beginning with Figure 5-5, however, where
curves for an 0,048-inch wall are shown, it will
be seen that the performance does not continue
to drop with increasing frequency, As wall
thickness increases, the characteristics of

(a) half-wave performance begin to appear. These
are progressively apparent in Figures 5-6 and
5-7. In Figure 5-8, for instance, efficiency of
almost 90 percent is attained at normal inci-
dence for 35 kilomegacycles.

Figures 5-11 through 5-19 are, in essence,
crossplots of the first set, relating efficiency
to frequency. These curves have been filus-
trated to 13 kilomegacycles, but further data,
if required, may be selected from Figures 5-2

(b) through 5-10.

5-3. Sandwiches ("A," "B," and "C")

Response curves for "A" sandwiches will be
seen in Figures 5-20 through 5-31. Again in

Figues 5-1. Nos* Radom for Reconnlissance Airplane; e these curves, the sensitivity to change in fre-
Through f am. Sot .o Horns, as Shown In (h) quency and/or incidence angle is apparent,

Serious degradation of performance is evident
at angles from 600 upward. The curves pre-

such a system is absolute uniformity of trans- sented herein are plotted from tabulated data,
mission efficiency as a function of incidence Information required for any specific problem
angle and frequency. Variations in transmis- should be checked by computation using stand-
sion of power to any components of the receiv- ard procedures.
ing system amount to distortions of the elec-
tromagnetic field which would, in effect, give The "C" sandwich is a five-layer wall, con-
false target-bearing information. sisting essentially o'two contiguous "A" sand-

wiches. Its frequency sensitivity is somewhat
5-2. Solid-Wall Radome less than that of the "A" sandwich, so that it is

effective where reasonably Increased band-
Except for systems with extremely broad width is required.

bandwidth requirements, the simplest electri-
cal solution to the radome problem is the thin- The McMillan report3  prefers to treat
wall configuration. By general acceptance, this radome walls from the standpoint of reflected
construction is defined as a homogeneous wall power. In discussing the relative merits of
whose thickness is of the order of one twentieth various wall configurations with respect to
wavelength (180) or less in the dielectric, broad-banding, Webber's chapter of the report 3

says essentially that the "A" sandwich has
At X-band frequencies the physical thickness slightly lower reflections throughout a broad

and strength of such a radome are such that it frequency range than the half-wave wall. Fig-
is doubtful that the thin wall can be used for ure 5-32 represents the reflected power from
airborne applications. Figures 5-2 through three such sandwiches at normal incidence. It
5-10 ilustratethe performance of several thin- shows that the reflection is less than 10 per-
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cent up to about 16 kilomegacycles for a 0.200- as noted previously, all ECM and broadband
inch core. As the core thickness increases, requirements are not as stringent as the sys-
the broadness of range below 10 percent re- tern of (a) of Figure 5-1, and in such cases
flection is considerably reduced. Other Ulus- other wall designs may provide a satisfactory

range has been reduced from the 1- to 16. kilo-
megacycle shown in Figure 5.32 to only 1- to 4- Methods of computing the transmission of
kilomegacycle for reflections under 10 percent. .nult iplc-layer dielectric walls are discussed

in Sections B and F of Chapter 2 and in Chap-
The three-layer conventional "B" sandwich ter 13.

consists of two skins and a core of dielectric
media, with the core having a higher dielectric Illustrative response curves are given in Fig-
constant than the skins, usually equal to or ure 5-36 for the frequency range 5 to 30 kilo-
greater than the square of the dielectric con- megacycles. The designation "11-1072 Sand-
stant of the skins. Reflections were computed wich" is an identification that represents an
for sandwiches with three cores of different di- 11-layer wall whose skins are 0.010 inch (10
electric constants and loss tangents. mils) thick and whose cores are 0.072 inch

thick. The six skins are laminated glass-resin
In Figure 5-33, the skins are too thin for an alternating withfive lightweight, equal-thickness

electrically efficient "B" sandwich in the X- or cores.
K-band range, but the design improves the
bandwidth between 65 and 75 kilomegacycles. A typical calculated response curve over a
One may see from Figure 5-34 that the thicker wider range of frequencies is shown in Figure
"B" sandwich has less than 10 percent reflec- 5-37. Variations in skin or core parameters
tion in the 13- to 20-kilomegacycle range and will shift the curves, but the general shapes
less than 15 percent in the 12- to 24-kilomega- will not be changed appreciably.
cycle range. Figure 5-35 shows that the use of
a still thicker skin provides a method of broad- Figure 5-38 illustrates a typical example of
ening bandwidth at still Lower frequencies, the effects of changing core thickness in an II-
Here, the reflection is under 15 percent from layer sandwich. Here a portion of the same
about 6 to 13 kilomegacycles. By proper se- curve as that shown in Figure 5-37 is repre-
lection of parameters, the 3-layer "B" sand- sented by the dotted curve labeled "median
wich may be made to increase bandwidth at any core."
discrete frequency in the range, but like the
"A" sandwich, it can only do this to a limited As of the date of publication, other approaches
extent. As the skins of the "A" sandwich ap- to the determination of optimum wall configu-
proach a quarter wavelength in thickness, it ration are being studied. One approach, for
becomes considerably less broadbanded than example, involves the investigation of quarter-
the "B" sandwich. Consequently, the latter wave matching transformer theory, with
proves to be better suited than the former to Tchebyschev distribution of skin and/or core
the construction of mechanically adequate thicknesses.
radomes for the higher frequencies.

A serious consideration is the question of
5-4. Multilayer Sandwiches maximum practicable wall thickness. Unless

the individual skins and cores are held to rela-
As of the date of publication of this handbook, tively small dimensions, the ultimate configu-

much work is being done toward the develop- ration can become cumbersome and heavy.
ment of radome configurations that will provide This must be carefully examined in aircraft
the necessary uniformity of transmission effi- design, where weight is usually a prime factor.
ciency over the ranges of frequency and inci-
dence angle required. For the particular ECM 5-5. Conclusions
system shown in (a) of Figure 5-1, a multi-
layer* construction appears to be the most For the designer of ECM radomes, then,
promising solution suggested to date. This de- there are a number of practical solutions, The
sign, and the methods involved, will be dis- one selected will be dictated by several gov-
cussed in the following paragraphs. However, erning considerations. First of these is the

frequency range in which the radome is ex-
pected to perform. In the spectrum below

*The multilayer design was developed by Mi- about 3 kilomegacycles almost any reasonable
cronies, Inc., of Gardena, California, andpatent wall will give acceptable response. A solid
applications have been made. wall approximately 20 electrical degrees or
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less in thickness will give good power trans- Feasible "A" sandwiches can be designed for
mission with low reflection (under 10 percent). continuous spectrum performance at 00-400 in-
An "A, A." .B," or "C" sandwich will also be effi- cidence up to Ku or at 00-600 up to C band.

t.'nt'lf flr2mAtArR are selected with care.

Better electrical performance can be obtained
In the frequency ranges above S-band, the up to Xu with the "C", 7-layer sandwiches or

handwtdth required will indicate the probable higher order multiUayer sandwiches, (tn the
choice of wall. The term broadband is, after extent that we know the latter)but at that point
all, only relative. With frequency spread of 1.2 mechanical usefulness becomes limited.
to 1, for instance, acceptable walls may be de-
signed in the same configiurations ah mentioned Ai the higher frequencies the 3-layer "I"
in the preceding paragraph. For 2 to 1, 3 to 1, sandwich is mechanically adequate and can be
and even 5 to 1, there may be specific combi- designed to give greater bandwidth in a single
nations that will meet the requirements of the band, for example, 16,500 ±3,500 megacycles.
particular system without going into multiple
sandwiches,

The present state of the art, as published,
From present indications, however, when the does not appear to disclose inductive, capac-

broadband requirements approach the order of Itive, or magnetic loaded walls which wiU pro-
10, 20, 30, or 40 to 1, the practical solution is videa continuous low reflection spectrum to 75
the multiple sandwich, kilomegacycles.

For complete design information, the reader Here again, the conclusions are based upon
is referred to the work of McMUlap and Red- the definition of bandwidth as far as broadband
heffcr and to reports submitted by Micronics radomes are concerned. The example of
Division, Zenith Plastics Company, under 16,500 +3,500 megacycles is a little greater
WAI)C Contract AF33(616)-3497. The conclu- than 1.5 to 1, and conventional walls are ac-
seune in the McMillan final report 3 indicate ceptable in that range. For many ECM appli-
that: cations, other configurations must be examined.
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!.r) V OF IROL.n..a

A Area, square inches g Gravity

a Acceleration, feet per second g Acceleration of gravity, feetper second per second per second
a Half thickness, feet h Heat transfer coefficient

a Outer radius of sphere, Inches h Sandwich shear thickness,

a Radius of outside face inches

I Moment of inertia of the wallb Inner radius of sphere, inches per inch of length of the cylinder
b Radius of inside face J Mechanical equivalent of heat

(7f/8 foot-pounds per Btu)
C Specific heat, Btu per

pound, OF k Thermal conductivity, Btu per
square foot-second - 0 Fper footCp Specific heat in Btu per

slug, OF L Leugth, inches

SPrandtl number L Load due to acceleration, poundsk
dy Element of thickness M Mach number

E Young's Modulus, pounds per mr mass, slugs
square inch

P Load, poundse Base of natural logarithms
P Pressure, pounds per squareEf Modulus of elasticity of the inch

face material

Ek Kinetic energy, foot pounds PCR Calculated buckling pressure,pounds per square inch
F ForcR, pounds Corrected buckling pressure,
FR Young's Modulus, radone, pounds per square inch

pounds per square inch
Q Quantity of heat, BtuFS Young's Modulus, structure

pouds per square inch q Dynamic pressure, pounds per
fR Stress in radome, pounds square foot

per square inch r Average radius
fs Stress in structure, pounds

per square inch r Distance front the center, inches

Gc Shear modulus r Radius of the sphere, inch

Grd Shear modulus in rO plane r Recovery factor
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INDEX OF SYMBOLS (cont)
rt Recovery factor for turbulent x Distanne nnrmnl fn .... c^

feet
rp Recovery factor for laminar y Distance from center toflow 

elemrnnt, inches
S-N curves Stress to number of cycles Coefficient of thermal expansion,to failure 

dimensionlessT Temperature, OF Nondimensional heat transfer

T Temperature rise at element, OF parameter
r o Indicates increase in pressureT1 Temperature of body, °Rankine above ambient pressureTb Boundary layer temperature, OF AT Change in temperature, OF

Ti Temperature of the inner surface I Constant, 1.63
To Change of temperature of the a Elongatioxi due to stress, inchessurrounding medium

T T Elongation due to temperatureT Stagnation teziperattire, OF change, inchesTx Temgerature in skin at depth 0 Nondimensional time parameter
x, F

Absolute viscosity of air, slugTs Stagnation temperature, 0 andne per foot-second
Tj Ambient temperature, OF Poisson's ratio
Tj Ambient temperature, 'Rankine U f Poisson's ratio for the face

materialI Thickness, inches
t Thickness of panel P Density of material, poundsper cubic foot
t Time, seconds Pm Density of radome wall
te Solid wall thickness, material

equivalent 
Stress, pounds per squareV Airspeed, miles per hour inch

v Airspeed, feet per second OCR Critical buckling stressOrR Stress in radial direction, pounds
SVelocity, feet per second per square inchWoT Stress In tangential direction,
SWeight of item, pounds pounds per square inch
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Chapter 6

RADOME STRUCTURAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AND TESTING

SECTION A. STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA

6-1. Introduction v2
q = --- (6-1)

Many radomes installed on aircraft must be 391
considered as primary structures whose
failure would endanger or cause loss of the air- where q = dynamic pressure, pounds per
craft. These radomes may be of various con- square foot
figurations, may carry cabin pressure or air-
frame loads, or may perform other vital func- V = airspeed, miles per hour
tions. The loads or conditions that affect the
strength of the radome are discussed on the
following pages. The pressure at other points on the surface

of the radome is usually expressed in terms
6-2. Aerodynamic Loads of t6e relation Ap/q, whore A p indicates the

increase in pressure above the ambient pres-Aerodynamic loads are usually the most crit- sure. The value of A p/q may be presented
ical of those imposed on a radome. The load- either as a scale drawing, as indicated by
ing may be a function of several conditions, the Figure 6-lA, or by curves, as indicated in
movt important being airspeed, aircraft atti- Figure 6- lB. Note that at the stagnation point
tude, radome shape, and the location of the the stagnation pressure has a value of Ap/q
radome on the aircraft. 1.0.

The determination of the air pressure and
its distribution over the surface of the radome The radome shown in Figure 6-1 is of a shape
is the responsibility of the aerodynamics en- satisfactory for subsonic aircraft. At higher
gineer. The knowledge required and the speeds the radome tends to be more stream-
methods employed are beyond the scope of this lined. The conic radome shown in Figure 6-2
work. However, certain fundamentals may be is an example of a configuration for very high
presented. speed flight. The typical aerodynamic loading

Figure 6-1 shows an example of a typical is shown in Figure 6-3.
pressure distribution over the surface of an
elliptical radome on the nose of a fuselage. If there is lack of symmetry caused by a yaw
The btagnation point is the theoretical location or pitch attitude of the aircraft, or by a gust,
of the dividing point of the airstream. At this the radome will pass through the airstream at
point the air velocity with respect to the air- an angle. This will produce unsymmetrical
craft Is assumed to be reduced to zero, thereby pressures on the radome, which in turn will
converting its dynamic energy to static pres- create a bending moment and shear load. Such
sure. This pressure may be calculated from a condition of unsymmetrical air loading is
the relation. shown in Figure 6-4.
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f •/,--stagnationpoint

Filure 6-2- Pre,,ure Olaftibuftin Over Surface of a
Conic Red.me

CA)

1.0 I

+ •P/q
I~Figure 6..|. Aerodynamic¢ Loading For a Conic Rad~mit

(8)

Figut, 4-1, Pressure DiI2t14ution Over Surface of
a Sbteonl Ruderme

6-3. Inertia Loads Figure 6-4. Unsymmetrical Air Loading On a
Conic Rdedme

Inertia loads are caused by sudden changes

in the direction of motion of the aircraft. Such
accelerations may be engendered by acrobatic to the Inertia loads of the radome, the latter
maneuvers, by landing, braking, or by encount- may generally be neglected. Exceptions to this
ering a gust. Inertia loads may also be created general statement may be the cases whore a
by rotational accelerations of the aircraft about large and heavy boom is carried In the nose of
any one of its axes, by vibration, or from many the radome, where antennas or other items of
other causes. heavy equipment may be supported directly by

the wall of the radome or where the radome is
Inertia loads are measured in terms of gray- constructed of a very dense material such as a

ity, or "g". 11 an airplane essays a 3g maneu- ceramic. In these cases the inertia load due to
ver, every item of weight will be tripled. A translational acceleration may be calculated as
radome or antenna that normally weighs 100 follows:
pounds will weigh the equivalent of 300 pounds.

Because the loads produced by aerodynamic L = (6-2)
forces are generally very large in comparison g
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whe.'.& load due to acceleration, pounds critical pressure for such a case is difficult
to predict accurately. Particularly if the shape

W -weight of Item, pounds is something other than spherical or cylindri-
cal, very high bending moments may be devel-
oped with very low differential pressures.

a =acceleration, feet per second per
second 6-5. Blast Pressure

The term "blast pressure" is applied to
g = acceleration of gravity, feet per pressure waves from explosions. The pres-

second per second sure created is similar to that produced by

aerodynamic loading but is of short duration,
Radome deflections caused by inertial loads generally sever,aAl almost always asymmnetric

may be critical where close clearance exists in application. Blast pressures themselves vary
between the radome wall and antenna dish. In considerably in duration, depending on the
this case, radome and dish deflections should source, and differ in their structural effect on
be analyzed to insure clearance under maxi- the radome.
tnum accelerations, Excessive radome deflec-
tion is undesirable electrically In any case and A pressure wave induced by the explosion of
may be a serious problem with high fineness a very heavy charge may have a duration of
ratio configura&tions that require low beam several seconds. This interval of time is large
deflection errors, enough to consider the pressure produced as a

static loading. The blast pressure in this case
6-4. Internal Pressure may be considered to act in conjunction with

other static loads applicable to the condition.
The location of a radome on the aircraft is

usuallydetermined by electrical considerations. A pressure wave of very short duration, even
It may therefore be found in areas where inter- though of high Intensity, is not likely to produce
nal pressure must be carried. In some in- a general instability failure of a radome. The
stances internal pressure is required for inertia of the rzdomne wall itself will largely
proper operation of attendant antennas. In both resist any loading of short duration. If the
of these cases the pressure will not only be blast pressure is repeated at high frequency,
known, but will be controlled within very close as from a machine gun, it is possible that a
limits. The known loads on the radome will resonance may be set up that could result in
thus allow an accurate basis for the calculation failure of the radome. This is a transient con-
of stress in the radome and in its attachment dition almost impossible to analyze.
to the aircraft structure,

The greatest danger from high-frequency
It is more usual for a radome to be installed blast is general disintegration of the random

in an unpressurized area. Here the designer wall. This is particularly likely for sandwich
and stress engineer might assume that the in- walls with light cores.
ternal pressure is ambient. This could be a
very dangerous assumption, particularly if the 6-6. Ambient Loads in Adjlacent Structures
radome has a shape that makes it inappropriate
or weak as a pressure vessel. The electrical requirements of radomes usu-

ally require their placement on extremities of
It has been found that pressure variations of the airp'ine, such as the nose or tail of the

some magnitude may be created in radome fuselage, the tips of the wing or fin, or sus-
cavities by the opening of a door, the lowering pended as an appendage to some other portion
of a flap, or some other circumstance that may of the aircralt. In all of these locations the
alter the character of the air flow. If the structural loads are comparatively slight. The
radome shape or wall construction is such that very common type of radome installation, con-
small positive or negative loads can produce slating of a hemispherical shaped enclosure
critical stresses, than conservative assumptiors attached to the belly of the aircraft, is a case,
of internal pressure must be made. however, where the radome may be fitted to a

heavily loaded structure. Here again, the

A hemispherical or cylindrical shape is obvi- shape is such that very little load can be trans-

ously excellent for carrying internal pressure mitted into the radome itself. In all of these

if the material has good tensile strength. If cases the stress analysis of the radome can

the internal pressure is negative the radome usually proceed under the assumption that the
will be critical for instability buckling. The mounting structure is rigid and undistorted,
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and that no structural loads are transmitted 6-7. Thermal Shock
into the radome.

Thermal shock is the term applied to the con-
dition in which large temperature gradients are

As aircraft speeds increase there is increas- induced in a structure. These gradients pro-
ins necessity to employ more shallow radome duce differential expansion which, in turn, pro-
shapes, or to make them flush with the alrcralt duces stresses in the material. These are
contour. When these radomes are located at termed thermal stresses, Some of the factors
some distance from the extremities, the sur- that influence the amount of stress that may be
rounding structure may be highly stressed. If created in the wall oft a radome by thermal
the radome be solidly attached to the surround- shock are listed and described below.
ing members, it is inevitable that it will,
assume some of their load, The stresses thus a. Temperature distribution. The rate of flow
created must be considered in the design with heat -i-s-a function of the applied temperature
all the care of the primary or direct loads. In with respect to the temperature of the part
fact, a radome of this type may be taken as an under consideration.
article of primary structure since any sudden
failure would result in a sudden shifting of load b. Heat transfer coefficient. The rate of
to adjacent material awd could cause failure of flow of heat between the surrounding medium
the primary structure, and the part is also a function of the heat trans-

fer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient is
The amount of stress assumed by the radome defined as the amount of heat that can be trans-

in parallel structures of the type described will ferred in unit time between th'. surrounding
be proportional to the rigidity of the two ma- medium and a unit area of the part for each unit
terials, Since rigidity is a function of Young's of temperature difference.
Modulus, the relation is:

ER c. Thermal conductivity. The rate of heat
fR"" fs •(6-3) trans1f-r-fi•to the pa_-rt'a-nd the thermal gradients

SE Swithin the part are largely controlled by the
thermal conductivity of the material, or mater-

ials if the part is a sandwich structure.

where fR = stress in radome, pounds per d. Thickness of the..part. The thickness of the
square inch part affects the temperature gradients within

the part, and therefore thethermal stresses that
Is = stress in structure, pounds per are developed.

square inch

e. Emissivity. The loss of heat due to radiation
ER Young's Modulus, radome, pounds is a function of the emissivity of the material.

per square inch f, Time of exp•osure. The duration of exposure
Es Young's Modulus, structure, determnin-es the delg'ree of heat penetration and,

pounds per square inch with other factors, determines the temperature
gradients and stresses in the material.

As an. example of the severity of the loads The combined effect of these many factors is
that can be imposed, a stress of i0,000 pounds frequently complex and not always analytically
per square inch will be imposed on a glass-re- determinable. If a material had an infinitely
inforced plastic radome if it is attached to an high thermal conductivity, so that it could Instant-
aluminum structure carrying a stress of 40,000 lyassume a uniform temperature consistentwith
pounds per square inch. In this case Young's any change of temperature of the surrounding
Modulus of the plastic was assumed to be 2.5 medium, then there could be no thermal stress
million and that of the aluminum to be 10 generated in the part. (This is not truefora
million, sandwich using two materials having different

coefficients of thermal expansion.) This might
In addition to the direct axial loads, tension, lead to the general conclusion that a high

and compression, the radome may be forced to thermal conductivity is always helpful in elim-
pick up all of the shear flow in its local area. inating failure from thermal stress. This
In this case the load may not be proportional to assumption, howaver, is entirely incorrect for
rigidity, the case of a material with a low tensile
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strength when subjected to a very high temper- duction and radiation, to just offset the input of
ature for a short period of time. With low heat. At this temperature, thermal equilibrium
thermal conductivity only the outermost fibers exists.
become heated and, when expanded, require
only low internal tensile stresses for equili-

ductivity, a greater amount of the outside fibers and the temperature gradients in the wall of
would become heated, and would require higher solid-waU radomes may be calculated from the
internal tensile stresses for equilibrium. An following equations.
excellent discussion of the phenomena of heat
transfer and thermal stresses is given in Ref-
erence 1.

Thermal shock may be imposed on an air- o o'
craft structure from many sources, e.g., the 60I
engines or other propulLion units, devices to
assist in takeoff, or proximity to an explosion
of great intensity. The most usual case, how-
ever, will be that of the aircraft traveling for
short periods of time at velocities sufficient to
generate a great amount of heat through fric-
tion with the atmosphere. The temperature
rise associated with this type of heating is
termed "aerodynamic heating".

The determination of the thermal effect due
to engines ur propulsion units is too broad a
subject to, be considered here. The multitude
of variables in power plant installations with
respect to radomes precludes any possibility
of adequate discussion. In addition, the design
criteria related to the thermal effects of high-
intensity explosions cannot be discussed for
several reasons. Therefore, only the design
criteria for aerodynamic heating will be con-
sidered.

Pig,,re 6-5$, Bounder) Leer. V.elocitG, Oadlent
The source of the heat that produces the

temperature rise in the aircraft surfaces is the
kinetic energy available in the relative wind-
stream. At the stagnation point on the nose or Stagnation Temperature. The stagnation tem-
leading edge entering the windstream, where perature is the temperature reached by the air
the windstrearn velocity is reduced to zero, the brought to a complete rest at the nose or lead-
entire kinetic energy Is assumed to be con- ing edge of a surface entering the windstream.
verted into heat energy. Along the sides of the The temperature of the air may be calculated
surface, skin friction produces a boundary from the following equation2

layer effect, which results in a theoretical
velocity of zero at the surface. As the air- v2
stream adjacent to the surface is moving at Ts = 1/2 --. + T1  (6-4)
airstream velocity, it is apparent that a shear- SCp
Ing action must take place between the adjacent
layers of air as shown In Figure 6-5. Due to
the viscosity of the air, a friction force is
generated, which produces a temperature rise. where T. = stagnation temperature, (F
The air, heated by these two phenomena trans-
fers heat to the relatively cool surfaces of the T1 = ambient temperature, OF
aircraft until the temperature rises enough to
cause loss of heat from the body, due to con- v - airspeed, feet per second
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I mechanical equivalent of heat
(778 foot-pounds per Btu) Tb --

r = -(6-7)
T - T 1

c p specific heat in Btu per slug, OF
(one sluR = 1 geepound f 32.174
poundis)

where r = recovery factor

The srFctfic heat of air is not a constant but
",,aries with temperature. The value of cp may Tb boundary layer temperature, OF
be taken from Figure 6-6, calculated from
Equation (0-5) T1 (- ambient air tempernture, OF

8.055 x 10 7 T 2 +7.50x1- 5 T+T7.717 (6-5) T stagnation temperature, OF

where Cp = specific heat, Btu per slug, OF
The recovery factor may be calculated to a

degree of accuracy suitable for most practical
T - temperature in OF. applicatiot, from the foLlowing equation which

was derived for a flat sheet parallel to the
windstream.

The stagnation temperature may also be cal-
culated from an equation presented by N.J.
floff 3

1 which assumes that cp is independent of
temperature. _/ _ A_'\/2(

(-)rp yC ()-/2,

T s' -= T i ( I + (6 -6 ) ( ) 1
rt = (6-9)

it
where T' = stagnation temperature, ORankine

(Degrees Rankine is OF plus
460.)

TI' = ambient temperature, °Rankine where rp = recovery factor for laminar flow

rt = recovery factor for turbulent flow
M - Mach nunmber

Cp = specific heat of air in Btu per slug,
OF

Recovery Factor. The temperature rise of
the boundary layer of air around an object in = absolute viscosity of air, slug per
the airstream is generated by -rLiEn. The foot-second
layer of air adjacent to the suriace is asesuned
to have zero velocity. Subsequent layers away
from the surface are moving at increasing k = thermal conductivity of air, Btu
speed-- until free alrstream velocity is reached. per square foot-second- OF per
The difference in velocity of the layers of air foot
with respect to each other produces friction
among the molecules, and a corresponding rise
in temperature. The ratio of the temperature
rise due to friction as compared to the temper- c: is usually referred to as the Prandtl number.
atuie rise due to corr.pression is called the re-
covery factor. The recovery factor may be ex- forcp,k,and m maybetaktnfrom Figures5-6,
presso I madeniatically by (Values 6-7, 0-b, and Equation (6-5).)
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The recovery factor fo• various cone angles thermal gradients in a radome wall under con-
and airstream velocitiesi is shown in Figure ditions of thermal shock Is diffirult RPePro're,
6-D. T.iE .-- a ui die cone coinciles with the 2 presents both a simplified method and a more
direction of motion. In addition to the varia- exact method for use with solid-wall radomes.
tion with cone angle and velocity, the recovery The equation for the simplified mplhod is given
factor is Influenced by the station along the cone. here for convenience.
since the thickness of the boundary layer in-
creases with distance from the nose. As the
thickness of the boundary layer increases, less /
heat Is transmitted. The attitude of the cone/ -x
would also affect the temperature because of he 2aft
its effect on turbu 'lence, but itis doubtful that this Tx Tb -. (Tb - T 1) 1.... (-leffect can be evaluated at this time. +h

Boundary layer temperatures for various
velocities and altitudes, and for laminar and where Tx = temperature in skin at depth x,
turbulent flow, are shown in Figure 6-10. The OF
data presented are intended to be indicative,
not precise. It is doubtful that precise calcula- Tb = Boundary layer temperature, OF
tions of temperature along the sides of a
radome can be made at the present time.

T1= ambient temperature, OF

Equilibrium Temperature. With Increased h' = h/k
time of exposure, the temperature of a surface
will gradually approach the temperature of the
boundary layer. Most of the difference between h = heat transfer coefficient,
the two tempe atures will be due to heat lost Btu per square foot-of-second
through radiation. At lower speeds and lower k = thermal conductivity OF air
temperatures, the difference will be less than 6 = constant, 1.63
at higher speeds and higher temperatures.

e = base of natural logrithms, 2.71828
The radiation loss of a black body is:

x - distance normal to surface, feet

T -0.481 4Btu per sq. ft. - see. (6-10) a d-ffus y, 1/2

where Q - quantity of heat, Btu per square k - Thermal conductivity of
foot-second radomt wall material.

T' = Temperature of body, °Rankine Pm - Density of radome wall
material.

SincE the tempvrature loss from radiation is
proportional to the fourth power of the absolute C - specific heat of radome
temperature, it is only at high Mach numbers wall material.
and corresponding high temperatures that radi-
ation losees are appreciably high. t = time, seconds

Another source of heat loss is conduction into
other portions of the airframe, such as the
structural members, the fuel, and other itemb
making up the mass of the structure.

Typical, approximate, computed curves of
Transient Skin Temperatures. An exact deter- temperature versLs time are given in Figures,

mi7inafi-n-of the time-temperature history of the 6 -11 through6-14 as a functionof h, k,C, and x.
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not the creation of stress, but rather the relief Although the panels described offered more
of stress. A homogeneous slab with unequal resistance to impact than regular panels, it
face temperatures will bow In a curve, which could not be said that they were hail resistant.
will completely relieve stress provided there Thequestion of lall resistance must include the
Is no restraint. The stress aUnmuc• 1tu - !:,tt-,rr e! wI~mittnmn nize and aircraft velocity;
the temperature differential, in a restrained and to the writers knowledge suitable criteria
part, may be calculated as the stress produced have not been defined for any aircraft.
in forcing the bowed tar into its orligal
straight shape. The impact of "bird-sized" objects In flight

If the part under €sideraUon is an external can be expected to be accompanied with such a

surface, the amoothness or waviness require- high level of energy that considerable damage

meats of the airraft may be destroyed by may be done. The amount of damage that can

thermal buckli. Buckled or warped panels, be expected will depend on the mass of the ob-

twisted frames, gaps, or protruding edges are ject, veloctty, angle of impact, and the strength
obviously aeroid celly undesirable. and rigidity of the structure. Solid wall

radomes are highly impact resistant due to the
6-10. Im t. high strength andflexibility of reinforced plastic

materials. Sandwich structures are extremely

The problem of impact resistance of radomes susceptlble to damage due to their relatively
has received little attention, and there are no weak care materials.

common design criteria for this condition. A
simple analysis of the problem may, however, Sandwich structures may easily be delaminated
be of same help. by a single blow, from handling or by impact

with an object while in flight. Although the
Impact loads may be divided into four classes: delamination may be small, its effect on the

stren•h of the part may be serious. The low
a. High velocity-low mass objects, such as peel strength of the brittle bonds employed do

the impact of hailstones in flight, not tend to contain or limit areas of failure and
delamiation of unboaded areas will propagate

b. High velocity-high mass objects, such as rapidly when subjected to vibratory loads.
the impact of large birds In flight.

c. Low velocity-high mass objects, such a Impact damage from handling is unlikely in
striking a radome with a ladder or other object salid wall radomes of reinforced plastic, but it
while handlng or servicing, a serious problem with sandwich construction.

Every effort should be nuume to protect the
d. Low velocity-low mass objects, such as radoxne from damage and abuse. Frequent

small particles of gravel driven by a high wind inspections should be made during Its service
or blast from another aircraft. life to insure early knowledge of failure.

The Naval Air Development Ceuter, Johnaville, Small impact loads can usually be sustained
Pa., recognizing the importance of impact re- even by a fragile sandwich. Impacts of small
sistance, developed a test method for sandwich rocks or gravel, or by a screwdriver, will not
construction, which consists of dropping a 2- normally result in damage unless the skin. are
inch-diameter steel ball a distance of 26 feet unusually thin. Rain erosion coating or rubber
onto a 12-inch-square panel with simple edge boots are ofcomnsiderable aid in resisting this
support. Sandwich panets capable ad resisting kind of damage.
this test were designed and constructed. These
panels were made with flexible resins and spe- The -us of heavy wall constructions, boots,
cial core material (high-density honeycomb and flexible resins usually results in inferior
dipped in flexible resin). Test panels patterned strength-to-weight ratio and electrical char-
after this construction demonstrated that this acteristics. The gain in impact resistance by
impact-resistant construction was somewhat these mathods is usually at the expense of
superior to conventional sandwich constructions, poorer radmne performance.
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SECTION B. FACTORS AFFECTING THE STRENGTH OF RADOMES

6-11. Introduction systems. A radome, on the other hand, is
likoly to lave rapidly varying loads as a result

The stress analysis of radomes is basically of positive and negative pressures over its sur-
no different than that of any other stiucture. face. The very first phase of the stress assess-
The sequence of thought and solution to be fol- mont may thus become Impossibly complex and
lowed is identical to the stress analysis of any require simplifying assumptions before analysis
other part of the aircraft. The steps normally cun begin. If several loads are simultaneously
followed are presented below: applied, further simplifications must be made.

It Is apparent that a considerable amount of
a. Determine the loads or conditions that judgement must be used to prevent the simpli-

may cause or contribute to failure. fications from becoming either excessively
conservative or dangerously unconservative.

b. Visualize the various modps og failure
that may take place. 6-14. Materials

c. Determine the stresses, or, If the part is Reinforced plastic materials used in radome
critical for instability buckling, determine the construction are usually unfamiliar to the stress
loading dpplicable to the mode of failure, analyst. In place of the familiar steel and alu-

minum alloys, which have well documented
d. Determine the allowable stress, or, if physical properties with minimum guaranteed

checking for Instability, determine the allow- physical properties, the analyst ti forced to
able load applicable to the mode of failure under deal with an unknown material having Il -defined
consideration, and probably inconsistent physical properties

and characteristics. Metals, the materials
Although the basic methods of stress analysis familiar to most designers, are blessed with

for radomes are like those for any other seruc- isotropic, or near-isotropic properties. With
ture, the details of the analysis are much more but few exceptions, reinforced plastic mate-
difficult because they are complicated by many rials are not isotropic, and may not even be
of the factors listedand discussed on the follow- orthotropic. This may become all the more con-
ing pages. fusing if tJbe known direction of the fibers gets

lost In the Layup.
6-12. Shape

In metal design, the stress analyst is required
The general geometry of radomes places them toworkwithrelativelyfew well-known materials.

in the category of shells or unsymmetrical Reinforced plastics, on toe other hand, may be
pressure vessels. This is a configuration cate- fabricated from any one o," a mixture of many
gory generally conceded to be one of the most types of cloth, using one of several resins, and
difficult to analyze. The design problem is with various catalysts, cures, pressures, and
further complicated by the fact that most curing time, each factor being significant in the
radomes do not have analytic shapes, such as strength of the final laminate.
spheres, cones, cylinders, or ellipsoids. In
many cases the shape is largely determined by 6-15. Wall Construction - General
the structure to which the radome is attached
or Is forced to conform to unnatural contours The radomne wall may be fabricated c. Lhor as
by surrounding structure. These shapes usually a solid wall, or as sandwich wall. A.though
are not mathematically defined, but are des- solid wall radr'mes may be considered as
scribed by loft lines only. conventional, little data is available for analy-

tical approaches for shapes normally found In
6-13. Loading radomus. If the wall construction is a sand-

wich, the stress analysis is greatly complicated.
The loadlingon radomes can be highly complex, Much of the data suitable for use with solid-

consisting of aerodynamic loads, inertia loads, wall radomes is useless or must be used with
Internal pressure, blast pressure, primary conservatism when applied to a sandwich
structure loads, thermal stresses, vibration, structure. In radome construction, the fro,.
and Impact. These loads may be applied sepa- of the sandwich are almost invariably made of
rately, or together in many different combina- reinforced plastic. The core material, on the
tions. Wings, fuselages, surfaces, and gear other hand, may be glass-reinforced plastic
usually have well-defined and simple loading honeycomb, foamed in place, prefabricated
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expanded plastics, fluted core, or waffle core. Although the listed strengths uf hone)(omb
Other core materials of sundry materials and core may appear to be quite high, the designer
characteristics may also be employed. should be very much aware of the possible loss

The core materials enumeratedexhibit diverse variables affecting the efficiency of shear trans-
properties, many of which have a decided effect fer across a joint are listed and discussed
on strength. Tt in deemed worthwhile to discuss below.
these properties in detail, since knowledge of
their characteristics is very necessary in the Core Shear Strength. The stronger the core
preparation of an accurate prediction of radome material, the higher the shear load that can be
strength, carried in the basic material. Since shear load

is carried across unbonded joints by bending in
the faces, It is apparent that the limiting amount

8-10. Wall Construction -- Honeycomb of load In due to face strength. With face
strength a constant, efficiency will decreaseThe most common core material is glass- withincreasing core shear strength. (Efficiency

cloth reinforced plastic honeycomb. This is defined as the ratio of the load that can be
material may be considered relatively uniform, carried In shear across the joint, or gap, to the
reproducible, and consistent in strength. Occa- load that can be carried in the basic material.)
sionally there may be found a small variation
in weight, and like wood, a corresponding vart. Face Thickness. Since shear load is princi-
ation in strength. Honeycomb core material is pally transferred across 'inbonded core joints
produced in a variety of materials, call sizeh , by face bending, it is apparent that face thick-
and weights. Each type will vary somewhat in ness is a very important factor In care joint
physical properties. Because of fabrication efficiency. Since the moment of inertia of the
techniques, the material has a "with ribbon" face is proportional to the cube of the thickness
direction and a "cross ribbon" direction. (See and strength Is proportional to the square of the
Figure 8-1 of Chapter 8.) The Physical Proper- thickness, it is seen that thin skins may oresent
ties in the two directions are quite different, a dangerous weakness from the standpoint of

core shear strength.
Another factor inherent in manufacturing is

the finite size of the blocks of honeycomb that Strength and Flexibility of Bond. When the
can be laid into the sandwich. The resulting faces of the sandwich are required to transfer
joints have a profound effect on the amount of shear load across an unbonded core joint, the
core shear stress that the sandwich can carry. faces act in "free but guided" bending, as
The edge bonding of the honeycomb blocks to Figure 6-15 indicates, the bond adjacent to the
Instire shear continuity appears to be a logical gap is subjected to an extremely high concen-
solution, but production difficulties are so tration of stress. If the bond is extremely
sever as to have ma.e this method impractical, strong, then an appreciable percentage of the
To minimize the effect of core joints, radome load can be transmitted across the joint. If the
specifications call for the core material to be faces of the sandwich are strong and rigid, they
laid up in a random pattern. Unfortunately, will tend to reducethe peak stress, and distrib-
this also is an inr.,ractical solution. It would be ute the load over more of the face bond.
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to make
the core layup in such a fashion as to comply Another factor that Is of great importance is the
with the intention of this requirement. Since it brittleness of the bond. If the adhesive is flex-
is common practice to fabricate radomes with- ible, It will allow some yielding, reducing the
out shear continuity between the blocks of peak stress, and allowing a redistribution of
honeycomb core, it is well for the stress analyst load into more of the bond. On the other hand,
to be fully aware of the condition, and to evalu- if the bondingmaterial is brittle,the entire face
ate properly the structure as it will exist, will delaminate at the first sign of failure. Be-

cause many of the resins used in radome fabri-
Fortunately, the principal purpose of the core cation are of the brittle type, this should be

material in a sandwich wall is to separate the given careful consideration.
faces and provide a large moment of inertia to
prevent buckling. Due to the shape of most Thickness of Core. The greater the thickness
radomes, the majority of the shear load is of the core, the greater the load it can be ex-
carried in the face material. The core itself is pected to carzy. Considering the thickness of
required to carry local pressure loads until the faces to be a constant, and therefore of con-
they can be distributed into the faces, and in stant strength, core joint shear efficiency will
some cases to carry concentrated loads, decrease with increasing core thickness.
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gap be based on minimum densities expected rather
than nominal valuies.

Foamed-in-place core materials do not pose
the problem of core joints and reduced effi-
ciency as does honeycomb. The shear otrength,
therefore, may actually be higher from the
standpoint of useable strength, althoug.. the

Stn theoretical strength of the foam may be less.
flatwise oensibe The reliability of bonds isexcellentfor foamed-
s'ress on bond in-place sandwiches. It may also be noted that

foam density variations occur within the radome
and tend to be a function of radome size and
length. In general such variations may be as
high as 10O percentor more of nominal density.

6-18. Wall Construction - Prefabricated Foam

Prefabricated foam is made by foaming the
view A material in open or closed molds and precuring

without skins. The material is then cut to the
Figure 6-15. Stress on Bond Adjacent to Gap proper thickness and size and laid up in the

sandwich in the same manner that blocks of
honeycomb are used. The use of the material

Gaps in Core Joints. If the joints between in the form of prefabricated blocks again results
blocks of honeycomb core material are separa- in a discontinuous structure with core joints.
ted a finite distance instead of beine, butted or In this case, however, it is not impossible to
interlocked, the effect is to further reduce the bond together the flat sides of the core blocks
load carrying ability of the sandwich. If the to facilitate shear continuity. Another advantage
faces are also loaded in comipression, another of prefabricated foam is the control that can be
critical factor is added. exerted on cell structure and weight. As cured

blocks, the material may be visually examined,
6-17. Wall Construction - Foamed-ink-Place.. weighted, or otherwise tested and rejected if
Core found unsatisfactory.

In fabri'nating a foamed-in-place sandwich, The disadvantages of prefabricated foam lie
the skins are first molded and precured. The principally in the high cost of the core blocks,
resin containing the foaming agents is then the added cost of layup in the sandwich, partic-
admitted between the two skins, which are con- ularly if itis necessary to edge-bond the blocks
tained in matched metal molds. As the foaming or to countour the material. Another disadvan-
takes place, the material'flows under consider- tage is the necessity to make secondary bonds in-
able pressure, due to its viscosity, between the stead of the primary bonds formed by foaming in
two skins. Since the foam clings and bonds to place.
the two skins, the velrcity of flow next to the 6-19. Wall Construction - Fluted Core
skin is zero. This creates a condition of strain -9 l ru e
in the material next to the bond lines and usu- "Fluted core", or "channeled core", is fab-
ally results in a plane of weaker material next ricated by either the lost wax method, or by
to the face of the sandwich. A close examination molding in matched metal dies. The result is a
of a cross section of the foam will show the core material of open ducts through which hot
enlarged cell structure next to the skin. It is air can be forced for the purpose of anti-icing.
this plane of weakness that determines the See Figure 6-16. Because this type of construc-
strength of the core materll in shear. In cre- tion is usually used for anti-icing radomes,
ating the core material of the sandwichoby which require very thin skins and thin and
foaming in place, there may be a considerable widely spaced webs for best hot air flow and
variation in density between radomes. The conductivity, structural problems can be
nominal density of the foam may be coltrolled expected. The very thin faces are easily punc-
within wide limits, but an allowable variation tured and damaged, and the thin and widely
of from 10 to 15 percent should be expected. spaced webs are easily crushed.
This point is discussed because the strength
of foam core varies almost directly with its It is apparent from Figure 6-18 that a sand-
density. Shear and compression values should wich using fluted core will have shear continuity
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ted at right angles, or to use a hosneycomh coreF-: •-f in the innermost sandwich. The structural efti-
ii Fri__ Iipenrv of this tv•e of con'itruction is less than

L- ,- that of a single sandwich of honeycomb core.

flulud ear& 6-20. Wall Construction - Waffle Core

Waffle core has the unique property of having
no shear continuity in any direc'ion. For this
reason it has found little use in structures re-

_______________ __ quiring high strength. The spacing of the waffle
posts must inherently create the same effect as
core gaps In honeycomb core, and duo to the

lost wax Core regularity of design, these core spaces will be
continuons in two directions. One of the advan-
tages of waffle core stems from the fact that it

FIgure 6-16. Fluted Corn @.d Lomf Wax Cem does lack shear continuity in two directions.
Because of its flexibility, waffle core may be
formed into compound curvatures without

in only one direction. (Shear continuity denotes bridging. The term "bridging" is used to denote
continuous shear-carrying material, or webs.) the anticlastic bending demonstrated by most
This is usually an unacceptable structural con- materials. Anticlastic bending Is literally
dition unless the application is such that the secondary curvature of a bar at right angles to
flutes can be aligr I and unloaded over a short the direction of primary bending. This point
span. A common solution to this problem is to can best be appreciated by the demonstration of
employ a double sandwich, with the flutes orien- bending a rubber eraser.

SECTION C. STRESS METHODS

6-21. Introduction treat the radome as a series of disconnected
strips or rings. These rings or strips then

Stress methods for plates, spheres, and cylin- lend themselves to conventional methods of anal
ders of Isotropic materials are wall known and yVls. Although this method is easy and conven-
can be used with some confidence. These lent, the results are frequently grossly inaccu-
methods are applicable to metal, which is an rate. The "strip" method ignores the support
isotropic material, but are not completely suit- of adjacent rings or strips, which indeed is to
able for the analysis of similar shapes of rein- ignore the shape of the radome, the principal
forced plastic, which Is generally an orthotropic factor in its ability to carry load.
material. If the radome wall is of reinforced
plastic sandwich construction, the process of A more logical approach to the problem is to
stress analysis becomes even more complex, recognize that most radome shapes consist of
Sandwich structures are still a relatively new areas composed of spheres, cylinders, cones,
method of construction, and as such, have not or even flat areas. If the radome is viewed in
received the degree ofstndy and research terms of its various areas,. and in conjunction,
expended on solid-wall cdofigurations, with the loading system it must carry, its modes

of failure may be visualized in terms of the
Admittedly there are littel data and fcw proved failure of whole areas, rather than individual

equaUons applicable to the stress analysis of strips. It has been found that this basic
reinforced plastic structures, particularly approach to the problem of radome stress anal-
sandwich structures; however, it is believed that ysis is very helpful, and that the results
a careful stress analysis, using the best tools obtained are much closer to test results than
available, can produce a struoturally acceptable what could be obtained by the strip method.
design. With this philosophy, the following
methods are presented. S Structures generally considered capable of

stress analysis by existing methods are cylin-
6-22. Area Theory of Stress Analysis deru, spheres, and flat plates. Since it is un-

likely the radome shape will conform directly
The simplest approach to the problem of to any of these shapes, a certain amount of sim-

stress analysis of a radome structure is to plification will have to be performed. This will
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Ii
consist, for example, of substituting an equlv- where ! critical buckling stressz•cn, CLcr 1=r M-.. CUpa:.---WAJ• .... iw4.. -

ing an equivalent cylinder for a conical area.
It is in this matter that the stress analyst must E = Young's Modulus
apply his common sense and Judgement to the
problem. t = thickness, Inches

hI the process of simplification, the loads
must also be considered. It will be the rare r .= radius, inches
case if a critical area be chosen and the load on
the area is not a complex system. In this case
also, the stress analyst will need to make sim-
plifying assumptions to apply some of the known Equation (6-12) by Timoshoako may be corn-
methods of analysis. pared to the above equation by writing them in

the same terms. In this form Equation (6-13)
The thoughtful study and analysis of most is

radome shapes can result in a general under-
standing of how the radome supports Its loads,
how the Initial failure will take place, and how 0'CR 0.60 N (8-14)
the critical area can be simulated by a struc-
ture capable of stress analysis. It Is admitted
that this spproach is highly unscientific, but Because of manufacturing tolerances and other
until accurate methods of stress analysis are effects that can have a powerful influence on the
developed and experimental data for verification critical load, the following equation is suggested
obtained, no better method can be recommended, for use:

6-23. Instability Buckling of Spherical Areas
UnTir Lateral Pressure -Ci = 0.10 R (3-15)

Solid Wall. A spherical area of a radome,
loaded by uniform external pressure, may be
examined for igstability buckling by the follow- Sandwich Wall. The basic equations presented
Ing expression for the solid-wall sphere may be applied to the

sandwich wall by the use of an equivalent thick.
p = E t ness. The equivalent thickness of a solid wall to
r 2 r3(I.• 2 ) (6-12) a sandwich wall may be found from the follow-

Ing relation:

where p = pressure, pounds per square Inch te (6 t h 1 (6-16)

E = Young's Modulus, pounds per
square inch where te = solid wall thickness, equivalent

r = radius of the sphere, inches t = sandwich face thickness, Inches

A Poisson's ratio h = sandwich shear thickness, Inches(See Figure 6-17.)

t= thickness, inches.

This equation is for an isotropic material, and
to this extent the equation is unconservative. t
It must also be considered unconservative for
other reasons. Additional work on this subject
by Von Karman and Tsien4 provides the follow-
ing relation:

OC .t8258Et-
S(6-13) Fig, 1-.17. Fist Sedw/cl Pm,,ters
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The direct substitution will be unconseralUve = 0.606 E A (6-19)
because of the neglect of the reduced shear `CR r

moiulus of the core material. The following
eauatlon. (oarasraph 3 -15 nf Rf..n5.1, ^#.---
the following method of correction. A very different equation is presented by

Kempner in Reference 7, as follows:

PTCR = (6-17)
PCR U CR = 0.182 E -- (6-20)

Because of manufacturing errors and slight
where P = corrected buckling pressure, inconsistencies in shape and material, the fol-

pounds per square inch lowing equation In recommended for use:

P CR calculated buckling pressure, q t

pounds per square inch rCR 0.10 E (6-21)

U = Gc h Sandwich Wall. Considerable work has been

Gc = shear modulus, core material done on sandwich curved panels carrying axial
load by the United States Forest Products Lab-
oratory.8  Using this material, Mr. W.C.

If the core material is orthotropic, the value Zophres has developed the following equation9

of Gc used should be the average of the shear (See Figure 6-18.)
modulus in the two directions.

6-24. Inotabill Buckling of Cylindrical Areas 0.4 N Ef (c + 2t)
UarryIr,. Ax• Load °CR r r j - (6-22)

Solid Wall. Considerable work has been done
on this problem, and the equations presented
below may be considered quite reliable if ap-
plicable. Noto, however, that the equations are
for complete, long cylinders under axial load where N = - 0.286 S
and not for inconplete areas with unknown de-
grees of edge fixity. It is suggested, therefore, when B < 0.513 (sandwich
that this material be used with due caution and strong in shear)
a considerable measure of conservatism. Ref-
erence 6 presents the following equation, which N 0.436
again was taken from other sources as noted in
that reference.

when S Z 0.513 (sandwich

Et weak In shear)°cR (6.18)

and S = ctEf
where OCR = critical buckling stress 3(c + 2t) rGc (1 - 1,

2 )

E = Young's Modulus, pnunde per Ef = modulus of elasticity of the face
square inch material.

t = thickness, inches Note again that the shear modulus, Go, is for
an isotropic core material. If an orthotropic

r = radius, inches core material is being used, the value of Gc
should be taken as the average of the values in

A = Poisson's ratio the two directions, or the minimum of the two.

When this equation is carried to the limit of a
Using Poisson's ratio as equal to 0.3, this solid thin-wall cylinder, it becomes, using

equation becomes: Poisson's ratio as 0.3,
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8-25. Instability Bu~ckling of Cylindrical_&Areas

Carrying Shear Loads

Solid Wall. For solid-wall radomes the value
C of the critical shear stress may be determined

by the use of Reference 10. This method Is
9 again based on thin-wall isotropic materials.

The equations presented are in the following
b form. (See Figures 6-19 to 6-22.)

r CR = Ks b-t (6-24)

E t
where D - ----

Figure 6-78.' Cylindtio.I Sandwich Parameters 12(~1 _ m2)

CR=0.242Z3 (6-23)
O'CR =t = thickness of panel

Note that this coefficient is approximately
twice as large as that recommended for solid-

~~±indreThis does not necessarily de- Tho value of K. may be found from the tables
iiote tl 'At the value is unconservative. The basic of curves presentedby Reference 10 for various
stiffness of the sandwich wall in comparison to ratios of axial length to curved length and for
manufacturing tolerances is probably higher than various conditions of edge support. (See Figures
could be expected of a thin-wall cylinder, 6-19, 6-20, 6-21, and 6-22.)
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Figure 8-22. Eetlmated Theoretical Sheer 5$r... Coefficient, far Carved Panels with Clomped U 9 eend fe...rn.

Axial Length Greater thin Circuemferentialelengt/J

Sandwich Wall. Considerable work, has been where
accomplished by the United State. Fozrest Prod-
ucts Laboratory on the subject of curved panels b = length of cylinder (inches)
carrying shear load. 1 1  Note that these values h = total thickness of sandwich (inches)
are for isotropic sandwich cylinders in torsion.It is not known how to modify the equations tc + i + f2

presented to account for ortiiotropic materials, c = core thickness (inches)or how to interpret properly the effect of trans-
verse shear as compared to torsional shear. zt r =mean radius of cylindrical sheil~inches)is believedhowever, that these differences will E modulus of rgidityof facematerial (psi)
be small compared to the overall inaccuracies Mf =Pisnsrtofrfc aeil
that may exist in the radome stress analysis. =Ptsnsrtofrlc aeil

The data presented in Re~erence 11 has been 6.28. Instability Buckling of a Cylindrical Area
revised by W. C. Zophres, and may be pre- with External Pressure

(cned+n tetfrm:Solid Wall. The critical external pressure
CR= Kf Ef c+rt (6-25) glethat willb Tiohnopr.~duce bucklingas in a thin cylinder is

3E1The value of Kf may be taken from the curves, PCR = r 3 (1 .M 2 ) (6-27)
Figures 6-23, 6-24, and 6-26. In these curves,

where I s the moment of inertia of the wall perfi, f2 = the thicknesses of the two faces inholeghftecyndrof the sandwich (inches)

j. b2 /hr This equation is derived for an isotropic ma-
terial, and a comparison of the theoretical

.'= shear modulus of rigidity of the equation to test data usually indicates a large
core "- Gc and degree of unconservatism may exist in the cal-

culation.

Sandwich Wall. The United States ForestS -cf 1 f2 Ef (6-268) Products Laboratory has investigate.d th• con-2dition of instability buckling of sandwich cylin-

(f 1 +f 2) hrAA (1 /,f2) ders under external pressure. This data is
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construction, and for various conditions of edge surface while the interior is still relatively
support. cool. Because of the greater amount of material

cxpanding at the surface, the tensile forces re-6-28. Instability Buckling of Flat Areas in Shear straining the expansion must be much larger and
Solid Wall. Data on instability buckling of flat exist in a smaller amount of material. That is,

areas in shear may be found in References 3, the tensile stress will be high. It can also be
u. And 13. seen that the maximum value of tensile stress

Sandwich Wall. Data for the investigation of will not be reached as rapidly as will the maxi-
the buckling of flat rectangular sandwich areRs mum compressive stresses created on the sur-
in shear may be found in Reference 5 for both face.
orthotropic and isotropic construction. Some of the factors that affect the amount of
6-29, Flat Areas Under Lateral Pressure, thermal stress developed as a result of thermal

shock are: thermal conductivity, time, thick-
Data for the deflection produced by lateral ness of the plate, and the coefficient of heat

pressure on plates may be found in References transfer, which governs the amount of heat flow
3 and 6. Data for sandwiches may be found in from the medium into the plate. Other factors
Reference 5. The deflections produced may be are the temperature differential, the density of
considered to be critical when existing in con- the material, and the specific heat, the latter
junction with compressive load in the faces, being the two factors that determine the temper-
Methods of analysis for these conditions are not ature change produced by a given quantity of
known, heat. It is also evident that the coefficient of

thermal expansion and Young's Modulus alsoReference 14 presents data obtained on sand- influence the amount of stress created.
wich panels with simply supported loaded edges
and free unloaded edges, Loaded in compression Reference I presents nondimensional coeffi-
with lateral pressure. cients and curves by which the stresses at the

surface and center of plates with equal thermal
conditions on each side may be determined.

If a plate is submerged in a hot medium, the These nondimensional coefficients are as fol-
surfaces will begin an immediate expansion, lows:
Because a finite time is required for the inner kt
material to become heated, the outer layers are 2c (3
restrained by the cooler, unexpanded, inner P a
layers, A stress equilibrium is thus created in 3 ah
which the outer layers are in compression and k
the inner layers are in tension.

If the thermal conductivity of the material is where k = thermal conductivity, Btu per
low, the temperature of the surface will reach square foot-second-OF per foot
a given temperature more quickly than if the
thermal conductivity is high. High conductivity t = time of exposure, seconds
would allow rapid flow of heat away from the = density bf material, pounds per
surface layers and into the inner layers. In cubic foot
the case of low conductivity, the maximum sur-
face stresses will be reached within a very a = half thicknsss, feet
short time after immersion, and then gradually c specific heat, Btu per pound, OF
reduce as the interior of the part becomes
warm. The tensile stresses, conversely, initi- h = heat transfer coefficient, Btu per
ally will be low due to the large amount of ma- square foot-second-OF per foot
terial in the center remaining cool. As the heat
is conducted inward, the percentage of cool ma- Note that 0 is a nondimensional time para -
terial decreases with respect to the hot material meter, while 0 is a nondimensional heat trans-
and the tensile stresses continue to grow
greater. fer parameter.

If the thermal conductivity of the material is By the use of the curves of Figure 6-26 the
high, the surface compressive stress will not maximum surface stress may be calculated
reach the maximum that would be obtained for from the conditions of time, plate thickness,
a material of lower conductivity. In this case, and the physical characteristics of the ma.-
however,the rate of heatingof the cross section terial. Figure 6-26 shows that as3 increases,
will be much more rapid, bringing to tempera- the maximum surface stress results, and that
ture a much larger mass of material near the for a given ,, the stress is influenced by 8.
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Figure 6-27 may be used to determine the pat- ibadons. In tie case Just cited, no warpage orimum surface stress regardless of time. The buckling wllb take Place i n the plate because ofmaximum stress at the center of a plate may symmetry about a median plane. Under thecon-be calculated by use of the curves of Figure dition of a temperature dsherentfal on the two6-28 for condidions of time, plate thickness, and faces, a constant temperature distribution willcharacteristics of the material. establish itself after a certain length of time.
Under this condition, the plate will assumeaIt is recognized that the case of a flat plate buckled conldition, but if unrestrained, therewith equal thermal conditions on each side is will be no stress in the plate. The act of buck-not directly applicable to the case of a radome ling relieves the strains created by the thermalwall where a high temperature condition may gradient. It can be seen, therefore, that theexist on one side only. However, it Is felt this stresses induced by the steady-state thermaldata may be useful in that certain modifications gradient arc due only to the restraint imposed.and assumptions may enable analytical approx- It Is logical to assume, therefore, that if the
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plate were perfectly restrained the stresses This equation is for a flat plate. Other cases
would be equivalent to that of a plate of twice of discs, spheres, and rods are discussed. Un-
the thickness whose center plane temperature fortunately, however, none of these is directly
was that one of the faces, applicable to radome shapes. The inter-rela-

Timoahenko3 treats the case of a flat plate tionship of shape, restraint, and nonisotropic
with a nonlineaz temperature distribution, and materials has not, to the writer's knowledge,
presents the following general solution: been solved. It may be reasoned, however, that

if the radome shape is such as to cause con-
aTE + t a TEdysiderable resistance to warping and buckling,

Sj • TE dy the data presented for flat plates may be of
(i-s) 2a (I -A) -a some use in predicting stress levels.

(6-33)

+ 3y +a Timoshenko also considers the case of the
2a 3 (1 -•) -a hollow sphere, which may be useful for certain

types of hemispherical radomes. This data is
presented as follows:

where a = stress, pounds per square inch

a = coefficient of thermal expansion,
dimensionless 2 r3 a3

T = temperature rise at element, OF • E - a
E Young's Modulus, pounds per R (

square inch ( (6-34)
Poisson's ratio, dimensionless

a =half th~ickness, inches ~b 1 b1
dy element of thickness, inches Tr 2 dr - - f Tr 2 d

y = distance from center to element, r 3  1 I
inches a a
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2-E r 2 r3 + a 3  b 6-31. Thermal Stress

T -_ 3 bTr2 d r If dissimilar materials having different coeffi-
T ( -A) L2(b 3 - a 3 )r3 a clents of thermal expansion are combined in a

1 (6-35) structure in such a way that they must expand
jr 1 or contract together, then changes in temper-+•• r2 dr - -Tj ature will rroato afr&2- in t:• C--.m•cr. Th.;

-.r- oa " J factors that affect thi stress developed are the
relative coefficients of thermal expansion, the
change of temperature, Young's Modulus, and

where a' R = stress in radial direction, the relative areas of the two materials effective
pounds per squalre Inch in mutual restraint. The stresses resulting

from' such a combination can be calculated by

T = stress in tangential direction, simple considerations of the following equations
pounds per square inch for elongation due tu temperrture and to stress,

a T,E, and p, are as previously
defIned PL

S= - (6-38)
AE

and r = distance from the center, inches

a = outer radius of sphere, inches 8 T = aLAT (6-39)

b = inner radius of sphere, inches
where 8 = elongation due to stress, inches

ST = elongation due to temperature
If the time is such that a steady flow rate will change, Inches

be established, the following equation may be
used to calculate the stress: P = load, pounds

aE Ti ab r 1 L = length, inches
aR =(-, -3 a + b--

(I -A) a3  [a I r (A " area, square inches

(2+ abb + b2) 2 E= Young's Modulus, pounds per

(b 4- a' square inch
r3 coefficient of thermal expan-

sion, dimensionless
aE Ti ab r= (- a + b - -t AT = change in temperature, OFT (-) b3 -a 3 L 2yS(6-37)

.(b2 + a b + A 2 
- If the nature of the installation is such that

b 2 r3 the member Is completely constrained and if it
Is subjected to a change In temperature, the
stress created will be as follows:

In this case T1 is taken as the temperature of
the inner surface, while the temperature of the
outer surface is assumed to be zero, a = EaAT (6-40)

Because of the many variables that affect where symbols are as previously noted.
thermal stresses, it is recommended that the
reader study the text of Reference 1 for an ex- If the member is rigidly attached to the other
cellent discussion of the process of heat trans- structure, so that they must expand or contract
fer and the creation of thermal stress, together, the stress created will be:
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a= E A T (a I -".2) (6-41) Methods of analysis of impact loads on even
the most simple structures are extremely com-
plex. Therefore there is little point in attempting

1'hlan &m,,ati!rm i hamad nn tho anmtmpntinn that fn nwamant afamu mathnda fnr rnmnliriomtrd ra-

the two structures undergo the same change in dome shapes and radome materials. For rough
temperature and that the area of the main struc- estinmatesandgeneralconclusionsof theeffect of
ture Is very large in comparison to that of the various impact losde,simplecalenlatlnng may he
member under consideration, made using the basic equations of energy and

forces involved in the accelerations of bodies.
If twostructures of different materials, having These equations are as follows:

different coefficients of thermal expansion,
different values of Young's Modulus, and some- I
what equivalent areas are attached so they must Ek 2 myv (6-43)
expand and contract together, and are subjected
to a temperature change from that at which they
were originally Installed, the following mutual
load would be created in the two members: F = ma (6-44)

(Al Ej A2 E2.)

P = (T I A aE)AT (6-42) where Ek = kinetic energy, foot pounds
(Al El + A2 E2 ) m = mass, slugs

where symbols are as previously noted. v = velocity, feet per second

The stress created may be calculated by the F = force, pounds
familiar relation of P/A. a = acceleration, feet per second

per second
6-32. Impact

The term "impact" Implies a striking or col- To make use of these equations, it is nec-
liding force. This is necessarily a short-time essary to know or assume the mass of the
loading condition and is usually associated with striking object, the impingement angle, the
a small area of loading. Damage resulting from change of velocity of the striking object, and
this condition therefore usually does not result the area over which the load will be spread. It
in total failure, but local or superficial damage will also be necessary to estimate or calculate
only. The exception to this may be the case of the distance in which the change of velocity is
impact with a large or heavy object. The type brought about. This will be the total of the deflc -
of failure resulting from the impact of small tions of the two bodies asthe impact load builds
objects will be by bearing or crushing of solid- up to its maximum.
wall radomes, or puncturing or separation of

the skins if a sandwich wall is used. Crushing It is apparent that an analysis of this nature
of the core of sandwich walls is also commonly can only produce answers of a very general na-
found. ture. It is recommended that experimental stud-

ies be made if more exact data is needed. It is
Impact is an energy phenomenon in which the known that Lockheed Aircraft Corporation has

force developed by the impact is related to the performeda number of experiments inwhich both
rigidity of the bodies, the masses, and the actual birds and simulated hailstones have been
squares of the velocities of the two bodies be- hurled at panels representing radome wall con-
fore and after impact. If a small object at figurations.
high speed is brought completely to rest, a
considerable amount of energy may be released Some resistance to iiipact may be obtained
in a very local area. If the object is large, and from the design of the radome. In impact re-
at high velocity, a proportionate amount of sistance, solid-wall radomes are much superior
energy will be released, but over a larger area. to sandwich-wall radomes with their thin skins,
The first case will result in local failure, but relatively weak core materials, and the tenden-
the latter may result in complete disintegration cy for separation between the faces and the
of the structure. core. Even the sandwich-wall radomes can be
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improved, however, by the use of flexible resins One of the most serious loading conditions that
and the heaviest possible faces and core materi - can be imposed on a radome is to expose it to
als. This unfortunately may compromise elec- sonic blast of a large jet engine. Because of the
trical performance, weak and brittle bonds usually associated with

radume construction, and the constantly in-
6-33. Fatigue creasing power of engines,accompanied by very

high noise levels, radomes are becoming In-
Requirements for withstanding fatigue are uni- creasingly critical iroe the standpoint of resls-

usual for radomes, since fatigue failures are tance to sonic vibrations.
associated with a large number of loading
cycles. The exception will be the radome that In the case of both gun blast and sonic vibra-
is subjected to a vibratory Loading condition tion, the magnitude of the condition can be de-
from some external source, termined with a fair degree of accuracy. It is

suggested that, if the radome appears to be in
Since many radomes are used for gun laying, the critical range, laboratory tests be conducted

one of the most usual sources of vibration will to simulate the radome and the loading, and thus
be from gun fire, the loads being the result of determine the fatigue life.
muzzle blast, or from the vibration and shock
of the structure to which the guns and radome The number of cycles of vibration to which the
are mounted. Other sources of vibration may radome will be subjected may usually be deter-
be created by propellers particularly if the mined from the type of the source. For
radome is in or near the propeller plane, from example. if the vibration under consideration is
the sonic blast of jet engines or rocket assist produced by propellor tip effect, the number of
units, from aerodynamic shock waves, or from blades, the average revolutions per minute of
eddy currents in the air. It may also be possible the propellers, and the service life desired of
that other mechanisms in or near the radome the airplane or radome will approximately de-,
may be the source of vibrations. termine the number of loads to which the part

will be subjected.

The fatigue life of a radome will depend on

the nature of the load, the number of cycles, Likewise, ifthe loading sonrce is muzzle blast,
the mean stress level of the radome in con- the expected number of rounds to be fired can
junction with the stress due to the vibrating be estimated with a fair degree of accuracy.
load, and the nature of the radome wall con-
figuration and material. Although there are no The number of cycles of toad is not as impor-
stress methods available for a rigorous anal- tant a consideration as is the degree of stress.
ysis of the problem of predicting the radome Data on materials show S-N (stress to number
fatigue life, the following discussion of the of cycles to failure) curves plotted on logarith-
various factors mentioned above may be of mic scales, indicating that a small reduction in
some help. stress levelwill allow a marked increase in the

number of cycles that can be resisted. Con-
Vibratory loading may be applied directly to versely, a small increase in the vibratory

the radome wall in the form of pressure waves, stress, or an increase in the mean stress level
or It may be applied to the radome through the of the radome, while it is being subjected to the
structure to which it is attached. In the first vibratory load, may greatly reduce the resis-
case the loading will probably be carried by tance to fatigue.
the radome as a normal load, in much the same
-,,shion as a pressure loading. If the vibratory The material and construction of the radome
i.•ading is applied to the radome through the are obviously important in considering the
tructure, the loading will depend on the nature effect of fatigue. A solid-wall radome has the

of the vibrations in the structure itself. The usual advantage of greater shear and bending
airframe may be vibrating in the plane of the stiffness for the same thickness, but far more
radome attachment, normal to it, or a combina- important, it does not utilize the very weak core
tion of both. material and face bond which are inherent in

sandwich walls. Hence, solid-wall construction
The effects of shock waves, eddy currents, and should in general be more resistant to fatigue.

propeller tip vibrations are usually unknown
quantities, since every aircraft and installation Although it is not possible to present a great
presents new and different problems. A con- amount of data on the fatigue strength of vari-
siderable amount of data on gun blast is avail- ous radome materials, data presented in Refer-
able which will allow an estimate of the pres- ence 16 may be of interest and help. Forest
sures involved. 1  Products Laboratory Report 1823-A shows that
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a typical glass-reinforced polyester laminate be loaded, and some concern would be felt for
will endure a 9,000 pounds per square inch al- the values of reduced allowable stress over that
ternating stress for 10 million cycles; Report of the reinforced material. In these cases,
1559-C shows that a glass fiber reinforced tests shouldbe conducted of the exact materials
honeycomb material exhibits a strength of 42 and construction to determine allowable
percent of static strength at 30,000 cycles; and stresses and any adverse factors that may exist.
Report 1559-J shows a fatigue strength of 30

........ f a 3•, o.. i•.i...luti uychtj iur alkyd- 6-jo. L;reep
isocyanate foam.

The tendency of plastic materials to continue
6-34. Stress Rupture to deflect under a long-sustained load is well

known. Paragraph 6-34, Stress Rupture, die-
Stress rupture is a failure associated with a cussed the effect of long sustained tensile

long sustained tensile load. Loads of this nature loads. The same effect is noticed if the mate-
are usually the result of a direct air loading, or rial is loaded either in compression or shear.
from body, wing, or empennage bending. The
most likely case is that of a part subjected to a The rate of creep of metals is very low, or
fairly high degree of stress from a direct air negligible, except at elevated temperatures,
load. Another case might be that of a wing where it may become a serious problem. Most
outer panel insulator section. In this case the of the plastic materials, however, demonstrate
stress level could again be fairly high for rein- definite creep even at room temperatures. This
forced plastic material, characteristic may be expected to be much more

severe at moderately high temperatures. There
Reference 17 shows that a stress rupture fail- is little data available for design purposes for

ure may occur at 60 percent of static strength reinforced plastic materials, particularly for
if the load is maintained for a total of 300 hours. sandwich construction.
Projecting this data to the expected life of the
airframe and considering the effect of exposure, As in the case of stress rupture, attention
weathering, and elevated temperatures, which should be given to applications where the stress
materially affect the creep strength of plastic level can be expected to be maintained at a fair-
materials, it is seen that some danger can exist ly high level, and where high or moderately high
from stress rupture. Particular attention teinperatures can be expected to act in con-
should be accorded an application where the junction with the stress.
radome is to be subjected to a relatively high
level of stress over a long length of time, or at Most radomes are critical for instability type
intervals of sufficient frequency that a consider- failures in which the stresses are relatively
able amount of time can be accumulated. low. If the radome is resistant to buckling, then

it may be operating at a relatively high stress
Little is known of the effect of stress rupture level. A combination of this high stress and an

on sandwich materials. In general, it can be elevated temperature will probably constitute
concluded that if the loading is resistod prin- the most likely case of instability failure due to
cipaily by the faces, the values 'for laminates creep buckling. Since these criteria apply most
would apply. If the core material is loaded in often to sandwich-wall radomes, it is suggested
shear or flatwise tension, it in felt there is con- that particular attention be paid to this config-
siderable cause for concern, even though the uration, and that special consideration be de-
sustained stress level be fairly low. In this voted to sandwich walls where the core material
came it will be the plastic bond itself that will may be highly loaded in shear.

SECTION D. ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CRTTERIA

6-36. Icing Control - General flight and control and creates further damage by
forming on and breaking antennas.

The formation of ice on the aircraft structure
has long been a serious problem to the aircraft Icing is caused by the entry of a cold aircraft
engineer. The spoiling of a carefully designed into an area where moisture exists in the form
flight surface by an accumulation of ice results of water droplets at above-freezing tempera-
in a loss of lift, loss of control, or both. In tures, or by the aircraft entering an area where
addition, the weight resulting from the load of the droplets are existing in the supercooled
ice contributes to the difficulty of maintaining state. The obvious answer to the icing problem
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is to avoid areas where icing may take place, the boot can be expected to grow in favor, ipar-
but operational requirerments snmptima_ pre- _ ,.a...y our soiid-wail radomes,
elude this possibility, e!en though means have
been found to accurately locate and avoid these Some of the advantages and disadvantages of
areas, rubber buut installations for de-icing are listed

and discussed below:
Since the advent of radar, another icing prob-

lem has been created, The formation of ice on
radomes proscribes full efficiency and perfor- Advantages.
mance of the equipment, from both the stand-
point of transmission and ijeam shift. The re- a. The expandible rubber boot is aproved and
quilrement for ice-free radomes creates the effective waydof removing ice from the surface
need to either prevent ice from forming, or to of the radome.
be able to remove it quickly once it has formed. b. The boot serves as an excellent cover for

The search for methods of anti-icing has led protecting the radome from damage by flying
to numerous proposals, and several solutions, rocks or other debris, and from handling. Un-
none of which is completely satisfactory. None fortunately, however, the boot is ineffective in

have gained universal acceptance, preventing damage from hail.

Ice control may be divided into two classes or c. Since most aircraft are equipped with both

types, anti-icing and de-icing. Anti-icing meth- a pressure and a vacuum system, and since

cds attempt to ,revent the formation of ice. De- flow rates are relatively low in operation, the

icing techniques remove the ice once it is cost in both dollars and weight is likely to be

formed. It is apparent that all things being less for a boot installation than for any other
equal, the anti-icing method will be preferable type.
from the standpoint of radar performance. d. The boot serves as an excellent surface to

Of the many approaches to the problem of ice prevent rain erosion. Since most radome in-
cuntrol on radomes,only four methods are con- stallations require the use of arain-erosion-re-

sidered here. Of these four, only three are sistant surface, the boot eliminates the necessity

known to have been successfully used on air- for the special coating. Since the boot is much

craft installations, thicker and more durable, frequent replacement
of the rain-erosion material is avoided,

6-37. Icing Control - Rubber Boot Disadvantages.

The use of rubber boots on the leading edges
of wing and empennage surfaces is a tried and a. The boot has a deleterious effect on radar
proved method of ice removal. It is not unex- performance regardless of efforts to minimize
pected, therefore, to find this method in use on its presence. The effect while in operation is
radomes for the same purpose. practically impossible to predict.

The late acceptance of the expanding rubber b. The boot can be used only for de-icing;
boot was probably due to the fact that early that is, it must allow a certain amount of ice to
radomes were almost invariably fabricated of accumulate before removalcan take place, The
sandwich construction. It was felt that the ice layer, even though it is thin, may be ex-
losses- created by the electrical unbalance of pected to have an adverse effect.
the thick layer of rubber would be unacceptable.
even in its retracted state, to say nothing of the
complications imposed while the segments were 6-38. Icing Control - Anti-Icing Fluid
in the act of expanding and contracting; also
earlier boot materials were excessively lossy, Anti-icing fluid has been used for a number of

years for anti-icing measures on propellers and
Advanced methods of electrical design have windshields. Note that In both cases the forma-

made the boot more compatible with the radome tion of ice to any appreciable extent cannot be
wall design. In addition, the electrical require.- tolerated.
ments of new designs are causing more and
more radomes of solid wall construction to be As in the case of tlc rubber boot, this method
produced. The solid-wall (half-wave) radome of ice control was ignored for a considerable
is much more compatible to the use of a boot period of time in the search for methods of anti-
than is the sandwich wall. For these reasons icing radonmes.
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Advantages. dies by North American Aircraft, opened the

way. In operation, both types of construction
a. Because most aircraft are equipped with employ a circulation of hot air distributed and

an anti-icing system, the added weight and corn- collected by the proper manifolding system,
plexity of the system itself is not great.

Advantages,
b. This system of preventing ice iormation

has been demonstrated to be effectlve through a. The method has been demonstrated as sat-
many years of service. isfactory in service in prevention of ice forma-

tion on leading edge- and surfaces, as well as
Disadvantages, radomes.

a. Adverse electrical effects are produced by b. Very little, or minimum, upkeep and main-
the nozzles and fluid lines conducting the fluid tenance is required.
to the nose of the radome, and possibly by the
fluid itself. c, Generally speaking no sacrifices in elec-

trical properties or performance may be anti-
b. The system can only be used to anti-ice as cipated.

long as anti-icing fluid is available. When the
fluid is used up, the system is inoperative. Disadvantages.

c. It sufficient fluid is carried aboard for the a. To obtain good heat transfer through the
worst conditions that may ever be encountered, wall, the skin must be very thin, thus making it
the weight of the fluid may become an adverse subject to easy damage and costly repair. This
factor. has proved to be serious in some cases.

d. Some doubt may exist as to the distribution b. The method is applicable only to sandwich
of the fluid at various speeds and angles of radomes. This is no disadvantage if a sandwich
attack of the aircraft. This may entail a con- is desired for other reasons.
siderable amount of wind tunnelor flight testing
to insure proper operation of the system. c. Repair methods are difficult, and cannot

normally be completed in the field.
e. There is also some possibility that the

nozzle may become iced over prior to its being d. Due to the large quantities of heat required
actuated,thereby preventing fluid-spray action to maintain proper skin temperatures, a large
in flight, airflow is needed.

6-39. Icing Control - Hot-Air System e. Because the flutes have shear continuity in
only one direction, it is almost always necessary

The hot-air system for anti-icing the leading to employ a double sandwich construction to
edges of wing and empennage surfaces has grad- provide sufficient physical strength, This sig-
ually been adopted by the majority of aircraft nificantly increases radome weight and cost.
manufacturers, thus replacing the familiar
rubber boots serving the same purpose. This f. The hot air reduces the physical properties
point may be worth consideration in any comn- of the reinforced plastic material, thus aggra-
parison of the two systems for ice control of vating any stress problem.
radomes. As in the case of the boot and the
anti-icing fluid system, hot air is always avail- 6-40. Icing Control - Internal Heating
able in the aircraft, although not always at the
point in the aircraft where it is convenient for The method of heating the interior face of the
use. The fact that hot air was not adopted for radome, either from radiant heat or from heat-
anti-icing radomes at the outset of the search ing the air in the entire cavity has beenused
was because there was no known practical only on very large ground radomes of the thin-
method of fabricating ducted core material for wall, rubber, air-supported type, where radiant
the manufacture of radomes, and also because heat from infrared lamp banks was employed.
early plastic resins would not stand the tem-
perature necessary to transmit the required No known installation using this method has
heat through the insulating skins. The develop- been employed for aircraft radomes. The thin
ment of the lost wax method of fabrication of the walls required, and the amount of electrical
core material by Douglas Air( tft, and the suc- energy consumed are not compatible with air-
cessful molding of fluted core i matched metal craft design requirements,
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Advantages. might be expected, The danger apparently lies
in the general weakness of the radome itself.

a. The complexity of the system is of the very
lowest order. The photograph presented to show typical

damage, Figure 6-29, shows that the damage is
Disadvantages. of a local nature. and that th,. hMart pro--re d id

not cause a general collapse of the radome. It
a. The method can be practical only if the follows, therefore, that if the radome has some

rador , wall inof the thin solid-wall type, This margin of safety in strength, It moy suffer local
is no disadvantage if the wall was selected to be damage and still complete the flight without total
this type for other reasons, failure. Since aircraft ire designed for speeds

far in oxcess of those at which they aie' nor-
bo The radar equipment housed within the mally operated, it is unlikely that a radome

radome wall will have definite limitations of would be subjected to a lightning strike and a
temperature to which it can be exposed. It may subsequent maximum dive speed in the same
be difficult to prev,•nt this equipment from be- flight.
coming over heated.

Lightning protection is generally not used on
c. Heat obtained from infrared bulbs iz very aircraft radomes. On some antenna covers dis-

expensive, continuous strips of metal or metal spray ma-
terial are utilized to conduct the electrical

d. If the heat is obtained through heating the charge into the airframe structure. A strip of
entire quantity of air in the cavity, the rate of metal attached to the airframe and the radome
heat transfer from the air to the radome wall (or instrumentation boom) is effective in pro-
will be very low unless some method for pro- viding protection against lightning strikes.
viding high turbulence or flow is provided.

6-41. Precipitation Static

Precipitation static is produced by the accum-,),I,. ' '... ....
ulation and discharge of high potential electric-
ity. As the aircraft sweeps through the air it
encounters charged particles which release
their energy to the structure. When a sufficient
potential has been attained, a discharge takes
place. To prevent the discharge from inter-
fering with the operation of electronic equip-
ment, the aircraft will be equipped with static

dischargers. These devices gradually discharge
any accumulation of energy to the air at low
potential.

On nonconductive surfaces, such as :adomes,
the charges collected cannot transfer to the
aluminum structure of the aircraft without local
discharges. These discharges adversely affect Figure 6-2g. Llghtnln• Strikeh on a Small Rudome
the performance of the radar system. For this
reason, conductive coatings are sometimes
applied to the radome. Such coatings are gen- 6-43. Moisture
eratly of elastomeric type and similar to that
used for rain-erosion pgotection. The reels- A radome maybe subjected to moisture either
tance of these materials is somewhat unstable, by direct exposure to water, or to exposure to
changing with age and weathering, and as a re- the moisture in the air. Under conditions of
suit they are not completely satisfactory, high relative humidity and altitude cycling, the

absorption of moisture from the air may be much
6-42. Lightning greater than that which can be picked up even by

immersion in water.
Many lightning strikes on aircraft radomes

have been reported. Although intense heat may Moisture absorption will result in a decrease
be generated and high local pressure waves in electrical performance and a degradation of
created, the damage may not be as serious as the physical properties of glass-reinforced
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plastic materiaih usually used in radome con- Dry Wet
struction. This is particularly true of the
honeycomb core material which is essentially Tensile Strength, 43,000 40,000
thin. Reinfor-ing materialt other than glass pounds per square
fibers almost universally have much ilreatcr inch
tendency to moisture absorption than do the
glass fibers. Compressive StrengLh, 43,000 34,000

pounJs per square
Moisture absorptioni of alkyd-isoeyanate fott- inch

core material is relatively low because of the
unicellular construction of the bubbles. Exper- Tensile Modulus, 2.5 x 106 2.4 x 106
iments performed by Zenith Plastics show that pounds per square
foam-core radomes with holes drilled at fre- inch
quent intervals through the inner face, will not
absorb enough waWr in directcontact to notice- Compressive Modulus, 3.4 x i06 3.1 x 106
ably affect radar transmission. These tests pounds per square
were performed by so drilling a radome and inch
leaving it filled with water for a peilod of 24
hours. The water was then removed and the Additional data is given in Chapter 8 ano in
surface wiped dry. The electrical tests were Figure 6-30, which shows the percentage of
performed immediately afterward, strength retention of a polyester laminate for

The following table oý physical properties of tension and compression stresses at 450 and
wet and dry, glass fiber, reinforced polyester 900 to the warp direction of the fibers. This
resin laminates is presented to illustrate the data also shows the effect of time of exposure.
loss of strength due to moisture absorption.
These values were determined for laminates of Recent advances in the field of finishes for the

181 glass cloth with garan finish and polyester glass fibers have materially increased the re-
resin, and at zero degrees to the warp. sistance to moisture absorption and loss of

1;: i ri r4
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Figure 6-30. Dry Property Retention Voisus Daysa of Exposure to 100 Percent Relative Humidity
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strength. The data presented in Figure 6-30 volatiles from the wet layup before cure, result-
and in the previous table was based on the use ing in a virtually nonporous laminate. Cycling
of the improved finishes, tests of reinforced plastic laminate faces made

by void-free techniques approved by lhis speci-
The reduction in strength of glass cloth honey- fication have shown adequate resistance to

rnmh rra tnatari|lm tin awnrptp,, fn ho in tho 4 ,.!'

order of 50 percent. This fact, along with the
loss of electrical transmission, requires that If a totally wet laminate is allowed to dry, its
core materials be protected from moisture physical and electrical propertic•s will return to
absorption to the greatest degree possible. normal. However, exposure of the glass cloth

materials to moisture before impregnation with
resin may result in permanent loss of strength.

As an aircraft climbs from a warm, moist sea

level environment into the cold and rarified air 6-44. Nuclear Radiation
of high altitudes, any moisture in the cells con-
denses into water and subsequently freezes. If There is little definitive data on the effectof
the faces of the sandwich are porous, the pres- nuclear radiation on reinforced plastic lami-
sure in the cells will be greatly reduced. As nates. Degradation of polyester laminates
the aircraft returns to lower levels, mere after prolonged exposure to gamma radiation
warm, moist air will flow into the cells. After has been noted. The improvement in thermal

repeated cycles of this nature, the cells may be properties of such plastics as polyethylene by
found to contain large amounth of water, which radiation is due to molecular .-ross linking. Un-
will adversely affect both the electrical and fortunately polyester polymea.s cannot be further
physical properties of the radome, modified in such fashion.

Recent changes in specifications for sandwich Although little information is currently avail-
construction have created requirements for able on the effect of nuclear radiation on rein-
sandwich faces of radomes to be "void-free," forced plastic materials, it is known that re-
This process, originally developed by Goodyear search on this subject is being prepared at this
Aircraft Corporation, is a fabrication technique time. The investigators include Lockheed Air-
for removal of entrapped air or residual craft Corporation, Convair, and perhaps others.

SECTION E. STATIC TESTING*

6-45. Fixtures for Static Testing In attempting to simulate the actual structure,
it is usually considered sufficient to duplicate
the rigidity. This unfortunately creates another

The external loads applied to a part must be problem. A structure that is comparable to
balanced by the reacting loads from the struc- another from the standpoint of rigidity will, in
ture to which the part is attached. It is impor- all probability, be comparable In strength. A
tant, therefore, that, the fixtures on which the great manyembarrassingsituations hale devel-
part is to be mounted for static testing simulate oped as a result of this situation, caused by a
as closely as possible the actual structure that failure of the supporting structure before the
supports the part. If the structure cannot be part under test has failed. To insure that the
duplicated for the static test fixture, then a part being tested will fail before the fixture
careful study of the reacting forces should be fails, it is common practice to design the static
made, and a static test fixture designed to du- test fixture to have a margin of strength of
plicate the method of load transfer. This several hundred percent over that of tne part.
method will usually reflect the data gained from,
and made a part of, the stress analysis of the The difficulty lies in making a design corn-
structure invo'ved. patible with both the requirements to duplicaie

*The term "static testing" is applied to those tests where an actual part is subjected to loading
systems similar or equivalent to those that it will encounter, or be expected to encounter, in ser-
vice. Other tests, performed on samples to determine physical properties, for example, will be re-
ferred to as "mechanical tests," or "environmental tests."
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ascloselyaspossible the rigidity of the struc- that bags tend to lean against each other, and
ture, and yet retain a sufficient margin o! distribute the load towards the supports, the
strength to ia:a.ure a proper test of the ultimate areas that are not deflecting. This tendency
strength of the part. will prevent the actual bending moments and

shears from reaching the values calculated.
Another point that should be given careful at-

tention is the matter of deflection. In addition It is also apparent that the method is suitable
to the data that will be gathered in regard to the only for loading fairly flat and horizontal sur-
mirena•i t4 ihe part, It Is usualLy of great faces, and that the direction of load must nec-
importance to gather proper deflection data. A essarilybe downward. This seriously handicaps
supporting structure that is very flexible may the versatility of the method.
not unly support the part improper!y but also
make it extremely difficult to gather good de- Hydraulic Jacks. Hydraulic Jacks are very
flection data. This data will probably entail commonly used as a method of applying static
overall deflections, and deflections of one part load. The load is easily measured and con-
with respect to another part or area. trolled, and sudden failure of the part does not

necessarily mean that complete destruction of
The deflection readings that are to be taken the part will take place. The load may be either

should be determined before the design of the suddenly applied or removed at will.
fixture is undertaken so that ample provisions
may be made in the design for ease and accu- Load is applied to the part either directly
racy of measurements. through pads, or by a whiffletree arrangement

with cables. In the case of the whiffletree and
6-46. Methods of Load Application cable arrangement, the load can only be applied

in tension, since cables are incapable of carry-
Weights. The simplest method of applying a ing compression. This may on occasion requira

static test load is by means of weights. For a complicated arrangement of Jacks and holes
convenience, the weights are usually in the form through the part itself to provide passage for a
of small bags filled with sand or lead shot. cable to apply load in the right direction. The
Weights range from 10 to 25 pounds. The bag development of high-strength, reliable adhesive
itself is usually constructed of canvas, systems has greatly aided in attaching pads to

the structure to be tested.
Some of the other advantages of this method of

loading are the uniform loading or pressure ob- Air Pressure. Air pressure is a very versa-
tained, the ease of distribution of load, the abil- tile toot in static testing, Loads may be applied
ity to duplicate varying pressure or load, and either by ambient pressure created by vacuum,
the ability to add and remove load very slowly or by pressure contained by inflatable bags.
and precisely. In addition, there is very little
expense involved in equipment and maintenance. The use of several bags will allow excellent

distribution of load. The loads are measurable
The disadvantages of the system are that load- to very close limits by means of simple manom-

ing must necessarily be slow, and that catas- eter tubes, and can be applied rapidly or slow-
trophic (total) type failures are produced. It is ly as required. Total failure of the part will
not possible to remove the load suddenly to save not' result if the bag itself will restrain the
the part being tested from total destruction. In pressure after a given amount of deflection has
some cases it may be absolutely necessary to been provided for.
prevent total failure of the part, in which case
supports may be placed under the test specimen If high pressures are involved, failure of the
and gradually removed as the part deflects part may release a very dangerous amount of
under increasing load. energy. Th'.. is particularly true ii the volume

of air being used is large. If no bag is provided
It should be pointed out that there is some for restraint, a catastrophic failure may take

element of danger in applying large amounts of place,both inthe part and in the general vicinity
load by means of weights. A sudden and unex- of the test setup.
pected collapse of the part may precipitate an
avalanche of weights on the test engineers. Considerable difficulty has been encountered

in using vacuum pressure for loading from the
Another disadvantage of using weights is the standpoint of leakage. Since the maximum pres-

lack of uniform distribution of load if the height sure that can be attained from this method is In
of the bags becovies appreciable. As the height the order of 14 pounds per square inch, it is
increases, and the part deflects, it can be seen usually necessary to provide a high degree of
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vacuum. Since most vacuum sources are of the support--
low flow type, small leaks can result in inability
to develop the vacuum needed. A

Another disadivantage of the vacuum system is
the inability to continue the test to failure if the
part turns out to be stronger than expected. For
example, if 10 pounds per square inch vacuum is
required for failure by calculation, then an over-
load of only approximately 40 percent can be ap- w l
plied before the teat must be discontinued. The
art of stress analysis is not sufficiently developed
to avoid this situation, particularly on radomes
of reinforced plastic material.

Water Pressure. Water may be used to pro-
vide tremendous pressures and loads, without pressure distribution
the danger of air, due to its lack of compressi-
bility. The load may be applied simply as a
weight, as shown in Figure 6-31, or may be used Figure 6-3 . Loading Produced on a Loage Radom*
simply as the medium to transmit pressure, by a Weight of Wate,

* In the latter case, the pressure on the water
may very conveniently be produced by the use termined to calculate the amount of reduction
of a standpipe to produce the proper head. It is required. If the mode of failure is not known,
also noted that water, or other liquid, has the then the static test is required at elevated tem-
unique property of creating a varying pressure, perature, not only to determine the failing load
dependent on the depth. This factor can occa- but the mode of failure as well. The reason for
sionally be used to great advantage, See Figure this is that the various physical properties of
6-32. reinforced plastic materials are not reduced by

the same percentage. For example, compres-
Water is normally slow to loadand unload, and sive strength is reduced more by elevated tern-

requires the use of bags to contain it. It does peratures than is tensile strength, and strength
not lend itself to easy distribution and control, is reduced more than rigidity, as axpressed by

Young's Modulus. Thus, a part may fail by in-
6-47. Static Tests at Elevated Temperature stability buckling at room temperature and by

face compressive stress at elevated tempera-
The increased velocity of aircraft creates ele- ture.

vated temperatures in its components. This has
led to the necessity of testing radomes while the It is unfortunate that stress analysis of radome
material is hot, or being heated. This latter shapes and radome materials is not usually suf-
case is for the condition of thermal shock. An ficiently precise to predict accurately even the
examination of the physical properties of rein- mode of failure that may take place. For the
forced plastic materials will show that small in- reasons cited, it is strongly recommended that
creases in temperature above room temperature static tests be conducted at the temperature at
values will result in very appreciable degrada- which the part itself is expected to operate. If
tion in the strength of the part. proof testing is desired, it may then be done at

room temperature, with loads based on the fail-
Some attempts have been made to avoid test- ing load and mode of failure determined in the

ing structures at elevated temperature by the destruction test,
reduction of test data taker, at room tempera-
ture. This method involves knowing the physical The most common method of static testing at
properties of the material at both room temper- elevated temperature is to place the entire as-
pture and the elevated temperature. The failing sembly into a large oven and bring it to the
load at elevated temperature is calculated by proper temperature. Although this method
dke use of this strength ratio, appears to be very simple, it involves a great

amount of problems not normally associated
If the part being tested is critical for one with testing.

mride of failure only, this method may be suit-
able. Knowing the mode of failure, the values \ The high temperatures provide unwanted tests
of the critical physical properties may be de- of the fixtures and loading methods as well as
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for the partitself. Deflections are usually more however, that full and accurate examination of
difficult to read or require more elaborate in- the part is not Ulely under these circumstances.
strumentation. Close observation of the part
while under load and while load changes are dif- Other methods of applying heat while the part
fibult. Windows in the test oven are a necessity, is being loaded are resistance heating blankets,
and field glasses or other optical instruments are and Infrared lamps, Both of these methods will
helpful. High-temperature-resistant micro- allow the test engineer close proximity to the
phones installed on the part are useful for listen- part, sad the use of lamps will allow good visi-
ingfor or.: rds of failure, but it should be remem- bility as well. Although little experience is
bered that at the elevated temperatures, rein- available on these methods, it in expected that
forced plastic materials tend to yield and fail the use of ovens for all temperature testing will
without the loud noises usually associated with be most satisfactory, and that the use of infra-
Imminentfailure. Ithasbeenfound thataman can red lamps wiliprovldethebest method of creat-
enter an oven at 26O0 F for short periods of time ing temperature changes inthe part while wnder
withoutharmful effects. The limit of endurance load, or simply testing for thermal shock. Ex-
as not known, either as to degree of temperature, perience has shown that rapid changes in tem-

or to time the heat can be endured. It Is apparent, perature cannot be produced in an oven unless
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SI
a high velocity of air flow can be attained over loads and closely known stresses can be pro-
the part. duced. If this is not practical, and it seldom is,

anothpaprwnsoh !!! tc r.m,. apzzacat ini jte
-4G. imsLrutnentation area of the strain gages, with the gages still at-

tached, and conduct tests in the laboratory to de-
The purpose of static testing is to determine termine either the validity of the reading or the

If a part will carry a prescribed load without correction which should be applied. Unfortunately
failure, or, in some cases, to determine the ul- greatdifficulties are encountered in using strain
timate load the part can withstand before failure gages on parts be ing heated because of their sen-
occurs. In addition to the load-carrying ability sitivity to temperature changes.
of the structure, the stress engineer may desire
to know the stress distribution in various areas Deflection. Deflection data Is usually mea-
of the part and the deflection history that takes sured by means of dial indicator gages. These
place as the part is loaded. He also may re- instruments are accurate, easily read, and re-
quire temperature data If the part is being latively inexpensive. They may be mounted in
tested at elevated temperatures. many ways and positions. These instruments

are also available in materials that are not
For the record, and for purposes of applying damaged by relatively high temperatures, thus

load, it wilt be necessary in many cases to allowing thetr use for elevated temperature
measure pressure, either of a liquid or of a gas. testing.
The types of instrumentation required to
measure the type of data noted above are very If the deflection is expected to be large and
briefly discussed below, accuracy is not of primary importance, ordinary

machinists' scales may be attached to the part
Stress. Stress may be measured by el ctrical and read directly,or from a distance, by means

strainiigges. These devices are applied to the of an optical ihstrument. Because of the deflec-
part to be tested with an adhesive and receive tion that will take place in the test fixture, care
the same strain under load an the area of the must be taken ,to provide a proper reference
part to which they are attached. Since stress is point against which the reading will be made.
in generg! proportional to strain, and the strain
can be measured by the change inelectrical re- Pressure, Pressure or vacuum may be read
sistance of the wires of the gage, stress can be by the use of suitable gages or by the use of
measured. The gages may be aligned in any manometer tubes.
direction desired, and, by the use of three gages
aligned at 00, 450, and 900, to each other, shear 8ince unit pressures dealt with an aircraft
stress can be measured, work are usually low, the pressures can usually

best be measured by means of manometer tubes.
An accurate knowledge of the modulus of ýJhe These instruments are very simple, yet very

material is vital to the successful use of strain accurate, and with little chance of malfunction
gages. Conversion of strain gage data to stress without detection. The usual fluid used in the
data is entirely dependent on the use of stress - manometers is mercury, although water is often
strain relationships. Reinforced plastic ma- used to provide more accurate readings if the
terials may be either isotropic, orthotropic, or pressures are very low. If desired, other
neither, depending on the type of reinforcement liquids of various densities are available to give
used or the technique applied in the layup. In a complete range of pressure excursions. It is
the orthotropic materials, the values of the sometimes convenient to position the manometer
physical properties are approximately equal in tube at an angle to the vertical to increase its
the 00 and 900 directions, but entirely different sensitivity.
at 450, and varying in some nonlinear fashion
between the two. It is recommended that all low-pressure read-

ings be takenby manometer tubes and the pres-
When several layers of cloth are used in the sure gages be ,'sed when the pressures are out-

laminate, the random orientation of the various side the range that can be measured by mano-
plies of cloth may produce an entirely different meters.
and unknowvn set of conditions.

Temperature. Temperatures may be recorded
For the reasons cited, the use of strain gages by many means, ranging from an ordinary ther-

on reinforced plastic parts is more difficult than mometer to the more complicated thermocouple
on other materials, particularly metals. It is and recording system. There is little to be said
advisable, therefore, if possible, to calibrate of methods of measuring static temperatures,
the strain gages on the actual part if known since this is an old science. The problems con-
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nected with temperature measurement are as-
oociatedwith the measurement of rapid changes ,.It topping screw ,therrocouple
of temperature, and the rate of change of tem-
perature within an object, or of the surface of
the object. Rapid changes of temperature can V
best be measured with a thermocouple and a mas
rawpid response recordee. The i.ermocouple "mews, Skin
and the wires should be as small as possible to
reduce the heat absorbing mass. Figur 6-13. Thermocoupl. Attrehed to Moel Skik

Methods of measuring skin temperatures under
transient conditions are relatively new, and no
method has been universally adopted as stan-
dard. The suggestions shown here are the best plastic clamp
known to the writer at this time. It is expected thermocouple
that rapid advances will be made in this art due
to the great interest in thermal stress and
thermal shock criteria.

For metal skins, the thermocouple may be plastic skim
attached aa shown in Figure 6-33. For plastic
materials, the use of the metal screw does not Flgure 6-34. Thomocople Attached to Pla.tic Skin
seem permissible. The variation, as shown in
Figure 6-34 may give reliable data, assuming
that the wedge is of the same material as the plastic skin
skin.

Because of finite diameters of thermocouples
it Is not considered practical to attempt to bury _I
them in the laminate, The smaller the thermo-
couple head the more accurate this method
could be. Most accurate results may be ex- thermocouplesI
pected from the method shown in Figure 6-35.
It is apparent, however, that the installation will
require very precise work. Again it is felt that diameter of hole large
minimum sizes of thermocouple heads -will con- with respect to thermocouple
tributeto the accuracy of readings, particularly
those involving rapid temperature changes. Figure 6-35. Themooeuple Attached to Plastic Skin

SECTION F. ENVIROMENTAL TESTING

Environmental conditions that are closely re- An, example of the first type of test is one in
lated to structural requirements are thermal which the part is stabIlized at one temperature,
effects, vibration, and shock. Methods of test say'a cold box, and then removed and quickly
for these conditions are outlined below, placed in a hot oven. This type of test is un-

satisfactory from several standpoints, mainly
6-49. Thermal Shock the lack of control over time and temperature.

In thermal shock, high thermal gradients are
caused to exist in a part by~sudden and severe The only advantage seems to be in the simplicity
changes of temperature. The thermal gradients and low cost of the equipment, If the part were
create strains in the materialdue to differences to be placed in a medium of high specific heat
In the rates of expansion, and conductivity, such as oil or water, very high

rates of change may be induced. Agpin, however,
Thermal shock is usually applied by rapidly control over rate and temperature is difficult,

changing the test specimen from one medium to if not impossible.
another, by changing the temperature of the
medium, or by exposing the part to a sudden Producing thermal stress by changingthe tern-
application of heat from heat lamps or other perature of the medium is much more subject
source of radiant energy, to control than the previous method. Since a
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considerable time lag would be involved in Impact tests are performed on small spec-
raising or lowering the temperature of the mens in order to evaluate materials, Standard
medium, the change can beat be accomplished tests for this are definedin Government Speci-
by utilizing a flowing material, with changes of fication LP-406.
.mpra•u,- . . h, prruduced by proper mixing
of hot and cold. By the use of valves, close con- 6-51. Shock. Vibration. Elevated Temperature,
trol over the rate of change of the medium may Low Temperature
be attained.

Shock. Shock tests are performed on complete
parts as required by design specifications.Although either method outlined above can pro- These tests are usually performed by drop-test-

duce the required rate of change'of the medium
surrounding the part, the problem in most cases ing on special test devices designed for this pur-
cronernspoducing te p rate of change on the aur- pose. The purpose of the drop test is to pro-
concerns producing a may be a much more duce the required acceleration on the part atface of the part. This may be a much more the prescribed angle, or in the prescribed
difficult problem since the conductivity of a direction.
gaseous medium may be much lower than that
of the part, and the conductivity of a liquid Vibration. Vibration tests are performed by
medium may be much higher than that of the the use of vibrationtablesfor this purpose. The
part. The use of radiant energy avoids the ne- test provides the acceleration, the frequency,
cessity of coping.with thermal conductivity, but the amplitude, and the number of cycles as
is concerned only with the intensity of the heat thesapitud b n the nue erffccclena
source and the distance to the part. Rates of prescribed by the specification.
change may Le obtained by varying one or both Elevated Temperature. Methods of testing at
of these factors, usually the distance being most elevated temperatures are described in part-

convenient, graph 6-47.

Low Temperature, Reinforced plastic ma-6-50. i t terials are stronger at low temperatures than
at high or room temperatures. For this reason

Impact testing of complete parts is not a usual It is usually not necessary to test at low tern-
condition for testing. Radoies are recognized perature. As in most materials, brittleness and
as fragile structuresand if subjected to impact lack of impact resistance increase at low tern-
loads, may be expected to suffer damage. If peratures. Since these effects can be studied
specific requirements are called for in the de- and evaluated on sample panels and specimens,
sign specification, then these conditions will it is not normally necessary to test full-scale
form the basis for testing. parts to determine the effect.
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INDEX .OF SYMBOLS

C Velocity of compressional wave in water
(5,000 feet per second); proportionality
constant

C' Speed of the compressional wave

d Drop diameter

S'a Shear strength of surface

S't Tensile strength of surface

Vc Velocity of impact

V0  Vertical velocity of massive fast moving
surface

a Coefficient giving, on average, the fraction
of the advance velocity of the fast moving
surface which is impacted by the water
molecules

e' Damage parameter

u Drop viscosity

P Density of water; drop density

p' Density, of the striking surface
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Chapter 7

SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC
RAIN EROSION PROBLEMS

SECTION A. INTRODUCTION

7-1. Rain Erosion Problems 7-2. Approaches to the Solution

Obviously the most satisfactory solution to the
With the advent of higher speed subsonic air- problem would be the development of a radome

craft and supersonic aircraft and missiles, many material which would be rain erosion resistant
new engineering problems have been encoun- in itself. Typical polyester laminates, such as
tered. One of the most severe is the phen- are currently being utilized, are definitely un-
omenon of erosion of exterior plastic leading satisfactory, from the standpoint of rain erosion
edges during high speed flights through rain. resistance, without some means of protection.

This fact has led to the development of coating
materials that would protect the plastic aJrcraft

Damage due to rain erosion was first reported ou-faces from erosion,
In 1945 on a laminated plastic radar housing
which was part of the "Eagle" vane antenna The most satisfactory coatings developed to
installation on the B-29 airplanes. The sever- date are of the neoprene type, presently utilized
ity of rain erosion damage has increased with on aircraft plastic leading edges, for example,
higher flight speeds and the extent of the erosion radomes, For the best combination of rain
has increased with the more extensive use of erosion and electrical properties, these coatings
plastics in aircraft. Erosion damage, while are applied in a 10-mil thick film.
undoubtedly more severe on plastic parts, such
an radomes, has also been detected on such A coordinated military specification, MIL-C-
metals as magnesium and aluminum. 7439B, covering the requirements for rain

erosion coatings, is presently being utilized for
The damage has been severe enough to cause procurement of neoprene rain erosion coatings.

complete structuralfailure of the radome, which The specification has been expanded to include
could result in vastly reduced performanze of an antistatic coating requirement; a coating has
the aircraft or even complete loss. The use o been obtained which conforms to the specifica-
nonmth aircmafteorialsnschete gloase Th red ueof tion requirements. If these coatings are appliednonmetallic materials, such as glasm-reinforced to structurally sound radomes, which providepolyester resin laminates, for radomes is nec- godsprtanifmneacendnpcio
essary from the electrical standpoint. It Is also arood support, ant cf maintenance and enqpuction
advantageous, where applicable, to use light- re sat ctor at provi d adequt
weight nonmetallic reinforced plastics in place radome protection at subsonic speeds.
of metals. The Air Force has investigated the From the standpoint of resistance to rain
rain erosion problem In an effort to obtain ma- erosion, relatively few "unsatisfactory reports"
terials that will resist erosion for long peritds have been received, during the past several
of flight through rain. years, on approved rain-resistance coatings.
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SECTION B. SUBSONIC RAIN EROSION

7-3. Test Equipment and Procedures miles per hour. The total times of exposure
• ,•, uiluutt~,a fur ithe oid apparatus versus

A subsonic rain erosion program conducted at 120 minutes for new apparatus. This indicates
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory has as its pur- an approximate factor of 1.5 in converting rain
pose the evaluation of the rain ernsion resistance crosion time on Ute ntew aipar tus to data ob-
properties of nonmetallic aircraft materials. tained on the old apparatus.
The tests are carried out on apparatus con-
sisting of a blade that rotates at speeds of 500 The standard rain erosion test which is used
to 650 miles per hour in a horizontal plane to compare all materials is at ;00 miles per
through eimulated rainfall. The presently hour though a 1-inch per hour simulated rain-
utl!Jzed rotating arm apparatus was designed fall with a 1.9-millimeter droplet size. All
and constructed by Cornell in 1952.1 subsonic rain erosion times cited in this chapter

areforthis standard test unless otherwise spee-
fled. Testspecimensof airfoil shape, coniorm-

Previous teats on various plastics and coaungs ing to Figure 7-4, were attached to each end of
in thespeed ranges of 250 to 500 miles per hour the blade; these specimens of plastic or metal,
indicated that the rate of erosion increases were tested with or without coatings. 1

greatly (roughly to the 8th or 10th power) as the
speed Is increased; therefore, to keep pace with
the speeds of new aircraft, it was believed desir- This test apparatus does not reproduce exactly
able to construct a piece of test equipment that the amount of erosion expeikenced during the
would simulate transonic or perhaps supersonic same time interval as one obtains under actual
velocities, and to study the phenomena of rain flight conditions; however, it has been shown to
erosion at higher velocities. Preliminary rate materials satisfactorily in their relative
studies on the development of a supersonic order of In-servic2 durability, anc' this is the
rotating arm test apparatus indicated that horse- purpose of the equipment. It is probably at least
power requirements for 1,000 miles per hour three times more severe as a rain erosion test
wouldbe in the range of 400 to 500. Since it was than actual flight tests. This is a factor that
economically unfeasible to purchase a motor of has not been clearly determined due to a lack of
this power, it was decided that new test apparatus sufficient flight test data.
would be designed and built around a 100 horse-
power, wound-rotor motor, which would be in
the desired cost range. 7-4. Erosion Criterion

Plans and drawings were made for a test cell, Studies of rain erosion resistance have been
gear transmission, and a test blade to rotate at determined for typical aircraft plastics. To
a top speed of 6,800 revolutions per minute pursue such study, abasic need was to recognlze
(rpm). Figure 7-1 shows the detailed design of the extent of erosion. Early work, however,
the blade. Figure 7-2 outlines the general showed the inadequacy of weight loss as a pos-
layout of the cell. The pit containing the test sible method for determining the extent of
blade and gear box is 10 feet below ground and erosion. Depth of penetration of erosion, as,
is rubber covered. Figure 7-3 shows the Interior for example, the number of plies eroded, was
of the pit, gear box, test blade, and specimens, not useful In this work because the time for

initiation of erosion was of especial interest.
'The equipment was revised to provide a con- It was found that an early stage of erosion could

tinuously variable speed from 500 mph to 700 be recognized when approximately 50 percent of
mph in the middle of the test specimen. the surface is covered with fine pits and the re-

maining 50 percent Is unpitted. It is referred to
Tests were conducted to compare the relative as the 50 percent initiation point. It was ob-

erosion rates of the old and new test apparatus served that the pits appear to have a maximum
on elastomeric materials. Two sets of speci- size of approximately 0.01 to 0.02 Inch across,
mens were prepared. Boatik 1007 primer with and that, as erosion continues, pits of this size
Goodyear neoprene coating 23-56 was sprayed overlap. In the test runs there appeared to be
on glass laminate test specimens to obtain a no evidence of the Initial formation of pits larger
total thickness of 10 mils. than this size. Recognition of this degree of

erosion was sufficiently precise so that compari-
Specimens No. 402 were tested on the old sons of velocity and time of erosion could be

apparatus and specimens No. 403 were tested made. All specimens were eroded to this same
on the new apparatus at a nominal speed of 500 degree.
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Figure 7-4. Test Specimen Details

speed of rotation, the velocity of the specimen
at the 50 percent initiation point was computed.
7Tror. the velocity and the rainfall rate, the num-
be" of raindrop impacts per square inch were
en' mated. This latter estimation is based on

_____-___ the concentration of rain drops in the atmosphere
and the volume swept through by the specimen.
For a 1-Inch per hour r-infall, in which the
average drop O"z, iii 1,9 millimeters, the num-

ber of impacti', -;et u:prvo Inch is 5.09Vt where
V is the veLoc.\ :v o( 0 Fg ,mcimen in miles per
hour and t is thi. .- r . e•xposure in minutes,

Use of 50 percei., e.:,zooln point was restricted
to polyester resti ..ind polymethylmethacrylate,
since it was found thsit other plastic and elasto-
meric coatings did not give reproducible results.

Figure 7.3, Interior of Cornell Test Pit, Geot Born,

Test Blove, and Method oflMontlng Spec•mens For elaetomeric coatings, the time of failure
is defined as the time to erode through the coat-
Ing to the laminate or supporting material under-

7-5. Test Conditions neath. After the coating has eroded through,
the plastic laminate underneath rapidly deterior-

Inperforming a test, the specimen was eroded ates and the coating no longer performs its pro-
on the whirling arm testing machine until the 50 tective function,
percent initiation point occurred somewhere
along the leading edge, The actual location of 7-6. Variables lnfluencingSubsonic Rain Erosion
this point was then determined by microscopic
examinatioi and the radius of the arm at this In additiontoevaluatingallpromisingmaterials
point was determined. From the radius and the for rain erosion resistance the work at Cornell
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has also involved determining the effect of such It is also to be noted that with constant drop
variables as velocity of the specimen, tempera- size, more impacts are required in 3-inch per
ture, droplet size, angle of attack, and rainfall hour rainfall than in -itnch per hour rainfall
rate. to initiate erosion. This decrease in efficiency

of a given size drop in producing erosion as
Cornell has established that tho a.eg!e t!.cn a,,'idai rate increaises is attributed to an inter-

the surface and the path of the drop is a major ference phenomenon. On impact, the drop
factor in influencing amount of rain erosion splashes back in the form of a fine spray moving
damage. It has been determined that, at angles ahead of the specimen. As the number of
of 600 or less between the surface and the path impacts per unit time increases, the density of
of the Irop, the erosion was considerably less this spray must increase. Thus, at very high
than .vhen the angle was greater than 600. At rainfall rate, the drops must penetrate through
angles of 150 or less, erosion is negligible, a more dense spray, moving generally in the
and the use of coatings for rain erosion pro- opposing direction, before reaching the surface.
tection at the speeds tested (200 to 600 miles This Interference between spray and drops is
per hour) is not necessary. apparent invisual observation using stroboscopic

light. The spray is considered to decrease the
Tests at Cornell have also indicated that the relative velocity of the drops At impact. Inas-

time of exposure required to produce a given muchas the amount of erosion is very sensitive
amount of erosion is inversely proportional to to velocity changes, even a slight decrease in
the eighth power of the velocity of the specimen velocity would have a very noticeable effect.1

in the speed range of 2 50 to 600 miles per hour.1

7-7. Rain Erosion Properties of Coatings, and
A study has been conducted of the influence of Plastic Materials

drop size and rainfall rate on the amount of
erosion produced. The stress caused by the Typical polyester resin reinforced plastic
impact ofadrop is proportional to approximately laminates have extremely poor rain erosion
the 3.2 power of the diameter of the drop. The resistance in themselves. In the standard rain
data supporting this relation was originally ob- erosion test they will erode through a 1/8-inch
talned using polymethylniethacrylate in 3-inches laminate in 3 to 4 minutes, The problem of
per hour rainfall In which the median drop size obtaining plastic materials which will resist
was 2.5 millimeters. In comparing with other erosion for long periods of flight through rain
data, it is to be noted that both drop size and is still to be solved. Many approaches have
rainfall rate are varied; and in the great majority been investigated to improve the glass rein-
of tests, these have beenheld at 1.9 millimeters forced laminate or its components. Studies have
and I inch per hour. been disappointing. Although new epoxy resins

have greatly increased the rain erosion resis-
Rainfall rate and drop size normally vary to- tance capabilities of plastics, the epoxys in

gether. Tests were made, however, in which themselves are stillfar from being a satisfactory
rainfall rate was varied while the drop size was solution, and the majority of the exterior plastic
held constant. This was accomplished by using parts utilized in aircraft today are fabricated
three, rather than one, of the nozzles designed from polyester resins. Overlays and new tech-
for simulating 1-inch per hour rainfall. The niques of fabrication have not been successful
results of, the tests in variations of rainfall rate and offer little promise. Therefore, a great
and drop size are organized in Figure 7-5. The many coating materials have been investigated
line for 1.9 millimeters drops when 3-inch per to determine the most satisfactory one for plas-
hour rainfall is taken from a similar plot of data tic protection.
using the three 1-inch per hour rainfall nozzles.
A plot of the logarithm of the total number of To date, the neoprene type coatings have beenimpacts per square inch to Initiate erosion the most satisfactory. Of the many neoprene
damage versus the reciprocal velocity (multi- coatings evaluated, only three meet the require-
plied by a constant term which is the diameter ments oflMIL-C-7439B for rain erosion coatings
to the 3/2 power), results in straight lines, as over plastic laminates. These are the Goodyear
illustrated in Figure 7-5. 23-86 Class I and Gioodyear 23-57 Class I1

coatings, and the Gates H-79 Class I coating.
The line for 2.6-mm drops was obtained from When these materials are properly applied to a

calculations based on photographs of early spec- polyester glass cloth reinforced larninite speci-
linens. It is to be noted that inclusion of the men, a 10- mil coating may be -,? *• ý1 to resist
correction for drop size, d3/4, brings the slope erosion at 500 miles per hou:" ... tllimeter
of the line for the larger drop to that of the line rainfall for approximately 8u giitos in the
for the smaller drop. simulated rain erosion test. These coatings are
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Figure 7.5. Correlatlon of Drop $i1g Data on Polymethylmethacrylate

all of the air drying type and can be applied by Goodyear 21-56 neoprene so as to give coatings
eitherbrush or spray. When applied in a 10-mtl ranging from 1 to 33 mils thick. Tests were
thick film, they meet the electrical requirements conducted on the coated specimens at a speed of
for aircraft radomes. Thicker coatings possess 500 miles per hour and 1-inch per hour rain-
much superior rain erosion resistance but seri- fall. The time to obtain the first hole in the
ously impair the electrical properties. neoprene coating was recorded, and those data

were used to prepare the graph shown in Fig-
A studyof the relation of the thickness of neo- ure 7-6. The tests were stopped when erosion

prene coatings to their rain erosion resistance had progressed through the coating and one to
was carried out (1) to determine whether the two plies of the glass-reinforced laminate
rate of erosion changes as the thickness of the beneath.
coating is increased; and (2) to obtain a curve
that could be used to predict the relative rain The graph indicates that the rate of erosion is
erosion resistance of various thicknesses of a greater in the range of 1 to 8 mils than in the
typical neoprene coating, such as Goodyear range from 8 to 33 mils. It can be generally
23-56.2 stated that the time to erode through neoprene

coatings of the Goodyear 23-56 type is a func-
Twenty standard glass-reinforced laminates tion of the coating thickness. The general

were primed with and then brush coated with equation shown by the dotted line, that is, time
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to erode through the coating in minutes a 0.53 1. 1800 F for 72 hours
times (thickness in mile) 2 , can be used to pre-
dict how long a neoprene coating would last. 2. 225c F for 72 hours

Effect of Temperature on Erosion. The ap- 3. 300°F for 20 hours
proved neoprene coatings meet AUL-C-7439F
temperature requirements of exposure at 2000 The results of theao tests indicated that heating
F for 20 hours with no reduction in rain erosion for periods up to 72 hours at 1800 F does not
resistance. However, as aircraft speeds have materially affect the erosion resistance; heating
increased, the problem of increased heating, for 72 hours at 2250 F does affect the coating.
due to friction, was encountered; therefore, the In general, the presently approved coatings can
approved neoprene rain erosion coatings were be considered satisfactory after exposure toinvestigated after exposure to elevrateJ tem-peratures, f x3 temperatures up to 2000 F for periods in the

range of 100 hours. As the temperature in-

The effect of heat on the erosion resistance of creases to 3000 F, exposure for shorter periods
neoprene coatings Gates N-79 and Goodyear renders these coatings unsatisfactory for rain
23-56 was determined under the following con- erosion resistance. The results are indicated
ditions: in Table 7-I.

Table 7-4 Effecta of Temperature

Average Time to Erode Through 10-Mil Coating

Room temp 1800 F 2250 F 3000 F
Coating air dry for for for

100 hours 72 hour2 hou 20 HourA
Gates N-79 88 min 96 min 48 min 1.5 min

Goodyear 23-56 131 75 55
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In all cases, as the temperature increased, Gates N-79 coating should have satisfactory
the coating became darker. At 3000 F, the rain erosion resistance when exposed to an
film became black and very brittle. Failure upper limit of 3750 F for 10 minutes.
was due primarily to loss of adhesion.

The approved neoprene coatings were also
an.,n,.* •hu ,.Le,,It. annwnvad _T..JP-.74.-R @valuatedafter exoosure to temperatures of -650

coatings exposed to temperatures above 2000 F F..- This was done because natural rubber and
for periods over 4 hours should lie inspected neo.rene show a greater tendency to undergo a
frequently for signs of early degradation due tn process of crystallization when exposed to low
rain erosion, temperature or high stress. Tests conducted on

Goodyear 23-56 and Gates N-79 after exposure
Tests were also conducted on specimens coated to -655 F for one-half hour indicated that there

with Gates N-79 and Goodyear 23-56 exposed to was no decrease ir, erosion resistance.
4000 F for 10 minutes. The specimens were
tested for rain erosion resistance at 500 miles Effect of Support on Erosion. The protective
per hour and i-inch per hour simulated rainfall. vaTueof the neoprene coatings is directly related
In testing, all specimens failed, primarily due to the support offered by the reinforced plastic
to loss of adhesion of the neoprene coating to material to which the coating is applied. Sand-
the glass laminate, which caused bubbling along wich type airfoil specimens, similar in construc-
the leading edge stnd tearing loose of the coating tion to F-86D aircraft, were evaluated. 4 The
along the sides of the specimens. The results approved Goodyear 23-56 rain erosion coating
indicated that the Gates N-79 coating lasted for was applied to slotted conventional laminates
30 minutes and the Goodyear 23-56 an appreciably with thin outer sheets bonded to them which had
longer time of 110 minutes, since the adhesion thicknesses of 15 mils and 30 mils respectively
was superior for the Goodyear coating. (Figure 7-7).

Furtherstudies on the effect of heat treatment Solid laminates, utilizing the same laminate
upon the rain erosion resistance of Gates and material, were coated with Goodyear 23-56 and
Goodyear ne, )rene coatings at temperatures evaluated as a control. The 8-mil neoprene
between 300 and 4000 F were carried out, under coating over the solid wall laminate failed in
the conditions outlined below, approximately 12 minutes. A neoprene coating

of the same thickness lasted 6 minutes over the
Material Condition slotted laminate with the 0.030-inch shell and

only 4 minutes over the slotted laminate
Goodyear 23-56 3000 F for 10 minutes with the 0.015-inch shell, After the rain eroded
Gates N-79 through the neoprene coating over the slotted

areas, it eroded rapidly through the laminate.
Goodyear 23-56 3750 F for 10 minutes A check of the laminates used An these specimens
Gates N-79 indicated a low Barcol hardness of 45 and com-

pressive strength of 25,000 pounds per square
Goodyear 23-56 4000 F for 10 minutes inch. The low compressive strength probably

9 -counted for the failure of the laminate beneath
40 the neoprene coating. Based on these results,

The specimens heat treated at 400 F failed, the use of laminated parts with Barcol hardness
due to less of adhesion after 20 to 40 minutes below 55 should be critically examined before
of testing, putting them into service on the exterior of an

aircraft where they would be subjected to pos-

The coatings on the specimens, heated at 300

and 3750 F all failed in 30 minutes. Failure of
all these heat treated specimens can be attributed
mainly to loss of adhesion of neoprene coating 0.015 in. or 0030in. supporting
to the glass fiber laminate. lominote skin Iminate7

In general, the neoprene coatings appeared I t.. .--- 4 -- 4
tougher than normal when cured at 175 F for J. LJ U. L..J L_ [L
4 hours, and then at 300, 375, and 4000 F for -
10 minutes, Based upon the results and ob-
servations of the specimens used, It is believed slots'
that if a satisfactory adhesion system can be
obtained between the neoprene and the glass Figure 7.7. Cenfluretion of Slotted Leirnhet.
reinforced laminate, the Goodyear 23-56 and for Eromion Teots
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sible erosion by rain. Also, the use of thin outer Practically all rain erosion tests have been
layers of sandwich construction (15 mils and 30 conducted on coatings applied to polyester resin
mils)does not offer proper support for the neo- laminates, sir,ce glass reinforced epoxy lami-
prene coating under impact oi rain drops at nign nates have shown greater erosion resistance
speeds, A heavier shell would probably produce than similarly reinforced polyester laminates.
the desired support. It was considered desirable to evaluate and com-

pare the erosion resistance of approved neoprene
Epoxy Resins. Recent testshave indicatedthat rain erosioncoatings with the twotypes of lami-

currently availableepoxy resins reinforcedwith nates, The specimens that were evaluated util-
glass cloth or glassfilamentsproducea stronger ized Goodyear 23-56 over Epon 828, 3M 1005
and more uniform supportinglaminate than glass and polyester laminates fabricated with 181
reinforced epoxy laminates previously tested, glass cloth and Volan A finish, A 10-mil neo-
Scotchply 1002 and 1005 epoxy resins, and glass prene coating over the 3M epoxy laminates lasted
cloth and glass filament laminates were fo(ind to approximately two hours at 500 miles per hour
have appreciablygreater rain erosion resistance in 1-inch per hour rainfall before a hole eroded
than reinforced polyester laminates. 4  through the neoprene to the laminate, The Good-

year 23-56 over the Epon 828 laminate lasted

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company about one and oie.,half hours for the same degree

originally subm)tted the 1002 and 1005 epoxy of erosion, The neoprene coating resisted rain

resin with their Scotchply material (isotropic erosion for a noticeably longer period over the

glass filaments). The test results Indicated epoxy laminates than over polyester laminates

that the 1005 took 70 minutes to erode and the in the preliminary evaluation, Further evalua-

1002 took 30 minutes to erode through a 1/8-inch tion of these epoxy resins for rain erosion re-

laminate. The 10-hinute erosion time for the sistant laminates ispresently in progress, since,

1005 epoxy resin has not been reproducible in based on the work accomplished to date (1956),

later tests. A study was conducted on glass neoprene coated epoxy laminate radomes would

cloth versus parallel glass strands and also on have twice the service durability of currently
Shell Chemical Company Epon 828 versus the used polyester glass radomes. Also, once the

3M epoxy resins, neoprene has been eroded through, the epoxy
laminates themselves possess approximately

These tests resulted in the following conclu- 10times the erosion resistance of the bare poly-

sions. ester laminates.

a. Glass cloth reinforced epoxy laminates with- Polyurethane. The most promising new rain
stand erosion noticeably better than epoxy lami- eio-ion ant coating material evaluatedi
nates with glass fibers. In these tests it re- has been the polyurethane type.' "Estane", a
quired 70 minutes to erode completely through trade name for a clear polyurethane material
the 1/8-inch glass cloth reinforced 3M epoxy developed by B.F. Goodrich Company, is trans-
laminate, whereas it took only 40 minutes to parent and has excellent low-temperature flex-

erode through the laminate reinforced with glass ibility and a relatively high meltingtemperature.

fibers, Based on tests conducted, the unprimed Estane
coating in 5-mUl thicknesses will resist erosion
for 35 minutes, and 10-mil thick films will last

b. The 3M 1005-181 epoxy laminatewas superior 55 minutes,
in rain erosioin resistance to the Epon 828-181
epoxy laminate. The 1005-181 laminate eroded A 23-mU thick film of Estane polyurethane
through in 70 minutes. The Epon 828-181 lami- coating over a polyester laminate specimen
inate eroded through in 32 minutes. lasted four hours at 500 miles per hour and

1-inch per hour rainfall. This is slightly longer
c. Glass cloth reinforced epoxy laminates have than a 23-mil Goodyear 23-56 neoprene coating

greater erosion resistance than similar poly- would last under the same test conditions.
ester laminates. This can be attributed to the
greater bond strength of the epoxy laminate, The Estane polyurethane material erodes in
which prevents delamination under the impact a different pattern from neoprene. Whereas
of the rain. neoprene pits and erodes uniformly all along

the leading edge of test specimens, the rain
Recent retests of the 3M epoxy 1002 and 1005 impact on the polyurethane coating produced

resins indicated that the time to erode through numerous small cuts or slits on the leading
a 1/8-inch glass cloth laminate varies between edge. These become longer and deeper as the
30 and 50 minutes; further evaluation Is in pro- test progressed; however, the majority of the
gress. leading edge showed virtually no erosion.
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An 11-mil film of Estane, which had good ad- test samples lasted in the range of 5 to 8 hours
hesion to the polyester glass laminate, lasted before they were pitted moderately.
for 80 minutes before heavy pitting and erosion
through to the laminate occurred. b. Corning Glass 1710 has greater rain erosion

resistance than Corning glasses 7740, 7910, or
The University of Cincinnati is also conducting 7070. The 1710 glass (alumina silicate type)

a program for the Bureau of Aeronautics on the specimens lasted in the range of 36 to 45 minutes
development of a rain erosion resistant polyure- at 500 miles per hour. All tempered glass was
thane coating. They have reported excellent found to be superior to annealed glass.
rain erosion resistance.

c. In general, tWe rain erosion resistance of
7-8. Subsonic Rain Erosion Properties of Cer- the bonded n'i-.awas rather low. Supra -ica 555,
amics and Glass a glass-reinforced synthetic mica, hat greater

Johns Hopkins University has been conducting erosion resistance than Mycalex 41C, and 410X
a program for the Navy on the Terrier missile which are reinforced natural m.cas. The
that has included some work on rain erosion. Mycalex materials with the molded finish were
Primary emphasis hasbeen placed on ceramics slightly better than the materials with the
and pyrocerams as possible radome materials ground finish. Supramica with the moldedfinish
for missile applications, lasted 5 minutes, whereas the specimens with

A method of evaluation used by Johns Hopkins the ground finish lasted only 2 minutes before
has been the polyethylene pellet gun. In this the surfaces were pitted moderately.
technique, synthetic "raindrops" of polyethylene,
which has a density comparable to water, are In summation, the ceramics and cerams tested
fired from a gun. The polyethylene pellets at speeds of 500 miles per hour have excellent
strike the specimen and splatter. Using this rain erosion properties. However, the present
method and polyethylene pellets of 2-millimeter possibility of their use for subsonic aircraft
diameter, single drop impacts have been ob.. radomes ",I r, oneidered limited, due todifficulties
taned at supersonic speeds on a variety of ma- in form .g them, expecially in large sizes.
terials. The most promising materials, as Furthermore, failure of these materials is
shown by these tests, have teen ceramics, such usually a complete cracking which can come
as alumina and pyroceram.? with extreme suddenness, rather than as a

gradual deterioration. This complete type of
Subsonic rain erosion tests have been conducted failure is extremely different from the gradual

at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, for the Ap- erosion noted in the neoprene coatings and, since
plied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins Uni- the entire radome would be destroyed, could
versity on ceramics, glass, cerams, and glass conceivably result in loss of the aircraft and
bonded mica. pilot5 unless designs for their application are

so modified as to avoid such possibilities,
The materials evaluated were made of flat

specimens that measuredapproximately A Inches Table 7-l1presents an overall summation of the
long, 1/2 inchwide and 1/4 inch thick, The sam- rain erosion properties of plastic materials,
pIes were mounted in special metal adapters coatings, and promising ceramics evaluated to
attached to each end of the whirling-arm test date. For more complete data see the various
blade. The sides of the specimens were beveled reports listed In the references.
to hold them in place.

7-9. Subsonic Flight Test Prodams
The specimens were evaluated at 500 miles per

hour and 1-inch per hour rainfall, and were Studies conducted by Cornell on laboratory test
tested until they were pitted moderately and equipment have been of great value to the Air
eroded approximately the same amount. Force on evaluation of materials. However,

there has been a great need for actual flight
Based on the results of these tests, the fol- testing of various materials to obtain a com-

lowing conclusions were reached relating to the parison In erosion rates and also to substan-
rain erosion resistance of these materials. tiate the laboratory test equipment data.

a. The ceramics and cerams are far more Due to the difficulty of obtaining the use of an
resistant to rain erosion thanthe glassestested. all-weather aircraftforthese testsnodatacould
In particular, Corning Glass cerams 843 OV, be obtained. However, during a slack period in
6O07BUZ (#8600), 007AVE (#8605),andAmerican the flight test program of an FOF airplane on
Lava Alslmag 570 of alumina have good rain bailment to Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
erosion resistance at 100 miles per hour. The arrangements were made to use this airplane
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TOMI* 7-1,. rt,, n Erosion Properties of Makterials Tested at 500
MP par Hour Through 1/2-1nc€ Simulated Rainfoal

General Material Time to Initiate Time to Erode
Description Pitting Through

Methyl methacrylate 1 nn --

1/S-inch Epoxy Laminate 2-3 min 30-50 min

1/8-inch Polyester Laminate 30 sec 5 min

1/8-inch Phenolic Laminate J5 sec 3 min

*10-rail Kei-F Coating -- 5-9 min

4 10-mil Teflon Coating -- 60 sec

*10-mil Lactoprene Coating -- 15-25 min

*10-mil Neoprene Coating -- 50-70 min

*10-mil Silicone Coating -- 10 min

*10-mil Polyurethane Coating -- 50 min

*10-mil Gates White Neoprene -- 50-70 min

*10-mil Hypalon Coating -- 10-20 min

**Alumina (Al SiMag 576) -- 300-420 min

**Pyroceram -- 300-480 min

**Mycalex -- 5 mn

**Gla~s (1710) -- 35-45 min

*Coating Placed over Typical Polyester Laminate

**Moderate Pitting

for actual rain erosion flight tests for a limited Flight Tests. A total of 16 minutes flight
time. through rain was obtained in two increments of

5 minutes each and two increments of 3 minutes
each. The first flight in rain was for 5 minutes

Specimens of various coatings were applied in a moderate to light rain, at an indicated air-
directly to the 24ST metal leading edge as well speed of 475 miles per hour, at 2,500 feet al-
ai on glass-reinfoiced laminates that were titude. Examination of the specimens after this
bonded to the leading edge. These laminates flight showed that standard lacquer and enamel
were 0.090-inch thick. Figure 7-8 shows the paint coatings applied over zinc chromate primer
specimens applied, and lists the materials used. (Specimens No. 9 and 11) had generally eroded
All specimens were 7 inches long and extended off most of the leading edge. Specimen No. 8 of
back from the leading edge approximately 4 vinyl type paint coatings showed some pitting
inches. The neoprene and other elastomeric and flaking off of small areas. Specimen No. 1
coatings were cloue to 10 mile thick. The paint of uncoated, void-free, glass-reinforced lam-
coatings averaged 2 mils in total thickness for inates showed slightpitting of the resin surface.
thezinc chromate primer and finish coat. Each
material was applied in duplicate, that is, one The secondflightin rain was also of 5 minutes
on each wing. duration, but the rain was fairly light. The speed
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Key to Position of Specimens

Coated and Uncoated Plastic SPecimens Coatings on Aluminum Leading Edge

#1 Uncoated, void-free, glass-reinforced lam- #8 Sherwin Williams - Navy vinyl system
inate 6 plies 181-36 cloth; Selectron 5003 primer - E42YP7; topcoat - F55AP2

#2 Coated, glass-reinforced laminate primer - #9 Glidden -Standard system zinc chromate -
Bostic 1007; topcoat - Goodyear 23-56 Primer MIL P6889; enamel - topcoat -

#3 Coated, glass-reinforced laminate primer - MIL E7729
Gates N-15; topcoat - Gates N-79 #10 Minnesota Mining& Mfg. Co. primer - zinc

#4 Coated, glass-reinforced laminate primer - chromate; topcoat - 3B 843 ±5 percent Al
Gates N-15; topcoat - Gates N-79; anti- #11 Glidden - Standard system chromate -
static - Gates N-51 primer - MIL P6889; lacquer - topcoat -

#5 Coated, glass-reinforced laminate primer - MIL L7178
none; topcoat - 3M 843 +5 percent AI #12 Goodyear - Neoprene system primary -

#6 Coated, glass-reinforced laminate primer - Bostic 1007; topcoat - Goodyear 23-56
Pro Seal 581; topcoat - Pro-Seal 582 #13 Gates - Neoprene system primer - Gates

#7 Uncoated N-15; topcoat - Gates N-79
Lucite - 0.060 inch

Figfure 7.8. Placement of Specimens an Right and Left Wings of F9F Airplane

was 475 miles per hour, at 500 feet altitude, cracks. The specimen of JM-843 elastomeric
Specimen No. 1 of uncoated, void-free, glass- coating with 5 percent aluminum pigment on
reinforced laminate had eroded through the sur- glass laminate, Specimen No, 5, and the 24ST
face resin to the first ply. Specimen No. 7 of aluminum leading edge, Specimen No. 10, showed
methyl methacrylate sheet showed slight erosion considerable amount of erosion after 16 minutes
by a frosty appearance. The vinyl coatings flight. The neoprene coatings, such as Goodyear
(Specimen No. B) were practically erodedoff 23-56,GatesN-79, N-1 antistatic, and Pro-Seal
the leading edge. 582, showed no signs of erosion after 16 minutes

of flight through rain at speeds in the range of
'rhe third flight of 3 minutes was through an 500 miles per hour.

extremely light rain at 475 miles per hour at
6,000feet, Examination of the specimens showed Based upon the flight tests reviewed above,
no apparent increase in erosion over the pro- the relative rain erosion resistance of various
vious flight, materials tested can be listed in the following

The fourth flight was through a heavy thunder- order:

storm at a speedof 460 miles per hour, at 3,000 1. Neoprenecoatings, suchasGoodyear 23-56,
feet, for 3 minutes. This gave a total flight Gates N-79, Gates N-51, and Pro-Seal 582
time of 16 minutes. The uncoated, void-free, 2. 3M-843 elastomeric coating
glass-reinforced laminate showed considerable 3. Methyl methacrylate sheet
erosion through one or more plies (Specimen 4. Void free laminates
No. 1). Methyl methacrylate Specimen No. 7 5. Vinyl coatings
showed some pitting of the surface and fine 6. Paint or lacquer coatings.
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A program hau alsobeen conducted at Wright- At this point it was observed that mout of the
Patterson Air Force Base. The progiaam was data were being accumulated on F-94A and F-94B
initiated in February 1952, to obtain flight test aircraft. These alrc:aft u110,- • , ,h,.l,d~ta nn th. .1ll',414f . ,i~t~ l~o lu~

............. ...y C ieu efle Is interchangeable. It was decided, therefore,
rain erosion coatings to protect adequately ox- to limit the program to F-94A and B aircraft.
terior plastic 1eading edges. It was anticipated A test radome was obtaindl and coated and
that 'he flight tests would also indlcate a cor- utilized in all flight tests regardless of the air-
relation between the rotating-arm laboratory craft being flown. The change is accomplished
test data and actual in-service test life. Rain in a short period of timre, and transfer was
erosion data has therefore been accumulated on made, when the weather conditions were ap-
varinun fighter aircraft which have be,,n sta- propriate, to whatever F-94A or B aircraft was
tioned at Wright-Patterson Air Force Bnase. in operating condition.

Fighter aircraft were selected as the logical The in'.tial material .applied to this radome
vehicles because there are more of these alail- and evaluated was the Goudyear 23-57 antistatic
able and they can achieve the desired high speed coating system. Three flights were made in
flights in rain. All aircraft exterior plastic rain, varying from light to moderate intensity,
leading edges were required to be coated wlthl at a velocity of 350 knots (402 mph). The total
approved neoprene coating. Thia meant that the time accumulated in rain was 56 minutes before
aircraft would need no modification at all fur the coating bubbled and peeled considerably.
these tests. There was nod•.mage to the radome. The thick-

ness of the coating was measured and found to

Various F-94A, F-94B, F-94C, F-89C, and F- be 5 mils, which is only half the specifice thick-

89D aircraft were involved in this program. The ness.
velocity at which these aircraft flew through This radome was then recoated with the ap-
rain was 1'75 knots (432 mph). The time in rain, proved Gates N-79 neoprene coating. Three
degree of rain, and velocity were recorded by flights were made in rain, varying from light to
the pilot personnel, and inspection of the radomes very heavy, at a velocity of 350 knots. The
was made after each flight by personnel from total time accumulated in rain was 110 minutes
Materials Laboratory, WADC. before the radome was damaged. The coating

Times in rain at this speed were accumulated was still In good shape; however, because of a
Tinmtesi rainge oftD toh145minuspee weren er d damage area consisting of a small hole, it wasin the range of 80 toe145 minutes with no erosion nesartobaianwrdm.

damage on F-94 aircraft. necessary to obtain a new radome.

This program is still in progress (1956) and
An F-94A aircraft was flown for a total time it is hoped that sufficlent time will be obtained

of 2 hours, accumulated over three flights, at to complete it.
speeds varying from 320 to 375 knots (368 to
432 mph) before the coating eroded and peeled. Test Results, Points that can be obtained
The peeled coating was examined and found to from the data accumulated to date are:
be 5 mils thick maximum. The rain'intensity
varied from light rain for 35 minutes to heavy a, It Is essential that great care be taken in
rain for 35 minutes. Another F-94 aircraft was applying the coathag to Insure that sufficient
fiownat 375 knotsforatotal time of 200 minutes, primer is applied. The failures in most cases
accumulated over four flights, before the coating were due to loss of adhesion.
peeled. This was in light to moderate rain. b. It is essential that 10-mrt coatings be ap-

plied for maximum rain erosion protection con-
These were the only two cases where erosion sistent with satisfactory electrical performance.

on this flight test program was obtained using Several radome coatings examined after failure
the approved neoprene coating. In no case was had considerably less than the required coating
the radome damaged to any extent other than a thickness.
slight hole or roughening of the surface. It is c. The Cornell Laboratory test is more severe
also stressed that there was no previous history than actual flight tests. It is considered that
on these radornes available which would allow satisfactorily applied coatings will not suffer
an accurate estimate of the total life of the rain erosion damage in flights at 375 knots
coating to be made. before at least three hours In moderate rainfall.
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SECTION C. VE",OPMENT OF A THERMALLY REFLECTIVE, ANTISTATIC
HEAT RESISTANCE RAIN EROSION COATING

The neoprene coatings presently being utilized The best of the Lactoprene coatings developed
on exterior plastic leading edges are satisfactory to date have lasted only 10 to 15 minutes after
up to temperatures of 2000 F, but rapidly lose exposure to 5000 F for 1/2 hour. These coatings
their efficiency as the temperature increases, have lastedaslong as 30minutes in rain erosion
At 3500 F or over, an extended exposure will resistance with no exposure to elevated tem-
deteriorate the coating's efficiency completely. peratures.
It was anticipated that the constantly increasing
speed of military aircraft and missiles will The work at Goodyear has been completed
cause the outer surfaces of the planes to be at with no further improvement of the rain erosion
high temperatures, due to skin friction. Also, resistance of the Lactoprene type coatings.
the practice of passing hot gases through spe- Presently Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory is
cially constructed radomes to prevent ice for- conducting a complete evaluation of the rain
mation on their outer surfaces may lead to sub- erosion properties of the Goodyear R-12 x
jection of the protective rain erosion coatingsto eevatd teperaures6,74-239, which is the most successful Lactoprene
to elevated temperatures. 6' 7  developed by Goodyear.

7-10. Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company The one-half hour at 5000 F requirement for
Program heat resistant rain erosion coatings was an

arbitrary choice, and coating materials which
A contract was made with the Goodyear Tire have possibilities for application at temperatures

and Rubber Company to develop a rain-erosion lower than 5000 F were evaluated. Hypalon
resistant material which would withstand tern- coatings, which are chlorosulfonated poly-I
peratures of 5000 F for an appreciable period ethylene elastomers manufactured by the Du.Put
and would also be electrically satisfactory. Company fit in this catagory.

All available coating materials were investi-
gated and it was found that there are very few Several Hypalon coatings with)peheat exposure,
which will withstand 5000 F for 30 m.iutes. were evaluated at 500 mileoper hour in 1-inch
Goodyear found that silicone rubber, Teflon, per hour rainfall; these(•were Gates XP-104,
and properly compounded acrylic copolymers, DuPont epoxy llypaeIiA-2205A, and Goodyear
such as Lactoprene E. V., and Acrylon rubbers R14L-23-495. N6ne of these materials had
are the only available materials which would promising r.ai erosion properties. Erosion
pass this test. was initiated after a few minutes exposure and

progi'essed rapidly after initiation of damage.
The Teflon and Iel-F material evaluated are hi general, the Hypalons tested, while flexible,

unsatisfactory in rain erosion resistance, and do not possess much resiliency.
the silicone rubbers, while they appear promis-
ing, have never been completely evaluated, due 7-11. Gates Engineering Company Program
to their extremely poor adhesion, to other ma-
terials. The Kel-F materials are relatively Gates Engineering Company is presently under
hard and inelastic, and, although good adhesion Air Force contract, working on the development
to the plastic laminate specimen has been oh- of a white, thermally reflective rain erosion
tained, they erode rapidly in times of less tharn coating. The target properties for the coating
10 minutes at 500 miles per hour through 1-inch arethat itwillbeas satisfactory as the approved
per hour of simulated rainfall. neoprenes in all properties and will, in addi-

The Lactoprene coatings were concentrated tion, possess an average 85-percent thermal
upon, since they were conu-Adered to be the most reflectivity in the range of 0.4 to 2 microns.
promising materials after - osure to 5000 F. Two other Items included in this work, once

To date, while they show excellent heat resis- the coating has been developed or concurrent
tance, they have niot come close to reaching the with the above item are: (1) antistatic white
excellent erosion resistance of neoprenes when which will possess surface resistivity properties
neoprenes are tested with no exposure to ele- of 0.5-15 megohms/square inch; and (2) better
vated temperatures. A major problem is that of heat resistant properties than the approved neo-
obtaining attenuate -dhesion. This aspect of the prenes (at least 100 hours at 4000 F). In sum-
problem haa not been completely solved. The mation, the overall program calls for develop-
material itself is also basically not as resilient ment of a thermally refleLtive, antistatic, heat
and flexible as the approved neoprene. resistant rain erosion coating.
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Initial work has been the development of a plain The most satisfactory white erosion coating
white, thermally reflective coating. Initial phy- evaluated todate has been K-223-A, which lasted

. o ;ccrt!, a,-i-, - r•,ct-ty twot- ai 70 ininuLun belure a hole eroded through the ii-
conducted by Gates and the most promising ma- mil film to the laminate. This system is a white
terialsareforwardedto Cornell for rain erosion neoprene topcoat utilizing Gates fillers, tie-
evaluation. Based on satisfactory data being coats, and primer.
obtained, electrical transmission and surface This type of material almost meets all the
resistivity tests would then be conducted, minimum target requirements. Thermal re-

The materials evaluated by Cornell to date flectivity evaluations will be conducted, as well

have been white pigmented neoprene, Hypalon, as further rain erosion and electrical property

polyacrylic rubber, and combinations of thoGse evaluations.

materials applied over various primers snd tie Ay the use of ionizable agents in conjunction
cements. All tests were conducted at the stand- with white neoprene coatings, it is anticipated
ard condition of 500 mile3 per hour and 1-inch that the antistatic requirements can be met.
per hour rainfall on the rain erosion tester at This work in in progress; it is hoped that the
Cornell. coatings will be developed in the near future.

SECTION D. MECHANISM OF RAIN EROSION

7-12. General Eubsonic Investiration p = density of water;

The purpose of the work being conducted oy V0 = vertical velocity of massive fast nov-
time National Bureau of Standards under Air lIg surface;
F' re contract is to develop an u:iderstanding
of ,.e actual mechanism of rain erosion. Such C s
an understanding would then aid in the develop- = speed of the compressional wave;

ment of more satisfactory rain-erosion resis-
tant plastic materials for subsonic and super- ,' = density of the striking surface.

sonic speeds. The initial part of the work was
largely concentrated on subsonic speed inves- The impact pressure between a flat surface
tigations. and Jet of water struck from the side has been

determined, using a piezoelectric gauge. The
The destructive force causing rain erosion pressure developed when a flat solid surface

results from the collision of the solid surface strikes a cylindrical water surface should be
with the waterdrop at high impact velocities, between that developed when it strikes a flat
The waterdrop acts as thoupgh it were a hard watersurface and that resulting from striking a
sphere, but unlike a sphere .)f hard material it spherical water surface. For a velocity of 35
undergoes an outward radial flow of very high meters per second, the piezoelectric pressure
velocity as a result of the collision, reLorded was 310 kilograms per square centi-

meter. Using Doctor Engel's equation above, a
An equation for the magnitude of the pressure, pressure of 245 kilograms per square centi-

P, developed in collision of waterdrops against meter was predicted, assuming a to be about
solid surfaces is: 0.09. Assuming a flat water surface a pressure

of 490 kilograms per square centimeter, was
1" predicted. Therefore substantiation of the as-

z I +(7-1) sumptlons for Equation (7-1) and of Doctor[ I+2 ___ Engel's equation itself was obtained. The preq-
sure estimated for neoprene rubber rain erosion
coatings at V0 = 600 miles per hour and 1 as

where assumed unity is 20,000 pounds per square
inch. This suggests that the success of neoprene

U Coefficientwhlch gives, on the average, in reducing rain erosion on Lhe leading edge of
the fraction of the advance velocity of aircraft is not wholly explained by diminution
the fast moving surface which is im- of the pressure on the surface. Other factors,
pacted by the water molecules; such as extent of elongation at break or attenua-

C velocity of the compressional wave in tion on passing through the material have a
water (5,000 feet per second); definite bearing.
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Another important factor is the radial flow of pacts without cracking. An extremely hard sub-
a waterdrop when it impinges on a solid sur- stance does not crack because it does not undergo
face. This flow has been mapped chemically by any depression at all under water impacts.
use of a very small crystal fragment of sodium
dichramiato hinsus-ed inio the bottom surface of Rubber type materials however., have definite
the droplet Just before itleftthe dropping pipette. resilience. In the event that the rubber is
The droplet, when impinged on filter paper that loaded at an extremely high rate, ft acts an a
was wet with acidified starch andi potassium hard material, since it does not have a chance
iodide solutions, gave a print of the wash of the to recover. Very hard materials have definite
drop. The waterdrops are actually deformed applicadion at very high speeds. This is borne
very slightly before they enter into radial flow. out by the supersonic rain erosion test data
This drop deformation is a vital factor in the where ceramic materials far surpass neoprene
erosion process, and tends to tear rubber and coatings in supersonic rain erosion resistance.
elastomeric coatings free from the laminate,
especially when impact occurs over a surface 7-13. Cavitation Effect on Initiation of Rain
depression. Radial flow of a water sphere when Erosion
a surface is moving at a relative velocity of 600 Cavitation was Investigated to determine if It
miles per hour is about 1,400 miles per hour occurs at the Impact of a drop on a solid sur-
at the instant of impact. face. This study has special application to hard

Erosion is thought to occur first at weak spots surfaces which do not depress under water
on the surface of the specimen being tested, blows. It was considered that cavitation might
First damage sites are either points where be a source for the first surface roughening
pressure multiplication takes place or where which leads to pit formation and then to pres-
weak spots are located in the material. Micro- sure raising possibilities. 4 ,6

scopic pits act as pressure multiplying centers
that can multiply the pressure by a factor of 4 A 42-foottube was used, so that droplets could
or 5 or evenmore. A comparison has been made be dropped onto a glass impact plane. Fastax
between the erosion process of brittle materials cameras took photogrm"-hs of the collisions, and
of low tensile strength, such as methyl metha- an attempt was made .o discern if a pressure
crylate, and metal materials which have high reduction occurred in the center of the radial
tensile strength. 10 This was done by use of wash in its last stages of flow ;fter impact.
firing projectiles of steel spheres and deform- This would cause the pressure to fall below the
ing lead pellets from a .22 caliber gun. Radial vapor pressure of water, and cavitation might
cracking of the methyl methacrylate was noted then occur in the center of the wash.
for the impacts of steel spheres but not the
deforming lead pellets. The impact altee on Evidence was obtained which indicates that
Lucite were compared, using the deformiing cavitation does occur but further tests are
lead pellets and Water impacts obtained with the needed to substantiate the fact and to determine
rotary arm tested at Cornell. It was detormlued its influence in the erosion process.
that the mechanics of damage were identical,
the only difference being of degree. Schleiren photography was utilized to study the

impacts of water droplets. Water saturated with
Metals which have high tensile strength also argon gas was used so that bubble formation

erode and fail, due to the impact of water drop- would be different from that of plain water and
lets. This failure cannot be attributed to impact so one could definitely identify the small white
pressures alone. Pits on the surface of the metals spots noted as bubbles. Bubbles were noted in
act as pressure raisers of sufficient magnitude these tests, indicating the possible existence of
to cause erosion damage. Polished metal sur- cavitation.
faces are more erosion resistant to water impactstress then unpolished surfaces. Even the po. The terminal velocity of the waterdrop used
lished surfaces, however, erode eventually, in- in all these tests was 26.9 feet per second. It
dicating that surfaces, no matter how highly is highly possible that cavitation would be more
dicasghat, surfaeloppits, noich maeerve how hevident if droplet velocities of 880 feet per
polished, develop pits which then serve as second (600 miles per hour) were investigated.
pressure raisers. This phase of the work has not been initiated as

Tests indicate that there are two possible types yet bec|use of the unsuitability of equipment to
of materials which are rain erosion resistant, accelerate droplets to these speeds.
These are soft, very resilient substances, such
as neoprene, and very hard materials such as The recent work on mechanism of rain ero-
glass and ceramics. A very resilient rubber sion has been concentrated on the supersonic
may be depressed repeatedly by waterdrop im- area.1 1 , 12, 13, 14
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7-14. Mecharism of Supersonic Rain Erosion pressed, deceleratIng the projectile to zeru
forward velocity, at which time the pressure

An investigationwas initiated to determine the buildup is sufficient to eject the plug, to release
possibility of utilizing impacts uf drops of high the pressure, and thereby to cause the test
density materials at low velocity to simulate specimen to remain captured in the tube.
damage produced by waterdrops at high veloci- Liquid droo sire in ccn,,at ntrc1!Icd and

tia. T:atl prubiem wAs to aetermine the velocity metered. Velocity is measured by means of an
that the heavy metal drops must have to produce electronic timer. The drop size was determined
the same amount of damage that would be pro- by the size of the hole and shape of the exit sur-
duced by waterdrops at some specified higher face of a removable dripper insert, as well as
velocity, by the head of the high -density liquid in the con-

tainer. Each particular dripper insert was cal-
This work has been done by National Bureau ibrated by catching a known number of drops on

of Standards and supported by Convair. a watch glass of oil which had previously been
weighed. This allowed a check of liquid head

The equation developed for predicting damage versus drop diameter. By reweighing, the drop
resulting from u liquid drop impacting a surface diameter average is ascertained, Droplets of
is: mercury, ranging in size from 0.7 to 2.9 milli-

meters, were used successfully as the high-

= d3.2Vc3 (I + 1\ (742) density liquid,

SS,'t Tests were conducted using 1.0-, 1.5-, 1.98-,
and 2.85-millimeter mercury drops on lead

where annealed at 4000 F and furnace cooled; using
1.0-, 1.5-, 1.98-millimeter drops on 2S alumi-

C proportionality constant; num annealed at 8000 F and furnace cooled; and
using 1.0- and 1.5-millimeter drops on elec-

e damage parameter; trolytically pure copper annealed at 1,1000 F
and furnace cooled.

d = drop diameter;
Figures 7-9, 7-10, and 7-11 are plots of

P drop density; damage depths versus velocity, and Figures
7-12, 7-13, and 7-14 show a comparison of

Vc velocity of impact; damage diameter versus velocity. These curves
indicate a difference in slope between aluminum

g = drop viscosity; and the lead and copper materials. Inspection
of the damage marks indicated that the surface

S = shear strength of surface; and damage diameter is larger than any other
damage diameter. The aluminum, however, at

8J = tensile strength of surface velocities greater than 800 feet per second, has
a "ballooning" action where most of the damage
occurs below the surface.

Captured Projectile Tests. Tests were con-
d ConvaIr utilizing the rotating arm for Values of C were calculated, as in Equation
velocities of impact less than 900 feet per sec- (7-2), using the surface damage area as equal
ond while tests at higher velocities, up to 2,600 to e' and then, in an effort to make C more
feet per second, were conducted using the nearly constant, various combinations of sur-
"captured projectile" test apparatus. face damage diameter (dc), damage depth (de),

and damage volume (Vd), were used as damage
The captured projectile test method involves parameters. Of all damage parameters used,

the use of a smoothbore, 20-millimeter cannon, e' a dc de has proven the most satisfactory.
which has adapted to it, 100 feet of heavy wall Figures 7-15 and 7-16 illustrate the use of
tubing of similar bore diameter. The first 20 damage diameter and of dc de for the damage
feet of tubing, after leaving the gun barrel, is parameters. There is no theoretical basis for
perforated with a pattern of diametrically op- this - it is based strictly on experimental data.
posed holes to permit the escape of propulsive
gases and to allow introduction of liquid drops Similar tests using waterdrops approximately
in thi path of the projectile. After passing 2 millimeters in diameter were conducted to
through the perforated section, the projectile determine if "C" stared within the same gen-
enters the closedtube,which is "plugged" near eral range of 1 x 10- to 9 x 10-9. This was
the discharge end. Air in the tube is com- established, and is shown by Figure 7-17.
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Figure 7.P. Damage Depth Versus Impact Velocity - 2S Aluminum Specimnsna, Mercury Drops

SI I I I 1 I I , T was conducted on this aspect by National Bureau
2000 -o- 10mm of Standards. If the leading edge Is a sharp
1500mm x point, the shock wave Is attached to it; if the1 ,00 -- 1,98mm leading edge is blunt, the shockwave Is detached
1.000 25 Aw -- and is separated from the leading surface of the

object by a zone in whichair is moving ahead of
00- t A• ,- the object.

S600- %,,S
3 500- The width of the zone by which the detached
_ ,shock wave is separated from the object de-

S, "pends on the radius of curvature of the object
and the velocity at which it is moving. The0-- width of a zone of separation behind the detached

200-----L---L L shock wave that precedes a sphere 2 feet in4 6 78 10 15 20 30 40 W 90 diameter moving at 1.7 Mach is 0.276 feet. If
damage depth (Inches x10"3 ) the shock wave preceding this sphere should

move into the space occupied by a relatively
Figure 7.10. Damage Depth Versus Impact Velocity - stationary waterdrop, the time that would

Leod Specimen, Mercury Drops elapse from the instant the shock passed the
waterdrop until the waterdrop was struck by
the 2-foot sphere would be 144 microseconds,

Doctor EngePs equation was developed with the This is the time during which atomization would
restriction that itapplied to drops 2 millimeters have to occur to be of significance to the ero-
in diameter or larger. This is substantiated but sion problem of objects of this size moving at
it is considered to be of value even for smaller Mach 1.7 velocity. For objects less than 2 feet
drops. in diameter, the time would be even less.

7-15. Effect of Shock Wave on Supersonic Rain Shock tube apparatus at the Naval Ordnance
Erosion Laboratory was utilized to conduct tests on the

effect of a supersonic stream of air on a
There has been some thought that objects stationary droplet. High speed photography was

traveling at supersonic speeds would not be utilized to analyze the effect at time intervals
subject to rain erosion damage because the starting at 10 microseconds until the waterdrop
shock wave would cause a breakup of the water broke up. Pictures and data were obtained at
droplets before impact could occur. 15 A study Mach 1.3, 1.5, and 1.7. The results of this
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program have clearly indicated that, at these vestigation at higher Mach numbers, using new
speeds, the waterdrop definitely does break up, apparatus.
due io the inijuence oi the shock wave. However,
the time for breakup is much too great, and the
solid object would impact the drop before any Similar conclusions were reached by Seldl of
breakup could occur. This has been oubtiAn- Boeing Airplane Company using high-speed
tiated by Falcon flight tests and rocket sled photographs of the effects of the bow-wave of
tests on full scale radomes at Mach 2.6 and 2.0, 60-caliber and 20-n1pn gun projectiles upon
respectively. It is planned to continue this in- simulated rain drops.' 5
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SECTION E. SUPERSONIC RAIN EROSION

7-16. Test Methods acceleration method; and (3) captive flight
testing, utilizing a rocket sled and research

Convair was issued an Air Force contract to track.
develop a rain erosion test method which would
evaluate plastic materials at supersonic Of the three methods of investigation, the
speeds.16 ballistics type was the most completely de-

veloped. With the installation of simulated
The three basic methods explored were (1) a rainfall, actual rain erosion tests were started,

ballistic method employing a projectile as a using a recoverable modified 20-millimeter
supersonic test vehicle; (2) a water droplet projectile. Five major problems were involved.
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These were (1) external ballistics of the by means of individual stopcocks. Since the
projectile, (2) timing fuse to effect separation, spray from each nozzle covers slightly more
(3) separation charge, (4) specimen recovery than 100 feet parallel to the pipe, continuous ex-
parachutes, and (5) rainfall simulation. posure is accomplished, except for a short gap

at the midpoint of the range. The cannon is
Due to the high cost of operation, the rocket mounted to fire through an area where thp

sled Dhase of (It, iu *'_t!at.f a, ,uutaýued average droplet diameter is 1.9 millimeters
for materials evaluation, but is feasible and is and the rain intensity is approximately 2 inches
continuingforlinal proof testing of critical full- per hour. Results from each firing closeply
scale models. The water droplet acceleration correspond to flight through 1,000 feet of 1.0-
method, which is the most desirable due to con- inch per hour rainfall. 1 3

trolled test conditions and ease of operation in
the laboratory, and the ballistics test method The specimen is carried by a 20-millimeter
were therefore investigated indetail by Convair. TP M99 round modified to contain a fuse and

compartment for the parachute and separation
The water acceleration study dealt with the charge. Upon firing the shell, the tr.tcer is

acceleration of water droplets up to Mach 2 and ignited. It burns for a predetermined time in-
the inpingementof these droplets on a stationary terval sufficient to carry the projectile through
plastic specimen. Attempts to accelerate drop- the rain path and over the drop area. At this
lets to Mach 2 by aerodynamic drag were un- point the tracer or fuse, having burned through
successful, since a breakup into fine mist to a separation charge, causes the latter to
occurred instantaneously as the edge of the Ignite and expel the nose specimen which floats
droplet touched the Mach 2 airstream. The to the ground on a small parachute.
droplet was entirely disintegrated before it
could penetrate the airstream. Attempts were Base and Transfer Hole. Fuse material near
made to inject the liquid at a velocity equal to the metal wall of the fuse hole tends to chill and
the air velocity so that this breakup would not burn less readily. With a 590 (drill bit angle)
occur. A Bausch diesel fuel injector was ad- fuse holebase, the fuse frequently stops burning
justed to eject liquid under pressure through before the black powder in the transfer hole is
air orifices into a nearly complete vacuum to ignited, causing separation failure. To mini-
break up the stream into 2-millimeter drop- mize this difficulty the base of the fuse hole is
lets. Various atmospheres, from 0.20 to .0.40 made flat, the transfer hole diameter is in-
inch of mercury absolute, were utilized and the creased, and the transfer hole length is held to
shadowgraphs indicated some breakup of the a minimum. The maximum transfer hole
water stream but no droplets were discernible, diameter is a function of the ability of the fuse
The aerodynamic drag of a 2-millimeter drop- material to resist being blown through the
let size was too great, and water droplets of transfer hole by propelling pressures in the
this size were impossible to obtain; the water cannon. With a 19/64-inch fuse diameter and
droplet acceleration method for obtaining operation at Mach 2, the optimum transfer hole
supersonic rain erosion data was therefore dis- diameter for tracer fuses is approximately 0.09
continued. 7 This left the bulk of the work on inch. Close tolerances between the specimen
supersonic rain erosion to the ballistics test adapterand theprojectile case prevent acciden-
method, which was noticeably more successful. tal opening of the parachute compartment during
Most of the data has been obtained utilizing a loading operations.
20-millimeter cannon firing a plastic nose at
speeds up to Mach 2.6 through controlled simu- Fuse. The major problem of the ballistics
lated rainfall of 1.9-millimeter droplet size. method was to obtain a reliable fuse. On bench
The range utilized was a 500-foot path at the tests and low speed tests nearly all types of
United States Navy's Camp Elliot Annex. fuses tested worked successfully. At high

speed, however, only a few worked, and none
-17. 20-mam BalliticsTest Method seemed very reliable. The 20-millimeter

Igniter and tracer pellets held the most promise,
The Camp Elliot ballistic range is equipped although the percentage of separations was just

with an engine-driven centrifugal pump capable slightly better than 50 percent. The tracer ma-
of supplying 6,000 gallons per hour at a head of terial was hard to ignite and the igniter ma-
90 feet, delivers water from a portable 200- terial did not seem hot enough to ignite the
gallon water tank to the midpoint of the 500- separation charge; therefore, several mixtures
foot exposure range pipe system. This system, were tried. The most reliable fuse consisted
supported on steel posts, includes 50 equally of four parts of tracer and one part of igniter
spaced No. 1/4 U-8050 Vee Jet spray nozzles material. The fuse consisted of approximately
elevated 450 above horizontal and flow-adjusted 0.25 grams of the 4/1 tracer-igniter mix and
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one pellet of igniter. The pellet of igniter was
placed on top of the mix and pressed at 80,000 16
pounds per square inch. This fuse approached 16
100 percent reliability.

Separation Char e. The separation charge
consists of 0.35 grams of black powder meal
and u.85 grams of DuPont fffg grade powder. L__ 1 . 0-2
The powder meal is tamped into the transfer ý0-.62dio-, •-O.6dio-' ý0.62 d,.-]

hole toassure ignition. By this method, separa-
tion has occurred every time the fuse has 0.09 nose 0.19 nose flat plate
ignited. radius radius

Five disks of Velumoid gasket material are FPiure 7.19. Tom# Specimen Comfipautlrat
fastened together to serve as a wad to hold the
separation charge in place. This wad also
serves as a piston to push the parachute and Vetoeity measurement. The velocity of the
specimen out of the projectile while preventing specimens was carefully checked and found to
the burning powder from igniting the parachute. be 2,260 feet per second from 10 to 30 feet in
The parachute is wrapped in a metal foil liner front of the gun. At 480 to 500 feet in front of
to protect the chute from burns. This also the gun the velocity was found to be 1,870 feet
reduces the load on the parachute by delaying per second. The speed was measured by a
opening. Berkely time interval counter. The targets

were set 20 feet apart. The projectile started
Parachute and Specimen Adapter. The canopy the timer by shorting two sheets of metalfoil

type parachute designed by Convair and made by at the first target and stopped the timer by
the Prevost Y. Smith Parachute Co. is being shorting two sheets of metal foil which made up
used. The canopies are made of 2-ounce, cross- the second target. The elapsed time was used
ribbednylon parachute cloth, and have eight 100 to determine the average speed. 13

-pound test shroud lines, each composed of four
3-cord nylon treads. This parachute with a 4.5- Test and Results. The standard test used for
gram specimen, has a terminal velocity less evaluating plastic materials has been at Mach
than 10 feet per second. This type of parachute 2 over a 500-foot path of simulated rainfall.
has been fired 4 or 5 times before replacement The rainfall droplet size is held to 1.9 miril-
was necessary. The type of specimen adapter meters. Materials are rated by distance
now being used is shown in Figure 7-18. traveled through 1-inch per hour rainfall, at

Mach 2. It has been determined by Convair that
2-inch per hour rainfall for 500 feet will result
In approxdmately the same number of impacts

0.50- as 1-inch per hour for 1,000 feet. Therefore,
all results specified will be In terms of distance
traveled in 1-inch per hour simulated rainfall

00.03 with a 1.9-millimeter droplet size at Mach 2.
"" 0.67 This can also be related to time, since it takes

d approximately 1/4 second to traverse 500 feet

2 at Mach 2.
i The standard 20-millimeter specimen has a

0.19-inch nose radius, as indicated by Figure
7-19. Flat plate specimen and 0.09-inch
ceramic specimen configurations are also

I illustrated.

S 0.03 Test results obtained to date indicate that the
28 ihd'n. J 0.3 approved neoprene coatings, which were the

II most satisfactory at subsonic speeds, do not
0.625 +.000 provide sufficient z'ain erosion protection for

-. 001 reinforced plastics at supersonic speeds. They
din last for 2,000 feet through a 1-inch per hour

rainfall at Mach 2 before they are eroded and

Fifure 7.18. Specimen Adapter, Scale 4:1 completely torn off. Typical polyester rein-
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forced plastcs last for 1,000 feet in 1-inch per ,,ý. 6 -
hour rainfall with no protective coating. Bare 1
epoxy type specimens, such as Epon 1001, will I.
last for 3,000 to 4,000feetbefore severe damage
occurs, and even then the damage is not as 0[

severe as caused to the bare polyester after

of the data being obtained on polyester versus " 40-
epoxy resin reinforced plastics at subsonic
sp•cds by Cornell.,$

The mosterosion resistant material evaluated
thus far has been a ceramic made by the
Raytheon Corporation. The 97 percent A1203
(alumina) specimen was a 300 cone with a 0.09- 5 20-
inch radius. In 37,500 feet of travel at;?ach 2 a
in a 1-inch per hour rainfall, the specimen has
exhibited no erosion. This also substantiates 40
the Cornell work, where ceramics and cerams 10

have been outstanding.

Based on the poor supersonic rain erosion 0 20 4 0 s0 100
properties of the plastic materials themselves,
variations in configuration were attempted. included cone angle (degrees)
This consisted of short, pointed, metal-tipped
conical specimens utilizing approved neoprene Figure 7.20. Included Come Angle V.rsus Dietnce. Through
coatings along the sides of the specimen. A Equivalent 1.inch Pe. Hour Rainfall fat Peeratio.
300 cone (included angle) with Goodyear 23-56
along the sides had the coating penetrated in
43,500 to 66,000 feet of travel. These figures necessary for the specimens to travel through
are for the coating system applied to 24ST over 1,500 feet at 2,800 feet per second (Mach
aluminum specimens. With a polyester laminate 2,5), 6,000 feet at 2,240 feet per second (Mach
base material and metal cap, the maximum dis- 2), and 12,000 feet at 1,700 feet per second
tance obtained in 30o specimens wrs 18,000 feet. (Mach 1.5). It appears that in increasing the
At this time the coating was deeply abraded but speedby 1/2 Mach number the erosion rate was
not penetrated. Failure of the laminate at the approximately doubled. Figure 7-21 is a curve
parachute attachment prohibited further of these results.
testing.14

57-Millimeter Tests. One of the most severe
Effect of Cone Angle. One of the studies drawbacks to the 20-millimeter test procedure

uniý-&tae-n ws to determine the effect of is the small size of the test specimens. This
changing the cone angle with respect to the has caused difficulty in fabricating and coating
erosion rate. In changing from a 300 cone to a the specimens properly and also in evaluating
600 cone, the erosion rate was approximately the rain erosion damage incurred in the test
doubled. This can be seen in Figure 7-20. For firings.
a 300 24ST aluminum cone with a Goodyear 23-
56 coating, the specimen traveled through an Therefore, a 57-millimeter cannon has been
equivalent distance through 1-inch per hour obtained and installed at the Camp Elliot test
rainfall of from 43,500 to 66,000 feet before the range. The recovery method is basically the
coating was penetrated. For the 600 cone with same. Stronger parachutes have been designed
similar coating, the distance was reduced from and evaluated. Preliminary firings have been
24,000 to 27,000 feet before penetration of the conducted and recovery techniques and fusing
coating. The 900 cone traveled from 12,000 to problems solved.
15,000 feet before penetration. 14

This cannon is presently ready for use. A
Effect of Velocity. A similar study was under- program will be initiated immediately to evalu-

taken to determine the erosion rate at various ate typical plastic materials such as polyester,
specimen velocities. Flat plate disks, 1/8-Inch phenolic, epoxy resin-glass laminates. These
thick, of Epon 1001 reinforced laminate were will be evaluated with and without coatings and
used as test specimens. To erode through 80 with and without metal caps. A standard 57-
percent of the first layer of glass fiber it was millimeter test specimen has been designed; it
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12 -""'inches per hour rainfall. The rain intensity is
defined in greater detail by specifying size and
percentage distribution of various drop dia-

10 meters. In conducting the water content survey,two separate analyses are required, drop size

distribution and total water content. Water-., uthupb are captures in a pan ot oil andl the total

drop number per unit area is determined. The
oil pan utilizes 1/8 inch of motor oil and over
-1/8 inch of silicone oil. Actual-size pictures

l6 lass fiber indicate the drop count and size determination
' of flat plots by use of a comparator. Checks can be made by

SEpon 1001 catching 5 to 10 drops in a small dish of oil,
4 reinorced laminate which are estimated for size visually and then

specimen accurately weighed In an analytical balance.
The resultant average diameter has checked out
extremely closely for both methods. 1 4

S2The total amount of free water per cubic

volume is determined by means of a collection
- .__ _ .L-_ .. bottleattached to the end of a rotating arm. The

1.5 20 2.5 arm is rotated by an electric motor which also
Mach number actuates a revolutioncounter. The apparatus is

set up in the rain area and is rotated for
Figure 7-21. mach Number Vormus Distance Traeoled approximately one minute. The collection

Through Equlvelent 1-itch Per Hour Rainfall for bottle is removed and weighed. Then, knowing
Eoasion Through 80 Percent of Fliat Layer the area traversed by the sampling container,

the number of revolutions, the frontal or cap-
ture area of the sampler, and the net weight of

is iliustrated in Figure 7-22, Ceramic and water, it is possible to determine the volurmetric
ceram 57-millimeter specimens will be fabri- water content, From this information the num-
cated, and will be evaluated at supersonic ber of drop impacts can be determined along
speeds. These will include all available with the drop sizes.
ceramics and new ceramic materials devel-
oped for superior rain erosion resistance 7-18. Rocket Sled Test Method
properties. The use of a rocket sled at Convair to propel

The rain erosion test range has been improved a full-scale radome through simulated rainfall
and expanded to 1,500 feet, which will supply 6- was planned to evaluate radomes and radome
inch per hour rainfall. This will make one
firingthrough this range equivalent to 9,000 feet
of travel through 1-inch per hour rainfall or the 1.715 2.000
equivalent of 4 1/2 seconds of exposure at Mach t.005 ±'001
2 through a 1-inch per hour rainfall. The rain- dio die
fall issues from spray nozzles mounted 15 feet
above ground level and directly over the pro-
jectile path. The width of the spray will be
enough to prevent the wind from shifting the
entire spray out of the trajectory of the pro-
jectile. Supply water will be pumped from a
water main in Murphy Canyon to the storage 0.12
tanks at the range. This will alleviate the
water shortage problem prevalent in the 500-
foot facility. 20- 2.0d

Rainfall Intensity. An important aspect of
high.•speed rain erosion studies is the simula-
tion of the parameters of the actual rainfall.
The most important parameter is the rain in-
tensity, which is simulated by using the para-
meter water content per unit volume in place of Figure 7.22. S7.UiIllmlnter Rein Eroaien Teot Specimen
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materials. The object is to determine that the volt current into the igniters on the bottles. The
results obtained by the ballistic methnd on four slippers are made of steel, lined with
small-scale projectiles are applicable to full- stainless steel Inserts which ride on top and
scale flight, and to accumulate supersonic rain underneath the rail flange. They are red hot
erosion data on the full-scale radome. 14  during the runs, and reach temperatures of

1,5000 F. The inserts usually last four runs.
Y%.t_• D A-Li:,. AIR: L'VU1U11UJ Ah'-Cr-.JL on,- aTe~miu.,; h iiqý qipmeiii ;i biuill i,,Lu 37 him 'u

pany built a rocket sled to carry a full-scale of the sled frame, which is made up of three
[lorrarc and a multiple arrangement of Falcon curbed and welded 5 1/2-inch diameter steel
radomees at speeds of Mach 2 through bimula- tubes, with a wall Vhickneus of about 3/16 inclh.
ted rainfall. This test vehicle was design-d to Accelerometers are used to measure vertical,
operate on the 10,000 foot Edwards Air Force lateral, and longitudinal acceleration through-
Base high-speed experimental track, A out the run. The Bendix accelerometers send
sprinkler system was installed to supply a sim- the information to a recording center.
ulated rainfall between 3,800 feet and 5,000 feet
along the tracL. The rainfall rate at the radome Sled speed is measured by a magnet on the
center l.ae was 4.3 inches per hour; all drops frame passing over coils located at intervals
were 1.9 millimeter in diameter, along the track. Recording oscillographs

measure the speed of the sled by registering
The completed rocket sled was designed to time intervals between 50-foot lengths of track

attain the maximum velocity of Mach 2.0, using to within 0.0001 second.
V4 rockets (solid propellant) with a rated thrust
of 11,000 pounds each. A pusher sled mounting A standard water trough at the end of the rack
five identical rockets was vailablo for initial (water brake) is used to deceleratq the sled. A
acceleration. The rocketlbled weight was 1,191 water scoop is built below the sled frame. The
pounds without the rockets, but with the instru- frame is curved back over the twin rear
mentation and the Bomarc radome. slippers, channeling water up out of the trough,

turning it through 1600, then discharging it out
The first firing of the sled carrying the both sides at the rear. The Qled is thus stopped

homarc radome attained a maximum velocity by momentum transfer. The water trough is
of 1,022 feet per second through the rainfall and 2,000 feet long and Ote track slopes down to
was a successful checkout run. permit the scoop to enter the water gradually.

The second run, at a speed of Mach 1.2, rem Test Runs. Three successful runs were con-
sulted in the sled flyin% off the track at station ducted utilizing this sled carrying the Bomarc
4200 at a velocity of 1,490 feet per second, due radome through the simulated rainfall. They
to failure of the slippers, which were made of were at average speeds of Mach 1.25, 1.35, and
75ST aluminum. 1.67 through the 1,200-foot simulated rainfall

path. The Bomarc radome had a metal nose cap
Convair designed and fabricated the secon6 with an epoxide Epon 1001 plug in the center of

rocket sled and pusher combination. The sled the nose and was uncoated along the sides. After
was designed f6r light-weight (300 pounds) the Mach 1.67 run, severe delamination was
presentation of minimum drag area, and mini- noted, and on the front portion of the radome
mum horizontal plate area at track level, just to the rear of the metal cap the epoxide

plug had become seriously delaminated. The
A group of twelve rockets of 11,000-pound sides of the radome, while exhibiting evidence

thrust, whlch burn for only 2.2 seconds, are of droplet impacts, were not seriously eroded.
necessary for the acceleration of the Bomarc
radome to Mach 2.0. Each rocket contains 142 A successful Mach 2 rocket sled run was
pounds of solid propellant. Seven of the rockets made on 25 April 1956, at Edwards Air Force.
are on the sled and five are ar a pusher sled. Base, carrying a full-scale Bomarc radome.
The pusher sled accelerates the test unit to a The sled achieved a velocity of Mach 2.023
speed of more :'-A .20 miles per hour on the (1,560 miles per hour) which is aworld's
first 950 feet of track. The rockets on the sled speed record for recoverable sleds. Up to this
are fired automatically at this point and the sled time, the maximum recoverable sled velocities
accelerates away from the pusher with a force which had been attained were 1,280 miles per
of 25 G. hour.

The firing device for the sled is a bronze The sled was fired through the 1,200 feet of
screen between the track, which, when cut by simulated rainfall on the 10,000-foot high-speed
two knives mounted on the sled, shoots a 600- experimental track. The water range had a
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water content of 0.25 gram per cubic foot, 7-19. Army Ordnance 57-Millimeter Program
which in analarnum tn a nattirl rainfall rate nf
8 inches per hour with a 1.9 millimeter drop- A program at Edgewood Arsenal under Army
let size. This rainfall path is equivalent to Ordnance supervision was sponsored by the Air
16,800 feet of 1-inch- pr hotr rainfall. Fnrep to obtain further data on the phenomena

of rain erosion at supersonic speeds through
Twelve rockets developing a thrust of 132,000 rainfall. 17

pounds were utilized to accelerate the 800-pound
sled to Mach 2. A 2,000-foot brake, which Test Details. Shells with a solid plastic nose
starts at station 8000, was used to decelrate section, ai shown in figure 7-23, were fired
the sled, whichcameto a halt 200 feet from the vertically at initial velocities of Mach 2.0 and
end of the track. 2.75 through natural rainfall. The shells, due

to a weighted base, return to earth tail first and
The Bomare radome is made with Vibrin 135 are buried in the ground with relatively no

heat-resistant polyester resin, and is approxi- damage to the plastic nose section. Aftei re-
mately 0.3 inchi thick. A metal cap which can covery, the materials are examined for erosion
hold a small plug was located on the nose end damage.
of the radome. The plug was an Epon 1001
resin-glass cylindrical plug that had been ex- The plastics were fabricated by Cornell Aero-
posed to the three previous checkout runs at nautical Laboratory and have a 1/4-inch radius.
Mach 1.25, 1.35, and 1.67 through simulated Specimens were molded of glass-reinforced
rainfall. The entire Bomarc radome, from the polyester resin, reinforced heat resistant
metal cap back, was coated with MIL-C-7439B resins, and a reinforced alkyd molding
approved Goodyear 23-56 rain erosion coating compound. Part of the specimens were dip
system. coated with approved neoprene rain erosion

coatings meeting the requirements of bIL-C-
Test Results. Severe rain erosion damage re- 7439B. Heat resistant lactoprene type coatings

suited after this one-second run through the developed by Goodyear Tire and Rubber Com-
simulated rainfall. The coating was peeled pany were also evaluated.
back and the laminate delaminated through four
to five plies at least one foot back on the radome The 57-millimeter gun at Edgewood Arsenal
from the metal cap. The metal cap also showed was standardize'l by firing a series of pro-
indentions from the impact of the rain drops, jectiles, using aluminum ogive noses of the
and the Epon 1001 plug was seriously eroded. approximate weight and design as the test

specimens. A potter's typecounter chronograph
The sides of the radome back from the eroded was used to time the projectiles and, by ex-

area were not eroded through the coating, al- periment, the amount of propellant required to
though the droplet impact marks could easily obtain the desired velocities was determined.
be ceen. Approximately 26 ounces of M-1 propellant are

needed to reach a muzzle velocity of Mach 2.0
It Is planned to fire this radome at least and 38 ounces for Mach 2.75. Based on compu-

twice more to ascertain whether damage will tations, the velocity of the specimens fired at an
occur to the sides of the radome on extended initial value of Mach 2.0 drops off to 1.2 at
exposure to rain at Mach 2. A metal capwill 6,500 feet. Similarly, the velocity drops from
be fabricated to replace the eroded portion of an initial Mach 2.75 to 1.82.
the radome which will be cut off.

The charged shell and projectile are loaded
The results obtained to date indicate that the Intoa 57-millimetergun designed especially for

Bomare radome, after a 1-second exposure to these tests and fired nearly vertically (85 to 900
8-inches per hoar rainfall, will suffer severe depending upon wind direction and velocity). The
rain erosion damage with the use of the present projectile rises 25,000 feet and requires
metal cap and radome design. This indicates a approximately 80 seconds for a complete tra-
possible problem area for the present Bomarc jectory at Mach 2.0 and 93 to 95 seconds at
radome configurat'on on flights through rain. Mach 2.75. The projectile falls tail first at

close to 1,100 feet per second and ordinarily
Immediately after completion of the Bomarc strikes the earth in a 1,200-foot square field

testing the Falcon program will be initiated, marked In squares, about 100 feet from the gun
Hughes, Convair and Edwaxds Air Force Base station. Men in three towers snot the impact by
are presently coordinating on the design of the sight and sound and then record the 100-foot
Falcon radome and specimen adapter for these square regions in which. the projectile, can be
tests. located.
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The amount of rainfall during the test is mean- day account of the amount of precipitation at a
ured by volume and then converted to inches per number of locations in the Edgewood Arsenal
hour. An 8-inch diameter glass funnel it held vicinity. During the summer months of 1953,
for 1 minute in the vicinity of the gun during rain occurred approximately 6 days per month
each firing. The water flows into a graduated with an average of 0.5 inch for each day. In the
cylinder and the volume figure is converted into winter months, rain also occurred 6 days par
inches per hour. month but with an average of 0.6 inch per day.

A standard rain gage lW also used when the One of the major inadequacies of this type of
tqnta last for extended periods. This in in test is that the program is dependent upon
addition to the volumetric method. This gage natural rainfall; also, the rain conditions are
consists of an 8-inch diameter metal funnel never uniform over an area and naturally vary
which necks down to a tube approximately 3 from day to day. However, extremely useful
inches in diameter, and about 2 feet long. A data have been obtained from this program,
rule Is inserted into the thbe after a specified which basically substantiates the Convair

period asld the water depth read off a calibrated supersonic rain erosion test results obtained by

scale. a controlled uniform simulated rainfall.

For this program, the height of the rain is Test Results. Bare and coated reinforced
assumed to extend to the top of the clouds. The pooyester plastic spevlmens fabricated from 181
altitude of the clouds is computed by the Friend- Volan A glass cloth, wlth Selectron 5003 resin,
ship International Airport at Baltimore with a were evaluated agamst 181 Volan A glass cloth
quadrant which measures the angle to the top of with heat resistant Vibrin X-1068 resins. The
a beam of light. The cloud height determines approved neoprene coatings (Goodyear 23-56 and
the length of the rain course and Is used to de- Gates N-79) were utilized. Also, 181 Volan A
termine average velocities and time of flight fabric, impregnated with Vibrin 135 and coated
through rain. with Goodyear 23-56, and Goodyear Lactoprene

R-12x4-239 materials were evaluated. Plaskon
The U. S. Department Gf Commerce pamphlet 440A reinforced alkyd molding compound was

called "Climatologlical Data" givos a day-by- also evaluated.
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The results obtained indicated that: conclusions reached in the subsonic investiga-tion at Cornell.
a. The coated and uncoated glass reinlorcea

plastic laminates erode in rain at Mach 2.0 and This program is still in progress. Further
2.75 after just one firing for rain exposures of data should be available in the near future.
2 and 1.5 seconds, respectively.

b. The uncoated Selectron 5003 laminate 7-20. Missile Radome Flight Test Program
specimens have slightly better rain erosion re- This program was initiated by the Hughes Air-
sistance at the supersonic velocities of Mach craft Company to investigate the effect of rain
2.0 and Mach 2.75 than the uncoated, heat-cured on missiles on supersonic flights through rain-
Vibrin X-1068 laminate specimens. The fall, utilizing full-scale radomes.18
erosion of both laminates is greater at Mach
2.75 than 2.0. Test Details. The test vehicle utilized on this

rain erosion resistance of neoprene program was developed by the Lockheed Air-
c. The of er 23-5stance Nf are craft Corporation. It is capable of recovering

coatings of Goodyear 23-56 and Gates N-79 are the radome intact and allows for refiring if
very much alike at supersonic speeds, necessary.

d. In these tests, the rain ernsion of 10-mil The testing was originally done at Holloman
coatings of Goodyear 23-56 and Gates N-79 Air Developmnent Center, but was transferred
neoprene is negligible after 2 seconds at Mach to Eglin Air Force Base, where the bulk of the
2.0 in light rainfall. After 4 seconds, however, rain erosion testing was accomplished, becauso
the coatings show increased pitting on the nose. it rains more often in Florida. Range facilities

e. When the velocity is increased to Mach 2.75 at Eglin are satisfactory.
in 0.1-inch per hour rainfall the 10-mil The flight time of the missile is adjusted for
neoprene coatings fail almost completely after a trajectory which will land the nose section in
1 1/2 seconds, The air-dried Goodyear 23-56 an area where it can be recovered easily. After
coating was covered with small erosion pits on the necessary flight time has been obtained
the sides of the ogive after exposure to rain at (usually 11 seconds), a second motor is blown
Mach 2.7. off and the missile tumbles for 3 seconds, at

which time the parachute canister is blown off
f. Goodyear 23-56 and Gates N-79, applied and the chute opens. The parachute spikes are

over the Vibrin X-1068 laminate specimens and enecte ahte oter Thecodrandute sileejected after another 3 seconds and the missile
baked for 10 minutes at 375o F, eroded ata is floated to the ground, where the spikes im-
slightly greater rate at supersonic speeds than pinge. The spikes are in the rear of the missile
the same coatings over Selectron 5003 lamin- and the nose section lands face up.
ates that have not been baked.

g. Thicker coatings of approved neoprene re- The maximum speed capability of this test
sist erosion better at supersonic speeds than procedure is at present Mach 2.9 with a one-
10-mil coatings. The 10-mul coatings pitted stage vehicle using a Deacon rocket motor.
heavily or eroded off the glass laminate speci-
mens after 1 1/2 seconds, whereas the 20- and The rain intensity at the time of firingis
30-mil coatings showed only moderate pitting measured by using tipping-bucket rain gages
nfter 2 1/2 seconds at Mach 2.75. These tests located along the flight path. These are used
were conducted through an average rainfall of at the Eglin test site and are connected to a
0.15-inchper hour and through a 6,500-foot rain recorder at the launch site so that rainfall data
course, throughout the flight path will be continuously

,.... .available. These data are used in determining
h. The Goodyear Lactoprene coating R-12 x the time for initiating the firing, the time in

4-239 eroded much faster than the Goodyear rain foý' each firing, and the average rainfall
23-56 and Gates N-79 neoprene coatings. The encountered in flight.
Laqtoprene was pitted and the coating eroded
thr6ugh the nose at Mach 2, whereas the 10-mil All test results were obtained on ground-
coating neoprene materials showed only slight launched test missiles launched at a 250 angle
traces of erosion at this velocity. At Mach into a rainstorm.
2.75 both Lactoprene and neoprene eroded badly.

Test Fli~lits. The firstflight was made in July
These results correlate closely with the Con- ANT54I• i-'orme evaluated was hemispherical

vair, supersonic rain erosion data and also with in shape constructed of 0.030-inch thick phenolic
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(CTL-91LD) laminate backed with a thermoset- damage to the plastic, although the coated half
ting tool plastic. It was launched into a very peeled considerably. The metal cap, ogival in
hear!!_- s• mvnimately 1.5 inches Per hour. shape, utilized in this radome construction in
The radome was eroded through and stripped the same type as that used on the metal-capped,
from the backing-, about one-third of the tool conical-shaped specimens, which proved the
plastic was also eroded. The average velocity most rain erosion resistant type evaluated in
of the test missile for the 12-second flight was the ballistics test.
Mach 1.6 and the maximum speed attained was
Mach 2.6.

Subsequent tests utilizing this method have
A plastic radome was fabricated, utilizing a evaluated the Diall molding compounds with and

Diall 795B diallyl phthalate molding compound without metal caps, When fired into light rain-
filled withOrlon fibers and loaded with titanium fall, these radomes are not seriously damaged
dioxide, It had a metal tip and was half coated even with the metal tips for the short time
with Gates N-79 approved neoprene coating. duration of approximately 10 seconds which is
The other hall was uncoated. The radome was involved. Mycalex type myterial, which has
ogival in shape and had a wall thickness of been evaluated at subsonic ýpeed and found to
approximately 1/4 inch (half wave length). It be unsatisfactory, was also seriously eroded in
was fired into an 0.1-Inch per hour rainfall and the supersonic flight test program. Complete
successfully recovered. It attained a maximum data on these tests are not, available at the
velocity of Mach 2.6. This radome successfully present time but should be available in the near
withstood flight in rain, and there was little future.

SECTION F. GENERAL SUMMARY

Paragraphs 7-21 and 7-22 summarize the 7-22. Supersonic Rain Erosion
present approach to subsonic and supersonic
rain problems. 1. The supersonic rain erosidn problem is

much more acute then.the subsonic. The Con-
vair ballistics test results have been corrobor-

7-21. Subsonic Rain Erosion atdd by the rocket sled tests on full-scale ra-
domes. The use of metal-tipped radomes with

1. The approved coatings being applied to air- a small included angle, and of ceramic with
craft exterior plastic parts are relatively sat- conical shapes, have been the most successful
Isfactory in service at subsonic speeds. They weans developed to date of obtaining more
provide adequate protection when properly satisfactory rain erosion properties. Materials
applied in proper thickness to a structurally and configurations currently used onsubsonic
sound radome. New coating materials with aircraft are unsatisfactory at speeds of Mach
promise, such as polyurethanes, will continue 2 and higher. It is considered that a solution
to be evaluated as possible equivalent or super- to the problem will be a combination of im-
ior coating systems. proved materials and design techniques.

2. The present supersonti test apparatus is
accumulating vitally needed data. However,

2. Theuse of rain erosioncoatings over epoxy this test is of short time duration, and exten-
type laminates may provide increased rain sive recovery and refiring Is necessary to
erosion exposure capabilities, since epoxys have accumulate even short time exposures. A pro-
exhibited rain erosion properties much superior gram has recently been initiated at Cornell
to polyesters. The support properties of the Aeronautical Laboratory to determine the
laminate must be udequate to Insure proper feasibility of utilizing a supersonic rotating arm
coating performance, for evaluation of radome materials for extended

time periods at supersonic speeds. The avail-
ability of such apparatus and the accumulation
of more supersonic rain erosion test data on all

3. The neoprene coatings have unsatisfactory available materials are necessary to provide a
thermal reflection properties. A white rain basis for future work by the Air Force on the
erosion coating is being developed and results development oa supersonic rain erosion resls-
are anticipated in the near future. tant materials.
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Chapter 8

ORGANIC MATERIALS AND RADOME
CONSTRUCTIONS

SECTION A. INTRODUCTION

Radomes for aircraft have presented many was partially overcome by impregnating the
difficult problems, both to the designer and veneer with the phenolic resin which was also
materials engineers, due to the limitations of used for bonding. This resulted In radomes
size, weight, electrical properties, and the that were satisfactory in that the water absorb-
great range of operating conditions encoun- ed was reduced, but the dielectric constant was
tered. materially higher. Since the radome walls

could not be made thinner, the radomes had
8-1. Design Problem rather high reflections.

The type of materials used in the fabrication Polyziber Radomes. A great amount of re-
of these rigid structural housings has been dic- search work vras carried out during this period
tated by such factors as moisture absorption, investigating various organic materials with
mechanical strength, and electrical properties low dielectric constants that could be fabri-
under extremes of temperatures ranging from cated into shapes that were structurally satis-
-60 to 5000 F. It is important to realize that factory for airborne radomes.
airborne radar antenna housings are the result
of a compromise among the radar, structures, Late in 1942 Dow Chemical Company devel-
materials, and production engineers, for there oped a process for extruding very fine poly-
Is no magic material that will completely sat- styrene fibers. These fibers were available in
isfy the requirements of each design group. mats which could be compression molded with

fairly low pressures and temperatures into a
The problem of designing a radome that is dense structural, low dielectric, material.

satisfactory from an aerodynamic, electrical, This material was called Polyfiber. Labora-
structural, and production standpoint has occu- tory tests at M.LT. and production development
pied the best -esearch and development talent work indicated that satisfactory radomes
for the last decade. could be made from this material. Since this

material could be molded under low-pressure
8-2. fadome Materials Development conditions and had good electrical properties,

Dow Chemical Company went into large-scale
During World War H, the first radomes were production to meet the requirements of the

made from wood veneers impregnated and services for ratlomes. Manufacturing methods
bonded together with phenolic resins to form were improved, and a large nunper of these
ogive-shaped housings of plywood. This wood, Polyflber radomes were produced.
with thin glue lines, had a low dielectric con-
stant. It was soon found that, due to the high The optimum range of density was found to be
water absorption on exposure to rain, the di- between 50 and 56 pound5 per cubic foot. This
electric constant increased to such a degree density gave a dielectric constant in the range
that they were unsatisfactory, This difficulty of 2.1 to 2.5. At lower densities the fibers
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would not bond together properly, while at 1. Sjlid homogeneous wall
higher densities the radome housings were
brittle with higher dielectric constants, a. Thin

In about 1944, the Bakelite Corporation do- b. Half-wave

similar polystyrene fiber. Both of these mate- 2. Sandwiches
rials were used in radome fabrication. ,

a. "A" Sandwich
The Polyfiber radomes had extremely low

water absorption; however, their heat resist- (1) Foam core
ance was low, and some cases were reported of
thermal collapse of nose-type radomes when (2) Honeycomb core
exposed to the sun. In addition, these Polyfiber
radomes, though structurally satisfactory at (3) Fluted core
normal temperatures, were found to be rather
brittle at low temperatures, and were also b. "B" Sandwich
readily attacked by aromatic aviation fuels.

c. Multiple wall or multiple sandwich.
Reinforced Plastic Radomes. The search for

inorganic materials with satisfactory electrical In many cases where the thin wall is not afd-
properties was continued. Most of these mate- ficient structurally and where a hall-wave wall
rials were plastic in nature, and in general is too heavy, a sandwich is used to advantage.
they were not satisfactory because of their low The relatively thin double or multiple skins are
mechanical strengths, which necessitated rela- stabilized against buckling by a low density
tively thick-walled radomes with very high re- core which results in a light weight, mechani-
flections, cally strong and stiff structure. The foam-core

type "A" sandwich probably possesses the op-
It was about this time that woven glass cloth timum strength-to-weight ratio. rooling for

was used to strengthen the relatively weak the honeycomb core is less expensive, but here
thermosetting plastic materials. This was the thickness cannot. be maintained as precisely,
forerunner of the currently used glass-rein- F'.3ted core sandwiches provide channels in
forced plastic radomes. Late in 1943, the use which hot air is circulated for anti-icing.
of various types of reinforcement for increas-
ing the mechanical properties of the relatively The solid type "B" sandwich is similar in
weak plastic materials gained considerable in- structural properties to the solid half-wave
terest, wall except that it has a thin, solid core at the

mechanical neutral axis. The core has a rela-
8-3. Types of Radome Construction tively high dielectric constant.

In Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 various types of The multiple sandwich has a multiplicity of
radome wall construction are described, pri- skins separated by low density cores. It may
marily from an electrical point of view, These be considered as two or more "A" sandwiches
include: with zero spacing between them.

SECTION B. MATERIALS FOR RADOME CONSTRUCTION

8-4; Claarsification of Plastics The thermoplastic or heat-softened inateri-
als, such as methylmethacrylate or polystrene

When considering organic materials for air- as mentioned previously, soon lost favor for
borne radome construction, necessity forces airborne radomes, due to their extreme brit-
one into the use of plastics or elastomers. The tleness at temperatures of -200 F and loss of
elastomers, except for foamed core materials, shape and strength at temperatures of 1800 F.
are quickly ruled out because of their low mod-
ulus of elasticity, rhich makes them structur- Thermosetting resins, including (1) phenolics,
ally undesirable. (2) melamines, (3) silicones, (4) polyesters,

The more rigid plastic materials can be and (5) epoxies, have been used for radomes at
classified into two general types, thermoplastic various times. Each type offers a particular
or thermosetting. advantage and disadvantage and requires a
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specific range of temperatures and pressures, glass, the use of these forms of fibers as a re-
as well as catalysts to cure or harden them. inlorcement for resins increased thetensile,

compressive, flexural, and impact strengths to
The physical state of these uncured resins a greater extent than organic fibers. In addi-

will vary from a low viscosity liquid to a solid. tion, the water absorption of this glass-rein-
The solid resins generally have a higher mo- forced laminate was usually less than 1 per-
lecular weight than the liquid resins. The solid cent.
resins can be made usable for radome fabri-
cation by heating ther. above the melting point Studies indicated that the glass fibers rein-
or dissolving them in a solvent or monomer, forced the resins in much the same manner as
When this reduced resin is used, the solvent steel rods reinforce concrete. The glass fila-
evaporates and the monomer enters Into com- ments could be placed in several directions to
bination or copolymerizes with the solid por- give a relatively isotropic material, or they
tion of the resin upon hardening or curing, could be placed in one direction to give veryhigh strengths in one direction.

While it would be possible to cast small

radomes from these thermosetting resins, they The use of woven glass cloth laminated with a
would not have satisfactory mechanical proper- thermosetting resin has become an established
ties if the walls were thin enough to meet the material for aircraft radome construction.
electrical requirements. .In general these
radomes cast from the thermosetting resins The thermosetting resins commonly used with
would be brittle and would tend to break or glass fiber reinforcement for airborne radomes
crack upon impact; however, they would not can be classified according to the pressure re-
distort and lose shape upon exposure to 1800 F, quired for molding.
as would the radomes made from thermoplastic
materials such as the Polyfiber previously The use of high pressures for glass-rein-
mentioned, forced structural laminates has been restricted

by the size of the radome and the fact that high
8-5. Laminates molding pressure tends to crush the woven

glass fibers. The contact, or low pressure
Previous research has established the fact molding resins, such as alkyd styrene or alkyd

that the physical properties, such as tensile, triallylcyanurate copolymers, diallylphthalate
flexural, and impact strength, can be improved and epoxies, require from 0 to 15 pounds per
by the addition of reinforcing fibers, such as square inch molding pressure. These resins
yarns or woven cloth, to the resinous materials, are 100 percent reactive, and polymerize by an

addition reaction giving off no water or other
The combinations of resins with layers or volatile material, They can be polymerized at

laminae of fibers, yarns, or cloth are generally room temperatures with no heat, but are gen-
known as plastic laminates, The earliest com- erally cured at temperatures ranging from 120
mercially made examples were combinations of to 2250 F.
paper, linen, or cotton cloth impregnated with
phenolic resins. It was soon found that the use The low or medium pressure molding resins,
of these cellulose materials in a laminate was used with glass fiber reinforcement such as the
undesirable for most radome applications, phenolics, melamines, and silicones, are usu-
since the moisture absorption was relatively ally solids that are made liquid by the addition
high, which resulted in unsatisfactory dielec- of a solvent such as toluol, alcohol, or water;
tric constants and loss tangents. In addition, they produce the best structural laminates with
the cotton or linen reinforcements impregnated pressures ranging from 15 to 200 pounds per
with these early phenolic varnishes required square inch. These resins all yield volatile
from 1,000 to 10,000 pounds per square inch byproducts upon polymerization and generally
pressure for molding. This pressure made the require temperatures above 3000 F for hard-
molding of very large radomes impractical. ening.
Thee factors forced the design engineers to
investigate other reinforcing materials. 8-7. Phenolic Resins

8-6, Glass Fibers Phenolic resins are prepared by the reaction
of many different phenols, aldehydes, or ke-

About 1943 glass fibers became commercially tones, and catalysts. The almost infinite num-
available in the form of yarns, strands, mats, bez of possible combinations allows for the
and woven fabrics. Investigators soon found preparation of many different phenolic resins
that, due to the particular characteristics of with various properties.
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In general, when phenol and formaldehyde are poses: to drive off the residual solvent in the
combined in the presence of an acid catalyst, liquid resin, and to advance the cure of the
they form resins which are volubie in naphtha or resin. At this stage, the resin still requires
aromatic solvents. These resins are usually further cure but provides a non-tacky suriace
used in paints and varnisties. With an alkaline on the glass cloth.
catalyst, hoeyever, these materials produce a
resin which becomes insoluble and infusible All of these steps require continuous control
when a two-stage ciemical reaction is carried ard sampling, since the process is very crit-
out. This type of reaction is used in the pro- ical and overheating will cause the phenolic
cess for making laminating resins, resin to set up hard. The rolls of coated rein-

forcement are stored In cool rooms having a
In preparing phenolic resins for laminating, low moisture content until they are ready for

equal molecular proportions of phenol and for- laminating.
maldehyde are run into the reaction vessel and
some alkaline catalyst such as ammonia or In general, most glass reinforced phenolic
caustic soda is added. Heat is used to start the laminating materials require 200 to 500 pounds
reaction, while an agitator stirs the mixture, per square Inch molding pressure to obtain the
The heat is not needed after the reaction is optimum properties of the laminated structure.
started, since an exothermic reaction takes Within the last few years, however, several so-
place. The water which forms as a result of called low pressure phenolic molding resins
the chemical reaction is removed with a vac- have been developed, such as Bakelite 11946
uum pump. When the reaction of the chemicals and 17085 and Cincinnati Testing Laboratory
has been completed, the resin has the consist- CTL-91 LD, which can be molded with 15 pounds
ency of cold molasses or is a solid. This phe- per square inch molding pressure and cured at
nolic resin, which may be hardened or poly- 3250 F for approximately 1/2 hour.
merized further by heat ant, pressure, is called
a resol. It is also known as a stage A resin, The phenolic glass reinforced materials used
which, when heated further, passes into stage in radome applications have been generally re-
B, which is hard and infusible. stricted to these newer resins because of the

low pressures required for molding and the
The reaction between the phenol and the for- ability of these laminates to maintain most of

maldehyde with either an acid or a base cata- their strength for extended periods at tempera-
lyst is called a condensation reaction. This tures up to 5000 F.
condensation reaction is one in which mole-
cules join together, or polymerize, to produce 8-8. Melamine Resins
a large molecular structure and, as a byprod-
uct of the process, a small amount of water, To produce melamine formaldehyde resins,
vapor, ammonia, or other volatile substance is calcium carbide is heated in air, from which it
given off. Polymerization is a reaction in absorbs nitrogen to lorm calcium cyanatilde.
which a number of molecules unite to form lar- The calcium cyanamldc is then reacted to fornm
ger molecular structures of the same compo- dicyandiamide, of which melamine is the
sition, trimer.* Melamine i,; then reacted with for-

maldehyde, using an alkaline catalyst, such as
Phenolic resins for laminating are generally sodium hydroxide, The reaction between the

used in the form of a varnish or a water solu- iielamine and formaldehyde is stopped while
tion. Tho varnish is produced by dissolving the resin is still in the intermediate stage and
the highly viscous or solid resin in alcohol. Is still water soluble. 'rho meiamine formal-
This varnish, or the water solution of resin, is dehyde resin is a clear substance, dissolved in
applied to the glass fabric by coating machines, water or ethyl alcohol.

In one method, the glass cloth is passed This water or alcohol solution, usually con-
through a bath of phenolic varnish and then be- tatinng about 50 percent of melamine resin, is
tween a pair of squeeze rolls or under a doctor used to impregnate glass mats, glass cloth, or
blade, either of which can be adjusted to con- asbestos in the same type of squeeze rolls used
trol the percentagc, of resin remaining in the for preparing phenolic laminates. After the
glass cloth. A second method uses a system of
roll-coaters to con~trol the amount of resin im-
pregnated into the glass cloth.

*A compound having the same percentage
After impregnation, the cioth is passed composition as another but three times Its

through a drying overn, which serves two pur- molecular weight.
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glass cloth or other melamine impregnated radicals introduced, and the processing, the
material is run through the squeeze rolls, the final product may be a resin, nondrying oil, or
water or alcohol is driven off by runninir the n riihha-.lilea mrtg•,."~i
material througn a drying oven. The drying The sUicone resins have good resistance tomust be carried out carefully or the melamine
resin %ill advance in cure and be too stiff for temperatures as high as 6000 F, a high degree

of resistance to moisture, inertness to manylaminating, chemicals, and good electrical qualities.

Although melamine-formaldehyde has proved The early silicone resins developed were
extremely useful because of its superior elec- thermoplastic, brittle materials which had to
trical properties, high heat resistance, surface be dissolved in toluol or xyol to form an ia-
hardness, general inertness, and resistance to pregnating varnish. The early work on laini-
organic solvents and acids, it has not been ac- nating resins was directed toward making ma-
tively used for large radome applications be- terials tht could be molded at low pressure.
cause molding pressures of above 250 pounds The development of low-pressure laminates
per square inch are generally required. Mel- using gass fabrics bonded with polymerizabic
mac 402, produced by American Cyanamid silicone resins was investigated intensively by
Company, has been successfully used in pro- Dow Corning Corporation, This research pro-
ducing small ogive-shaped radonies in natchea gram resulted in silicone resins that could be
metal molds, using mats as a filler, with as used with low pressure laminating techniques
little as 100 pounds per square inch molding for the production of molded parts having
pressuie. curved surfaces or large areas. EL•ually im-

portant were the properties of strength at clo-The greatest use of these resins in tha last vated temperatures, toughness, durability,
five years has been in the combination of a water resistance, and electrical Insulating
moelam.ne laminating resin with glass fiber for properties. Because of the excellent heat sta-
panel boards and other electrical items, This buity of silicone polymers, it wag inevitable
glass-mat, melamnine combination provides that the silicone resins be investigated for the
very high impact strength as well as fire, heat, preparation of heat resistant laminates by low-
and arc resistance, pressure techniques. Research sponsored by

Wright Air Development Center found that DowMany other potential combinations of fillers Corning 2106 silicone resin was suited for the
and melamine resins are under development production of laminates at pressures of 30
for specialized applications in which the basic poundsper square inch or less, and in general
properties of heat resistance, good electrical silicone resins maR' be considered satisfactorycharacte'istics, low water absorption and gen- for use in low-pressu,e lnminatlon, Low-eral inertness are of Importance. pressure, silicone-glass laminates can be p)re-

8-0. Silicones pared from all Klass fabrics or mats,
Studies have 'een mpde on the effect of clean-

Silicone is a general term used to describe a tag or sizing glass fabric to prepare it fur
group of inorganic-organic polymers which coating with silicone resin solution, Although
may be liquid, rigid resin or rubber-like in na- much remains to be learned about th,' methods
lure. They are prepared from silica, Silica of cleaning and sizing the glass cloth for silt-
sand is converted to silicon tetrachloride by cone resins, the results at thE presert time
burning with coke and chlorine, By a direct show that heat cleaning is the most satisfactory
catalytic process, one, two or three of the method, Some data indicate that there is nu
chlorine atoms of the silicon are replaced with advantage ini using sizings over the heat-
organic radicals derived from petroleum. In cleaned cloth.
this method of joining the organic and -.aorganic
materials, an intermediate called organochlor- The properties of silicone resins that make
silane is produced. The remaining steps involve them vell adapted to low-pressure lamination
the separation of the desired organoch.lorsilaries are the high initial viscosity at laminating
followedby hydrolysisto rewovethe chlorine, A temperature and a gel time that can be con-
molecule having an inorganic nucluus, with or- trolledby the use of catalyst. Amine catalysts and
ganic radicals taking up the remaining valences others have been especially developed for use
on the silicon atom, is produced. This can be with silicone heat-setting resins. The aruount
polymerized to form a resin or elastomer, of catalyst employed will depend upn?, the lami-

nating pressure. For low-prest-re lamination,
Depending upon the type of organic radical the amount of catalyst is 0.5 tc , 0 percent of

used, Its arrangement, the number of organic triethanolamine.
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Low-pressure laminating generally requires To obtain the best high-temperature proper-
the use of high flow resins. Because the bub- ties, it is necessary to give the silicone lami-
bles and voids in the laminate must be remoý'ed nates an additiunal cure l an ovenI after they
by the flow of the resin rather than by pres- are removed from the mold. The following
sure, it is necessary to use an excess of resin schedule is recommended for Dow 2104 resin:
over that normally used in low-pressere mold- 16 hours at 1940 F, I hour at 257( F, 1,hour at
ing. For structural laminates, however, it is 302c 1k, 1 hour at JS47C it, 1 hour at 419- k, and
also desirable that the resin flow be held to a frot.. 80 to 150 hours at 4820 F. At no time
minimum. Laminates with a silicone resin during the after cure should laminates be al-
content of approximately 30 percent give the lowed to cool off. No difficulty with distortion
best properties at high temperatures. A 40 of complex-shaped radomes has been noted
percent pickup of resin has been found most when using this schedule. The physical prop-
satisfactory on the impregnated cloth, so that a erties of silicone laminates are particularly
squeeze-out may be obtained, satisfactory after long aging periods at 5000 F.

ie " .3 have indicated that the limit of endur-
Heat-cleaned glass fabric is impregnated with ance of DC-2106 resin laminates exposed to

a catalyzed solution of silicone resin in toluol. high temperatures is approximately 7000 F.
After the fabric is impregnated it may be al-
lowed to air dry for 1/2 hour. The cloth may A high-impact silicone molding compound
be immediately precured for 5 minutes at 2300 has been prepared containing chopped glass
F, but the air-dry reduces the tackiness con- fibers and inert filler. It. has a bulk factor of
siderably. The laminating stock is soft and 10 as shipped, and after preforming at 500 to
tacky when removed from the oven after the 1,000 pounds per square inch, its bulk factor is
toluol is driven off; it may be shaped and 3. Pressure of 500 pounds per square inch is
straightened at this point. On cooling, the required for molding; however, small radomes
glass impregnated with silicone is stiff, Ad- molded in matched metal molds have shown as-
vantage may be taken of the flexibility of the tounding strength and resistance to heat degra-
stock when warm to preform and stretch it to dation at temperatures as high as 7000 F for 1
various shapes before molding. This can be hour.
done by warming the stock to approximately
1750 F and stretching it over a cold mold. Molding temperatures are 350 to 4000 F and

time is 200 minutes for simple pieces. Small

When proper flow and gel time are obtained, moldings can be removed from the mold hot.

silicone laminating stocks may be laminated in An after-bake of 8 to 16 hours at 1952 F and 2

a manner similar to the other conventional low- hours each at 260, 300, 350, and 4000 F is nec-

pressure resins. It is best to allow the lamin- essary to develop optimum properties. In a

ating buildup to heat up to the laminating tem- mechanically controlled oven the after-bake

perature of approximately 3500 F under contact can be accomplished by starting at 1950 F and

pressure before closing the mold and applying increasing temperature 150 per hour until 4000

pressure. The pressure on the mold should F is reached, followed by 2 hourb at 4000 F.

then be increased gradually until 30 pounds per B-10. Polyester Resins
square inch is reached.

The alkyd styrone copolymers, or as the: ar"
For lamination in a positive mold or in a bag generally called "polyesters," are quite easily

mold It is satisfactory to place the layup in the polymerized. Their ability to form infusible,
mold and to close the mold immediately, main- insoluble, thermosetting resins by addition
taining the desired pressure during the curing rather than condensation makes them especi-
cycle, ally interesting for low-pressure molding. In

contrast to the phenolic resins, no water or
The time of cure is dependent upon the thick- volatile materials are formed which have to be

ness of the laminate and the silicone resin, eliminated by breathing and the use of high"
For Dow Corning resin 2106, a 15 minute cure molding pressure. This characteristic h.-s
is recommended for 1/8-inch laminates; a 30 been the salient feature in promoting the use of
minute cure is recommended for 1/4- or 1/2- polyester resins with glass reinforcement for
inch laminates. Laminates thicker than 1/2 large airborne radomes.
inch, up to 2 inches, should be cured for 1
hour. Laminates made in a bag, vacuum, or The reaction product of polybasic acids (those
"nietal mold should be cured for 1/2 hour. All acids with more than one functional carboxyl
laminates should be cooled to below 2120 F be- group) and polyhedric alcohols (alcohols with
fore removal of pressure. more than one hydroxyl group) are chemically
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called esters. Those that form resinou.; bodies change with dimethyl phthalate in the presence
are generally designated as alkyd resins. When of sodium,
a dihydric alcohol and dibasic acid are ester-
fled, a linear, long-chained molecule is ob- The polymerl-.ation of a typical allvl PgtAr
tained with nn reV-!d,-'c! 1r,•-l ui hytl1uAyi dialiyl phthalate, gives a linear or slightly
groups to allow further crosslinking. The re- branched unsaturated chain. After about 25
action of adipic acid and ethylene glycol pro- percent monomer conversion, a gel fnrm•tion
duces this type of resin, These unsaturated occurs resulting from the formation of a
alkyd resrns will not crosslink with a man- crosslinked polymer. Mixtures of unsaturated
omer, such as styrene, and consequently are esters, such as diethylene maleate and diallyl
usually thermoplastic, or can be easily soft- phthalate, result in copolymers. As the ester
ened by heat. If these resins are exposed to is heated in the presence of a peroxide, the
low temperature, they tend to remain relatively viscosity In:reases gradually until the gel point
flexible. These types of unsaturated resins are is reached, Initially the gel is highly elastic,
not generally used for laminating, but as the heating continues it becomes harder

and tougher, finally forming a thermoset resin.
When alcohols having more than two hydroxyl Using dially phthalate with 2 percent of benzoyl

groups are reacted with dibasic acids such as peroxide, conversion to the prepolymer occurs
adipic, or an unsaturated dibasic acid, a ther- in 2 hours at 1800 F.
mosetting resin is formed which is hard and
infusible, Diallyl esters polymerize readily with perox-

ide catalysts, but polymerize very slowly upon
Resins from unsaturated acids that have re- exposure to heat or light. This Is advantageous

active double bonds are called unsaturated since little or no inhibitor Is required for stor-
alkyds, which have the facility of crosslinking age. The catalyst becomes in Integral part of
with monomers such as styrene, vinyl acetate, the polymer chain.
methyl methacrylate, or triallylcyanLrate.

Two factors have influenced the use of ailyl
When glycols and unsaturated dibasic acids, resin. One is the use of a two-stage polymeri-

such as maleic or fumaric acid, are reacted, zation, The use of prepolymer reduces cure
an unsaturated alkyd is formed which is isu- time and flow during the curing of a glass-re-
ally a high viscosity liquid. For laminating inrorced laminate. The other factor is this;
purposes, a monomer such as styrene or trial- by undergoing additional polymerization, the
lylcyanurate is added to the alkyd, When this problem of water reaction, animonia vapors, or
resin and monomer combination or copolymer generation of other byproducts is eliminated in
is cured by the addition of a peroxide catalyst, the formation of glass laminates. This permits
the linear unsaturated polyester chains are the allyls to be used with very low molding or
crosslinked by the reactive monomer forming a laminating pressures. It also leads to radomes
solid, infusible material, These resins can be with Improved electrical properties. Some
polymerized at temperatures as low as 800 F resins, such as phenolics, form water during
in 3 to 4 hours, their cure, and this complicates the proces-

sing. Thp niborption of some of this water in
Another group of unsaturated esters having the laminate also tends to increase the elec-

low molecular weights are diallyl-phthalate, trical losses and dielectric constant. The
and diallyl-diglycol carbonate. Tlhesr resins major problem left to the radome manufactur-
are very thin, water-like liquids which can be ers using pregelled allyl resins for thermoset
polymerized alone or copolymerized with more laminates is that of eliminating the air bubbles.
viscous alkyd resins.

Most of the allyl resins will gel at low tern-
The allyl resins are based upon the polymers peratures, but require a minimum temperature

and copolymers formed by either allyl alcohol of 2000 F for complete polymerization.
or its derivatives. To form the simple esters
of allyl alcohol, it is combined with the acid in Although the properties of the finished lamni-
the presence of dehydrating or acidic-type cat- nate depend on the particular allyl re'in used,
alysts such as sulfuric or phosphoric acid. all the allyl resins or copolymers may be
Generally, the water formed is removed by handled with basically similar techniques.
simple or azeotropic distillation. The first commercially produced unsaturated

Diallyl phthalate may be produced from polyester resins appeared in this country about
phthalic anhydride and allyl alcohol using p- 1942, and were originally used, in lieu of acry-
toluenesulfonic acid as catalyst or by ester ex- lic plastics, for casting bomb-bay noses. The
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iii-ml t, h: ,c.*,iIn this work, and for reinforced atonal or crosslinked polymer that is tough and
laminates, was Allymer CR39, produtm u 7 I .1. The use ul 35 to 50 parts of polyzmide,
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. This resin is such as Versamlee, wilA, Ct *,- , n naris of an
said Lo be a condensation product of allyl acid epoxy resin, results in a satisfactory laminat-
carbonate (CH 2 : CH - CH 2 • O:COUHi)and a giy- ing resin that will harden at room temperature
col. However, these early allyl resins required in 3 to 4 hours or can be cured in 15 minutes at
curing temperatures above 2250. F and curing temperatures of 150-2000 F.
times from 72 to 96 hours, which caused them
to lose favor, compared with the more rapid The liquid epoxy resins - for example, Epon
and lower temperature cures of the styrene 828 - used for laminating with glass fiber re-
alkyd copolymers. This difficulty, however, Inforcement such as cloth or mat, require 12 to
has beena overcome to a great extent, and the 15 percent of CL hardener as compared to the
allyl resins have again gained favor for use in 1.0 percent of peroxide catalyst used with the
preimpregnated glass cloth, polyesters.

The potential use of these polyesters as low- Glass cloth epoxy laminates have very high
pressure laminating resins with glass fiber re- interlaminar bond strengths which give very
inforcement has been under study for the last high shear and compressive strengths as corm-
12 years, and they have become recognized as pared to polyester laminates. Compressive
the most appropriate materials for radome strengths as high as 60,000 pounds per square
structures, due to the excellent strength to inch have been obtained.
weight ratio, as well as chemica: and moisture
resistance. Glass cloth laminates can now be prepared

that have ultimate flexural strengths as high as
8-11. Epoxy Resins 15,000 pounds per square inch, dropping to

57,000 pounds per square inch at 3000 F. At
The first epoxy resins were produced corn- temperatures of 3500 F, epoxy laminates lose

mercially approximcately a decade ago. Within most of their strength. After boiling in ace-
the last 3 years they have been used on a large tone, the flexural strength may be as high as
scale with glass cloth for radome fabrication. 62,000 poundsper square Inch, and after 3 hours
Chemically, the principal epoxy resins used in boiling water maybe as high as 72,000 pounds
fur laminating are the condensation products of per square inch. They have retained their phy-
epichlorohydrin and blsphenol. The epoxy res- sical characteristics almost intact after 90 days
ins are polymerized by the use of metals, alia- immersion in 30 percent sulphuric acid, 60 per-
lies, organic bases, and acid anhydrides. The cent hydrochloric acid, glacial acetic acid, 50
hardeners clirrently in favor for radome fabri- percent sodium hydroxide, ethylene dichloride,
dation are amines, such as triethylena tetra- jet fuel, aromatic V soline, or any of a number
mine or metaphenylene diamine. An extensive of other chemicals,.
research program has been conducted on high-
strength epoxy laminates by Shell Chemicil Another program in the development of epoxy
Company for Wright Air Development Center., resins is Scotchply, a product of Minnesota

Mining and Manufacturing Company. This ma-
In this work it was found the use of CL (meta- terial consists of glass filaments impregnated

phenylene diamine) curing agent with Epon 828 with a stable epoxy resin. The plastic is rein-
results in coniderably better heat resistance forced with linearly alined glass filaments.
and strength properties than is generally ob- The individual sheets of filaments are plied to-
tained with other amines, or anhydrides. gether within the laminate In an arrangement to

give either an isotropic or directional strength
One of the disadvantage3 in the use of epoxy pattern to the structure. In each sheet, the

resins is the fact that most of the hardeners glass filaments coated with the resin and cur-
used are amines which are irritating to the Ing agent are uniformly dispersed and the glass
eyes, and, being strongly basic, car, produce filaments are alined straight and parallel,
chemical burns where they come in direct con- without crimp, slack, or twist. Weaving of the
tact with the skin. Prolonged exposure to the glass filament reinforcement is thus eliminated
epoxy resins and hardeners may cause derma- and a more efficient structural laminate is
titis in hypersensitive individuals, produced that can be more easily formed to the

radome shape, since the glass filaments will
An approach to the problem of dermatitis or conform to the complex contours. This type of

toxicity is the use of a polyamide resin which reinforcement, impregnated with epoxy resin,
is not considered toxic. The amide groups re- is approximately 60 percent glass and 40 per-
act with the epoxides to give a three-dimen- cent plastic resin.
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The low dersity and high strength (if the' ethyl ktone •,rexidr in .hn.! 1 ph: 'a it

epo)xv-'oated filament results in a prinlurt with Th,' pot life ,f polyest,.r re.i Ai th thAlit .OW ,' -

a high strength-weight rati,. When u.•ed in eentage of catalyst is ippr,,ximal.t I I 2 hi,.
fabrcatLing radomes, Sotchply offers a melthod The effIct of using ca"ilysts eth1 thil' e,..,
of obtaining strength in any desired area be- peroxide depends on the aitivitv t.mpe.,ature- il
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orientation, ethyl ketone peroxide, methyl is ibutyl ketoni.
peroxide, or hydroxy-heptyl peroxide, become

8-12. Catalysts for Polyesters active at celatively luw ieltipj-atuies, thleie
may be used for room temperature laminating.

Most styrene alkyd polyester resins will For efficient and complete curing at rcoom
polymerize by setting at room temperature or temperature, the addition of a few tenths of 1
upon exposure to sunlight. It is generally nec- percent of a promotor is frequently required in
essary to add an inhibitor, such as hydro- addition to the catalyst. A promotor usually
quinone or tertiary butyl catechol, to prolong makes the catalyst more active, and is usually
the storage life. The use of an organic perox- a compound such as cobalt or manganese naph-
ide tends to reduce the effect of the inhibitor, thenate. Promoters also increase the rate of
as well as to increase the rate of polymeriza- hardening when higher temperature reacting
tion of polyesters, catalysts such as benzoyl peroxide are used.

Benzoyl peroxide,. obtained commercially as
small granules or as a paste, is used as a gen- A number of organic peroxides covering a
eral purpose catalyst for promoting the poly- wide range of catalvtic properties can be ob-
merization of unsaturated polyester resins. As tained commercially for use with polyester
a paste with tricresyl phosphate or as a sus- resins. In general the percentage of catalyst
pension in styrene monomer, it is readily sol- used ranges from 0.5 to 2.0 weight percent
uble in polyester resins. In general it is the based upon the resin. If no satisfactory resin-
best and most widely used organic peroxide, catalyst combination can be found, there is a
particularly for laminating applications. With selection of various other peroxides available
most polyesters, 1 percent of benzoyl peroxide for use with promoters. In laminating radomes,
is usually used, which causes the polyester to the size and shape of the radome limits the
cure at temperatures as low as 1800 F in 5 to amount of heat which can be tolerated, due to
10 minutes. If left at room temperature after the "exotherin" developed. As a result, blends
catalyzing with 1 percent benzoyl peroxide, the of catalysts are usually used to control this ex-
poylester will gel in about 8 hours, but the otherm. A mixture composed of two organic
polyester will not become completely cured. peroxides, benroyl and methyl-ethyl ketone

peroxide has been found advantageous in cases
In spite of its general usefulness, benzoyl where a large part has to be cured with little

peroxide does not fulfill the requirements of a external heat.
catalyst for curing polyester resins at room
temperature. A considerable amount of work Some work usually has to be carried out on
has been conducted on room temperature cures the development of the proper resin-catalyst
of polyester resins when used with large combination to develop a curing cycle of a
radomes. Benzoyl peroxide alone is not satls- specified time and temperature for each par-.
factory for this application, but accelerators ticular part which is to be fabricated.
areavailable which, when used with benzoyl per-
oxide make room temperature cures possible. The selection of a catalyst for each particular
These accelerators can be obtained commer- condition depends upon the following factors:
cially under various trade names, but in gen- (1) the reactivity of the polyester resin used,
eral they are based upon such chemicals as (2) the curing temperature that can be em-
triethanolamine or dimethyl aniline. Approxi- ployed, and (3) the approximate gelation time of
mately 0.01 percent of dimethyl aniline with 0.5 the particular glass reinforced laminate layup.
percent of benzoyl perioxde will result in hard- If a large radome is being fabricated, this gel-
ening of most polyesters in 4 hours at room ation period might be of 4 to 6 hours duration
temperature. The pot life of polyester resins in order to allow for layup of the laminated
with this accelerator and catalyst system, how- radome. There is no catalyst formulation
ever, is usually about 30 minutes. available at present which will satisfy all re-

quirements of curing temperature or gelation
One of the peroxides that is used alone in the time for all general applications. It :3 possible

case of room temperature hardening polyesters however, to obtain a satisfactory combination
is of 0.5 to 1.0 percent of 60 percent methyl- by utilizing available catalysts.
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:t, ' mnain sources of organic peroxides weight. Today, howerer, due to intensive re-
are 1 ,.--i dbl Corporation, Buffalo, New York search in the development of low-pressure
and Catlet Chemical Division of McKesson and molding phenolic resins, they can be used with
R,hhins, New York City. glass cloth and molded at pressures as low as

15 pounds per square inch. Table 8-1 com-
A *-tS*LA . S •.V-II-'•, b sul r L 0pares the properues oi a phenoic remin rein-

forced with woven glass and with woven cotton.
Thc use of reliforcement is not new in the

plastics field. Sii•,c• about 1910, reinfurcemenL Other types oi synthet4c fibers, such as nylon,
of high-pressure phenolic resins has been a Orlon, Fortisan, rayon, Dacron, and Dynel,
common piactice, have been intensively studied for use as a rein-

forcement for polyester ard epoxy resins, but
In general, cellulose materials in the form of none produces laminates that are as satisfac-

paper, linen, or cotton cloth, as well as asbes- tory in physical properties as are glass-rein-
tos in the form of chopped fiber, felts, or forced laminates.
papers, were used to obtain increased physical
properties such as impact ant flexural Fortisan rayon is the only fiber that produces
strengths. These types of reinforcement, par- laminates approaching the strength of glass-
ticularly those containing cotton fibers, tended reinforced plastics. However, the modulus of
to have relatively high moisture absorption, elasticity of Fortisan rayon laminates is gen-

erally lower than glass, and it has not gained
In the late 1930's, glass fibers and woven favor as a competitive reinforcement.

glass cloth became available, but attempts to
use them as a woven reinforcement for high- Nylon, Dacron, and Dynel are soinetimes used
pressure phenolic resins were generally un- for surfacing glass-reinforced laminates for
satisfactory, due to the fact that the glass fi- special applications to improve abrasive,
bers became crushed during molding, so that chemical, or electrical properties.
the outstanding physical properties of the glass
fibers were ruined. The glass fibers used in reinforcement for

plastic laminates are produced from lime-alu-
When the polyester resins that could be mold- mina-borosilicate glass. Theme fibers are

ed with little pressure became available late made from small glass marbles in a platinum
in 1942, the use of glass fibers in the form of furnace using platinum spinerets. The fibers
mat and woven glass cloth resulted in a new are in the form of continuous filaments which
material with excellent strengths and light are collected into bundles or strands which are

Table 8-1. Comparison 04 Cotton and Glass Reinforcements

Reinforcement Cotton 35% Glass Cloth 381
Resin Phenolic 65% Phenolic 62%

Flexural Strength (psi)
1/8-in. panel, flatwise 18,000 48,500
1/8-in. panel, edgewise 17,500 62,300

Tensile Strength (psi) 9,000 40,000

Impact Strength (ft-lb/in. notch)
Flatwise 4.0 29.0
Edgewise 2.5 12.5

Bonding Strength (psi) 600 900

Water Absorption (24 hrs %)
1/8-in. panel 1.25 0.45

Insulation Resistance, Wet (megohms)
(megohms) 2.5 60

ASTM Arc Resistance, sec. 10 190
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then thrown into yarns fur weaving. The mats 8-14. Sizlnm for Glass Fabrics
and row ings are made from strands and can be
used for reinforcement after the sizing has A considerable amount of research and de-
been removed. velopment has been 'onducted not only in the

formulation of resins, but also on the wise o)f
Fibers of four different diameters 2rp ¢.en.- f'cr" !h" ;Ia-- z; O•,,. ufmd; it tilt!

mercially available, as follows: form of woven fabrics, yarn, and mat.
Strand No. of Filaments Filament Dinmeter In general, tho fabrics are w anerum con- 1
Count Per Strand (Inches) tinuFus filaments or staple fibers that are

sized. This size, usually consisting of a mix-
900 102 0.00021 ture of starch and vegetable oil, is necessary
450 204 0.00021 to hold the fibers together and to lubricate the
225 204 0.00028 yarn and prevent abrasion during weaving.150 204 0.00034

In the early days of preparing glass-rein-
forced laminate structures, it was found that

All these glass fiber strands consist of bun- the size prevented full utilization of the
dles co parallel filaments. Such groups of lila- strength of the glass fibers. The resin did not bond
ments play an important part in the reinforcing well to the glass because of the oily size; con-
of the laminate because they enable stresses to sequently, low flexural strengths were obtaired.
be passed quickly and easily from filament to Early in 1943, woven glasA fabric was used in
filament through the low-strenghit laminating which this size had been removed by exposing
resin, the cloth to temperatures of approximately

6000 F. This heat treatment caramelized the
Generally, the coarser the fiber, the cheaper size and gave the glass a light tan color. The

it is to produce. Woven fabric is produced in next improvement in the preparation of woven
150-, 225-, and 45r count yarns. Fabrics with glass consisted of running the heat-treated
150-count yarns are not often used in struc- cloth through a chemical solution of methyla-
tural laminates. It has not been shown that the crylate chromic complex salt. This treatment
use of this 150-count yarn represents the upper improved the physical properties of the lami-
limit to the diameter of fiber in fabrics which nates. However, late in 1945, it was found that
are used for structural applications, laminates exposed to weathering conditions of

high humidity or immersion in water lost as
A great number of woven glass fabrics are much as 50 percent of their mechanical

made commercially for plastics reirdorcement. strength. The large loss in flexural strength of
In general, they vary in thickness, weight, and glass-fiber polyester laminates caused by water
type of weave. All woven fabrics that are used can be traced to the inadequate nature of the
in radome construction meet the requirements bond between the resin and glass filaments.
of M1L-tP-8013. 3 Characteristics of these lab- This sas thought to be caused by moisture
rics are given in Table 8-11. pen ,trating between the resin and glass

Table 8-4I. Wove, Glau Fabrics for Rel.itwced Lamnnatos

Average Average Threads
Fabric Thickness Wgt/Sq Yd Yarn per Inch
Number (inches) (ounces) Type Weave warp fill warp TiIT

112 0.003 2.09 Plain 450 450 40 39
116 0.004 3.18 450 450 60 58
128 0.007 6.00 225 225 42 32
162 0.015 12.20 225 225 28 16
164 0.015 12.60 225 225 20 18
120 0.004 3.16 4-Harness Satin 450 450 60 58
181 0.0085 8.90 8-Harness Satin 225 225 57 54
182 0.013 12.40 8-Harness Satin 225 225 60 56
183 0.018 16.75 8-Harness Satin 225 225 54 48
184 0.027 25.90 8-Harness Satin 225 225 42 36
143 0.009 8.90 Crowfoot Satin 225 450 48 30
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fiber interface. Since 1945, a number of strength of giass laminates arid is available
research programns on glass fabric trýr~tment commercially.
have been carried out by both industry and
Wright Air Development Center. 4 The Owens Preliminary data indicate that with most
Corning Glass Company evolved a finish, des- oolvester resins- laminatpR will maintain 90
ignated "Volan A,' which gave laminates good percent or more of their physical properties
wet strength retention. This finish is also after 30 days immersion in water with these
based on methvlacrvlate chromic chloride. 5  Garan, Bjorknten, and Linelp Rizing Irpatmpnta
An outstanding finish, designated B.J.Y., base
upon vinylchlorosilane, has been developed by Personnel at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory
Bjorksten Laboratories, but because of the for- in Washington have worked with silane finishes
mation of hydrochloride acid, commerical pro- and have developed on outstanding finish desig-
cessing techniques have not been worked out, nated NOL-24. 8 This finish, or size, not only
and this finish has not been used on a very reduces the loss in strength of polyester lamia-
large scale.6 nates due to water immersion, but vastly im-

proves the physical properties of phenolic and
In an attempt to eliminate the use of acidic or epoxy resin laminates. The theory of why this

acid-producing chemicals in glass treating finished improves the flexural strength and
plants, a silicone polymer has been worked out modulus of glass-reinforced phenolic or exopy
which contains vinyl groups on each silicon laminates is based upon the fact that the fini-
atom. This resin is free of chlorine and is a shes react chemically with the surface of glass
neutral polymer that can be used in a toluol so- fibers and the resin, thus bridging the discon-
lution. This resin size, marketed as Linde tinuity at their interface. This chemical bond
treatment GS-I, can be applied to heat-treated between the glass and the resin causes the
glass cloth from a hydrocarbon solution pro- system to work as a unit, utilizing to a greater
ducing a finish on the glass having properties degree the high strength of the fibers.
similar to those obtained by sizing with vinyl-
trichlorosilane. The result of this treatment is The current status of finishes intended pri-
to cover the glass filaments with a nearly con- marily for woven glass fabrics may be sum-
tinuous sheath of silicone. This coating not marized as follows: Volaa and Garan are used
only covers the glass fibers but is firmly at- to the greatest exteknt, since they are approved
tached, either by some type of strong surface under MIL-F-9118,v and are readily available
force or actual chemical reaction with the commercially; the other finishes, such as
glass. This silicone treatment prevents wetting Linde A-172 and A-1100, NOL-24 and BJork-
of the glass by water, and is not seriously at- sten, have to be ordered specially from various
fected by breaks or fissures. In addition, the fabric weavers.
vinyl groups attached to each silicon atom in
this sheath are available for double bond poly- 8-15. Adhesives for Radome Bonding
merization with suitable unsaturated resins.

This paragraph treats the use of adhesives
The amount of size on the glass can be con- for bonding various plastic or metal attach-

trolled simply by adjustment of the concentra- ments to reinforced plastic radomes. This in-
tion of the solution. Tnvestigations at Linde oC!ves '"uiion of plastic-to- plastic, plastic-
have shown that blIu * about 0.2 percent of size to-metal, or metal-to-metal bonding. The use
on the glass filaments, the wet strength rten- of adhesives in bonding sandwiches will be dis-
tion begins to fall off. Wet strength retention cussed under the section on sandwiches.
does not seem to be affected by greater
amounts of this size, but a definite decrease in Adhesives employed for bonding aircraft
dry strength becomes apparent above 0.5 per- components are usually classified into two
cent size. groups, cold setting and hot setting. Both

types require enough pressure applied to the
To avoid processing which involves the use of bonding areas to insure contact. Usually 15

hydrocarbon solvents, Linde Silicone Division pounds per square inch is the minimum desired
has recently developed a new vinyl silicone pressure, with 200 pounds per square inch the
emulsion that can be applied to the fabric in a maximum.
water solution. These silicone treatments are
designated as A-172 for polyesters, and A-1100 The adhesives used in bonding radome as-
for phenolic and epoxy resins. The applicable semblies together in structural applications
specification for the finish of glass fabric is are synthetic in nature, ind are based upon
MIL-F-9118. Another new treatment is called polyester, melamine, phenolic, resorcinol,
Garan finish. 7 This finish improves the wet furane, and epoxy resins. After considerable
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research, these adhesives have proved the of MIL-A-8331 In the forn I 41quids. thv
most satl•factory. since they cannot be sdft- are brushed or sprayed on the surfaces to th
ened by solvents or a normal amount of heat bonded; films or p-,wders are laid between the
after cure. faying surfaces before closing the assembly.

For these hot-setting adhesives, the temppra-
Before an adhesive is selected for a bonding ture.; required for curing or setting range fruni

application, the following factors must be taken 285 to 325' F. (at the glue line) for 15 minutes
into consideration: (1) the working propertie, to 1/2 hour. The pressure required is usually
of the adhesive: (2) methods of preparing the about 50 pounds per square inch, The pressure
bonding surfaces: (3) the pot life; (4) the method can be removed as soon as the assembl) is
of application, and amount andduratlon of bond- brought back to room temperature. Adhesives
ing pressure and temperature; (5) the ultimate cured in this manner have obtained their full
strength of the adhesive bond at temperatures strength and can be used immediately.
ranging from 80 to 4000 F; as well as (6) the
degree to which the adhesive or the adhesive- The pressure and temperature may be pro-
bonded joint can resist moisture, solvents, and duced by any of several conventional methods:
stresses that tend to deteriorate the strength of heated platen in an air or hydraulic press; dead
the joint In service, weight loading; vacuum bags in heated ovens or

autoclaves; spring-loaded fixtures, such as a
All structural bonding operations are similar, screw clamp or toggle clamp; or any other

in general, these steps are followed: (1) Prep- method that will give a dry heat source in com-
aration of surfaces to be bonded; (2) Applica- bination with uniform pressure loading. To as-
tion of adhesive to faying surfaces; (3) Curing sure proper temperature at the glue line a
of the bond; (4) Quality control test of the bond. thermocouple lead should be enclosed in the

joint, at least in the preliminary setup.
In any bonding process the most critical fac-

tor in obtaining a strong, satisfactory joint is The generally accepted method of testing the
the preparation of the surfaces to be bonded, quality of an adhesive joint is to subject the
In all cases the bonded areas must be clean and bond to a tensile shear load. 11 This is done by
free of grease or other contamination, With cutting 1-inch strips of the overlapped joint and
reinforced plastics, this is usually accom- pulling the units apart on a tensile testing ma-
plished by sanding the plastic surface or by chine. The length of the strips should be ap-
peeling off one ply of the glass reinforcement. proximately 9 inches, with a 1/2 inch overlap.
An extensive amount of research has been de- The overlap area should be calculated to the
voted to the preparation of metals before bond- nearest thousandth inch and then the unit pulled
ing.10 Usually the metal is degreased by the at the rate complying with MIL-A-8331. After
use of a hydrocarbon solvent anAl then treated the failure is recorded, the shear strength is
with an alkali cleaner, calculated. It is general practice to test a cer-

tain percentage of the production units to de-
Cold-setting adhesives, such as the poly- termine the quality of the bond. In some cases,

esters, furanes, resorcinols, and epoxies, are however, a test specimen is made for each
usually liquids that have to be accelerated or production unit and accompanies it through the
catalyzed with a second component. These ad- various operations. At the end of the opera-
hesives correspond to Types I!, 1i, or IV of tions, the test specimen is evaluated.
MIL-A-8331 11  Due to aerodynamic heating which occurs on

high speed aircraft, there is a need for adhe-
After addition of the catalyst, the pot life sives to withstand higher temperatures. Such

ranges from 10 to 90 minutes. During this adhesives are needed for joining metals and
time the surfaces of the bonded part must be glass-reinforced plastics to themselves and to
coated by brush or spray and the parts assem- each other.
bled and held under pressure at room tempera-
ture. In general, the pressure must be kept on All adhesives commercially available are or-
the assembly for 1 to 8 hours to allow the ad- ganic and are therefore subject to definite
hesive to set. Most cold-setting adhesives re- temperature limitations. In load-carrying ap-
quire from 24 to 96 hours at room temperature plication, the upper limit at present is approx-
to obtain their optimum physical properties, imately 3500 F; above this temperature the

CeIrtain types of modified phenolics or mela- strength of most adhesives falls off rapidly.

mine resins, are used as liquids, films, or in Investigations on the development of high
the solid form as powders. These adhesives temperature adhesives are described in Refer-
meet specifications for Types I, I1, VI, and VII ences 12 and 13.
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Thie biggest disadvantage of adhesive bonding the t,.,nded assenibi'..- aie structurally effO-
i,; th,. fact that there has been no satisfactory cient. Ii,;pecti)n metýiods nave Ieenirdr in-
niethod J determining by test whether or not tenstve Audy for a number of years.

SECTION C. SOLID RADOME CONSTRUCTION

F-iA. Nnrm.lt! Temperature (-60 to 2250 F) 9iLD. 1 9 The CTL-91LD, phenolic gla:;r-rcin-
forced laminalC meets the requirements of

For the most part solid radomes for opera- MIL-P- 25515.2u Of the triallylcyanurate
tion at temperatures ranging from -60 to 225° copolymers, three are available commerically
F are constructed of glass-reinlorced lami- that are used for radorme fabricating. They are
nates ranging from 0.020 to 0.500 inch thick. Naugatuck Chemical Company's Vibrin 135;

American Cyanamid's 4232; and Pittsburgh
Airborne radomes are usually constructed of Plate Glass Company's 5000-468-53.21 The

woven glass cloths (116, 120, 181 or combina- specification covering the requirements of
tions of these) impregnated with styrene alkyd these heat Mresistant polyester resins is
copolymers, diallyl phthalate, or epoxy resins. MIL-R-25042. Laminates made from these

three types of resins and 181 cloth have been
8-17. High Temperature (225 to 5000 F) extensively evaluated for physical p eties at

Solid radomes for high temperature use are room and elevated temperatures. ,,2 The
made of the same types of woven glass rein- requirements for the coqpleted laminate are
forcement (such as 116, 120 or 181), but the covered in MIL-P-25395.O
resins are usually restricted to silicones,
phenolics, and the triallylcyanurate copoly- The greatest difficulty in the use of these
mers. The oven cloth used is covered by three types of resins in the fabrication of
MIL-F.9084.lo The finishes used on th% woven solid-wall radomes has been to develop meth-
glass cloth are covered by MIL-F-9118. ods of post-curing the laminates so as to elim-

The silicone resins that are currently used inate the formation of bubbles or blisters be-
are Dow Corning's 2106 and General Electric's tween the glass laminate, which causes de nIt-
81369,16 The silicone re sn requirements are nation of the plies of glass reinforcement.,o

outlined itn MIL-R-25506.14 The low pressure
silicone laminates are covered in MIL-P- The triallylcyanurate resin laminates also
25518. tend to crack upon exposure to 5000 F. Studies

The most heat resistant phenolic developed to indicate that an asbesto~pverlay sheet tends to
date is Cincinnati Testing Laboratory's CTL- eliminate this difficulty."'

SECTION D. SANDWICH RADOME CONSTRUCTION*

Sandwich construction consists of two or such weaves as 112, 116, 120, 181, impregnated
more thin skins stabilized against buckling with with polyester, epoxy, phenolic, or silicone
a lightweight core material, resins. These laminate skLis meet the re-

quirements of the applicable laminate specifi-
8-18. Types of Core Materials cations. 3 The core used Is usually of one of

the following types: (1) Honeycomb core, (2)
The organic materials commonly used in Fluted core, (3) Foam core.

sandwich radomes consist of glass fiber-rein-
forced plastic skins made with glass cloth of 8.19. Honeycomb Core

In general, the honeycomb and fluted core can
*From the view of materials and fabrication be considered as one type of core material,

techniques, the multiple sandwich can usually since they are usually made from glass fabric
be considered as two or more identical, single impregnated with a minimum amount of resin
sandwiches with zero spacing between them. and vary only in their geometry. The greatest
Therefore, only the methods of fabricating a difference between them, perhaps, lies in their
single sandwich will be discussed, method of manufacture and use.
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made with hexagonal sh'ped cells of several :led in the expanded -o i ti on. See l- Igutiv
size.s. They Are usually made from 112 cloth 8-1. It is possible, bv warming sheets . the
in which the cell nodes are bonde-I together resin-Impregnated honeycomb, !o posf-forni
with thin layers of organic rebin. rhe cell sectitons to a fair double curvahirp ....
hizes usually used are 3/1 1. 1A4. and .1R --ch ',uubie cu.vat-res are possible; in order ti

, .ieoitmes ranging from 2.5 to 9 pounds per provide support for the cell walls, the core
cubic foot. may be temporiarily embedded in a mrtrix of

fusible alloy or wax. Contoured honeyomb
lloiieycomb cores are of two types. The sections cut to fabricators' shapes are corn-

cheaper of the two types is fabricated by a pro- mrnrcially available.
cess In which adhesive is applied in alternately
spaced and Interspersed strips to the upper 7'here are generally two deficiencies to be
surfaces of the stacked sheets from which , iereome in the use of honeycombs In sandwich
the honeycomb Is to be made. These strips or radomes. The first is the difficulty of obtain-
nodes form the bonding points of the honeycomb ing accuracy in the core thickness; the second
cell upon curing of the adhesive. The flat sheet is the trouble experienced in obtaining the op-
is then cut in the required thickness and the timum bond between the honeycomb and the
honeycomb expanded by pulling on each end of surface skins at all times. In the expansion
the flat sheet. In the second type, mandrels type of honeycomb, the blocks of core are cut
are used for cell formation. 2 7 For double cur- into slices by power-operated guillotines.
vature work the unexpanded core is dipped in Contoured thicknesses of the preformed core
resin that has been diluted, stretched over the are cut from this block with a bandsaw, leaving
appropriate contour, and allowed to cure in po- the cut edges of the sheet with a somewhat
sition. It Is also possible to machine sections stringy frayed edge of glass fiber.
from the unexpanded blocks of honeycomb, so
that when the sections are expanded curvatures Glass-reinforced honeycombs display pro-
are again obtained. nounced directional shear properties, but, this

/

Figure 8-1. Sketch of HIfneycmi Care Structure fT Is the thickness, or depth; L Is the width, also called the ribbeo direction or Novi.
tudinel direction; W Is the leng, •h , sometimes temed Ph. transverse direction or dipection perpendicular to the rlhhons)
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is usually overcome by orienting the core so need of temperature-resistant foams for sand-
the major loads are carried in the longitudinal wiches became evident early in 1952. As con-
or ribbon direction shown In Figure 8-1. siderable success had been achieved in the re-

search on resins for heat-resistant, glass-re-
The National Advisory Committee for Aero- inlorced laminate skins, the next logical step in

nautics and the Forest Products Laboratory the preparation of heat-resistant sandwiches
have carried out an extensive study of the phy- was to evolve a thermally stable foamed-in-
sical properties of honeycomb cores and plas- place core material.
tic sandwiches prepared from them. Analysis
of compressive, shear, and creep properties Wright Air Development Center sponsored
arc outlined in their reports (see References several investigations to develop formulations,
26 through 39). Data on methods of inspecting materials, techniques of foaming, and equip-
bonds and methods of repair of sandwich con- ment for the production of a heat-resistant,
structions are also outlined in Forest Products foamed-in-place, low-density, dielectric core
Laboratory r-epurts (References 14, 40, 41). material for radomes. Such radomes are to

The specificiation covering honeycomb core is meet the following requirements: (1) they will
I be subjected to short-time operation at tern-MIL-C-e073. 4 2 The specification coverni peatures of approximately 5000 F; (2) thesandwich construction is MIL-S-9041. ng pcratrso prxmtl 0°F 2

foamed-in-place core dielectric must lend it-
self to use in sandwich radorne designs; (3) the8-20. Fluted Core. sandwich skins, between which the foam is to

Another type of core material has been de- be expanded and to which it must bond automa-
veloped by several aircraft companies for de- tically during foaming, is to be of low-pres-
iceable airoorne radomes This is known as a sure, glass-fabric reinforced laminates which
fluted core. A description of its manufacture may be spaced uniformly or in controlled grad-
will be found in paragraph 8-25 under "Core .uation of spacing ranging from 0.25 to 0.50

Construction." Inch; (4) radomes will range in size from ap-
proximately 6 inches in diameter by 12 inches

5-21. Foam Core long to approximately 20 inches in diameter by
60 inches long; (5) radome skin thicknesses

In view of the general use of foam cores a will range from approximately 0,010 to 0.040
tratment of the foaming-in-place process has inch; (6) sandwich molding thickness must be
been included in paragraph 8-26 trnder controllable to *0.005 inch.

"Foamed-in-Place Cores."
Based upon this research, two heat-resistant,

The specification covering polyurethane foamed-in-place core materials have been de-
foamed-in-place core muteriala is MIL-C- veloped. In the first program polyurethane
8087,43 and the requirements of sandwich con- foams prepared from tolylene dilsocyanate and
struction of glass-reinforced laminate skins unsaturated alkyd-triallylcyanurate copoly-
and alkyd isocyanate foam -in-place cores meric materials have retained 50 percent of
are covered in MIL-S-25392.' their room temperature strength when tested at

4000 F, after 1/2 hour at 4000 F. 4 5 Some of
Because of the temperatures encountered in the properties of this foamed-in-place core

flight on high-speed aircraft and missiles, the material are given in Table 8-1I.

Table 8-111. Properties of Po/yureftoae Foams

750 F 4000 F

Compressive Strength (Fldttwise) 270 psi 150 psi

Shear Strength 85 psi 40 psi

Shear Modulus 7,300 psi 3,400 psi

Tensile Strength (Flatwise) 100 psi 70 psi

Dielectric Constant 8.5 Kmc 1.16 ± 0.01 1.23 ± 0.01 (3920 F)

Loss Tangent 8.5 Kmc 0.0034 - 0.0002 0.0024± 0.0002 (3920 F)
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In the second program, methods for producing have been made with densities ranging from 1I
foamed-in-place sandwich structgres from sil- to 24 pounds per cubic foot. At room tempera-
icone resiis have been developed." This process ture the compressive strength of these foams
consists of expanding a dry powdered silicone varied from 80 to 400 pounds per square inch,
resin containing a blowing agent, catalyst, and depending on the density. Compressive
inert filler. The powder mixture melts and ex- strength after one-half hour exposure to 5000 F
pands readily. Core density can be convenient- ranued frnm 20 tn inn nni,.ndn "er qqUare !-.oh.
ly controlled by adjustments in the temperature For instance, a panel having a density of 18
used for expanding the powdered resin. pounds per cubic foot had a room temperature

cnmprpnAivp ntrength of 200 pounds per square
Foamed-in-place sandwiches can be consis- inch. After 200 hours at 5000 F, its compres-

tently reproduced with a density variation of sive strength was 70 pounds per square inch.
approximately ±1 pound per cubic foot. Foams

SECTION E. PROPERTIES OF ORGANIC RADOME MATERIALS

8-22. Electrical Properties by A. R. Von Hippel for a wide range of fre-
quencies and temperatures.

4 7

Compositional and environmental changes and
factors influence the microwave behaviour of Dielectric constant and loss tangent values of
radome and other dielectric materials, as evi- particular interest to radome designers are
denced by directional errors aad range reduc- reported by Lt. Richard H. Forbes and Byron
tion. The former is the summation of such Noe in the following WADC Technical Reports:
microwave optical phenomena as refraction,
phase front shape, and polarization distortions; 1. "Microwave Electrical Characteristics of
the latter is a result of power loss through Radome Materials at 8.5 Kilomegocycles Per
absorptive dissipation and reflection. Second," Technical Report No. 54-273, April

1954.
The dielectric constant of a material is a

determinant of its refraction, reflection, and 2. Supplement 1, June 1958.
electrical thickness. The material's loss tan-
gent is a coefficient proportional to its energy For the convenience of the reader the dielec-
absorptive characteristic, and affects in vary- tric measurements from a number of sources
ing degrees polarization distortions, reflection, of properties of typical and proposed radome
and range reduction, materials have been compiled in Table 8-IV,

"Dielectric Properties of Low Density Mater-
Dielectric constant and loss tangent values of ials," and Table 8-V, "Dielectric Properties of

materials of interest are periodically published Full Density Materials."

Table 8..'?. Dielectric Propertels of Low Density Material,

Dielectric Loss

sp.gr Temp Freq Constant Tangent
Class Name Description (gm/cc) (0 C) (me) (Dry) (Dry) By

Honeycomb Glass fiber 0.0065" wall, 0.06
r Similar 1/4" open cell:

a) E vector 1 25 8,500 1.10 WADC
double cell walls

b) E vector w 25 8,500 1.15 WADC

double cell walls

c) E vector . sample 25 8,500 1.20 WA

McMillan Isotropic Core 40% Al 0.10 25 9,300 4.03 0.0148 McM
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Table B-I V. Dielectric Proeerties of Low Density Materials (cent)

Dielectric Loss

sp. ir Temo Frea Constant Tangent
Class Name Description (gm/cc) (0 C) (mc) (Dry) (Dry) By

Mineral E.merson and Cuming

sodium silicate 0.38 25 8,500 1.65 0.005 WADC

Foamglass 0.71 25 9,300 1.14 0.025 NADC

Ohio State University
fire bloated ceramic 0.88 25 8,500 7.4 0.009 WADC

Owens-Ilinois
integrated Wollastonite 0.28 250 8,500 1.41 0.0010 WADC
same converted at

1,7000 F 0.30 250 8,500 1.44 0.0009 WADC
Pittsburgh-Corning Foamed

Silica 0.16 25 8,500 1.15 0.002 WADC

Virginia Polytechnic (90%) 0.53 25 9,370 1.7 0.005 NADC
1.24 25 9,370 2.54 0.005 NADC

VPI-B77 calcium aluminate room 9,370 1.52 0.001 NADC
316 9,370 1.55 0.001 NADC

VPI-90% alumina 1.45 25 9,370 8.55 0.001 NADC
VPI-Steatite 1.29 25 9,370 6.0 0.001 NADC

Resin McMillan Polyurethane 13% Al 0.23 25 9,300 2.4 McM
22% Al 0.23 25 9,300 4.5 McM

30% Al 0.10 25 9,300 3.6 0.008 McM

Silicone XR544 0.17 25 8,600 1.18 WADC

0.38 25 8,600 1.45 WADC

0.26 25 8,600 1.31 0.0015 WADC
0.26 250 8,600 1.43 0.0017 WADC

Resin Lockloam 10% Al 0.273 25 8,500 3.16 0.050 WADC
Resin Lockfoam 0.126 25 8,500 1.16 0.004 WADC

Resin Goodyear
Alkyd-Isocyanate 0.160 25 9,160 1.2 0.004 Good-

year

Data sources: McM: Von Hippel; NADC: Naval Air Development Center;
SWADC: Wright Air Development Center

The reader not familiar in detail with the In a radome, dielectric materials are disposed
principles of microwave optics is cautioned In definite thicknesses, gradients, and shapes.
that the electrical behavior of a radome is not From the viewpoint of microwave optics me-
independent of thickness. The effect of thick- chanical thickness is important as it directly
ness is reduced when the dielectric constant Is combines with dielectric constant to give elec-
very low or certain arrangements of the layers trical thickness as the product. This latter
of the radome wall are made. 488 49, 50 For property affects phase front shape, polarization
acceptable boresight accuracy it may prove distortion, and reflection.
preferable to use high dielectric constants.
Efforts have been made to improve trans nis- Usual mechanical sources of variation in
sion properties with magnetic materials.D1,52 electrical thickness Include flight erosion, de-
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I
viation from dimensional and smoothness spec- 0 014 --- 7-T]F-1f-V
ifications, surface films of water or other 0 013 - Silicone 21066
fluids, and encrustations of ice, frost, fungus, 0.012 -

duce mechanical thickress variations which may

be accentuated in electrical thickness effect by 0.010-

d l~ i '~l~ r t r , , - . ,, *- * - , C •' , .0 0 0i - V ib r in 1 3 5

Environmental changes, for example of tern- 2' 0.007-
per.t-ure and humidity, usually but not always 0 006
produce reversible changes in dielectric con- 1 0006
stant and loss tangent. Process variations in - 0 005 Lorninoc 4232
the manufacture of dielectrics or the radomes 0 004-_
themselves are sources of permanent devia- 0003-0 Epoxy 821CL
tions from the desired dielectric properties. 0
Common process factors include variation in 0 002_ -- Phenolic 91 LD
the ratio of raw material ingredients, such as 0001 1-
styrene and polyester; changes in composition
of a laminate resulting from catalysts, -100 0 100 200 300 400 500
pigments, trapped air, or moisture; impurities; temperdture (*F)
proportioning of resin and glass fiber; and the
degree of post-cure. Figu, 8-3. Lose Tangent Versus Temperature, Yedt."

Lamlnates (By pennrmlsso, of McMIllan Labormory, Inc.)

The reader who is a chemist or chemical
physicist is directed to Reference 53 for the to provide materials having the least change of
molecular theory of dielectrics and a treat- dielectric constant and loss tangent with tem-
ment of dielectric constant as a function of perature.
temperature. The electrical engineer is re-
ferred to Chapter 2, "Electromagnetic Field When an isotropic dielectric is specified or
and Optic Theory," in this book, and to Refer- implied the chemist must guard against an ori-
ence 54. entation of the dielectric during fabrication

process steps such as might result from foam
Data measured and compiled by G: R. Blairon core striations and parallel alignment of ont-

the change of dielectric properties with tern- ented fabrics. A calculated orientation is in-
perature for several laminates is shown in Fig- troduced when wires, grids, and plates are made
ures 8-2 and 8-3. (See also Reference 55.) a part of the radome wall, as has been done ex-
In Reference 56 E. B. McMillan discusses the perimentally.5T,58
influence of dielectric changes withtemperature
rise onthe electricaldesignof missile radomes. Electrical resistivity varies with materials,
The chemist and the fabricator will find reason often with their temperature, and at the surface

is influenced by moisture. Relative movement
with respect to dry or Ionized air may produce,

6,5 "or in the latter case reduce, electrical charge
accumulation at the surface, Interface ioniza-

60 Phenolic 91 L tion has been thought to produce a limited de-
gree of radio interference and localized micro-

255- Epoxy 828CL - wave dielectric property changes.

Sillcon, 2106 - The electrical designer endeavors to avoid
50 dielectric discontinuities, but the fabricator and

U the installer may need Joints for practical
Z4- Laminac 4232 reasons. The pattern distortion of a Joint pro-

Vibrin 135 pared in a laboratory experiment may be seen in
4 - Figure 8-4. When the plastic foam of the sand-

wich core was loaded with aluminum powder
.. .. I J until all elements of the radome wall were

-100 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 nearly electrically homogeneous, the shape of
temperalure (*F) the radiation pattern was substantially restored.

ft can be seen that the use of metal powders
Figurea-2. Dielectric Constnt Versus Tmperature, Vems may in certain instances be necessary and is

L.mlmnate (By permuision .f McMilla Labor.tory, Inc.) not harmful per se; however, there must be
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careful electrical design thought, as well as the various physical properties vary indifferent
conformity with military specifications where directions In the plane of the sheet. In most
applicable, woven fabrics used in the reinforcement of

structural plastics, the yarns are woven at right
I 4onnection with a radome installation or as angles, designated as warp and fill directions.

t r,,vering for certain radome areas or sup- Generally, in structural laminates, the plies of
pU.Ls, a dielectric sheet of high loss and low woven glass cloth are laid up so all the plies
reflection maybe needed. In addition to MX410/ of the laminate are parallel to the warp, or so
AP materials, gradient foams or hair mats, that alternate plies are parallel and perpendicu-
thin wave-trapping flexible laminates, and lar to the warp. Fabrics having an essentially
dentate nonreflectinq systems have been avail- square or balanced weave (those with the same
able. yarns in equal amount in the warp and fill

directions) give laminates with approximately
8-23. Mechanical Properties equal strength in directions at right angles to

each other. Physical properties of laminates
The basic mechanical properties, such as made with balanced weave fabric generally re-

tension, compression, and flexural strengths, sult in equal strengths inthe longitudinal direc-
of glass-reinforced laminates differ from sie- tion (warp) and in the transverse direction(filU).
ilar properties of other structural materials in Most data on strength properties are reported
that the resultant laminate is anistropic; that is, in two directions,the longitudinal andthe trans-
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verse. Fabrics with unbalanced weave oruni- to be equivalent. In fact variktions in strength
directional fabrics such as 143, are usually have sometimes been found within a given roll

, a f;n. . !•inn ... . .in enmf Inminintan nof cloth. One cause for this difficulty can be
traced to the application of the finish. If the

Table 8-VI outlines the minimum strength heat-desized glass cloth has traces of alkali
values of polyc•tcr laminate panels that arp on its fibers, the properties of the finishing
required under MIL-P-8013A on low-'ressure, treatment are adversely affected. The sized
structural, glass-reinforced plastics. 3 These glass cloth also can deteriorate if adequate con-
values, while representative of the mechanical trol of the temperature in heat cleaning is not
properties obtained on flat panels of typical maintained. For example, woven glass cloth
polyesters and various weaves of fabric, should that has been heated up to 6750 F will lose 30
not be used for design. Even with one specific percent or more of its original strength.
fabric, many factors such as type of resin,
fabric finish, shape, fabrication and molding All these variables tend to discourage the
procedures influence the mechanical properties designer of structural, reinforced-plastic
of the final laminate. radomes, since it is difficult to arrive at de-

pendable design values. As with other struc-
Strength properties of glass-reinforced laini- tural materials, the ultimate strength of glass

nates have been found to vary considerably, de- fiber laminates is reduced by cycles of repeated
pending upon the processing of the laminates, or reversed loads.
Differences of 25 percent may be found in
physical properties. The application of stresses as low as 75 per-

cent of the Instant ultimate stress will result in
It is common for different rolls of supposedly failure if the time of application is sufficiently

identical glass fabric to yield very different long. The variation of time to failure with the
strengths when all other conditions were thought amount of applied stress is not well defined.

Table 8-VL Typieal Mechanical Pmap,tle| of Pe.,.iil Laminat*a (1/8-locl Thick), Langntudinal, Low-Prossue LemlnasaJ,
class PFbiric le-a Plastic Me..ial

Fabric Ultimate Tensile Compressive Flexural Flexural Modulus of
No. or Strength __Stren th Streng t Elastict nital
Weave (psi) )p. (psi 10°)

Dry Wet Dry Wet Dry Wet Dt'y Wet

112 40,000 38,000 33,000 30,000 50,000 45,000 2.6 2.5

116 400,,. 38,000 30,000 27,000 45,000 39,000 2.6 2.5

128 40,000 38,000 23,000 21,000 45,000 39,000 2.6 2.5

162 40,000 38,000 16,000 14,000 33,000 29,000 2.2 2.1

164 40,000 38,000 16,000 14,000 33,000 29,000 2.2 2.1

120 40,000 38,000 33,000 30,000 50,000 45,000 2.6 2.5

181 40,000 30,000 35,000 30,000 50,000 45,000 2.7 2.5

182 43,000 40,000 32,000 29,000 45,000 40,000 2.6 2.5

183 43,000 40,000 30,000 27,000 45,000 40,000 2.6 2.5

184 43,000 40,000 26,000 23,000 45,000 40,000 2.6 2.5

1.43 80,000 75,000 48,000 43,000 90,000 78,000 4.7 4.5

Mat 20,000 18,000 20,000 18,000 25,000 20,000 1.4 1.2
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Mechanical properties of polyester laminates armed services and members of aircraft corm-
are commonly obtained on sheets 1/8 to 1/4 panies on the ANC-17 Panel, has issued the
inch thick. Tests have shown, however, that ANC-17 Bulletin "Plastics for Aircraft." 70

S........ .. * ,* azu, f!sau Thits buiietin has aiu tee latest approved data or,
are 3ignificantly lower for very thin sheets, properties and criteria for use in designing re-
particularly below about 1/16 inch thick. Some inforced plastic structures for aircraft, and is
solid wall radcmcs arc in thla range anid the recommended ior any design data.
designer must take this effect into account,

As would be expected, the physical properties
The use of 181-weave glass cloth, commonly of glass-reinforced laminates vary with tern-

employed in the manufacture of aircraft parts, perature. Some data are avaUable on the in-
is fairly standard for testing and evaluating fluence of temperatures as low as -70o F which
various laminating resins. Most data on the indicate that mechanical properties of glass-
stregth of reinforced laminates made with this fabric reinforced laminates generally im rovy
fabric and various resins have been published, as the temperature becomes lower. 7 2 , '3,
For the last six years, 181 cloth has been used The increase in strength varies both with the
in the manufacture of radomea and ,ther struc- type of resin and the property involved.
tural aircraft parts. It has the following advan-
tages. It has good drapability for compound Polyester resins for low pressure laminating
curves. It is relatively thii) (0.0085 inch) so conforming to Specification MIL-R-7575 (Ref-
that it may be used to advantage in thin or thick erence 75) possess a wide range of strengths
laminates. IR is nearly equal in strength in at temperatures as low as 2000 F. Woven glass
both the warp and fill directions; there are 57 laminates made with polyester resins, in gen-
warp yarns and 54 fill yarns per inch. Fill eral, lose most of their strength when exposed
yarns are parallel to the length of the roll and to temperatures over 2000 F. Relatively few
warp yarns are perpendicular to the length of polyester resins will give laminates that main-
the roll. In comparison with other weaves tairn 50 percent of their strength at temperatures
it has high strength in relation to its thickness an high as 300P F.
and weight.

A considerable amount of research has been
It Is also recognized that the finish on the conducted onheat-resistant laminates fabricated

glass cloth plays a significant role in the uIti- from glass cloth andsellce i
mate mechanical properties of woven-glass and phenolic reslns.. LO , 'ialTable 8-VIua,

reinforced laminates. In general, Volan A and compiled from data extracted from a Wright
Gtran has been approved under MIL-F-9118, Air Development Ceter Technical Report by
and a great deal of data on 181-Volan with 3. Wier and D. Pons,11 indicates the strength
polyester resin has been accummulated. that woven glass cloth laminates can maintain

at temperatures up to 7000 F after 1/2 hour
With phenolics and epoxies 181 NOL finish exposure at the temperature of test. Table

has shown considerable merit, but this finish 8-4C gives properties of glass cloth laminatcs
has not beenfinally approved under MIL-F-9118. with silicone resin DC-2106.
Table 8-VU, extrated from an article by
Silver and Erickson II of NOL on the influence The outer skins of a sandwich radome usually
of finish on the mechanical properties of 181 determine its elastic and strength properties;
glass-reinforced laminates with P.43 (a poly- the center lamination, or core, serves to sep-
ester resin), Epon 828 (an epoxy resin), and arate the facings and to restrain them from be-
BV-17085 (a phenolic resin), is presented to coming elastically unstable. The facings are
illustrate this point. A considerable amount of therefore usually made of strong, rigid ma-
research and data on plastic laminates has terials having a high modulus of elasticity and
been reported by Forest Products Laboratory the cores of light materials having only suffi-
and Wright Air Development Center(see Refer- cient elastic and strength properties to accom-
ence 59 throtigh 69). plish their purpose. Most radomes of sand-

wich construction can be analyzed as a three-ply
Under sponsorship of Wright Air Development laminate in which the mechanical properties of

Center, Bureau of Aeronautics, and the Civil the core are very different from those of the
Aeronautics Administration, Forest Products facings. In the determination of the mean
Laboratory has developed methods of theoreti- elatic and strength properties of such a con-
cal analysis of plastic laminates and sandwich struction, the interaction between the core and
consiructions to aid the design of structural the facings is considered, as well as their re-
aircraft parts. In addition, Forest Products spective mechanical properties. The materials
Laboratory, in cooperation with members of the of the core %ndtho facings will be considered to
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Table 8-VII. Ultirmte Flexural Strength (12 Plies of 181 Style Glass Cloth Laminates with Various Finish*& - Paralle

Laminated - Totted in Longitudinal Direction166

Polyester Epoxy Phenolic

Paraplex P'-43 Epon 8t28 BV-17085
Finish Dry Wet 96 Resin Dry Wet %oResin Dry 'et % Resin

181-112 47,8U0 31,700 30.2 73,000 53,0V0 30.6 52,000 30,000 29.8

181-136 75,100 65,900 32.7 73,100 63,300 32.7 ý,5,000 27,800 29.4

181-Volan 86,600 66,900 28.1 89,000 79,600 31.0 76,600 75,500 29.2

181-Garan 89,200 71,800 32.2 74,400 65,600 31.4 44,600 47,200 29.4

181-NOL 94,200 65,100 29.1 98,300 91,000 26.5 98,500 99,600 29.3

Table O-V]IZ, Average Uliante FlexwaralStregth, Modulus of Elasticity, and Loss in Weight (leat Resistant Laminates of 181 Glass
Cloth Teoted ot Temperature After 0.5 Hour at Temperature)

Silicone Phenolic Triallylcyanurate
Temperature DC-2104 CTL-91-LD Laminac 4232

(0 F) E u. N Flexural Modulw % Flexural ModJulus)'Loss* (psi) (x 10) Loss* (psi) (x 10) Lod

80 25,000 2.3 - 62,500 4.2 - 39,800 3.0 -

300 13,100 1.8 0.1 59,700 3.8 - 42,300 2.8 3.2

400 10,400 1.9 0.2 58,500 3.9 1.9 42,400 2.8 3.2

500 9,000 1.8 0.2 51,000 3.6 1.8 32,400 2.6 3.6

600 8,600 1.8 0.2 45,700 3.6 2.8 22,800 2.3 9.9

700 7,500 1.6 0.5 32,100 3.3 6.5 10,100 1.6 26.4

* Loss in weight based upon resin

Table I-IX. Properties of Silicone Resi, DC-2106 and Glass Cloth Laminate (Estimated Resin Content 40 Pl.-eet)

Room 5000 F after
Temperature 1/2-hour exposure

Tenaile" Strength (psi) 53,900 31,100

Compression Strength (psi) 23,800 6,280*

Flexural Strength (psi) 41,000 15,500

Flexural Modulus (psi x 106) 2.6 2.1

Specific Gravity: 1.93

Water Absorption
(percent in 24 hours): 0.10

At 375 0 F
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be orthotropic and oriented so that the natural N.A.C.A. and Forest Products Laboratory
axes of all three plies are parallel to each have also issued a number of reports on design
other, thus forminw an orthntrepmi !•an•.ate. alyaia dod various pnysical properties (Ret-
In thedesign of sandwich radomes, material for erences 35, 36, 37, 92, 93).
the facings is chosen that will be acceptable A greatdealof rpearch and devcloprent work
both from an electrical and Rtrortural stand- A honeaom or a nd core sand-point, on honeycomb or foamed-in-place core sand-

wiches with woven glass skins for specific ap-
plications, which has not been reported in the

For design data and test methods onsandwich literature, has been carried out by various or-

fabricated with glass-reinforced laminate faces, ganizations.

the AIA Reports, MIL-STD-401 (References 76, Some data on, high temperature sandwiches
77, 78) and ANC-23 Bulletin on sandwich con- have been reported in Wright Air Development
structions for aircraft are recommended. Center Technical Report 54-249.45

SECTION F. FABRICATION METHODS FOIl PLASTIC RADOMES

8-24. Methods of Fabricating Radomes cator in obtaining approval of his materials
process specification. Related Federal and
Military Specifications are listed. Usual meth-

MIL-R-7705A (ASG) of 12 January 1955 out- ods of fabricating various types of radomes are
lines the procedure to be followed by the fabri- given in Table 8-X.

Table 8-X, Usual MAethods of Fabrleating Types of Radomes

Radome Type Method Materials

Solid

thin bag GF* or nylon laminate

half-wave bag or matched dip OF with heat-resistant resin

type B bag, matched die, OF with heat-resistant resin
lathe-turned and pigments

"A" Sandwich

foam-in-place matched die OF laminate polyurethane foam core

honeycomb bag OF laminate, OF phenolic-
core cell walls

pre-formed core bag or press GF laminate, foam core

Multiple "A"

heat de-iced bag OF laminate, fluted OF core

broadband matched die or bag foam or honeycomb core

Half-Wave Sandwich bag or matched die OF laminate, loaded foam with or without
honeycomb partitions

GF: glass fiber cloth
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8-25. Bag Molding The glass fabric, cut to approximate size, is

luiiiiIlluuu 61 i iik VA,dII CUA &*LIYzt resill and1
A typical vacuum bag molding process has as ';oaked untiU thoroughly saturated, as indicated by

the principal steps: (1) preparation of resin, uniform color. It is then removed and the ex-
fabric, bearing blocks, and inscrts; (2) lay -up cess resin squeezed uuti uili the fabric cuntains
of the fabric in a prepared female mold or on a 95 ± 5 parts of resin for every 100 parts of
male mold; (3) elimination af air; (4) cure of fabric by weight. It ir stored on a revolving
the outer skin layers; (5) incorporation of roll or stretched on flat aluminum cauls or a
blvaring block inserts; (6) preparation and in- cellophane-covered bench, and covered, in each
corporation of core (in sandwich construction): case, with cellophane until time of use. Then,
(7) lay-up of inner skin layers; (8) second as each piece of fabric is removed for lay-up
cure; (9) permissible repairs; (10) trimming; it is checked to remove resin "pools." Figure
(11) post-cure when required; (12) finishing; 8-5 shows the machine impregnation of fabric
and (13) identification, before cutting.

In general, bearing blocks are laid up in the
Preparation of Resin, Fabric, Bearing Blocks, form of belt sections around the circumference

and Irnerts. of the radome. After premolding they are
machined to the correct dimensions.

In preparing the resin, the amount and type of To meet the requirements of MIL-P-8013,
catalyst recommended by the supplier is thor- laminate voids must be eliminated to the extent
oughly dispersed with a mechanical agitator, presently obtainable with good commercial
avoiding the incorporation of excess air. Unless workmanship. In solid-radornes this limits the
it is to be refrigerated,only enough is prepared thickness that can be laid-up in anyone molding
to meet 8 hours requirements. operation to about 1/8 inch.

... .... • - ., ....

Figure 8-5. Machin* Impegnation of Fo&-fc (By permission of North Amvicu Avifeton, Inc.1
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Lay-up of Fabric in Mold. Generally, the the edges of which runs a porous vent-fabric
woven glass cloth, after tailoring, is laid upon leading to vacuum lines. Then, with contoured
the surface of the male mold or in the female wiping tools, excess resin and air are wiped
portion of the mold after coating with a parting from the center of the laminate to the vents un-
agent. Most partine aeuwts used are waxes til no air hhhloq nr fiMara arn -4Ie the
such as carnuba, lacquers based upon cellulose eye. It is an essential part of the technique
acetate or vinyls, or silicone oils or greases, that there is a continuous liquid seal of resin
They are usually applied by brushing or spray- between the cnvering cellophane and the lamin-
ing. ate. Tho layers of glass cloth have a natural

springiness, but, provided the seal is intact, no
In the lay-up of the skin layers each piece of air will enter. If a pinhole is made in the

fabric is worked tightly to the mold, templated, cellophane, or if a strand of glass fiber extends
and cut to avoid wrinkles. In some cases pieces across the seal, air will enter thelaminate very
must be butt-jointed. Otherwise ajoint 3/4-inch rapidly, and it cannot normally be swept out
wide * 1/4-inch is used, the number kept to a again because the excess resin has been pre-
minimum, and the joints staggered to avoid an viously removed. The number of plies of glass
excess of crossing over other Joints. cloth should be carefully controlled so that the

amount of resin squeezeout or runoff is such
The following faults in molding technique that the percentage of resin In the final lamin-

have been noted. In one radome, lap Joints in ate is 38 + 2 percent.
the glass cloth of the skins were allowed, and
considerable freedom as to their number and In the prewiping process, the air is worked
location was permitted. This procedure pro- out prior to lay-up in the mold, while the layers
duced electrically unsatisfactory radomes. of impregnated cloth are stretched out on a
For this case the joints should have been butt hard, smooth surface. Wiping can be dispensed
joints; their number should have been reduced with if pre-impregnated fabric, prepared in
to the minimum by means of careful lay-up such a way that the resin is brought to a semi-
and tailoring. All butt joints should have been gel state under conditions which eliminate en.-
spaced or staggered to avoid planes of weak- trapped air, is used.
ness. The lay-up technique has to be carefully
planned and laid out for each radome. The A perforated molding caul is usually a fiber
widest fabric should be employed and more use glass laminate about 1/32 inch thick or a 1/16
should be made of deformable fabric construe- to 1/8 inch thick contoured flexible rubber
tions, such as satin-weave, or special woven or sheet. The perforations are 3/32 to 1/8 inch
sewn-fabric lay-ups that matcal the contour of vent holes on 1 1/2 to 2 inch centers. Both
the radome. Once the lay-up design Is complete, sides of the caul are coated with a polyvinyl
it should be specified in detail and inspection alcohol solution. The caul is placed to cover
should insure that it is adhered to during lab- the laminate. A layer of coarse fabric is
rication. placed over the caul for venting of air. Over

this is placed cellophane and then a rubber hag.
In another radome, fabricated by bag mold- Vacuum is drawn and held up to 30 minutes to

Ing, the vacuum bag was badly fitted; this re- eliminate air prior to curing.
suited in creases or depressions in the surface
of the laminate. The effect of surface wrinkles, In most solid radomes, it is desirable to have
creases, butt and lap joints, and high and low transparent, void-free laminates. This type of
resin content on properties of laminates has laminate is produced by sweeping out all the air
been Ivestigated by Forest Products Labora- bubbles with an excess of resin, keeping the
tory.79 This report indicates that all these number of lap or butt joints to a minimum, and
factors are generally detrimental to the vari- curing the resin at a relatively low temperature

ous physical properties of the laminates and so the refractive indices of the polymerized
should be kept to a minimum, resin will be very close to that of the glass

cloth. If a high temperature in the range of
Elimination of Air. Some of the methods of 225 to 2500 F and a high rate of cure are used,

eliminating air to obtain a void-free condition the refractive index becomes higher and the
comprise: (1) vacuum wiping; (2) prewiping; resultant laminate will be opaque and slightly
(3) gelation of resin in fabric impregnation; (4) white in color.
use of a perforated caul. For vacuum wiping
the proper number of plies are placed in the If heat is applied at too high a rate, bubbles
femile cavity, excess resin and air are stroked appear throughout the laminate. Some believe
out, and the laminate is covered with a trans- that these voids are due to expansion of air
parent layer of polyvinyl alcohol film, around dissolved in the resin; more probpbly they are
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bubbles caused by vaporization of the free
styrene in the polester resin, possibly with
some oxygen bubbles caused by catalyst deconi-
nný

4.W fT ha., hoon .harw Av~ tha~t a dn fa

gelation at low temperature, when the laminate
is rigid enough for removal from the mold, ' 31 * fV
further heating at 2000 F still produces voids, -

There is no reliable data available that shows
any significant difference in the strength of the
transparent and opaque laminates. However the
transparent laminates appear to be desirable
for quality control, since a quick visual inspec-
tion will show any defects in the radome.

Cure of Outer Skin Layers. Curing of the
laminate is conducted by the temperature-time
cycles recommended for the resin. An ascend-
ing temperature cycle is employed, and is
timed in a manner to avoid vaporization. After . '

cure, the bag is removed and the skin is care-
fully inspected for defects.

Figure 8-6. Fluted Care Chin Radamte By p.ermission of
Incorporation of Bearing Block Inserts. Be- 8,uswick-Balko-Collende,)

fore incorporation of the bearing blocks or lay-
up of a core of additional skin layers, the inkier form the necessary air channels. There is
surface is first sanded and then treated with some doubt as to whether sufficient support is
a very light coat of resin. The dimensioned given to the face skins by the larger size of
bearing blocks and inserts are then put in.place. corrugation, and the rain erosion resistance
If a preconstructed core is to be used, it is in- has been shown to be very poor. A slight dis-
serted at this time. Otherwise, the inner skin advantage of the Douglas system in that the
layers are added and processed in the same way wax mandrels must be melted down and re-
as the outer layers, shaped for each radome. There is no specifi-

cation on this type of core material, and no
Core Construction. The following is a tech- published reports on the process or strength

nique for incorporation of a honeycomb core: of the resultant sandwich. Figure 8-6 shows
the flat or preformed sections of impregnated a fluted core chin radome.
honeycomb are transferred to the partially con-
structed radome in the mold and crowded in Greater pressure may be needed to laminate
tightly to form locking joints. If the radome has fabric socks or to overcome the resistance to
reverse curves and the core is not preformed, curvature of thick sections of honeycomb.
flat core sections are pressedagainst the curv-
ature and the assembly is cured inplace locally. If pressure molding with a mating inner die or

an inner pressure bag is to be used, the steps
Another type of core material, developed for up to this point are essentially the same. The

de-iceable airborne radomes, is a fluted core. cure cycle for press-nmilded parts will depend
The flutes usually consist of thin, U-shaped upon the mold construction, mold material, and
channels of 112 or 120 glass cloth Impreg- part construction. References 80 through 83 are
nated with resin and cured, suggested for additional information on molding

processes.

In the process developed and used by the

Douglas Aircraft Company, glass fabric tim- Trimming. After completion of all moldkng
pregnated with resin is wrapped over rectan- operations, the radome may be trimmed, using
gular-shaped wax mandrels, which are then the flanges of the mandrel or a suitable trirti
carefully laid together so as to form a core fixture as a guide. Prior to finishing, the corn-
structure of the required thickness. After the pleted radome is inspected for defects.
skins and core have been bonded together and
cured at low temperature, the finished radome Permissible Repairs. Allowable or repair-
is gently heated so that the wax can be melted able defects are described by MIL-P-8013 and
out. The method has great utility for de-ice- MIL-P-9400. Blisters are repaired by putictur-
able radomes, since the cavities left by the wax ing, injecting resin, applying pressure unti
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cured, and then are lightly sanded. Areas lack- position radome for the installation of the AN/
ing resin are given an additional coat of resin. APS-20E search Radar under the Royal Canadian
Excessive thickness buildups are removed by Air Force Maritime Reconnaissance, Canadair,
grinding provided the reinforcing plies are nnt .Am.t#., CL-2. iiiaun oi tne Uristol
disturDed. "Britannia." Figure 8-7 shows the two mirror

image mold halves, at the time of manufacture
P u For radomes to be used above the largest aluminum pressure castings yet

20-05", post-curing is usually necessary to re- made. Electrical strip heaters provided on the
move constituents capable of vaporizing with back of each half are wired to a programming
resultant damage to the laminate. The post- console of timers and relays. The castings
curing time-temperature program, which canbe were impregnated from the back face with an
obtained from the resin supplier, is planned for anaerobic silicone resin, while the front face
an ascending scale of temperatures in the was treated with Garalease 915. Other suit-
shortest time that will not cause blistering or able parting agents available included Vegin AC,
crazing. The product usually darkens uxider Dow-Corning DC-4 and DC-7 and L3X425
these conditions, but this is of no importance. Micostrip.

F g. If application of an erosion-resls- In Figure 8-8, (the outer skin having been
tatfiish tois called for, this is the next step. cured, sanded, coated with uncured resin mix,
With care being taken not to expose the fabric, and the bearing block molding, installed) 1 1/4
the glaze of the surface film of resin is re- inches thick, 1/4-inch cell, uncured, resin-
moved with light sanding. After removal of dipped Hexcel honeycomb core is being fitted
sanding dust, any erosion resistant coating con- tightly into place. The construction provides
forming to MIL-C-7439 may be applied, for the retraction of the nosewheel through

doors in the aft end of the radome.
After inspection of the finished part, radomes

which have been accepted are labeled in accord- In Figure 8-9 the moldhalves have beenalined
ance with the purchaser's prints or other appli- optically and assembled, and the completed
cable specifications. Crating is normally reg- honeycomb sandwiches spliced longitudinally
ulated by specification, without electrical discontinuity. The edges,

bearing blocks, inserts, and nosewheel door
Figures 8-7 through 8-10 illustrate some of frame areas will be given their final trim in

the steps in the vacuum bag molding of a chin the mold, but first the radome will be removed,

FIgure f-7. PIwesswe-Cstf AlwUaniRa Split Mold (By p"iussin etIMcM•iian Iad'attlel C•MpJ
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Figoe U-.Lariat-Up Honereuik Cwt (By Poa~ssio, of AcMIIIan Industralr. Corp.)

inspected, and rough-trimmed. In Figure 8-10
It is seen temporarily out of tie mold for rough
trimming.

Figure 8-11 illustrates spray application of a V
rain erosion protective coating.

8-26. Matched Tool Moldin

Matched tool molding processes are generally
employed for radomes based upon (1) foamed-
In-place cores; (2) sharply curved thick honey-

p ~comb; (a) preformed mats; or (4) molding comn-
pounds.

Foamed-in-place Cores. The use of a foam
core for sandwich raftmes intrigued early
workers, since it offered possibilities of re-.
ducing the amount of labor involved in laying- Prgare I-P. S j vwch Reds. Rowdy Owt Tramedu (Bly
up the honeycomb core, an well an improving pe..IiadS21 of WMcMS1bu IndiftErio Ceip)



The chief advantage of the foamed-in-place
core over honeycomb or other types of core is
the easp -f fa.ricatl..,. . The preparation of the
foam involves no more equipment than a mixer
and a temperature recording device; hence this
part of the equipment is low cost. Intricately
shaped structural sandwiches can be molded
with ease. However, it must be realized that
matched metal molds are required. Although
these molds are not cheap, radomen fabricated
by this method possess the following advantages:
(1) Uniformity in construction: (2) Lower unit
cost on large volume production: (3) Possibil-
ity of making tapered wall thicknesses with
greater control over final wall thickness.

Tih greatest disadvantage in the use of
foamed-In-place radome construction is the

Figure 8-10. AN/APS-20E Radom. After Preliminaty Tin, and more cost!: Looling required. Usually, one
Inapecfan (By pormimaion of MWMilion lduattlra Corp.) set of metal or plastic tools is used to preform

tite inner and outer skins. After the skins arn
fabricated and inspected to determine their

the bond strength and reducing the electrical compliance with design thickness specifica-
variations because greater uniformity in the lions, the sanded skins are placed on a set ol
sandwich construction could be achieved, matched metal tools, usually mounted in x,

hydraulic press or on some type of lifting de-
Early investigations consisted of trying to vice that will locate tih male mandrel accu-

foam polyester resins with carbonates or other, rately with respect to the female cavity. T"he

gas-producini; chemicals. While these foams foaming mixture is prepared and then poured
were a step in the right direction, they were into the female portion of the mold containing
generally unsatisfactory because they would the outer skin, and the mandrel containing the
not rise and fill the cavities of very large inner skin is lowered into place. Spacer blocks
radomes, and were nonuniform and too dense are used to maintain core thicknesses when the
to give satisfactory properties for most entire assembly is bolted together. Heavy
radome applications, molds are required to withstand the pressures

developed during the foaming reaction. If the
At the end of World War I1, a Hycar rubber mold Is tightly closed, the pressure can reach

foam was produced commercially that had good 100 pounds per square inch. After the foam has
uniformit-y, density, and electrical properties. risen to fill the space between the skins, It is
This foam, however, could only be produced in
blocks that had to be cut into desired thickness.
The Hycar foam was somewhat thermoplastic
and could be formed into compound curvatures.
However, the use of a foamed-In.-place core had
more to offer, and after a considerable amount
of research the first polyurethane core material
to be extensively used was introduced in 1941984
85, 86

Polyurethane foams are based upon the reac-
tion of an unsaturated alkyd resin with an S
isocyanate. These types of foam are the result
of a reaction of the free hydroxyl (-OH) and car-
boxyl (-COOH) groups of the alkyd resin and the
isocyanate to give a resin molecule of Increased
length and the liberation of carbondioxide gas.
rhiq reaction can be illustrated by the following
general equation:

Fig.. 6-Fl. Spe.7d~g Er.. .. C--ms., I By pgu.lsiin* ',I

R-COOH + R'NCO - RCONHR 4 CO2  BWk&,6M*.C~lfrlde)
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sub3ected to a cure cyclewhich develops its full 5. As the reaction proceeds, the viscosity in-
physical properties. creases. After 35 minutes of total mixing time

the viscosity of the mixture is taken at 3 to 5
With foamed-in-place radome construction, it minute intervals until a viscosity of approxi-

is possible to take full advantage of any thick- mately 1,500 poises at 80 to 850 F is reached.
nc- valtn that .may he .,4., lw1!_n AIby, iffe TIhLa vtlu,ýn2lhi !!! ý,gqilR1V ra.*(hoAd qftar AK tn

ent angles of incidence over the wall area. 55 minutes of total mixing time. At this time
Thus, a vertical tapered-wall construction can 8 to 10 percent by weight (based upon the resin)
be built into each radome with no more effort of Aerosol-Acetone solution is added. This
than would be required for uniform wall thick- solution contains 10 percent of Aerosol OT in
ness. 90 percent of dry acetone.

The materials for producing foams can be ob- 6. Mixing is continued until a viscosity of the
tained as two component systems commercially mix is reduced to approximately 500 poises.
from such companies as Nopco Chemical Corn- The foam is then poured into the mold. The
pany or American Latex Company, or the corn- mold is then closed and the foam cured for 1
ponents can be purchased from the following: hour at 150 to 1600 F; for high temperature

foams an additional cure of 2 hours at 3000 F
FoamingResir Tolylene Dinsocyanate and 4 hours at 4000 F is needed.

Amorican Cyanimide Co. E. I. DuPont Co. To obtain any desired density of foam core
Mobay Chemical Co. National Aniline Co. material, the following calculations canbe used.
Pittsburg Plate Glass Co. Mob~y ChemicalCo.

1, Determine volume of the cavity or wall
The foaming process that can be used with thickness of the sandwich in which the foam is

such resins as Selectron 5922 from Pittsburgh to be used.
Plate Glass or Laminae 4231 from American
Cyanamid, and tolylene diisocyanate from the 2. Using the following relationship
above sources, is as follows.

1. A weighted amount of resin is poured into D v* W=DV
the mixer.

where D = density, W = weight, and V - volume,
2. For every 100 parts of resin by weight, the weight in pounds of foaming mixture re-

85 parts by weight of tolylene diisocyanate is quired is calculated. This includes both resin
added slowly to the resin. If the tolylene and dlisocyanate.
diisocyanate, which has a viscosity In the same
range as water, is added all at once to the alkyd 3. Calculation of correct amount of each com-
resin, it floats on top of the resin, forming a ponent is then made by using the resin-diisocya-
distinct phase, and splashes out when the mixer nate ratio applicable to the resin employed.
is started, Therefore it is necessary to add the For Selectron 5922 and Laminae 4231, the ratio
tolylene diisocyanate in about four or five por- is 100 to 85. Thus for each 100 parts of resin,
tions at 3 to 4 minute intervals. The mix'ig of 85 parts by weight of ditsocyanate is used.
the tolylene diisocyanate and the alkyd resin
into a homogeneous blend takes 20 to 25 For example, to obtain a 6 pounds per cubic
minutes at 759 F. foot density foam as described above, the fol-

lowing calculations were made,
3. The reaction betweenthe foaming agent and

the alkyd resin is very exothermic. It is nec- 1. Core for square test panel, size: 16 x 18 x
essary to keep the batch at a temperature of '75 5/8 inches = 160 cubic inches = 0.0926 cubic
to 850 F at all times by the addition of crushed foot.
dry ice. If the temperature is allowed to reach
95 F, the reaction will proceed so rapidly that
the entire foaming r3action will be completed in
a few minutes without any control. 2. D =

4. After the tolylene diisocyanate has been W
completely blended into Selectron 5922 or 6 0.0926
Laminae 4231, 2 to 3 percent by weight of di-
tert-butyl peroxide catalyst, based upon the W = 0,556 pound or 252.4 gramsof mater-
resin, is added to the-mixture. ial' required
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3. For Selectron 5D22 and Laminac 4231 a ricated so that its fIWal expansion pressure
ratio of 100 parts resin to 85 partsdilsocyanate bonds it to skins in a matched-die mold system.
is used. The weights to be used are, therefore, A completely pre-expanded foam may be em-
resin - 136.4 grams and ditsocyanate - 116.0 ployed with the same bag molding process de-
g-&,aIb. tails as we conventional honeycomb core. It is,

in fact, a conventional honeycomb core having
A general formula is given below for calculat- each cell filledwith an aluminum-powder loaded

ing quickly the necessary amount of resin and resin composition, partially or completely ex-
dilsocyanate needed to obtain any desired den- panded as may be required. The entrapment of
sity. Only the volume of the cavity of the sand- the loaded foam within discrete partitions pro-
wich need be known. From the equation W v vides a freedom from dielectric orientations, so
V x D the total weight of material required can that a sandwich made with this core, in place of
be found from the heavier solid half-wave or solid type B wall

constructions, is suitable for use where severe
W = Volume of core (cu. in.) polarization or boresight restrictions are nec-

1728 (in. per cu. ft.) essary.

SDensity (lbs. per cu. it.) (8-1) While there are numerous other methods and
variations thereof for matched-die molding, it

x 454 (g per lb.) is only possible to treat at this time several of
the principal ones, namely, preform molding;

or vacuum injection (Marco patent); and com-
pression, pressure injection, and transfer

W - Volume of core x Desnity x 0.263 (8-2) molding.

or Preform Molding. In the usual preform mold-
ing process, the male die is heated, the unim-

W = V x D x 0.263 total weight (8-3) pregnated preform is dropped over it, and the
resin mix poured onto the top of the preform.
The press brings the male and female dies

The resin-diisocyanate ratio is 100 to 85 or on together, the movement becoming slower as the
a percentage basis, stops at the final matched position are

approached so that preform air will have time
100 g resin to escape. When the resin has finally displaced

85 g dllsocynate the air, the resin appears as a flash,

185 g Only moderate pressure is required to reach
the stops if the preform weight is proper. If

100 pressure is light it may be found later that air
Thus percentage of resin - m X 100 - 54.05 is trapped in the product or that there are resin-

185 rich areas which may crack. If the pressure is
above normal, resin-starved areas may be

Percentage of Dilsocyanate = 18 x 100- 45.95 created due to excessive preform weight, 8 8

187 Gelling before the press is closed may prevent
Since Equation (8-3) gives the total weight re- the resin from reaching the bottom of the pre-

quired, the weight of resin in grams required form, A wrinkled product may be due to a
there-ore equals: poorly fitting preform. The lower strength of a

preform molding, compared with a fabric lam-
W -V x D x 0.263 x 0.5405 inate, has limited its use to thick sections, as

(8-4) for the half-wave construction. Where specifi-
= V x D x 0.1422 cations permit, a chopped fiber preform such

as that shown in Figure 8-12 may be suitable.
Similarly, the required amount of dilsocyanate

is found from Marco Vacuum Injection. Since a press is riot
ne-i-e, Wy arge parts may be made by the

W = V x D x 0,263 x 0.4595 Marco vacuum injection process. The matching
dies are fitted together easily, as the bulk of

= W Y D x 0.1208 the preform is kept low. The lower open edges
of the two dies are immersed in a peripheral

Reference 87 describes a partially pre-ex- trough containing resin mix. A vacuum line at
panded foam core structure that may be fab- the highest point in the upper die stcks the resin
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A ~Product ion of radomf-s by matched tool two -
eessesilsshown in Figures 8-13 and 8t-14, Fig-

A. uore 8-13 shows polyurethane oa rn ir~reitietitps

being mixed by an operator wearink it gas mask.I ~ * I I~In Figure 8-14, he Is pourinoc it through a screen
into a femnale die in which the outer skin r~
already !ured. The male die, seen above it, is
cove red wit h thle curod inner skin.

8-47. Lathe Turoiric

Some manufacturers deduiced that iatiieturmnir.,
might be siuited t~i missqile radonie manufactute
Just as ground lenses are more accurate thaii
molded ones, it was expected that turned and
ground radumes would provide more uniform
microwave characteris4tics than molded ones.

After I-,ving cons4iderabile attention todie a-;llt't-
ment techniques, other manufacturers have usud
matched molds. Howewver, the necessity of
adjustinlý radonie wall th ickness to the oniall

'A ~~ changes in dielectricp prt erils th at occ u r I r( ni
batch to batch, is a problem, and the placini. of
a preasure duct iii the wall is not ats east!y as ini

Figurell-F2. MakIng a Chapped Fiber Prof urn (By perml e2 tn the bag mioldingpi'ce~ss used as m adlunct to
of Bruns wick-BaA. -CoiI.,der) lathe tuirning. Of course, at niatchied-dle rinold..

up through the mold ca~vity, With proper pre- igcudb ah iihd

form density, air removal is very good, hit if Inthe usual processt .rmale miandrel is w raipped
lay-up of the preforin is poor the relative dis- with res in-mniix Impregnated, wovenI-gýiaso
tribution of glass and resin in the product is fabric sockus o r pattern-cut fl at pieces.
variable. When strength and uniformity re-
quiirements are high, the use of the process for
airborne radomes Is limited, References 81
.and 82 contain additional information on preform
and vacuum injection molding,

Knitted or woven fabric has been used. lDoth
gravity-distributed and vacuum- injected resin
distribution has been employed with knitted
socks. The recent availability of seamless
woven fabric socks has led tu study of their use
In pressure closed matched die systems with

p and without pre-inipregnation. With proper
product design the very stringent strength and X
dielectric uniformity requirements of missile
and other supersonic radomes should be more
readily met with seamless woven sock lay-ups.

Comrnession, re~sur In ection, and Trans -
fer Molding, The details of the compression,
the pressure injection, and the transfer molding
processes are too well known throughout the
plastics Industry to require de-,ription here. 8 1

It is sufficient to say that matched-die com-
pression molding has been successfully em-
ployed in the manufac-ture of small missile
radomes, while transfer molding and pressure t~
injection molding have provided precision con-
trol, density, and low cost for the production of Figure 8-13. Mixing Polyurrratham Foam (By permissioni of
antenna fed pressurizing covers. Bruns wick-BoIk @-Ca ie~nior)
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Progress in electrical design techniques has
enabled these radomes to assume, fineness
ratios from 2.5 to over 4.0, and to possess
pointed tips with apex angles less than 300.

Fabrication of the half-wave and of the type
B walls is very nearly the same, from the
molder's viewpoint, except that type B walls
comprise two solid quarter-wave thick shells
that are slipped into each other and bonded
together, with a few thin bands of loaded di-
electric sandwiched in shallow grooves in the
inner shell. (See References 48, 49, 50, 58,83.)

In Figure 8-15 the lay-up of the fabric is
shown. In Figure B-16 it is shown being en-
ca.,ed in a polyvinyl alcohol vacuum bag. En-
trapped air is continually wiped out until gelling
occurs, as shown in Figure 8-17. The auto-
matic grinding of the cured build-up in a dupli-
cating lathe shortly before the addition of the
final outer layers is illustrated in Figure 8-18,
A final polish grind will be given to the outer-
most surface. Tolerances of : 0.001 inch may
be attained. The last step in the process willFigure 8-14, PoJting Fo.,m into Moiced-DI Mold (by POls. be the post cure,

alon of B run sw ick- Bal se - Co ll ond )B - . o8-28. Tooling

Reference 81 is suggested to the reader for
Naugatuck Chemical triallyl cyanurate resin, information on factors usually governing the
Vibrin 135, has been selected for high temper- type of mold, mold materials, and the design of
ature strength and electrical characteristics, molds for various processes. In radome fab-
The total wall thickness is built up in a number rication the following factors, in order of im-
of curings, and a transparent polyvinyl alcohol portance, generally dominate in mold design:
bag is used to facilitate wiping until the resin (1) part tolerances; (2) type of radome wall con-
gels to attain freedom from voids. As each now struction; (3) time available to tool-up; (4)
Aeries of layers is added, the outermost cured quantity to be produced. Plaster, wood, plastic,
layer of the previous series to peeled off to
provide a bonding surface,

The total number of layers is planned so that
the final lathe grinding operation will not cut
through any layer. To make this easy, the last
group of layers is molded on a lathe cut base
which will allow them to lie parallel to the final
aurface. r,

hoen, the final outer surface has been ground,
the, radome is transferred tothe surface finish-
Ing station, where it In rotated horizontally .
under heat lamps while a very thin coating of
resin mix is applied. A boresight check may be I,
performed Just prior to finishing to determine
whether any external thickness correction is
needed.

Larger missile noses have been corrected
with internal patches. Two contractors are
known to employ insert phase measurements PFigue B-15. Lm.y-,Up of Feiric, Minuil* Rodent (By pomile Ien
to locate areas in need of correction. of MeMIIlen Indvetbel Corp.)
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FIgure 8-18. L.ath Grinding, Missile Radom@ (By penrmision
of McMillwan lndustrial Corp.)

Methods of mass production are treated in
Reference 82, Much material, published for the

11 plastics industry, is available, and the prospect-
!~ tive radome molder should evaluate It, bearing

in mind the special requirement that large parts
are to be molded with the accuracies usually
specified only for small fittings.

Figure 8-,16. Beings L~ay-Up, Missile Rodowe (By pemmission
of Mc.illan mndvtL-, al Corp.) For some time the expense and the long tool-

up time associated with matched dies confined

their use to foamed-in-place molding. The
evolution of supersonic aircraft and missiles
has, however, brought with it the need for-
radonie strength plus transmission quality
suited to high accuracy radar. This is leading
to increased use of solid walls and matched
dies or lathe turning methods.

A problem in fabrication with matched dies is
that of maintaining the required tolerances in
wall thickness in the scanned area of the
radome. This problem is difficult to solve,'L• since It requires extreme accuracy in the
preparation and machining of the metal molds

used in fabrication, Assume that steel has
"been machined at room temperature so as to
"give a cavity with a constant wall thickness of
:k 0.005 inch, which is no mean feat fur large
molds. If the molds are heated unevenly to
2500 F, the difference in wall thickness can

Flig. 8-17. Wiing, Missil. Red"" (By w.paINI of theoretically vary another 0,010 inch, due to
Mcille l•dustrial Crp.) the difference in thermal expansion of certain

areas. After molding-in this error, the molded
light sheet metal, and low density spray metal radome will shrink another few thousandths of
molds may be used to tool-up quickly it the an inch. If theae errors are accumulative, it
first and second factors permit. However, if in conceivable that a 0.250-inch, solid-wall
the quantity to be produced is so substantial radome could vary as much as j 0.015 inch.
that permanent cast or spun metal molds will One method of overcoming this difficulty has
be required, interim tooling must be regarded been to make the wall thickness oversize and to
as an extra ezpense. Since part quality is the machine the glass-reinforced laminate wall to
primary conmideration in the radome market, the desired tolerances. This is difficult to
product users generaUy prefer to invest in carry out unless the radome is a body of revolu-
accurate permanent tooling. tiou.
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Cast resin and other types of molds must at
least temporarily give substantially the same
end result an metal molds. Glass fabric cav-
ities are generally laminated with heat-resis-
tant Dohnalitr or nniyestar !c a thi!,o
of about 1/2 inch. The lay-up of a section of
a large radome mold, using glass fabrics and
epoxy resin, is nhown in Figure 8-19.

Distensible rubber bags are generally between

1/16 and 1/8 inch thick. A compound commonly
used has been Tyer Rubber Company No. 258.
Non-distensible bags may be of Reynolds
polyvinyl alcohol film or of neoprene-coated
fabric such as DuPont Fairprene No, 5013.

Spray metal process construction of a female
die for bag molding is illustrated in Figure

7 8-20. The metal is being applied directly to amock-up of the part.
Figure 8-19. Ley-Up of Rodom. with Close Fahric mad Epaxy

Refan (By permission of Goodyear AIreth Corp.) In Figure 8-21 a pressure-cast aluminum
female die is being rhecked with an assembly of
metal templates. Feeler gages are fitted be-
tween the template edges and the die surface.

The low dunsity core sandwich constructions
will remain important In the ground radar field The mounting edge of a radomewhich has been
indefinitely, and will continue to have a place in clamped into a trim fixture is being diamond-
the aircraft field with subsonic aircraft or in wheel ground in Figure 8-22.
low load areas in supersonic use. For this
reason tooling for bag molding remains in the
picture,

Cast or spun metal molds are readily steam-
or water-heated with jacketing or electrically
heated with coils. Oven heating is less satis-
factory but may be employed. Where pressure
must be added to the effect of the vacuum bag a
steam autoclave is convenient for large parts,
while smaller parts may be pressurized by
capping and pumping air into the mold cavity,
the laminate being protected by the molding
bag.

Ovens should be of a convect-ion type capable
of operating at up to 3000 F. They should be
equipped with vacuum outlets and reasonably
accurate temperature and vacuum gages. Auto-
claves should be capable of applying 60 pounds
or more of pressure.

Metal molding cavities may be of spun or cast -
aluminum; chrome-plated steel; electro-formed
nickel or other metalwhich gives suitable finish 71 7 ,1
to, and parting from, the molded part. The sur-
face of the cavity must be free of pits or TIM '7
scratches which would break the surface film
of resin on the radome. It must be checked
periodically for contour with templates and
jigs, and the mold itself must be adequately Figure 8-20, Spraylng Metel or Mold Pletem (.9y potmis•ion of
supported to avoid distortion, Bruns wck-B- /kip -Callender)
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a *0.005-inch tolerance. Gravity, and curing
viscosity effects, work Agains& the uniform ox-
pansion of foamed-in-place core materials.
The electrical harm will ha mnmt d-ittirs,I w~hon
the foam has a high electrical refractive index
because of metallic loading. The loaded core
material described in Referene. 87 waR' d•-
signed for sucl a contingency.

In matched-die molding, accuracy of die di-
mensions is most important, but it is expensive.
The total number of layers of fabric must be
carefully planned in bag molding, single-die
techniques. In prototypes a skin is sometimes
built-up and cured to nearly the desired thick-
ness, and a layer peeled off; then a carefully
calculated addition of final layers is made.
Careful wiping of the laid-up pieces of fabric
insures not only freedom from voids, but, by
removing excess resin, makes the total thick-

Fiqr,. 8-21. Tempietli•g PMussu-CovE Aluminum Die (By ness more nearly a constant multiple of the
p~eii,,. ci A•llim g,~ti,.tl Corp.) total number of layers.

Laminating pressure and the relative humid-
8-29. Methods of Obtaining Tolerances ity of the molding room have a very marked

effect on thickness and strength. When the
The dependence of electrical performance whole radome problem has been placed in the

upon the tolerances held in the manufacture of molder's hands, as it often is, his electrical
each radome leads the typical molder to be engineering staff should avoid narrow banded
keenly interested in methods of achieving them. designs wherever feasible.
Quality must be sought, beginning with the ob-
taining of affidavits from the suppliers of the Internal factors also control the effective
starting materials. On receipt, and again iust electrical thickness. At the shorter wave-
before use, resins should be checked for vis- lengths the sandwich constructions with low
cosity and freshness. Cleanliness must be dielectric constant cores become so narrow
maintained in mixing them with catalysts and banded that external and internal thickness
fillers. Control samples of proposed laminates tolerance become very tight unless exacting d
must be prepared and tested for dielectric con- process control is used. The layer of resin
slant, loss tangent, and mechanical properties, which collects on the inner surface of each skin
Often the molder must certify that he has con- tends to vary. If this variation is excessive,
ducted such tests and achieved specification
quality. Figure 8423 shows an interferometer
for use from -100 to 2,0000 F for dielectric
constant measurements.

The relative resin-fabric-air content of the
laminate directly and profoundly affects strength
and dielectric values. Pregelled, impregnated
glass fabric with carefully controlled resin con-
tent may be prepared, but usually is purchased.
The gelling guards against resin drainage in the
laminate, and the laminatetends to be voidfree.
Overlaps in lay-up lead to thickness buildups,
sometimes beyond tolerance limits.

Honeycemb core material must be skillfully
cut with specialized equipment to secure thick-
ness accuracy. Unless the molder is adequately
prepared, it may be better to buy honeycomb
precut by the supplier to the desired tolerance. Flguiv 8-22. Diamond WheeI Oti4cep (By pejisa.k.,eo
In Figure 8-24 honeycomb is being checked to
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"Figure 8-23. Wi& Temperature Rang* Dieletric Constant Intgdeomietr (By permisslon of McMllon Laboratory, Inc.)

electrical performance deteriorates noticeably, Thickness gages based upon various physical
Variations iv core density have a similar effect. principles have been employed. General Elec-

tric, McMillan, and others have built magnetic
Grinding apparatus plays an Important part in gages. Radiation counters have been adapted to

radome manufacture. Bearing surfaces for the purpose. Microwave thickness gages Indi-
attachment to fuselsige, or other, mounting cate the thickness from area to area as the
rings must often meet exacting dimensioqal radar would see it. For this reason these gages
accuracy. Accurate grinding may (where spec- have become the principal control factor in
Ifications allow) be a vital factor in the control several radome molding organizations. One
of the electrical performance of areas through such gage is shown in Figure 8-26. Their Lni-
which the radar beam passes. The rigidity and tial success has led the Wright Air Development
precision of grinder holders, guides, and ref- Center to sponsor advances in their design.

erence points must be carefully planned. Me- Among various methods of correcting wail
chanical and optical gages capable of spanning thickness variations so detected, the Boeing Air-
large distances with accuracy are available in craft Company mechanized application of
adequate quantities in established radome mold- Internal compensating patches has been notable.
ing plants. A multiple thickness gage fixture MIL-R-7705A(ASG) of 12 January 1955 requires
can be seen in use in Figure 8-25. test range electrical inspection. Figure 8-27
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Figure 8-24. Conftroling Honeycomb Cae, Thi~cknoss (By

Figure 84~6. Wereweve Thickness Gave (By pemmission of
McMillan Laboratory, Inc.)

Figure 8-25. Multiple Thlckpoaa Goes Check (By Permussion,,
of Brunswik -Bdike- Cohonjoro)

shows a radome mounted over an AN/APS-20E
on a CL-28 aircraft mock-up being placed upon
a teat tower of the Air Revearch and Develop-
ment Command Ipswich Antenna Field Station.

8-30. Inspection Methods*

Except as a contractor may wish to conform to
and exceed military specification standards,

Figure 6-27. AN/APS-20E On, CL 28 Mock-Up of Coaubvidg.
*Radome teat equipment and procedures are Research Cen'ter rest Range (By puermisson of McMillan

treated in Chapter 12. Industroia Corp.)
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MIL-R-7705A (ASG) of 12 January 1955 proves that they comply with the appropriate military
adequate for establishing inspection methods, specification. Routine tests should be per-
For the present, microwavethickness gages, di- formed on panels made up with incoming lots of
electric measuring eauiPment. and ,,um~rnana !abr, =-in, -n -orG ai.at•• i1i.. Punei tests
other special electrical, mechanical, and chem- should also be performed on any materials
ical instruments find their principal roles in which appear questionable during subsequent
process control as meansof obtaining tolarR nces processing.
in preparation for final inspection.

In-process control should include dimensional
Adequate inspection departments, procedures, checks on core materials, premoided inserts,

and records areessential factors inthe produc- and other components as well as inspection of
tion of radomes having optimum structural and manufacturing procedures. These factors,
electrical performance. These should cover perhaps, contribute the most to theperformance
tooling, incoming materials, materials in of the finished part.
process, curing cycles, and the complete
radome. All are highly important to the quality Inspection of the finished part should cover
of the finished product. not only physical dimensions but such possible

defects as blisters, wrinkles, lack of cnmplete
Incoming material quality can be assured to a resin cure, and non-uniformity. Electrical

considerable extent by purchasing materials and environmental performance provides the
from reputable manufacturers under affidavit final criteria.

SECTION G. METHODS OF ATTACHMENT

In attaching solid or sandwich type radomes Generally these aluminum inserts are bonded
to the exterior of various aircraft, the designer between the glass-reinforced skins with the
usually has to take into account the fact that the same type of resin used in the fabrication of the
radome must be removable for easy access to radome skins. The surfaces of these metal in-
the scanner. This necessitates the use of me- serts are prepared for bonding, usually by
chanical fasteners such as nuts and bolts or alkali cleaning and then by anodizing, as dis-
Dzus fasteners. cussed in paragraph 8-15.

Most radome housings are circular or ellip- In some cases the metal inserts are primed
tical in cross section at thepoint of attachment,

so the use of a large number of nuts and bolts with an adhesive primer that is baked on. The

around the periphery of the base results in an particular adhesive desired or the resin used
attachment that is sufficiently strong to with- in the fabrication of the radome is brushed on
stand the stress and moment systems imposed the faying surfaces of the radome skins and the
by even the largest radome housing. metal insert and the assembly are cured under

heat and pressure as a secondary operation.
In general, there are few published data re-

lating the relative merit strength of various The mounting holes are then jig-drilled in the
types of fastening. Figure 8-28 shows sketches metal insert, so that the radome can be pre-
of various types of attachment fittings used on cisely positioned on the aircraft.
the base of sandwich radomes. The reason for
using an aluminum insert at the root of the Basic to the more effective use and application
radome is twofold: to transfer the loads from of solid and sandwich radome construction is
the aircraft to the skins of the sandwich radome, the need of design criteria covering methods of
and to overcome the general low bearing attachment, under various conditions of support
strength of the glass-reinforced laminate. The and loading. The accumulation of design data,
extremely high compression and bearing loads however, is complicated by an almost unlimited
caused by drawing up on nuts and bolts are number of possibilities and by the variety of
taken by the various types of metal inserts conditions of each specific application with re-.
shown in Figure 8-28. spect to stress and loading.
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aluminum ring insert , ...

aluminum channel/"" solid laminate--

laminate insert ,__

core

aluminum chann aluminum ring insert'

aluminum insert--7 tapered skins

aluminum 'z" section

Flgutre 8-28. Sketches of Typical Glaas-Reinforce4 Laminote Sandwkic Redeem Constructions, Showibg Vadoiu Meftods of Aefeck...P

SECTION H. FINISHES FOR RADOMES

One of the major advantages usually given for On visual examination most plastic reinforced
reinforced plastics is the fact that they do not laminates in the "as-molded" state appear to
have to be painted, since any desired finish or have a smooth continuous resin surface, since
color can be added to the resin in the form of a the clear resin does not tend to show any dis-
pigment. continuity. However, if low-pressure molded,

However, for radomes used at the higher fre- reinforced-plastic parts are sprayed with aquencies, the addition of even small amounts of pigmented lacquer or enamel, small voids or
qugmenti thenadditio n of e even smallsamouns los discontinuities in the surface of the laminate
pigment tends to increase the transmission loss; can be seen immediately. These discontinui-
therefore, this practice is little used in rein- ties or small voids of microscopic size are
forced plastic radome materials, located at the junction of the crossing yarns in

the woven fabric. In general, the larger theFinishes for radomes are usually functional, weave the larger are the small discontinuities
in that they are used to protect the reinforced in the resin on the surface of the laminate. In
plastic from such aircraft chemicals as deicer most instances this condition is eliminated byfluids, hydraulic fluids, or fuels; or to provide the use of one or two layers of fine weave
thermal resistance or rain erosion resistance fabrics (such as 112, 116, or 120) on the sur-
(Chapter 7). In other instances paints are used face. Another approach to this problem is to
on reinforced plastic parts to blend in with the use a pre-gelled resin coating on the surface of
coIn, scheme of the rest of the aircraft, the mold or to use a paper or mat overlay,

In addition to the fact that any great thickness which tends to hold more resin on the surface.
of protective ooating affects the transmission These two procedures, however, tend to pro-
properties of radomes, there is general opposi- duce a resin-rich surface which in extreme
tion to the use of paints or other coatings on cases results in the formation of small cracks
reinforced plastic parts, since they tend to hide on the surface of the laminated part after it
blemishes or other unsatisfactory workmanship. has been exposed to weather or extremes of
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temperature. These small cracks tend to pick hard, ducable film, Enamel fiUms generally have
up moisture and destroy the electrical proper- higher gloss and higher hardness, and have
ties of the radome, and, therefore, this practice greater outdoor durability and solvent resis-
has not gained great favor. tance than lacquer films.

In most cases when the radomes are to be An important factor in proper paint selection
painted or coated with a rain-erosion resistant is the type of service required of the applied
material, the surface of the radome is sanded, film. For outdoor exposure, pigmented nitro-
and these small surface voids are filled with a cellulose lacquers or alkyd enamel paints are
lacquer or enamel filler, or with putty applied generally required for adequate resistance to
with a rubber squeegee. After the filler has weathering,
dried, the surface of the radome is again
sanded, and a primer is sprayed on. The lacquers used on plastic and metal air-

craft parts meet MIL-L-7178, 89 The enamels
Two fillers or putties that have been tested used meet MIL-E-5556.90

and are currently used almost universally are
Duratite filler from Webb Products Company, Probably the most widely used coating on
and Filaplast P-24 from Brooklyn Varnish Man- radomes, however, is a neoprene rubber coat-
ufacturing Company. The primer or surfacer ing, meeting MIL-C-7439B, used to prevent
that is used to a great extent in the industry, rain erosion of the plastic laminate. 9 1
since It was developed primarily for polyestei'
laminates, is Primer Surfacer P-40 from At subsonic speeds, plastic laminates are
Brooklyn Varnish Manufacturing Company. rapidly eroded by even light rainfall. An un-
There is no specification covering these ma- coated radome may be completely eroded in a
terials. Generally the primer is never over few minutes. To reduce the erosion of radomes,
one mil thick. The function of the primer is to both Goodyear Tire and Rubber Companyand
make the plastic part very smooth and to im- Gates Engineering Company have developed
prove the adhesion of the Lacquer or enamel neoprene rubber coatings that may be applied
to the surface. to exterior surfaces of plastic parts; these

coatings give a decided increase in lifeexpec-
A lacquer is essentially a solvent solution of a tancy, as discussed in Chapter 7.

thermoplastic resin, with or without pigment.
It dries solely by solvent evaporation. Many On aircraft flying at high speeds through
lacquers air-dry rapidly. The dryfilm consists humid atmospheres, very high electrostatic
simply of the original thermoplastic resin, charges are built up on the surface of the
Common film-formers are the polymers of radomes. From-time to time the potentials
cellulose nitrate, cellulose acetate, ethyl cellu- become high enough to cause discharge by arc-
lose, methyl methacrylate, vinyl chloride, and ing. In these cases, electromagnetip radia-
vinyl acetate, tion is sufficient to reduce the efficiency of

communication systems of the aircraft, as well
An enamel is essentially a solvent solution of as of the direction finders and other

a thermosetting material, usually with pigment vital equipment, to almost zero. A conductive
to give the required color, coating is used to prevent this static charge

buildup. This coating is usually of the same
Evaporation of solvent leaves a relatively soft base as the rain-erosion resistant coatings and

film which must then be oxidized to form a meets the same specification. 91

GLOSSARY

Accelerator. A chemical compound or sub- Alkkd triailytcyanurate copolymer. The prod-
stance which, when added. to a catalyzed uct formed from the polymerization of an
synthetic resin in minute amounts, hastens alkyd resin and triallylcyanurate monomer.
the polymerization or hardening of the resin.

AlYd. A synthetic resin, consisting principally Anodize, The formation of an aluminum oxide
-- isters formed from alcohol and acids, film on aluminum alloy by chemical and/or
such as ethylene glycol and mateic acid, electrical methods.
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Autoclave. A cylindrical steel vessel which is E A group of synthetic resins based

built so that it can withstand high pressures. usually upon epichlorohydrin and apolyhydroxy

In laminating, the resin-impregnated glass compound.
cloth is laid up on a mold and this assembly
is put into Ute cylinder. Hem rmu, ma . . .. .. ..
usually in the form of steam, are then in- the polymerization or vulcanization of chem-

troduced into the cylinder, which forces the ical substances.
laminate to conform to the mold contuuz and
simultaneously hardens the laminate. Faying surfaces. In aircraft any two metal sur-

faces that overlap.

Bag. A flexible cover through which molding Flash. Excess plastic material which forms at
pressure is exerted through the application of the parting line of a mold during molding, and
air pressure on one side and/or the drawing which usually must be removed from the fin-
of a vacuum on' the other. ished article.

Catakyst. A chemical that initiates or aids in a Gel. A somewhat gel-'.ike, generally trans-
chIemical reaction without taking part in the parent, liquid-solid resin system, in which
reaction or undergoing change itself. the resin has partially polymerized but has

not become hard or rigid.
Caul. A metal plate used in a press, usually

with a very smooth surface that gives a plas- Gelation time. The time required for a given
tic laminate a very high sheen, quantity of catalyzed resin to form a gel.

Copolymer, A substance formed by the simul- Laminate, To unite sheets of material by resin
taneous polymerization of two or more under heat and pressure. For example,
monomers and/or polymers. sheets of glass cloth impregnated with a res-

~inous composition.
,ure. The terms cure, poLymerize, or harden,

as applied to resins, are used to describe a Lay-up. The process of placing the reinforced
process in which a monomer or.polymer is ;esrn--impregnated glass cloth or mat in posi-
converted from a liquid or semisolid into a tion in the mold.
substance of higher molecular weight and
different physical properties, usually by the Loss tengent. An absorption coefficient, the di-
addition of heat or chemicals. Li c st loess tangent or dissipation factor;

elentric losse tangen or, dispation factor;

Dielectric constant. Electromagnetic wave when the Losses are low, power factor.

permittivity. Whin an electrical charge is Polyestr. Generic term referring to a resin
placed in a homogeneous electric field, the composed of an organic acid and alcohol
force which acts upon it is proportional to esterified and then polymerized to form a
the charge and to the magnitude of the field, solid called a polyester, Usually used to
the inverse of the proportionality being the refer to a resin comprising unsaturated
dielectric const.Nnt times another constant polyesters capable of cross-linking to con-
factor which deiends uponthe system of units vert into a substantially infusible and insol-
used. uble product,

Dielectric material. A material which can Polvmerization, A chemical process usually
react by molecular mechanism to an electric rizatin. Anhemica roced plly

field because it contains electric charge resulting ine formation of a rigid plastic

carriers that can be displaced; in radome material whose molecular weight is a mul-

constriiction, commonly thought of as a ma- tiple of that of the original substance.

terial, usually nonmetallic, through which a o A polymerized urethane gener-
wave may be propagated, aTy formed by reaction of an isocyanate with

Dzus fastener. A quick acting, aircraft type a resin containing active hydrogen.

fatener prod.cedby Dzua Fastener Company. Post-cure. Some glass.-reinforced laminate

""parts are given a preliminary cure in the
Electrical thickness. The number of wave- press or oven usually at a relatively low

lengths in a layer of material, temperature, The laminates are then re-
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moved from the mold and are placed in an Set-up. To harden or to become rigid, as in
oven usually at a higher temperature to corn- polymerizing or curing.
plait ihe cure or poiymerization oi the resin.
This additional baking improves the physical Thermoplastic. The property of softening under
properties of the laminate, especially for a heat. A plastic that will become soft under
high temperature environment, heat.

Pot life. The period of time during which a Thermosetting, The property of undergning a
resin will remain fluid and usable, after the chemical change when heated, whereby a
addition of a hardener, catalyst, or catalyst- hardened product is obtained. Once the resin
promoter combination, becomes hard, it will not soften appreciablyunder heat,

Preform. A premolding or agglomeration of

the reinforcing material, usually by precipi- Triall~ylcanurate, The allyl ester of cyanuric
tation or light pressure, prepared for effi- acidcapable of cross-linking to form a solid
cient handling or loading of a mold. resin.

ResoL Thermosetting resins, usually phenol- Viscosity. Internal friction or resistance to
formaldehyde, at intermediate stage of reac- flow of a liquid. The constant ratio of shear-
tion where they soften when heated and swell ing stress te rate of shear usually is meas-
in contact with liquids. ured in poises.
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Chapter 9

INORGANIC MATERIALS
AND RADOME CONSTRUCTION

SECTION A. INTRODUCTION

9-1. Scope according to some generally accepted classifi-
cations. The materials within each of the clas-

At the time of writing (1956) ceramic materials sifications will be considered one by one. Where
;jy themselves have not been extensively qsed extensive work has been carried out on the de-
for radomes largely because the commercial velopment of methods of manufacture of any of
organizations engaged in ceramic fabrication these materials this work will be described in
have not been in a position to supply the required detail, along with the description of the material.
shapes finished to the specified dimensional The sections on the separate materials will be
tolerances followed by discussions of the mechanical,

thermal, and electrical properties of ceramic
Because of technical advances by industry and materials in general.

by various ceramic schools, it seems probable
that this situation can be corrected. This sec-
tion on inorganic materials will acquaint radome 9-2. Classification
designers with the properties of the ceramic
materials available, together with information Ceramic materials will be divided Into the
on methods of fabrication, which may be expec- following classificationsc
ted to allow the close dimensional tolerances to
be met. 1. Dense fired bodies

Since lack of proper fabricating technique has 2. Porous bodies
slowed up the utilization of ceramic r domes,
consideration of methods of manufacture is of 3. Glasses and materials derived therefrom
equal importance with a study of the physical
properties, The method used in the presenta- 4. Glass bonded mica
tion of the Information will therefore be as
follows. Ceramic materials will be grouped 5. Fusion cast materials.

SECTION B. DENSE FIRED BODIES

9-3. Definition and Characteristics the unfired state and then fired at a high tem-
perature to a state approaching zero porosity.

This classification is taken to include ceramic Properly chosen bodies so formed can have some
materials which have been formed to shape in or all of the following desirable properties:
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1. High strength over a wide temperature possible that other methods may ultimately re-
range place this, particularly if they can give svich

control of thickness and taper that machining in
2. Hardness the fired state is unnecessary; however,

radomes are now being produced by the slip
3. Homogeneity casting method. Since the method works in ispite

of its inconveniences, a full description Ls in
4. Dielectric constant anywhere from four up order.

to several thousand
SUp casting consists of making a fine, more

5. Constancy of dielectric constant over a or less dtable, water suspension of the material.
wide temperature range at high frequencies This suspension, or slip, is poured into a

plaster of paris mold. The inside of the mold
6. Low dielectric loss. is of the same shape as, but slightly larger than,

the outside of the shape to be formed. This is
9-4. Steatite to allow for shrinkage in drying and firing.

SteaUtebodi.1 include those which, in the fired The porous mold absorbsL water from the slip
state, consist largely of magnesia and silica and forms a wall whose thickness increases as
approximately in a ratio to form the compound the mold draws out more and more water. After
MgO0Si02. Other ingredients are usually added the desired thickness is obtained the remaining
to improve the forming properties, depending slip is poured out, leaving the formed object.
on the forming operation used, or to improve
the dielectric properties. Barium oxide is p Control. Slip casting is an old art, and the
frequently used to give lower dielectric losses, contro-l ot'cay slips is described in many text

books on ceramics. Low dielectric loss, how-
Since the term steatite covers a number of ever, is necessary in a radome, and something

similar materiAls, the physical properties listed better than the older electrical porcelains
later are only roughly representative of the seemed indicated. This meant that clay could
class and are subject to variation depending on not be considered as a major ingredient or, in
how each body is made up. fact, in some cases, as an ingredient at all.

Workers experienced in dielectric work ad-
The Rutgers Program. The program at Rut- vised, and it was quickly boe e out in practice,

gers University on the development of dense fired that where clay is not a major ingredient of the
ceramic radomes started with steatite.l, 2 ,3 slip it is advantageous to work with prefired
A number of radomes made from this material materials which are then reground, sized if
came close to satisfying the electrical per- necessary, and made into a slip with only such
formance requirements of one of the missile additions as are necessary to control defloc-
manufactures. culation and give correct slip viscosity for

casting ai.d sufficient strength for handling'
Steatite was chosen for the following reasons. after the piece is dry. Both from the stand-

Even before starting the work, it was realized point of casting control and ultimate body homo-
that the dimensional tolerances were such that geneity this approach is recommended to any-
none of the usual ceramic fabricating methods one attempting to produce ceramic radomes.
would give the necessary thickness control,
and that some machining would be necessary. For this method, steatite turned out to be a
Since steatite is- considerably softer than very convenient material. There was a ready
alumina; which is probably a more desirable supply of scrap steatite available. This was
ultimate material, this machining develop- material which had been rejected for dimen-
ment could be more easily accomplished with sional defects but which was of satisfactory
the softer material. Steatite radomes actually composition. The use of this material elimi-
were produced for electromagnetic testing con- nated the necessity of extruding and prefiring the
siderably sooner than would have been possible raw material.
with alumina shapes. Their encouraging per-
formance has done much to arouse interest in Batch Preparation. The steatite scrap, in the
ceramic radomes in general. form of thin spaghetti, was wet ground in a ball

mill. If it is intended to form shapes which may
Slip Casng. Of all the possible ways of form- be fired to exact dimensions without any further

pn the shape hefore firing, slip casting was machining, i1 is extremely important to control
chosen as most likely to give results with a the dimtributwon of particle sizes going into the
minimum of development work. It is very slip.
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Contardi and Hund have described some ex- Any free iron was removed by a magneticperiments on the effecL o different combinations filter. The slip wat, then de-aired and storedof particle size on the properties of steatite ready for casting. Before each cast the specificSslil]o.. The !roulKd raw mat~rta . w4,r. .4!vt*I r=;jt-y a•d v4p Ct,3al wuja checked and adjustedinto two fractions. Fraction A contained it necessary.
particles running in size from about 20 micronsto 50 microns. Fraction B was nearly all below Castin. A suction drawing of the mold is4 microns. A slip using all B gave a body with shown in Figure 9-1. The removable top is useda very smooth texture but with a firing shrinkage to form a flange that gives mechanical supportof almost 25 percent. Fraction A by itself could ant; helps to prevent warping during the firingnot be cast, since it settled out of suspension operations. This flange is not removed untiltoo rapidly. A blend of 70 percent A and 30 after the final firing. Pieces up to 10 inches inpercent B gave a firing shrinkage of only 13 diameter and 30 inches in length have been castpercent which was the lowest shrinkage of any from such a mold.
combination of the two fractions. The textureof this optimum mix was Just as good as that of The slipusingthe formulation of Table 9-1 re-the body using all fine material. This Is in quired about 45 minutes to build up a wall thick-agreement with general ceramic experience that ness of about 3/8 inch, which leaves sufficienta properly chosen mixture of two different size stock to allow for machining if a wall thicknessfractions gives less void space in the dry state in the neighborhood of 1/4 inch is desired. Theand consequently less firing shrinkage than mold was then inverted and the remaining slipeither fraction by itself, drained out. The wall thickness tended to be

greater nearer the point, probably because ofIf the machining process is able to take care of the greater hydrostatic pressure during theany size variation caused by shrinkage which casting operation. It would be extremely diffi-differs from batch to batch, then in many cases cult to achieve accurately a predeterminedit is sufficient to decant off the supernatant slip pattern of wall taper by control of the slip andafter grinding and to use the resulting run-of- draining conditions alone. After draining thethe-mill particle size distribution without any mold was returned to the point-down positionfurther effort to compound an exact size dis- and allowed to remain like this for about 24tribution without any further effort to compound hours before the piece was removed. Removalan exact size mixture.

In the Rutgers project the ground slip was then
dried. This dried ground material was mixed
with a suitable addition of deflocculants and lacquered surfacewater to give a shp of the proper density and
casting consistency., Table 9-I shows a formu-
lation which was successfully used in the cast- removableIng of steatite radomes. top

TWOlI 9•4. Fesareatios Swsshivlly
U•Ad In Casting 9Sot RQ44.,

plaster of paris
Ball Milled Steatite Scrap 77,725 gm
Bentonite 777 gm
Supcrlold Gel

(10 gm per 200 cc water) 785 gm
Sodium Silicate "N" brand

(1 cc per 10cc water) 100 cc
Ammonium Hydroxide, 28%(I cc per. 10 cc water) 500 cc

odiumn Hexametaphosphate
(24.55 gm per 500 cc water) 2,600 cc

Distilled Water 31,500 cc
Figure 9-14 S2r1ion Drwing of Mold
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was performed by allowing the piece to drop Electrical testing of the steatite radomes made
very gently onto a rubber ring on a steatite at Rutgers University was carried out by the
plate. Before firing the rubber ring was very Raytheon Manulactut lng Co. The results were
carefully removed andpure sand substituted for good enough to encourage extension of this work
it to support the racome during tiring. At Mis to other ceramic materials that held promise of
time the radome was extremely fragile and being more suitable for radome construction in
machining operations could not be altempted. the long run. Perhaps the most obvious such

material is alumina.

Bisque Firing. Steatite in the final fired form 9-5, Alumina
is quite hard and could probably be machined
only with the use of diamond tools. To avoid While alumina is strictly a synonym for
this necessity, in the early part of the program aluminum oxide, it is used loosely to describe
the radomeswere firstbisque-fired to 1,7000 F. any ceramic body high in alumina. It will be
This gave them sufficient strength to be held in used here to include any ceramic body contain-
the lathe chuck, but achieved only a small part ing 90 percent or more of aluminum oxide.
of the complete firing shrinkage. In this state,
however,, they can be readily machined with Very pure alumina can be fired to very high
Carboloy tools. strength and very good dielectric properties.

It requires, however, firing temperatures well
It was the usual practice to machine the out- beyond 3,0000 F, While such temperatures are

side first to the desired contour on one lathe, not impossible they call for expensive kiln con-
The radome was then, removed to another lathe struction and high kiln maintenance costs.
equipped with a special holder to allow the in- Hencethe anvestigathonwas begun with composi-

side to be machined. While the piece was still tions that could be fired around 2,8000 F, which
being held in the lathe the thickness could be is attainable on fairly standard equipment.
constantly checked by the use of a specially
made dial micrometer supplied by the Tubular With a little experimenting it was determined
Micrometer Co. In all of this operation allow- that a composition using 90 percent alumina, 6
ance had to be made for the shrinkage to take percent talc and 4 percent ball clay could be
place in the final firing, fired to maturity at around 2,8000 F to give a

body with dielectric constant about 8 and a loss
Final Firing. After the proper thickness dis- tangent of around 0,002. Somewhat similar

tribution had been achieved the piece was ready bodies are in the catalogs of a number of manu.
for final firing. All of the firing was done in a facturers of ceramic dielectrics,
gas-fired kiln built specifically for the purpose,
The kiln was of approximately square cross Machining, The obvious method of procedure
section with four gas burners in each of two seemed to be to follow as closely as possible
opposite walls, Independent control of the upper the techniques which had been successful with
and lower burners allowed a very good degree steatite, It was soon found, however, that
of temperature uniformity, During firing, the machining of the bisque ware presented much
radome was enclosed in a stack of silicon car- greater difficulties than steatite, The wear on
bide rings to prevent direct flame impingement the tungsten carbide tools was so great that
and to improve the equality of the temperature they would have to be ground several times
distribution. during a single cut on the lathe, Therefore, the

decision was made that, in spite of the hardness
The final firing was carri ;out on a schedule of the matured material, all machining would be

requiring about 8 hours to Vrch',A temperature done on tho final fired shape. This eliminated
of 2,2000 F, The pieces were soaked for 1 the necessity of two firings but brought upsome
hour at this temperature, after which time the new problems in the machining operation.
kiln was shut down and allowed to cool.

The use of anything but diamond tools was out
After removal of the radome from the kiln, the of the question for the very hard alumina

flange was cut off with a diamond saw and the surface. All of the machining was therefore
radome was ready for testing, There was about done with metal-bonded diamond wheels. For
13 percent linear shrinkage in the final firing the outside machining this presented no great
operation, In spite of this, thickness tolerances problem. The greater part of the inside was
of several thousandths of an inch could be held done with a flat-faced diamond wheel mounted
in the final piece. The shape itself might vary on a long quill, The Interior of the point of the
by considerably more than this, warpage of radome was shaped with a conical diamond
1/8 to 1/4 inch being sometimes present. reamer. A grit size of 100 was satisfactory for
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final finishing, while a grit size of 30 was used the mold than there is at the other end. It has
for some of the roughing cuts. been suggested that centrifugal casting in which

the mold would be rotating on its axis at some
At the time of writing (1956), no tests have appropriate speed while the casting noneratirv

been rarriri nut c% an.y 6r thwue alumina is veing carried out could help to improve this
radomes. situation. This works very well with cylindrical

shapes and might be adapted to cones or ngrivpR,
9-6. Other Forming Methods Other Materials

The methods described above allow consider-
able precision in the final piece but are certain- At the moment alumina, because of its
ly not ideal for large scale production, Further strength, refractoriness, hardness, and good
development can foreseeably follow several dielectric properties, is probably the most
paths in achieving a more practical procedure. promising ceramic material for radome con-
First, there may be developed more rapid struction, at least among the dense nonporous
machining techniques. These would reduce the bodies. There are, however, many other
necessity for precision control of shape and possible compositions out of which radomes
thickness in the ceramic forming and firing, might be made and one or another of these may
While it is difficult to see how diamond tools look very desirable at some future time. While
could be dispensed with on anything as hard as it would obviously be impossible to cover every
vitrified alumina, it is very conceivable that a possible combination of the many oxides avail-
multiplicity of cutting tools all cutting at the able, some uf the more simple types will be
-iame time could reduce the machining time to mentioned.
a small fraction of that presently necessary.
Also, automatic measuring of the physical or 9-8. Beryllia 5

electrical thickness while the piece is turning
in the lathe would allow machining with a min- Of all the materials which might come close to
imum of personal attention, doing what alumina can do, and even perhaps a

little more, beryllia probably looks the most
The second possible path is the development promising. It has almost as good strength,

of the precision ceramic control required to almost the same thermal expansion, but it has
render any machining in the fired state un- one property that puts it in a class by itself
necessary. This may be achieved by such a among ceramic materials, The thermal con-
technique as injection molding, used today in the ductivity is fabulously high, higher in fact than
production of spark plugs. In this the ceramic that of a number of metals. This gives it a
powder would be mixed with an appropriate great advantage in resistance to thermal :hock,
amount of thermoplastic resin which, when hot, since thermal gradients are greatly reduced.
would allow the raw material to flow uwder
pressure between a male and female mold. Its moot serious drawback is its toxic proper-

ties. Many ceramic manufacturers areafraid of
Hydrostatic pressing has also been suggested, it. Although it can be handled safely if proper

In this method the ceramic material with a precautlons are taken, the health hazard has
suitable binder would be formed on a mandrel, slowed up the general use of this potentially
This would be surrounded with a rubber or useful material.
plastic envelope and subjected to a high hydro-
static pressure forcing the graihs into as dense 9-9. Magnesia6

a packing as the particle size distribution would
allow. With radomes even as large as those Pure magnesia has a very high melting point,
being considered for the smaller missiles, this close to 5,0720 F. In the pure state it Is dlfi -
calls for extremely heavy pressure vessels, cult to mature at reasonable temperatures.

With small amounts of talc or ball clay as a
It might, however, allow machining in the un- flux, magnesia bodies have been matured at

fired state while the piece was still on the man- 2,8000 F. The thermal conductivity is high. As
drel, This would eliminate inside machining, a class these magnesia bodies are second only
always an awkward operation. With good par- to berylliabodies in this respect. The dielectric
ticle size control it right very well allow thick- constant is close to 8 and with 2.5 percent talc
ness and taper tolerances to be met without any the loss tangent is 0.0003. With 10 percent talc
further machining. it in 0.001. The thermal expansion is about 50

percent greater than alumina or berylia, The
With the present slip casting procedures there strength does not compare well with either

is much greater hydrostatic head at the point of alumina or beryllia.
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9-10. S 7  
stants are in the 7 to 8 region. Loss tangentsare around 0.001. Expansions are very much

Magnesia-alumina spinel is another material lower than either alumina or beryllia.
which might be useful bocause of its high melt-
ing temperature (3,8750 F). 'The compound has 9-13. Cordierite'

0

thp formula MsO.Al1.0. Again some flux is T farn.ry eninnund cordlerite, 2MO.
necessary to obtainaboay maturing at a reason- A2 5 s o v we

able temperature. Using various amounts of 2A! 20 3 '5S103, is another very low expnnrion

Mayfor this purpose, E.J. Smoe hW made up material. Bodies have been developed with thisc 'la y c o m p o u ndsa suapo s e ,n r.p h a s e . E x p a n si one a r
several spinet bodies maturing from 2,600 to compound as a major phase. Expansions are
2,8000 F. The strengths are not hight The very low. Dielectric constants are in the

dielectric constants run from 6 to 7 with loss neighborhood of 5 and los. tangents tend to run
tangents of about 0.0004. high.

9-l. Forsterite'
7  9-14. Lithium Aluminum Silicates 1 1 ' 12

The lithia-alunina-silica diagram is rather
remarkable in that it contains several regions

Bodies consisting largely of forsterite,2MgO. whichshow negative expansions. When the Aired
SiO2,are very comparable in physical proper- body is found to contain either the compound
ties with steatite bodies. The loss tangents of beta-e•cryptite or beta-spodumene, quite large
the forsterito bodies are usually lower than negative expansions can occur. These can be
those of steatites. justas bad from thestandpoint of thermal shock

9-12. Zircon 8 '9  resistance as high positive expansions. How-
ever, by proper control oi the composition,

The pure compound zircon, ZrO Si has a bodies may be produced which have very close
thermal expansion lower than mos'o of the ma- to zero expansion over a wide temperature
terials already mentioned. It can be used as an range. Such bodies show extremely good
ingredient in ceramic dielectrics where low ex- thermal shock resistance. As might be expected
pansion is desired totmprove thermal shock re- of any silicate composition containing such a
sistance. Some bodies of this type are described small alkali ion as lithium, losses tend to run
in the ceramic literature. The dielectric con- high with loss tangents around 0.005.

SECTION C. POROUS BODIES

9-15. Approaches to Fabrication 9-16. Fqaming

For high temperature insulation and other The general method is to prepare the ceramic
applications porous ceramic materials have material in the form of a slip or water suspen-
been manufactured for a long time. One of the sion which can be foamed by the addition of a
commonest methods of producing the desired foaming agent and a properly selected whipping
porosity is to incorporate in the body a certain action. The foam when formed must be stabi-
amount of some material which will burn out in lized by some ingredient in the batch which will
the firing process, leaving in its place vores of set up as soon as or shortly after the foam has
approximately the same sizeas the cor,,bustible been formed. This ingredient has usually been
particles. While this is satisfactory for appli- plaster of paris.
cations where homogeneity of structure is not
of prime importance, as in thermal insulation, A description, from the reports of A. J.
it has not been considered a desirable procedure Metzger at V.P.!., of the preparation of a rep-
for makinggthln-walledradomes where the pores resentative body of this type follows.1 3 ,l4 As
should be small compared with the wall thick- in any work of this kind there is an infinite numr-
ness and where electrical requirements call for ber of combinations of raw materials out of
a high degree of homogeneity, which must be chosen the one to give the best

combination of physical properties for the par-
One of the most promising methods of attack tlculbr application. These properties include

has been the use of foaming agents in prepara- density and strength, as well as dielectric and
tion of the ceramic material. A large amount of thermal properties. In each case the radome de-
work along theme lines has been carried out at signer andthe ceramic manufacturer must work
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and at Ohio State very closely together and each must be
University. conscious of the other's desires and limitations,
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The solids in Metzger's batch B77 are shown they wouldnot make goodradomes, since the ab-
hIn. iu, iAiu, u! such moisture would seriously affect

their dielectric properties. Something has to be
Material Percentage done to make the surface impervious. Because

of their great porosity they are rather difficult
Plaster of Paris 21.02 to glaze, since the melting glazehas a strong tend-

ency to be absorbed by the body. It is necessary
Pioneer Kaolin 34.14 first to treat the surface so that a subsequently

applied glaze can mature without soaking in.
A-2 Alumina 44.84

Glazing. This has been done by the applica-
The liquid part of the batch consisted of water tion tothie surface of a finely ground mix of the

with 0.5 percentof Aresket 240. An anionictype same composition asthe body itself, When fired
foaming agent, this is a 40 percent solution of on, this leaves a hard skin to which a glaze can
monobutyl biphenyl sodium monosulfonate be applied in the usual way. This skin also
supplied by the Monsanto Chemical Company. increases the modulus of rupture by about 25

percent.
The liquid-to-solid ratio was 48.72 to 51.28,

arrived at after a large number of experiments The application of a glaze to this body in-
looking toward a minimum fired density in the creases the modulus of rupture to around 1,200
finished pieces. pounds per square inch and gives a surface

which is truly impervious to moisture.
The mixing cycle is quite critical and must be By a somewluit similar technique Giles and

very closely controlled to give reproducible rey somewhat OimiSartecUniqerGite hand
suits, In Metzger's work the solid and liquid pdessingerdflaS at Ohio State University have
were blended for one minute, mixed at high produced foamed wollastonite, CaOSiO2, bodies
speed with a Hobart mixer for 2 1/2 minutes and with densities of around 25 poundsper cubicfoot
then at a slower speed for 1 minute. This in- nd modulus of rupture up to 250 pounds per
dicates the care that is necessary to get- repro., square Inch, The batch contained 70 parts
ducible results. The original reports should be wollastonite, 20 parts ball clay, and 10 partsconsulted for the exact dotails on the relations barium carbonate, together with 20 parts of
between method of preparation and the proper- plaster of paris to stabilize the foam, plus some
ties of the final body. pfluxes to lower the firing temperature and ex

tend the firing range. Saponin was used as the

Forming. The mold into which the foamed slip foaming agent.
Is pou-red consists of inner and outer metal The same workers have also used mixtures of
forms. When conical shapes are being formed, wollastonite, ball clay and zircon. A strength
waxed paper is used as a separating layer. of 500 pounds per square inch was obtained at
After the material has set, the inner cone is re- a density of 40 pounds per cubic foot and a
moved, and after several hours the outer cone strength of 100 to 200 pounds per square Inch
is talken off and the piece allowed to dry. Drying at a density of 20 pounds per cubic foot,
is carried out at 700 F at a relative humidity of
50 percent. After the first firing, a fine coating of essen-

tWly the same composition as the body was
FirF . Firing involves not only the develop- fired on, after which a lead borosilicate glaze

ment of a ceramic bond but also the dissocia- was applied and fired,
tion oi the plaster of paris, with the liberation
of sulfur trioxide. To allow this reaction to go 9-17. Wollastonite Bodies From Xonotlite
to completion the piece is held at 2,2000 F in a
well-ventilated kiln for 12 hours. The kiln is Kalounek and Dence of Owens Illinois Glass
then brought rapidly up to 2,5520 Fwhere It is have developed a different approach to the
held for 3 hours, after which it is allowed to problem of producing lightweight ceramic
cool. bodie. .1 7 They reacted freshly slaked calcium

oxide and finely pulverized quartz in an auto-
Bodies prepared in this way have a bulk den- clave at 2 50 pounds per square inch steampres-

sity of about 30 pounds per cubic foot and a sure. The raw materials were prepared as a
modulus of rupture approaching 400 pounds per slurry and poured into a mold of the desired
square inch. shape, The material in the wold was auto.-

claved for 10 hou's. The resulting solid piece
By their very nature, such bodies are porous would have a density from 15 to 35 pounds per

and will readily absorb moisture. In this state cubic foot and was essentially of the compost-
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tion xonotlite, 5CaO.5SiO52.H 2 0 Hollow cones 9-18. Dielectric Propertiesof Porous Ceramics
with base diameter of 8 inches and length of
24 inches could be made in this way. Metzger found that the dielectric constant of

porous bodies made from alimina, kaolin, and
It was found that these cones could be con- plaster of paris could be expressed by the

verted to wollastonite by slow heat treatment simpie iormula
requiring 14 to 16 hours to reach 1,3500 F. In
spite of the relatively large shrinkage which
accompanies the conversion of xonotlite into er -I 1 0.02' (9-1)

wollastonite, structurally sound wollastonlte
pieces could be obtained in this way. The where er lithe relative dielectric constant and
porosity which had contributed tothe low density P is the ,density in lbs per cu ft, Giles and
in the xonotlite state remained, and wollastonite Hessinger have plotted the dielectric constant
shapes having a density of 18 pounds per cubic of porous wollastonite bodies and the curve can
foot could be obtained. The modulus of rupture be expressed very closely by the expression
of such pieces was 150 pounds per square inch.

tr=0,92 +0,022 K. (9-2)
The texture of the wollastonite bodies formed

in this way is such that a glaze may be applied Loss tangent at 9.4 kmc is about 0.002.
and fired without the necessity of first sealing
the pores in a separate operation. It was found The wollastonite bodies made from xonotlite
that glaze No. 3496 made by the Ferro Corpor- have a dielectric constant of about 1.4 and a
alten gave satisfactory mechanical properties loss tangent of about 0.001,
with reasonably low dielectric loss.

SECTION D. GLASSES

9-19, Possible Advantages of Glasses may run from about 3.8 for vitreous silica, to
6 or 7 for the more common silicate glasses,

While glasses do not have the refractoriness to 8 to 10 for high-lead glasses, and up to 15
of such materials as alumina or beryllia, they or greater for special glasses.
are capable of withstanding temperatures con-
siderably higher than most organic plastic ma- With the exception of vitreous silica and the
terials. In addition, they lend themselves to a few very high silica glasses (such as Corning
number of formingtechniques which allow mass Vycor),glauses in generaldo not have outstand-
production methodswith quite precise control of ingly good resistance to thermal shock, mostly
shape and thickness. Glass shapes have been because of their moderate strength,low thermal
blown or pressed for many years, Recently the conductivity, and high elastic constants.
development of centrifugal casting of such large Because of its extremely low expansion, vitro-
shapes as television picture tubes has permitted ous silica has exceptionally good resistance to
thickness control of the order of ±0.010 inch or thermal shock; but, because of its very high
better. Also, work sponsored by Wright Air viscosity at the usual glass working tempera-
Development Center has resulted in centrifugal tures, it is difficult and expensive to form,
casting of radomes within tolerances of *0.005
inch, While suchcontrol is probably not In itself Other physical properties of the glasses will
satisfactory in the manufacture of half-wave be discussed in the general discusuion of
radomes, it would greatly reduce the time re- physical properties of all ceramic materials.
quired for final machining, and some machining
still seems necessary for most ceramic 9-21. New Glasses
radomes with the possible exception of glass-
bonded mica. Recently there have been developed some new

materials such as Corning Ceram 607 BUZ

9-20. Glass Properties (#8606) and 607AVE(#8605), which possess somp
of the useful forming properties of glasses, and
canby heat treatment, be converted into bodies

It is not possible in anything short of a full with much higher strength than the usual
textbook to cover the variations in physical glasses. The shapes are formed in the usual
properties which can be obtained with glasses way from glasses of special composition, if
of different compositions, Dielectric constants necessary, they may be machined while still in
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the glassy state, when the machining can be be maintained. The streng,'th is greatly enihatnced
carried out much moreeasily thanon theusually in the crystallization process. The dielectric
harder ceramic materials, properties compare favorably with those of

other ceramic dielectric materials, and are
The shapes are then heated toa carefully con- listed in rabies 9-U and 9-U.11

trolled predetermined temperature. Here they
devitrify or crystallize. The change in volume These materials were developed by Corning
Is not very large in this process, and It appears Ulass and bear the trade names I-otocerarm and
probable that close dimensional tolerances can Pyroceram.

SECTION E. GLASS-BONDED MICA AND FUSION-CAST CERAMIC MATERIALS

9-22. Glass-Bonded Mica and Ceramoplasticf4 gent. of 0.003 at 10 kmc.

Of all the ceramic materials which, up to the At the present time probably the greatest
present time, have been worked on in the ra- weakness of materials of this kind is the low
dome field, only two have shown that they can softening point of the glass, which must be
be formed, without machining, to radome such that the material is workable at tempera-
shapes with dimensional tolerances satisfac- tures compatible with reasonable life of the
tory to the designers. These are glass-bonded metal molds used. The materials are, how-
mica and ceramoplastics, which are manufac- ever, capable of operating at temperatures
tured under the trade names of Mycalex and several hundred degrees in excess of those
Supramica, respectively. These bodies consist recommended for most organic plastic mate-
of an intimate mixture of finely ground mipa rials. For example, Supramica 500 is capable
(natural or artificial) bonded with a specially of operating at a continuous temperature of 5000
selected low-temperature softening glass. C and might very well be applicable to radomes

for moderate speed missiles.
These materials, preheated to soften the

glass, can be formed by injection molding in 9-23, Fusion-Cast Ceramic Materials
heated metal molds; since there is no further
change in volume after forming other than the One class of materials which Is not usually
thermal contraction on cooling from the form- considered for dielectric applications is that
ing temperature, the only real limit to the di- group of materials made by melting the ceramic
mensional tolerances that can be met on the raw materials in an electric furnace and pour-
finished piece are the precision with which the ing them into graphite, sand, or other molds,
forming dies can be made. Small, full-scale, Many refractory shapes for glass and steel
missile radomes have been made, furnaces are made in this way, Since dielectric

pieces are usually small it has not been
In addition, the nature of these materials is practical for this process to compete with the

such that machining in the finished state is usual ceramic forming methods. However,
quite practical without diamond tools. This when the pieces required get to be as large as
means that, for experimental and development some radomes are now, some method like this
work, different tapers may be cut on pieces may prove practical, Shapes such as fairly thin
from the same mold, thereby expediting the walled crucibles and some of the more compli-
work and reducing the costs. cated shapes used in feeder parts for glass

tanks are now standard items. The possibilities
Both Mycalex 400 and Supramica 500 have a of the method are such that radomes of these

dielectric constant of about 7 with a loss tan- mater,als are not out of the question.

SECTION 0. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CERAMIC MATERIALS

9-24. Introdaction limitations of these materials are included as
well as tables ofthe more important properties.

The following sections give a short discussion Inthese tables the materials will be represented
of the physi.al properties of ceramic materials by one from each general category like alumina
in general.' Some more or less obvious gen- or beryllia. This means that the values are at
eralities which may be helpful in promoting a best only a rough guide as to what may be done
greater appreciation of the possibilities and with a given kind of material. Individual
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suppliers should be consulted before the de- the materials he has to choose from, the de-
signer goes too far. Where available sources do signer has to make the best possible compro-
not list a particular property ef one kind of ma- mise.
ternal the writer has made an intelligent guess.
Since much of the numerical data is taken from Strq.th. The strength of ceramic materials
manufarettrpr•' "_ta,-oh , no.3" - -•,A i n made to in a number of ways. It may

identify the source of each value, since this be listed as crushing (compressive) strength,

could not very well be done without making dis- tensile strength, or flexural strength (also
tinctinns among the suppliers. called modulus oi rupture). Details of the

recommended methods of evaluating these may
9-25. Mechanical Prusperties be found under test D116-44 in the ASTM

Standards 1955, Part 6. In very rough numbers,

From the mechanical standpoint certain the flexural strength is usually about twice the
properties are desirable for successful radome tensile strength and the compressive strengthapplication. These are: is seven to ten times the tensile strength.

1. Strength at ordinary temperatures and at The impact strength is measured as the kinetic
high temperatures energy expended in breaking a bar of specified

cross section when the bar is struck by a
2. Resistance to impact pendulum which has been allowed to fall from a

controlled and specified height. The details

3. Resistance to thermal shock are listed under test D256-54T in the ASTMvolume. There Is some doubt as to the meanring

4. Resistance to rain erosion of such a test. A true brittleness test should
probably measure the energy just required to

eto moisture absorption break the sample rather than the energy ex-
5. Resistance tpended in breaking it, since a comparatively

6. Lightness, weak but very resilient sample might haive good
impact resistance.

Some of these, such as lightness and strength, Table 9-fU shows representative strength
are to some extent incompatible. Knowing all values for a number of ceramic materials.

Thle 9-IH. COmMlc Meo.mical Sttengtf Valute

Tensile Compressive Flexural
Strength Strength Strength

Material (psi) (psi) (Psi)

Alumina 27,000 280,000 50,000

Beryllia 22,000 225,000 34,000

Steatite 10,000 90,000 20,000

Forsterite 10,000 85,000 20,000

Zircon 13,000 75,000 24,000

Porcelain 6,000 50,000 11,000

Cordlerite 5,000 35,000 10,000

Glass-bonded mica 7,000 35,000 15,000

Pressed glassware 5,000 - 10,000

Drawn glass tubing 10,000 - 20,000
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table 9-Hf. Ceamic Mechanical strehn Values (cant)

Tensile Compressive Flexural

Strength Strength Strength
Material (psi) (psi) (psi)

Window glass 12,000 - 25,000

607 BUZ Ceram (08606) 30,000

Porous Ceramics
X (15-40 lb/cu ft) 100 - 400

The strength of glasses is strongly affected by plicated, certain properties will minimize the
surface defects. On the other hand, the strength tendency to fail under sudden heating. These
of glasses may be very materially increased by are:
tempering. In this process the glass Is chilled
rapidly from a partially soft condition so that 1. Low coefficient (f thermal expansion
the exterior is in compression when the glass
reaches room temperature. Since failure of a 2. High thermal conductivity
glass sample usually starts at a surface in ten-
sion, greater loads may be applied before the 3. High strength
surface reaches the critical breaking tension.
In this way the strength of simple shapes may 4. Low elastic constants.
be increased by a factor of 2.5 to 3.5,

Typical values of coefficients of thermal ex-
Tempering has also been tried on other types pansion are listed in Table 9-1I1. Thermal con-

of ceramic bodies with cqnbiderable success. ductivity values are listed in Table 9-IV,
Strengths of alumina and steatite samples have
been increased up to 40 percent. Here the Thermal Conductiviy. This property seems to
samples have to be heated to a temperature be relatedto the'simplicity and regularity of the
where strain can be relieved before quenching. ionic arrangement. Close packing of the oxygen
With alumina, this means temperatures in ex- ions with very small cations in the interstices to
cess of 2,5000 F and with steatite 1,8000 F. interfere with the passage of elastic waves

through the lattice seems to favor high conduc-
9-26. Resistanceto Itivity. Beryllia is the outstandingly conspicuous

example. Magnesia is another example and

Ceramic materials, as contrasted with metals, alumina another. Spinel, having closely packed

are usually considered as brittle. This is oxygen ions but having two kinds of cations in
prob uably associ with the fact that they do the interstices, has fairly high conductivity.
probably associated wiscous flow at room As the complexity of the structure increases,
not show any plastic or viscous flow at roam the conductivity decreases correspondingly.
temperatures right up to the breaking point. Glasses, with their lack of regularity, in general
Also, the elastic constants of most glasses and have much lower conductivities than the crystal-
dense materials are high. The result is that line bodies. Bodies with a considerable amount
when a ceramic piece is struck, its inability to of glass phase, such as porcelain, have lower
flow, along with its high elastic constants, conductivity than those where the glass phase
causes high instantaneougs strese that may represents only a very small fraction of the
result in fracture. Catalogs usually lot impact total volume, such as the relatively pure oxide
strengths, but their interpretation is or doubtful ceramics. Where porosity is present, the con-
value and no figures will be given here. ductivity will be further decreased. Porous

ceramic insulating bodies may have conduc-

9-27. Resistance to Thermal Shock tivities in the neighborhood of 0.03.

Many radomes in service will undoubtedly be The values given in Table 9-TV are only in-
subjected to severe thermal shock. While the tendedas arough guide, since the method of man-
calculation of the stresses in any particular ufacture strongly influences the conductivity.
piece under these conditions is extremely com- In particular, to obtain a body which can be
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To.& 9-Il1. Curumk Ceq€.fici.t formed and fired with regular commercial
putn t m:*.4, n a... o-

the high alumina or high beryllia bodies may
F I only be 90 percent or less of the total body, the

Coefficient remaining part being fluxec to lower the firing
Material (in./in./OF) x 106 temperature or may be ingredients added to give

desirr'.le working properties in the forming
Alumina 4.5 opera,.Jn. Bodies made with beryllia ranging

from 70 to 95 percent may have conductivitles
Beryllia 4.7 from 30 to 90, which are stitl high by ceramic

standards.Steatite 4,3

High thermal conductivity is desirable in im-
Forsterite 5.9 proving thermal shock resistance because it

helps to reduce steep thermal gradients within
Zircon 2.6 the piece.

Porcelain 3.3 9-28. Elastic Constants

Cordierite 1.3 The values of the elastic constants are important
both in impact resistance and in thermal shock

Glass-bonded mica 5.6 resistance, In both cases low values of Young's
modulus and mudulus of rigidity are helpful. It

Window glass 4.7 is usually not possible to do much toward inde-
pendently controlling these elastic constants.

Burosilicate glass 1.8 Usually whatever lowers the elastic constants
also lowers the strength and possibly the thermal

96% silica glass 0.45 conductivity. For this reason it is hard to find
any really successful attempts to show experi-

Vitreous silica 0.31 mentally the effect of high or low elastic con-
stants on either impactor thermal shock resis-

607 BUZ Ceram (#8606) 3.1 tance. However, porous ceramic bodies are
usually better in thermal shock than very dense
bodies of comparable expansion and, since the
strength and conductivity of these will be lower
than the corresponding properties in a dense
body of the same composilon, the lower elastic
constants must take the credit.

Table 9-4V. Coami¢ Therml Conductiviies
Values of Young's modulus for some materials

are shown in Table 9-V. Rigidity modulus i, fol-
Thermal Conductivity lows closely the same pattern as Young's mod-

Material (Btu/sq ft/hr/°F/ft) ulus E. Since they are related by the formula

Alumina 10 E (93)

Beryllia 125 2 (1 +-)

Steatite i.4 and since Poisson's ratio , is usually just a
little below 0.25 for ceramic bodies, this is to

Forsterite 1.9 be expected.

Magnesia 20

Zircon 2.9

Porcelain 1.1 It is out of place here to try to evaluate the
data which have been compiled from time to

Cordierite 1.1 time o.,. resistance of different compositions to
Glass-bonded mica 1.3 rain erosion. It does seem reasonable to ex-

pect that hardness will play an important part.
Soda lime glass 0.5 With this in mind, the Knoop hardness values of

a few ceramic materials are shown in TableVitreous silica 0.8 1
9-VI.
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Table 9-V. Young's Modulus for Ceramics Table 9-VII. Ceramic Safe Operafing Tempefoture.

Miuduius Material Degrees (Fl
Material (psi x 10"t6)

Alumina (100%) 3,540
Alumina 43 Alumina (96%) 3, loU
Steatite 16 Zircon 2,650
Zircon 22 Alumina (84%) 2,550
Wollastonite (dense) 13 Porcelain 2,185
Silicate glasses 10 Steatite 1,830
Wollastonite (18 lb/cu ft) 0,076 Forsterite 1,830
Glass-bonded mica 11 Glasses 700 - 900
607 BUZ Ceram (#8606) 17.5 Mycalex 400 700
607 AVE Ceram (#8605) 19.5 Mycalex K-10 750

Table 9-VI. Ceramic Knapp Hardness Values Approximate densities of some representative
ceramic bodies are given in Table 9-VIII.

Material Hardness

Alumina 2,000 Table 9-Vile Densities of Ceramics

Beryllia 1,220 Density
Glasses 300 - 500 Material (lb/cu It)

The only materials usually listed Lis having Alumina 220
hardness greater than that of alumina are car- Beryllia 185
bides, borides, and diamond. Steatite 170

Forsterite 170
9-30. Refractoriness Zircon 230

Porcelain 145
From a mechanical standpoint the radome de- Cordierite 125

signer is interested in materials which will Glass-bonded mica 190
keep a reasonable amount of their strength at Window glass 150
somewhat elevated temperatures. Table 9-VI! Borosilicate glass 140
lists, as a very rough guide, what are called 96% silica glass 135
safe operating temperatures for a few ceramic Vitreous silica 140
bodies. The term is purposely vague but might Porous wollastonite
be taken as a temperature above which one (strength 500 psi) 40
could not depend upon dimensional stability. It ;rous wollastonite
is highly probable that the electrical require- (strength 100-200 psi) 20
me-ts rather than the mechanical will deter- 607 BUZ Ceram (#8606) 160
mine the upper temperature limit. 607 AVE Ceram (#8605) 160

SECTION H. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF CERAMICS

9-31. Effect of Composition rest may go into formingcrystalline phases with
the other oxides present. Usually only in the

Most conventional electrical ceramic materials case of the very pure oxides, of necessity fired
consist of one or more crystalline phases held at very high temperatures, can one consider the
together with a glass phase. The composition of glass phase as being negligible.
the glass phase, if present, is usually difficult to
specify with any degree of precision, since it
depends- on the temperature and rate at which 9-32. Dielectric Losses
the final state of the material has been reached.
Where silica is present in the body composition, Ceramic dielectrics made of very pur, re-
as very often It is to some degree, a certain fractory oxides are usually very low in dielec-
amount will help to form the glass phase and the tric losses. Aluminum oxide and magnesium
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oxide are examples. On the other hand, glasses Table 9-IX. Dielectric Pmpefrle of

can be made to give extremely. high losses over Coemic M01906Iu
the whole practical frequency range. Pure

S.trei,. ht! ?.in aytrampi Inw Jnma tan- Irplalr,'trit, In T~nrnunt

gent, but as the impurities are increased, par- Material Constant (At 1068L)
ticularly the smaller alkali ions, the losses
mount rapidly, One may consider that In a
ceramic dielectric the crystalline phase governs Alumina 8.8 0.0018
the dielectric constant while the glass phase
is mainly responsible for the losses. The art BerylLia 4.2 0.001)5
or science of making good dielectric materials
therefore consists mainly in so controlling the Magnesia 9.8 -0.00C3
glass phase that the losses are kept small.

Steatite 5.8 0.014
At the frequencies at which radomes are de-

signed to be used, any losses caused by d-c [ 11.4 0.001
electrical conductivity in the glass or glass Zircon bodies
phase may usually be neglected. The losses 8.0 0.002
probably arise mainly from the ability of some
of the ions present to jump back and forth Forsterite 6.1 0.0003
between two adjacent positions of equilibrium
separated by a potential barrier. The relaxa- Porcelain 5.4 .0.008
tion time associated with such a process will be
proportional to eo/kTwhere * is the work re- Cordierite 5.0 0.003
quired to lift the particular ion over thebarrier,
k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute Vitreous silica 3.78 0.00017
temperature. If there is a range of values of the
potential barriers involved, there may be an 96% silica glass 3.82 0.00094
extremely wide range of relaxation times, be-
cause of the exponential form of the relation Soda lime glass 6.7 0.017
between them. .

"Borosilicate glass 4.5 0.0085
Under the action of an alternating current field

only those processes which have a relaxation Soda potash lead
time in the neighborhood of l/2-f willcontribute glass 6.6 0.0063
to the losses. All of those processes which have
relaxation times lower than this value will con- Glass-bonded mica 7.1 0.0033
tribute to the dielectric constant. The result is
that the dielectric constant always decreases (201b/uft)l.38
with increasing frequency while the loss tangent Foamed ( u 0.003
may increase or decrease. It so happens that wollastonite (30 lb/cuft)1.59
in most ceramic materials the loss tangent de-
creases with increasing frequency up to about 607 Buz Ceram(#8606) 5.45 0.0029
107 cyclespersecond and then increases some-
what up to 1010 cycles per second. 9-33. Temperature Effects

If the composition of the material is such that Of more importance in radome work than

there are very few processes present with re- stability of dielectric constant with frequency

laxation times over the range from 102 up to is the stability with temperature at the design

1010, this means that the losses will be very frequency. Any serious variation of the dielec-

low over this whole frequency range. It also tric constant with temperature can very

means that the dielectric constant will vary very seriously affect radome performance.

little over the same range. In general it may be The effect ofatemperature riseis to decrease
noticed that in any good table of dielectric the relaxation time associated with any process.
r roperties those materials that show the lowest This means that at a fixed frequency the
losses also show the least variation of dielectric processes that contribute to the losses at an
constant with frequency. elevated temperature are the processes which

at room temperature would have contributed to
Table 9-IX Lists typical values of dielectric the losses at a lower frequency. Therefore,.I

constants and loss tangerts for representative a mat rial has very low losses down from 1019
ceramic materials. to 10 cycles per second, it will have a dielec-
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tric constant which remains stable over a wide Lions in transmitted light or polished sections
temperature range. At lower frequencies the in reflected light, it might be expected that the
temoeraturp rMnw,• nur jw•,'h, the die,.,tu,, btwu"t, tm•- muu.uu oi the differ-
constant remains constant may be much less. ent phases present and the shapes in which they
The very high frequencies forwhich the radome exist, on the nne hand, and the dielectric
must work, therefnrs, are an advantage from propertice, on the other, might be rather wed
the standpoint of the temperature stability of the worked out. Actually very little in the way of
materials out of which the radome is made. For such an approach is available in the literature,
the best temperature stability, materials should and the development of dielectric ceramics has
be chosen which have low losses over the widest been largely a matter of trial and error.
possible range down from the operating Several authors have attempted to derive ex-
frequency. The pure oxides come closest tofrequling. Thes conditions. Mesmen clisste t pressions for the dielectric properties of mix-fulfilling these conditions. Measurements listed tures of phases. Probatbly the most convincing

by Von Hippel show that the variations of di- of pases.aProbably the mostmcnvicn
electric constant with temperature follow the and satisfactory of these is the treatment of

general pattern which would be expected from Niesel, who derives expressions both for the

the considerations Just discussed. 2 0 dielectric constant and also for the loss

9-34. Losses Versus Structure The cases covered ia his papers include

As mentlonr d before, the dielectric losses are different shapes of crystals embedded in a con-

usually associated with the glass phase in the tinuous glass phase. He also treats the case of

ceramic material. If the glass phase occupies a polycrystalline material with randomly ori-

only about 10 percent of the volume of the ma- ented crystals completely filling the space.
teraly anout if, perc ofte the caseumot of the m Eichbaum has shown that Niesel's formulas may
terial and if, as Is often the case, most of the be used with considerable success to predict
impurities are concentrated in the fIamti phase, the dielectric properties of certain wollastonite
then comparatively small amounts of impurities bodies in which the volume fractions of the
can constitute a goodly percentage of the glass sprt hssaedtrie yacutnphas, wth rsulanthighlosesseparate phases are determined by a counting
phase, with resultant high Losses. methojwith a polished section under the micro-

Studle's of glass structure indicate that a large scope. 3 Much more work along these lines is
part of the losses are related tothe way inwhich called for.
such ions as the alkali ions fit into the inter- Niesel's treatment does not cover the case of
stices of the glass. U there are many ions in a dielectric with much Interconnected porosity.
interstices which are too large for them, then Meter with certonnec al re-
the losses will be high. Very small amounts of Metzger has shown that certain empirical re-
sodium or lithium do not have a great effect in lationshcps may be used with considerable re-
increasing the losses, but larger amounts can
cause very great losses because the excess ions In a manner analogous to the use of the so-
have to fit themselves Into Interstices which are called Gladstone-Dale index in the prediction
too large for them. Similarly, mixtures of ions of the refractive indices of glasses, it was
can cause very much lower losses than the assumed that in a porous ceramic body of given
same mole percent of a single ion. Small ions composition the quantity
are usually associated with greater losses than a n
large ions. In steatite bodies the addition of 1 ý kj = a constant (9-4)

barium has frequently been used to lower the for different porosities. Er is the relative di-
losses because of the large size of the barium electric constant and p is the density. If klp is
ion. much less than unity,

The relations between the ions present in a
ceramic body and the losses can never be Er = I + 2k, (9-5)
simple. Addition of alkalis or alkaline earths
can affect many things besides modifying the When the density is measured in pounds per

composition of the glass phase. They can cubic feet, the constant k, in this relation is

change the viscosity of the glass phase and 0.01.
change the rate of crystal formation or the
species of crys~al which is forming. All of The electrical properties of a glaze are de-
these things have a very complicated effect on termined by the material employed. From an
the composition and amount of the glass phase electrical point of view, the glaze may be con-
present. sidered as a thin skin of dielectric constant

Since it is possible to examine the structure higher than the porous ceramic core which it
of ceramic bodies either by observing thin sec- protects.
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GLOSSARY

Autoclave. At apparatus for the tr,*ý•.emnt of lii. distance between the knife edges, a Is the
ceramic and other materials at elevated tern- width, and b is the thickness, all measured
peratures and high pressures of water vapor, in inches.

Bisque fired. A ceramic body Is said to be Phase. Any physically and chemically homo-
bisque fired when fired to a temperature sad- geneous fraction of a ceramic mix. Possible
ficient to give it considerable handling strength phases might be crystals of any of the oxides
but not sufficient to allow itto reach maturity present or crystals of any compounds of sol-
or that state where the porosity reaches a id solutions containing several oxides. Usu-
very low value, ally in a ceramic body containing any silica

or other glass-forming oxide, there will also
Compressive strengthorcrushingstrength. This be a noncrystalline phase which will be a

Is the maximum compressive stress, inpounds glass whose composition will depend on the
per square inch, which a ceramic sample of a composition of the original mix and the ther-
certain shape will withstand before fracture. mal history to which it has been exposed.
For most ceramic bodies this is very much
greater than either the tensile strength or Relaxation time. Under the action of an applied
modulus of rupture, electric field E there will be some molecular

processes whose contribution to the electrical
Decant. To pour off from a mixture of water' displacement D will not be instantaneous but

and a solid material that fraction staying will have the general form
easily in suspension, leaving behind the solid tt
material that has settled out or never gone D = Do f -e"
into suopension.

where Do is a constant which gives their con-
Deflocculation. That state of a suspension in tribution to the displacement after avery long

w•-ic each particle is separated from its time and r" is a quantity with the dimensions
neighbors, resulting in greater fluidity than of a time which isa characteristic of the pro-
when the particles tend to adhere to each cess. When r is large the process responds
other, slowly but when r is small the process re-

sponds rapidly. r is called the relaxation time.

Diagram, Contraction for phase rule diagram
ich is a two- or three-dimensional plot

showing the stable exist6nce and coexistence Slurry. A thick suspension of a finely ground

of possible compounds, liquids, and solid sold in water or other liquid.
solutions ina mix of known proportions of
two or more oxides at different temperatures. Steatite. A fired ceramic mateirial with a

chemical composition in the neighborhood of
Modulus of rupture. The breaking strength of that of the compouid enstatite MgO.SiO 2 .

a bar of ceramic material when supported S
between knife edges and loaded in the mid- rnatant. Applies to that fraction of a mix-
die. The strength is expressed as the stress exi solid and water in which the solid
in pounds per square inch in that layer of the exists in a well dispersed suspension.
bar in which the stress is greatest, "ssumlng
perfect elasticity up to the breaking point. Tensile strength. The tensile stress in pounds
This is computed according to the. formula per square inch required to cause fracture in
(for a bar of rectangular cross sect~ion). a ceramic sample. Since most ceramic ma-

S3WA terials at room temperature exhibit no plas-
tic flow up to the breaking point, it is neces-

2ab7 sary to use great care in proparing, almost
where M is the modulus of rupture, W is the perfectly straight samples to avoid any bend-
load in pounds required to break the bar, J is in effects.
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INDEX OF SYMBOLS

A Constant determined by atomic or So Distance from nacelle to antenna
molecular polarizability and
temperature u1  Velocity of object

a Constant Z 8x10- 5 per ft u2 Velocity of air in air prism

a* Velocity of sound Angle which shock wave makes with
axis of aircraftD Distance

Erms Path error
F(o) Fresnel straight-edge diffraction

pattern 6 Root-mean-square difference in
dielectric constant in turbulentG(o) Composite far-field pattern medium

G(0) Absolute gain of antenna (Z-6) 2 Mean.square fluctuations of dielec-
tric constant

go Gain factor
AtdnDielectric constant of a gaoeous

,h Altitude in ft medium

i Angle of incidence with respect to Azimuth angle
normal and shock fronts

80 Angle intercepted at edge of re-
K Constant for a given pattern flecting surface in horizontal plane
L Diameter of spherical eddies Square root of ratio of velocities in

M Mach number supersonic shock front

P Constant for a given pattern; para- PI Density in air prism

meter P determined by hall-power P2  Density in free air
beamwidth of antenna pattern

SF aElevation or depression anglePf Free-space pattern

0•0 Direction of beam maximum withPi Relative strength of Image Antenna respect to horizontal or angle
intercepted at edge of reflectinfP(o,0) Beam shape surface in vertical plane

P(0) Unperturbed far-field antenna 01 Arbitrary elevation angle
pattern

02 Maximum angle of shaped-beam
P 1  Pressure in supersonic flow portion of pattern
P2  Final pressure ,* Angle at which functions 0-p202

and K cse 2 0 cos 0 meet in
S Angle of refraction common tangent
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C.naprer i0

AIRBORNE RADAR INSTALLATION TOPICS

SECTION A. INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapters, methods of radome factors which govern the size and location of the
analysis, problems and techniques of design, radome. We shall consider interference and
and criteriaofperformancehaveheendiscussed. diffraction effects which may result from the
Until now, little has been said about the place- presence of the aircraft's wings or fuselage in
ment of the antenna and radome on the aircraft close proximity to the radar antenna. The per-
or missile airframe, the needs for stabilization formance of the radar, despite the angular mo-
of the scannerfor ceitaintypes of radar systems, tions of the aircraft in flight, also requires
the swept volume of scanning antennas, nor about consideration. In these matters we do not deal
the effect that the location of the antenna with with the properties of the radome or its con-
respect to the airframe may have upon the per- struction, -but it will be obvious that the matters
formance of the radar system as a whole. to be discussed become of considerable impor-

tance in the design of the radome.
In this chapter we shall consider the various

SECTION B. STABILIZATION AND MOUNTING PROBLEMS

10-1. Pressurization operating altitude, A seal must be provided at
the seat of the radome mounting rim and the

At an altitude of 50,000 ft or greater corona nacelle. Since aerodynamic heating may cause
discharge will frequently occur on the antenna a considerable rise in temperature of the skin
feed when the peak power is upward of 150 and radome, the seal must be of a suitable mate-
kilowatts. The pressurizing cover, or feedome, riai to provide an adequate pressure seal at the
for the antenna feed must be large in order for extremes of temperature and pressure.
corona not to occur at very high power and high
altitude. The effect of the corona discharge is Thus far only experimental studies of radome
to heat the feedome, soften the plastic or resin, pressurization have been performed. No design
and cause a pressure bubble to form and burst data is as yet available.
with a consequent loss uf pressure in the sys-
tem and voltage breakdown in the transmission 10-2. Stabilization1

line. It is therefore advisable in some instances
to pressurize the entire radometo avoid corona Because aircraft in flight are unsteady vehi-
discharge on the fe,?dome, cles, subject to roll, pitch, and yaw, stabiliza-.

tion of the radar antennas is often required to
To prossurize the radome, the dome must it- maintain the position of the radar beam in space

solf be pressure tight aria structurally strong despitc the involuntary maneuvers of the craft.
enough to maintain the pressure at the extreme Stabilization is also required for maintaining
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the position of the radar beam in space auto-
matically despite the roll and pitch of an air- fixed to airframe
craft caused by flight maneuvers. Stabilization
is usually 'ssential to obtain the required ac-
curacy in target location, fire control, and 7
weapons guidance. -4---- - - roll axis

In antenna stabilti.ntlien, one or more gyro-
scopes and a servomechanism automatically tilt
the radar beam an equal amount in a direction ais
opposite the pitching or rolling of the vehicle in eKi ,
which it is mounted, with the result that the
radiated beam is unaffected by the changing
at itude,

Stabilization may be accomplished by two
methods: mechanical stabilization and data
stabilization. Only mechanical stabilization azimuth
need concern the rado-ne and antenna nacelle axis
designer; data stabilization is accomplished
electronically within the radar system itself. (A)
Data stabilization is only a partial substitute
for mechanical stabilization, since i the vehicle
rolls or pitches to such an extent that the radar
beam no longer scans the desired part of the azimuth
field, data stabilization cannot compensate. axis

Platform Stabilization. Kinematically, the
most neirly perfect airborne stabilization
scheme is the one in which the antenna scanner
is mounted on a gimbal system that maintains
the axis of the scan truly vertical. The gyro- roll
scope provides a stable vertical reference,
Separate servomechanisms, connected to the
roll and pitch axes respectively, keep the scan- fixed to
nor axis parallel to the axis of the gyroscope, airframe
Two arrangements of axes and antenna mounting
are shown in Figure 10-1. pitch•

axis
Line-of-Sight Stabilization. For this method

of stabilization, no effort is made to maintain a
level platform, Instead, referring to Figure (i
10-2, as the antenna rotates in its scanning
function about the azimuth axis, a servomech-
anism maintains the angle 0 at the proper value
to compensate for both pitch and roll. Thus the Figure 10-1. Two Aon/irmefnt For Pletiorm Stabilliotion
beam scans in the horizontal plane or in a
plane at a prescribed angle above or below the
horizontal.

By way of contrast, with pitch stabilization (no
For a pencil-beam antenna, the results ob- compensation for roll) the antenna scans in a

tained with line-of-sight stabilization are es- plane tilted with respect to the horizontal plane.
sentlally the same as with platform stabilization.
For a shaped-beam antenna such as cosecant-
squared, however, the results are different. Two different forms of line-of-sight stabiliza-
Line-of-sight pormits beam tilting with respect tion are possible. In one, the gyro is a stable
to the ground, as Illustrated in Figure 10-6, verLical mounted onthe scanner; in theother, the
whereas platform stabilization prevents this gyro isa stable vertical mounted remotelyfrom
beani tilt. the scanner.
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fixed to in which the antenna is oriented in such a man-
airframe ner as to constantly look perpendicular to the

line of flight of the aircraft. This is most fre-
quently accomplished by data stabilization, i.e.,

,,A by wti=v•v{ia, ie radar presentation to suit tne
pitch circumstances. Sector scanners may be yaw-
oxis stabilized about the vertical axis by means of a

hurizuntal gyroscope. It is unlikely, however,
that yaw stabilization will materially affect the
sw~ept volumne of the scanner, and consequently
it is not likely that the radome will need to be

azimuth larger in volume to accommodate the scanner.
axis 10-3. Swept Volume

(A) Platform and roll-stabilized scanners require
an increase in the volume of the radome needed
to house the scanner and the sthbilizatIonequip-
ment. This results from the relative displace-
ment of the scanner, as illustrated in Figure

pitch 10-3, The swept volume is determined by the
axis moment arm of the stabilization system, Even

the most compact platform or roll-stabilized
scanner requires a larger radome than a line-
of-sight stabilized scanner with an antenna of

fixed - the same dimensions.to 
d

airframe -

roll
axuis

a zimuth+

(B)

Figure 10-3. Increase in Radois Site /or Rol.
Figure 10-2. Two Mounting Arrngements For LineoOf.Sighd StobilizeJ Antenna

Stablizetioen, Angle of Dopreasion 4 to Keep Boom Hoil.
zontal Giv=n b =Sin aSin R - C. a Sin P Cos It shouldbe noted, howover, that roll-stabilized

R Where a =Auimuth Angle From Dead Ahead, R sector scanners do not increase the swept vol-
Roll Angle, and P v Pitch Angle ume, because they can always be dasigned in

such a manner that the roll axis is coincident
with the geometric center of the scanner, and
therefore may fit into a circularly symmetric

HRll Stabilization. For somu applications, radome. In other words, the scanner may be
pitch stabilization is not essential to the per- designed to fit into a radome that is symmetric
lormance of the radar system, and only roll about the roll axis. This is illustrated in
stabilization Is required. Automatic stabiliza- Figure 10-4.
tion about the roll axis is obtained by utilizing
only the roll-gimbal axis of the platform
stabilization.

Pitch Stabilization. Pitch stabilization is de-
signed to compensate for changes of attitude of .-- , . .--
the aircraft in glide, climb, or angle of attack.
Like roll stabilization, it in patterned after the "
platform stabilization method.

Yaw Stabilization. Compensation for yaw in
an aircraft Is necessary in only very limited Figure 10-4. Aially-Sy,•met,ic Roli.Stabillied Sector Scons.,
cases. One of these is side-wise search radar, Requiring no Increase in Radame Sine
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The swept volume of a scanner system is de- 10-4. Stabilization for Various Types of
termined by the surface which Is generated by Antennas
the antenna structure in its extreme condition
of stabilized motion. This surface then defines Scanners designed for search about the azi-
the smallest radomewhichcan housethe scanner muth axis require either platform or line-of-
s ystem. sight stab iizat ion. Exampies oi such equipments

are long range search (airborne-early-warning)
and navigation and bombing radars. Acosecant-

As an illustration let us consider a typical de- squared type of beam is commonly used to ob-
sign problem. An antenna is to be designed for tain uniform ground illumination and maximum
use in a missile. The antenna must have a radar mapping range, Poor stabilization results
shaped beam for ground mapping, and must in non-uniform ground illumination, and this in
scan ±900 in azimuth. The characteristics of turn adversely affects the radar mapping pre-
the missile require that the antenna scanner be sentation and causes the maximum range of the
roll-stabilized, and the tactical application re- target presentation to suffer,
quires that the scanner be pitch-stabilized
from +180 to -630. The antenna system chosen A disadvantage of line-of-sight stabilization
consists of two identical shaped-beam antennas, is the distortion that appears on the PPI (Plan
back-to-back, continually rotating in azimuth, Position Indicator). When the axis of rotation
and alternately excited by means of a rotary is not vertical, the plane of a cosecant-squared
switch. The roll axis is the centerline of the beam will be tilted away from the vertical by an
radome, which is symmetric about the longitu- amount equal to the cross-traverse angle, and
dinal axis of the missile. Clearance between is dependent on the heading of the scanner and
the radome inner surface and the antenna re- the attitude of the aircraft. Consequently the
flector is chosen to be no less than one-half beam will intersect theground ina line different
inch for all conditions of pitch. The resulting from the desired one. Ground targetswillthere-
antenna outline drawing and the clearance curves fore appear dispinced from their true positions
are shown in Figure 10-5. The clearance figure as indicated in (A) of Figure 10-6. This condi-
is generated by the circle of smallest radius tion can, of course, be corrected by the use of
within which the spinning antenna system canfit platform or roll stabilization with consequent
under all conditions of pitch. The radius of increase in swept volume.
this sphere must, of course, be one-half inch
less thanthe radiusof theradome crosssection, Navigation/bombing radars usually require
to maintain the one-half inch clearance. platform, roll, or line-of-sight stabilization,

depending upon the degreeof azimuth scan, mis-
sion profile of the weapons system, and relative

Clearance. There is no rigid formula for stability of the vehicle in which the radar is
specifying the clearance criteria for any given mounted. In general, navigation/bombing radars
radomeand antenna combination. The minimum require the greatest degree of stabilization.
clearance figtre for a particular antenna will Modern weapons systems may require stabiliza-
be determined by the size of the antenna, the tion for bombing radars up to ±500 in roll and
type of radome and its construction, the condi- between the limits of +20o to -600 in pitch. Na-
tions of shock and vibration which the system vigational radars, of course, do not demand such
must experience, and the rate and angular limits a degree of stabilization. Typical requirements
of antenna scar,, In general, small antennas will for navigational radars are -15o in roll and
be housed lIn radomes which are relatively pitch,
rigid, and consequently clearances can be small
also. In certain guided missiles, which contain Fire control or gun aim radar for interceptor
small conical scanner antennab for precision aircraft, tail warning and tail defense for
tracking, clearances of only a few thousandths bombers, and seeker antennas for active and
of an Inch can be maintained, On the other hand, semi-active guided missiles generally do not
very large antennas, which, because of their require platform or line-of-sight stabilization
size cannot remain truly rigid under conditions of the antenna scanner. This is primarily due
of shock and vibration, require much greater to the fact that the scanner performs ;A search/
clearance space between the antenna and the track function which is symmetric with respect
radome inner wall. A clearance of at least an to the axis of the vehicle. Roll stabilization is
inch will be required for large antennas (i.e., sometimes required, particularly il the vehicle,
airborne-early-warning antennas and similar such as a missile, is not itself roll-stabilized
types). Clearance, therefore, will range from a to some degree. Roll stabilization is also re-
small fraction of an inch for small antennas to quired for scanners whose search function is
an inch or more for large antennas, not axially symmetric with respect to the line
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-heading limits of stabilization for early warning radar
need not be greater than t2(0 in rull.

Sidewise search radar for aerial reconnais-
sance requires roll stabilization so that theS) ~h"=, . 1.... .....n ..* mn.... .. .

roll -11N~h. Nazimuth ~ ' dU~4langle angle by the roll of the aircraft. The stabilization
- ~may be as great as :3Oo.

tacr~o0Colt-..boom tilted with
respect to ground The tolerance permitted In the stabilization

(A) accuracy will vary with the application. In
general, the tolerance may be stated in terms
of a fraction of the beamwidth, typically about
one-fourth the beamwidth. Navigation/bombing
and reconnaissance radars require greater

roll olheading precision in roll stabilization for reasons which
g have already been discussed. Typical specifi-

error in position cations for roll stabilization accuracy are

(B) and altitude dl/4 degree.

Figure 10-6. Boam Tilt Caused By Rail Considerable importance must be attached to
the proper location, vision, and axial orienta-
tion of the radar antenna in its installation.

of flight. For example, a wig-wag or palmer
search scan for a search/track radar should be The axial orientation of the antenna must be
roll-stabilized so that thevertical and horizontal iccurately adjusted to the angle uf attack of the
reference may be retained during roll of the aircraft in normal flight, in order that the
aircraft in maneuvers. The degree of roll stabilization reference is also the inertial re-
stabilization for use in modern high-speed ference, with the vertical axis on the true verti-
aircraft may be as great as *90. cal. This is important becausethe stabilization

system is relieved of excessive effort and re-
Long range search or airborne-early-warning suilts in more accurate stabilization as well as

radar require line-of-sight stabilization, but less wear of the moving parts, Particularly in
the complexity and large swept volume of plat- the case ofunstabilizednavigational andbombing
form stabilization is not justified. If the vertical antennas, improper axial orientation causes an
beamwidth of the search radar antenna pattern uneven illumination of the ground, and results
is sufficiently broad, mechanical stabilization in the loss of uniform mapping. In the case of
will not be needed, since all targets of interest unstabilized search antennas, such as AEW
will be within the scanned volume of space. The radar, improper axial orientation causes the

(I

Figure 10-7. AxIs Cenimcslen Wr Airceft A ltuale
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possible loss of low altitude targets at long be alined to the vprtIca' at the best average at-
range and may contribute to excessive ground titude at which the air(rait is expected to fly
or seal clutter. The effect of roll on an unsta- operationally. This frequently implies tliltig
bilized antenna is shown in Figure 10-6. the axis slightly backward from the perpendi-

cua ce. - "*t I~~UOU
,,,I... .. *• L., " • " ,• ... •' " c it-s-,ia,, Ia •aiuwtl in/

The vertical axis of the antenna rotation must Figure 10-7.

SECTION C. PATTERN DISTORTION BY AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE

10-5. Vision Requirements 10-6. Placement of Radome and Nacelle

The vision requirements of a radar installation In attempting to meet the vision requirements
will, of course, be determined by the purpose of the radar systems, provision for installation
and function of the radar system. Among the may be made in a great variety of ways. A
several different types of radar systems used number of radome placements are indicated in
in aircraft and missiles are the following: the diagrams of Figure 10-8.
(1) Airborne-Early-Warning Search Radar, (2)
Height Finder, (3) Navigational Radar, (4) Radar In (A) of Figure 10-8 several radome instal-
Bomb Sight, (5) Aerial Reconnaissance, (6) Guid- lations are shown as part cf a large aircraft.
ance and Fire Control Radar, (7) Active and Radome (1) permits approximatply 1800 scan in
Semi-Active Homing Systems, (8) Tail Warning the azimuth plane, with vision unlimited in the
and Tail Defense Radar, and (9) Direction downward direction. Radomes (2) and (3) per-
Finders. mit 3600 scan in azimuth. Radome (4) represents

an installation for anl aerial reconnaissance
The radar must have the unobstructed vision antenna insthe fuselage. Radome(5) is the same

required for its operation if it is to fulfill the installation in a pod suspended beneath the wing.
purpose for which it was intended. The antenna
must behoused in an aerodynamicallyacceptable In (B) of Figure 10-8 are shown (1) a radome
radome which permits the field of vision re- which forms a part of the nose of the aircraft,
quired. Where a protrusion from the aircraft which form sca art of t nole of the aira
is permissible, vision and stabilization require- permitting limited scan in the rear hemisphere.
ments canbe satisfied more readily, but it must
be recognized that in many high performance In (C) of Figure 10-8 possible radome place-
aircraft protrusion of the antenna and radome Is ments for vision in the forward hemisphere arenot welcome. et o iini hefradhmshr r

illustrated: (1) a nose radome, (2) a wing na-
A very common requirement is circular vision celle, and (3) a wing tip pod.

of the ground well out toward the horizon. The
only good location for mounting the scanner is In (D) of Figure 10-8 AEW (airborne-early-
then below the fuselage. The problems of such warning) radomes on a large aircraft are indi-
a location include aerodynamic drag and re- cated: (1) abelly radome, and (2) a top radome.
quirements for stabilization. If rearward vision
is not required, an antenna with circular scan In (E) of Figure 10-8 a nose radome on a large
may be mounted just below the nose, where the aircraft is shown; in (F) a chin radome' and in
radome can be completely faired in. Scanners (G) a nose radome withan instrumentation boom
for fighter-interceptor aircraft are installed in extending from the apex of the nose cone.
locations that allow vision In the forward hemi-
sphere. Installation in 'the nose of the aircraft 10-7. Interference Effects
is the obvious choice. It sometimes happens,
however, that the nose is not available for radar In addition to the refraction and reflection
installation, and in such circumstances an ex- which occur at the radome interfaces, and which
ternal housing becomes necessary. Possible contribute to boresight shift and radiation pat-
types of installation might include a wing-tip tern distortion, discussed in Chapters 2, 3 and
pod, a nacelle faired into the leading edge of the 4, there are two types of interference effects
wing, or a separate pod suspended beneath the which should be considered. These effects are
wing. Scanners for protective fire control in edge diffraction and skin reflection.
bombers are located in a tail nacelle or other
such locations where they can search for and Of course, other obstacles, such as pitot
track enemy fighters or missiles approaching tubes, refueling probes, guns, propellers, pro-
from the rear or other anticipated directions. jectiles and missiles, may present serious
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(A)
(E)

(B) t•

(F)

(C)

(0) (G)

Figw. 10-8. Placement of Radom* in Aircraft

problems to the radar designer. The undesirable indicated in (A) of Figure 10-9. The original
results of placing an obstruction in the field of field pattern now has superimposed upon it
an antenna include attenuation, boresight shift, another field pattern from the radiating edge.
beam distortion, and reflection. Very little Constructive and destructive interference oc-
quantitative data is available, however, on the curs, producing fringes in the otherwise unper-
effect of such obstacles. The reader wishing turbed antenna pattern.
further information is referred to the biblio-graphy.The other type of interference which adversely

affects the radiation pattern is skin reflection.

This is illustrated in (B) of Figure 10-9. U1 the
Edge diffraction is distortion of the antenna rays from the antenna graze the outer reflecting

radiation pattern as a result of an edge dis- surfaces of the airplane, it is possible that re-
continuity protruding into the envelope of rays flectedenergy willinterfere withthe direct rays
emanating from the antenna, or at least ex- and produce opposition and reinforcement in the
tending sufficiently close so that the edge is il- antenna pattern. This resulLs in the appearance
luminated. This causes reradiation of that of maxima and minima in the otherwise unper-
energy as if the edge were another antenna, as turbed pattern.
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nacell G (4) ý P (0) F fi) (10-!)

ontenno l ecdge

__________ - in which G(4) is the composita far-field pattern,

P(4) the unperturbed far-field antenna pattern
_T 7. r"and 114) the Fresn!l straight-edge diffraction

/ I pattern. The unperturbed antenna pattern Is
known: and fIn - 4;i;usration will be
described by a shaped beam for ground map-
ping. In a typical case, this pattern is well-
fitted by the. expression

ontennoa i Oe2 n202•P (0)=ag for!_ 0 1 <_S
S(10-2)

V •- " "= g 0 Kcsc 2# cos 0for -• 0'02

(a) in which o is the angle of depression with the
horizon as reference; go is a gain factor; ol Is
an arbitrary elevation angle determined by the

Pipe.s 10-9. Interf.,urnce Eects Dios. (A) Diffacelon geornetry; oo is the angle at which the functions
and (S) Reflection e~ -p A2 and K csc2 o cos o meet in a common

tangent, and i2 Is the maximum angle of the

These two effectsmay cause one or more dot- shaped-beam portion of the pattern and P and K

rimeatal effects to the radar performance, (1) are constants for a given pattern. Theparam-

sof the beam power, eter P is determined by the half-power beam-
they may cause attentuation of the beam widta of the antenna pattern.(2) they may produce a deflection of the oeam
to a new and unsuspected direction, and (3) The statement of Equation (10-1) Is open to
they may distort the antenna pattern and render criticism because we have assumed that the far-
it less effect' a in performance of its funcUon, field pattern of the antenna is operated on by

Syntheesi of Edge Diffraction Patterns - Anal- the edge diffraction pattern, when the edge is

Yale Based on Physical Ootlcs. The exact anal- actually in the near field of the antenna.

ysis of the effect of a radiated electric field Our method, however, is equivalent to a zero-
from a directive antenna streaming past an wavelength approximation for the antenna, by
opaque edge presents some obvious difficulties. means of which we draw the rays from the an-
The edge is in the near field of the antenna, tenna, and then calculate the phase front at the
where the phase and amplitude of the wave may plane of the edge by geometric optics. This
be rapidly varying, The nacelle edge is clearly analysis is obviously not exact, but the results
not a knife edge, since it is a cylindrical section of similar analyses are found to be surprisingly

of some sort,and its physical position with res- Itecurate.2, 3
pect to the antenna Is very likely not constant
as the antenna scans in azimuth.

The following discussion of edge diffraction is
presentedfor the purpose of devmloping a physi-
cal picture of the edge diffraction phenomenon. so
The method to be used is based upon a number
of assumptions which are somewhat dubious.
It is hoped, however, that the discussion will
assist the reader to gain an appreciation of the
problems involved. -1

We assume, first, that the far-field power
pattern in the elevation plane produced by a
beam streaming past an opaque knife edge can "
be described by the product of the beam pat-
tern and the Freenel diffraction pattern of the
knife edge: FIpn. 10-10. Edg• Oiffmction
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The Fresnel straigM-edge pattern due to a lne this becomes
siource located at Point A at a distance Sobehind F 2
an opaque edge is obtained In the following man- . v 2
ner. Determine the field distribution in the Scos0 ,/ ---
plane containin• the edge and lying along the y- F(o) J e- dt (10-7)
axis of Figure 10-10. The far field is computed 2 f
by integrating the equivalent Huygen's sources

the field at some point y = B and the field at the
origin (y ý 0) is expressed by 2 nA/k, where The integral may now be recognized as the

Framnel intograland may hp found In tho tahles
in the form

2 Cos2 0 + y2 -s 0 cos 0 (10-3) J 2

0

By expanding the expression under the radical (10-8)
by means of the binomial expansion, and re- Y
taining only the first and second terms, we oh-, s ttaln fo 2 i d2

y2 The complex plot of these two integrals is a
a • (10-4) spiral*, known as the Cornu spiral, shown in

2 So coo Figure 10-11. Except for the cos o term in
Equation (10-7), the intensity of the straight-
edge diffraction power pattern for each value of

the usual Fresnel diffraction approximation. v Is givers by the square of the chord from the
The integration in carried over the entire y- point v = - co to v on the spiral. The relation
plane from - to the edge at y = So sin o, between v and 0 is given by Equation (10-6).
hence Inside the shadow of the edge, the intensity

diminishes smoothly to zero from Its value cor-
responding to the chord from v e- m to the
origin of the coordinates q, f at v = 0. Outside
the shadow, the intensity increases to a maxi-
mum and then oscillates in decreasing amplitude.

r w 2  12 about a mean value.** This is illustrated In27F y Figure 10-12, weich shown the Intensity rn-
So sin 0 -t -X 2 0o cos d (10-5) tributionin the Fresnel straight-edge diffraction

F(s) e dy ptigern.

As an Illustration, consider the ground-mapping
antenna mounted in an aircraft with its beam
maximum in the direction 0 with respect to the
horizon. This angle of depression is called the

Substituting normalization angle. As the rays from the an-
tenna pias the edge of the nacelle, edge diffrac-
tion may occur, and we shall assume that the
rectilinearly projected shadow of the edge oc-

= 2 curs also at the angle 00. The distance So Is

So cos 0
(10-6) *See,for example, J. C. Slater and N. H. Frank,

Introduction to Theoretical Physics. McGraw-

and sin 2 Hill Book Co., 1933, pp. 315-323.

C0os 0 **See pp. 172-180 of Reference 3.
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Figw.e 10-11. Cworu Spiral

beamwidth in the elevation plane is 5 1/20; the
1.50- angle of depression O0 = 80. The resulting

1.34 composite patterailuminating the ground is the
1.20 1,6 product of the cSc o cos o shaped-beam pat-

tern by the straight-edge diffraction pattern.
1.00 / The result is shown in Figure 10-14.

0.78 04 08 This illustration, of course, represents an ex-
treme condition not likely to occur in a typical
Installation. However, it will be Peen that edge
diffraction produces a deflection of the beam
and introduces a series of maxima and minima

-- Into the shaped-beam pattern which might cause
2 I 0 I 2 3 4 poor illumination of the ground.

V
Synthesis Ll Surface--ReflecUon Interference

Patterns. A thorough synthesis of the antenna
FIgure 10-12. Inhmaity OlDstrbution lt Straigt.. secondary radiation patterns in the presence of

Edge DifectiPa.ttern the aircraft fuselage and wings would be Im-
mensely difficult due to the complexity of the
aircraft shape and task of mathematically de-

the distance from the edge to the antenna which, scribing the Interference pheonomena. However,
as shown in Figure 10-13, is 30 inches. The one can employ approximate synthesis methods
antenna vertical aperture in 10 inches, and the to get a physical picture of the pattern deterio-
antenna projects from the fuselage 2 inches. ration that may be expected due to the proximity
The wavelength is 1.86 cm & 0.715 inches. The of the reflecting surfaces of fuselage and wings.
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Figre 10-13. Diflrection of Shd-..Beem Antena in Nacelle

The obviously complex shape of the airplane simplified diagrams can be constructed for
makes it unsuitable in the evaluation of far. other aircraft to meet the requirements for an
field integrals wherein one must mathematically approximate synthesis of the radiation pattern.
describe the shape of the plane's l'eflecting
surfaces. A simplified planar model can be The method of analysis to be used neglects
constructed from the specific aircraft confi- the divergence of scattered energy due to sur-
guration and dimensions. Consider,forexample, face curvature. We might, for exLmple, calcu-
a large four-engine aircraft whose wing is per- late the currents set up on the reflecting sur-
pendicular to the fuselage and the wing root in faces, assuming them to be proportional to the
slightly above the midpoint of the fuselage. A incident field at each point of the aircraft sur-
simplified diagram of the airplane can be con- face. A divergence factor to account for curva-
structed as shown in Figure 10-15. Similarly, ture of the surfaces could be introduced, and the

resulting scattered field obtained as an integral
over the reflecting surfaces. A number of dif-

o- ficulties present themselves, however, for, as
ideal shriped in the case of edge diffraction, the reflectingpattern surfaces are in general in the near field of the

antenna. Therefore, the method to be presented
is intended to develop a physical picture of the5- frctiposlte edge interference phenomena, but It is not presented

/ 5 difraction pattern as an accurate analysis.

I With the example sketched in Figure 10-15,let
us assume that an antenna for 3600 search is
mounted on the underside of the airplane at the
position of intersection of wingu and fuselage.

I The antenna is approximately 17 by 4 feet In
major dimensions, operating at about 3000
megacycles. The ele'.'ation pattern of the an.-I tenna may be affected by reflections from the

I I I I I wing and fuselage. The antenna pattern is a0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 pencil beam, approxiwately 60 at half power in
elevatlon angle (degrees) the vertical plane and 1-1/20 at half power in

the horizontal plane. The pattern shape can be
described to good approximation by the familiar

Figure 10-14. Effect of DD¢ffrstten on Shaped Beam exponential form
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I
P() _p2: 2 (10-9) 0, ,/a

If we define,, and t as the azimuth and elevation
angles repeteively, and 1f we make the usual
assumption that the power pattern is separable,
then the tr,4, -. '•ze fa-r !:I!.d P;t,•Ca Uiy ue
approximated by

P(O, o) G(0) e-p1°2 eP p2I 2  (10-10) e 0
antenna

where G(O) In the absolute pain of the antenna
and P(&, o) Is the beam shape.

If we now evalute p I and P 2 by matching the
approximate pattern to the half-power beam-
widths, Equation (10-10) may be expressed as

P(G, o) 1 G(0) e -1000 92 e-300 02 (10-11)

for the antenna in our present example. .- -l - --

As the antenna changes its attitude in a.zimuth
and elevr4.Uon, and ho the airplane changes its
attitude in roll or pitch, portions of the main
beam may be intercepted by the fuselage or the
wing or by both. The intercepted energy gener- V12
ates currents on the conducting surface which
in turn reradiate a reflected pattern, which will
combine with regard tophaseith thefree-space Figure 10-76. Geometry fo, Calculeaon olinterfrence
pattern, to form the composite interference Peaems with Antenna Pointing Broadside
pattern.

although the Principle of Images may be rigor-
The reflected ratriation pattern may be con- ously applied only to plane reflectors of infinite

sidered to emanate from an image antenna and, extent, one can, to a first order approximation,

apply the principle to the case in which the re-
flector is finite butlarge compared tothe wave-

0o--' k- length by adjusting the strength of the reraditted
power in proportion to the fraction of the total
energy Intercepted by the imaging surfaces.*

L g-pn If o0 and ( are defined as the angles inter-

9 *103 cepted at the edges of the reflecting surfaces in
wingspan 125 the horlzontl and vertical planes respectively,
lailspon 50' as indicated in Figure 10-16, then Pi, the rela-

tive strength of "he image antenna, Is given by

Figure G..I,-. Simplified Diagram of Airplane *G. M. Hahn, unpublished.
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2f f 1 2
where the plusor minusterm is chosen according

to the polarvation of the bicident ridlatiun. U
(I0-,12) the polarization i. parallel to the plane of the

reflecting surface, the minus term is taken.
or

From the geometry of the problem it is ob-
D .0e02 e 4/ 6dvious that the maximum effuct of reflection

Pi1 e - d Wd interference will be experienced when the beam
is directed forward oraflt along the fuselage, or

1 0 p2 directly xideways along the wing. A plot of the
beam shift due to the reflection interference

(10-13) shows that, for the conditions of our example,
one may expect downward beam shifts as the

It is convenient to employ the error Integral antenna rotates. For a 4 1/20 pitci, noqe-up,
Zn(x) defined 4 as the forward beam shift is negligible, but when

the beam is directed aft, the depression of the
beam as a function of azimuth angle is shown in

10 -tn Figure 10-18. The aircraft's normal flight

! En (1) - e dt (10-14) attitude is 4 1/20 nose-up. Obviously this de-
pression angle will alsobea function of the roll
of the aircraft. This effect is illustrated by

then Figure 10-19, in which the beam depression is
plotted as a function of roll angle. Note that in
all cases the antenna is stabilized with its main

Pi F [I-Ej (pj I o)] [I-E2 (P2 '0)] (10-15) beamhorisontal. Wing-up roUlhas adiminishing
t [effect; wing-down roll gradually increases the

beam depression from approximately 1/20 to
60 at 60 roll. It is immediately apparent that

which is a simplified form for computation. roll can cause severe Interference as the angle

Increases.
The interference pattern is now calculated by

the phase addition of two sources spaced a dis- The beam depression caused by reflection is
tance D apart, as shown in Figure 10-17. If we also accompanied by the appearance uf inter-

ference maxima and minima in the antenna pat-
tern. Obviously the beam is least affected in
wing-up roll or nose-up pitch, when the beam

- iImage is looking forward or sideways. With the beam
- -_ _ looking aft, andtheplaneina 40 nose-up attitude,

the beam shape becomesa serlesof sharplobes.
D - reflcting surface This pattern Is compared to the unperturbed

elevation pattern In Figure 10-20, The lobes are
,antn-.o_ approximately 10 between half-power points,

3 1/20 separation. Similarly, the pattern Is
distorted by reflection from the wing in roll.
For a 30 wing-up roll the pattern is essentially
the free-space pattern. As the wing rolls down,

F~Pm 10-17. Ahnne lugped ij Re.ectly.Survbc the pattern deteriorates until it consists of a
series of sharp lobes, approximately 10 oetween
half-power points and 3 1/20 separation. This

let Pf be the free-space pattern and P1 the re- is illustrated by the computed patterns in Figure
lative strength of the image, the composite pat- 10-21 for 30 wing-up roll, 00 roll, 3° wing-down
tern PV (0) in the elevation plane in given by roll, and 60 wing-down roll. The pattern dis-
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!I
tortions predicted by these computations Indicate -i'1 sin o
the type of distortions to be expected, but are P1 (0) = Pf •
probably worse than one will encounter in prac- (10-18)
tlice because the divergence caused byccurvature
of the aircraft surfaces bould reduce the offset n D2
of the image, Pi1/2e +i2-- sin 1 2

Similar wing- or fuselage-reflection interfer- The effect upon the shaped-beam pattern is
ence may appear in the elevation pattern of a similar to that observed for the pencil beam.
ground-mapping radar. The method of compu- Maxima and minima in the pattern areproduced
tation of the expected effects is similiar to that by the interfering reflected radiation, and since
given above, with the exception, of course, that good ground mapping requires very nearly
Pf, the free-space pattern, is shaped in elevation uniform illumination of the ground along the
for uniform illumination of the ground. Thus, a beam track, these maxima and minima produce
typical expression for Pf would be light and dark fringes on the radar presentation.*

The most pronounced effects will occur under
conditions of roll, at which time the fringes will

Pf = G, e forol j 0 &o* appear in the direction of wing-down roll, and
up or down pitch, at which time the fringes will
appear either forward or aft and along the axis

(10-17) of the aircraft.

The measurements of the radiation pattern of
= oK csc2 € cos oforo* 10102 anactual installation are shown in Vol. 26 of the

Radiation Laboratory Series, "Radar Scanners
and Radomes."*

rhe image pattern Pi is computed as before, *See pp. 251-3 of Reference 1.
and the interference pattern is the vector sum
of the two: **See pp. 452-54 of Reference 1.
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cylindrical reflector with line source, projected struction by 1 1/2 inches, and further, an angular
4 in. from the skin line of the aircraft, thus clearance of 50 above the centerline of the
permitting a generally forward view along the principal beanm should be provided to allow for
fuselage. The patterns show the ideal elevation beam divergence.
pattern, free from interfering reflected radia-
tion, and the. pattern resulting from reflection Microwave absorber may be used to reduce
from the fuselage. The antenna was looking some of the adverse effects of reflections from
directlyalong the fuselage in the forward direc- the nacelle walls.
tion. It is obvious that the resulting interference
pattern would affect the ground mapping presen- 10-9. Allowable Pattern Distortion
tat ion. The allowable distortion of the radiation pat-
10-8. Nacelle Clearance tern of the antenna by edge diffraction or inter-

ference can be determined only from a knowledge
To prevent or at least minimize the effects dl of the application of the radar system. However,

edge diffraction and interference due to surface it can be assumed that minima in the pattern
reflection, the antenna position in the nacelle caused by diffraction or interference in excess
r-.st permit unimpaired vision in all directions of 1 1/2 db are cause for alarm, as is deflection
of concern to the system operation. Certain of the beam in excess of 1/4 beamwidth. These
"rules of thumb" have become accepted for distortion criteria are not definitive, since con-
determining the minimum angles for clbarance ditions will vary with the requirements.

SECTION D. PATTERN DISTORTION BY AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT;
EFFECTS OF SHOCK FRONT AND TURBULENCE

10-10. Introduction air itself in the vicinity of the aircraft, at least
as it may be responsible for departure from

By a simple extension of conception, the term performance of the antenna in free-space con-
"radome"' may be thought of as including the ditions. In subsonic aircraft, these deviations
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are insignificant, but at supersonic speeds both The Air Prism. This may be thought of as
the shock front and the turbulence in the region the region between the boundary layer and the
between the shock front and the aircraft can in- shock front. Although the mean square fluctua-
fluence antenna perfarmance. 5  tion of the dielectric constant has not been meas-

:i- , It L6 •U"Il.ya j LU 6V buSiIUwilAi Alihe" 0 .411

The air surrounding a supersonic aircraft may the level in the undisturbed atmosphere.
be divided into four principal regions. Thus,
in Figure 10-22, w e have: __ 2_2

-n-).2 x 10- (10-20)
shi~ock front / ,

The Wake. For a region extending behind the

transition point aircraft the turbulence persists, and the flow in
the wake immediately behind the aircraft is at

U~woke first euhsonic ind then accelerates again to
L " supersonic speed at some distance behind the

aircraft. In addition to the naturally occurring
"lominor turbulent wake, there is, of course, the jet exhaust, which
boundary boundary is characterized by high temperature and ex-
layer layer tensive ionization of the exhaust gases.

10-11. Transmission Through the Shock Front
Figure 10.22. Seciei of Air•bi I. Supiermolc Flight

The following analysis, based on weak shock
wave theory, will denote the effects on micro-

The Shock Front. An object moving at a speed wave transmission through the shock front.6

greater than the velocity of sound produces a Certain facts must be noted, however, to de-
head wave in the atmosphere which travels with termine the dielectric character of the shock
the object. If u! is the velocity of the object, front.
and a* the velocity of sound corresponding to
the conditions of temperature and pressure, the
Machit found that, given the aircraft velcity Ul

and the velocity of sound a*, the velocity of the
air in the air prism adjacent to the shock front

Ul is

a(10-19) uI = x2 U2 (10-21)

When M is greater than one, i.e., the speed is and that the ratio of densities in the free air
supersonic, the pressure of the air undergoes a and in the air prism is
rapid change along the line which defines the
shock front or head wave. If the object enters
a medium whose pressure is Pl, the pressure P2 . J2  2.4 M2  (10-22)
increases at the shock front, and the velocity of pi 2 + 0.4 M
the air enclosed by the shock front decreases
with respect to the object. Similarly the density
increases for this wave. Since the speed has Thus, a flow at supersonic speed after passing
decreased, it is also Inferred that the tempera- through the shock wave must be reduced to a
ture has increased, subsonic flow. The final pressure, P2, is greater

than pl, the pressure in the supersonic flow
The Boundary Layer. Surrounding the skin of (or in this case, the free air), and consequently

a supersonic aircraft is a thin layer of air the shock wave is a compresrion wave. The
characterized by large velocity and temperature density must also increase as the flow passes
gradients. The velocity of the air relative to through the shock wave.
the moving aircraft is retarded by friction. The
boundary layer is laminar near the leading edges Now the dielectric constant c r of a gaseous
of the aircraft surfaces, but becomes turbulent medium, as given by the Clausius-MossotU law,
at the transition point, which occurs some is a function of the density, and in fact, may be
distance behind the leading edge. written in the form
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2 A (10-23) T~lI 10-

From Shock Front for Various Much Numbers

.'ne,, A is a constant determined hy the atomic M Criti/aldegr e

ur molecular polarizability and the temperature M r 'r 2 /r r itclAglee
Consequently, to a first approximation, the di-
electric constant £r of the air in the air prism 1.4 1.00101 1.00042 88.8
is related to the dilectric constant erI of the
free air by the expression. 1.7 1.00133 1.00074 88.4

3.2 1.00236 1.00177 87.6

-r2 'r,- 1/2 (10-24) 5.0 1.00295 1.00236 87.2

fr2 +2 frl + 2•l

The deflection suffered by a ray incident at
angle I an the shock front is tabulated in Table

This may be reduced to 10-.1 for Mach 3.2. It is evident that refraction
by the shock wave is small, but that a boresight
shift of the radar beam might occur. This

2+ 1) - 2(2 - 1) boresight shift would not be serious except at
r (2 ) K2 -) (10-25) high incidence angles.Cr2 K2 + 2 - *rl (,2 . 1) The angle which the shock wave makes with

the axis of the aircraft is given approximately
by

Therefore a ray passing through the interface
between the denser air of the air prism and the a
less dense free air ahead of the shock front sin (1A.-
will experience refraction through an angle r U1 (16-28)
with respect to the normal to the shock front
given by Snell's law,

M

r = sin- ( siu n i(10-26) Thus at Mach 3, the anglep~ (indicated on
ril" n 1 ) Figure 10-22) is 200. When the radar antenna

Is pointing along the axis of the aircraft, the
angle of incidence will be 70a. It would appear

where I is the angle of Incidence with re ct t• possible, therefore, for the refraction at the
the normal to the shock front. When 2/ei shock front to introduce a boresight error ofa

sin I becomes equal to or greater than unity, few miliradians at large Mach numbers. Thus
total reflection will occur, and no transmission far, however, this subject has received little
through the shock front can exist. attention.*

The dielectric constant of air at standard at- The data given here Is only an approximation,
mospheric conditions of pressure and temper- based upon the assumption that the air prism is
ature is very closely of uniform density and the shock front is a

sharp interface between two homogeneous
dielectric@.

rl 1.000590 (10-27)

*C. L. Kober has made a preliminary investi-
Thus, the critical angle at which total reflec- gatlon of refraction and reflection by the shock

tion will occur at various Mach numbers and wave, but his paper has not been published
standard atmospheric conditions is shown in (1956) and the results were not available to the
Table 10-I. author of this chapter.
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t0ai. 10-ft where a a8 x 10-5 per foot and h is the altitude
in feet. Consequently, the me'in-square fluc-

Refrctioq at the Shock Wv# for tAz..1iu c,,- a 41'a Lrc uutiaui is izuuia to De
boac, 3.2 very small, even for very large Mach numbers.

The effects of the fluctuations in dielectric
Angle of Incidence Deflection of Ray constant will be to scatter radiation incident

(degrees) (minutes) uponandpassing through the turbulent boundary
Mach 3.2 layer. In pulse radars the scattered noise power

from the outgoing pulse is at too short range
20 1.0 from the antenna to interfere with a received

signal, and the scattered power from the re-
30 1.6 flected pulse is insignificant compared to the

reflected pulse itself. On the other hand, the
40 2.5 effects of turbulence cannot be dismissed al-

together, for It appears that the boundary layer
50 3.5 can have serious effects on the performance of

optical instruments and oa Re signal-to-noise
60 5.1 ratio of some c-w radars. '

70 8.3 10-13. Turbulence in the Air Prism 1 1 ' 12

Because of the lack of reliable information onThe shock front obviously cannot be a mathe- the nature of the turbulence in the air prism,
matical discontinuity. There must be a transi-, the possible effect of scattering from turbulent
tion layer of some sort, representing a shock air in this region will not be discussed further
wave of finite thickness. It has been shown7 that here. In contrast with the thin boundary layer
the thickness of the shock wave is of the Zorm having intense turbulence, it is probably an ex-

tended region containing relatively weak turbu-1 lence.
.T cm (10-29)

Ul u2  10-14. The Wake

where u1 and u2 are expressed in cm/sec. The flow of air in the wake of a body traveling
Thus at Mach 2, arethickness wouldbe approxi- at supersonic velocity is highly turbulent. As
mately 0.25 x 1-4 centimeter. However, as in the case of the turbulent boundary layer,
noted above, the density of the air prism is velocity of the flow, at any given coordinatec It opoint in the medium behind the supersonic vehi-certainly not uniform, which wil further modify cle, is varying with time in an unpredictable
the behavior of the refraction by the ai, prism, manner. Likewise there :re fluctuations of
10-12. Turbulence in the Boundar temperature and density, and consequently

there will also be fluctuations in dielectric

It has been estimated8 thatinthe typicalsuper- constant. The mean-square fluctuation of di-
sonic turbulent boundary layer, associated with electric constant ( E )2 canbe expected to be offlow over a flat plate, the same order of magnitude as that in the

turbulent boundary layer. The turbulent medium
of the wake, however, is much more extensive

2.5 -1 (10.30) than the thickness of the boundary layer, and it
) xis reasonable to suppose that the wake may have

an Influence on the performance of antennas
in which ( i-- )2 is the mean-square fluctuation which transmit and receive through it, such as
of the dielectric constant and M is the Mach tail-defense radar.
number as defined earlier. At high altitudes it To earn some appreciation of the effect of
may be assumed, in the absence of direct evi- transmission through the turbulent wake, let usdence, that K- is proportiunal to the density, trn isonhouhheublntwketswhich for a standard atmosphere gives examine the reduction in antenna gain produced

by the deviation of the phase of the incident wave

from that of a plane wave. It may be shown13

(-T)2 ( -)2 that for a small deviation the relative decrease
Se-ah (I031) in gain caused by the rms (root-mean-square)

h (path error a is
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& •G 4r2 •and attenuation up to 50 db per meter as weU, • 2 -2 (10-32) as considerable indire-Antml , h.. .....(10-32) masured with jet fManes at x~Band.l4,15

We assume that the wake is composed of a The absorption loss and reflection coefficientrandom distribution of spherical eddies whose due to a gaseous medium with a free charge isdiameter is L. Then the rms path error will be determined by the conductivity of the chargedapproximately 
gaseous medium, which in turn is a function of
the number of free electrons per unit volumeand the mean free time between electron col-_ L (6) (10-33) tisions. In the neighborhood of the motorthroat,4 the elqctron density is known to be in the range
of 1014 electrons per cubic centimeter. The

where A• is the rms difference in dielectric resulting transmission loss at microwave ire-constant in the turbulent medium. This has quencies in the exhaust flame is in excess of 10been found earlier to be in the order of 10-5, decibels per meter. However, the absorptionhence the relative reduction In gain will be path length varies over a very wide range, de-
pending upon the flame dimensions, dispersion
of the ionized gases, and direction of propaga-
tion. The electron densities in the wake willA 2 -5 L2 obviously differ from that in the flame by sev-'1 2.5 x 10 T) (10-34) eral orders of magnitude, and consequently the
net absorption due to transmission through thewake can be expected to be appreciably lessthan that due to the flame in the immediateIt is immediately obvious that unless L Is large neighborhood of the motor throat. Very littlecompared to the wavelength, little change will data is yet available, however, on the effect ofbe experienced by the antenna. Similarly, it is transinission loss and reflection due to theapparent thata considerable effect on the image ionized exhaust gases in the wake.quality of an optical system will be felt as aresult of transmission of light through theturbulent region, Up to now, neither agreement nor disagreement
has been firmly established between theory and
experiment with jet flames. Theory is difficultThereexist inthe wakeof the aircraft traveling to apply to the problem because of the unpre-at supersonic velocity, in addition to the tur- dictable nature of the flame boundary conditions,bulent air, the hot exhaust gases of the jet or the difficulty of obtaining accurate temperaturerocket propulsion motor, When electromagnetic measurements, and the difficulty of controllingsignals pass through an ionized medium such fuel impurities and conditions of combustion.as hot exhaust gases from a jet engine or rocket, Further experiments and analysis must be maderefraction, reflection, absorption, and random in order to explain quantitatively the attenua-amplitude modulation of the transmitted signal tion, beam deviation, and incidental modulationmay occur. Beam deviation of as much as 150 prodUced by jet exhaust gases.

GLOSSARY

Azimuth Axis. A line, usually vertical, about Roll. Rotation of an aircraft about its own-which rotation in azimuth takes place. The longitudinal axis.line will be truly vertical only in a platform
stabilized system.

Pit._h Axis A line perpendicular to the azimuth Cross-traverse AngIle. The angle, measuredand to the longitudinal axis of the aircraft about horizontal line-of-sight, between theabout which rotation in elevation takes place. vertical plane through the line of sight andRoll Axis. A line perpendicular to the azimuth the plane containing the line of sight and theandpitchaxesaboutwhichrotationtakes place, azimuth axis, (See Figure 10-8.)
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DIDEX OF SYMBOLS

I.P.D. Insertion phase difference

SInsertion phase delay

ýr Relative dielectric constant of adielec-
tric

tan I Dissipation factor of a dielectric

d Physical thickness of a radome wall

ho Free-space wavelength

e Angle of incidence

d' Free-space change in interferometer
spacing to produce balance when die-
lectric wall is inserted between the
horns

T2  Power transmission coefficient
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Chapter 11

RADOME WALL
MEASUREMENTS AND EVALUATIONS

SECTION A. INTRODUCTION

11-1. Need for Measurements establish the maximum manufacturing tolerances
that can be allowed while assuring that the de-

In developing and producing radomes to meet sired performance characteristics will be ob-
exacting electrical performance requirements, tained.
it is generally desirable and often mandatory
to evaluate the electrical properties of the In general, range tests as a means for inspec-
radome wall. Range tests to determine the tion of production radomes constitute an unduly
transmission and beam-bending characteristics costly and time-consuming approach to the
of the radome maybeby themselves, inadequate, quality-control problem. An inherent short-
These remarks are particularly pertinent to coming of range tests is that the overall perfor-
the development of radomes with half-wave mance of the radome is determined but the
walls or quarter-wave-face sandwich walls be- specific deficiencies of the radome fabrication
cause of the high importance of cobtaining the are not disclosed, What is needed are facilities
design values of the dielectric constants and the that will permit analysis of the radome wall at
wall thicknesses in these constructions, every point. Equipment enabling such analysis

is not only useful but Is often essential in (1)
The first experimental step in any careful research and development studies, (2) ensuring

radome development should be to make a suffi- that a test specimen is constructed as designed,
ciently near perfect radome for precise en- (3) quality control, (4) economical production
gineering analysis. Unless the model is an inspection, and (5) field inspection.
exact representation of the engineering design,
the measured performance data may be of little Another particularly important need for
value. Bitter experience attests to the fact that radome wall analysis facilities arises from the
a single excellent test specimen may permit a fact that the electrical performance require-
complete performance analysis, whereas tests ments of some radomes for precision direction-
on a hundred imperfect units may leave essen- indicating radars are -so exacting that the
tial questions unanswered. radome must be made to the design values within

extremely small tolerances. With these radomes
Theoretically, once a satisfactory design has the allowable electrical and physical wall thick-

been established, as confirmed by measuring the ness tolerances appear to be less than can be
effects on a radar beam of a radome known to be obtained with certainty by any present pro-
constructed as designed, no further engineering duction fabrication technique. With analysis
evaluation tests are needed. It is only necessary techniques available, it is possible and practical
that means be provided for inspecting e pro- to avoid going to extremes in attempts to obtain
duction radomes to assure their beli,, suffi- almost Impossible tolerances in the original
ciently ctoss, to the original model. In practice, fabrication. Instead, radomes can be made to
engineering evaluations must be made at the reasonable but insufficiently small tolerances,
start on enough radomes, perhaps twenty, to analyzed, and then corrected to be within the
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desired tolerances. The amount of correction Although the magnitude of the l.P.D.of a light-
required can be made very small; it is just the weight sandwich wall is sensitive to any varia-
wall thickness difference between reasonably tions in thickness or dielectric constant, meas-
obtained tolerances and the extremely small urements of the I.P.D. alone appear to be in
desired tolerances. The practical feasibility general of Little value for analysis in applica-
and practicalitv nf thic an-t of tlcmi- *L;rv . il whe it i•.istiissiun is tne most ii.iportan'
been firmly established. 1  It is important to requirement; a wall can differ from the correct
realize that a corrected radome needs no later design in more than one quantity and yet have
inspection - the radome has been made to the correct value uf I.P.D. But the measure-
specification. Further, the correction proce- ment of the wall I.P.D. does become imniottant
dure allows the number of rejects of physically if a wall is used in a direction-indicating radar
sound radomes to be reduced to essentially radome where the phase shifts, as such, are of
zero. high importance.

The wall evaluation mei surements on radomes Simple local power-rellection-coelficlent mag-

with exacting performance requirements and nitude measurements of all areas arie pref-

high incidence angles should be made with higher erable for quality controland electrical Inspec-

accuracy than is generally realized, What is tion of lightweight-core sandwich wall radomes
often not appreciated is that if the insertion in general, The reflection measurements are

phase difference (I.P.D.) of a wall differs from sufficient to prove a properly made radome ta
the design value by only 1.O° at a low angle, the be satisfactory or to reveal any existing areas
[.P.D. may differ from the design value by a of improper construction.

much larger amount atahigh angle such as 800 Measurements on Combinations of Solid

This important quantity, insertion phase dif- Sheet . An important example of a wail com-

ference, was defined by Equation (2-47), Chapter posed of a combination of solid (nominally

2, and was designated by T'or A - -T', depeni- homogeneous) sheets is found in the inverted-

ing on whether one speaks of insertion phase sandwich construction. It is necessary to

advance or delay, respectively. It is the dif- evaluate the ].P.D. and the dielectric constant

ference in the phase of the field at a point along if the quarter-wave face layers of this wall in
the axis of propagation in the region beyond the the same manner and to the same order of pre-
radome, with and without the radome inserted, cision as is required with a single-layer half-

wave wall. The core dielectric constant must

11-2. Quantities to be Measured be evaluated with comparable exactness. When
the phase shifts through the total wall are im-

The measurable quantities that are significant portant, the electric thickness of the core must

in the evaluation of radome walls depend on the also be accurately maintained. The basic meas..

type of wall construction. It is convenient for a urement problems are the same, but the actual

discussion of these quantities to consider the problem of producing awallto the design speci-

various constructions in three groups. fication is very much more difficult in the case
of the inverted sandwich than in that of the half-

Measurements on Sandwich Walls with LI t- wave wall; this is because each layer of the

weightCo-Eres, With lightweight-core sandw-ic sandwich must be Individually and fully evaluated

wall constructions the only practical physical as the radome is built.

thickness measurement on a finished radome is The considerations are similar for other pre-
that of the overall thickness. The skins can be The onsideratiple sid-lar coruction.
fabricated to have thicknesses very close to cision wallsof multiple solId-layer construction.
known repeatable values by using a specified Also pertinent in the evaluation of such con-

number of layers ofaparticular glass cloth laid structions are essentially all of the matters Wis-

up in a definite manner with respect to its cussed for single-layer walls in the following

weave. The overall physical thickness varia- paragraph.

tions are then, in the main, due to core thick- Measurements on Single-Layer Walls. Be-
ness variations. - : Wl

cause of the particular importance of the half-
wave wall, it will be assumed as the basis for

As long as the skins are reasonably thin, the following discussion of single-Layer walls.
small variations in their values of dielectric
'constant and dissipation factor are reduced to In a homogeneous single-layer radome wall,
secondary importance; it is sufficient to eval- the quantities of importance are the electric
uate these quantities by tests on small speci- and physical thicknesses of the wall and the
mens of dielectric made as similar as possible relative dielectric constant er and the dissipa-
to the skin material. tion factor tan b of the dielectric. All but the
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last can be determined with good accuracy by it is expedient to evaluate a wall by first meas-
non-destrucUve tesUng. .rino the . l..y cka-,,, . u innure tnat it is

within a few percent of the design value. Then,
Primarily to offer somne meaning to people as a final criterion, the I.P.D. is measured.

unacquainted with electromagnetic theory, the When the I.P.D. is within design tolerances,
electrical thickness of a radome wall, as op- which can be made less that I percent if a
posed to the physical thickness, is commonly correction technique is employed, the radome
spoken of, but it is always the insertion phase wall is assuredly very close to the design re-
difference that is measured. In a precision quirements. The error in dielectric constant
direction-pointing radome the perfection re- will be no greater than is Pccounted for in the
quired in the radome wall could be met with two thickness tolerances.
small physical wall tolerances only if the wall The dielectric constant of a mall may be de-
material were highly homogeneous - which, termined from measurements of the physicalgenerally, it certainly is not. The need for trie rmmauoet ftepyia
hoogenetly, in ce matrialy aisnot.Thes beau r -thickness and of the I.P.D. of the radome, wall,homogeneity in the material arises because the as'a is discussed later in this chapter. If these
cardinal quantity in this type of radome is not as ter qn th c er. U the
how thick the wall is physically, but how thick latter quantities are found to be correct, the
it is electrically. The electrical thickness is dielectric constant is correct.
a complex function of the physical thickness and rhe dissipatioh. factor of a completed radome,
of the dielectric constant. Errors in either of even when it has a value greater than 0.01, can
these quantities can be equally damaging; be evaluated by a non-destructive method with
further, If there are errors in both, the detri- only fair accuracy. Fortunately, the obtainable
mental effects of the two can be additive, accuracy is usually compatible with the need;

its value is not a critical quantity and may not
It must be realized that an evaluation of the even be an important quantity as long as it re-

I.P.D. alone is not sufficient to assure that the mains small. Normally tan 6 is evaluated only
wall is proper; the physical wall thickness must by auxiliary measurements On small specimens
also be treasured. Two walls can have identical for standard dielectric tests. In the remote
Values of I.P.D. yet have different values •df' event that evaluations of tan 3 are needed on
physical wall thickness and dielectric constant; fipished radomes, they can be obtained by the
clearly, if one is the proper design for a spe- free-space method described later for measur-
cific performance, the other is not. In practice, itg the value of tan 8 of test panels.

SECTION B, FACILITIES FOR MEASUREMENT

11-3. Insertion Phase Difference Measurements With some radome shapes it may be mechan-
icallk inconvenient to hold one horn of an inter-

Choice of Method. The I.P.D. of radome walls ferometer inside the radome, and for this
has been evaluated by three basically different reason a gage with a single exterior horn may
methods. A direct evaluation of the I.P.D. can appear to be the preferable means. However,
be obtained with the traditional microwave in- in general it will also be necessary to measure
terferometer. An indirect evaluation of the the physical thickness of the wall. If, as with
I.P.D. can,.e made by (1) measuring the com- all methods in use that are suitable for quantity
plex reflection of a wall and calculating the work, the physical thickness gage is one requir-
I.P.D. from the results or (2) determining the ing support ofa gage element inside the radome,
frequency at which the wall is a half..wavelength the interferometer horn may be supported by
thick as revealed by a minimum in the reflection the same mount and offers little added compli-
magnitude. In either case the measurement is cation. Further, if the I.P.D., and probably the
accomplished with a single-horn method, physical thickness as well, are to be recorded

in such a manner that the position of any mea-
The Interferometer method has the basic ad- surementon the radome can be found again later

vantages of direct measurement, higher accu- so that a thickness correction can be made, the
racy capabilities, and absolute calibration; the complication of supporting a second horn is a
interferometer Is essentially an absolute mea- very minor part of the total facilities needed.
sure ment instreument in that it is self-calibrating
once the frequency is established. The complex- It appears that the single-horn methods will
reflection measurement and the minimum-re- find their principal use in two sorts of appli-
flectioR measurement methods possess the fea- cations. First, they are convenient for cursory
Lure of'aiing a single-horn test head unit small inspection in the factory or in the field, es-
enough to be manually moved over the exterior pecially where only a limited number of radomes
surface of a radome for cursory evaluations, of a kind are to be checked and moderate accu-
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racy is sufficient. Secondly, they can be very horn for the two conditions, expressed in terms

useful in quality control work where the task is of free-space phase, is the I.P.D.; i.e., it is

primarily not to determine the I.P.D. with high identically the phase difference Introeuced by

precision but rather to assure that the I.P.D. the presence of the sheet. The situation is as
i .. .. . .-.. ti ..ila.,. .. ,.t.'hiIe nnl., If th•ara is nn IntauraEtion

as that of a master model. between the faces of the wall and between the
wall and the transmitting horn. The error in-

Interferumeter Methods - Basic Manually troduced by interaction between the panel and

Balanced Instrument. Interferometers of the the transmitting antenna can be partly elimin-

basic type with manual balancing have been ated by moving the panel one-quarter wave-

utilized in both experimental and production length along the axis of propagition and aver-

checking of radome walls, aging the readings so obtained. A sheet with
an I.P.D. of less than 3600 hab been assumed;

In its simplest form the microwave interfer- if the I.P.D. is greater than this, the fact must

ometer is as shown in Figure 11-1. Since this be ascertained by prior or subsequent knowl-
instrument, its use, and its accuracy have been edge.
carefully discussed by Redheffer andothers, 2',

only a few general comments on it are given
here. However, many remarks in the following Interferometer Methods - Automatically Bal-

section on the automatic-nulling interferometer anced Instrument. Precision interferometers

are also clearly applicable to the simpler basic for rapid continuous measurement of the in-

instrument and its use. sertion phase of every area c, a radome wall
have been developed to facilitate the production

The test sheet of dielectric, or radome wall, of raqomes with solid half-wave and similar

is placed in the path of the beam traveling in walls.' In addition to the Interierometer

free space between two horns In the test branch proper,the principal electrical apparatus asso-

of the circuit. The instrument is balanced by elated with it and necessary for the accomplish-

matching at the second tee, In amplitude and ment of the complete task of measurement, re-

phase, the signal that passes through the test cording, and playback to control wall thickness

branch with the signal traveling through the correction apparatus, are also indicated in the

reference branch. The signal amplitudes are discussion that follows. The specific construc-

matched by adjusting the attenuator in the ref- tion and performance information given all per-

erence branch, The signals are matched in tain to R particular X-band research model.

phase by moving the receiving horn in its axial
direction to alter the horn separation and hence To simplify the equipment required for auto-
the electric circuit length. The circuit is bal- matic nulling, the interferometer arrangement
anced both with and without the dielectric pres- used is one in which the phase balance is inde-
ent; the difference in position of the receiving pendent of the magnitudes of the test and ref-

erence signals. The basic circuit shown in
Figure 11-2 utilizes a phase-sensitive detector
in an automatic phase plotter circuit similar to

micrometer those described by Hines 5 and Bacon. 6

'•'motion

rfn A 1,000-cycle sinusoidally modulated fixed-

armrnc frequency microwave signal is divided between
/.,test a test and a reference arm. The testarm signal

dielectric is passed through the test dielectric placed be-
tween the two microwave horns and is then

modulated brought to the H arm of a magic T. The refer-

microwave detector ence arm signal is brought through a calibrated
soUrce Fphase shifter to,the E arm of the magic T. TheH I colinear arms of the magic T are identically

test null 0 terminated in matched bolometers. The two
arm Indicator "bolometer outputs are compared in a bridge;

varial 4 the output of the boloineter bridge is zero when

phsc variable the differencc in the magnitudes of the modula-
ashifte /ttenuator tion frequency voltages on the bolometers is

zero. As can be understood from a study of the
vector diagram of Figure 11-3, the interfero-
meter is balanced and the bolometer bridge out.

Figuge 1l-1. Basl, MPeowave Intedfeomet Aoungmew put is zero when the test and reference micro-
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Figure 11-2. Interfaevmfor Arrangement in which Phase is Measured Independently of Amplitude

wave signals imposed upon the H and E arras, EA EB when 0o901
respectively, of the magic T are 900 out of A ollnear arm A
phase. total voltage

Since Lhie interferometer balance is obtained EA - EAo

by adjustment of only a phase-shifter, the bal-|components of H
ancing is readily made automatic by feeding the armponnpt opai
bridge unbalance signal to a servo system, compnenof /-in colinear arms
which positions the phase shifter. As indicated E arm input-" AondB
in Figure 11-4, the phase shifter mechanical appearing in m t ar
motions are translated into electric signals, colinear arms EAm and E94
which are sent to a paper strip recorder for
information storage. 

i

The size of the area measured at any time can ./.
by made small by using a I- by 1-inch trans- BEa'
mntting horn located within an inch, or less, of colinear arm B
the interior radome surface, to, l voltage

In making precision phase shift measurements, Figure 11.3. Voltage Vecfor Relationships In Magic T of Inter.
the principal problem is to minimize reflections loomeb,, which measures Phaso Independently of Amplitud.
of microwave energy in the entire Interfero-
meter arrangement. The goal is to have the or- is appreciable reflection from the phase shifter
iginal wave supplied by the microwave source at and from one or more other elements in the
the first tee to be the only wave passing through branch containing the phase shifter, the, cotibra-
the test dielectric or through the calibrated tion of the phase shifter will be different when-
phase shifter, respectively, ever the reflection from any element in the

branch is changed. This is assuming a reflec-
Phase shifts through reflective elements in tive element is causinganunwanted wave to pass

series are not linearly additive; a change in the through the phase shifter in the forward direc-
phase shift through one of the elementswill not tion. Obviously, the phase shifter must be call-
cause an identical chunge in the total phase shift brated in place. The same sort of considera-
through the series of alements.7 Hence, if there tions apply in the test arm. If any appreciable
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Figuwe 11-4. Elenents of Set$ae1mtiel App•tus for M.asurlig and Coictingf the Elecficel Thlckness of Rodme Wells

energy is reflected from the test dielectric and errors from reflections in the reference arm
re-reflected to pass through the test dielectric, elements.
accurate phase shift measurement Is impossible.
This is because the resultant wave arriving at It is impractical to maintain exactly the dio-
the magic T is not In the same phase position tance from the transmitting horn to the radome
the original wave alone would have been. 8  an the radome Is moved to permit examination

of different areas. Further, it is Impossible to
The microwave circuits should be c'arefully obtain zero reflection from the radome, There-

arranged with the above facts in mind. The fore, if a radome of uniform electric thickness
transmitting horn ii preferably oriented to make is being tested, the Indicated phase measure-
an incidence angle with the dielectric surface nent will vary slightly as the radome is moved.
close to Brewster's angle, which is approxi- This effect cannot be reduced toan undetectable
mately 60o for the dlelectrics expected to be quantity, but to a value sufficiently small to
tested; the incident energy is parallol polarized, permit measurements with the desired accuracy.
Thus. the anergy reflected from the dielectric
is rilnized. A unidirectional element Is In one instrument the master phase shifter
locat just preceding the transmitting horn and consisted of a long thin quartz slab placed in the
dissipttes mostof the energy reflected into this E-vectoe'i plane inside a rectangular wavegutde
horro rnom the dielectric. The energy reflected with provision for precise transverse position-
into the transmitting horn from the receiving ing.+ It produced a voltage standing wave ratio
h,. ra a ii kept small by isolation effected by horn of 1.03 to 1.10, depending on the slab location.
separation. Unidirectional elements are placed A maximum phase shift of 3000 could be intro-
on either sides of the phase shifter to reduce duced. A second identical phase shifter was
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Inserted in the interferometer to allow initial This slider moves alarge fraction of thp nntp.,-balancin. with thp oe r ai a ijometer length when a radome wall is insertedpreferred scale position, between the microwave horns. But it moves
over only smallexcursions, prompted ihy varia-The microwave source must be a highly stabi- tions in electrical wall thickness, as the radomelizedfrequency source. Then the two microwave is moved and different parts of the wall arebranches of the interferometer need be only examined. The slider of potentiometer "dB" isroughly the same electric length; if the genera- positioned so that the bridge is balanced whentor is a klystron in a stabilized local oscillator the radome wall thickness iF the design value.circuit, the long-time frequency stability of the Then as slider "A"lis automatically moved withgenerator can be made about 0,01 megacycle the phase shifter, the bridge output is indicativeand it will not be necessary to make the inter- of the deviation, or error, in I.P.D. from theferometer frequency-insensitive by meeting the given design value. Over the small range usedcriterion for lengthof lines and horn separation in indicating the errors, the output is essentiallyfor minimizing the effect of drift. 9 Preferably, linear with phase shift. The errors in thicknesshowever, the criterion should still be roughly for missile radome walls with a taper design, ormet. with any particular wall thickness variation de-
sign whatsoever, are readily indicated by simplyThe bolometers must be very well matched driving the slider of. potentiometer "B3" to theboth in sensitivity and in transient heating and position corresponding to the design thicknesscooling characteristics. Because of thermal required at the, spot being inspected.lag, the output of a bolometer receiving energy

from a sine-wave modulated signal will not be a The master phase shifter is calibrated against
sine wave. Further, if the transient heating and changes in the free-space separation of thecooling characteristics of the bolometers are transmitting and receiving horns with no dielec-not the same, the two bolometer output signals tric between the horns, The receiving horn ismay have a phase difference in their fundamental mounted on an axially movable mount; its posi-components that will make the necessary high- tion is read on a precision dial gage with 0.0001sensitivity null impossible, inchdivisions. As one performance check, after

precise nulling the receiving-to-transmitting-The output of the bolometer bridge must ov horn separation should be increased exactlyamplified through a narrpw-band. amplifier ohe half free-space wavelength. However, be-to insure nulling of the fundamental components cause of nonuniformity of the field, an exact nullonly. A mechanical tuning fork may be used to will not exist at this second position. The phaseobtain frequency stability in the modulation sig- shifter will have to be moved slightly to obtainnal generator, The output of the narrow-band an exact null. The allowable discrepancyamplifier is fed to the amplifier of the servo depends on the overall instrument accuracysystem, which positions the phase shifter. being sought; when necessary a correction can
be made.Considerable difficulty may be encountered in

avoiding modulation-frequency magnetic pickup An irnportant feature of the design of the inter-and extraneous voltages in the low-signal-leveI ferometer arrangement described is that thecircuitr7 up to the input of the narrow-band entire instrument can be readily checked foramplifier, error by a rapid three-step procedure:

Extensive use of microwave absorbing mate- 1. Perfection of the bolometer bridge balancerial is generally required to minimize back is assured by simultaneous application of thereflection from structures and apparatus in the identical test signal to both inputs of the bridgegeneral vicinity of the horns, and obtaining a zero output signal.

As a transducer for translating phase shifter 2. If identical microwave signals are sent intomotions into electric voltages the d-c Wheat- the colinear arms of the magic T, assurance ofstone bridge arrangement, as shown in Figure a null is obtained by removing the transmitting11-4, may be used. Identical multiturn Helipot horn and replacing it with a short. Only the ref-potentiometers each form two arms of the erence signal now arrives at the magic T. Bybridge. The sliders of the potentiometers are virtue of previously checked perfection of theconnected to the detector (a Weston D-C Induc- tee, the reference signal should divide equallytronic Amplifier), which draws no current but into the side arms and their bolometers. Onlysupplies a large output signal. The motion of lack of perfection in bolometer impedancethe slider of potentiometer "A" is mechan- match and characteristics can then prevent aicaýiy linked to the motion of the phase shifter, null.
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3. The master phase shifter calibration is wall back through the horn also passes through
chiecke~d in i~ze uioiuwia.g i.-•n-iir. Th ft1.-" . t..-----------�-----------!'.w*• A ai.ninmarinnn nf the

curred due to the insertion of the test dielec- phase and magnitude of the forward and reflected
tric is noted. Next, without the dielectric wave outputs of the directional coupler leads
ireaent, the receiving horn Is movcd to cause to an evaluation of the T.P.D. nf the dielectric

the identical change in phase shifter positions, wall. More specifically, reference settings for
The shift of the horn in terms of degrees of the phase shifter and attenuator may be obtained
electric phase is the I.P.D. with the horn shorted by a plate of metal to get

complete reflection. The device then measures
An instrument has been built in which the the reflection coefficient of the radome wall with

accuracy of the I.P.D. measurements has been respect to this reference termination. The in-
ascertained to be about 0.50. Under automatic strument is known to be balanced when the signal
operation the tnstrument always responds to level in the difference arm of the r.agicT com-
changes of 0.15 . parator is zero.

Single-Horn Complex-Reflection Measure- Both the reflection-coefficient magnitude and
ment Method. A gage for electrical thickness the I.P.D. are obtained by calculations based
has been developed which is basically a single- upon the measured phase shift and attenuation.
horn ref lectometer for measuring the phase and In practic, the interpretation of the readings of
amplitude of the wave reflected from a radome the phase shifter and attenuator dials is accom-
compared to a suitable reference. plished through the use of a special slide rule

computer, graphic computers, or by actual com-
The basic operation of the instrument can be putation, dependingon the quantity and exactness

explained by referring to the simplified func- of the information needed.
tional diagram of Figure 11-5. A' microwave
signal passes through a bidirectional coupler A model of this instrument operating at X-band
and then through a small probing horn to impinge frequencies has been carefully developed in
on the radome wall. Energy reflected from the which only the probe horn, the directional

radome wal

antenna probe[ lystronmouaobiietnl

incident reflected
vorioble-4-Jbj ,,•.(-- variable
ottenuator,, . Phalle shifter

"<•matche
sow - tooth l su r
modulator
generator difference arm

mogic T
wavoguide s

COmparatorCamp r aI or detector

mull null 1
indicato amplifier

Figure 1l-5. Apparoatus for NosupNmet of Complex.ReflocPion Coefflcient
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couplers, and the microwave bridge are incor- thickness of the wall is a whole number of half-
porated into a lightweight test head which can be wavelengths. The method has been carefullyeasily moved over a radome surface. The com- evaluated and In nnw htin omi In.tr vr--.,t'•'-!

plete equipment including a stabilized frequency use. 12

source is portable. The apparatur in discussed
in detail in development reports. I Automatic The basic elementanf this Fingle-horn system
balancing is planned in a succeeding model, are as indicated in Figure 11-6. The oscillator

is continually swept through the frequency range
A disadvantage of the present instrument is of interest at a fairly constant rate by mechan-

that the entire periphery of the horn mouth must ical or electronic means. The microwave os-
be in contact with the dielectric surface or the cillator is isolated from the rest of the system
readings will be changed. In practice this by the presence of a ferrite modulator. The
means there must be a different empirical small E-plane flared horn is experimentally
correction factor for every different degree of matched(by insertionof a small dielectric slab)
simple or compound waill curvature. This dis- to have a standing wave ratio of less than 1.05
advantage exists even in quality control appli- over a frequency range of 8,200 to 10,000 mc.
cations where simply the phase shifter readings, The front of the horn is preferably located about
rather than aknowledgeof the electric thickness three-quarters inch-from the dielectric wall for
or reflection coefficient, would suffice. Also a 1.5 inch aperture horn. The power reflected
because any dielectric wall placed over the from the panel (plus,unavoidably, that reflected
mouth of the probe horn perturbs the field, the from the horn) is indicated by a power-ratio
field distribution at the mouth will be different meter, which compares the outputs of a forward
with every different wall construction or dielec- and reverse direction sampling directional
tric constant. In careful work It appears that coupler. The power-ratio meter output is por-
these phenomena will have to be recognized and trayed as a function of frequency on an oscillo-
evaluated, For example, with a sandwich-type scope. The frequency at which the minimum
wall with nonsymmetricat skins the field at the occurs is noted.
mouth of the horn will be different depending on
which side of the wall the horn is placed - but Several fundamental difficulties must be rec -
the wallactually has only one value of I.P.D. At ognized in making measurements of the part of
the present time evaluation tests of a conclusive the emitted power that is reflected back into the
nature have not been performed. It is antici- horn by the dielectric. The reflection from the
pated that with proper antenna design these un- horn itself must be reduced to a negligible value
desirable effects may be reduced, over the operating frequency range to permit

sensitive operation in determining the minimum
The instrument does not permit accurate reflection from the dielectric wall. Also, for

measurements at the frequency at which the sensitive operation the general level of the
wall is a half-wavelength thick at normal in- reflected power, with respect to the power
cidence if the dielectric has low loss; this is leaving the horn, must be as high as possible.because the reflected signal will be negligible. However, because of the nature of the near field,
Shifting the frequency to obtain sufficient re-
flection is only a slight inconvenience in work
with ordinary dielectrics; however, with
frequency-sensitive artificial dielectrics shift- ratio meter
ing from the design frequency probably would
not be allowable and hence measurements could
not be made. os cope

The absolute accuracy sought In the develop-
ment of the instrument is 1.0 percent with a
sensitivity of 0.1 percent at a center X-band oUcillator bidirectional
frequency; the accuracy decreases at lower and swaptI coupler
higher frequencies.

Single-Horn Minimum-Reflection Method. The p 4h __n
I.P.D. of a single-layer wall can be evaluated powerhorn /
through a measurement of the frequency at p r supply
which the reflection is a minimum. The method
to be described is based on the fact that the re-
flection at normal incidence from a solid di- Figwur 11-6. Cirult Arinalemeut Is tke MAVImfumnt
electric wall is a minimum when the electrical .e Refl.c.ti Am~pitui.
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a placement ot tne dielectric, too close to the be calculated, the apparatus can be calibrated
horn mouth will produce errors. These arise for testing any particular design of radome.
from the fact that the reflection from the front Often test conditions canbe arranged so that Uje
iiiLerface of the wall becomes large with respect indicated value may be sufficiently accurate.
to that from the rear interface.

11-5. Physical Thickness Measurements
In practice, this method has been found capable

of yielding medium-precision results if suitable Because of a highly reentrant shape or simply
care is taken in designing the apparatus. Two because of large size, with many radomes
very important inherent features make this a rather special facilities are required to obtain
singularly attractive one-horn measurement accurate measurement of the physical wall
method. First, the results are changed but thickness. Even with smallnearly flat radomes,
little if the variations in the wall-to-horn spacing the measurements usually cannot be made with-
are kept less than *:5 percent; useful results can out facilities that, although perhaps simple,
be obtained even if the variations approach L10 must be specially constructed. Several
percent. Secondly, curvature of the radome distinctly different types of gages have been
wall in itself is reported to have but a very developed for radome wall measurements; each
small effect on the results, has unique advantages in certain situations.

Ignoring the very small effect of loss, the Mechanical Gapes. When possible in the
I.P.D. of the dielectric wall in degrees is found simpler situations, various versions of large -
from the following simple equation, throat mechanical micrometers are used.

Usually it is most convenient to build a device
= 1 _d ) with a dial gage as the indicator in a general

.P.D. 3601--- ( degrees (11-1) arrangement as shown in Figure 11-7. It is
essential that the axis of the dial gage plunger

where h0 = the free-space wavelength corre- and of the anvil be well aligned and normal to
spending to minimum reflection. It is antici- the radome surface. If a wall has small irreg-
pated that a repeatability as close as 10 may be ularities in its surfaces, the readings will
obtained with this method. The absolute accu- change slightly with radius of curvature of the
racy may be much poorer than this. end of the plunger and of the anvil.

11-4. Reflection Measurements Severe limitations are found in the above type
of gaging when the problem of evaluating a large

The very equipment used in the above system highly pointed radome is considered. The anvil
for determining the I.P.D. by the minimum-re- must be supported inside on the end of a boom.
flection method can be used to measure the The weight of the radome resting on the anvil
magnitude of reflections at any one frequency, will cause the boom to deflect and thereby pro-
The power-ratio meter indicates percent re- duce a direct error in the measurement. With
flection directly. heavy radomes the anvil may indent the surface

and thereby cause additional error. When in-
In general, the indicated reflection will not be sufficient care is exercised, lightweight-core

the true plane..wave reflection. The discrepancy
is due to the "near-field nature" of the waves
in the dielectric wall being tested. Different
readings will be obtained with different horn micrometer yoke
sizes and horn-to-wall separations. With light-
weight sandwich..type walls the error in indi- dial
cated power reflection coefficient may be an gage
little as 1 or 2 percent with the horn in contact
with the surface. With a solid wall it may be fedor
found that a small horn will have to be sep-
arated from the wall a large fraction of a wave- nel
length to obtain good correspondence between
1he indicated and the true values.

Nevertheless, the method can be highly useful.
The apparatus is sensitive and the repeatability
of readings canbe made excellent. Empirically,
by taking readings on a wall of similar con- PFlw. Il.1. 1. wCh.lcol Mawater efr hi.sworg.g
struction whose performance is known or can the Physical Trhickne of Rdo~ms Walsa
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radomes with thin skins may suffer physical error as long as the pickup units are operating
damage due to penetration of the end of the in their range of linearity -- which can be as
anvil through the inner skin. great as 0.5 inch.

An Electromechanical Gage. The arrangement The upper sensing element is preferably at-
with the anvil supported by a boom would be tached to a micrometer-feed movable mount
greatly improved if the anvil were replaced by which, after the indicator is sct to zero without
a second dial gage, as shown in Figure 11 8. the radome present, is raised precisely the
Then the greatest loading that could be exerted amount of the design thickness of the radome
on the boom would be the insignificant thrust wall. The indicator then reads the error from
produced by the plunger of the lQwer dial gage. the design thickness. This arrangement allows
Clearly, the algebraic sum of the changes in basic calibration of the indicator against the
the dial gage readings, with and without the precision micrometer. Measurement accura-
radome present, is the wall thickness. Further, cies of 0.0005 inch are readily obtained. The
movement of the radome watt in the direction displacement detection units and a servo-oper-
of the axis of the plungers camnot alter the ated indicating unit are commercially available
reading, equipment.

A highly useful practical gage has been built An Electrical Gaage. A gage that is completely
using the above basic ideas.* Refer to Figure elfe-trMicral in ito operation has been developed
11-9. The two dial gages have been replaced by for measuring the physical thickness of dielec-
electrical displacement detection units. These tric walls independent, for all practical pur-
units operate on the principle that the mutual poses, of tan 8 and er of the dielectric. 13 The
inductance of two stationary coils in a unit is operation of the instrumentis based on the var-
altered when a small slug of commonly shared iation of the mutual inductance of two coils,
magnetic core material is displaced axially; fixed in relationship to each other, when they
this core element is mounted on a nonmagnetic are brought near a metal surface. Mutual in-
probe which becomes the equivalent of a dial ductance is used because a greater and more
gage plunger. By bucking the output signals of linear indication can be obtained than from
the two detection units and feeding the difference self-inductance.
signal to a servo-operated balance unit, and in-
dication of the algebraic sum of the motions of the The two coils are contained in a sensing head
probe of the upper and lower detection units is about 2.0 inches in diameter and 5.0 inches
obtained, long which is connected by a convenient length

of cable to an Indicator and power supply unit.
The radome wall canbe moved in the direction The- coils are located in one end of the sensing

of the •r'obe aW without introducing appreciable head. After thia end of the head is placed in
contact with one surface of a dielectric sheet,
the mutual inductance of the coils is changed
when a thin s'heet of metal is placed on the
opposite surface; the magnitude of the effect
will increase as the thickness of the sheet is

"dial gages .decreased,

The operating frequency is made sufficiently
high that the metal may be aluminum foil as
thin as 0.003 inch. The foil must be in intimate
contact with the dielectric surface, as any air
gap between the metal and the wall will make
the indicated thickness too large. In practice
the sensing head It rocked to obtain a minimum
reading; the head is then normal to the surface.
If the gage Is calibrated by measuring flat

rodome sheets of dielectric, a correction factor must be
applied when measurements are made on a

P1- 11. AtiewnuuefIWOevd MUehulcul curved surface. The correction must be made
MIwN",W fW Roinde WIll. because of the air gap that then exists between

the bottom of the sensing head and the - rface
upon which it is placed; the mutual-inductance

* Developed by C. W. Bowlby, Boeing Airplane curve is unchangod but the zero point is shifted.
Company. When a compound-curvature surface has one
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radius much larger than the other, as in an is measured directly and means can be provided
ogive, using the calibration for the smaller to measure the physical wall thickness with a
radius of curvature will permit measurements high degree of exactness, the free-space meas-
with good accuracy. Gages can he made to have urement method allows not only rapid but also
an accuracy of 0.001 inch and a repeatability of very accurate evaluations of the dielectric con-
less than 1 percent. stant. Its accuracy is basically due to the ab-

sence WZ the necessity for excellent fits or con-
An advantage of the mutual-inductance gage is tacts with the metal surfaces in a waveguide or

that the wall of a finished radome can be a cavity.
checked without any mechanical setup. Also, the
gage has special merit in that it can be used to For normal incidence, the relative dielectric
ineasure the physical thickness of a radome laid constant er in terms of the wall thickness, d,
up on a metal mandrel before the radome is re- and the "tree-space insertion phase distance,"
moved. Backing the dielectric wall with a mag- d', is (neglecting loss and interaction between
netic material such as the cast iron of a man- the faces of the wall)
drel causes a slight shiftof the instrument zero
but does not alter the slope of the output curve.

This instrument is, of course, not applicable trw•1+ (lI-2)
to metal-loaded wall structures.

For arbitrary incidence at angle B with either
11-6. Dielectric Constunt Evaluation polarization, the corresponding equation is 1 4

The interferometer finds use in the important
auxiliary task of accurate nondentructive deter- 2
mination of the dielectric constant of solid 'r 1+- co2 (11-3)
radome walls and test panels. Since the I.P.D.
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which becomes degree and only the central ray can be caused
to strike at Brewntar'. ansyl ff the re!l-=,on

fd'd' 2  could be made zero, the power transmission
er I d' +•. (11-4) coefficient, T2 , would be unity except for the

attenuation due to nhmic losn. Then tan 6 could
be evaluated accurately. The unavoidable re-

when 0 - 600. This angle, being high enough to flection may give rise to a small, but tolerable,
minimize interaction between horn and wall and error, since in this method the reflection must
also being near the Brewster angle for most be assumed to be zero.
commonly used dielectrics, is conveniently suit-
able for radome work. Good accuracies will be In addition to T2 the physical thickness d and
obtained from these equations when the polari- the I.P.D. must be measured to allow the eval-

zation is parallel and the incidence'angle is at uataon of han 3. Because the dielectric cowit

or near the Brewster angle. Plots of tr versus slant and hence the I.P.D. varies slowly with

d'/d for these conditions are given in Reference frequency in the microwave region, it is not

14. The quantity d" is identically the distance in necessary to measure the I.P.D. at the trans-

free-space having a phase shift equal to the mission measurement frequency, but merely
at a convenient frequency not too far removed,

The quantities T2 , d, cr,and tan S are related
Aside from providing high accuracy in eval- by Equation (2-47), Chapter 2. It is not con-

uating homogeneous dielectrics, the interfer- venient to solve for tan 8 directly. Instead, tan
ometer is uniquely ,iseful in evaluating slightly S is found by interpolation between curves re-
nonhomogeneous dielectrics. For example lating it to one of the other parameters, the re-
loaded dielectrics may be so nonh imogeneous maining parameters being fixed.
throughout a volume only as large as a wave-
guide specimen as to make dielectric constant The quantity er of the sheet is calculated from
measurements almost meaningless. But in use the measured values of d and I.P.D. For a par-
in radomes and lenses it is the average value ticular value of 'r and of d, a single curve of
over a reasonable intercepted area which must tan b vs. T2 could be calculated; it would be for
be maintained. The interferometer does in- incidence at the value of Brewster's angle de-
heiuntly measure the dielectric constant as an termined for the given value of 'r, But, since
average value over an area of suitable size. the curve would be of no value for otier values

A less accurate, but often sufficiently accu- Of t and d, maximum benefits from the calcu -
rate, evaluation of dielectric constant can be lations will be obtained if, for each of a number
quickly obtained by measuring the I.P.D. with of values of ar, separate families of curves are
the single-horn minitmum -reflection method, prepared, each family with a number of curves

for the same selected values of the paramehtr
11-7. Dissipation Factor Evaluation d. The values of d and of Ar are chosen syj-

The dissipation factor of a solid flat panel can tematically with values straddling those ex-
be determined with a degree of accuracy useful pected to be encountered in the test panels. A
in radome work by a free-space measurement, collection of such curves will allow evaluation
Under certain environmental conditions, in par- of tan 6 throughout their range of values of fr,
ticular that of rapid heating, this is the only d, and tan & by interpolation. Admittedly, tan
approach developed thatcanyielduseful results. 8 will usually be determined with only fair to
The measurements can be made with the same poor accuracy if tan 6 is large, i.e., roughly, If
general type of microwave equipment as is used tan 8 >0.02. But this is not as unfortunate as it
in the conventional transmission and LPD. tests may seem, because there appears little need to
on panels. kzow tan 8 accurately in radome work if tan

s > 0,02. Generally, It Is necessary to know
The method is based on the measurement of it only with an accuracy of perhaps 10 percent;

the power transmission efficiency under a con- if it is much larger, it is only necessary to
dition of minimum power reflection; this exper- know that it is so large and hence generally
imental result is used in conjunction with an an entirely unsatisfactopy value. If tan s is so
I.P.D. measurementand calculations to evaluate small that it reduces T very little below unity,
the dissipation factor tan S. although the accuracy of determination again

At the specified frequency, the power trans- deteriorates, the situation is again alleviated
mission efficiency is measured with parallel by the fact that knowing roughly that tan s Is so
polarization at sufficiently close to Brewster's small is sufficient for radome work,
angle to make the reflection very low. The re. 11-8. Measurements Under Special Environment
flection cannot be made zero because there is Relatively exact measurements of or, and. tan
loss and because the field is divergent to some N on small waveguide or cavity specimens can
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be obtained at room temperature and perhaps horns. In the environmental chamber arrange-
even at high elevated temperatures if sufficient nients can be made to cause a panel to be ini-
ti-aie is allowed for stabilization of the tempera- tially in equilib-ium with room temperature air
tures to some particular condition in the pet- at a particular humidity. The panel can then be
tinent parts of the eauiument. However. if what heated at any rate compatible with the lirnita-
is needed are the electrical properties of a tions of present heat sources; if desircil, the
dielectric upon being heated to a prescribed high panel can be heated fr.m one side only. Thus,
temperature in a particular short time of less the moisture and temperature conditions exist-
than the equipment stabilization time, none of Ing in the radome at a particular time in flight
the laboratory methods in which a specimen is often rpay be fairly well established in a test
placed in a test chamber and then heated can be panel at the time of measurement, Then, for
used. These methods certainly canrot be used measurement the panel may be rapidly shot out
if the material changes Its characteristics at of the environmental chamber Into a proper
elevated temperature in the time concurned, position aiid orientation between the microwave
With most plastics used In radomes the degree test horns. The measurement must be made
of polymerization does change appreciably with rapidly; i~e., In a few seconds in extreme cases,
time at temperature. Of even greater impor- to assure an evaluation before the dielectric has
tance may be the change in electrical properties cooled significantly. This requires adequate,
of specimens of material from which moisture though not necessarily special, physical thick-
can be driven out-due to the decrease in mois- ness gages and microwave equipment.
ture content with time at elev'~ed temperature.
Also, in general, the laboratory methods that An automatic -nulling interferometer is very
involve- placing a specimnen in a chamber can- cnein o ail esrn h ... I
not be used to obtain a direct answer if the coneInituent for prapid t meaur~g~ t the correctI
condition to be simulated in one in 'which a thle, insrueadnt isn breet robtainy toithin covrrec
temperature gradient exists through the wall, valeod aftreadingpanbel issobtained woithion sevra
goodeer measurementspofemeanuseuin meature- at that time, energizing the automatic nulling
gomesrments of tan cnbotained underu masgreat servo system and then deener~lzing the servo

mnsof conditions simultatingd unoser igexitin system as soon as the interferometer balancevariety ocodtossmltnthsextig is obtained, A rapid reading of transmission
in practice.i15 efficiency can also be readily made.

In the free-space test for eitheý Er or tan 8,
two sorts of equip~ment are needed. One part is If a reading is obtained rapidly and if the panel
the microwave equipment. The second part is is returned to the environmental chamber im-
an environmental chamber and the associated mediately after the measurement Is made, cool -
apparatus for sliding a panelI out of the chamber Ing of the measurhig apparatus may be unnec -
and into the space between the microwave test essary,

SECTION C. MEASURED DATA AND) ITS UTILIZATION

11-9. Choice of Test Frequency ments at another frequency through use of the
equation for the Insertion phase delay

The phase shift incurred in passing through a -i tnD-2d(1)
suliri wall is a function of the dielectric con- A - tan -I(A ta )- cos?) (15
stant. With most natural dielectrics L change p with p sin2 a
so slowly through the K-band and lower micro- where D -W dE.o
wave frequency band ranges that, for radome (tr2 (I-p) r~
work, er: usually can be assumed constantA 1 =

2 rJ ] T
through each band. In the K-band tr can be as-Al &rIP r-P
sumed nonvarying uver limited frequencyA r+I-2
ranges. Where er can be considered constant, AL !1+
I.P.1). measurements can be made (for the pur- 2 J-i 1 r
pose of calculating 1r0 at any convenient fre- for parallel and perpendicular polarizations,
quency, i.e., the operating frequency of an respectively.
available interferometer, and do not necessarily 11-10, Selection of Test Stations
have to be made at the design frequency. The
I.P.D. at the design frequency for low-loss walls Because of diffraction phenomena, the far
can be calculated from the results of measure- field of an electromagnetic beam is only slightly
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4•,. 4
distorted by variations in radome wall thickness measurements for production inspec in -I half-
over areas with a maximum dimension small wave wall radomes and reflection gagte mea-
compared to the antenna dimensions, as long as surements for s.ndwich-type wall radumes.
the thickness averaged over areas appreciable ;
with respect tothatof the radiator is the proper 11-13. Evaluation of Radomes for Hivh-Tpm-

perature Operation

The above fact is pertinent to the matter of the Attempts to evaluate the perfnrmarnce of a
selection of test stations in measuring radorie radome and its antenna at high temperatures
wall thicknesses. It is sufficient, and not merely have been discouraging. Therefore, consider-
an undesirable practicalcompromise, to mea- able thought has been given to the matter of
sure radome wail thickness errors at stations establishing, from room-temperatur, tests
located at intelligently selected intervals rather combined with calculation, the performance
than to attempt to measure the wall essentially that will be obtained when the dielectric is at
everywhere. The test stations should be located elevated temperature. A warning is sounded
closer together in the more important areas, for thAt this procedure may not be quick and simple.
example, near the nose of an ogival radome
where the power intensities are relatively large In the case of a half-wave-wall nose radome
at high angles of incidence, with small allowable boresight errors, the

magnitude of the task can be seen by a brief
11-11. Value of Parallel Recording of Electri- statement of the steps of what appears to be a
cal and Physical Thicknesses reasonable method.

With radomes requiring the highest precision Initially, a test radome Is built to operate at
"ýn wall thickness, facilities for continuous re- about the design frequency at room tempera-
cording as the thickness gages scan the wall ture. By room-temperature range tests the
area is highly desirable. Of particular value, boresight-error performance at the optimum
if the dielectric is nothomogeneous, is the side- frequency for the radome, as built, is estab-
by-side recording on a paper chart of the elec- lished and found to be within the allowable
trica and physical thickness errors. Where the limits for the final radome at high tempera-
dielectric constant isuniform, the records of two ture; It is then assumed that what is required
thickness errors will increase and decrease is a radome with a wall that at the elevated
together. In contrast, if over an area there is temperature will have I.P.D. characteristics
no physical thickness error but there is an with as low slopes and as little difference be-
electrical thickness error, it is clear that the tween polarizations, in the range of incidence
dielectric constant is improper. This type of angles of importance, as the wall of the test
information portrayal is invaluable in develop- model had at room temperature,
ing tooling and materials for producing half-
wave wall radomes. This wall thickness can be established by

successive calculations, at the design fre-
11-12. Establishment of Wall Thickness Toler- quency, of the 1. P.D. characteristics for thick-
ances nesses selected by a cut-and-try procedure and

using the high-temperature values of Er, With
Final judging of the adequacy of the perfor- the high-temperature wall thickness established,

mance of any actual radome rests on the re- the change in thickness in cooling to room tern-
suits of operational pointing-error or trans- perature and thus the thickness at room tem.-
mission tests. perature is found. The final radome, built to

this thickness, should give very closely the
The allowable wall thickness tolerances can same boresight error performance as the first-

be established only by pointing-error or trans- evaluated test model did at its optimum fre-
mission tests on a sufficient number of radomes quency, 11 the final radome is tested at room
of the particular design, all of which have thick- temperature at the frequency
ness variations such that the largest are close d
to, but are not in excess of, a particular toler- f = ft x - (11-6)
ance. The tolerance of the radomes in the test d
groups should be increased untVI the maximum
value with which a sizeable group of radomes
will meet the specified electrical performance where ft - optimum frequency of test radome,

tests has been established. dt = physical thickness of test radome,

With the tolerance established, the error tests
can be eliminated in favor of thickness gage d = physical thlckness of final design.
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11-14. Effect of Loss on Phase Shift ing the most precise radomes. Therefore,all
testing of such radomes should be made after

The presence of loss in rhe dielectric changes the same degree of moisture stabilization.
the I.P.D. of a wakl from the losslesn-dielectric
,-le.!,C• t i.!e a-- tcbe 1 nc* "-... t i -- 1 1-17 Rirmnltfifatinn in Tnnsetinn Testa
quence in most work.

Both procedure and equipment for inspection
Even in high-precision half-wave walls at X- tomtn can genarally he much simpler than thone

band, the effect is so smaU as to be of no for engineering evaluation tests.
interest if the design angle is in excess of 600,
(r is in excess of 4, and tan S is less than 0.02. A regrettably vast amount of work has been
At lower angles and smaller values of cr, the expended in the past on boresight-error and
magnitude of the effect should be examined in transmission-efficiency tests merely for in-
precise work. spection purposes. To avoid continuance of

the situation, suitable and simpler inspection
11-15. Dielectric Constant of Laminate Walls facilities must be made available and a very

considerable amount of correlation data must
In general, with a laminate, Er varies with both be obtained.

polarization and angle of incidence. This is be-
cause cr has one value for the component of As exemplified by the apparatus descrihed for
electric field lying in the plane of the lamina- physical and electrical wall thickness and re-
tions and another value for the component that filection measurements, sufficient means are
is normal to it. available to implement rapid, relatively low-

cost, production.. ine quality-analysis testing.
The laminate may be thought of as a stack of

sheets in which alternate sheets of glass and The principal deterring factor in putting these
resin themselves have, respectively, high and tools into use is the lack of data establishing
low values of 9r. The effective er for the what tolerances can be allowed if a particular
stack is lower when the electric field vector is kind of radome is to have at least certain spec-
normal-to the stack than when it is parallel to ified minimum-performance characteristics.
the sheets. For example, with a common poly- To obtain such data may be an extensive or a
ester-resin impregnated glass-cloth laminate simple task, depending on the radome shape, the
the values for the two orientations were found range of look angles, the antenna power pattern,
to be Er : 4.2 and cr = 4.4, respectively. This the quality required, and whether assurance is
difference in Er is large enough to necessitate needed that every radome passed will be satis-
its being taken into account in precision high- factory or if a statistical sampling will suffice.
incidence-angle radome design.

It doe, not necessarily follow that, for
11-16. Importance of the Effect of Moisture on instance, a radome with very exacting bore-
Electrical Wall Thickness sight-error requirements is costly to inspect.

A nearly flat honeycomb-core radome struck at
With most materials used, other than solid modestly low incidence angles willproduce only

glass or ceramic, the moisture absorption in a extremely low boresight errors if it is made
half-wavelength wall can be of practical con- uniformly without any skin laps or construction
sequence even under moderate humidity con- defects such as core-celt filling. A simple
ditions. check for low uniform rel~ection with a single-

horn gage passed over all of one surface will
A case of particular interest is found in ra- give a 100 percent check for construction

domes for high-temperature operation. In man- defects. If the requirements are stringent
ufacture they are generally cured for many enough and the radome is small enough so that
hours at a temperature as high, or higher than, any with a defect can be discarded, the simple
the operating temperature. At the end of the inspection suffices and the cost of boresight
curing process the finished radomes have a very testing every unit is avoided. However, a com-
low moisture content. A period of at least a plicated situation will exist if the requirements
number of d4ys is required for the moisture are less exacting and modest defects become
content to increase to become stabilized with permissible; then a large group of radomes
the normal room conditions. If careful I.P.D. must be tested on the boresight-error range and
measurements are made, it will be found that examined with the reflection gage to establish
the electrical wall thickness increases during the limits in the readings of the latter which
the moisture-stabilization Period. The increase occurred with radomes having acceptable range
can be large enough to be important in evalua- performance.
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11-18. Interpretation of Requirements ally, it will be found that the requirements can
be relaxed with very little degradation in the

Those -esponsible for the effort of designing radar capability.
radomrts and proving them adequate uften may
do we'I toaccept statements of performance re- With respect to temperature requirements, the
qu.rements with a little skepticism and an in- most often quoted figure is that of the gas Just
quiring minJ. outside of the exterior radome surface; the tem-

peratures in the radome wall may be much
When a s.ngle minimum-transmissionor max- Iow.r than this, expecially in the case of

imum-boresight-error limit is stated, it may be missiles with a short time of flight. The
that,althoughthe excellence in performance re- radome problems may be much less difficult
quested is necessary at some look angles, than would be inferred from the statement of a
possibly it is not needed at the very look angles single unqualified temperature.
where it is hardest to obtatn.

Too often radome requirements are accepted
Requirements are often established by statis- without any inquiry as to how they were estab-

Acal sEtudies. ) a that instance it may be impor- lished. A part of the work of any radon'q group
tant tu ask whether, on a statistical basis, the should beto study the necessity of the require-
beam passes through the most troublesome ments and to emphasize that any relaxations in
areas a sufficient fraction of the total tfme to stringent requirements will almost always be
make it necessary to require the general re- reflected in lower costs and higher production
quested performance in that area. Occasion- rates.
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INDEX OF SYMBOLS

A amplitude of the r-f signals Zn. input impedance at Z = 0 when
AFC automatic frequency control the dielectric is terminated in

an open circuit
AGC automatic gain control ZR load impedance
B amplitude of the r-f signals ZSC input impedance at z = 0 when the

D major antenna aperture dielectric is terminated in a
dimension shorting plate

d sample Lhickness Z02 characteristic wave impedance
ej-t harmonic time dependance of the dielectric-filled section

z-direction direction of propagation
eJwtY•z propagation behavior in z-

direction for all components of 5 m voltage minimum position
vectors E and H v characteristic propagation

constant
kc characteristic or eigenvalues of

the differential equations ' 2  characteristic propagation con-
stant of the dielectric-filled

m(t) a function that describes ampli- guide
tude modulation of the test signal A known distance from short-

circuited end of wavegulde
r ratio of the voltage at two points

on either side of the minimum to A total boresight error
the voltage at the minimum A1  in-plane component

S Voltage-standing-wave ratio Ac crosstalk component
(in equations) As halt maximum power width

SWR voltage-)i&ding-wave ratio (in As distance between two points on
text) either side of a minimum voltage

B Oo line length bzI minimum width on the shorted
line measured a distance Z1

tan be electric loss tangert from the short circuit

tan 6. magnetic lose tangent relative phase shift

tn adielectric constant of free space
tan bw attenuation in the guide dr relative real permittivity or

relative dielectric constant
TE waves transverse electric waves C* complex permittivity
TEM waves transverse electromagnetic

waves
TM waves transverse magnetic waves guide wavelength

0 g r rfree space wavelengthZGgenerator impedance .*complex permeal~ity

Zman. impedance bt a point of maxi. permeability of free space

mum voltage
Pr relative real permeabilityZmin. impedance at a point of minimum 0 phase difference between the

voltage amplitudes of the r-f signals

Z0  characteristic wave Vt2  two dimensional Laplacian opera-

impedance tor taken in the transverse plane
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MEASUREMENT OF THE ELECTRICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF DIELECTRIC MATERIALS

AND RADOMES

SECTION A. REVIEW OF WAVEGUIDE PRINCIPLES

12-1. Complex Permittivity and Permeability Here p isthe permeability of free space. The

The fundamental quantities that one must eon- quantity tan sm is called the magnetic loss tan-

sider in the choice of materials for the elec- gent, and the term Pr is called the relative real

trical desl, x of a radome are the complex per- permeability. Since the quantities cr, mr, tan

mittivity (dielectric constant) and the complex a., and tan b are all dimensionless quantities

permeability. For simple mediums the electro- that completelV describe the dielectric material,

magnetic field equations are linear, and these the radome engineer has, in general, chosen to

two quantities completely specify the material. work with these quantities rather than the com-

The complex permittivity is usually separated plex permittivity and permeability.

into a real and imaginary part as follows:
In the lower frequency ranges the characteris-

* J"' '0 'r (1 -J tan 3e) (12-1)• tics of dielectric materkalts are of interest in
0 e r(I -tathe design of capacitors, Insulators, etc., and

over the years a large number of measuring
tana e -•-w and e0 (12-2) techniques havebeendevised to determine these

e e weproperties. 1 ' 2 Theme methods generally make
use of the fact that the dielectric sample is very

Here e 0 is the dielectric constant of free space. small compared t,) the measuring wavelength.
T're dimensionleas quantity tan 8e iscalled the For these case&, the sample may be considered
elotric loss tangent and is a measure of the *as a lumped constant element. However, for
Aner-; ,Go's by heating due to ohmic losses in frequen.ies above several hundred megacycles
the material. The quantity dr is called the rel- it is generally not feasible to make use of the
ative real permittivity or more simply the rel- lumped constant concept and measurements are
ative dielectric constant, most easily made on the basis of tha distributed

circuit concept of transmission lines. Wave-
Analogous to the complex permittivity, it is guides and coaxial lines are particularly well

convenient with certain types of materials to suited for the measurement of the characteris-
define a complex permeability to account for the tics of dielectric materials, since the electro-
magnetic losses in the material. Thus, magnetic fields are completely enclosetd in the

metal conductors and interference effects are
automatically eliminated. In general, the prop-

" IM" J • 0 Mr (1 - j tan 6m) (12-3) erties of interest in these measurements are
A the characteristic wave impedance, and ),
the characteristic propagation constant. Once

tan sm ,• and Mr (12-4) these two factors are known, they may be con-
"M M verted easily to c* and 0'.
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12-2. General Analysis of Guided Waves posed on these differential equations are deter-
mined by the cross section and the electrical

Before proceeding toa discussion of the meas- properties of the conducting guide. If we as-
urement of the dielectric parameters, it is well sume perfectly conducting walls, the tangential
to review some of the fundamental oronerties of ,nmnrnpnnt cl thplprtrie'fiild muet vanish nvpr
guided waves.S,4 First, con ilder Maxwell's the surface of the guide. These boundary con-
electromagnetic equations for simple mediums ditions give rise to a relation that connects the
with harmonic time dependence i e. characteristic propagatinn ennatant, y, with the

frequency and tho dimensions of the waveguide.
V WE+jc.. H 0 (12-5)

If a quantity kc is introduced, defined byVxHt-J•~.*. (12-6)

H (1 -7) k c2 uV 2 + w2  E ( 12 15)
then the numbers kc are called the characteris-

V • i 0 (12-8) tic or elgenvaluea of the differential equations.
For each gtevlue kc of the Equations (12-11)

Taking the curl of Equations (12-5) and (12-6) or (12-12) there -corresponds a function that
and solving the first for )k and the second for H describes the %-component of the field. Once
gives, the z-componenta of the field are known the

transverse components may be easily derived
V2 Z + C2 P* --0 (12-9) from the Maxwell curl Equations (12-5) and

(12-6).2 i+ • •u=0 (12-10)
Inthegeneral study of guided waves, it is con-

In the discussion that follows, the direction of venient to divide the solutions into three general
propagation will be taken as the z-direction, and types of waves TEM, TE, and TM, each of which
it will be assumed that the propagation behavior can coexist independent of each other.
in this direction may be taken as eJ&At .y, for
all components of E and H. Any suitable system 1. Transverse electromagnetic waves (TEM)
of coordinates may be used to describe the contain no electric or magnetic field components
transverse fields that lie in a plane normal to in the direction of propagation. They derive
the direction of propagation, their name from the fact that the electric and

magnetic field components are all in the trans-
With this assumption we obtain the differential verse plane.

equations that describe the behavior of the a-
components of the electric and magnetic fields 2. Transverse electric waves (TE) contain
in the dielectric region bounded by the metal magnetic, but no electric, fields in the direction
conducting walls of the guide. of propagaiion.

Vt2 Ex + (W * '* I+ Y,2) Es M 0 (12-11) 3. Transverse magnetic waves (TM) contain

2 2 2 Helectric, but no magnetic, field components in

vtg Hz + (W JA , +. y) !Hz -0 (12-12) the direction ad propagation.

The V 2 operator is the two-dimensional Lapla- Detailed analyses of waveguldes operating in
clan operator taken In the transverse plane, In these modes may be found in a number of texts
rectangular coordinates it is that treat the transmission of waves. For con-

venient -reference the following important re-
2 - F suF (uits for coaxial, rectangular, and circular

F + g(12-13) guides are summarized in paragraph 12-3. The
"U2 u-iY lde geometries are sketched in Figures 12-1,

12-21, awl 12-S.
and in cylindrical coordinates it becomes

12-3. Summary on Guided Waves
Vt2 F- + .!1 ÷F 1 F (12-14) a. Chanrcteristic wave impedance for TEM

Zr2  r Zr r 2 a and TE waves

Thus the solutionto Equations (12-11) and (12- ,, (12-16)
12) give the s-components of the electric and
magnetic fields. The boundary conditions in-
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I

Z Characteristic wave impedance for TM waves

- ' -,, j -b. Characteristic propagation constant

- - -/ ./" - - +j•= JA 2 •,2 , (12-18)

where k. 0 for TEM coaxial mode

for TN and TM

Fi"121 CMd O"Wsk 0 , . (fw'T rectangular(1-)
plgw. 12.1. C...iI W•guuld a . \guide modes

!-c is given by the equations

in (kc a) w 0 for TM circular mode (12-20)

n (kc a) = 0 for TE circular mode (12-21)

where J.is a Beeselfunction of the first kind of
orde" P and

b' (x)*R 3() (12-22)

c. Cutoff frequency
PFg.lw 12.2. RK.ciu.I WuvqEds Nimie

fe M ke (12-23)

d. Cutoff wavelength

he U 2n (12-24)

e. Julde wavelength (lossless came)

\2- (12-25)

where h w I'r[" f a wavelength in unbounded
FiPw. 124. CIltuw Wmmp,,d. Ne dielectric.
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SECTION B. IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS USING A TRANSMISSION LINE

12-4. Fundamental Relations where S is the voltage standing wave ratio (SWR).

)ince tme majority ot the methods for determin- voltage point is
ing the electrical characteristics of dielectrics
call for an input impedance measurement, it Ia Zmax 1z) = SZ0 (12-28)
well to review some of e tunclamentals of
transmission line theory. 0,PI In terms of the Measurements of the distance z to a minimum
parameters -r and Z0 , the treatment of two-con- or maximum voltage point and of the SWR are
ductor transmission lines andhollow waveguides thus sufficient to specify the impedance ZR.

is identical. Accordingly, in this discussion no

distinction will be made between the types of The direct measurement of highSWR's presents
transmission. In addition the terms transverse several experilmental problems. First, the
electric and maguetic fields are used inter- range over which the detector must respoid ac-
changeably with voltage and current, cording to an accurate mathematical law may

Consider the line in Figure 12-4 of length s be too great.. Secondly, it is difficult to meas-
having a characteristic propagation constant,, ure the voltage at a maximum without disturb-
a characteristic impedance ZO, a load impe- ing the field. It is desirable, therefore, to de-
dance ZR and a generator impedance ZG. From termine the SWR from measurements made near
simple transmission line theory the input im- a voltage minimum. A common procedure for
podance at any point z is g4ven in terms of the dealing with relatively high SWI ( ý 10) is to
terminatingimpedance ZR and the properties of measure the distance 6z between two points on
the line by either side oi a minimum (see Figure 12-5) and

the ratio, r, of the voltage at these points to the
ZR + Z0 tanhYz voltage at the minimum. 9 The SWR is then given

Z(z) = Z0  (12-26) by
Zo+ ZR tanh -/z

S(r2 - 1) X 9 (12-29)
The desired impedance ZR may then be obtained S 7 ( 1

from a measurement of Z(z) by solving this
equation. The same operationis commonly per-
formed graphically, in cases where such meth- Or, if the points are chosen so that their fields
ode are sufficiently accurate, by using an im- are 3 db in magnitude above those of the mini-
pedance diagram such as the Smith Chart.8  mum, Equation (12-29) becomes simply

S -r "g, (12-30)

The ratio r may be selected for convenience so
that a compromise between the accuracy of itsG zR measurement and accuracy of the i•z measure-
ment is reached. The farther away from the

EG minimum the measurement is made, however,
the greater will be the probe disturbance on the
guide fields.

Figwo 12.4. Transmission Line ,Notation

In mostair-filled microwave coaxial and wave-
guide transmission lines it is permissible to
neglect the attenuation in the transmission line Em0 x
itself and to assume yJ3j. With this assump-
tion it can be shown that thet input impedance at
a point of minimum voltage (and maximum cur-
rent) on the line is given simply by

Zmin (W) - (12-27)

Figu,. 12..S. Notation for Impedan" Measnurements
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12-5. Impedance Measurement Using Slotted short, while the scope of the line is a measure
Line of the widerdng of/ z1 per unit length due to at-

tenuation in the guide wall. Therefore, the prn-
The most common method for measuring Im- duct of this measured slose irnm. t'h .

pedanceat microwave frequencies 1 0 Is hy ,- iu ihevottage minimum zm gives the correction
Iau•Ling the impedance to a slotted low-loss term that must be sitbtracted from the measured
transmission line or waveguide and measuring value of A z.
the SWR and the distance from the terminating
Impedance to a voltage minimum position. The 12-6. Resonance Method of Impedance Meas-
Impedance at the minimum, Zmin, is then given urement
by Equation(12-27), and the desired impedance,
ZR, is obtained by transforming Z min by Equa- An alterniate method to using a traveling detec-
tion (12-26) or by Its graphical equivalent. tor and a slotted line is that of using a fixed de-

If a low-loss line (with T 11J/3) is used and the tector and a method for varying the line length.
impedance Z is such that the SWR is not too Usually the line is fed by a small loosely cou-
high (line atrenuation much smaller than load pled loop, which is fixed to the face of a mov-
attenuation), Equation (12-26) may be sim- able shorting plunger (Figure 12-6). An impor-
plified to tant requirement is that the loop present a volt-

age at the face of the plunger that is independent
of the line length. The fixed detector may be

(ZR + j Z0 tan/i z) placed at anypoint Inthe line, since it is merelyZ(z) + .0 Z-R- - t, an -z) (12-31) a pickup to indicate resonance; however, careshould betaken to see that it is loosely coupled.

The line will be resonant when the line length
s = a is equal to the distance from the load to

The line attenuation is thus neglected, and there- the volage minimum zm for the standing- wave-
fore it is desirable to make the measurement ratio method. Similarly, the half maximumof Zmin at the voltage minimum nearest the load. power width, As, of the resonance curve is equal

to thedouble minimum power width of the mini-if the line loss is low (0- J,8) but the load Z is mum-probing method. It is therefore evident
such that line attenuation cannot be neglecled, from Equations (12-27) and (12-31) that the ter-
Equation (12-31) may still be used by first cor- minating impedance is given by
recting the value of the measured Zmtn as fol-
lows. The lines losses may be determined by
measuring two minimum widths, one with the 1 - jS tan 0 aq (12-33)
load ZRt in place and the other with the load re- ZR = Z0 6 - J tan /s
placed by a shorting plate. If the loss in the
shorting plate is negligible, allof the attenuation and the SWR by analogy with Equation (12-30)
can be attributed to the line and a simple cor- is given by
rection applies to the measured value 6z. Thus

S 9--
(As (12-34)

(AZ)corrected =AZ)measured - (-z l )

(12-32)

Here A z 1 is the minimum width on the shorted
line measured a distance z, from the short cir- d
cult, and zm is the distance from the load ZR to probu
the voltage minimum where Az is measured.

If the loss in the short Is not negligible it is teed
necessary to measure the width AzI at succes- ZR
sive voltage minimums along the line. If these
values are then plotted with Az 1 as ordinates i. In .
against the distances from the short as absc±l- _ ,
sas, a straight line is obtained. The intersec-
tion of this straight line with the ordinate gives
the contribution to 6z, due to the loss in the Figure 1 2-6. Resonant. Method
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The loss in the guide walls and shorting piston of As is then obtained by subtra(ting this resui-
may bedeterminedby measuring the half-power nance width of the shorted guide from the rcso-
width of the resonance curve with the load re- nance width of the guide terminated in the load
placed by a shorting plate. The corrected value ZP.

SECTiON C. SHORTED-LINE METHOD FOR OBTAINING DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES

The shorted-line method, developed by von lative complex permeability of unit,** and ih
Hippel and others,ll-17 remains probably the these cases a single impedance measurement
most useful and satisfactory method of meas- is sufficient todetermine the relative dielectric
uring the electrical characteristics of dielec- constant and the electric loss tangent. Again,
tries, For this reason, the discussiua is limited anyvalueof i maybe used for the measurement,
to this method rather than trying to cover all of but the calculations are much simplified if the
the methods that have been reported.18 dielectric is terminated in either a short circuil

or an open circuit. These two cases will he
In the shorted-line method for measuring di- treated below.

electric properties, one places the sample at a
knowndistance, A, frokui the short-circuited end Short-Circuit Method. When the dielectric
of a waveguide (Figure 12-7). The input impe- (medium 2) is terminated in a shorting plate
dance (z = 0) is measured for two different (A = 0) the input impedance at z = 0 will be de-
values of A. The values of the relative dielec- noted by Zsc. From Equation (12-26) with
tric constant, Er, the relative permeability, Pr, ZR ý 0, the well known expression for the input
the electric loss tangent, tan be, and the mag- impedance of a shorted line is obtained. Thus
notic loss tangent, tan 8m, can then be calcu-
lated from the two measured values of input im- z
pedance. In theory, any two different values* of sc 02 tanh Y2 d (12-35)
A can be used todeterminecompletely the prop- wherethe notation used is given in Figure 12-8.
perties of the dielectric, In practice, however,
the cAlculations are much simplified if values
ofA = 0 and 6 = X g/ 4 are used. These two con-
ditions correspond, respectively, to the two
cases where the dielectric is terminated in a z . ,
short circuit and In an open circuit.

12-7. Simpified Procedure for Unity Permea-

By far the greatest majority of the materials
encountered by the radome engineer have a re- Z-0

Figure 12.8. Notateon ,hr Short.Clrcult Method

2 The normalized input impedance Zse/Zo1 is a
directly measurable quantity that can be deter-

J mined experimentally by either the traveling
SWR probe or the resonance method described

'd -. _-4----, previously.

. The Summary on Guided Waves, paragraph 12-3,z'0 shows that for TEM and TE modes the charac-

teristic wave impedance can be expressed very
Figure 12-7. Shorted.Line Metoed

*Except where the two values ofAt are sepa- **Exceptions to this are artificial dielectrics,
rated by an integral number of halfwave lengths metal loaded dielectrics and ferromagnetic
in the guide, materials.
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simply in terms of the characteristic propaga- 72d - T L, (12-42)
tion factor. Thus for p* p 0 Therefore, the procedure is to determine C LI

first from the measured quantities in Enuation
(13-39); the charts defined by Equation (12-41)

Jw 0 J•o0 are then used to determine Tt- = v2 d. Unfor-
Z0l and Z01 -= (12-36) tunately, the value of v2d determined by this

'Y2 Tmethod will be multivalued. This ambiguity can
be removed if the measurements are made on
two samples or if the approximate value of the
dielectric constant in known.

Dividing both sides of Equation (12-35) by ZO0
and using Equation (12-36), Once the characteristic propagation constant

72 has been determ~ied, the dielectric proper-
ties of the material can be obtained rather sim-

Zs-c = tanh Td (12-37) ply. The equation relating these two quantities
ZO Y2 is given in paragraph 12-3

2 2 where (12-43)

If we neglect the attenuation in the air-filled v 2  ke m. w (12=43)

guide,y 1 • J (2./x 9)and Equation (12-37) may From Equations (12-43) and (12-1) and from the
then be written g kc vs. Xc relation in paragraph 12-3,

t&nh ' 20a=-Ax Zs 72 2 (\,2 _ 4ý2 P (1 -j tan S ) (12-44)
n T a d A 0  sc1  ( 1 2 - 3 8 ) T2 e0 0 re )

T~d d- ZOl

Introducing into Equation (12-44) the relation
Thus Equation (12-38) is a transcendental

equation relating the unkhown complex propaga-
tion constant -Y2 with, the measurable quantities Q2 % .(2 (12-45)
Zsc/Z01. ?.g and d. Now, If the right-hand sieD
of Equation (12-38) is written in polar form, and rearranging the expression for the dielec-

Si (12-39) tric properties we obtain

Equation (12-38) becomes 'r (2 -'y2 ;,0 2 (12-46)
£r ltan Se) = -~O -((2-)

yad = c (12-40)

In spite of its simple form, the solution for this Thus the real part of Equation (12-46) relates
equation cannot be obtained directly. Roberts the dielectric constant er, while the imaginary
and von Hippel have obtained a convergent series part relates the electric loss tangent tan Se
solution for the case when'32zm is an odd mul- with the known quantities on the right side of
tiple of a quarter wavelength and the SWE is the aquation. The values of the cutoff frequen-
large. They have also plotted complete charts cies are given in paragraph 12-3. For the doma-
of the function Ii, 19 inant modes they are

tanhT LI iAc = w for coaxial TEM mode
C L (12-41) xc i 27r/1.84 x radius for TEll mode in cir-

T [L_ cular guide
kc = 2 x width for TEIO mode in rectAngular

In these ch.rts, contours of constant C and 4 guide.
are r!otted -on i graph having the argument r as
the ordinate and the magnitude T as the abscissa. While the above method applies for any sample
It is evident that Equation (12-40) is identical to length, more accurate results will be obtained
Equation (12-41) if if the electrical length of the sample in the guide
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is equal to an odd multiple of a quarter-wave. in Y 2d are avoided provided both a short-circuit
The power losses at the face of the dielectric and an open-circuit measurement are taken. 16

*All 4i i zuatimum, and soth standing-wave- To arrive at this result, multiply Equation (12-
ratio will be a minimum for this length. Thus 35) and Equation (12-47) and we obtain
the losses in the dielectric are increased with 2
respect to the losses in the guide wall and the Z C o (Z0 2 ) (12-50)
overall accuracy in determining tan $e is in-
creased. Referring to paragraph 12-3 we see that for

Open-Circuit Method, Analogous to the short- TEM and TE modes

circuit method escrlibed above, an open-circuit JWPO
measurement can be used to obtain the dielec- Z01 = - ]
tric properties of a nonmagnetic material. The * (12-51)
open-circuit measurement is obtained by placing jW 0 (
the shorting plate a quarter wavelength (L-
A /4) behind the dielectric in the arrangement Y
o Figure 12-9. This reflects an open circuit at
the back face of the dielectric and so from Now, dividing both sides of Equation (12-50) by
•qniaion (12-26) the input impedance of the Z0 1

2 and substituting Equation (12-51), in the
open-circuited dielectric is right side Pf the equation we obtain

Zoc = Z0 2 coth Y2 d (12-47) Zsc Zoc (12

By analogy with the short-circuit case, this (Z01)2 =•2/
leads to an equation of the form

In the air-filled guide yj J (211/Ng) and so
coth = C[Le (12-48) Equation (12-52) reduceu to

TL_ J27F

where TI is defined by Equation (12-42) and Y2 1/2
C14 by analogy with Equation (12-39) is (\Zsc 0 o (12-53)

c -Jg Z 5 (12-49) ( Z01  Zo01)
2nd Z0 1  Thus, the above equation gives an express ion for

T 2 in terms of the normalized short-circuit and
Curves are again available20 for determining open-circuit impedances and the characteristic

Tl . Once this has been established, the char- wavelength in the air-filled guide. Once V'2 has
acteristic propagation factor 72 is determined been established, the relative dielectric constant
from Equation (12-42). The relative dielectric and the electric loss tangent can be obtained by
constant and electric loss tangeit are then de- equating the real and imaginary parts of tqua-
termined from Equation (12-4(C). The optimum tion (12-46).
electrical length for the samples in this case is The principal disadvantage to this method to
any integral multiple of a half-wave. For this that it is difficult to account for wall losses inlength the SWR is a minimum and thus tan 6 a the sample holder.can be most accurately determined.

Combined Open- and Short-Circuit Method. 12-8. Simplification for Medium-Loss Mate-
The transcendental equation and the ambiguity rials Having Unity Permeability

D'kina and Works 14 have shown that for low-
and medium-loss materials certain simplifying

Y, ZY, approximations can be made in Equation (12-38)
0C o -- • Z•/- o2 -01 that make it possible to solve for e and tan Se

directly, thus eliminating the corn~iex trans-
cendental involving tanh Y2d/? 2 d. This simpli-
fled solution is obtained by starting with Equa-... Lion (12-38) with Equation (12-31) written for
ZsC/Zoj,, Thus,

Z 100 tanh Y2d _j .xg ( IiStnfl' 1-4
FpIre 12oP. NotI.la for Open.CIrcult Method Y2d 2 Sd - Jtan 1 zm
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By equating the real parts of Equation (12-54) 12-9. Corrections for Loos in the Wavesuide
and assuming that v'2 d and 1/8 are small, an ex- Wall
pression is aseurd fnr 1•A .m'ml-,g 0rI;" 4-16

position of the voltage minimum zm, the sample When making high SWR measurements it is
thickness d and the guide wavelength Ag. Thus, not permissible to neglect the line loss between

the probe and the load.
ttan These losses are determined by measuring the

tan _2j Xg t In zm (12-55) twice minimum power points around the voltage
A2d 2rd node with the empty guide terminated in a short

circuit. The correction Is then applied accord-

Ing to Equation (12-32). This accounts for the
The right-hand side of Equation (12-55) is de- line losses between the probe and the front face

termined from the measured quantities. Onil of the dielectric. However, in making measure-
this is known, 62d indetermined from a tableA ments on very low-loss materials, it may also
of tan x/x. Unfortunately, /2d is multivalued. be necessary to correct for the loss in the wall
If the correct value cannot be selected by pre- of the dielectric-filled section. Unfortunately,
vious knowledge of the material, a second mean- the loss In the guide wall cannot be separated
urement is necessary using a different length, easily from the dielectric loss. Theoretical
Once fi2d has been determined dr is easily de- values for the damping due to imperfectly con-
termined by equating th real part of Equation ducting walls are given In a number of text-
(12-46) and neglecting Y . Thus, books. However, since the attenuation in the

guide walls is dependent largely upon surface
2 finish,the theoretial value may be in consider-

1 (62d Iable error. Actual measurements of the wall
Or A = 0  2 2"d (12-56) losses are therefore preferred.

•c It in convenient t, express! the attenuation in
the guide-asa loss tangent, tan Sw. From Equa-

Similarly, equating the imaginary parts of tIon (12-57) this may be expressed in terms of
Equation(12- 54) leads to an equation for tan Se. measured quantities in the empty guide as fol-

lows: *

t d + tan2 21 zT tan [1 n (12-58)
tan as &Z I.... .

d (I + 2 2 d) A This value for tan S. is not Independent of the
dielectric filling the guide, but, In general, Is a
function of the dielectric constant and permea-

(12-57) billty of the sample. Westphal and von Hlppe12 2

have derived theoretical ratios of wall loss with
r lthe sample present (tan Swo to wall loss of the

.X0 empty guide (tan 3w). These ratios enable one
[1 - to correct the value of tan $w to take into ac-L c c£r count the dielectric. However, for nonmagnetic

material this ratio becomes unity fox, the TEM
mode, and it does not differ greatly from unity
for TE modes. Thus, as a first approximation

The Equations (12-55) to (12-57) are accurate Equation (12- 58) may be used directly as a cor-
to *i percent for values of tan Se -< 0.1 and for rectionfactor for the guide loss in a dielectric-
S2d ý 0.25. This includes the greatest majority filled sample holder. The procedure, therefore,
of all low- and medium-loss materials such as for low-loss materials, is to determine tan 8e
are used in radome constructions. Generally from Equation (12-57). The correction for wall
speaking, if the SWR 2.10, these equations are loss is then made by subtracting tan Sw given
applicable, by Equation (12-58) from tan Se.

If the dielectric Is terminated in an open cir-
cuit instead of a short circuit, Equations (12-54)
to (12-57) remain applicable, provided tanh e 2d *Negligible losses in the saortingplate are as-
is replaced by coth A2d. sumed,
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12-10. Measurements on Magnetic Mat3rials 23  From this
rnr matarlaln havine a relative nermeahillt.

equal to a value other than unity, it is necessatry + I zsc
to make two independent measurements on the 2e2 d) "Zo2

sam ple to determine the four quantitie s 'r, t ri e = - (12-64)
tan ge and tan hm, which describe the dielec- 1 - ___
tric. One of the simplest procedures fsto mean- Zoc
urethe input impedance oaf short-circuited and
open-circuited section of dielectric-filled guide.
The characteristic wave impedance of the di- Now introduce R i defined by
electric-filled section, Z02 , is then the geome-
trical mean of its short-circuited and open- + c
circuited impedances. In addition, the charac- Z
teristic propagation constant of the diolectric- .cH- .R
filled guide y2 is simply related to the ratio of Z (12-65)
the square root of its short-circuited and open-
circuited impedances. Knowing Z02 and Y2, the FIZoo
values of the complex permittivity and permea-
bility can be calculated. Into Equation (12-64)

To arrive at these results we start with the
familiar expressions for Znc and Zoc e2 (a2d + JP2d) = R L (1-66)

From this it follows immediately that
ZSc Z02 tanh V2 d (12-59)

"In R (12-67)

Zoc cZ2 €oth v2d (12-00) Q2 = 2d
and

a+ 2mrw
From these A2 2-- d m - 1, 2, 3,. . (12-68)

J e. tush 72 d (12-61) Unfortunately, A Is not uniquely determined by

Equation (12-6aY The proper value of (2 can
and be selected from the possible values if the ap-

proximate value of A2 is known.

fZ 5o \/Zo c (120Ef (12S- 02-62) Now, returning to our other basic Equation
V •Z 0 1 \Z 0~1 Z0 1  (12-62) and using the fact that Z0 = jwc*/Y for

all TEM and TE modes
Equations (1-61) and (12-62) above are the

basic equations that will be used in calculating is Zo z 1 " (12-69)

Ir4 AMr I tan3 . and tan 8 In Note that the quan- !021 ~~~ , *l2 1.9
tities on the left in these two equations are the Z01  '201
measured quantities that are determined by the
standard Impedance-measuring techniques dia-
cussed earlier. In the air-filled guide i1" =-O and 81 J (2,/ g)

Thus, (12-69) becomes

To determine the characteristic propagation r r (I (-t01.
constant in the dielectric V'2, it is convenient to IS¢ Zc" 2-• (1-Jtan m) (12-70)
change tash r2d to the exponential form. Thus, 0 5 ('2 + J P2)

-1 (12-63) Now lst
e + 1 

% zSe ZOe
P + JQ . (12-71)
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and hence from (12-70) Equating the real nrt

2 'ndr /2 + a tan3 m (2 22

•, g(tan Se +tans m)] (1-0)

2 2-(1 2) + f-2 2 (-X (12-79)

2-mr~ ~ a2 AIn \ (12-73) r(-ta&etn3)

Xg g 2 + 02 Equating the imaginary part

Now, (12-72) and (12-73) can be solved for oMr ~ 2a22 (2-Y gr JMr

Equations (12- 79) and (12- 80) may be solved for
I r and tan be to obtain

tan 8 iQ (12-75) X. )2 (. !) 2-2 .2 _ + a22 2 ta n $1, )

The two properties remaining to bedetermined Ar (1 + tan2 a i) (12-81)
now are Ir and tan Be. To obtain theme quanti-
ties use the expression from paragraph 12-3 for and
the characteristic propagation constant in me-
dium (2). Thus tan 2- 2-- 2 g-0 - tan B8 (12-82)

'r /r k2? )
•2! • +1•22f Ie ., c"
2 ax2 +A2) -,a ` 02 (12-76) Summarizing, the procedure for determining

"r, Ar, tan S& and tan Im starts firstwitha
Using kc = (2 w /A c) andf&)L*'0M - (2w/ao0 ) 2 and measurement of Zsc/Zo1 and Zoe/Zo1. From
writing 4 2* and )2* in the complex form" these measurements we determine RL[ from

ad teEquation (12.65). Once this has been determined
we obtainthevalues of a2 and ,2 from•Equations
(12-67) and (12-68). Now, obtain expressions

2 2f , ,/2 1\' for P and Q defined by Equation (12-71). From
"(-2 " the values of P, Q, (£2 and 'f2, two of the desired

quantities Mr and tan Sm are obtained from
(12-77) Equations (12-74) and (12-75). Finally, the val-

' 1j Be ) (- ""use of .r and tan Be are obtained from Equa-

12-1 .Typical Equipment forDielectric Meas-
Separating the real and imaginary parts ureme ns

Shorted-Line Method. The equipment required
2 for making dielectric measurements using the

2 2 2w [ ý'02 . shorted-.inemethod is of the same general type
d 2 -+A2 2J*02 A.0] •that is used for impedance measurements on a

transmission line. Figure A2-10 shows a typi-
cal slotted-line arrangement for making dielec-

r.r I - tan i e tan Bm - (12-78) tric-constant meaurements in a coastal or hol-
low guide. The equipment consists of a slotted
wavagulde; a traveling tunable pickup probe; a

J(tane an tuned audio ampifer; a square-wave modulated
tn signal generator, aferrcoe isolator, andeatdielec-

tric sample holder closed by a short-circuiting
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plate. Radio frequency energy from the square- output

wave modulated signal generator is fed through ferrite meter
the isolator into the line. By means of the pick- klystron soator
up probe in the slotted line one determines the I A

the voltage minimum of the standing-wave pat- movable
tern set up in the guide, These two measure- piston

ments can then be used to determine the inut square t tuned
impedance at the front face of the dielectric wave ampEi tier
sample. By measuring this impedance first modulator
with the dielectric terminated in a short circuit couplinfg"
and then in an open circuit, one can determine loop wove
the complete characteristics of the dielectric guide Cr Ystl
material. For nonmagnetic materials, one such power detector
impedance measurement is sufficient to deter-
mine the properties of the material, .'7"7"Z7 \fixed

7sample e
Resonant Cavity Method. .A typical arrange- probe

ment using the resonant cavity method is shown
in Figure 12-11. Operation is quite similar to
the SWR method except that the pickup probe Figu,re 22.2. rypical Equipment for Dielectric Measurements
remains stationary and the shorting piston is Using Resonance Method
varied in position. By determining the half-
power width and the plunger position at reson-
ance one can determine the input impedance at
the face of the dielectric (paragraph 12-7),
From this point the procedure is identical to the
traveling probe method,

Figure' 12-12 shows a commercial version of
a microwave dielectrometer capable of making [
dielectric measurements at 100Q, 3000, and
8500 megacycles. For the two lower frequencyranges a coaxial guide is used for the measure-

/ output
melter

power tun'ed
supply amplifier

square waveil crystal
modulator detector

Figure 12.12, Mic,or ove Diel.ctrometer (Iy pe.rmission of
movable Central Research Laboratories, Inc.)

probe

. ment, whereas at 8500 megacycles the center
ferrite ilott conductor is removed and the circular pipe is

p ohystrat isolAr ed line s operated in the TE 1 mode. The equipment is
adaptable to either fhe standing-wave-ratio or
the resonance-curve method.

Figure 12.10. Typical Equipment for Dielectric Measrenments Surface-Wave Dielectrometer, Recently a di-
Using Slotted.Line Method electrometer employing a surface-wave tech-
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nique has been developed.24 The objectives of leads to high mismatches that are variable in
the program were to design and construct a phase. For this reason it is necessary to iso-
laboratory instrument for measuring the Fr late the generator carefully so that, in spite of
and tan S of solid materialsat frequencies from the high and variable mismatch, the frequency
10,000 megacycles uo and over a temperature will remain the same when the two measure-
range of -65 to +4W' C. ments are taken with and without the sample.

This can be accomplished with an attenuator pad
The device utilizes a surface-wave transmis- or by means of a ferrite isolator. The latter is

sion line. The dielectric sample, in the form of to be preferred since it attenuates the reflected
a flat sheet, is placed on a flat metal surface so wave but not the forward wave. This reduces the
as to form the surface-wave line. This trans- power requirements of the generator.
mission line is terminated in a short circuit.
The dielectric constant and loss tangent are de- Probe Loading. Another source of error is in-
termined from measurements of guide wave- t uced if the pickup probe is extended too far
length, standing wave ratio, and minimum posi- into the slotted line. Since its primary effect is
tion and width on the surface-wave line. to decrease the standing wave ratio, it is a rel-

atively simple matter to check for probe loading
A strip of the base plate upon which the sam- by measuring the width of the twice-minimum

pIe rests is free to move in a translatory man- power points for two probe depths. If these two
ner along the direction of propagation of the width measurements give the same results,
surface wave. The strip contains a section of probe loading is negligible; if they do not, the
rectangular waveguide which has a slot cut in probe should be further withdrawn from the
its end. The slot presses against the bottom of guide.
the sample where the sample rests on the base
plate. The slot output is proportional to the Sample Fit and Homogeneity. In order to ob-
field in the surface-wave transmission line. tain accurate measurements on the dielectric,

the sample must be homogeneous and in close
12-12. Sources of Error contact with walls and with plane parallel ends

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. In addi-
Although the major sources of error in the tion, the ends of the sample should be slightly

several methods described can be enumerated, chamfered to allow proper seating of the sam-
it is difficult to estimate the overall measure- ple against the shorting plate. In practice,
ment error unless a specific design Is consid- faulty geometry or nonhomogeneity accounts
ered in detail. In general, accuracies of the for the majority of the error in measuring di-
order of 1 percent for the dielectric constant electric constants of low-loss materials.
and 2 percent for the loss tangent harebeen ob-
tained with carefully designed equipment. A Higher Order Modes, Even though the air-
few of the more important sources of error are: filled measuring line is designed to propagate

only the dominant mode, it may be possible for
Impure Signal Source. If the signal source for higher order modes to exist in the dielectric-

maning theidelectric measurements isnotmon- filled section, When this occurs, the loss-tan-
ochromatic, it can introduce e-rors, particular- gent measurements are likely to be in error,
ly in the measurement of the .JWR. The reason since a portion of the energy is converted to
is, of course, that each of the frequency comn- higher order modes. Thus the measured loss
ponents has a different voltage minimum posi- factor appears higher than its actual value. Ex-
tion. This has the effect of increasing the width citation of the higher order modes can, however,
ofthe twice-minimum power points of the stand- be largely eliminated by making sure that the
ing-wave pattern and thus limits the measure- ends of the sample are perpendicular to the
ment accuracy. longitudinal axis of the guide.

To reduce this effect, the oscillator power Wall Losses. While in principle it is possible
supply should be well regulated and the oscil- to take into account all of the losses in the guide
lator itself should be isolated from all mech- wail, it is nevertheless important to minimize
anical vibrations. The use of a spectrum ana- these losses, as it is easily seen that they de-
lyzer as a signal monitor provides an excellent stroy the inherent accuracy of the measurements.
check on signal behavior during measurement, This is immediately apparent by considering
warning the operator when signal purity deteri- the fact that the loss tangent depends essentially
orates, onthe difference of the widths of thetwo minima

when the sampIc is present or removed. For
Im roper Isolation of the R-F Generator. The low-loss materials thisdifference willbe small,

shorted-line method of dielectric measurement Therefore, the width for the empty guide must
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I
be kept small in order to obtain good accuracy. a narrow slot and by arranging the probe car-
To obtain a low-loss measuring line, careful riage in such a way as to cover the slot corn-
attention should be given to the surface condi- pletely for all probe positions. The resonant
tion of the guide and to the design of the short- cavity method requires a movable piston with
ing plate. In the standing-wave-ratin method low loss independent of position in the guide.
care must he taken tnaamira that the . .4,4..-l ! a.-. . ,,ra, wI a choke-
not radiate. This effect is reduced by the use of plunwer type of short circuit.

SECTION D. THE MEASUREMENT OF RADOME TRANSMISSION, REFLECTION,
AND PATTERN DISTORTION

12-13. Radome Design Objectives by larger side lobes thus obscuring airborne
targets. Another type of pattern distortion is

A primary radome design objective is that the beam bending. This can lead to serious system
radome transmita highpercentage of theenergy errors, particularly in tracking-, bombing-,
radiated by the antenna. Reflection and absorp- and navigational-type radars.
tion of the radiated energy can cause a trans-
mission loss and'result in an appreciable reduc- Since the electrical performance of a radome
tion in radar range, especially since the trans- cannot, in general, be accurately predicted on a
missign loss is experienced on both transmis- theoretical basis, it is necessary to make lab-
sion and reception. Since radar range is pro- oratory tests to determine the transmission,
portional to the fourth root of the tranismitted reflection, and pattern distortion caused by the
power the reduced radar range is given by Range radome. The effect of the radome on overall
(percent of that obtainable without radome) system performance can then be inferred from

the results of these measurements.
5percent one-way transmission efficiency

12-14. The Measurement of Radome Trans-
As an extreme example, for very streamlined mission

radomes, transmission in certain areas may
drop as low as 50 percent. Thus, the radar Radome transmission efficiency, as it is gen-
range on a given target would be reduced to 71 erally defined, is the ratio of power transmitted
percent of that obtainable without a radome. by an antenna inthe presence of a radome to the

power that would be transmitted if the radome
A second design objective is that the radome were removed. By virtue of the reciprocity

reflect very little energy back into the trans- theorem, this transmission isthe same whether
mitting antenna. This requirement is especially the antenna be used as a receiver or transmitter.
severe in c-w radar systems where the reflected Therefore, the radome transmission efficiency
signal may obscure the radar return from dis- is identical for transmission or reception. For
tant targets. In pulse radar systems the reflec- pencil-beamed antennas, transmission measure-
tion requirements are not as stringent; however, ments are usually confined to the maximum of
reflection of energy back into the transmission the radiated pattern. However, for cosecant-
line causes a standing wave in the line and squared or other shaped-beam antennas, it is
changes the input impedance, as seen by the frequently desirable to make measurements at
magnetron. This impedance change, if eignifi- a number of points in the elevation pattern.
cant, can result in frequency pulling of the mag-
netron with a resultant deterioration of the aye- RadometransmIssion measurements aremade
tern performance. Even with automatic fre- by electrically aligning a transmitter and a re-
qumney control (AFC), magnetron pulling can be ceiving antenna and noting the difference in
a serious problem, since the AFC may not be power putput when the radome is placed over
able to follow rapidly enough to correct for ab- the receiving antenna, The relative motion be-
rupt changes in radome reflections, tween the radome and antenna during scanning

is simulated by rotating the radopie about the
A third design objective is that the radome gimbal axis of the fixed antenna. Figure 12-13

shall not seriously modify the antenna radiation shows a typical arrangement of equipment for
pattern. For example, if the radome causes a making automatic transmission measurements.
substantial increase in side lobe level it may The transmitter, fed by a square-wave modu-
allow targets to be picked up by the side lobes lated klystron, mends an essentially plane wave
with resultant confusion as to their direction, toward the radozre housing the receiving an-
In addition, ground and sea clutter is increased tenna. This wave passes through the radome
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and is picked up by the receiving antenna. The aperture antennas, whereas 4.n outdoor site isoutput of the antenna is detected by an accurate generally used for larger antennas,
square-law device, such as a bolometer, and is
then fed to an amplifia, tsinm.e fn t#I, .k .dtlo Th czP.cli-,i, 'Licwui iac iranemitting and re-
frequency. The amplifier output actuates a tin.. ceiving antenna Is dictated by the size of the an-ear recorder whose paper drive is linked elec- tenna and the wavelength. According to theory,trically or mochanleally to the rotation of the the wavefront fallIng •n the receiving antenna
radome about the antenna gimbal axis. The re- aperture must be a plane wave. Since the wave-corded output is then directly proportional to front is usually approximately spherical, thisthe power at the receiver. The test procedure condition will be satisfied exactly only in tis to establish first a reference by taking a limiting case of infinite spacing. However,2measurement with the antenna uncovered. The the phase errors across the aperture will notradome is then put in place and rotated through exqeed r/8 radians provided a spacing of d .:the desired gimbal angle and the output is re- 2D'/A o is chosen. Here D is the major antennacorded. Finally, a measurement is made again aperture dimension, and ho is the free spacewith the antenna uncovered to assure that noth- wavelength, For such small phase variationsIng has changed during the measurements, from a plane wave the changes in antenna radi-

ation patterns are very slight. The general ef-The laboratory measurements should simulate fect of quadratic phase errors of this type is toas closely as possible the actual installation in produce an apparent decrease in antenna gainthe aircraft. The radar system antenna should and an increase in the minimum, but very little
be used where possible, and its location should change of the maximum or of the side lobecorrespond to that in the aircraft installation, structure. 2 6 The separation 2D 2 /xo alsoas-Gimbaling and polarization should be accurately sures an essentially uniform intensity distribu-simulated. The transmission should also be ex- tion over the aperture and negligible interactionamined with the antenna slightly displaced from between the two antennas.
the gimbal axis to be sure that the transmission
does not fluctuate seriously within the placement If the radar system antenna is not available, antolerances of the antenna. The measurements antenna of approximately the same dimensionsshouldalways be carried outin a reflection-free canbe used for the transmission measurements.
area. A room lined with microwave absorber This antenna should be positioned within theis quite convenient for measurements on small radome in such a way as to simulate the ray

rodome
receiving
receiving transmitting

antenna

bolometer D- rodome signalSmotion source

isig

tuned power supply
amplifier 1 -d > %0-d & modulator

pen rodomi
drivepe angular

motion

recorder
paper drive

Figure 12.13. Apparatus fa Rdonme Transmission Tests
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geometry of the radar antenna for various scan ing devices remuved from the antenna; i.e.,with
positions. The substitute antenna should be the antenna as it would be under normal opera-
chosen to produce minimum interaction with the ting conditions. Once the antenna feed line re-
radome. While these measurements are useful flections have been established, an estimate of
for a qualitative evaluation of the radome, it magnetron pulling can be made by a study of its
should be recognized that accurate quantitative Rieke diagram.2"

.ca;urF -. •. m., i ,it. i io system pertormance
can be made only with the radar system antenna. Radome reflections are most serious when the

incident transmitted wave is nearly normal to
12-15. The Measurement of Radome Heflection th, radome, such as in a hemisphere, In this

case a large percentage of the energy reflected
Radome reflection is defined asthe percentage from the radome wall is focused back into the

of transmitted energythat is reflected backfrom transmitting antenna. However, for more
theradome intothe antenna feed line. The effect streamlined shapes, the energy is randomly re-
of this reflected wave is to set up a standing flected and onty a very small portion is directed
wave onthe transmission line, thus changing the back so as to cause a mismatch in the radiating
antenna input impedance as seen by the trans- system.
mitter. To measure radome reflection, the un-
covered antenna is first carefully matched to Figure 12-14 shows a block diagram of typical
free space with a tuning screw or other match- equipment for measuring radome reflection us-
ing device. The radomeis then placed over the ing the slotted-line technique. The radome is
antenna and the reflectioil coefficient of the an- placed over the radar system antenna in such a
tenna feed is determined by using a slotted sec- way as to simulate various positions of the an-
tion of transmission line and measuring the tenna during a scanning operation. Precautions
SWR. From this measurement the radome re- should be taken to assure that the reflections
flection is given by from walls and other nearby objects do not af-

fect the SWR or the voltage minimum position.
This problem is generally avoided by making2 (12-83) the measurements in a microwave absorbing

room orby directing the atiernna toward an open
space. To check the adequacy of the site, the

where P is the amplitude ratio of the reflected radome antenna should be moved to several po-
voltage wave to the transmitted wave and S is sitionsandthe SWR and minimum positionnoted,
the standing wave ratio. The phase of the re- If no change occurs, the site may be considered
flected wave can also be determined by noting satisfactory, Other possible sources of meas-
the position of the voltage null in the standing urement errors 28 arise from (1) probe loading,
wave pattern. An alternate method for mess- (2) improper calibration of the detector, (3) in-
uring radome reflection is by directly sampling sufficient isolation of the signal generator, and
the incident and reflected waves and obtaining (4) impure signal source. However, proper op-
their ratio. This method provides information orating techniques will eliminate or minimize
on the magnitude of the reflection but does not all of these sources of errors,
readily provide phase information as does the
slotted line, unless the complexity of the equip- Figuri 12-1B gives the reflectometer method
ment is increased by including a system to com- for measuring radome reflections. Here direc-
pare the phase of the sampled incident and re- tional couplers are used to sample the magni-
flected waves, tude of the incident and the reflected wave. The

detected outputs from the couplers feed separate
In actual practice the antenna is rarely per- amplifiers and output meters. The system is

fectly matched to free space, so that the re- calibrated by employing a short circuit in place
flected wave in the antenna feed line is made up of the antenna to establish unity reflection. The
of (1) the antenna reflection and (2) the radome amplifier gains are then adjusted to read equal
reflection. The manner in which the two signAls outputs. The short is next replaced by the an-
add is, of course, dependent upon the phase re- tenna, and the radome is placed in position. The
latlons between them, The worst case occurs two output meter indications are then directly
when the two reflections are in phase so that proportional tothe incident and reflectedwaves,
their intensities add. The most favorable situ- and the reflection coefficient is obtained by tak-
ation oc:curs when the two reflected signals are ing their ratio, The entire operation can be
1800 out of phase anJ the intensities subtract, performed with a new commercial instrument 2 9

Therefore, to evaluate system performance, re- called a ratio meter, which automatically com-
flection measurements should also be made with bines forward and reverse signals and displays
the radome in place, but with all auxiliary match- their ratio directly.
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Figure 12.14. Reflection M.asurements by the Shotd.Line Method

In principle the reflectometer is superior to radiating system. It taken with the aid of a
the slotted line for measuring small reflections, mockup of the actual aircraft installation, the
because it measures the ratio of two quantities effects of the surrounding structure as well as
of dissimilar magnitude (i.e., reflected voltage/ thL radome can be evaluated. By careful exam-
incident voltage). The slotted line, on the other ination of the radiation patterns it is frequently
hand, for small reflections measures the ratio possible to correlate the beam distortion with
of two quantities of similar magnitud, (i.e,,(in- certain radome areas or structural members.
cident voltage + reflected voltage) / [incident Once the interfering surface has been identified,
voltage - reflected voltage]). Possible errors it can usually be corrected.
in the reflectometer system, however (e.g.,
limited directivities of the couplers and inac- A block diagram of the basic equipt"t for
curacies in the response laws of the detectors), making antenna pattern measurementsv is
require a calibration procedure to achieve an given in Figure 12-16. The radar system an-
overall accuracy comparable to that of precision tenna, which is used for receiving, is placed in
slotted lines. Typical figures of error in reflec- the radome at the correct gimbal position. The
tion coefficients obtained with a reflectometer transmitting antenna, located adistanced ! 2D2 /
using a ratio meter are M0.02 for lp, = 0.1 and -Y, illuminates the receiving antenna with a
*0.04 fori P I = 0.4. Greater accuracies may be wave that is essentially plane. The radiation
obtained at lower reflection coefficients and/or pattern is obtained by recording the power at
with single-frequency operation, the receiving antenna as a function of its angular

12-18. The Measurement of Radome Patterq rotation with respect to a line of sight between

Distortion the transmitter and receiver. Radome distor-
tion is determined by making separate radiation

In evaluating radar system performance, an- patterns with and without the radome for a num-
tenna patterns provide probably more useful ber of representative positions of tne radome
data than any other type of measurement on the with respect to the antenna.
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For convenience of measurements, the mount the input from a square-law detector; and (3) a
0-. W...Ch "-, a,,oran ,,., 4.,id ,auuali io plaed;j servomotor, wnicn adjusts a beyond-cutoff at-
should provide both azimuth and elevation mo- tenuatorso as to maintain a constant r-f output.
tion. These motions in turn are servolinked to Of the three, the logarithmic amplifier is the
the recorder so that the paper passes beneath least reliable, since its characteristics are dif-
the pen insynchronism with the antenna rotation. ficult to maintain with tube aging. With any of
Figure 12-17 shows a photograph of an anterna the above systems the antenna and the paper
mount of this general type, which is currently drives shouldbesynchronizedelectricallyeither
in use at the Naval Air Development Center, byselsyns or synchronous motors. The former
Johnsville, Pa. method is usually preferred because the antenna

rotation and paper location are permanently tied
together. Good tracking accuracy is maintained

The simplest recorder for pattern measure- by reduction gearing of the selsyns.
ments is merely a recording voltmeter attached
to the output of the tuned ampl 4fier. Since the The measurement accuracy of antenna radia-
bolometer detector is square law the output of tion patterns, especiaUy in the side lobe strue -

the recorder is directly proportional to the an- ture, is determined primarily by the measuring
tenna power pattern. While a linear power plot site. In theory the requirements of the site are
is quite satisfactory for recording the patterns quite simple: (1) The distant transmitter must
of low gain antennas, it is unsatisfactory for produce an incident wave at the receiving an-
determining the side lobe structure of high gain tenna, which is essentially plane (constant phase
antennas, since it will, in general, be 20-40 db and amplitude) across its aperture, and (2) the
below the level of the main beam. Therefore, field strength of the transmitted wave mu9t be
when maximum dynamic range is required, a of sufficient amplitude to allow accurate pattern
logarithmic recorder should be used. Aonnng measurement. In practice the former condition
the types of recorders that have been used for is met only within certain tolerances, since fi-
logarithmic plotting 3 2 are (1) a recording volt- nite spacing and reflections cause deviations
meter driven by a logarithmic amplifier; (2) a from an idealplane-wave front. Phase and am-
motor-driven logarithmic potentiometer actu- plitude variations across the aperture due to
ated by a servoamplificr no as to balance out finite spaciag can be largely eliminatedby choos-

j

Figns 12.17. Anoe .Tes Mew#f My pruJqsasu of tlh U.S. Navy)
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tnK~an antenna separation equal or greater than tenna spacing, the receiver sensitivity, and the
2D/A'0 ' However, spurious reflections, espec- wavelength. If the side lobe structure is to be

laity from the ground, can interfere withthe di- studied, sufficient transmitter power must be
rect sirnal to aroduce significant variations of vrovided so that. in general, the maximum of
the incident field of the receiver. Several meth- the beam will be 30-40 db out of the noise. The
ods are available for controlling ground reflec- most common types of power sources are (1)
tions. The most obvious ita placethe antennas reflex klystrons, (2) two-cavity klystrons, and
on towers or at the edge of buildings bigh above (3) magnetrons. In general, the reflex klystron
the ground. Another method is to absorb or is most convenient to use; however, its power
break up the reflection from the ground with a output is somewhat limited. Therefore, in cer-
screen of microwave absorber or a wire fence tain secondary pattern measurements, involving
perpendicular to the direction of propagation, large antennas and long transmission paths, a
As an added precaution, whenever possible, pat- two-cavity klystron or magnetron is to be pre-
terns should be taken in azimuth to minimize ferred.
ground reflections, In addition to ground reflec-
tions, care should be taken to eliminate other In considering the sensitivity of microwave
reflections, especially from large objects such measurement setups one should not overlook
as buildings, the fact that it is often possible to improve the

signal-to-noise ratio 30 db or more by a suit-
able choice of detector, whereas an equivalentThe adequacy of the site must usually be es- imreenbyageatrpwrncae

tablishedimprovement by a generator-power increase

urements can be in the form of an experimentai would be impractical. The nonlinear element
followed by a narrowband amplifier is one of the

study onand antenna having a standard pattern, or least sensitive detector systems. Above it in
phase and amplitude measurements canbe taken sensitivity stand well-designed ordinary super-
to establish the adequacy of the plane-wave front. heterodyne receivers, and stillfurther improve-
Amplitude measurements are made by moving a ments are obtained with a superheterodyne sys-
pickup probe over the region of interest and tem using (1) a rotating-guide phase shLfter33
noting the uniformity of the field. Phasp meas- (-135 dbw) or (2) synchronous detection (-140
urements are made by comparing the output dbw). These sensitivities are nominal values
from thi movable pickup probe with a reference obtainable at K band and compare with -130 dbw
signal obtained from a stationary probe. for ordinary superheterodynes, -100 dbw for

1N26 crystal with 4 cycles per second band-
The required level of transmitter power de- width audio amplifier, and -90 dbw for a type

pends on the gains of the two antennas, the an- 614 bolometer with a similar audio amplifier.

SECTION E. THE MEASUREMENT OF BORESIGHT ERRORS

12-17. Errors Caused by Radomes results in erroneous information on change in
target heading. This false information, fed to a

As discussed in Chapter 2, the purpose of a computer of a gun-laying system, can result in
tracking radar is to provide angular and angu- appreciable system error and can lead to pos-
lar rate information for gun laying, missile sible system instability.
guidance, and other applications where preci-
sion directional information is required. In In missile-guidance systems designed for pro-
general, these systems derive error signals by portinnal navigation, an error in angular-bear-
comparing the radar return with some type of ing rate can have serious effects on missile
reference signal. This error signal is then used performance. Large values of error rates lead
to actuate a servosystern that repositions the to intolerable miss distances and, if very large,
antenna to reduce the error signal to zero. can result in missile instability. This intro-
Among the radars now being used for such pre- duces a requirement that the radome produce
cision tracking are (1) conical scanning and (2) minimum distortion on the radome pattern.
monopulse systems.

Since system performance is critically depen-
In general, the presence of the radome causes dent on boresight error and error rate, it is

an angular displacement of the antenna pattern, important that precise m'easurements be made
thus producing aboresight error In the angular- on the radome to determine angular errors
position measurement. Similarly, a changing prior to its actual use in a system. loresight
boresight error with changing antenna heading measurements are ,rade by electrically aligning
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a transmitting conical-scan or monopulse an- this amplitude-modulated signal is compared
tenna with a receiver and noting the variation against sine and ,'osine reference voltages
in the position of the null when the radome is from the scan motor to derive azimuth and ele-
piaced uver the antenna and rotAted in azlunuu vation error signals for actuating a servosystem
to simulate the relative motion between the an- that repositions the antenna to reduce the error
tenna and radome. Since pointing accuracies of signal to zero.
a few hundredths of a degree are generally re-
quired, it is very difficult in practice to make Figure 12-18 shows a typical arrangement of
these measurements by a direct angular dis- equipment 3 4 for inaking radome boresight
placement of the antenna. However, the prob- error measurements on a conical scan antenna.
lemn is easily overcome by fixing the angular Here the scanning at~tenna housed in the radome
position of the transmit t ing antenna and using Is used aa a receiver, and its output is detected
the receiver to search for a null In a plane with a crystal. The scanning antenna is fixed fn
transverse to the direction of propagation. The position, and a gimnbal arrangement is provided
boresight error can be determined easily from to orient the radome about the gimbal axis of
a knowledge of the antenna separation and a the antenna. A transmitting antenna that can be
measurement of the linear displacement of the manually positioned in a plane normal to the
null from its no-radome position. Ideally, of scan axis is used to determine the null position.
course, the receiving antenna should be moved For a conical scan system this corresponds to
on the surface of a sphere having its center at the position in the transverse plane where the
the phase center of the transmitting antenna. fundamcntal frequency of the scanning modula-
However, the error encountered in moving the tion disappears. This signal is detected by ob-
receiving antenna along a plane surface is on- serving the output of the error amplifier which
tiroly negligible for the distances and errors is tuned to the scanning frequency.
normally involved. For the sake of convenience,
at times it may be desirable to interchange the In-plane and crosstalk-plane components of
receiver and transmitter. This is quite pernis- the boresight error are obtained by comparing
sible since the measurements obey the laws of the location of the null with the radome present
reciprocity, to its position without the radome. Boresight

measurements for other gimbal positions and
The boresight error is usually measured in polarizations are continued on a point-by-point

terms of two components, one parallel to the basis until the entire area of interest in the
antenna offset plane and the other perpendicular radome has been explored. Rate of change of
to it. This offset plane is defined by the plane the boresight error may be computed from the
of relative motion between the antenna and plotted test data if required.
radome. The total boresight error A is, there-
fore, the vector sum of the in-plane component One of the principal considerations in testing
Ai and the crosstalk component 6c. Thus, the radome is to simulate correctly the polari-F1, -i2 zation and gimbal positions of the antenna. While

- 1 A "c2(2-84 it is certAinly desirable to have both azimuth
Generally the boresight error rate is not meas- and elevation gimbalsfor positioningthe radome
ured directly but is obtained from plots of in- about the antenna, a single azimuthal gimbal is
plane and crosstalk errors versus antenna off- generally sufficient provided a means is avail-
set. The rate of change of error is determined able for changing the polarization. Thus, by
from the slope of the curves, measuring a series of horizontal cuts through

thq radome for various orientations of polariza-
tion, it is possible, at least in theory, to re-

12-18. Boresight Measurement Equipment for construct any desired gimbal cut through the
Conical Scan Antennae radome. Generally measurements of greatest

interest are horizontal radome cuts with the
A conical scanning radar system usually in- polarization (1) perpendicular, (2) parallel, and

corporates a mechanically scanning parabolic (3) 150 to the plane of offset. By the previous
antenna radiating a pencil l-iam. The antenna definition, errors in the horizontal plane are
rotates continuously about Its mechanical axis thendesignated as in-plane components, whe reas
and is slightly tilted with respect to this axis, errors in the vertical plane as the crosstalk
so that the center of the rotating beam describes components.
a cone in space. A target falling within the beam
will produce an echo, whicl, is amplitude modu- Special attention should be giver to the elim-
lated at the scan rate due to the rotation of the ination of spurious reflections that may destroy
antenna. If the target falls on the spin axis the the basic accuracy of the measurements. Bore-
modulation will disappear. In the radar system sight measurements on small radomes are best
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Figuire 1.18, Typicel eresaigit Measurement Equipment foe o Conicel Scanning Antenna

carried out in a microwave absorbing room to received by a conically scanning antenna through
eliminate reflections from nearby objects. a radome that is swept in a horizontal plane
However, for large antennas size and cost may about the antenna gimbal axis. This impinging
make such a room impractical, arnd in these energy is transmitted by a horn antenna that is
cases the measurementscan best be carried out servopositioned na plane normal to the antenna
in an outdoor site. Particular consideration scan axis, If the horn is not in the null position,
should be given to the design of the radome a modulation at the fundamemtal of the scanning
mount to assure that it simulates the actual an- frequency will appear in the detected antenna
tenna-radome installation correctly. A useful signal. Phase comparison of the error signal
precaution against reflections is to cover all with sine and cosine reference voltages from
surfaces of the mount with a microwave absor- the conically scanning antenna yields horizontal
bing material. Obviously the beam shift dueto and vertical signals, which actuate the servo-
motion of the gimbals alone (no radome present) system to reposition the receiving horn into the
must be made small in comparison to the beam null. As the radome is moved about the dish,
shift introduced by the radome being tested, the receiving horn is continually nulled and its

horizontal and vertical position is automatically
12-19. Automatic Boresight Measurement recorded in synchronism with the radome mo-
Equipment tion. For small angles linear motion of the

horn is directly proportional to angular dis-
Measurementofboresight error on apoint-by- placement, so the recorder may be calibrated

point basis is obviously very laborious and time directly in terms of angular in-plane and cross-
consuming. For this reason automatic equip- talk error.
ment for carrying out these measurements is
considered essential in research and develop- Since it is desirable to be able to change po-
ment programs and for production testing. larization, provisions must be made to rotate
Apparatus for making automatic measurements the entire antenna assembly about its aids.
is similar to that described above, except that Usually this can be accomplished rather simply;
a servosystem is used to position the horn into however, it should be recognized that rotating
the null of the conically scanning antenna auto- the antenna also rotates the phase of the refer-
ruatically. This null position is then recorded ence signal with respect to the horizontal and
as the radome moves about the gimbal axis of vertical motion to which the horn is restricted.
the antenna. Therefore, it is necessary to add a variable

phase shifter in the reference channel so that
Figure 12-19 shows a typical arrangement of the reference signal can always be returned to

equipment 35 ,36 for making automatic boresight the horizontal and vertical planes. A convenient
measurements. Electromagnetic energy is way of doing this is to feed the sine and cosine
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pattern along the axis of the four-horn array. The phase-amplitude system determines target
The (levation channel, on reception, combines direction by using amplitude information in one
the signal from the two top horns 1800 out of plane and phase information in the other. The
phase with the signal from the twobottom horns. system uses two antennas with the beams ori-
Thus a sharp null exists along the antenna hori- ented so that they converge in azimuth and
zontal axis in the elevation reception pattern, diverge in elevation. Azimuth information is
Similarly, azimuth error is obtained from an obtained by comparing the -phase of the two
output that combines out-of-phase signals from antennas, whereas elevation information is ob-
the right and left horns to produce a null along tained from an amplitude comparison.
the antenna vertical axis. The voltage received
in the sum channel is used as a reference against The arrangement of equipment for making
which the azimuth and elevation signals are point-by-point radome-boresight-error meas-
compared in phase to derive an error signal urements with a monopulse antenna is given in
for actuating the antenna servos. Figure 12-21. As in the case of the conical-

scan antenna, boresight error is measured by a
displacement of the null position in a plane nor-

The amplitude-comparison system determines mal to the line of sight between the two antennas.
target direction by comparing the amplitude of Separate error signal channels are required
the radar return picked up by four antennas lo- when using aphase-comparisonor an amplitude-
cated essentially at a point and pointed so that comparison monopulse antenna. To obtain the
their beams diverge. The microwave plumbing correctnull bothchannels muitbe nulled simul-
Is essentially the same ;ks that of the phase- taneously. For the phase-amplitude system,
comparison system. Elevation information is only one such error channel is required. Note
obtained by comparing the difference in ampli- that the error signals obtained by this method
tude between the top and bottom antennas, while are unsatisfactory for servo operation since
azimuth information is obtained from a left- they provide no directional sense information.
right comparison. Again the sum signal is used
as a reference for establishing error signals Automatic radome-boresight measurements
for servo actuation, are made most conveniently on a monopulse

reference referencn .

(A÷B)'{C÷O) ~amplif ier darmiao

magnatron duplexer

HI

four horh array

Pigwe. 12420. Fvnction.I Diagnem .1. Four.Hrni Puase.Cemperlaan System
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Figure 12.21. Barosight Tets Equipment for use with a Mcnopulbe Anftfnna

system by utilizing the actual radar system criminators, the need for the radar thus being
operating as a receiver. Azimuth and elevation eliminated. However, to accomplish this it is
error signals frum the phase discriminators necessary, in general, to make rather extensive
are then directly available for ar-tuating a servo- modifications to the microwave plumbing, These
system, which positions the transmitting horn modifications may therefore cast some doubt
into the null of the monopulse antenna. In on the validity of the final measurements. For
principle, of course, these same error signals this reason the preferred metlod is to use the
can be obtained from microwave phase dis- actual radar receiving channels.

SECTION F. PHASE AND AMPLITUDE MEASUREMENTS IN THE NEAR FIELD

The measurement of the intensity and phase 12-21. Equipmentfor Near-ZoneMeasurements
distribution In the immediate vicinity of a
radome that contains a radiating antenna is of A block diagram of equipment suitable for
interest in studying the causes of boresight making near-zone phase and amplitude meas-
error and for checking certain design criteria. urements 3 9 ,4 0 ic given in Figure 12-22. The
By comparing the measurements with those klystron output, after suitable Isolation, is fed
made -n the, antenna alone, the effects of the to the antenna radome under test. In addition,
radome may be detected and correlated with the a power-divider provides a reference signal,
far. zone pattern and the boresight error. It is which branches off to a calibrated phase shifter
generally most convenient to take these ampli- and thence to the H-plane arm of a magic T.
tude and phase measurements along a plane The near-field energy radiated from the antenna
perpendicular to the axis the antenna, al- is received by a small pickup probe and fed to
though certain investigators have made these the E-plane arm of the magic T. There signals
measurements along the outer surface of the are then detected with a matched crystal or
radome. However, correlation of the radiation bolometer inthe third arm of the magic T. The
pattern with the near-zone field can be most output of the detector is then indicated on a
easily accomplished when the measurements voltmeter connectedto an amplifier tuned to the
are in a plane. In this case, a first order ap- modulating frequency of the klystron. The
proximatlon to the boresight error is given measurement procedure is to place the pickup
simoply by the linear term of phase variation probe at the desired near-field position, and
caused by the radome. the calibrated phase snifter is adjusted until
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the voltmeter indicates a minimum value. At or as discussed below in a slightly different
this point the two signals are l80° out of phase, form tar automatic near-field leasurements.

Since only relative phase across the aperture
is of interest, this first measurement may be Reflectionsfrom nearbyobjects,can,of course,

taken as a reference, and the relative phase for cause errors in measurements, and, for this
the subsequent positions of the probe is given reason, it is desirable tomake all measurements
by the: difference in phase shitter positions in a room covered with microwave absorber.
reierred to the first reading. To obtain the near-zone amplitude distribution

the reference signal to the magic T is removed

To obtain a well-defined null at the detector, and the output of the tuned amplifier is then

is important that the measured signal and directly proportional to the square of the field

I ~~~reference be approximately equal in amplitude. nes•
However, since the power from the probe varies

with apertu.e position, it is not always possible
ta keep the levels the same. Although, in prin- Therehae several requirements that thehpickup

ciple, the power level of the probe or reference probe must satisfy to obtain accurate near-field

may be changed during the phase measurements phase and amplitude measurementr'

by maans oa variable attenuator, it is generally
unadvIsable tI do so because of the probability 1. The probe must be small enough to meas-

of a phcse change in the attenuator. The recoi- ure the field essentiatyy at a point. If this on-

mended procedur e is to set the power level of dition is not met, the probe will have an inte-

the reference signal to the average power Level grating effect and all rapid field variations will

obtained from the pickup probe as it moves be averaged out in the measurements.

acroso l the aperture. Such a procedure will, of

course, result in a broad null at points where 2. The probe, its supporting structure, and
who probe signal differs from this average. ThAs any associated cables or wavegulde must not
cifficulty may be overcome by using a balince.* distuTb the field to a degree that the accuracy
detcctur system, as discussed in Chapter 11, of the measurements will be destroyed.
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D 14- where A. ,is the relative phase shift, , is the
E - wave-length in the guide, and d is the diJplace-

iment ot slotted-line probe with respect to
an arbitrary reference.

microwave To assure good linearity, the probe must be
ubsorber loosely coupled to the slotted line and the load

tegyinatingthe line must be a good match. For
Figure 12.23. X.Band Pickup Probe A1 phase linearity in the slotted section, the

voltage-standing-wave ratio of the termination
should not exceed 1.03.

3. The polarization must be correct.
Phase Shifter Eymplinj a Movable Piston. A

4. The probe must have sufficient gain to very simple and accurate phase shifter can be
providea signallarge enough for accuratemeas- constructed from a directional coupler and a
urements, movable shorting piston in an arrangement like

HTice 4  that shown in Figure 12-25. The reference
Hibmondand T have investigated the de- signal isfed into the branch arm 3 of the direc-

sign of near-field pickup probes and have come tional coupler. The majority of this energy is
up with the rather simple dielectric-loaded absorbed in the matched load terminating the
probe shown in Figure 12-23. This probe has branch arm; however, a fraction of the energy
been rather extensively tested andproved satts- (determined by the coupling factor) couples into
factory for measurements in the X-band region, the main guide in a backward direction. A

shorting piston in arm 1 intercepts this back-
Many of the instrumentation problems of these ward-traveling wave and reflects it forward*

near-field measurements are ide'tical to those into arm 2. It is evident that the relative phase
encountered in the electrical thickness gages at the output of arm 2 iq directly proportional
discussed in Chapter 11. The interferometer to the positioin of the movable shorting piston.
type thickness gage Is essentially the same de- Since thW energy travels from the coupling slot
vice as the proting system of Figure 12-22. to the piston and back to arm 2 it is evident that

12-22. Discussion of Calibrated Phase Shifters
r-t input

In the measur ement procedure described above,
the calibrated phase shifter is used as a standard
against which the unknown phase is compared.
Naturally, the accuracy of the measurement!, is
directly related to the calibration of the phase movable
shift. It istherefore, extremely important that r-[ probe
this calibration be accurately known. For this
reason it is desirable to choose a phase shifter
in which the phase change is linearly related to
displacement or rotation. Several such dellites
are discussed below:marchd l ed shftad

Slotted-Line Phase Shifter. One of the simp- load n-I oifull

lest and best known phase shifters Is obtained
by feeding the r-f reference into a tunable
sliding probe of a slotted-waveguide section
terminated atone end in a matched load (Figure Figure 72.24, Slotted.Line Ph.ae Shiftr
12-24). The phase shifted signal is then ob-
tained fromthe other endof the guide, the pha•se
shift being directly proportional to the position It Is apparent that a small fraction of this
of the probe along tWe line, The shift of posi- energy is reflected back to arm 3. However,
Lion of this slotted section probe through one this signal is down by the square of the coupling
guide wave length corresponds to a phase shift factor and is therefore negligible for coupling
of 3600. Thus, coefficients of approximately -20 db.
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movingthe piston through half a guide wavelength quarter-wave pi.'tes and one half-wave plate
shifts the phase by 360 0 . Thus, assembled in tandem in the arrangement shown

in Figure 12-26, The input section consists of
a rectangular-to-circular waveguide (TE 1l

'0 = 3600 2r (12-86) mode) transition.

where 6€ is the relative phase and d is the The first quarter-wave plate converts the in-
disJiiauemeniui Uhe uhurxLing pinLuu wiilh reapevi cident iineariy poiarized wave into a clrcuiariy
to an arbitrary reference. polarized wave. Next, the wave passes through

a half-wave plate mounted In a bearing so it is
The accuracy of this type of phase shifter Is free to rotate about its axis. A rotation of the

directly related to the directivity of the coupler. 1800 differential section through an angle
For ±10 phase linearity the directivity should rotates the instantaneous orientation of the po-
be 30 db or greater. In addition, coupling co- larization through twice 6 thereby shifting the
efficients of -20 db or smaller sliould be chosen phase of the emergent circularly polarized wave
in order to reduce the reflections into arm 3. by twice (,. The second quarter-wave plate re-
However, larger coupling coefficients may be converts the circular polarization back to a
used provided a ferrite isolator is used in the linearly polarized wave.
reference ari,,; These requiremente on the
directional coupler are not unusually severe An X-bandphase shifter based on this principle
and are met by several commercially available is now commercially aVlable through the
units. Hewlitt-Packard Company and is convenient

for phase measurements, Accuracies of ±20
Rotary Phase Shifter. A 1800 differential are quoted by the manufacturer.

pha-se- fter (half-wave plate) has the useful
property that if it Is placed In an incident field 12-23. Automatic Near-Field Measurement
of fixed linear polarization and rotated through Equipment
"anangle o itwill cause a rotationaof theemergent
polarization equal to twice 6. When this fact is In practice, point-by-point near-field radome
applied to both components of a circularly po- investigations become quite laborious, since it
larized wave, it becomes apparent that the is necessary to make numerous phase and am-
emergent wave will be circularly polarized in plitude measurements over the radome-antenna
the opposite sense withthe instantaneous orien- aperture. For this reason it is quite desirable
tation of the polarization rotated through twice to be able to make these measurements auto-
therotational angleof thehalf-wave plate. Since maticallj. Apparatus for accomplishing this
with circular polarization a change in instan- task 44 ,4 4 6 is basically the same as that dis-
taneous polarization corresponds to a phase cussed above, except for the tact that a servo-
shift, rotation of the half-wave plate provides a system is used to drive the phase shifter into
convenient technique for shifting the phase, the null position. The probe is programmed to

explore the field, and, as it doeu so, the phase-
4 phase changer, based on the above princAple, shifter position and the field intensity are
2and having a phase shift equal to twice the recorded.

angular rotation can be constructed from two The magic T, phase-comparison circuit of the

type described above is unsatisfactory for servo
r-f 'input control since it provides no directional sense

information. That is, phase errors on either
side of the null provide an error signal of the
same polarity. For servo application a dynamicmatched 3phase comparator, or phase discriminator, is
required. With a phase discriminator the error
signal changes polarity as the phase goes through

n• the nullposition. This then provides the desired
orm I arm 2 control voltage for servo operation. Figure

movable shorling pislon " 12-27 shows a coherent phase discriminator that

uses a matched pair of crystals in the two colt-
output near arms of a magic T. The test signal that is

fed tothe E-plane arm is assumed tobe square-
direlionol coupler wave modulated. The reference signal is un-

modulated and is fed to the H-plane arm. It is
Figwm 12.25. Moebl, pli., Pho,, Shifite evident that the H-plane arm will feed the two
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crystals in phase, while the E-plane arm will in this system there is no need for the ampli-
feed them 1800 out of phase. Therefore the tudes of the test signal and reference to be ap-
difference in amplitude between the two square- proximately equal as long as the crystals have
law detectors is identical dynamic characteristics. In addition

the coherent phase discriminator has unusual
At)+ Be4' I - Am(t) - sensitivity,47  with sensitivities of -125 dbw

22 being easily obtainable at X band.
(12- 87)

BeJi 2 = ABm(t) cos , Figure 12-28 shows a typical arrangement of
equipment for making automatic amplitude and

where A and B are the amplitudes of the r-f phase measurements in the near field of the
signals, o is the phase difference between them, antenna-radome combination. Radio frequency
and me(t) is a function that describes amplitude energy from an unmodulated klystron oscillator
modulation of the test signal. Thus, when 0 is fed to the antenna radome under test. The
equals 900, no potential difference exists be- neAr-fieWd energy radiated from the antenna is
tween the two detectors and the transformer received by a small pickup horn which explores
current is zero. However, if the two signals the aperture field. The received signal is then
are not in phase quadrature a current will flow amplitude modulated with the ferrite modulator
through the transformdr and its instantaneous (Gyraline) at an audio rate. A portion of this
direction of flow will be determined by whother signal is fed to a coherent phase discriminator
o is smaller or larger than 900. The current of the type described above. The unmodulated
reversal as 0 passes through 900 corresponds referencetothe phase discriminator is obtained
to a 1800 phase shift in the output signal from fromthe klystron after passing through the cali-
the transformer. This phase shift is detected brated phase shift. The error signal from the
by synchronously rectifying the transformer phase discriminator serves to actuate a servo-
output against the modulation signal as a ref- motor that is geared to the calibrated phase
erence. The final filtered output of the syn- shifter. This, inturn, positions the phase shifter
chronous rectifier is therefore a d-c voltage, to as to maintain a constant phase difference of
which instantaneously changes polarity as the 900 between the test signal and the reference.
phase goes through the null position. Note that A recording system continually pilts the posi-
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ompli ude the error signal amplifier output is independentunmoduloted modulatedreference must of field intensitvvariations. In practice an AGC

signal signol circuit that operates over a 30 to 40 db range is
I Ratttlaf•.tnur fnr n• nt~ ----•

since intensity variations of interest across the
aperture do not, in general, exceed this value.

Care must be taken to insure that the AGC de-
tector is sensitive enough to operate effectively
at the signal levels available from the probe.

crystal Ndo 2- In the syatem of Figure 12-28, for example,
since the balanced r-f phase detector is more
sensitive than the crystal AGC detector, the
overall system sensitivity is limited below the

crystal No .Ioptimum value by the AGC detector.

The accuracy of ervotracking depends in partmodulation on the noise level in the null. To reduce this

S serve noise level, special attention should be given to
control - the design of the klystron power supply to achieve
voltage minimum voltage ripple. In addition, some in-

vestigators 47 ,48 4 9 have taken the added pre-
tune'd swnctmous caution of submerging the klystron in a tank ofamplifier rectifier oil to reduce the noise and drift further.

Figwe 12-27. Cohmonr Psla. Oiscrimlnsoi, The flexing of the coaxial cable as the pickup
probe moves across the aperture may cause an
apparent phase shift in the field. For this rea-

tion of the calibrated phase shifter as the field son, precautions should be taken to as 4 are mini-
is explored with the receiving probe. mum cable bending. Measurements taken on

a 4-foot section of RG-9U cable suspended ver-
Near-field amplitude measurements are made Ucally with the lower end moved -9 inches of

by feeding a portion of the modulated r-i signal vertical indicate an attendant phase error of
from the pickup probe to a square-law detector *10. This is, therefore, within tolerable limits
and thence to a tuned amplifier and recorder. of most measurements.
Thus, measurements of the phase and amplitude
are made automatically and eimultaneowzly as 12-24. Near-Field Measurements Using the
the pickup probe explores the aperture field. Scatteri hg'ethod

To prevent the possibility of any signal coupled U.near g• T qUhti. Scatterer. An alternate
back from the phase discriminator from be- methndOu, bT'-for near--field radome measure-
coming modulated, a ferrite isolator is placed ments makes usc of the scattering from a thin
between the modulator and the phase discrim- linear conductor supported on a nylon thread,
inator. Thus the test signal passes through The wave scattered by the conductor, as it is
the isolator essentially unattenuated, but any moved across the aperture, is separated from
signal entering the isolator from the reverse the transmitted wave by a carefully tuned hybrid
direction ia highly attenuated. This isolator junction. The sainal appearing at the receiver
virtually eliminates interaction effects in the arm of the hybrid is pror,,, tional to the square
system. of the tangential electric iHold component at the

scatterer. Therefore, the amplitude and phase
Since the ootput of the phase discriminator is at any point in the field can be determined by the

directly proportional to the field intensity, it in phase and amplitude of thc: signal at the receiver
evident that the servoloop gain will vary con- arm. The principle advantage of the scatteribig
siderably as the probe moves across the aper- technique Is that it produces minimum distor-
ture field of the antenna. To overcome this ion of the field, since there are no cables or
difficulty, an automatic gain control (AGC) waveguldes to connect to the scatterer. For
capable of varying the error signal amplifier oxample, accurate measurements 'a.e been
gain inversely with the field intensity is used. made ins! e a waveguide and 1" the region be-
Thus, within the operating range of the AGC, tween the antenna and the radot~e.
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Figure 12-29 gives an abbreviated block dia- and so the isolation between transmitter and
gram of the measuring system. The klystron is receiver must be very large (about 100 db). To
connected to the H-plane arm of the magic T achieve such large isolation, the antenna and
and the E-plane arm is the receiver chm'ntA. load must be tuned to a very high degree ofThe two remaining armt are terminated in the balance. Since the tuning is frequency sensitis +,
antenna and a resistvw load. If the input tm- a monochromatic drift-free signal source is
pedance of the antenna is perfectly matched to required. In addition the antenna must be re-
the load, no power is coupled from the klystron tuned for each posiuon of the radome.
to the receiver, an practice the antenna must
be of tu e u the T isolaui on is approT mately Modulated Scatterery. The isolation require-
100 db. Energy scattered from the thin conduc- ment can be considerably relaxed provided a
tor produces a reflected wave at the antenna modulation is added to the scattered wave.
terminal, which is separated by the hybrid Since the transmitted wave is f mre dulated, a
junction and produces the desired signal in the coherent phase discriminator can be used to
receiving arm. distinguish between scattered energy and trans-

mitter leakage. Horton52 has suggested a method
The principle disadvantage of this method for phase modulating the scattered wave by vi-

stems from the fact that the scatterer must be brating -the scatterer in a plane parallel to the
short to indicate the field at a point and it must directien of propagation. This vibration is ac-
be thin to discriminate against orthogonal po- complishd by applying a forcing function to the
larjzation. Hence, the scattered signal is small, thread nupporting the scatterer. Richmond 5 3,
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on the other hand, has amplitude-modulated the stable signal source and critical tuning of the

scattered wave by placing a nonlinear impedance magic T to obtain the required isolation. These
at the center of the dipole and applying an audio requirements are greatly relaxed if the meas-
voltage through slightly conducting threads. urements are to be made in a region where the
The required isolation of the magic T is redi'ced field is relatively strong, such as that between
approximately 55 dbbytheuse ofthis modulation the antenna and the radome, This method eli-
technique. minmates the problems of field distortion by the

support and feed line. The necessary readjust-
fMethods.e5 4 The direct probIng mont of the T if the radome is moved might beComiparison ofMtos5 h drc rb•~ objectionable for some purposes.

method it relatively straightforward and simple

and can probably be used for the greatest ma- Modulatingthe scatterer essentially eliminates
jority of radome near-field measurements, es- the problems of frequency stability and T bal-
peciallyalonga referenceplanesuchasindicated ance; also the sensitivity is greatly improved.
in Figures 12-22 and 12-28. Care should be The method is limited by the minimum physical
taken- to minimize the distortion produced by size of the available nonlinear impedance.
the probe support and feed cable or waveguide.
On the other hand, in contrast with the scattering In summary, direct probing is probably pre-
method, it is doubtful whether thedirect probing ferable in regions of fairly weak signals and
method could be used satisfactorily to measure where thedlqtortion due tothe supporting struc-
the detailed field structure inside a waveguide ture and feed line is not too serious. A scat-
or in the region between the antenna and'radome, tering method is probably preferable in regions

of strong signal and where great care must be
As discussed above, the use of the linear con- taken to avoid distorting the field by inserting

ducting scatterer normally requires a very the probe.
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INDEX OF SYMBOLS

Ai Center of the respective area fill f, Transmission coefficients for
eieLwetbL U01 tIhe UID1, a.A tW1 C ...a a ',U a. ....... .

polprization, respectively
ai "Effective" radiator amplitudes

d Thickness of one layer of a panel tan bc Loss tangent of core

d/\ 0  Thickness-to-wavelength ratio tan 811 Loss tangent of skin

dc Core thickness X1 X1 -coordinate of the center
of" A1

dc/A0 Thickness-to-wavelength ratio o

Insertion phase delay
ds SkinA Insert'on phase delays, parallel

ds/X0 Thickness-to-wavelength ratio and perpendicular polarization,
respectively (radianp)

dt Total wall thickness/ i/ i Phase delay of the radiators

Era(•, 0) Relative electric field intensityTat point P(P, 0) AT2 Transmission loss (percent
a0per hundredth inch deviation

eJt Th e factor in core thickness at optimum
core thickness)

LCP Left-circularly polarizedc AT 2  Transmission change (percent

SWith T, functions bf d/N0 with Ad- per hundredth inch change in
various fixed 6 or as functions skin thickness at optimum core
of e for various fixed d/,o thickness)

RCP Right-circularly polarized AT2  Transmission loss (percent perA cc unit change in ec at optimum

R'I1, Rl Reflection phase shifts, parallel core thickness)
and perpendicular polarizations,
respectively (radians) T u Transmission loss (percent per

A. - unit deviation in ts at optimum
Si Antenna aperture power density skin thickness)

appropriate to the area At Relative phase shift

T2 Power transmission coefficient
Ec Core dielectric constant

T 2
11, Tf Power transmission coefficients,

parallel and perpendicular "r Dielectric constant
polarization, respectively Es Skin dielectric constant

TRCP Constant power transmission Angle of incidence

T With k, functions of d/h 0 with
various fixed 6 or as functions h0  Free space wavelength
of 6 for various fixed dcA0  Polarization angle

Al, Al

T1I, Tj Lead angles corresponding to
the time factor e0"t, parallel "RCP Insertion phase delay
and perpendicular polarlzation,
respectively 0LCP Phase delay
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Chapter 13

PRACTICAL COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN
PROCEDURES

SECTION A. REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES AT
ARBITRARY INCIDENCE ANGLES BY LOSSY PLANE DIELECTRIC PANELS

13-1. Available Data puters. The economy of such calculations thus
Equations for computing complex transmission depends on aetting up the equations of Chapterand reltection coefficients for flat panels con- 2 in a manner for the most efficient machine

ansd rfeiny numberoefficieotenfor s flpelseco- evaluation. A matrix formulation Is ideal from
posed of any number of homogeneous dielectric the standpoint of rapidprogramming and check-
layers in tandem were given in Chapter 2. Many Ing. The exact form of reiteration to be used,
tables and curves have been prepared from however, depends on which coefficients are de-
these (or from other essentially identical) equa- sired and on the nature of the multilayer panel.
tions for the important cases of perpendicular sing the datare f romu computers
and parallel polarizations. Perhaps the most Processing the data received from computers
extensive efforts have been exerted by U. S. can constitute an expensive portion of a corn-
Naval air development groups and U. S. Air putation program. Complete machine handling
Force development groups to expand the avail- (calculation, plotting, and crosaplotting) is
able data toward some semblance of complete- extremely desirable to minimize human errors.
ness. The single-layer wall has received most The complex reflection and transmission co-
attention, and transmission data for it are now
relatively complete (in the lossless case) for efflents are functions of incidence angle, po-
first and second order thicknesses with relative larization, andpanel design (layer thickness and
dielectric constants up to 10. The problem of electrical characteristics). In a two-dimen-
thr' symmetrieal ".A' sandwich ham also been sional plot to describe some property, such asattacked vigorously, ",A" lc the parameters of b'ee (tie power tralksmisston cniificient), orathitructred areisognomerously. thepareterso 

1 , (the insertion phase delay), we must there-this structure are so numerous that degrees of fore fix all but two parameters and relate the
data completeness are difficult to define, it now
appears that sufficient 4ata are available to in- desired quantity to these parameters by a

dicate the transmission possibilities of. this family of curves (for example, Tj 2 versus

configuration, at least for dielectric constants d/X 0 for various fixed 0). A majority of the
up to 6.0and 1.4 (for the skins and core respec- calculations to date have presented t and A as

tively). "B" and "C" sandwiches have also re- functions of d/h0 with various fixed 0 or as
ceived considerable attention, and limited functions of 0 for various fixed dA 0 , where d
discussions of multilayer structures have a- is the thickness of one layer of a panel (for ex-

peared. A large part of the currently available ample, the core thickness foran "A" sandwich).

data may be found in References 1 through 49. As discussed in Chapter 3, however, in con-

nection with wall design problems, graphs of
13-2. Data Calculation and Presentation +' and !k are not always the most convenient

Most calculations of plane-wave coefficients form. Since for all practical radome materialo
are now carried out on high-speed digital corn- developed thus far, t"L A t, and, furthermore,
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I ' l andt,] , t,,] , radome de- cannot compare with that of an analytical eval-
a 1 02 a 2 uation, but the graphical solution has the ad-

signers often desire to taper wall thickness so vantage of speed and a pictorial display of
that tL or 't, (or at least .%, or .",,)remain con- effects produced by parameters of the various
stant over a desired range of The required layers, Detailed procedures for determining 1
data then take the fornnof plots of d0A versus and R using transmission line charts have been

for fixed values of T or A. While tAis may described by Mathis 3 7 , 5 1 and Snow. 2 6

be the most convenient form, it is not the
easiest to obtain, because of the nature of the 13-5. Graphs of Transmission and RLflection
equations relating dA0 to u. A limited amount Coefficients
of data obtained by direct solutions of this form Representative curves of transmission, re-
have been obtained for simple wall struc- flection, and phase delay for perpendicular and
tures. 14,20 It is felt, however, that the use of plel pha s d ent on solid and
solutions for 'I' and it as functions of d/x 0 or & parallel polarizations incident on solid homo-
followed by appropriated crossplots to obtain geneouspanelswith dielectric constant Lr 1.2,
families of constant T 9, constant A, or other 2, and 4 are shown in Figures 13-1 through

13-18. Curves of power transmission coeffi-
curves relating d/w0 and l lthe most practical cierts and relative phase delays for typical "A"
pioieedure for multilayer wails. sandwiches with skin dielectric constant C. =

3.7 and core dielectric constant E,. = 1,4are
Other forms of data curves considered useful shown in Figures 13-19 through 13-39. Curvesin wall design problems are plots of panel of insertion phase delay versus normalized

electrical thickness and of the relative phase ofinsan c hise ae ven noFigedshif, • beteenTtl nd j_.skin and core thicknesses are given in Figures
shift, b, between i' and +.L. 13-34 through 13-37. Graphs of T2 and 6 for

13-3. Accuracy symmetrical "C" sandwiches appear in Figures
13-38 through 13-41.

Most plots given for T72 can be read to within 2
or 3 figures in the third decimal place. Plots For the came of FIgures 13-1 through 13-18,
of A will usually yield a value within 20 or 30 of inclusive, the curves are plotted only for the
the presumed correct one. Whether such ac- loneless case and points are used to show lossy
curacies are adequate for a wall design prob- cases. Lonsy information for tan a = 0.005,
lem depends on the nature of the complete 0.010, 0.015, and 0,020 is indicated bythe fol-
antenna-radome-radar system. If they are not, lowingmarklngs for various angles of incidence:
it Is a simple matter to specify additional ac-
curacy in the machine evaluation. It should be o for 00 \ for 700
noted that the usable computational accuracy -for 300 o for 750
is limited by the attainable manufacturing tol- * for 50 / for 800
erances. x for 600 o for 850

In regard to the neglect of losses and the use When four markings are included, the one
of approximate equations for low -loss mate- closest to the loseless case indicates a tan
rials, the present trend is toward the exact 8 = 0.005 and the second, third, and fourth give
calculation. If a decision is made to use simp- data for tan 8 = 0.010, 0.015, and 0.020, res-
ler, approximate equations because of low loss, pectively. With two marking., the information
the increased programming time in determining is given for tan S = 0.010 and 0. 020. One mark
which terms can be neglected is often not com- only indicates tan 8 = 0.020. This is illustrated
pensated by the resulting reduction of machine below.
running time. ThIs is a matter, however, that
must be decided for the particular panel of in- g.o
terest. 11_ o .0

13-4. Graptical Calculation / _ton 8 0.010
en8 - 0.015

Since the propagation of plane waves through 2 8 a 0.020
a series of dielectric. layers is the name kind Ti /j0
of problem as that of transmission of TEM --- ton 8-0.010
waves along two-conductor lines, techniques & Ion & a0.020
suitable for the latter case are applicable to- - ton 8 a 0 020
the former. In particular, transmission line
charts, such as the Smith chart, 5 0 are con- 0_-
venient in obtaining rapid graphical solutions in 0 1.0
both cases. The accuracy of such calculations d/o
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A limited number of coefficients for circular tranew|ission. Typical toleran'e curves for
and elliptical polarizations have been computed such variations are shown in Figures 13-48

(References 8, 39, 52). If a right-circularly through "A-52. The tolerances shown for skiti
polarized wave (RCP) in incident on a panel for thickness-as, dielectric constants, and loam t•*i-

, i 1znot eius4 Zu T.L, Ue ernerging wave gents are representative of radomes now in
on the opposite side of the panel will contain use. The accuracy holds precisely only near
both RCP and left-circularly polarized wave the optimum thickness for one angle of inci-
(LCP) componcnts. The equations applicable to dence. 1'\r streamlined radomes of constant
such a situation were given in Chapter 2. Typi- thickness, angles of incidence vary widely, and
cal crossplots showing wall thickness contours the optimum thickness exists at any time over
for constant T2 and con•tant A for the RCP and only a small portion of the surface. It is clear,
LCP components emerging from homogeneous- therefore, that in such a case the tolerance
wall "A" sandwiches, and "C" sandwich panels curves must be used with reservation. Thick-
are shown in Figures 13-42 through 13-47. nesses are usually at their optimum for angles

of incidence somewhat higher than the average
13-6. Wall Dimension Tolerances angle of incidence. Because of this and because

tolerances become more critical at hig'er
angles, a oafe procedure to follow is to read

For design and fabrication purposes it is ir- values from the curves at an angle equal to, or
portant to know the effects of small variations slightlyhigher than, the angle at which optimum
in thickness and dielectric constants on radome thickness exists.

SECTION B. CALCULATION OF THE FAR-FIELD RADIATION PATTERN FOR AN
ANTENNA-RADOME YSTEM*

13-7. A Ray-Trachig Method at = Tel , (13-1)

Let us now consider a detailed calculation of and the phase delays A1 of the radiators are
the far-field pattern of an antenna-radome given by
combination using a ray-tracing technique. A
linearly polarized parabololdal antenna and its + 17,dt "1
radome may be considered to produce effects A - + cos - (13-2)
similar to an antenna array of "effective" ra-
diators, each located at the center of the re-
spective area elements, At, of the dish aperture where the original antenna aperture phase dis-
(Figure 13-53). To determine the amplitude tribution is assumed to be uniform, where Si is
andphase distribution of these "effective" radia- the antenna aperture powe'r density appropriate
tor elements, rays perpendicular to the an- to the area At,
tenna aperture are drawn from each Ai to the
radome wall. At the point of intersection of
each ray with the radome, the angle of inci- Tet = (T. Tsin2)2 2 2

dence 0, and the polarization angle 6 are noted. L 1/2
The "effective" radiator amplitudes a1 are then sin2 ý cos2 I cos bJ (13-3)
computed by the formula.

Tel = arc sin - (13-4)

*A number of practical analyses and compu- L Tel I

tational procedures which could properly be and where dt = total wall thickness.
discussed here have already been treated in
previous chapters. Sections in which this ma- T'1 - (13-5)
terial may be found include Chapter 2 (Section A T, ",,
G), "The RadomeeShape"; Chapter 2 (Section H), and, of course lll T11 and T% - T.L eJ i
"'Die Focusing Effect of Streamlined Radomes"; are the transmission coefficients or parallel
Chapter 2 (Section 1), "Diffraction by Radomes"; and perpendicular polarizations (defined ac-
Chapter 3 (Section C), "Radome SaB,?e"; Chap- ,ording to "normal phase convention"). Note:
ter 3 (Section E), 'Wall Thickness"; Chapter 4 Th1 and tiJ are lead angles corresponding to the
(Section F), "Prediction of Boresight Errors," time factor e-T"-Equations (13-3) and (13-4
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are derived in Reference 25. Fbr a linear po- along Its axis. ' noting Phat the relative far
larlzatlonincidenton the radome J.1l, they give field in that case, .m (0.0)i is given by
the corresponding linear component of the 1
emerging elliptically polarized wave (a special , ml 2 ,A.(-,o

I "- (n i I .J 0

We may now compute the field at a far.-fleld Then
point P (,-,0) in the horizontal XZ-plane (Fig- In 1
ure 13-54). An array of equispaced radiators I 012 2
corresponding to strip 4 of Figure 13-54 Ist Era(., V 2 aiAi co8 0
shown in Figure 13-55. Plane V'Ez shownin
Figure 13-55 represents a plane passing through
the center line of one of the strip. r'hown in
Figure 13-54 "such as strip 4)and is perpendic- E (0, 0) A 2
ular to the y-axis. From standard antenna a
theory, the relative electric field intensity at
point P (p, 0), due to all the equispaced radia-
tors shown in Figure 13-54, is equal to the r1(13-l1)
vector sum of their respective field Intensities, aiA sin 2

and is given by

"-" J'~l J02  -

Era (Pt,0) n a1Ale J + a2A2e J2+ n ~irj

+ alAle + . . . + anAne (13-6) t=1

Equation (13-9) or (13-11) will yield the XZ-

plane power pattern of the antenna - radome

2 1 combination. Notice that a different set of aL
---2X .sin p + andAi will be required for each orientation of

L (13"7) the antenna with respect to the radome, Gen-
erally a number of calculations for different
scan positions will be desired.

X1 being the X coordinate of the center of Aj.
Application of Euler's formula to Equation Similarly by computing I fra(, )d '2 for
(13-6) gives various values of a, the radiation pattern in the

XY-plane of the antenna-radome system can be
a obtained,

Era (p,0) =2,saiAi cos 01 13-8. Other Ray-Tracing Techniques

ill Several commonly used ray-tracing methods
were discussed in Chapters 2 and 4. Compared

n8 with other ray-tracing procedures the one con-

+ alAi sin 01 sidered here is more complex than some and
less complex than others, The implicit as-

ihn sumption here is that energy travels through
hence the radome as if the antenna produced a well-

-2 collimated plane-wave beam inside the radome.
2 a cosReflections in the region between antenna andEra 0, 0)2 radome are neglected. More elaborate methods

for tracing rays from the antenna to a plane
(1-) outside the radome (followed by the usual nu-

12merical integration to obtain the far field pat-
+ .sin tern) may yield more accurate results. But the

aii sinbest of ray-tracing techniques will give only

I crude approximations for some radome config-
urations (those in the "small radome" cate-
gory). On the other hand, investigators have

We may normalize this expression, with res- found simplified calcyations using only two to
pect to the field produced by the antenna alone five rays to be useful" in some cases.
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search Foundation. Forth Worth, Texas, 1 Jan 1954 (Secret).
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SECTION B. ORGANIC MATERIALS FABRICATION

379, Ambrogi, J. N., Jr. Electrical, Physical, 390. Duplaga, E., Milone, C. R., and others.
and Dielectric Properties of Radomes and RadnmA Mataria.I Re-earch ..".d Frah-_
Hadome Materials. Repor" ADC EL-41- cation Development Service. Final en-
50, Aeronautical Electronic and Electrical gineering report supplement 1, report
Lab., NADC, Jot'nsville, Pa., Aug 1949 GER 4611, Goodyear Aircraft Corp., 20
(Confidential). Feb 1952.

380, Biefeld, L. P., and Philippes, T. E. 391. Duplaga, E., and Pace, H. A. FuaIng
Finishes for Glass Fabrics for Reinforcing In-Place of Alkyd Resins for S3andwich
Polyester Plastics, IndustrialEngineer.- Radomes. Report GER-4097, Goodyear
ing & Chemistry,1953. Airoraft Corp., Akron, Ohio, 22 Dec 1949.

Report GER-4097 supplement II, 29 Feb
381. Bjorksten, J,, and Yeager, L. I. Vinyl 1952. Report GER-2423 supplement 1, 15

Silane Sizes for Glass Fabric, Modern Oct 1952.
Plastics, July 1952.

392. Eickner, H. W. Adhesive Bondin Propr-
382, Black, J. M., and BLomquist, R. F. De- ties of Varioul M as Aeted bv

velopmentof Metal BondingAdhesive FPL Chemical and Anodizing Treatments of the
-710 With Improved Heat Resistant Prop-Surface. US Forest Products Lab, rejýrt
erties. NACA no. RM 52 F19, 1952. 1842, Apr 1954,

383. Black, J. M., and Blomquist, R. F. De- 393. Erikson, P., Silver, I, and Perry, If. A.
velopment of Metal Bonding Adhesives Universal Type Chemical Finishes for
With Improved Heat Resistant properties, Glass Fibers Used in Reinforced Plastics.
NACA no. RM 54 DOI, 1954. Modern American Chemical Society 125th Annual
Plastics, vol. 32, Dec 1954, p. 139. Meeting.

384. Botwick, M,, Cummings,W., and Elliot, P. 394. Falcon Radome Development (Secret).
Polyester Heat Resistant Laminating Report CER-5893, Goodyear Aircraft
Resins, WADC Technical report 53-371 Corp., Akron, Ohio, 18 Feb 1954, Report
and supplement 1, 1953. GER-6078, 14 May 1954 (AD-33998).

385. Burkley, J. K., and others, Radome Ma- 395. Foam Plastics as Engineering Materialj.
terials Research and Fabrication Devel- Product Engineering, vol, 23, Apr 1952,
opment Service. Report GER-1656, pp. 192-98.
Goodyear Aircraft Corp.

396. Fyall, A. A. Dielectric Measurements on
38e. Campagna, P. J., Preston, H. M., and Various Radome Materials and the Effect

Wahl, N. E. Development of Heat-Resis- of Moisture Absorption and Temperature.
tant Foamed-in-Place Dielectric Core Royal Aircraft Establishment, •Great
Materials for Sandwich Radomes. Tech- Britain, Oct 1953 (technical note no.
nical report 54-249, Corneli Aeronautical Chem 1209: encl. 1 to Air Attache, London
Lab., Buffalo, N. Y.,Mar 1954 (AD-48277). report TR-434-54) (Confidential) (AD-

27247).

387, Close, G. C. Douglas Mass-Produces
Plastic Airframe Parts. Machinery (New 397. Fyall, A. A., and Sewell, 3. H. Dielectric
York), vol. 59, Apr 1953, pp. 196-98. Measurements on Some Laminatin Resins

and the Effect of Mois on anTeprtue.Technical-not-'e no. •e-•m~
388. Copeland, C,. R Fabrication of Glass 133,RoatAsrcrafteEstablishment, Great

Radomes. Scientific report no. 1, con- Britain, Ryune 1954 (AD-40918).

tract AF 33(600)-29310, Corning Glass
Works, Corning, N. Y. (AD-66130).

398. Fyall, A. A., and Sewell, 1. H. The
Dielectric Properties of Some Rubber-

389. Dunn, W. A. Development of Low Dielec- Based Care Materials for Sandwich•
tric Constant Glasses. Final engineering Radumes and the Effects of Moisture,
report, contract AF 33(038)-8063, Glass Temperature and Frequency. Technical
Fibers, Inc., Waterville, Ohio, Dec 1950. note no. Chem 1209, Royal Aircraft
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Establishment, Great Britain, Jan 1954 411. Loaded Foam Sandwich Radome, WADC
(AD-29067). technical report 56-261, contract AF33

(616)-2966, Emerson & Cuming, Canton,
399. Glasscloth Laminating, Aircraft Produc- Mass. (AD-110686).

tion, vol. 15, June 1953, pp. 203-208. 412. Loaded Foam Sandwirh Radome. First
.14 -d r4,a, ,U1C. " l'ejirts, contract4010. W•g='.. .. C., a-nd, "aa-w AM.. R. AF361)346 Wmro ul

Polyfiber, A New Approach to Molding. AF33(616)-3486, Emerson & Cuming,
Modern Plastics, vol. 21, Tuty 1944, pp. CAnton, Mass.

101-107. 413. McMillan, E. B., and others. Antenna
Housing. US Letters Patent no. 2,617,9341

401. Heebink, B., Werren, F., and Mohaupt, A. 2 May 1945,
Effects of Certain Fabricating Variables
on Plasuic ,minates and Plastic Honey- 414. McMillan, E. B., and Others. Divtle.ir
comb Sandwich Construction. US Forest W ll for Transmission of Centimetric
Products Lab. report 1843. Radiation. US Letters Patent no. 2,659,

8841 3 Aug 1949,
402, Hoffman, K R. Development of Low-

Pressure Laminates of Glass Fabric and Military specifications. See the following.
Silicone Resins, USAF technical report Adhesive, Aircraft Structural, Metal to
6223 and supplement 1, June 1956. Metal, Military Specification MIL-A-

8331, June 1953.
403. Hopper, F. C. High Strength Epn Lain- Core MaterialD Laminated Glass Fabric

inates. WADC technical report 52-5, Jan Base Plastic Honeycomb, Military
1952. Supplement 1, Sept 1952. Sup- Specification MIL-12050, 1949.
plement 2, Oct 1953. Supplement 3, Oct Enamel, Camouflage, Quick Drying. Mil-
1954. itary Specification MIL-E-5556.

Fabrics, Woven Glass, Finished, for Plas-
404. How Mammoth P~astic Radome 'Is Made. tic Laminates, Military Specification

Aviation Week, vol. 59, 7 Dec 1953, p. 58. MIL-F-9084.
Finish, Glass Fabric, for Reinforced

405. Ivestigation of Methods of Inspecting 'lastic Laminates, Military Specifica-
Bods Between Cores and Faces of Sand- tion MIL-F-9118, Dec 1953.
wich Panels of the Aircraft Type. US Foamed-in-Place, Alkyd-Isocyanate Type
Forest Products Lab, report 1569, Sept CMorelMterial. for Aircraft and Missile
1947, ral Applications. Military Speci-

fication MIL-C-8087.
406. Jones, E. M. T., Cohn, S. B., and Robin- Lacquer; Cellulose Nitrate, Gloss, for

son, L. A. Wide-Band Radomes Matched Aircraft Use. Military Specification
by Reactive Walls. Proceedings of the MIL-L-7178.
Ohio State U.-WADCRadome Symposium, Plastic Materials, Glass Fabric Base,
vol. I, June 1955, pp. 52.-67. Low Pressure Laminated, Military

Specification MIL-P-80¶3A, Jan 1954.
407. Korelitz, M. N.ment of High Plastic Materials. Glass Fiber Base. Low

Strength-Heat Resistant Phenolic Lamin- Pressure Laminated, Aircraft Structure-
a-W gResiin. WAI'C technical report f2- Process and Insoection Reauirements.
161, Tuly 1952. Military Specification MIL-P-9400,

Plastic Materials, Glass Fiber Base-
408. Kuenzi, E. W, Flexure of Structural .Phenolic Resin, Low Pressure Lamin-

Sandwich Construction. US Forest ated, Military Specification MIL-P-
Products Lab. report 1829, Dec 1951. 25515.

Plastic Materials Heatpsistant, Glass
409. Leaderman, H. Radame Materials and Fiber Base, Polyester Resin, LowPresq-

Methods of Fabrication. Chapter 13 in sure Laminated. Military Specification
Radar Scanners and Radomes, McGraw- MIL-P-25395, June 1956.
Hill Book Co., New York, 1948. (Vol. 26, Plastic Materials, Low Pressure Lamin-
MIT Radiation Lab. Series,) ated, Glass Fiber Base, Silicone Resin.

Military Specification MIL-P-25518.
Resin, Low Pressure Laminating, Mill-

410. Loaded-Core Sandwich for Radomes. tary Specificato," MIL-R-7575A, 27 Apr
Electronic Design, 15 Jan 1956. 1953.
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Resin, Polyester, High Temperature Re- 423. Quint, R. W., and Kimmel, B. G. Devel-
sistant, Low Pressure Laminating. opment of a High-Temperature Resis-
Military Specification Mil-R-25042, May tant, Low-Density Foam Material for
1955. Sandwich-Tvye Hadnmmo T~ohnljn!

Resin Silicone, Low-Pressure Lamin- memorandum 2867,H-uE-es Aircraft Co.,
a MUitary Specification MIL-R- Culver City, Calif., 1 Aug 1952 (Secret).
2558, une 1956.

Sandwich Construction, Plastic Resin, 424. Radome Fabrication Techniques. Elec-
Glass Fabric Base. Lamated Facinas tronics, vol. 25, Sept 1952, pp. 166 ff.
and Alkyd-Isocyanate Foamed-in-Place

ore. for Aircraft Structural Apnlica- 425. Raffel, B. D. Interim Engineering Re-
SMilitary Specification MIL-S- port on Radome Materials Research and

5392. Fabrication DeveloPment Service -
Sandwich Constructions and Core Ma- Atmendix 30, Report GER-451, part

"terials- General' •os.• Mthods. Mili- XXXVIII, Goodyear Aircraft Corp., Akron,
tary Specification MIL-STD-401, Tuly Ohio, May 1950.
1952. 426. Russell, E. W. Materials for Optical and

415. Moore, H. R. Applications of Exanded Radar Transpareii1e-s. A Retiew. Tech-
Plastics. Proceedings of the Fourth nical note no. Chem 1201, Royal Aircraft

-anual Technical and Management Con- Establishment, Great Britain, Aug 1953
ference, Reinforced Plastics Div., Society (Confidential) (AD.27677).
of the Plastics Industry, Nov 1949. Also
published in Plastics (England), Apr 1950, 427. Sandwich Construction for Aircraft. Part
pp. 93-95. I, Fabrication, Inspection. Durability and

_______ Feb 1951. "-Part 11, Materials

416. Moore, H. R. LowTemperature Process- Pro=ertles and Design Criteria. 1955 (2nd
ing of Alkyd Ditsocyanate Foams. Pro- ed.). Bulletin ANC-23, issued by Dept. of

ceedings of the Ninth Annual Technical the Air Force, Dept. of the Navy, and Dept.

and Management Conference, Reinforced of Commerce.
Plastics Dlv., Society of the Plastics In-dustry, Feb 1954. 428. Schwartz, R. T. Plastic Sandwich Con=

struction Material for Radomes. Report

417. Morgan, P. (ed.). Glass Reinforced Plas- TSEAM-M5034/ADD [I1, Engineering Div.,
tics. Philosophical Library, New York, AMC, Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio119tc. Feb 1946.

418. Nelb, R. G., Alexander, C. H., and Elliot, 429. Silver, I., and Erickson, P. W. ImprovedReinforced Plastics with the Uniyersea
P. M. Heat Resistant Laminating Resins. yeced ica win h tLe Not, re-
USAF technical report 6602, 1952. Type Chemical L-24. NOL re-

port, Feb 1,955.

419. Nile, S. C. Materials Developments and
Fabrication Processes in Radomes for 430. Society of the Plastics Industry, The.
USAF Ground Electronic Equipment, Plastics Engineering Handbook, Reinhold
Technical note RADC-TN-56-18, Rome Publishing Corp., New York, 1954.
Air Development Center, Feb 1956.

431. Sonneborn, R. H., Dietz, A. G. H., and
420. Pace, H, A. Foaming-in-Place of Alkyd Heyser, A. S. Fiberglas Reinforced

Resins for Sandwich Radomes. Report Plastics. Rcinhold Publishing Corp.,
GER-4097, Goodyear Aircraft Corp.,22 New York, 195i4.
Dec 1949. (There is an Addendum II to
this report.) 432. Sporcic, 1. A., and Whann, H. L. Prob-

lems Associated with the Manufacturing
421. Plastics for Aircraft. ANC-17 Bulletin, of Radomes. Preprint 807, SAE National

June 955. Issued by Dept. of the Air Aeronautic Meeting, Los Angeles, 1-4
Force, Dept. of the Navy, and Dept. of Oct 1952.
Commerce.

433. Steinman, R. ImprovementofWetStrength
422. Plastics in Aircraft. Modern Plastics, of Reinforced Plastics bLQGran Finish.

vol. 28, Apr 1951, pp. 73-78, 177. Modern Plastics, 1951,
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434. Structural Honeycomb for Sindwich Con- Core Material for Radumes. Report U13-
structilon Hexcel Products Co.,brochure 691-M-13, Cornell Aeronautical Lab.,
C, Dec 1952. Buffalo, N. Y., 10 Mar 1953. Report U13-

691-M-15, 20 Aug 1953 (AD-20741). He-
fA ... . 4... ... ... o#4 4.. ..... I.h ; UB n,.1.n -! le, 2,No

Construction. US Forest Products Lab. UB-691-M-17, 28 Dec 1953 (AD-34822).
report 1584-A.

440. Wahl, N. E., and Preston, Hi. M. Investl-
436. Tables of Dielectric Materials, vol IV. gation of Heat Resistant Polyester Lam-

Lab. for Insulation Research, MIT, Jan iEae TWADZTic-hnica report-9W-- ,
1953. Aug 1955.

437. Teel, L. L. Final Engineering Re rt on 441. Wahl, N. E., Preston, H, M., and
Development ofMissile Radome terias Campagna, P. J. Development of Heat -
-- and Appendixes I-IV. PRL-122-17, Resistant Foam ed-in-Place Dielectric
Polamold Research Lab., Springficld, Core Materials for Sandwich Radomes.
Ohio, Aug 1949. WADC technical report 54-249, Mar 1954.

438. Teel, L. L. Interim Engineering Report 442. Werren, F. Effects of Fabric Finish and
on Development of Missile Radome Ma- West Exposure on Strength Properties of
terials- and Appendixes I-XIX - 1 May Glass Cloth Polyester Laminates, WADC
to 30 July 1949. PRL-122-10, Polamold technical report 53-483, 1953.
Research Lab., Springfield, Ohio (pub-
lished by AMC, Wright-Patterson AFB, 443. Weyer, D. E., Russell,3". R., and Hoffman,
Dayton, Ohio), July 1949. K. R. Development of a Heat-Resistant

Foamed-in-Place Low Density Silicone
439. Wahl, N. E., Campagna, P. J., and Resin Core Material. WADC technical

Preston, H. M. Development of Foamed report 53-146, supplement 1, Aug 1954.

SECTION C. INORGANIC MATERIIALS FABRICATION

444. [Ceramic Radome Production.] Technical 449. Fabrication of Radomesj Sandwich Inor-
Report No, 1, April 15, 1952 - June 15, ganic Dielectrics and Processes. Interim
1953. New Jersey Ceramic Research engilneertng e--ri -2, Owens-Illinois
Station, Rutgers U., New Brunswick, N. J. Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio,
Technical Report No. 3. June 15, 1954 -
June 15, 1955 (AD-71992). 450. Gebler, K., and Wisely, H. R, Dense

Cordierite Bodies. Your. Am. Cer, Soc.,
445. Contardi, W. A., and Hund, G. J. Corre- vol. 32, 1949, p. 163.

lation of Particle Size Distribution with
Firing Shrinkage in a Ceramic Whiteware 451. Hall, F. P. Low Loss Zircon Dielectrics.
Composition. Ceramic Age, vol. 62, *Nov Ceramic Age, vol. 61, Mar 1953, p. 12.
1953, p. 13

452. Harrison, E. W, Glass Radome for Mis-
446. Dunn, W. A. Development of Low Dielec- sileA lications. Aer-EL-825, serialno.

tric Constant Glasses - Final Enizinger- 05205, Bureau of Aeronautics, Dept. of the
i Glass Fibers, Inc., Waterville, Navy, 26 Apr 1951 (Confidential),
Olii0i7et 1950.

44 Eh ,. h Relatinsi B 453. Hessinger, P. S. Ceramic Radomes forEichbaurn, B. H, The Relationship Be- Aircraft. Bull. of the Am. Ceramic Soc.,
tween Structure and Dielectric Proerthes vol. 34, 15 May 1955, pp. 145-150.
in Some Ceramic Materials.Ths.
Rutgers U., New Brunswick, N. 3., June 454. Hessinger, P. S. Development and Eval-
1956. uation of Ceramic Sandwich Construction

448. Everhart, 1. 0., Giles, T. M., and Bole, for Radomes. Thesis. Ohio State U.,
G. A. Investigation of Foamed Ceramic Columbus, Dec 1955.
Radome Dielectrics. Quarterly report 1,
Ohio State U. Research Foundation, 455. Kalousek, G. L., and Deoce,. R. B. De-
Columbus, 2 Nov 1954 (AD-51295). velopment and Fabrication of Inorganic
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Sandwich Radomes. WADC technical re- University of California, Los Angeles,
port .54-197, Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Jan 1955.
Toledo, Ohio, Apr 1954 (AD-39670).

461, Smoke, E. 3'. Ceramic Compositions
4m 5e I. * - , , ......- -. - Ha4 - "'w " ving negative i.near Thermal Ex-

Ceramic Materials U pansion, Ceramic Age, vol. 62, Tuly 1953,
struction of Radomes for High-Temper- p. 13,
ature Applications, Report ADS EL-139-
47•,'-,ronautical-ElectronicandElectrical 462. Smoke, E. J. Low Loss Zircon Dielec-
Lab., NADC, Johnsville, Pa,, 22 July 1949. trics, Ceramic Age, vol, 61, Feb 1953,

p. 15.
457. Schofield, H, Z., Lynch, 7. F,, and

Duckworth, W. H. Final Summary Report 463. Smoke, E. J. Binel as Dielectric Insula-
on Fundamental Studies of Ceramic Ma- tor. Ceramic Age, eoeL 03, May 1954, p.
tgrials. Battelle Memorial Inst., Colum- 13.
bus, Ohio, Mar 1949.

464. Smoke, E. 3. Thermally Resistant White-
458, Scholes, W. A. Thermal Conductivity of wares. l

Bodies of High BEo Content, lour. Am. 1950, p. 174.
Cer, Soc,, vol. 33, M'p. 111, 465. Smoke, E. I.,and Koenig, 3. H. Ceramics

as Basic Engineering Materials. Mechan-
459. Shand, E, B. Glass Engineering Hand- ical Engineering, tol. 78, 1W56, p. 315.

book, Corning Gass works, coi-ning,
N. Y,, 1955. 466. Snyder, N. H., and Ruh, E. Properties of

High Magnesia Whitewares. Ceramic
Age, vol. 81, Feb 1953, p. 1F'

460, Shanley, F. R,, Knapp, W. 3,, and
Needham, R, A. Prestressed Ceran iu 467. Von Hippel, A, Dielectric Materials and
Structures. WADC technical report 54-75, Applications. Technology Press, MIT,

r_-f1!7T eronautical Research Lab,, W5

SECTION D. RAIN EROSION

468. Armi, E. L., and Smith, E. F. Supersonic San Diego, Calif., Nov 1953(Confidential).
Rain-Erosion Tests of Falcon. Radomese See also the following (Confidential) pro-
Hughes Aircraft Co. report 4W 11-377, gress reports for this study.
Apr 1955,. Whitley, W, H,, and Steeger. E. .1, Ph

II Progress Report No. 6, for Sept -Oct
469, Behrens, F. H, The Use of a Neoprene 19-4. Pgess Report No. 7, for Nov-

Cement Coating for the Protection of Dec 1954,
Laminated Aircraft Parts from Damage Dittmann and others. Progress Reports
due to Rain Erosion. MemorAndum re- Nos. 8-10. for Jan-Mar 1955. Pro.r.ss
port MCREE 49-12, WADC, I Mar 1949. Reports Nos. 11-15, for Apr-Aug 1955.

470, Coating, Riin Erosion Resistant with Anti-
Static Surface Treatment, for Plastic 473. Engel, 0. G. Mechanism of Rain Erosion.
Laminates, Military Specification MIL- National Bureau-of Standards.
C-7439B. Part 2: A Critical Review of Erosion b•

Water Drop Impact, WA1I te"hnical
471. Development of a Heat-Resistant, Rain report 53-192 part 2, Aug 1953 (AD-

Erosion-Resistant Coating. WADC tech- 18703).
nical report 53-511. In two parts, part 1 Part 3: Mechanism Studies on Plastics
dated Nov 1954. and Metals. WADC technical report

53-192 part 3, Dec 1953 (AD-27597).
472. Dittmann, W. L,, Feldman, A. L., and Part 4: Cavitation as a Result of Water-

Holmes, R. F. A Study of Rain Erosion drop Collisions With Solid Surfaces.
Testing Methods for •-•ers-on-ic s, WA CAtechnical report Z5i--92 part 4,
WADC technical report 53-173, Convair, Jan 1954,
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474. Hunter, I. M. Basic Principles of 483. Study of Rain Erosion Testing Methods for
Radome Designs with Special Reference Supersonic Spe'ed~sA PhaserIl Progress
to Riin Erosion. TRE technical note 185, reports 1 through 5, Consolidated Vultep
Telecommunicatlon. Research Establish- A!r.r.2!t Ccrp., 0;n Di-o, Caiii., i95i-
ment, cireat Britain, Mar 1953. 1954. Report9 4 and 5 by R. 3. Reich,

475. Lapp, R, R., Stut,.man, R. H., and Wahl, 484. Stutzman, R. H., Lapp, It. E., and Wahl,
N. E. A Study of the Rain Erosion of N. E. A Study of Erosion of Aircraft Ma-
Plastics and Metals, WADC technic-al re- terials at High Speeds in Rain. Reports
port 53-185, 'Cornell Aeronautical Lab., "PC-P6 -M-3 through-PC-962-M-9,
Buffalo, N. Y,, Fe1) 1954. Part II, tech- Cornell Aeronautical Lab., Buffalo, N. Y.,
nical report 53-1810 part 2, May 1955. Mar-Sept 1955.

478. Morley, C. Rain Erosion of a Convention- 485. Wah1, N, E, Final Report on the Corn-
al Plastic Laminated Radome. Technical parative Evaluation of Rain Erosion Prop-
note 156, Telecommunications Research -io l an-d ofOther Materials.
Establishment, Gt. Malvern, Entgland, Apr V-o. I, report PC-46-'I-7, Cornell
1952 (Confidential), Aeronautical Lab,, Buffalo, N. Y., 25 Jan

1949.
477, Rain Erosion Testing Meeting Sponsored

by W-25 Radome Mechnical Testing Sub- 486. Whltley, W. H. Radome Rain Erosion,
committee Held on Ma~rch 2, 9 Report RT-136, Consolidated Vultee, San
March 307,190 at Lockheed Aircraft and Diego, Calif., 31 Mar 1953 (Confidential),
North American Aviation. Report ARTC-
WR-50-44, Aircraft fiesarch and Testing
Committee, 19 Apr 1950. 487. Whitley, W. H. Rain Erosion Test Facil-

ity. Report RT-i37, Consolidated Vultee,
478. Robinson, R. 0., Jr,, and Robertson, A, L, Man Diego, Calif., 5 June 1953 (Confiden-

Interim Report on APL/JHU Teri'ier tial).
Radome Materials Test Program. 24 Oct
1955.

488. WADC technical report 53-192, Includes
479. Serafini, 3. S. Impingement of Water the following parts.

Droplets on Wedges and Diamond Air- Part I, Impact Pressure in Solid-Liquid
?• -l'i•rsonic Sp•eeds_. Technical Sphere Collisions, July 1953.
note 2971, NACA, Washington, D. C., July Part 11, A Critical Review of Erosion by
1953, Prepared by Lewis Flight Propul- Water Dro Imp act, Aug 1953.
sion Lab., Clevelend, ')hio (AD-14697). Part 111, Mechanism Studies on Plastics

and Metals, Dec 1953.
480. Study of Rain Erosionof Aircraft Materials Part IV, Cavitation as a Result of Water-

at Supersonic Velocities, A. WADC tech- drop Collision with Solid Surfaces, Jan
nical report 55-19D, Aug 1958, I9O4U

Part V, Further Studies of Cavitation In
481, Study of the Rain Erosion of Plastics and Liquid Drops on Impact, Mar 1955.

MetalsIA, WAXC technical report 52-20, Part VI, Dimensional Analysis of Rain
Sept 1952, Erosion Damage, July 1955.

Part VII, Mechanism Studies on 2S and
482. oudy of the Rain Erosion of Plastics and 3S Aluminum,

Metals,.A WADCtechnical report 53-185, Pa'rt IVIi, O&the Breakup of a Waterdropo
Feb 1954. Part II, May 1955. Part III, in the Zone Behind a Detached Shock
n. d. Wave, Aug 1955.

SECTION E, EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE, STRESS, AND AERODYNAMIC FACTORS

489. Abramson, A. E., and Torgeson, W. L. search Div., Minneapolis, Minn., I Sept
Report of Progress on a Study of Heating 1952.
Requirement for Radomen-- and Appen-
dixes Athru C - 1 Julthru 31 Au 195. 490. Acker, C. H, Aerodynamic Heating
Washington Machine and Tool Wor M Applied to Radome Design. Report NADC-
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F I
EL-5503,for Navy Bureauof Aeronautics, Smith, Hinchman & Grylls, June 1954
7 Mar 1955 (Confidential). (Unclassified). See also monthly project

status reports (Confidential) for Oct-Dec
• 1. Aiuia~ ,J. N4.,Js-. Bureau uiAeronauiics isvei and quarterly project status report

SpecificationGun-BlastRadome TypeCW- (Confidential) for first quarter 1955, on
22A/A. Report ADC EL-29, Aeronautical contract AF 33(600)-8114.
Electrotil and Electrical Lab., NADC,
Johnsville, Pa., 15 Aug 1950. 501. Brown, B. J. An Invesa tion of Instru-

ments for the easuremen nK In-
492. Ambrogi, J. N., Jr. Environmental Test- t WADC technical report 55-9,

ing by the Navy, in' ympsium on Oulded erAo--iutical Icing Research. Lab., Smith,
Missile RadoomssONRWashingon, . C., Hinchman & Grylls, Mar 1955.

ý 81. 93 OR, Washnlnton, D.C.,

p7-27 Confidential). 502. Cartolano, D. H. Evaluation of the
Mechanical Properties of APS-23 Radome

493. Ambrogi, J. N., Jr. The Gun Blast Material Materials Lab. technical note
Problem in Radome Design, Report ADS WCRT 54-212, ARDC, Wright-Patterson
EL-73-49, Aeronautical Electronic and AFB, Ohio, Nov 1954 (Confidential).
Electrical Lab., NADC, Johnsville, Pa.,
26 Apr 1949 (Confidential). 503. Cole, F, B. Radom Icing Tests -

Model F-94. Report 7277, Lockheed Air-
494. Amerman, A. E, Test Installation and raift Corp., Burbank, Calif., 6 Feb 1950.

Icing-Flight Tests of a Heated-Model
Radome. WADC technical report 55.60, 504. Crandetl, R. M. Radome Anti-Icing
Aeronautical Icing Research Lab., Smith, System Development - Model F-94. Re-
Hinchman & Grylls, Apr 1955. port 8246, Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Bur-

bank, Calif., 9 Oct 1951.
495. Analysis of Compressive Strengt _Of

Honeycomb Cores for Sandwich Qonstru c- 505. Dixon, L. A., Jr. Physical Properties of
tions. NACA technical note 1251, Wash- ockoam SpecimennTaken from an F-94C
ington, D. C., Apr 1947. Etllptical Radome, feport 8730, Lockheed

Aircraft Corp., Burbank, Calif., 8 Aug
496. Axilrod, B. M.,and Sherman, M. A. Flex- 1952.

ural Properties of Some Glass Fabric
Base Plastic Laminates at Elevated Tern- 506. Drucker, D. C. Stress-Strain Relations
peratures. USAF technical report 6940, in the Plastic Range: A Survey of Theory
AMC, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, Feb and Experiment. No. All S1, Brown U.,
1900. Pr-ovidence, f. I., for ONR, Dec 1950.

497. Banet, L., and Bracciaventi, J. Critical 507. Effect of Prestressing in Tension or Coom-

Thermal Energies of Plastic Radome Ma- rression on the Mechanical Properties of

terials Submitted by the Wright Air D.- Wo Glass-Foare ast r Pdastic Laminb
velopment Center, Department of the Air ates. US Forest Iroducts Lab. report
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For •onvenience in finding the subject topics in
TR5 7 -- ~irc ;S~idiý 6 ;iwitulce in both

volumes. The volume number, in boldface, pre-
cedes the page number of each index entry.

A Alumina, 1-422, 2-36, 2-46, 2-50, 2-260, 2-440
"A" sandwich, properties 2-270

"A" sandich, 1-238, 1-271, 1-544, 1-569, 2-92, skins, 2-269
2-94 hend etrength, 2-263, 2-265

alumina, 2-269, 2-270 dielectric constant vs. temperature, 2-237
construction, 2.5 electrical properties, 2-80
foamed-in place radomes, 1-13 emittance, 2-268
radome, 2-107 loss tangent vs. temperature, 2-267

attachment, 2.61 machining, 1-422
power transmission, 2-103 modulus & elasticity, 2-266
three.lay.r, 1-8 mosaic, 2-269

transmission and phase delay, contours, 143 properties, 2-265
transmiission curves, 2-128 porous, 2-268

Ablative cover, 2-19, 2-49 radome, blajiks, 2-284
Ablative nmateriais, 2-446, 2-448 fabrication, 2-288

d ielectric constant, 2-456 flight simulation, 2-243
loW, tangent priperties, 2454 sizes, 2-288

Ablative windoiv, 2-429 skin temperature, 2-246, 2-250
Absorption, dielectric, 2-362 sandwich, core, 2.270

energy, 2-390 materials, 2-268
Acceleration boost, 2418, 2-426 multilayer, 2-289
Acrylic resins, 2-319 skin, 2-270
Adiabatic calorimetry, 2-384 specific heat, 2-266
Aerodynamic, configuration, 2-6, 2-31 thermal conductivity, 2-267

design factors, 2-9 ti,,rmal expansion, 2.266
forces, 2-51 tiles 2-271
heat, 2-44, 2-417 joints and adhesives, 2-271
heat simulation, 2-242 Alumium die, pressure-cast, 1-404
loads, 1-281 Aluminum p'hosphate, 2-445

Air loading, unsymmetrical, 1-282 glatis reinf,)rced, 2-284, 2-446
Air pressure, 1-322 Amplitudes, near-field, 1-68, 1-70, 1-507
Air prism, 1.456 comhparisori, 1-136
Air, thermal conductivity, 1-2S9 monopulse system, 1-203
Airborne radar, 1439, 2-86 Ambient loads, 1-283

dual-frequency, 2-90 A.N/APS-20E radome, 1-397
installation, 1-439 Anwchoic chamber, aperture-type, 2-394
pressurization, 1-439 1Emosorb, 2-397

Aircraft, attitude axis correction, 1-444 funnel, 2-395
early-warning radomes, 1-19 microwawe, 2-391
environment, 1-455 shapes, 2-393
supersonic, 2.452 Angle, offset, 2-39
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Anrgle of incidence, 1-55, 1-63, 2-38, 2-84, 2-92 Altitude axis correction, airciraft. 1-1444Anisottopic capacitor, 1-58 Aveout 11, 2-453~Anisotropic const ruct ions, 1-65 Axial load, 1-:302Anisotropic materials, 1-55 Axial support, radome, 2-149Anisotropy, I-53 .'" ...... mwucui scanner, I -i'llAntenna, clearance, 1-443 Azimuth run, 1-207
conical scan, 1-209, 1-503
conical tran.-mis.slon line, 2-147cogecant-sq uatred, 1-98 "B" sandwvich, 1-2,38, 1-271depolarization, 1-153 construction, 2.56deviation, 1-153 radorne~s, 1.11, 1-47elevation planes, 1-114 B~affe chamber~, 2-396half-wave dipole, 1-220 Bag molding, 1-392horn, 1-69, 2-104 Bakelite, 2-318lens, 2-147 Ballistic range, 2-209
mount, 1-501Balsireny,24.

obliqe plnes, -114surface temperatures, 2-4,45obstacles, 2-154 vhce,241I
paraoloial, .576Bandwidth, 1-237, 2-42, 2-117\pattern, 2-114, 2-897, 2-406 B~ari um aluminum silic~ate, 2-4cosecant-sqluaredl, 1.98 Batch preparation, steatit r.a o e, 1-420E-plane, 2-42 BC1 No, 6601-F polyamide resin, ;.31,9distortion, 1-101, 2-152, 2-155 Beamn depression, 1-452H-plane, 1-75, 2-43 IBeamn deviation, 1-190parameters, 2-41 Beam tilt, 1-444perturbation, 2-404 Beamrider missiles, 1-] 45perfoz mance degradation, 1-101 applications, 1-146planes, oblique, 1-.114 Bearuing blocks, preparation, 1.392polarization, parallel, 1-153 Bend strength, alumina, 2-2;3, 2-265radome, 1-126 licryllia, 1-423, 2-261, 2-280, 2-441-radome design, 1-10 dielectric con.stant, 2-283-radome intpraction, 1-77, 1-221 emnittance, 2-283-raidonie radiating system, 1-576 loss tangent, 2.283-radonie 4ystcnis, 1-188, 1-521 modulus of elasticity, 2-281search radar, 1,97 modulus of rulpture, 2-280stabilization, 1-443 thermal co~nductivity, 2-282systems, monopulse, 2-138 thermail expancion, 2-281Anti-icing, 1-317 radomes, production, 2-292Antistatic rain erosion coati ngs, 1-344 Bisque firing, steatite radome, 1-422Aperture-type anechoic chamber, 2-394 Bisque machining, 2-287Artildites, 2-318 Blast pressure, 1-283Armstrong 2755 Cork, 2.449, Blister radome, semnist ream lined, 1-9AR-1075-41T polyester, 2-316 Bomnare raoome, 1-16Artificial dielectrics, 1-19 Bond strength and flexibility, 1-298Asymmetry, 1-215 Bonding adhesives, 1-376Attachments, 1-407 lBoreaight error, 1-502, 2-431, 2-100"A" sandwich radome, 2-61 rn'nojjulse system, 1-199ceramic radomes, 2-49 peito,11

chemcal 2-5, 254, -55integrIal equation technique, 2-10J3joints, 2-53 optical technique, 2-101mnechanical, 2-51, 2-55, 2-58 scattering technique, 2-102radorne, 2-8 oresight ranges, 2-397, 2-406
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BoresiAht test setup, 2-238 Chemical-mechanical attachments, 2-59
loro.j nitride, 2-443 Chin radoome, 1-11, 2-151
Branson Vidigage, 2-348 fluted core, 1-394
I1irewster angle, 2-172 Chopped fiber preform, 1-400
'ioundary layer, 1-456 Circ-un,,r filnapnt w'ndir'g, 2 930

temperature, 1-291 Cire-longo drop-stitch filament winding, 2-306
driadband radomes, 1-237, 2-116, 2-125 Cire-longo grind process, 2-309

,noltilaypr, 2.120 Circ-longo sock process, 2-309
surface treatment, 2-125 Circo fibers, 2-307

Buc6ling, 1-316 Circularly polarized incident woves, 1.567
coefllcients, 1-306 Coatings, erosion, 1-397
sandwich wall, 1.301 neoprene, 1-12
solid wall, 1-302 polyurethane, 1-339
thermal, 1-295 rain erosion, 1-344

properties, 1-335
C Coaxial line dielectric measurements, 2-365

"C" sa. dwich, 1-238, 1-572 Coaxial waveguide, 1-485
construction, 2-5 Coherent phase discriminator, 1-512
radomes, 1-47 Command guidance, 1-145

Calorimeter, copper block, 2-887 Compressive strength, 1-400, 2-389
"dropping," 2-385 Computer design of radomes, 2-90

Calorimetry, adiabatic, 2-384 Conductive heat transfer, 2.236
Capacitor, anisotropic, 1-58 Conductivity, thermal, 1-284, 2-380

isotropic, 1-58 Cone angles, 1-290
Casting, steatite radome, 1-421 effect, 1-354
Catalysts, 1-373 Conical fairing, 1-61
Cavitation effect, 1-346 ogive radome, 1-63
Cavity effect, 1-149 Conical radome, 1-105, 1.282
Centrifuge, 2, 206 Conical scan antenna, 1-503
Ceramic materials, 1-419, 2-29 axis, 1-209

elastic constants, 1-480 Condcal scan radar system, 1-132
electrical properties, 1-431 Conical transmission line antenna, 2-147
Knoop hardness, 1-431 (.Construction, half sandwich. 2-6
physical properties, 1-427 sandwich radowes, 1-378
refractoriness, 1-431 sandwich wall, 1.30.
temperature effects, 1-432 slid-wall 1..don'cs, •1-378
thermal conductivity, 1-429 Convective ,t Len r - 2-231
thermal expansion coefficients, 1-430 Copper block..:: ,: .:. x- 2-387

Ceramic radomes, 1-18, 2-259 Cordierite, 1-',a
attachment, 2-49 Core, constructi %n.. i.Z94
fabrication, 2-284 fluted, 1-380
properties, 2-260 foam, 1-380

Ceramics, 2.440 honeycomb, 1-378, 1-396
dense fired, 1-419 joint gaps, 1-299
density, 1-431 materials, 1-378
nonoxide, 2-362 shear strength, 1-298
oxide, 2-262, 2-361 thickness, 1-259, 1-275, 1-298
porous, 1-424 tolerance, 1-573
radiation effects, 2-250 Cork, Armstrong 2755, 2-449
subsonic rain erosion properties, 1-340 Cornu spiral, 1-448

Ceramoplastics, 1-427 Cosecant-squared antenna, 1-98
Chemical attachments, 2-51, 2-54, 2-56 Creep, 1-316
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Cristobalite, 2-276 Dielectric measurements, 2-3C4
Cross-polarization suppression, 2-104 coaxial line, 2-365
Crosstalk error, 2-86 free-sp.ce, 2-374
Curing, fllamtnt-wound radomes, 2-309 interferomneter, 2-374
Cut-bar titermal conductivity measurements, open-circuit method, 1-490

oj -i l .. ..

2 _300 1j vonania caviity, i-41M, 24VISO
Cutting planes, 2-85 slotted-line methdI 1-494
Cylinders, isotrepic, 1-307 waveguide, 24361
Cylindrical radome, 1-189 Dielectric patches, 1-209
Cylindrical ring stressus, 2-66 Dielectric properties, porous ceramics, 1-428
Cylindrical sandwich, 1-303 resins, glasses, and lamina.es, 2-321

Dielectric rings, 1-208, 1.214
scattering, 1-218

D Dielectric sheets, 2-106

DC-2106 silicone resin, 2-319 Dielectric thickness, 2-354
Deflection, 1-325 Dielectrics, artificial, i-19
Dense fired ceramics, 1-419 inhomogeneous, 1-58
Density, ceramics, 1-431 lossy, 1-519
Depolarization, 1-151 medium-los3, 1-490

antenna, 1-153 plane, 1-519
target, 1-154 Dielectrometer, 2-325, 2-352, 2-366

DER-DEN resins, 2-318 microwave, 1-494
Deviation, antenna, 1-153 surface-wave, 1-494
Diamond wheel grinding, 1-404 Diffraction, dielectric, 1-74
Dielectric constant, 1-48, 1-68, 1-474, 1-478, edge, 1-447

1-526, 2-31, 2-38 Diffusivity, thermal, 2-382
ablation materials, 2-465 Dilatometer, sapphire rod, 2-392
alumina sandwich skin and core, 2-270. Dipole antenna, half-wave, 1-220
beryllia, 2-283 Dipole feed through radomes, 2-1.13
calculations, 2-377 Dispersion, dielectric, 2-362
interferometer, 1-405 Dissipation factor, solid wall, 1-475
measurements, 2-354 Distortion, antenna pattern, 2-152, 2-155
Pyroceram, 2-274 Double sandwich, 1-563
slip-cast sintered fused silica, 2-278 Double-wall radomes, 1-7, 2-6
vs. resin content, E-Glass and Vibrin 135, Drag coefficient, 2-11

2-300 Driving point resistance, 2-117
vs. resin content, hollow glass and Vibrin 135, "Dropping" calorimetry, 2-385

2-301 Duroid 5650, 2-451
vs. resin content, S-994 Glass and Vibrin 135, Dynamic modulus measurement, 2-390

2-302
vs. tenmperature, 2-363

alumina, 2-267
Dielectric diffraction, 1-74 E

Dielectric dispersion and absorption, 2-362
Dielectric homogeneity, 1-495 ECCO interferometer, 2-357
Dielectric instrumentation, microwave, 2-335 Eccosorb anechoic chamber, longitudinal baffle,
Dielectric loadings, 1-59 2-397
Dielectric loss, 1-431, 1-478, 1-495 Edge compression, 1-308
Dielectric materials, electrical characteristics. Edge diffraction, 1-447

1483 E-Glass, 2-298, 2-300
high temperature, 2-362 Elastic constants, ceramic ms . 1-430
thermal properties, 2-379 Elastic moduli, 2-389
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Electrical design considerations, 2-79 Erosion, coating, 1-39".
fiat window, 2-431 rain, 2-203
hypersonic, 2430 simulator, Mithras, 2-208
window, 2-416 Error, boresight, 1-502

Electrical factors, 2.26 crosstalk; 2.f•A

Eiectrical gage. 1-473 in-plane, 1-201, 1-217

Electrical grinding control, 2-310 Exhausts, rocket motor, 2-235
Expanded hardboard radomes, 1-7

Electrical inde~x, 2-21 Expansion, thermal, 2-390
Electrical non-uniformity, radome walls, 1-207 Exposure time, thermal shock, 1-284

Electrical properties, alumina, 2.80 External pressure, 1-305
ceramic materials, 1-431
joints, 1-,387 F

Electrical requirhments, 1-105, 2-19 Fabric, lay-up, 1-393
search radomes, 1-99 glass, 1-403

Electrical tests, 2-..2, 2-63 preparatiou, 1-892

Electrical thickness, radome wall, 1-468 Fabrication, alumina radome, 2.288
effect of moisture, 1-478 ceramic radomes, 2.284

Electromagnetic field theory, 1-27 composite radome, 2-312
glass-ceramic radome, 2-289

Electromagnetic tensioner, 2-303 glass fiber filament, 2-302
Electromagnetic windows, 2-448 multilayer alumina sandwich r'dome, 2-289

shape, 2-97, 2-99 plastic radomes, 1-391
stresses, 2-426 Fabry. Perol interferometerA, 2-375

Electromechanical gage, 1-473 F,)ce thickness, 1-298

Electronic guidance, current missiles, 1-140 Fairing, ogive, 1-65
Elevation planes, antenna, 1-114 Far-field antenna patterns, 1-75, 1.521
Ellipsoidal shape, 2-7 horn'antenna, 2-105
Ellipsoidal missile radome, 1-170 interference, 1-102
Elliptical polarization, 1-50, 1-169 Far-field zones, 1-222

transmission coefficients, 1-51 Fatigue, 1-315
Emissivity, 1-284 Feed-through radomes, dipole, 2-113
Emittonce, beryllia, 2-283 Feeler gauge thickness measurement, 2 311

Pyroceram, 2-274 Fiber, polystyrene, 1-7
slip-cast sintered fused silica, 2-279 Fiber reinforced plastic radomes, 2-295

Environment, aircraft, 1-455 Fiberglass yarn filaments, 2-299
rain, 2-201 Filers, glass, 1-367, 2-296
thermal, 2-416 Field-probe evaluation, 2-405
thermal shock, 2-28 Filament winding, 2-306

Environmental considerations, precipitation cire-gore, 2.308
static, 1-319 circ-longo drop-stitch, 2-306

Environmental design, 1-316 helical, 2-306
radome, 1-281 Filament-wound radomes, curing, 2-309

Environmental factors, 2-26 finishing process, 2-313
Environmental requirements, 2-22 Filaments, fiberglass yarn, 2-299
Environmental testing, 1-326, 2-61 Fineness ratio, 1-61, 2-11, 2-21
E-plane antenna pattern, 2-42 Finishing process, 1-395
E-plane transmission loss, 2-89 filament-wound radome, 2-313
Bpon 828 laminates, 2-318 radome, 2-290
Epoxy resins, 1-339, 1-372, 1-403 sintered radome, 2-2,91

VC-8359, 2-315 Fire control radr syetbms, 1-131, 1-178
Equiangular shape, 2-7 Fire control radomes, 1-14, 1-129
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Firing ceramics, 1-425 Glass (cent)
Flat panel (see "Panel" and "Wall" entries) cloth, 1-390
Flat-plate heating, 2-423 dielectric properties, 2.321
Fist.AAsdwiVh I.RR I-Iqo fabric, ; 102
Flat sheet, homogeneous, 1-27 filament fabrication, 2-302

lossless, 1.34 sizing, 1-375
Flat window, electrical design, 2-431 fibers, 1-367, 2-296
Flexural strength, 1.390, 2.389 composition and properties, 2-299
Flight simulation, alumina radome, 2-243 laminates, 2-281
Fluorocarbon resin, 2-319 tension, 2-303
Flush-faired radomos, 1-11 laminate, aluminum phosphate-5994, 2-445
Flush-mounted radiating systems, 2-137, 2-142 recrystallized, 2.362
Fluted core, 1-380 refractory, 2-362

chin radome, 1-394 reinforced aluminum phosphate, 2-284, 2-446
wall construction, 1-299 reinforced plastics, longitudinal, 1-388

Foam, core, 1.380 low-pressure, 1-388
Foam, polyurethane, 1-380, 1-400 mechanical properties, 1.388
Foaming, 1-424 parallel laminated, 1-388
Foamed-in-place core wall constructiomi, 1-299 reinforced sandwich radome, 1-408
Foamed-in-place radomes, 1-13 subsonic rain erosion properties, 1-340
Focusing effect, streamlined radomes, 1-66 Glazing, 1-425
Forming, 1.425 Glide reentry, 2-418
Forming and shaping radome blanks, 2-286 vehicles, 2-450
Forsterite, 1-424 Gore lilanient pattern, 2-309
Four-horn phase comparison system, 1-506 Gratings, 2-104
Free-space, dielectric measurements, 2.374 Grinding, circ-longo process, 2.309

vswr evaluation, 2.405 electrical control, 2.310
wavelength, 2-38 ultrasonic control, 2.310

Frequency, 1-241 radome blanks, 2-287
rain, 2-201 Ground illumination, 1.97
vs. wavelength conversions, 2-108 Guarded hot-plate, 2-382

Friction tensioner, 2.308 Guidance radomes, 1.16
Funnel anechdic chambers, 2-895 Guidance syetems, 1-140
Fused silica, 2.278 effect of radome errors, 1-178

nose cone, 2.247 radomes, 1-129
slip-casting process, 2.291 proportional navigation, 1.144

Fusion cast materials, 1.427 remote, 1.145
self-contained, 1-141

Guided missiles, 1-141

G Gunfire control radomes, 1-16

Gage, electrical, 1-473 H
in.process, 2-346
inside diameter, 2-346 Haack-Von Karman shape, 2-8

Generator, r-f, 1.495 Half-sandwich construction, 2-6
Geodesic lenses, 2-147 Half-wave dipole antenna, 1-220
Geometrical optics, 1-189 Half-wave homogeneous fiat sheet, 1-35
Glaas, 1.426 first-order, 1-36

-bonded mica, 1.427 Half-wave radome, 2.81
-ceramics, 2.260 Half-wave wall, 1-121, 1-191, 2-117

properties, 2-271 higher-order, 1-81
radome fabrication, 2-289 Handling precautions, 2-48
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Hlardboard, expanded, 1-7 Hypersonic, electrical design, 2-430
Heat flow, planar, 2-381 materials, 2-439
Heat resistant rain erosion coatings, 1-344 radomes, '413
Heat simulation, aerodynamic, 2-242 structural design, 2-426

conductive, 2-236 velocities, 2-417
convective, 2-231
radiative, 2-236

Heating, aerodynamic, 2-44, 2-417
flat-plate, 2-432 Ice calorimeter, 2-386
laminar, 2-420 Icing control, 1-31.6
sonic point, 2-421, 2-424 anti-icing fluid, 1-317
turbulent, 2-421, 2-424 hot-air system, 1-318
rates, 2-419, 2-424, 2-426 internal heating, 1-318

Helical filament winding, 2-306 rubber boot, 1-317
Helium plhsma effects, 2-436 Illumination, ground, 1-97
Hemispherical radome, 1-60, 1-104, 1-217, 2-250 Impact, 1-314
Hetron 92, 2-316 resistance, 1-296, 1-429
Hollow glass, 2-301 testing, 1-327
Homing missiles, 1-142 Incidence angle, 1-55, 1-110, 1-114, 1.275, 1-519,
Homogeneity, dielectric, 1-495 2-38, 2-84, 2-92
Homogeneous flat sheet, 1-27 components, 1-117

half-wave, 1-35 Incident polarization, 1-153
thin, 1-33 elliptical, 1-169

Homogenet panels, 1-567 linear, 1-168

Homogeneous radomes, transmission coefficient, parallel, 1.153
2-130 Incident waves, linearly polarized, 1.174

Honeycombs, 2.312 polarized, 1-153

core, 1-378, 1-396 right-circularly polarized, 14567
lay-cp, 1-896 Inertia loads, 1-282, 2-51

thickness, 1-406 Infrared systems, 1.83, 2-237

sandwich radomes, 1-10 Inhomogeneities, radome surface, 1-210

wall construction, 1.298 Inhomogeneous, dielectrics, 1.58
Horns, 2.89 plasmas, 2.485

Horne eflti2,-893

antenna, 1-69, 2-104 radome reflection, 2-132

far-field pattern, 2-105 radomes, 2-128
transmission coefficient, 2-180

interfeiometer, 2-344 Inorganic laminates, 2-443

Hot.-nr deicing, 1.318 Inorganic materials, 1-866, 1-419

Hot flue, 2-231 Inorganic matrix materials, 2.296

Hot-gas wind tunnel, 2-232 In-plane error, 1-201, 1-217

Hot-plat , guarded, 2.382 In-process gage, 2-346

Hot salt ath, 2-286 Insertion phase, 1-34, 1-528, 1-560, 2-88, 2-159

H-plane, 1,229 contours, single sheet, 1-106
Ine, Idelay, 1-124

antenna 2atterns, 1-75, 2-43 "A" sandwich radome, 2-108near-field •mplitudes, 1-70 ""snwc aoe -0
near-field, puha ese, 1-70 lossless plane dielectric sheet, 1-83
near-field, ýhase, 1-70 difference, 1-465, 2-84, 2-92
transmission loss, 2.40 constant, 2-84

Hybrid improignation resin bath, 2-305 effects, 1-122

Hydraulic jacks, 1-322 variation vs. angle of incidence, 1-55

Hydrocarbon resin, 2-315 vs. incidence angle, 1-120
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I
Inserts, 1-392 Laminated wall construction, 2-5
Inside diameter gage, 2-346 Laminates, 1-367
Inspection methods, 1-406 dielectric properties, 2-321
Instability buckling, 1-301 Epon 828, 2-318
Installation, airborne radar, 1-439 glass fiber, 2-281

__________ 1. ....... 2-

Integral equation, 1-195, 2-103 organic resin-fiberglass, 2-441
Interceptor radome, 1-168, 1-218 polyamide resin-fiberglapa, 2-444
interface reflection coefficients, 1-27, 1-56, 2-169 slotted, 1-338

phase angle, 2-171 resins, 1-13
Interference, 1-101 void elimination, 1-393

effects, 1-445 wsills, 1-478
Interferometer, 2-337 Lathe grinding, 1-402

dielectric constant, I-VJ5 Lathe turning, 1-400
dielectric measuremcn.t ý-174 Lens, 1-206
ECCO, 2.357 antennas, 2-147
horn, 2-344 feeding, 1-80
magic T, 1-467 geodesic, 2-147
Michelson, 2-375 Liuneberg, 1-78
micrometer, 1-466 manufacture, 1-79
reflection, 2.310 radome transmission loss, 1-80
two-horn, 1-465 Lightning, 1-319
tables, 2-339 Line-of-sight stabilization, 1-440
Fabry-Perol, 2-375 Linear polarization, 1-51, 1-168

Interlaminar shear values, 2-297 Lithium aluminum silicates, 1-424
Internal heating, 1-318 Lloyd',, mirror effect, 1-76
Internal pressure, 1.288 Load application, 1-322
Isotropic capacitor, 1-58 Load, axial, 1-302

cylinders, 1.307 Loaded core sandwiches, 1-18
plasma, simulated, 2-437 Loads, 1-297
sandwich, 1-306 ambient, 1-283

aerodynamic, 1-281
dielectric, 1-59

JC-1571 hydrocarbon resin, 2-315 inertia, 1-282
Jet engine exhaust, 2-232 joint, 2-52
Jets, plasma, 2-285 operational, 2-51
Joint gaps, core, 1-299 pickup probe, 1-495
Joint loading, 2-52 Lobe comparison, sequential, 1-147
Joints, attachment, 2-58 Lobing, sequential, 1-133

electrical properties, 1-387 Leg spiral, 1-64

K Logarithmic shape, 2-7
Longitudinal-baffle Eccosorb anechoic chamber,K-band radomes, 1-92-9

KEL-F81 fluorocarbon resin, 2-319 2-397

Knitted-sock laminated radomes, 1.10 Longitudinal heat-flow measurements, 2-381

Knoop hardness, ceramic materials, 1-431 Longitudinal plastics, glass, reinforced, 1-388

Longo fibers, 2-807
L Look angle, 2-86

Laminae 4110, 2-316 Loss, correction, 1-490

Laminated radomes, 1-10 dielectric, 1-431, 1-478, 1-495
knitted-sock, 1-10 reflection, 2-38
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Loss tangent. alumina sandwich skin and core, Matrix formulation, 1-40
2-270 Matrix materials, inorgtnic, 2-296

beryllia, 2-283 Measurements, dielectric, 2-364
calculations. 2-378 npa r.fit,,, I.Q91, 1-294, I-507

measurements, 2-357 no-dome, 1-224
properties, ablation materials, 2-454 radar cross section, 1-154
Pyroceram, 2-274 radome wall, 1-463
slip-cast sintered fused silica, 2-278 specific heat, 2-384
vs. temperature, 2-363 tensile strength, 2-69

alumina, 2.267 transmissi: n impedance, 1-486
'Lossless dielectric, Snell's law, 2-173 Mechanir'dl, attachment, 2-51, 2-51- 2-58
Lossless homogeneous plane sheets, 1-49 -chemical attachments, 2-59
Lossless plane dielectric sheet, 1-82 factors, 2-27
Lossless plane sheet, 1-85 micrometer, 1-472
Lossless thin flat sheets, 1-34 properties, glass reinforced plastic, 1-388
Lossy dielectrics, 1.519 properties, testing, 2-64
Low density materials, 1-381 physical properties, 2-385
Low-frequency resonant cavities, 2-373 strength, 2-71
Lumped fields, 1-196 Mechanism, rain erosion, 1-345
Luneberg lens, 1-78 Medium-loss dielectrics, 1-490

Melamine resins, 1-368
M Metal ribs, 2-151

Mach number factors, 2-11 Metal-loaded radomes, 2-104, 2-125
Machining, alumina, 1-422 per":ýrY:ted, 2-106
Magi: T, interferometer, 1-467 Meta; sheets, 1.59
Magnesia, 1-423, 2-442 Metal slats, 1-59
Magnetic materials, 1-54 Mica, glass-bonded, 1-427

measurements, 1-492 Michelson interferometers, 2-375
Magnetic tensioner, 2-303 Micrometer, 1-472
Magnetron, frequency pulling, 1-100 Microwave, anechoic chambers, 2.391

performance, 1-100 dielectric instrumentation, 2-335
Marco vacuum injection, 1-399 dielectrometer, 1-494
Matched-die mold, 1-401 interferometer, 1-466
Matched-tool molding, 1-396 radar, 1.5
Materials, 2-32 reflectometer, 2-353

ablative, 2-446, 2-448 thicmess gage, 1-406, 2-351
alumina sandwich, 2-268 nonmetals, 2-352
anisotropic, 1-55 Millimeter-wavelength radomes, 1-80, 2-135
ceramic, 1-419, 2-29 phase data, 2-187
construction, 2-257 wall construction, 1-84
core, 1-378 Missiles, beamrider, 1-145, 1-146
dielectric, 1-483 guidance radomes, 1-16
full density, 1-383 homing, 1-142
fusion cast, 1-427 radurne, 1-401
hypersonic, 2-439 ellipsoidal, 1-170
inorganic, 1-366 fabric lay-up, 1-401
low density, 1-381 supersonic, 2-452
magnetic, 1.492 Mlthras erosion simulator, 2-208
organic, 1-365 Modulated scatterer, 1-514
plastic, 1-335 Modulus of elasticity, 1-390, 2-389
rain-resistant, 2-208 alumina, 2-266
testing, high temperatures, 2-361 "A" sandwich, 2-271
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Modulus of elasticity (cont) Nuclear radiation, 1-321
beryllia, 2-281 Null shift measurements, 2-352
Pyroceram, 2-272 Nypol 46-4001 and 46-4020 acrylic resins, 2-319

Modulus of rupture, beryllla, 2-280
Pyrce_•.,2-272

Moisture, 1-320 Oblique planes, antenna, 1-114 ..
effects, 1-478 Obstacles, antenna, 2-154

Mold, matched-die, 1-401 Offset angle, 2-39
Molten metal bath, 2-236 Offset run, 1..207
Molding, matched tool, 1-396 Ogive, 1-162
Monopulse system, 1-505, 2-138 fairing, 1-65

amplitude comparison, 1-203 plastic, 1-358
boresight errors, 1-199 radome, 1-172, 2-433
errors, 1-136 conical fairing, 1.63
radiation pattern difference, 1.135 shape, 2-8
sum radiation pattern, 1-134 nose blunting, 2-11
time sequential systems, 1-136 ngs blnti, 2-11

Mosaic alumina construction, 2-269 One-half wave wall, 2.117
Movable piston phase shifters, 1-509 One-half wavelengah, 2 l1e7One-half wavelength, multiple, 2-4
Multilayer sandwiches, 1-239, 2-121 radome, 2-31

"A" sandwich radome, 1-8
alumina radome, fabrication, 2.289 thickness, 2.31

Open-circuit method, 1-490
construction, 2-6 Operational loads, 2.51

wall radome, 1-273 Optics, 1.447
Multple thikess g , 1boresight error prediction, 2-101

Multiple thickness gage, 1-406 geometrical, 1-189

theory, 1-27
N Orbital decay reentry, 2-418, 2-426

Nacelle, clearance, 1-454 Organic materials, 1-365
lining absorbers, 1-10 properties, 1-381
plabsorbers, 1-14 resin-fiberglass laminates, 2.441

Navigation, proportional, 1-244 Oxide ceramics, 2.262, 2-361

Near-field, amplitude, 1-68 Oxyacetylene burners, 2-252

measurements, 1-507 Oxyacetylene test facility, 2-246
d eisurei enti , 1Oxyhydrogen burners, 2.233

distribution, 1-230 Oxyhydrogen rucket motor, 2-243
H-plane amplitude, 1-70 Oxypropane burners, 2-232
H-plane phase, 1-70
measurements, 1-221
phase measurements, 1-507
reflection, 1-102 Panels, flat (see also "Walls" entries), 2.91

Neoprene protective coating, 1-12 homogeneous, 1-567
91-LD Phenolic resin, 2-319 multilayer, 1-38
No-dome measurements, 1-224 Parabolic shape, 2-8, 2-10
Nondimensional time, 1-310 antenna, 1-576
Nonoxido ceramics, 2-362 Parachute, 1-353
Nose blunting, ogival shape, 2.11 Parallel laminated glass reinforced plastics,
Nose cone, fused silica, 2-247 1-388

slotted arrays, 2-144 Paiallel polarization, 1-32, 1-153, 1-527, 1-573,
Nose laminar heating, 2-420 2-34
Nose mounted ogival shaped radomes, 2-433 antenna, 1-153
Nose radomes, 1-14, 1-238 Parallel-ray theory, 1-75
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Parallel-ray transmission, 1-75 Plastics (cont)
Parameters, antenna pattern, 2-41 glass reinforced, 1-388
Paraplex P-43, 2-316 low-pressure, 1-388
Pass bands, 2-118 reinforcements, 1-374
Patches, dielectric, 1-209 materials, 1-335
Pattern, antenna, 1-97, 2-114, 2-397, 2-406 rain erosion properties, 1-335

gore filament, 2-309 ogive, 1-358
distortion, 1-101, 2-39 radiation effects, 2-249

plasma antenna, 2-436 radomes, fabrication methods, 1-391
radar, 1-445, 1-455 reinforced, 1-366
radome, 1-499 Platform stabilization, 1-440

scattering, 2-158 Plyophens 23-017 phenolic resin, 2-319
Perforated metal-loaded radome, 2-106 Plywood radomes, 1-5
Permittivity, complex, 1-483 Pointing errors, 1-147, 1-1.50
Perpendicular polarization, 1-28, 1-241, 1-526, Poisson's ratio, Pyroceram, 2-273

1-573, 2-35, 2-84 slip-cast sintered fused silica, 2.277
Phantom feed, 1-150 Polarization, 1-50
Phase-amplitude system, 1-136 efficiency, 1-177
Phase comparison, 1-136 elliptical, 1-50

monopulse system, 1-200 linear, 1-51, 1-168
four-horn system, 1-506 gratings, 2-104

Phase data, 2-81, 2-137 incident, 1-153
Phase delay, 1-11 parallel, 1-32, 1-153, 1-527, 1-573, 2-34
Phase shift, 1-478, 1-509 phenomena, 1-152

reflection, 1-530 relative, 1-117
Phase variation, 2-39 Polarized Incident wave, 1-153
Phenolic-nylon, Tayloron, 2-449 Polyamide resin, BC1 No. 6601-F, 2-319
Phenolic resin, 1-367, 2-319 fiberglass laminate, 2-444

plyophens 23-017, 2-319 Polyester, AR-1075-HT, 2-31.6
Phenylsilane resins, 2-320 resins, 1.370, 2-316
Physical design considerations, 2-1 Selectron, 2-251
Physical properties, ceramic materials, 1-427 Vibrin, 2-251
Pickup probe, 1-509 Polyfiber radomes, 1-365

loading, 1-495 Polylite ED-386, 2-316
Pitch stabilization, 1.441 Polystyrene fiber, 1-7
Placement, 'radome, 1-445 K-band radomes, 1-9
Planar heat flow, 2-381 Polyurethane, 1.339
Plane dielectric sheet, 1-32, 1-526 foams, 1.380, 1.400
Plane dielectric, 1-519 Porous alumina, 2-268
Plane sheet refraction, 1-66 Porous ceramics, 1-424
Plane-wave, reflection, 1-28 dielectric properties, 1-426

refraction, 1-31 Post-curing, 1-395
transmission, 1-28 Power reflection, 1-271

Plasma, antenna pattern distortion, 2-436 oefficin, 2-5
effects, 2-483 coefficient, 2-354

helium, 2-436 Power shape, 2-8, 2-10

inhomogeneous, 2-435 Power transmission, "A" sandwich radome,
jets, 2-235 2-108
resonance, 2-438 coefficient, 1-526, 1-532, 2-34, 2-122, 2-357

Plastic-alumina radomes, 2-269 solid-wall radome, 2-119
Plastics, classification, 1-366 lossless homogeneous plane sheets, 1-49

fiber reinforced, 2-295 lossless plane dielectric sheet, 1-82
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Power transmission (cont) Radiation effects, 2-248

constant, 1-124, 1-554 ceramics, 2-250
contours, 2-172 plastics, 2-249
minimum, 2-120 Selectron polyesters, 2-251

coeffieient, 2-119 Vibrin polyesters, 2-251
.lid l * L,,,,, -Ict Rdiation,, - uciear, i-;'1

vs. core thickness, 1-544 Radiation pattern, far-flela, 1-521
Precipitation static, 1-319 Radiation pattern difference, monoiulse
Prefabricated foaun wall construction, 1-299 antenna,'1-135
Preform molding, 1-399 Radiative heat transfer, 2-236
Pre-impregnation resin bath, 2-305 Radome, airborne, 2-86
Preserved incident component, 1-567 antenna systems, 1-188
Pressure, 1-325 anti-icing, 1-15

-cast aluminum die, 1-404 applications, 1-6
injection, 1-400 blanks, alumina, 2-284
load, 2-51 forming and shaping, 2-286
slip-casting, 2-287 grinding, 2-287

Pressurization, 1-439 blister, 1-9
Production, beryllia radomes, 2-292 bonding adhesives, 1-376
Protective cover, 2-18 boresight errors, monopulse system, 1-199
Pyroceram, 2-34, 2-46, 2-50, 2-260, 2-362, 2-441 prediction, 1-17

dielectric constants, 2-274 broadband, 2-120, 2-125
emittance, 2-274 ceramic, 1-18, 2-259
loss tangent, 2-274 chemical attachment, 2-51, 2-54, 2-56
modulus of elasticity, 2-272 eompos," 2-312
Poisson's ratio, 2-273 conical, - 1-282
sensitivity measurement, 2-355 constructior, 1-365, 1-419
specific heat, 2-274 cylindrical, 1.189
thermal conductivity, 2.273 de-icing, 1-18
thermal expansion, 2-273 depolarizatio 4.167

diffraction, 1.
dipole feed-thi ough, 2-113
double-wall, 1-7, 2-6

Quadripod space frame, 2-150 electrical design peoblem, 1-6
Quality control, 2.346 errors, 1-148, 1-502

correction, 1-205

R correction, vector method, 1-214
measurement, 1-207

Radar, airborne, 1-489 monopulse, 1-136, 1-199
antenna configuration, 1-166 prediction, 1-187
conical scan, 1-132 fabrication, 1-391
fire control, 1-131, 1-178 finishes, 1-408
cross section measurement, 1-154 geometry, 1-111
cross section vs. target scattering, 1-156 guidance, 1-16
microwave, 1-5 high-temperature, 2-327, 2-358
pattern distortion, 1-445, 1-455 homogeneous, 2-130
range reduction, 1-99 inhomogeneous, 2-130
VHF, 1-3 loft lines, 1.115

Radial plane definition, 2-99 materisls, 1-297, 2-24
Radiated field, 1-221 anisotropic, 1-55
Radiating system, antenna-radome, 1-576 inorganic, 1-419

flush-mounted, 2-137, 2-142 magnetic, 1-54
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Radoine (cont) Rain (cont)materials (cent) erosion (cont)
or'anip ' I _.AR I rain gun, 2-2O7metal-loaded, 2-104, 2-125 rocket sled, 2-210millimet'r-wavelength, 1-80, 2-135 simulation, 2-206

miissile, 1-401 subsonic, 1-331
ogival shaped, 1-M72, 2-433 supersonic, 1-17, 1-331, 1-360one-half wavelength, 2-31 test, 1-332
pattern distorted, 1-499 test results, 2-228, 2-230platcment, 1-445 time vs. missile velocity, 2-231plastic, 1-391 'frequency, 2-201plastic-alumina, 2-269 gun, 2-207plywood, 1-5 intensity, 1-355, 2-201Polyfiber, 1-365 particle size distribution, 2-205resonant-wall, 2-110 rate vs. altitude, 2-204sandwich, 1-9, 1.396 resistant materials, 2-203design curves, 2-173 Rainfall, accumulation, 2-202search, 1-97, 1.99 intensity, 1-355semistreamlined, 1-9 rate, 2-202shape, 1-60, 1-104, 1-297, 2-91, 2-97 Range, ballistic, 2-209weight factor, 1-106 boresight, 2-397, 2-406

size: 1-44' Ray traing, 1-189
limitations, 2-48 techniques, 1-121

skin temperature, 1-292 boresight error prediction, 2-101slotted metal, 2-111 Recrystallized glass, 2-362solid-wall, 2-117 Rectangular waveguide, 1-485spheroidal, 1-61, 1-63 Reentry, ballistic, 2-418strength factors, 1-297 glide, b 2-418
supersonic, 1-1.6 g eide, 2-4 50
3urface inhomogeneities, 1-210 orbital decay, 2-41.8, 2-426transmission efficiency, 1-496
reflection, 1-498 Reflection, 1-447, 2.132
scattering technique, 1-194 coefficient, 1-520
structural support, 2-149 complex, 1-470
strucLural design, 1-281 Interferometer, 2-310
subsonic, 1-282 loss, 2-38
testing, 2-60 . measurement, slotted line method, 1-499
thick-shell, 2-67 near-field, 1-102
thin-shell, 2-31 phase s,,hift, 1-530
toroidal, 2-250 plane-wave, 1 .28
tunable, 2-131, 2-133, 2-135 radome, 1-498
types, 2-3 test, 2-350
wall, measurements, 1-46• Riflectumeter, 1-500, 2-337wall thickness, electrical, 1-468 high-temperature, 2-359
wedge, 2-104 microwave, 2-353wire gild loaded, 2-106 Refraction, 1-148Rain, classifications, 2-21)2 magnitude, 1-148environment, 2-201 plane sheet, 1-66erosion, 1-11, 2-203 plane-wave, 1-31

cnatings, 1-335, 1-344 theory, 1-76mechanism, 1-345 Refractive shift, 1-54, 1-67plastic naterials, 1-335 Refractoriness, 1 -431
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Refractory glass, 2-362 Sandwich (cont)
Reinforced plastic radomes, 1-366, 2-295 "B", 1-238, 1-271

Reinforcements, plastics, 1-374 construction, 2-5
Resin bath, 2-304 radomes, 1-11, 1-47

hybrid imnrewnstinn. 2.R.fll "C", i I. -,7-

pre-impregnation, 2-305 radomes, 1-47
wet-dip, 2-304 cylindrical, 1-303

Resin-fiberglass laminate, polyamide, 2-444 design, 2-89
organic, 2-441 design curves, 2-173

Resins, DER-DEN, 2-318 double, 1-563
dielectric properties, 2-321 flat, 1-38, 1-301
epoxy, 1-339, 1-372, 1-403 honeycomb, 1-10
laminating, 1-13 isotropic, 1-306
melamine, 1-868 loaded core, 1. 18
phenolic, 2-319 multilayer, 1-239, 2-121
phenylsilane, 2-320 radome, 1-9, 1-396
polyester, 2-316 alumina, 2-289
preparation, 1-392 construction, 1-378
properties, 2-315 glass reinforced, 1-408
silicone, 2-319 multilayer, 1-8
systems, interlaminar shear values, 2-297 single, 2-129

Resistance, driving-point, 2-117 symmetrical, 1-41
impact, 1-29C, 1.-429 thick-skin, 2-129
thermal shock, 2-28 wall, 1-123, 1-301

Resonance, 1-487 buckling, 1-301
',asma, 2-438 lightweight cores, 1-464

Rt .nant cavities, low frequency, Z-373 Sapphire rod dilatometer, 2-392
dielectric measurements, 1-494, 2-370 Scattering, 1-218

Resonant-wall radomes, 2-110 patterns, 2-158

R-F generator, 1-495 radome error prediction, 1-194, 2-102

Ribs, metal, 2-151 target, 1-156

Ring, geometry, 1-219 Screening tests, 2M240

dielectric, 1-208, 1-214 Search radomes, 1-97

Rocketcmotoric ex s, 2-235 electrical requirements, 1-99
Rocket motor exhausts, 2-235 Sector scanner, 1-441
Rocket sled, 1 355 Selectron 5016, 2-316

rain erosion simulator, 2-21:. Selectron polyesters, 2-251
test facilities, 2-211 Sensitivity measurement, Pyroceram, 2-355
test results, 2-213 Sequentlal lobing, 1-133
track, SNORT, 2-21.1 comparison, 1.147

Roll run, 1-207 SWqped-beakn antenna, 1-450, 2.155
fixed polarization, 1.209 Shapes, anechoic chamber, 2-393

Roll stabilization, 1-441 Shapes, electromagnetic window, 2-97

R-7145 silicone resin, 2.320 Shapes, radome, 1-60, 1-104, 1-297, 2-91, 2.97,

Rubber boot, 1-3 17 2-99
ellipsoidal, 2-7
ogival, 2-8
parabolic, 2-8, 2-10

Sandwich, "A", 1-238, 1-271, 1-544, 1-569, 2-92, .!,pwer, 2-8
2-94 rcquiremnents, 1-104

construction, 2-5 str..,ngh factor, 2-70
alumina materials, 2-268 typical, 2-98
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Shear loads, 1-303 Slip casting, 1-420
Shear strength, core, 1-298 fused silica process, 2-291
Shear stress coetficients, 1-303 pressure, 2-287
Sheets, dielectric, 1-59 Slip control, 1-420
Sheffield thickness gage, 2-346 Slotted arrays, nose cone, 2-144
Shift. rpfrme'tivp, 1.•-4 Mut. .ainAies, i-6;16
Shock front, 1-455 Slotted line, 1.494
Shock testing, 1-327 phase shifters. 1-509
Shock wave, effect, 1-348 radome reflection measurement, 1-499

refraction, 1-458 Slotted metal radomes, 2-111
Silica, fused, 2-273 transmis.sion coefficient, 2-111

vitreous, 2-273 transmission loss, 2-112
Silicate, barium aluminum, 2.443 Slotted waveguide, 2-138

lithium aluminum, 1-424 arrays, TE mode, 2-138
Silicone resin, DC-2106, 1-390, 2-319 arrays, TM mode, 2-138

R-7145, 2-320 Snell's law, lossless dielectric, 2-173
Silicones, 1-369 S-994 glass, 2-302
Simulated isotropic plasma, 2.437 SNORT rocket sled track, 2-211
Simulation, rain erosion, 2-206 Sock process, circ-longo, 2-309
Simultaneous lobe comparison, 1-133 Solid sheet, 1-464

errors, 1-137, 1-147 dielectric, 1-120
Single-horn interferometer, 1.465 Solid wall, 1-301
Single-horn reflectometer, 1-470 buckling, 1-302
Single-layer walls, 1-464 construction, 2-4

Single sandwich radome, 1-259 dissipation factor, 1.475

Single sheet, 1-106 raciome, 1-238, 1-241, 2-117

Sintered fused silica, 2-260, 2-275 bandwidth, 2.117

finishing process, 2.291 construction, 1.1. 8

radome fabrication, 2-290 design curves, 2.172

surface treatments, 2-291 one-half wave, 2-117
transmission coefficient, 2-118

Slntering, 2.287 transmission curves, 2-128
Sintering process, fused silica, 2-291 Sonic point heating, 2.421, 2-424
Size, radome, 1.441. 2-48, 2-91 Space frames, 2-149

alumina, 2-288 quadripod, 2-150
Sizing, glass-fabric, 1.375 Specific heat, air, 1-288

Skin layers, curing, 1-394 alumina, 2-266

Skin temperature, alumina radome, 2-246, 2-250 measurements, 2-384

transient, 1-287 Pyroceram, 2-274

Skin thickness, 1-259 slip-cast sintered fused silica, 2.278
vs. temperature, beryllia, 2-282

Skin tolerance, 1-573 •Spherical mode transformation, 1.197
Sled, rocket, 1-355 Spheroid, 1-61

Slip-cast, forming, 2-286 Spheroidal lens-radome, 1-79
fused silica, 2-441 Spheroidal radomes, 1-63
sintered fused silica, 2-276, 2-278 Spidel, magnesia-alumina, 1-424

emittance, 2-279
Poisson's ratio, 2-277 Stabilization, 1-439

specific heat, 2-278 antenna, 1-443

strength, 2-277 Stagnation point, electrical effects, 2-20
thermal conductivity, 2-277 hoai ing, 2-420
thermal expansion, 2.278 Stagnation temperature, 1-285, 2-15, 2-17, 2.46
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Static testing, 1-321 Surface treatment, 2-125
elevated temperatures, 1-323 Surface-wave dielectromeler, 1-494
instrumentation, pressure, 1-325 Symmetrical sandwiches, 1-41

Steatite, 1-420
bisque firing, i422 T
final firing, 1-422
radome batch preparation, 1-420 Taper, 1-206
radome casting, 1-421 Target depolarization, 1-154

Stop bands, 2-118 Target scattering, 1-156
Streamlined lens-radomee, 1.477 Tayloron phenolic-nylon, 2-449
Streamlined radomes, 1-66 TE mode slotted waveguide arrays, 2-138

focusing effect, 1-66 Teflon, 2-319
Strength, radome, 1-297, 2-70 Teflon TFE, 2-450

shape, 2-70 Temperature, 1-325
slip-cast sintered fused silica, 2-277 boundary layer, 1.291
tensile, 2-385 distribution, 1.284
thermal environment, 2-70 effects, 1-337, 1-432
vs. temperature, alumina, 2-264 equilibrium, 1.287

Stress, cylindrical ring, 2-66 high, dielectric materials, 2-362
electromagnetic window, 2-426 radomes, 1.378, 1-477
methods, 1-300 reflectometer, 24359
rupture, 1-316 structural test setup, 2-239
thermal, 2-44 structural testing, 2-239

shock, 1-309 test facility, 2-237
thick-shell radomes, 2-67 testing, 2-358
thin-shell radome, 2-67 transmission gage, 2-358
variation, 2.68 recovery factor, 1-290

Structural design, hypersonic, 2-426 skin, 2-287, 2-292
radome, 1.281 surface, 2-14, 2-29, 2-419, 2-424, 2-426
window, 2-416 Tensile strength, 2-385

Structural factors, 2-47 measurement, 2-69
Structural requirements, 2.22 Tensile thermal stress, 2-17, 2-30, 2-47
Structural support, 2-149 Tension, glass fiber, 2.303
Structural testing, high-temperature, 2-239 Tensioner, electromagnetic, 2-303
Stypols, 2-316 friction, 2-303
Subsonic radome, 1-282 magnetic, 2-303
Subsonic rain erosion, 1-334 Terminal guidance, 1-143

ceramics, 1-340 Tests, 2-60
glass, 1-340 electrical, 2-32, 2-63

Supersonic aircraft, 2-452 elevated temperatures, 1-327
Supersonic missiles, 2-452 environmental, 1-326
Supersonic radomes, 1-16 low temperature, 1-327
Supersonic rain erosion, 1-17, 1-360 rain erosion, 1-332

parachute testing, 1-353 results, 2-213, 2-228, 2-230
test methods, 1-351 reflection, 2-350

Supersonic wind tunnel, 2-232 rocket sled, 2-211
Support, axial, 2-149 screening, 2-240
Support, effect on rain erosion, 1-338 supersonic rain erosion, 1-351
Surface-reflectiorn interference, 1-449 thermal, 2-62
Surface temperature, 2-14, 2-29, 2-419, 2-424, thermal shock, 1-326, 2-229

2-426 through-tranFmission, 2-350
ballistic reentry, 2-425 Thermal buckling, 1-295
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Thermal conductivity, 1-284, 1429, 2-380 Thin flat sheets, 1-56
air, 1-289 Thin homogeneous flat sheet, 1-33
alumina, 2-267 Thin-shell radomes, stresses, 2-67
beryllia, 2-282 Thin wallo 1.!10, 2 117
cuL-bar, 2-381 construct;on, 2-4, 2-30
Pyroceram, 2-273 radome, 2-31
slip-cast sintered finpd silica, 2-277 Three-layer "A" sandwich radome, 1-3

Thermal diffusivity, 2-382 Three-layer sandwiches, 2-120
Thermal environment, 2-70, 2-416 Through-transmission test, 2-350
Thermal expansion, 2-390 'l'iles, ,alumina, 2-271

alumina, 2-266 Time sequential antenna systems, 1-136
beryllia, 2-281 Time sequential lobe comparison systems, 1-132
ceramic materials, 1-430 - Tip radii, 2-29, 2-48
Pyroceram, 2-273 TM mode slotted waveguide arrays, 24138
slip-cast sintered fused silica, 2-278 Tolerances, 1-40.1

Thermal factors, 2-26 core, 1-573
Thermal properties, 2-62 thickness, 1-48

dielectric materials, 2-379 Tooling, 1-401
Thermal shock, 1-284, 2-429 Toroidal radomes, 2-250

environment, 2-28 Transfer molding, 1-400
resistance, 2-28 Transformation spherical mode, 1-197
stress, 1-309 Transmission, 1-113, 1-273
tests, 1-326, 2-229, 2-240 characteristics, 2-90

oxyacetylene burners, 2-252 coeflicients, 1-37, 1-520
oxyhydrogen burners, 2-233 axial ratios, 1-51
oxypropane burners, 2-282 elliptical polarization, 1-51

Thermal stress, 1-295, 1-313, 2-16, 244 homogeneous radomes, 2-130
tensile, 2-17, 2-30, 2-47 inhomogeneous radomes, 2-130

Thermally reflective rain erosion coatings, lossless plane sheet, 1-85
1-344 slotted metal radomes, 2-111

Thermocouple, 1-326 solid dielectric sheet, 1-119

Thermolag 500, 2.452 solid-wall radome, 2-118
variation, 1-149

Theta patterns, 2.145 constant, 2-84

Thick-shell radomes, stresses, 2-67 contours, 1-106
Thick-skin single sandwich, 2-129 "A" sandwich, 1-43, 2-128

Thickness, 2.38 solid-wall radome, 2-128
core, 1-275, 1-298 efficiency, 1-241
dielectric, 2-354 radome, 1-496
electrical, 1-478 tunable radome, 2-133, 2-135
face, 1-298 gage, high-temperature, 2-358
hage, 1-406 impedance measurement, 1-486

microwave, 1-406, 2-351 resonance method, 1-487
null shift memsurements, 2-352 loss, 2-33
ultrasonic, 2-348 E-plane, 2-39

honeycomb core, 1-378, 1-396 H.plane, 2-40
measurement, 2-311 lens-radome, 1-80
one-half wavelength radome, 2-31 slotted metal radome, 2-112
sandwich wall, 1-123 . millimeter-wavelength radome, 2-136
solid-wall, 1-238 parallel-ray, 1-75
thin-wall radome, 2-31 plane-wave, 1-28
tolerance, 1-48, 1-521 thin wall radome, 2-80633
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Tlrappe(, waves, 1-77, 1-151 Walls (cont)
Tunable radome, 2-131, 2-133, 2-135 dimension tolerances, 1-521
Turbulence, 1.455, 1-458 gage, electromecha.)ical, 1-47;

Turbulent heating, 2-421, 2-424 half-wave, 1-121, 1-191, 2-117

Two-horn interferometer, 1-465 laminate, 1-478
iI~U ~i i•1A t7,5p A $Vi| •1£ J U

U sandwich, 1-123, 1-301

Ultrasonic grinding control, 2-310 solid, 1-30!

Ultrasonic thickness gage, 2-348 thin, 1420

Uniform ground illumination geometry, 1-98 thickness, 1-118, 2-46

Unsymmetrical air loading, 1-282 gage, 2-346
tolerances, 1.477, 2-44, 2-80

V Waveguide, circular, 1-485
coaxial, 1-485

Vacuum injection, 1-399 dielectric measurements, 2-367
VC-8359 epoxy resin, 2-315 principles, 1-483
Vehicles, ballistic reentry, 2-451 rectangular, 1-485

hypersonic, 2-453 slotted, 2.138
Velocities, hypersonic, 2-41'7 wall, loss correction, 1-490

effect, 1-354 Wavelength, free-space, 2-38
VHF radar, 1-3 Wedge radome, 1 .6q, 2-104
Vibration testing, 1-327, 2-251 Weight factor, 1-106
Vibrational forces, 2-52 Wet-dip resin bath, 2-304
Vibrin, 2-298 Wind tunnel, supersonic, 2-232
Vibrin 135, 2•300 Window, ablative, 2-429
Vibrin 135-136A, 2-315 electrical design, ?-416
Vibrin polyesters, radiation effects, 2-251 electromagnetic, 2-448
Vidigage, Branson, 2-348 flat, 2-431
Viscosity, air, 1-290 structural design, 2-416
Vitreous silica, 2-273 Wire grids, 1-59, 2-106

properties, 2-275 Wollastonite, 1-425
VSWR evaluation, free-space, 2-405

W X

Waffle core, 1-300 X-band, 1-509
Walls (see also "Paneis" entries) Xonotlite, conversion, 1-425

construction, 1-297, 2-3, 2.23
fluted core, 1-299 y
framed-:in-place core, 1-299
honeycomb, 1-298 Yaw, stabilization, 1-441

laminated, 2.5
lost wax core, 1-300
milllimeter-wavelength radome, 1-84 Z
prefabricated foam, 1-299 Zircon, 1-424
solid, 2-4 Zirconia, 2-288
waffle core, 1-300 Zytol 101 polyamide resin, 24319
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